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A classification is given for the multiplicity free indecomposable representations of the simple Lie algebra 
su(l,I), which are unbounded on both sides. Formulas have been obtained for the matrix elements of the 
generators of su(l,I) for all these representations. Representations of su(l,I) are analyzed which have the 
property that all their weight subspaces are infinite dimensional. Subrepresentations and representations 
on quotient spaces of this infinite multiplicity representations are considered and their relationship to the 
multiplicity free indecomposable representations is determined (both, unbounded on both sides, and 
bounded on one side). Finite multiplicity indecomposable representations are obtained from the infinite 
multiplicity representation for special values of the Casimir operator. A decomposition of the infinite 
multiplicity representation into a direct sum of multiplicity free representations and finite multiplicity 
indecomposable respresentations is given in two different ways. Finally, formulas for the matrix elements 
of su(l,I) are given for the finite multiplicity indecomposable representations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Indecomposable representations of (semi)simple Lie 
algebras have recently found their way into physics, 
and their application has attracted conSiderable atten
tion. Armstrong, in 1971, investigated properties of 
radial matrix elements and introduced a tensor opera
tor that turned out to transform like an infinite-dimen
sional indecomposable representation of su(1, 1).1 
Crubellier in his analysis of two-body radial matrix 
elements generalized Armstrong's results. 2 In 1976 
Chacon, Levi, and Moshinsky gave a full interpretation 
of the results obtained by Armstrong and Crubellier. 3 

Other applications of indecomposable representations 
of semisimple (as well as non- semisimple) Lie algebras 
have been suggested by Barut in 1973 as a possibility 
for describing composite particles with internal degrees 
of freedom. 4 

It appears thus that a classification and an analYSis 
of the properties of indecomposable representations of 
the Simple Lie algebra su(1, 1) (Ai) might be of value. 
The algebra su(1, 1) is chosen since it provides the sim
plest case, and, moreover, figures so far prominently 
in applications of indecomp"3able representations of 
(simple) Lie algebras in phYSics. 

Results on the classification of multiplicity free (the 
weight subspaces have dimension one) indecomposable 
representations of the algebra su(1, 1) have been ob
tained by Gel'fand, Graev, and Vilenkin. 5 This classi
fication has been completed by Phillips in his theSiS, 
but has remained unpublished. 6 

In this article we will give the classification of all 
infinite-dimensional multiplicity free indecomposable 
representations of the algebra su(1, 1), which are un
bounded on both sides (for a classification of the infinite
dimensional multiplicity free indecomposable represen
tations that are bounded on the side, see, for example, 
Ref. 7). The classification given here has been carried 

out independently, and is achieved by methods which 
differ from those of other authors who have also in
vestigated indecomposable representations of su(1, 1). 
The classification is given in Sec. II of this article. 

Apart from the classification of the (multiplicity
free) indecomposable representations of su(1, 1), for
mulas are obtained for the matrix elements of the gen
erators of su(1, 1) in these representations. They are 
also given in Sec. II of this article. 

In Sec. III, a representation of su(1, 1) is analyzed, 
which has the property that all its weight subspaces are 
infinite dimensional. To our knowledge, no such analy
sis has been carried out before, and ourS is not com
plete. Some of the subrepresentations of this infinite 
multiplicity representation, as well as representations 
induced on its quotient spaces, are shown to be equivalent 
to multiplicity free (infinite-dimensional) representations 
which are bounded on one side, or to the multiplicity free 
representations discussed in Sec. II of this article. From 
this infinite multiplicity representation finite multipli
city indecomposable representations are derived (the 
weight subspaces have finite dimension:;: 1) for special 
values of the Casimir operator (Sec. III). These rep
resentations have unusual properties, one of which 
might be described as "leakage" into an invariant sub
space (see Fig. 11). They do also reflect properties of 
irreversible processes of a more general nature than 
the multiplicity free indecomposable representations of 
Sec. II. A decomposition of the infinite multiplicity rep
resentation is achieved in two different ways as direct 
sum of multiplicity free representations, all of which 
are either bounded above or below, and finite multipli
city indecomposable representations. An example is 
given of an infinite-dimensional, multiplicity free rep
resentation, unbounded on both sides, which is induced 
by the infinite multiplicity representation on one of its 
invariant subspaces. Again, as for all representations 
discussed in this article, the matrix elements of the 
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FIG. 1. Structure of representation 7[/,h for l"" 1, 1 integer. 
The nonzero roots are indicated at the origin of the diagram. 
The other arrows indicate the points which cannot be crossed 
in that direction. Invariant subspaces which carry subrepre
sentations are indicated. Quotient representations are graphi
cally described by simply deleting those invariant subspaces 
with respect to which the quotient space is formed. For half
integer values of 1 the structure is similar and no separate 
figure is given. 

generators of su(l, 1) are given for the finite multiplicity 
indecomposable representation as well as for all other 
representations derived from the infinite multiplicity 
representation. 

II. MULTIPLICITY FREE SU (1,1) REPRESENTATIONS 

The purpose of this section is to give a complete 
discussion of representations of the simple Lie alge
bra su(l, 1) which are multiplicity free, that is, of all 
representations of su(l, 1) whose weight subspaces have 
the dimensionality one. 

The Lie products of the algebra su(l, 1) of the group 
SU(I, 1) are given by the commutation relations 

[1I,e]=e, [II,/J=-/, [e,j]=-h. 

The Casimir operator (invariant) is 

C2 = ef + fe - h2 • 

A. Representations of the principal nonunitary series of 
su (1,1) 

Bergmann8 constructed the principal unitary series 

(1) 

(2) 

of representations of the group SU(I, 1). The elements 
of this group act on a Hilbert space L2(T) of square in
tegrable functions defined on the unit circle T in a:. The 
representations are labelled by two numbers hand 1, 
where 1 is pure imaginary and h is equal to 0 or ~. They 
act in L2(T) by means of the formula 

if, 1 (g)j[ exp(i8)] 

= ( exp(i 8)i3 + a )2h 1 exp(i 8)i3 + a 12/ / (exp(~ 8) a + i3) . 
I exp(iB)i3 + Ci I exp(z8)i3 + a 

(3) 

If Eq. (3) is analytically extended to arbitrary complex 
values of the parameter l, the principal nonunitary 
series of representations of sU(1, 1) is obtained. In the 
following, Eq. (3) will be considered for arbitmry com
plex l. On the other hand, the following discussion will 
be restricted to single valued representations of SU(1, 1). 
There exist many valued representations of SU(1, 1), 
which are single valued representations of its universal 
covering group SU(1, 1)'. The representations of the 
principal nonunitary series of SU(1, 1)' and its genera
tors are discussed in Ref. 9. 

In order to discuss conveniently the principal non
unitary series of representations in terms of the Lie 
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FIG. 2. Structure of representation 7[/,h for l~ 0, 1 integer. 
See Fig. 1 caption. 

algebra su(l, 1), the following notation is introduced. 
As orthonormal basis for the space L2(T) the set of 
functions exp(- ih8), h = 0, ± 1, ± 2, .. " is chosen. Then, 
if h=O, exp(-ihl1)= Ih) and if h=i, exp(-ih8)= Ih+i). 

The action of the differential operators h, e,j on the 
basis elements 1m) is given by the formulas (the differ
ential form of these operators is, for example, given 
in Ref. 10) 

p(h) 1 m) =1111 m), 

p(e) 1 111) =i(m - Z) 1 111 + 1), 

p(() 1m) = - } (1/1 + Z) 1 m - 1). 

(4) 

These representations of the principal nonunitary series 
are denoted rr' ,h. If h = 0, then rr"h is irreducible if and 
only if 1 is not an integer. If h =}, then rr',h is irredu
cible if and only if I is not half- integer. 

In the following let I be integer if h = 0 and half-inte
ger if h =~. Then for I ~ - 1 the representation rr"h has 
two invariant subspaces on which the representations 
D:, and Di of the discrete series are realized. The quo
tient representation rrl ,h /D: , Vi is a finite-dimensional 
representation with highest weight - 1 - 1. This repre
sentation is denoted by F-l

-
l (Fig. 1). 

If 1-· 0, then the representation rr"h has three invari
ant subspaces. One of the invariant subspaces is finite
dimensional, with highest weight 1. This subspace car
ries a finite-dimensional representation, denoted by 
F'. The other two invariant subspaces are infinite
dimensional, with highest weight 1 and lowest weight 
- 1, respectively. (See Note added ill proof at end of 
article.) On both of these invariant subspaces an in
decomposable representation of su(1 ,1) is realized. 
Both contain a finite-dimensional invariant subspace 
with highest weight 1 and lowest - I respectively, on 
which the representation F' is realized. The infinite
dimensional orthogonal complements, however, are not 
invariant subspaces. The two indecomposable repre
sentations are denoted by Di and D:, (note that here 
l' 0). It holds D:z/F' -Dr+l and Di/F' -D:,_l (Fig. 2). 

If 1 = - i, then the representation rr- l 12 ,h decomposes 
into the direct sum of the two irreducible unitary rep
resentations D~/2 and D: 1/2 (Fig. 3). 

If 1 is neither integer or half-integer, then we obtain 

I ( I) 

f - Y,l 

D' 
Y, 

FIG. 3. Structure of representation 7[-1/2,h. 
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FIG. 4. Structure of representation fIA. A"" n/2. 

infinite-dimensional irreducible representations which 
are neither bounded below or above. 

B. Representations of su (1, 1) with highest (lowest) 
weight 

The next type of representations of su(1, 1) to be 
considered are those which are bounded on one side, 
i. e., representations which have either a highest or a 
lowest weight. 

Representations with highest weight (see prededing 
subsection A) are the representations Dj. For 1"" - ~ 
they are irreducible; for I > ° they are indecomposable. 
Representations with lowest weight are the representa
tions D;. For 1 ? ~ they are irreducible and for 1 "" ° 
they are indecomposable. The reducible representations 
Dj and D: I are not representations with highest or low
est weight as defined in Ref. 7. See Note added in proof. 

If xo, Xl, X 2 , ••• denotes a basis of an infinite-dimen
sional vector space V and if A is a complex number, 
then the following relations hold for inifinite-dimension
al representations with a highest weight (similar rela
tions are obtained for infinite-dimensional representa
tions with a lowest weight) of the type of Ref. 7: 

PA(h)X j = (A - i)x j , i =0,1,2, "', 

i=0,1,2,"', 

PA(C)XO=O, 
(5) 

PA(C)X j = - irA - ~(i - 1)]x j _ l , i = 1, 2, 3, .... 

These representations are called elementary represen
tations and are given the symbol dA • For more details 
the reader is referred to Ref. 7. 

C. New indecomposable multiplicity free 
representations of su (1, 1) 

Let 1T denote a representation of su(1, 1) which is 
multiplicity free. Let 1 A) denote one of the eigenvectors 
of h such that 1T(h)IA)=AIA). The operators 1T(em

) and 
1TUn), m, n = 1, 2, 3, ... act on the vector 1 A). A se
quence of vectors is obtained: 

• 0 • , 1T(/) I A), 1T(f) I A), I A), 1T(e) I A), 1T(e2) I A), .... (6) 

All vectors of this sequence are eigenvectors of 1T(h) 
corresponding to the eigenvalues 

. . . ,A - 2, A - 1, A, A + 1, A + 2, .... 

We denote the vectors of the sequence (6) by the 
symbols 

""IA-2), IA-1), IA), IA+ I), IA+2), .. ·. (7) 

In the following we proceed to analyze in general the 
types of representations that can be realized on the com
plex linear space for which (6) constitutes a basis. 
Some of the types of representations that will be found 
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represent nothing new. A resume of these has been 
given in subsections A and B. Other types of represen
tations will, however, be found which we believe to be 
unknown hitherto. 6 

Case A: None of the veCtorS1TUn)I A + m), n,1I1 
= 1, 2, 3, .. " is equal to zero. 

(a) No vector of the sequence 1T(j) I A + m), m 
= 1, 2, 3, .. " and of the sequence 1T(e) 1 A - n), n 
= 1, 2, 3, .. " is equal to zero. 

Since the representations discussed are multiplicity 
free, it holds that 1T(j) 1 A + m) - 1 A + m - I) and 
1T(e) IA - n) -I A - n + 1). Therefore, the representation 
1T is necessarily irreducible. Since every irreducible 
representation of a semisimple Lie algebra can be ob
tained from some representation of its principal non
unitary series (see, for example, Theorem 8.10 in 
Ref. 11), it follows that the set of representations 1T 
corresponds to the set of irreducible representations 
of the principle nonunitary series 1TI,h, with 1 not an 
integer for h = ° and 1 not a half-integer for h = ~. 

(b) For some integer m, m > 0, it holds that 1T(e) 
x 1 A - m) = 0. The sequence (7) is relabelled by taking 
the vector 1 A - m + 1) as the vector 1 A) of the sequence 
(7). In the new notation, then, 1T(e)IA-1)=0 holds. 
Utilizing this equation, it can be proven, by means of 
induction, that the following equations hold: 

1T(e)IA-n)=(n-1)(i- A) IA- n+1), n>O, (8) 

1T(j) I A + n') =n' (n' ~ 1 + A) I A + n' - I), n' cO, (9) 

n, rt' integers. A simple computation proves that the 
formulas (8) and (9) define representations of the alge
bra su(1, 1), i. e., that the commutation relations (1) 
are satisfied. 

In Eq. (8) the coefficient on the right side becomes 
zero, for arbitrary A, if n = 1. This coefficient becomes 
zero also for A = n/2. The coefficient on the right side 
of Eq. (9) becomes zero for A=- (n' - 1)/2. 

In the case of A = - (n' - 1)/2 the representation has 
two invariant subspaces with basis elements 

I A - 1), I A - 2), I A - 3), 0 .. 

and 

I-A+1), I-A+2), I-A+3), "', 

respectively. Thus, this representation does not satisfy 
the condition of Case A which is considered at present. 
In fact, this representation is equivalent to one of the 
reducible representations of the principal nonunitary 
series of representations 1T1 ,h • 

Let A* - (n' - 1)/2, n' > 0, integer. If A is complex 
and A*n/2, n> 0, integer, then the formulas (6)-(9) 
define a representation UA [ in the space with the basis 
Eq. (6)] which has only one invariant subspace with 
basis elements 

lA-I), IA-2), IA-3), .. ·. 

The subrepresentation of su(l, 1) on this subspace is a 
representation with highest weight A - 1. The represen-
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FIG. 5. Structure of representation U At A = n/2, 

tation which is carried by the quotient space is a repre
sentation with lowest weight A. The representation u" 
is an indecomposable one, i. e., it cannot be decom
posed into a direct sum of the two representations with 
highest weight A - 1 and lowest weight A (Fig. 4). 

The value of the Casimir operator for the represen
tation u" is A(l- A). 

Let A=n/2, n>O, integer. Equations (6)-(9) give 
now, on the space with basis (6), a representation u" 
with two invariant subspaces. One of the invariant sub
spaces has the basis 

1- A), 1- A - 1), 1- A - 2), .... 

This subspace is irreducible. The other invariant sub
space has the basis 

IA-1), [A-2), IA-3), 

This subspace is reducible and has the first invariant 
subspace as a subspace. The representation which is 
realized on this second invariant subspace is indecom
posable (Fig. 5). 

The eigenvalue of the Casimir operator in the repre
sentation u" is again A(1 - A). 

It may be worthwhile to point out that from the repre
sentation u", A=n/2, n= 1, 2,3,· .. , the same repre
sentations can be obtained, defined on its invariant sub
spaces and quotient spaces, as from the representations 
'lTl,h, I = A _ 1, and 'lT1 ,h, l = - A, even though their 
structure is distinct. 

Case B: None of the 'IT(e") I A - m), n, m = 1, 2, 3, ... , 
is equal to zero. 

(a) None of the 'IT(e) I A - m), 111 = 1, 2, 3, .. " and none 
of the 'IT(/) I A + n), n = 1, 2, 3, .. " is equal to zero. 

This yields the same set of representations as case 
A(a). 

(b) For some til, 111 > 0, it holds that 'IT(f) I A + m) = O. 
The sequence (6) is relabelled by taking I A + 111 - 1) as 
the vector I A). In the new notation it then holds that 
'IT(/) I A + 1) = 0. With the help of this equation and using 
induction, it can be proven that the following equations 
hold: 

'IT(e)IA-n)=n«n-1)/2-A)[A-n+1), 11>0, (10) 

'IT(J)[ A + n') = (n' - l)(n' /2 + A) I A + n' - 1), n' > 0, (11) 

I I 

/\-2 A-I A A" ",2 Nl 

FIG. 6. Structure of representation T", A;" - n' /2. 
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n, n' integers. A direct evaluation shows that the for
mulas (6), (7), (10), and (11) satisfy the commutation 
relations (1). 

The coefficient on the right side of Eq. (10) is equal 
to zero if A = (n - 1) /2. The coefficient on the right side 
of Eq. (11) is equal to zero if /1' = 1, for arbitrary A, 
and for A=-n'/2. 

If A = (n - 1)/2, then the representation has two invari
ant subspaces. The first one has as basis elements 

1- A - 1), 1- A - 2), 1- A - 3), .. " 

while the second one has as basis elements 

IA+1), [A+2), jA+3), .... 

This representation does not satisfy the condition for 
Case B. It corresponds to one of the reducible repre
sentations 'lTl ,h. 

Now conSider Aif-(n-1)/2, Jl>O, integer. If A is 
complex, Aif--n'/2, n'>O, integer, then a representa
tion T" with one invariant subspace is obtained. The 
basis elements of the invariant subspace are given as 

I A + 1), I A + 2), I A + 3), .... 

This subspace carries an irreducible representation 
with lowest weight A + 1. The representation induced on 
the quotient space with respect to the invariant sub
space is a representation with highest weight A. The 
representation T" is indecomposable (Fig. 6). 

The value of the Casimir operator for the represen
tation T" is A(1 - AL 

Now consider A = - n' /2, /I':> 0, integer. Then the 
formulas (6), (7), (10), (11) define a representation T" 

with two invariant subspaces. One of the invariant sub
spaces has the basis vectors 

IA+1), IA+2), IA+3), ... 

and is irreducible. The other invariant subspace has 
the basis 

I - A), 1- A + 1), I - A + 2), ... 

and is reducible, with the first invariant subspace as 
an invariant subspace. In fact this second invariant sub
space is indecomposable (Fig. 7). 

The value of the Casimir operator on T" is A( 1 - A). 

The representations T", A if- (n - 1) /2, n:> 0, integer, 
and U"_l yield the same set of irreducible representa
tions, defined on subspaces of their quotient spaces. 

I I I I t 

-/\-1 -/\ -M -A·2 

/\ 0 _ n'/l 

---~~--

I t I I I I 

FIG. 7. Structure of representation T", A=-n'/2. 
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FIG. 8. Graphical representation of basis of vector space V 
= flil. The arrows indicate the action of the shift operators on 
the basis elements. Basis elements along each dashed line 
correspond to the same weight. 

III. REPRESENTATIONS OF SU (1, 1) ON THE SPACE 
OF ITS UNIVERSAL ENVELOPING ALGEBRA 

Let 12 denote the universal enveloping algebra of the 
complexification of su(l, 1). In an earlier article the 
universal enveloping algebra was used to construct rep
resentations with a highest (lowest) weight. 7 Here the 
universal algebra 12 is used to construct other types of 
representations of su(l, 1), namely representations 
whose weight subs paces are infinite-dimensional. Prop
erties of these types of representations of su(l, 1) are 
analyzed below and their intimate relationship to the 
multiplicity-free representations of Sec. II is 
demonstrated. 

In the space of the enveloping algebra 12 the left multi
plication by elements of the algebra su(l, 1) defines a 
representation denoted by 1T. Consider in 12 the left ideal 
I that is generated by the element h - A of 12, where A 
is some fixed complex number. Thus the elements 
x(h - A), x E: 12, form the ideal I. Therefore, 1T can be 
reduced to a representation on the quotient space V 
= 12/1. This representation is denoted by PA' 

In the following a basis is chosen in the space V and 
the representation PA is determined with respect to this 
basis. A basis for V can be selected in different ways. 
The elements 

1,j"em
, n = 0, 1,2, ... , 11l = 0, 1,2, ... , 

excluding the case n = m = 0, can be chosen as a basis 
for V. It is then easy to evaluate that PA (h), PA (j), PA (e) 
act on those basis elements as 

PAth)! =A1, PACe)! =e, PA (I) 1 =j, (12) 

PA (h)/"e m = (A - n + m)f'em
, (13) 

PA(I)/"em =/"+le m, (14) 

PA (e)/"e m =/"em+1 _ n(A + m _ (n _ l)/2)/"-le m, (15) 

PA (C)/"e m = 2/"+1 em+1 
- (A + m)(A + m + l)/"em

• 

The basis elements of V are shown in Fig. 8. The dot
ted lines in this figure connect elements that correspond 
to the same weighL The operator PA (I), acting on a 
basis element, causes a vertical upwards shift in Fig. 
8, while the operator PACe) acting on a basis element 
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causes a simultaneous shift veritically downwards and to 
the right. Therefore, as is seen from Fig. 8, the oper
ators PA(I), PACe), acting on the basis elements cause 
upward shifts, downward shifts, and shifts to the right 
only. This implies that for every fixed positive integer 
s the subspace Vs of V with basis elements 

j"e m
, n = 0, 1,2, .. " m = s, s + 1, s + 2, ... , 

is invariant under PA' The corresponding subrepresen
tation is denoted pi. The representation on the quotient 
space V /Vs is denoted by sPA' The representation lPA 
is then the so-called elementary representation dA with 
highest weight A (for the definition see Ref. 7; the dA 

of this article is, in fact, the d2A of Ref. 7). In general, 
the elementary representation dA +s with highest weight 
A+s is realized on the quotient space Vs/VS+l' Thus, 
the representation PA consists of the elementary 
representations 

(16) 

It is now possible that for some of the representations 
of the sequence (16) Casimir operator C2 has the same 
eigenvalue. This is the case for two representations 
dA • and dA " if A'(A' + 1) = A"(A" + 1), A' '* A". The only 
solution to this equation is A" = - A - 1. Therefore, rep
resentations of (16) can have the same eigenvalue of C2 

if A is equal to (- 111)/2, m ~ 1, integer. Then every pair 
of representations 

(d_m/ 2, dm/ 2_1), (d_m/ 2+1, dm / 2_2), ••• 

corresponds to the same eigenvalue of C2 • 

(17) 

Let us now consider the case that all of the represen
tations of (16) have a different eigenvalue of C 2, i. e., 
that A '* - n/2, n> 1, integer, In this case the represen
tation SPA can be decomposed into a direct sum of rep
resentations with highest weights. This decomposition 
is achieved by means of the following extremal vectors 
(a vector y is called extremal if p(e)y = 0): 

S-l{ i } -1 
xO=l+~ Dj[A+t(j+1)] jiel, 

i =1 j =1 
(18) 

S_m_l{ i } -1 
xm=e m + ~ Dj[A+m+t(j+1)] jiem+i , 

1=1 j=l 

m = 1, 2, .. 0, S - 1. (19) 

The s subspaces obtained from these s extremal vec
tors, with the basis elements 

A-< I'd /1-2 A-I /I A" , , , 
/ 
, 

/ / 

, , 
/ 

/ / , 
/ , / / 

/ 
/ 
, 

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8, except that a different basis has been 
chosen for the vector space V. The arrows indicate again the 
action of the shift operators on the (new) basis elements. 
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FIG. 10. Representation 3PA 
on quotient space V/V3o The 
dots correspond to represen
tative basis vectors in, ine. 
i ne2• n=O. 1, 2 •..•• of the 
quotient space. For A 7' - 3/2 
this representation can be de
composed into the direct sum 
of the elementary representa
tions dA, dA+!' dA+2 with basis 
x~. x)" and X;;. respectively. 

xm,fym,f2Xm, .• " m = 1, 2, ... , S - 1, 

(20) 

(21) 

are invariant under SPA (in the space V / V S of the rep
resentation SPA it holdsfie"=O if n s), as can be veri
fied by direct evaluation. In fact in each of the s distinct 
bases, (20) and (21), the representation obtained is 
given by Eq. (5). Thus, on the subspaces defined by 
(20) and (21) the representations dA, dA +l , ••• ,dA+S _ l are 
realized, with Eqs. (18) and (19) as the vectors cor
responding to their highest weight. 

Next we consider the case of A = - n/2, 12:> 1, integer. 
In this case pairs of representations exist, Eq. (17), 
for which the Casimir operator C2 has the same eigen
value. In this case the representation SPA can be de
composed into a direct sum among which those of the 
representation dA , dA+!, dA+2, ... ,dA+s_l occur for which 
C2 has different eigenvalues. For these representations 
the vector corresponding to their highest weight is ob
tained from Eqs. (18) and (19). Representations for 
which the Casimir operator has the same eigenvalue oc
cur in pairs, as was shown before in (17). These pairs 
then occur as direct summands in the decomposition of 
the representation sPA' while each pair itself cannot be 
decomposed into a direct sum. For these undecom
posable pairs of representations Eqs. (18) and (19) fail 
to determine an extremal vector which belongs to the 
highest weight. This is best demonstrated by means of 
an example. Let A = - 3/2 and consider the representa
tion 3PA . This representation consists of the represen
tations d_ 3/2 , d_ l/2 , dl/2 . The Casimir operator has the 
same eigenvalue for the representations d_ 3/2 , dl/2 . The 
representation dl/2 acts invariantly on the subspace that 
is spanned by the basis elements f m e2

, 111 = 0,1,2, .... 
Its extremal vector belonging to its highest weight is ob
tained from Eq. (19) and is x2 = e2

• The extremal vector 
belonging to the highest weight of the representation 
d_ l/2 is again obtained from Eq. (19) and is x" = e + 2fe2. 
The extremal vector belonging to the highest weight of 
the representation d_ 3/2 , if it exists in 3pA , 1\ = - 3/2, 
is to be of the form XO = 1 + alfe + ~f2e2. This vector is 
to satisfy 3PA (e)~ = O. This implies 

a condition which cannot be satisfied. If, however, the 
vector XO = 1- 2fe + f 2e 2 is chosen, then it follows that 
3PA (e)iO = _ 2fe2 is a vector in dl/2 • It follows therefore 
that the sub representation generated by XO is really in
decomposable, as it is impossible to construct an ex-
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tremal vector for the highest weight of d_3/2 , while a 
vector X=0 of weight A = - 3/2 can be found which has 
components in d_3/2 and d1l2 only. The representation 
3pA , A = - 3/2, can thus be decomposed into the direct 
sum of the representation d_1/2 and an indecomposable 
representation d which consists of the representations 
d_3/2 and d1l2 • The representation d1l2 is a subrepresen
tation of d, while d_3/2 is realized on the quotient space 
of rI with respect to d1l2 . 

In the general case of paried representations analo
gous properties hold. Whenever in Eq. (18) or (19) one 
of the expressions [A + m + ~(j + 1) J vanishes, it is to 
be replaced by a constant different from zero. Then the 
resultant vector generates a basis for an undecom
posable representation consisting of the pair. 

In the following the indecomposable representation d 
of 3pA , A = - 3/2, is discussed explicitly (see Fig/ 10). 
As can be verified by direct computation the following 
relations hold: 

p(h)x'; = (A + 111 - n)x~, 

p(flX;;'=X;;'.b 

( ) m ( n - 1) m 

(22) 

P e x" = - n A + m - -2- Xn_l, 

p(C)X~ = - (A + m)(A + 11/ + l)x:, 

with fi+neS - 0, x~ =- fnxm, til = 0, 1,2, ... , s - 1 and 
n = 0, 1,2, .. '. These equations hold as long as none of 
the coefficients in Eqs. (18) and (19) becomes infinite. 
Then a direct sum of elementary representations dA , 

rIA+l , ••• ,dA +S _ b is obtained. For the representation 
3pA , A = - 3/2, however, not all of Eqs. (18) and (19) 
hold" In fact xO had to be changed to XO. For the new 
basis elements x~ = f"Xl and x~ = fn x 2, 11 = 0, 1, 2, ... , 
Eqs. (19) hold. Thus, both x~, n = 0, 1,2, .. " and x~, 
n = 0, 1, 2, .. " form a basis for a (multiplicity-free) 
elementary representation, namely d1l2 and d_1/2 , in
duced by 3PA on the respective subspaces. If the action 
of the elements of the algebra on the basis elements 
x=~, n = 0, 1, 2, .. " is studied, it turns out that they do 
not form an invariant subspace. The basis elements 
x~ = f"xo are connected, through the action of the alge
bra, with the basis elements x~, n = 0,1,2, . " '. In fact, 
it can be shown that the following relations hold (X0 
= 1- 2fe +r2('2, x 2 =e2

): 

FIG. 11. Indecomposable part 
of representation 3PA for A 
= - 3/2. The dots represent 
the elements of the basis x~, 

-u i~l 
~, n=O, 1. 2 ••..• of this 
indecomposable representa-

A= -'/2 
, tion. The dashed arrows indi-

<q 1 Xs cate the action of the shift 

x' i~ , operators p(f) on the basis 
-7/2 x. elements, the solid vectors 

-:i~l the action of the shift opera-
->/2- x' tors p(e). The eigenvalues A 

X'iN 3 

of p(h) on the basis elements 

-3/Z X:I~ 
, are indicated on the left. The 

x, representation 3pA , A = - 3/2. 
decomposes into the direct 

-1/. 

1 
x: sum of this indecomposable 

representation and the ele-
'h. "': mentary representation d-1I2 · 
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p(h)x~ = - G + n)x~, p(h)x~ = (~ - n)x~, 

p(f)x~ = X~+l' p(f)x~ = X~h 

p(e)x~ =~n(n + 2)X~_1 - 2X~+1' 

p(e)x~ = ~n(n - 2)X~_1' 

p(C)X~ = - ~x~ - 4X~+2' p(C)X~ = - h~. 

(23) 

Thus Eqs. (23) define an indecomposable representation 
d (see Fig. 11). Ordering the basis elements in the man
ner x~, x~, xf, xi, x~, xL ... , the matrices p(h), p(e), p(f), 

and p(C) take on the following form for this indecom
posable representation d: 

I I 
3 I I 

-2 I I 
1.1 I 
21 I I I I 

----I --5----1.------ -------1-------1---
1- 2 I I I 
I 1 I I I 
I -21 I I ____ 1- ______ 1______ _ _____ 1 _______ 1 __ _ 

p(h) = 
I I I 
I I 7 I 
I I -2 I 

: : - ~ : 
----1-------1------ ------ -------1---

: : -i : 
I I _~ I 
I I I 

----1-------1------ ------ -------1---
I I 11 I 
I I -T I 
I I 7 I 
I I --Z I ----1--- ____ 1 ___ ---1- ____ - _______ 1 __ _ 
I I I I 
I I I I 

I o I 
0 1 I I I I 

- - -:- -- -: - - -:- - - -: - -- -:--
1 10 I I I I 

I I I I I 
11 01 I I I 

p(f) = --- :-1"--: 0--:----:----:--
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 11 01 I I 

---1---·1---1---"1"----1--
I I 1 I 0 I I 

'I I I I I 
I I 11 0 I I 
I I I I I 

---1----1---1---·1----1--
I I 11 10 I 

---1----1 I I I 
I I I 11 0 I 

- - _'- - - .1. ___ 1_ - - I· - - --I--
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

I I 

O le!. I 
12 I 

0: -~: , , , -- -. 0- - --1-4- - - - -- - -- -- - --

I I 
- 2 I 0 I 01 I I --- ~-- -- -;-0- -;15- --;-- -- ;--

p(e) __ I 2 I 0 I T 3 I I 
I - I I 21 I 

---~----;---io--i12--:--

I : -2! O! 4! ---,----,---·---·-0--·--
I I I I I 
I I 1-2 I 0 I 

---~----~---~---~----~--
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1 
1. 1 

- 4 1 
31 

-"41 I I I I 
------1-------1 ------1-------1------1- ---

I _ ~ I I I I 
I I I I f 
I _if I I I _____ ~I ______ I ______ 1 _______ 1 ______ 1 ___ _ 

1 1 3 1 1 1 
I I -'4 I I I 

-4: : - ~: : : 
p(C)= 

_____ .1 ___ ---1.------1-------1------1---- • 
I I 1 3 I I 
I I 1 - 1 I I 

:-4: : -* : : ------1------1-------1-------1------1- ---
I I I 1.1 t 
I I I 1- 4 I 
1 14 1 1 1.1 
I 1- I I - 41 
1'-- - - - - 1-- - - - - -1- - - - - - -1- -- - - -1- - --

I I I I I 
I I I I I 

Let us now consider the representation PA. The repre
sentations dA, dA+i> dA+2, 0 •• are coupled in PA in the fol
lowing manner: 

o 

The representation PA has no subrepresentation with 
highest weight. If it did have, then there would exist a 
vector of the form 

k 

xO =6 aifm+ien+l, 
1=0 

such that ~(e)xO = 0 for some finite integer k"" 0 (ac
cording to the definition of a). From the last of the Eq. 
(15) it follows readily that PA(e)x°o#Oo 

The representation PA contains also no subrepresen
tation which consists of a finite number of representa
tions with highest weight (these representations may be 
coupled into indecomposable representations) 0 Such sub
representations contain invariant sub representations 
with highest weights" 

The representation PA can, however, be decomposed 
into a direct sum of representations with highest 
weights, or at least into a direct sum of pairs of rep
resentations with highest weights which are coupled in 
an indecomposable manner, if the space V of PA is ex
tended to include (formal) infinite sums, and the action 
of PA on these infinite sums is defined by linearity. The 
resultant representation is denoted by PA • If A 0# - m/2, 
m > 1, integer, then PA can be decomposed into a direct 
sum of the representations dA, dA+1 , dA+2 , •••• The vectors 

XO= 1 +t{A j[A+~V + 1)]} -l f1el , 
/=1 j =1 

Xm = em + E {A j[A + m + tv + 1)]}-1 fiem+i , 
i=l j =1 

m = 1, 2, 3, . 0 • , 

are the extremal vectors belonging to the highest 
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weights A, A + 1, A + 2, ... of these representations. The 
proof is simple, and we omit it. 

If A = - 11/ /2, III """ 1, integer, then p" can be decom
posed into a direct sum of the representations dA <., 
d,,<s+!' ... (with s an integer such that A + s ~ m/2) and 
the representations into which 'P" decomposes. 

Instead of the basis introduced in the space V = nil 
that was underlying the discussion so far, another basis 
can be chosen. Namely, the basis 1, emfn, 111 = 0,1, 
2, ... , II = 0, 1,2, ... , excluding the case m = n = 0. It 
is easy to show that in this basis the following relations 
hold for the representation p,,: 

p,,(lI)1 = AI, p,,(e)1 = e, p"Ct)! =f, 

P,,(h)emr = (A + 111 - n)e"'r, 

p" (c)emfn = em<lfn, 

p" (t)Cmr = em!"<l + n[A - 11 + (m _ 1) 12 }e m- 1f". 

A graphical description of this basis is given in Fig. 
9. The action of the shift operators p,,(e) and p,,(j) on 
the basis elements is also indicated in this figure. It is 
easy to realize that for every fixed integer s :> 0 the sub
space Hs of V with the basis 

is invariant under p", The representation induced by 
p" on the subspace H s is denoted by 1T~. The represen
tation on the quotient space V IHs will be denoted by 
s1i". It is easy to observe that each of the representa
tions on the quotient spaces Hs IH.<l is a representation 
with a lowest weight A - S. We denote this representa
tion by d~_s. Thus the representation p" is of the form 

d' 
" * d~_l ° * * d~_2 

* * * 

Therefore, the representation p" admits two different 
structures. It can be represented either as a semidirect 
sum of representations d,,<s with highest weight, or as 
a semidirect sum of representations d~_s with lowest 
weights. This is contrary to what could happen for rep
resentations with finite-dimensional weight spaces. 

The detailed structure of the representation p" with 
respect to this new basis is completely analogous to the 
one in the old basis, except that now the representa
tions d~_. are representations with lowest weights. Thus, 
p" decomposes into a direct sum of representations dL., 
for which the eigenvalue of C2 is different, and a direct 
sum of pairs of d~_., the eigenvalue of C2 being the same 
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for the two members of a pair, but being different for 
the various pairs. (Pairs are obtained for A = m/2, 
m ~ 1, integer). The extended representation p" decom
poses in the same manner as before, the d~_s replacing 
the d,,<s, 

Two different decompOSitions of the representations 
p" and 15" have thus been obtained. It may be that there 
exist still other decompOSitions. An indication of this is 
given by the follOwing observation for the representa
tion p", The vector (formal sum) 

~ 

x= 1 +~ as/,es 
s=l 

with 

as = (A + s + 1) -1 (A + s) -1 b 2 i (A + s -i) (A + s -1 - 1) 
A A + 1 ;=1 A-I A 

is an eigenvector of the Casimir operator Cz with eigen
value - A(A + 1) (for 111, 11 positive integers (;;') = 111! In! ; 
this notation is extended in the usual manner for other 
values of 111 and n). Acting on x by p,,(y), Y E::51, an in
variant subspace is obtained which is an eigenspace of 
C2• The representation p" induces on this subspace a 
representation of su(1, 1) which does not have a highest 
or lowest weight 

Note added in pyoof: A vector x is called extremal, if 
p(h)x=A(h)x for hE G, j\.(h) a linear form on the Cartan 
subalgebra, and p(e)x=O or p(j)x =0. A representation 
may have several extremal weights. If a representation 
is bounded, either on one side or on both sides, then 
it has at least one extremal weight. Representations 
bounded either on one Side or on both sides, are re
ferred to as representations with a lowest or highest 
(extremal) weight. This differs from the definition of a 
representation with highest or lowest weight as given in 
Ref. 7. Condition (3) of Ref. 7, namely, V ={ p(a)xl {1 

E 51} may not be satisfied. This is, for example, indeed 
the case for the representations Di and D:z of Fig. 2. 
If the definition of Ref. 7 for a representation with 
highest or lowest weight is used, then it will be ex
plicitly stated in the text. 
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On the interaction of the type AX 2/ (1 + gx 2) 
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The ground state and the first two excited state energy levels for the interaction of the type AX 2/(1 + gx 2) 
have been calculated nonperturbatively as the eigenvalues of the one-dimensional Schrodinger operator 
defined by Au = - u" + X 2U +Ax 2u l(l + gx 2). The Ritz variational method in combination with the 
Givens-Householder algorithm has been used for numerical computations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to study the eigenvalue 
problem All = EU, where A is the one-dimensional 
Schrodinger operator defined by 

AX2 
Au=-U"+X2 11+

1
---2 u, _oo<x<OCJ, A, K>O (1) 

+Kx 

and u(± OCJ) = O. Here the dimensionless parameter E is 
related to the energy E in conventional units by E 
= ~1ifkT/i1.E, where k is the strength of the harmonic 
oscillator potential, and i\ and g are dimensionless 
parameters. 

Interest in the above type of interaction AX2/ (1 + KX2
), 

is derived from several contexts. In one application, 
as pointed out by Biswas el (Ii., 1 the Schrodinger equa
tion with such an interaction Lagrangian is the 
analogue of a zero-dimensional field theory with a non
linear Lagrangian, which is of current interest in parti
cle physics. On the other hand, as pointed out by 
Haken,2 such a Schrodinger equation may be related 
indirectly to certain specific models in laser theory in 
a manner originally treated by Risken and Vollmer. 3 

These authors have reduced the Fokker-Planck equa
tion of a single mode laser to the Schrodinger equation, 
Subsequently, the general reduction of the Fokker
Planck equation to the Schrodinger equation under 
certain conditions has been treated in other works. 4 

The expression of the type AX2/ (1 + Kx2
) occurs in this 

context if the gain saturation is taken into account for 
arbitrary high photon numbers, where x2 denotes the 
photon number. 5 

To obtain the eigenvalues for the problem of the type, 1 
which is not exactly solvable, one has to use some ap
proximation scheme, such as one based on a varia
tional or perturbation method. Among these, the vari
ational method, in some form or other, is known to be 
one of the most effective techniques for the approximate 
calculation of the first few eigenvalues of a semi bound
ed operator in a Hilbert space. 6,7 Among the commonly 
used variational schemes, the Ritz method usually 
finds an upper bound for the eigenvalues, whereas the 
Weinstein method, in its original form, finds a corre
sponding lower bound. This technique has been used by 
Bazley and Fox7 in connection with the helium atom and 
the anharmonic oscillator. Because of its simplicity 
and because of its success in finding eigenvalues in 
several other contexts considered earlier by the 
author, 8-10 We have chosen to use the Ritz method in 
the present context too, 

The Ritz method" essentially considers the repre
sentation, in terms of a symmetric infinite matrix, 
of a positive operator A in an underlying Hilbert space 
H. The basis {un} cD A for the representation is chosen 
in such a way that the sequence {un} is complete with 
respect to the energy norm defined by 

Ilull:=(Au,u). (2) 

Then the eigenvalues of the truncated N xN principal 
minors of the infinite representation matrix of A with 
respect to the so-chosen basis approximate the exact 
ones closer and closer as the size N of the truncated 
form is made larger and larger. That is, if Eo and E~N) 
are respectively the lith exact and approximate eigen
values (as obtained from the above mentioned truncated 
1'1 xN form), then E ~N)? E~N+Jl - Eo from above as 1'1 - "'. 
This is the numerical scheme which will be adopted in 
the present paper. Experience shows that one of the 
main difficulties in this kind of approach is that of find
ing an effiCient algorithm for the computation of the 
elements of the corresponding Nx 1'1 matrix to a de
sired accuracy for sufficiently large N, a subject which 
will be discussed in Sec. 2. Another difficulty, namely 
the difficulty in computing the eigenvalues of a large 
matrix may arise in this context. HO'.vever, the fre
quently used Givens-Householder algorithm for finding 
the eigenvalues of a symmetric NXN matrix",12 does 
not seem, according to our previous experience, to 
present any Significant difficulty, particularly in such 
problems where the matrix is not drastically ill-defined. 
Therefore, the present scheme has been based on the 
Ritz method in combination with Given-Householcler 
algorithm. 

In Sec. 2 we discuss the numerical schemes for the 
computation of the elements of the representation 
matrix. It turns out that the Gauss-Laguerre quadra
ture used to evaluate the integrals representing the 
matrix elements is effective only for small g. As an 
alternative, a recursive evaluation of the matrix ele
ments has been used for large K. 

In Sec. 3 we discuss a scale tranS}0rmation of the 
type y = ax which transforms (1) to a form which is 
particularly used for perturbative treatment for the 
cases with small g and large A. On the other hand, for 
the variational method we use in this paper, the matrix 
elements of the corresponding transformed operator for 
small g and large i\ can be more effectively computed 
by the quadrature method, and therefore this serves 
also as a check for the results, as obtained starting 
from Eq. (1). 
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Finally we present the approximate eigenvalues for 
several values of the parameters A and g in Sec. 4. 

2. ANALYTIC DERIVATIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SCHEMES FOR THE MATRIX ELEMENTS 

We begin with the obvious choice of L 2(- co, co) as the 
underlying Hilbert space with a dense subset D A as the 
domain of definition of A in L2(- co, co), from which one 
can derive a lower bound for the eigenvalues as indicated 
below. With the usual definition of the inner product 

(3) 

in L
2
(- co, co), it follows from (1) that 

(4) 

By virtue of Eq. (4) and the minimum criteria for the 
eigenvalues, and since A and g are both positive, it is 
easy to derive that A is positive definite. In fact, 
(Au,u> > 1 for all uc:DA with Ilull=l; more generally, 
E" > E~h), 1? = 1, 2, 3, .• " where E~h) = 21? - 1 are the cor
responding eigenvalues of the harmonic oscillator. 

It is therefore natural to choose the corresponding 
orthonormal set, {un}, of the harmonic oscillator eigen
functions defined by 

Un = l2n-1(n - 1)! 7fl/ 2J-l/ 2 exp(- X2 /2)H n-l (X), 

n=1,2,3, (5) 

as the basis for the representation of A, where the 
H:s are the Hermite polynomials. 

In the above, the indexing of the harmonic oscillator 
functions Itn has been chosen to start at n = 1 (instead 
of conventional il = 0) merely for computational 
convenience. 

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the ex
pressions of the type (Aun , 11m> for the elements of the 
representation matrix of A with respect to the ortho
normal basis {un} defined by (5). 

Since - Il~' + x 2
/{n = (211 - 1 )un , n = 1,2,3, .•. , we ob

tain from (1), (3), and (5) 

Smn = (Aun, 11m> = (211 - 1 )Omn + AGmn , 

where 

and 

H f~ ~d mn = _~ 1 + gx2 X. 

Also since Hn(-x)=(-l)nHn(x), it is clear from (8) 

(6) 

(7) 

(S) 

that Hmn = ° unless m + n is an even integer. In this 
case, we need to evaluate only those elements for 'Nhich 
m + n is even, and then 

1
~~ 

H mn = 2 1 + 2 dx, m + 11 = even. 
o gx 

(9) 

Clearly the integrals of the type (9) cannot be evalu
ated exactly and therefore we have used two separate 
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numerical schemes as discussed in the following 
subsections. 

A. Quadrature method 

Since the generalized Gaussian quadrature formulas 
are frequently used for the approximate calculation of 
integrals13 ,14 we have used one such quadrature for the 
evaluation of the integrals (9). Making change of the 
integration variables by the substitution y =x2

, we can 
express the integral (9), by the generalized Gauss
Laguerre formula, in the form 

N=2,3, (10) 

where 

(11) 

and C mn is a constant. Here the weights A~N) and the 
nodes y~N) [i. e., roots of the associated Laguerre 
polynomial L 1-1

/
2

) (y) of degree NJ are readily available 
from standard monographs. 14 The quadrature formula 
is exact whenever F(y) is polynomial up to degree 2N 
- 1. Otherwise, some error is involved, which has been 
estimated in Ref. 14. We have settled on the accuracy 
in a different way to be explained below. 

We used the 32-point generalized GaUSS-Laguerre 
quadrature as available from the IBM package. Unfor
tunately, the results obtained were too inaccurate (even 
in the second decimal places) for large g, say g= 100, 
even for the first element HI!' This may be due to the 
fact that the graph of exp( - x2)/(1 + gx2), for large g, is 
almost entirely concentrated near x = 0, and falls rapid
ly, whereas the quadrature points do not mesh fine 
enough near x = 0. Therefore, as an alternative, this 
quadrature up to 64-point has been generated by the 
author using Sturm's separation theorem and Sturm 
sequence method. The improvement was significant, 
but not Significant enough to ensure sufficient accuracy 
to serve our purpose. This quadrature, beyond the 64-
pOint, has not been generated here or elsewhere to the 
knowledge of the author. 

On the other hand, for small g (i. e., g< 1) this quad
rature yields fairly accurate results, as indicated by 
the error estimates obtained as the difference of the 
results given by the 4S-point and 64-point quadrature 
formulas. In this way matrices, up to 30 x 30, accurate 
to about five decimal places, have been obtained for 
small g. For higher values of g, we have used, as an 
alternative, a method of recursive evaluation of the inte
grals, which should, in principle, be capable of gen
erating the matrices of arbitrary size. This will be 
discussed in the following subsection. 

B. A recursive evaluation of the integrals 

Using the standard recurrence formula 

Hn+1 (x) = 2xHn - 2nHn_1 

for the Hermite polynomials, we obtain for the corre
sponding un' defined by (5), 
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un=[2/(n-1)]1/2Xun_l - [(n- 2)/(n-1))1/ 2Un -2, (12) 

where 

f2x (2/ ) li2 = --:::rT4 exp - x 2 0 

7T 
(13) 

By repeated use of (12) and a little rearrangement it 
may be shown that 

2 (1+gx2
) 

un=g [(n_1)(n_2)]1/2 Un_2-cnun-2-dnun_4' (14) 

where 

c - 2/g+2n-5 d =((n_3)(n_4))1/ 2 (15) 
n- [(Il- l)(n _ 2)]1/2' n (n _ l)(n _ 2) 0 

From (14) and the definition (9) of Hmn' we obtain our 
basic recursive formula, 

(16) 

where Hmn=O unless m +Il= even. Equation (1) implies 
that the mth row of the matrix (H mn ), n> m, can be gen
erated from the very first two nonzero elements in the 
upper triangle of (H mn)' Also the second nonzero ele
ment in the mth row (Ill ;0' 3) of the upper triangular 
form of Hmn can be obtained from the previous row by 
setting n = Tn + 2 in (1) and using the symmetry of Hmn , 
in the form 

117;0· 3. 

(17) 

On the other hand, the diagonal elements can be com
puted from 

(
II! )1/2 

Hmm = m _ 1 Hm- 1 ' m+1 

+H - -- H (
m_2)1/2 

m-l,m-l rn -1 m-2,m' 
(18) 

To derive (20), we multiply (12) by Itn and obtain 

(19) 

On the other hand, replacing II by n + 1 in (12) we can 
express the factor xUn in (21) in the form 

(
n ) 11 Zf (Il _ 1) 1 1 2 1 

Xiln = 2" ~ln+l + -n - un-1J . (20) 

Substituting the above expression for xU n in (21), we get 

Then by definition (9) of Hmn and (23), one can easily 
obtain the relation (20). 

(21) 

The above three recursive formulas, namely (16), 
(17), and (18), indicate that we in fact need only the 
four elements Hll , HI" H22 , H24 to generate the matrix 
(Hmn) of arbitrary size through the use of this recur
sive procedure. On the other hand, using the explicit 
forms of the corresponding Hermite polynomials, the 
matrix elements H 13 , H 22 , H24 can be easily expressed 
in terms of Hw and therefore the recursive evaluation 
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of the matrix elements depends only on the accurate 
knowledge of Hl!" 

As mentioned before, this element Hll cannot be 
computed accurately enough for large g by Gauss
Laguerre quadrature. However, there is an alternative 
way to compute Hll with arbitrary accuracy by using 
standard Gaussian quadrature for finite intervals. That 
is, we replace the infinite interval in (9) by a finite 
number k of subintervals, each of length 11, and evalu
ate the integral from 0 to h, 11 to 2h, and so on. The 
process is terminated when the contribution from the 
integral «(k - 1)11, kh) is less than the degree [) of ac
curacy required. We have chosen h=O. 5 as an initial 
guess and 15 = 10-1°. We have used standard 48-point 
Gaussian quadrature'3 to evaluate the integrals corre
sponding to each subinterval. An obvious way to check 
or improve the accuracy would be either to choose a 
smaller value of h or a higher quadrature (keeping Iz 
fixed), say, 64-point and comparing the result with 
the previous one. In this way values of Hll accurate to 
ten decimal places have been obtained. 

It may be noted that the above method for obtaining 
Hw though very accurate and stable, is quite expensive 
in computer time and therefore has not been applied to 
find all the elements of the matrix. On the other hand, 
the recursive procedure has been very effective, 
especially for g> 2, except for some possible round 
off errors inherent in many recursive procedures. 
(Since this recursive method incorporates only a finite 
number of arithmetical operations, there is no con
vergence error in this method, except for round off 
errors in arithmetic operations. ) On the other hand, 
for small g, due to the factor 2/g in (15), the round off 
errors become severe. In such a case one has to rely 
more on GaUSS-Laguerre quadrature, as discussed 
before. 

This is essentially the numerical scheme for obtaining 
the matrix elements. In this way we have generated 
matrices up to 30 x 30 for small g's by Gauss- Laguerre 
method and up to 100 x 100 for large g by the recursive 
procedure. Also the accuracy of the recursive pro
cedure has been checked by comparing the values of 
the integrals for a few of the matrix elements which can 
be evaluated otherwise, say, by Gaussian quadrature. 

Another alternative is to use a scale transformation, 
particularly useful for a perturbative treatment. This 
is presented in the next section. Our purpose, however, 
is to provide another way to check the accuracy of the 
results presented in this paper based on a nonperturba
tive method. 

3. A SCALE TRANSFORMATION 

It is clear that for g=O, the eigenvalues of (1) are 
given by (2n - 1)(1 + ;\.)'/2 in terms of the harmonic 
oscillator values. Therefore, we may choose a scaling 
of the type 

.\' = ax, where 0'4 = 1 +;\, 

to transform the original Eq. (1) into the following 
form: 
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TABLE I. The first three energy levels for different values of A andg are given in increasing order of excitations. Each column 
designates the energy levels for a fixed A and varying g, whereas each row designates the same for fixed g and variable A. 

A 
g O. 1 0.2 0.5 1 2 

1.04317 1.08495 1.20303 1.38053 1.68561 
0.1 3. 12008 3.23700 3.57080 4.0798 4.96859 

5.18109 5.35866 5.87158 6.667 8.08680 

1. 03121 1.06196 1. 15156 1.29295 1.55104 
0.5 3.07389 3. 14722 3.36380 3.71390 4.37658 

5.09305 5.18591 5.46320 5.92063 6.81529 

1.02410 1.04801 1. 11854 1.23235 1.44732 
3.05149 3.10281 3.25577 3.50738 3.99840 
5.03444 5.11793 5.29488 5.58977 6.17848 

1. 01718 1.03429 1.08519 1. 16867 1. 33072 
2 3.03276 3.06549 3.16346 3.32602 3.64837 

5.03444 5.06890 5.17240 5.34524 5.69212 

1.00978 1.01956 1.04886 1.09729 1. 19331 
5 3.01608 3.03215 3.08037 3.16066 3.32099 

5.01560 5.03120 5.07804 5.15620 5.31285 

1.00594 1. 01188 1.02968 1.05929 1.11830 
10 3.00881 3.01762 3.04405 3.08809 3.17614 

5.00828 5.01656 5.04141 5.08284 5.16579 

1.00343 1.00686 1.01716 1.03430 1.06855 
20 3.00465 3.00931 3.02328 3.04656 3.09312 

5.00432 5.00865 5.02163 5.04328 5.08658 

1.00156 1.00313 1. 00784 1.01569 1.03138 
50 3.00193 3.00387 3.00968 3.01937 3.03874 

5.00180 5.00361 5.00904 5.01808 5.03617 

1.00084 1. 00168 1.00420 1.00841 1.01682 
100 3.00098 3.00200 3.00492 3.00983 3.01966 

5.00093 5.00185 5.00464 5.00928 5.01855 

where 

AgE 
Al = 1 + A' gl = ,11 + A' EI = ,11 + A • 

The form (23) is particularly convenient for small g 
and large A, since 0 < Al < 1 and gl < g for any positive 
A. In this case, perturbation methods near g=O can be 
conveniently applied since Al < 1. 

In the line of variational method used in this paper, 
the matrix elements have been calculated by using 
GaUSS-Laguerre quadrature for small g and for the 
whole range of values of A given in the next section. 
Alternatively, one can as well develop a recursive pro
cedure in a manner similar to the one presented in the 
last section. The eigenvalues obtained thereafter agree 
fairly well with those obtained from the matrices gen
erated by the methods given in Sec. 3 [it may be em
phasized that the eigenvalues EI are related to E, those 
of the original problem (1), by E = (1 + A)I/~I]' the re
sults are presented in Sec. 4. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Once the matrix elements are computed to generate 
the representation matrices of adequate Size, the ap
proximate eigenvalues can be computed from the cor
responding N XN principal minors using the standard 
Givens-Householder algorithm and studying the con
vergences of these eigenvalues as N increases. This 
procedure has been already explained in Sec. 1. We 
start with N = 1 0, compute the fj rst three eigenvalues 
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5 10 20 50 100 

2.38954 3.25026 4. 51242 7.06869 9.97618 
7.05096 9.61906 13.39736 21. 06073 29.78119 

11.48480 15.72933 22.00557 34.76383 49.29269 

2.19211 3.01685 4.25506 6.79278 9.69215 
6. 12105 8.482 12.12361 19.68503 28.8362 
9.32076 12.948 18.79614 31. 23804 45.636 

2.01300 2.78233 3.97769 6.47811 9.3594 
5.37944 7.41751 10.79063 18.12871 26.705 
7.92192 10.701 15.698 27.375 41.441 

1.78213 2.44250 3.53492 5.93198 8.7582 
4.59337 6.09510 8. 83870 15.497 23.743 
6.73922 8.49042 11.94154 21. 395 :34.257 

1. 47402 1. 91890 2.73391 4.75570 7.34216 
3.80001 4.59156 6.14795 10.58520 17.182 
5.78531 6. 58033 8.19247 13.1059 21.207 

1. 29358 1.58002 2. 13243 3.64441 5.794 
3.44004 3.87903 4.75378 7.35010 11.572 
5.41520 5.83277 6.67468 9.24640 13.628 

1.17096 1.34047 1.67518 2.64547 4.157 
3.23277 3.46544 3.93043 5.32264 7.633 
5.21657 5.43357 5.86882 7.18462 9.409 

1. 07840 1.15667 1.31275 1.77748 2.5401 
3.04916 3.19371 3.38740 3.96837 4.9362 
5.04638 5.18094 5.36202 5.90604 6.8154 

1.04204 1. 08406 1. 16803 1. 41938 1. 8364 
3.04916 3.09832 3.19663 3.4915 :3.9831 
5.04638 5.09276 5.18554 5.4639 5.928 

by the Givens- Householder method. Then we increase 
N to 20, compute the eigenvalues and compare them 
with those obtained from the 10 x 10 matrix. If the 

2.5 

t 
'0 

2.0 

1.7 

1.4 
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9 -

FIG. 1. The ground state energy of the harmonic oscillator 
with the added interaction Ax2/(l cgx 2) as a function of g for 
different parametric values of A. 
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agreement is up to three decimal places, we stop. 
Otherwise, continue the process by increasing N by a 
step of 10, until the desired accuracies (agreement to 
about three decimal places) are obtained. In this way, 
the first three eigenvalues for a range of values of A 

and g have been obtained from the matrices as de
scribed in Secs. 2 and 3. The results are presented 
in Table I. 

A plot of the ground state energy against g for certain 
fixed values of A is shown in Fig, 1. Similar plots also 
hold for the higher energy levels, As is 
expected, the eigenvalues decrease steadily with in
creasing g and fixed A and approach the eigenvalues 
(2n - 1 ) (n = 1, 2, ••• ) of the harmonic oscillator asymp
totically for large g. Finally, we note that the size N 
of the matrix needed to find the above eigenvalues has 
been well within 100, whereas for small g (i. e., g 
=0.1, 0,5, 1) good approximations have been obtained 
by using only 30 x 30 matrices. 
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Average force and force correlation formulas for 
momentum transfer cross section 

N. H. March 

Theoretical Chemistry Department, University of Oxford, 1 South Parks Road. Oxford, England 
(Received 6 February 1978) 

GeJjuoy has related the momentum transfer cross section to the average force. The force correlation 
function formula of Rousseau, Stoddart, and March is here shown to be transformable into GeIjouy's 
result for a spherically symmetrical scatterer. 

Gerjuoyl considered the scattering of a particle by a 
potential V(r), which need not be spherically symmetri
cal. In terms of the scattering solutions ~ of the 
Schrodinger equation 

(1) 

he calculated the momentum transfer cross section as 

1 f ilV a =- dr1/!*-ij! 
1 2E ilz ' 

(2) 

which we shall refer to as the average force formula. 

In the different context of the electrical resistivity of 
a metal with scattering centers present, Rousseau 
et al. 2 have expressed the same weighted cross section 
appropriate to the momentum transfer associated with 
resistivity in terms of a force correlation function. 
Stripped of unimportant multiplying factors, this is 

F -/a d i7V(r1 ). aV(r2 ) 1 ( )1" - r 1 r 2 a r 1> r z ilr1 ;lr2 

~ /ar 1 dr2 j, (3) 

where a(ru r 2 ) is the energy derivative of the Dirac 
density matrix. In Eq. (3), we note that (a) we have 
already specialized to the case this note treats, a 
spherical potential V(r), and (b) a is to be evaluated at 
the Fermi energy E f = k~/2, where all the scattering 
takes place. 

The manipulation of the force correlation function 
below now follows earlier work by the writer3

; at the 
time that work was done the result of Gerjuoy was not 
known to him. First one utilizes the central field form 
of a as given by March and Murray4 

a(rp r 2 ) =.B (21 + 1) a l(rp r 2 ) PI (COSY), (4) 
1 

Y being the angle between r l and r z • Performing the 
angular integration implied in Eq. (3) the result is3 

[ 
• . . ~ ) ( f"lV(vl) ilV(rz) 
/slflydy= 4.0lal_l(rp r 2 a1 rp r.,l -0-.- -0--' ° 1=1 'J1 l ur2 

But now4
-

6 

where RI is the radial wavefunction for potential V(r) 
at E = E f for the lth partial wave. 

As Gerjuoyl and independently Gaspari and Gyorffy7 
have shown, with suitable normalization 

(5) 

(6) 

where 6; are the phase shifts at energy EI" Hence one 
obtains 

~ f aV(r) . F=const2.;1 dr--RI'l(r)RI(r)sm(61_1-61)' 
1=1 iJr 

(7) 

(8) 

Let us turn finally to the average force formula (1). For 
a spherical potential, the scattering solution ij! takes the 
form 

1/!= J.-L (21 + l)il exp(i6 1) P1(cosli) RJy, kf ) (9) 
k f I 

at energy E==Ef==k~/2m Substituting this into Eq. (2), 
Gerjuoyl shows that, apart from constants8 

fdrij!*~ij! 
ilz 

which, noting that the summation now ranges from 1 = 0, 
is trivially different from Eq. (8). 

In summary, the average force and the force corre
lation formula are quite equivalent for spherical scat
terers. In practical applications, formula (3) has the 
merit that if one substitutes a == ao, its free electron 
limit, one immediately obtains the Born approximation 
result. Evidently, in the average force formula (2), 
substituting for 1/! as a plane wave would be inadequate, 
leading to zero. But Gerjuoy pOints out that his formula 
may have merit for treating the scattering of plane 
waves off nonspherical potentials. One example which 
comes to mind, in the present context, is conduction 
electron scattering off two vacancies in association, but 
it is not our purpose here to go into any further detail 
on that possible application. 9 

IE. Gerjuoy, J. Math. Phys. 6, 993 (1965). 
2J. S. Rousseau, J. C. Stoddart, and N. H. March, J. Phys. 
C 5, L175 (1972). 

3N. H. March, Philos. Mag. 32, 497 (1975). 
4N.H. March and A.M. Murray, Phys. Rev. 120,830 (1960). 
5J. S. Rousseau, J. Phys. C 4, L351 (1971). 
GR. HarriS, J. Phys. C 5, L56 (1972). 
7G. D. Gaspari and B. L. Gyorffy, Phys. Rev. Lett. 28, 801 
(1972). 

sInclusion of constants is tedious but straightforward. When it 
is done, the average force and force correlation formulas 
are identical, for spherical scatterers treated in this note. 

9Agaln one would have to transcend the plane wave approxima
tion to 4' when using Eq. (2) in this example. 
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Complex pp waves and the nonlinear graviton construction 
w. D. Curtis 

Department of Mathematics. Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506 

D. E. Lerner 

Department of Mathematics, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045 

F. R. Miller 

Department of Mathematics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506 
(Received 12 April 1978) 

We show how to construct all of the complex pp waves using the nonlinear graviton construction of 
Penrose. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several years ago, Penrose l showed that one could 
construct generic, half-flat solutions of the complex 
Einstein equations through the use of deformation 
theory. His idea is to deform the complex structure 
of a neighborhood of a projective line in P 3 (C). The 
original undeformed neighborhood contains a four-com
plex-parameter family of lines which are identified with 
the points of an open subset of complex Minkowski 
space. For small deformations, Kodaira's theorems2

,3 

guarantee the continued existence of a four-parameter 
family of "lines" (L e", compact holomorphic curves) 
in the deformed space, these are identified as the points 
of a new complex manifold Cj. A holomorphic metric is 
then introduced on C; in a natural way and the resulting 
complex spacetime is shown to be half-flat, that is, its 
Ricci tensor vanishes and its conformal curvature ten
sor is anti-self-dual. 

While it is a relatively straightforward matter to 
construct deformations, the task of finding the four
parameter family of lines in the deformed space is 
usually very difficult. Because of this, only a few iso
lated solutions have actually been explicitly constructed, 
only one of which, to our knowledge, has appeared in 
print. 4 The purpose of this paper is to show that the 
simplest half-flat spacetimes, known as complex pp 
waves or Plebanski plane waves, 5 can all be obtained 
explicitly using the Penrose construction, 

1. THE NONLINEAR GRAVITON CONSTRUCTION 

In this section we summarize the Penrose construc
tion. For more details, in particular for the proof that 

Cj is half-flat, we refer the reader to Penrose's original 
article 0 l 

Denote a point of C1 - (0) (a twistor) by Z'" = (w A
, 7T A' ), 

and let [w A
, 7TA' 1 denote the corresponding point in P 3(C). 

If xAA' is any point in complex Minkowski space, CM, 
we may associate with it the projective line L(x): 
= {[ixAA' 7TA" 1TA , 11 [7T A' ](e: P 1(C)}. If W is a connected open 
neighborhood of x in CM, the set P1'(W): = {L(v) 1 y c::: W} 
is a connected open neighborhood of L(x) in P:)(C). In 
this paper we shall consider only the case W = CM and 
we set P1': =P1'(CM). Notice that P1' is just P 3 (C) with 
one projective line removed (namely, all points of the 

form [w A
, 0])" Tis the corresponding set of points in 

C4 _ (0), Then we have: 

(a) P1' is a holomorphic fiber space over PI (C) with 
projection twA, 1TA,j-l1TA' 1. Similarly we have a fiber 
space l' -C 2 

- (0) given by (w A
, 1T A') - 1T A' and the follow

ing diagram commutes. 

l' • PT 

1 i (1) 

C2_(0)_PI (C) 

(b) The points of CM are in 1-1 correspondence with 
the global holomorphic cross sections of PT - PI (C): 
Given xAA', define a section by [1TA,j- [iXAA'1TA'1TA,j. Al
ternately points of CM may be put in correspondence 
with global holomorphic cross sections of T - C2 - (0) 
which are homogeneous of degree 1 in 7TA,. 

(c) The conformal structure of CM is obtained by ob
serving that points x and l' in CM are null-separated iff 
L (x) and L (v) intersect. If ,\' = X + c,.x and if wA (c,.x, 1TA') 

is the se ction of T - C2 
- (0) corresponding to c,.x, then 

WA(il.X, ;r A' ) = 0 for some;; A' [and hence for AIT A' for 
A (c C _ (O)J. Thus null vectors in CM correspond to 
global holomorphic sections of T - C2 

- (0) which van
ish somewhere. In order to pin down the conformal 
factor, one makes use of the 2-form dw A ,\ dwA=j.L. 
This will be considered in more detail later. 

If we let lJ (resp. 1)) be the subset of C2 
- (0) given 

by 170, * 0 (resp, 17l'~* 0), then we get a decomposition of 
'{ as the unionUU()A' where U={(lL,A, 1TA,)I1TA'~ UJ and 
U = {(iDA, iTA,) liT A" /)~. We :nay view T as being formed 
by glueing together U and U by the trivial equations 
cZ,A ~ wA , ITA'= 1TA,. To deform T, we consider a one
parameter family of patchings of the form 

satisfying 

Here A ranges over a neighborhood B of 0 ': C and the 

(3) 
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FIG. 1. 

functions jA are holomorphic in e2 x (f) niJ) X B. For 
each fixed A E: B the patching (2) gives a fiber space 
T(A) _e2 

- (0) (a deformed twistor space). Since the 
transition functions are homogeneous of degree 1, the 
identification (WA!.1Tk )-(Cl'WA, Cl'1TA ,), Cl'Ee-(O), is con
sistent over f) n f) and gives rise to a deformed projec
tive twistor space PT(A) -P1 (e), An important aspect of 
these deformed twistor spaces is the existence of a pre
ferred 2-form on the fibers of T(A) - e2 

- (0); the trans
formations (2) are required to satisfy dwo 1\ dw1 

= dwo 1\ dw1 + (terms involving d1T k L 
Kodaira's stability theorem2 ensures that for I A I 

sufficiently small, PT(A)-P1 (e) still has a global holo
morphic section. His completeness theorem3 then guar
antees the existence of a four-parameter family of glo
bal holomorphic sections of PT(A)-P1(e). So for A 

fixed and sufficiently small we have an open set 9 c e4 

and for each Z E: 0 a global holomorphic section, 
L,(z), of PT(A) - P 1 (e), distinct z's giving rise to 
distinct sections. Each such L,(z) pulls back to a global 
holomorphic section of T(A) - e2 

- (0) which is homo
geneous of degree 1. This section, LA (z), is repre
sented by a pair {wA(z, 1T, A), wA(z, 1T, A)} satisfying the 
transition relation (2). Each function wA(z, IT, A), 
wA(z, IT, A) is holomorphic on its domain and homogen
neous of degree 1 in IT A' • 

Henceforth we shall consider a fixed value of A and 
shall omit ,\ from the notation. 

Now let ZoEr; and let 6z = ~a(a/aza)(zo) be tangent 
to C; at ZOo Define ~A(zo' IT): = ~a(awA/az")(za' IT) and 
~A(zo, 1T): = ~a(awA /az")(zo. IT). Then 

fA(za, IT)= (aJA/ilwB)(w(za,lT), 1T)~B(zo, IT). (4) 

Thus the pair {~A, €A} is a section of the normal bundle 
of L (zo) in T. Intuitively the situation is as follows: L (zo) 
is a section of T - e2 -(0) which we view as a submani
fold of T. We write (to first order) L (zo + 6z): ={wA(zQ' 1T) 
+ ~A(zo' 1T); wA(za, IT) + €A(za, IT)}. 

That is, we have a "nearby" section L (zo + 6z) and the 
"difference" between the two is a section of the normal 
bundle of L (zo)(see Fig. 1). It follows from Kodaira's 
completeness theorem3 that the map 62 = ~a(il/aza)(zo) 
- ~(zo, 1f) is an isomorphism from T./; onto the space 
of global holomorphic sections of the normal bundle of 
L (zo) which are homogeneous of degree 1 in 1TA,. 

The conformal metric on q is obtained by defining 
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~ E T to be null if and only if ~ (z, IT) has a zero at 
s~me ziT (and hence for any nonzero multiple of ;). See 
(c) above. 

In order to define the actual metric on C; we use the 
2-form, J.1.=EAB dwA IIdwB =EABdWA /\d(;jB (mod d1TA,), 
which is well defined on the fibers of T. If ~ E T /f 
the relation (4) shows that we may regard ~(z, IT) as 
a vector field along L (z) which is everywhere tangent 
to the fibers. Suppose ~ and 1) are null vectors at z and 
that ~(z, 1T), 1)(z, IT) vanish at (lA" i3A , respectively. 
Then Penrose defines 

The right side of (5) is symmetric in (~, 1). As a function 
of IT A" it is homogeneous of degree 0, and holomorphic 
on e2 _(0). Thus it is constant and so Kz(~' T) is a well
defined complex number. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COMPLEX pp WAVES 

We choose the patching (2) to have the form 

(6) 

where h is homogeneous of degree 1 and holomorphic 
on ex (f) nLJ). We set A = 1 in what follows. We shall 
write down all global holomorphic sections of the bundle 
T - e2 _(0) obtained using (6) which are also homogeneous 
of degree 1 in 1f A" Such a section is giv:n by a pmr 
{WA(1T), (;jA(1T)} satisfying (6) with WA(1T), w~(1f) homoge
neous of degree 1 and holomorphic inf), IJ respectIvely. 
Thus WO(lT) = WO(lT), so these give a holomorphic function 
on e2 _(O), homogeneous of degree 1. Therefore, there 
exist u, I;; E: C, constants, such that 

(7) 

W1 (1T) and W1(1T) are related as follows: 

w1 (lT)=W 1 (1T)+h(wO(lT),1T), lTrcD ,']0. (8) 

For fixed u ~nd 1;;, h(U1To' + 1;;1T1' ,1T0', 1f1,) is a holomorphic 
functionD 110, To construct a section of our bundle, we 
must express this function as a difference W1 (1T) _ W

1 (1T) 
where WI(WI) is holomorphic in DW) and homogeneous of 
degree 1. Each distinct way of splitting h will give a pair 
{wI, Wi} and hence a section. We claim that for each pair 
(u, 1;;) there is a two complex parameter family of split
tingso Thus we get a four-parameter family of sections 
of T - e2 (O) as desired, 

To see this, let ~ * O. Then setting (1To', 1T1.) = (1/!;, 1) 
in (8), 

Wl(~-l, 1)=~-lw1(1, O+Clh(u+~!;, 1, ~). (8') 

Let h(~): = h(u + ~!;, 1, 0 and expand h(O in a Laurent 
series, h= Z;=_~bn(u, I;;)C. Put wl(l, ~)=Zn:o nneo 
This series is convergent for all ~ E C, and ~-lw1(1, ~) 
+ ~-lh(!;) is to be entire in ~-l. We conclude that in the 
series expansion of the right side of (8') all positive 
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power~ of ~ disappear. We conclude an == - b" for n?- 2, 
while t: = ao and v: = a1 are free parameters. Thus in the 
first chart the sections are given by 

(9) 

and in the second chart by 

(9) 

Computing the metric: Consider (u, v, 1:, D as co
ordinates of a point in C;. Let (du, dv, dl:, dE) be com
ponents of a tangent vector at (u, v, I:, i:). According to 
the discussion in Sec. 1, we get a section of the normal 
bundle to the section of T labelled by (u, v, t, I) by 
writing, in un-hatted coordinates, 

Assume dl:*O. Then, for a null vector, (VO(7Tk ), 

V1
(7T k )) = (0, 0) for some 7TA ., We must in fact have 

a zero at (7To', 7T1') = (- dl:, du). But then V1 = ° gives 

- ~ ab (dU)"+1 
O==-dtdt+dudv- 6 _1L -( )"-1 (_1)"-1 

n=2 (Ju dl: 

- (Jb 
O=dudv- dl:dl: + a~ du2 

(10) 

But, recalling that h(u+~I:, 1, ~)=~;=_~b"(u, I:)C, 
we conclude ab/au=abn./ol:. Thus the power series 
vanishes and the conformal metric is given by 

(11) 

where K is an arbitrary nonzero holomorphic function. 
We now show that the actual metric on q as defined by 
Penrose is obtained by taking K =2. Let 

X·-~-~~ 
. - au al: ov ' 

a 
Y:=-::;-- • 

uV 

X and Y define sections as in (10). For X we have 

Xo= 710" 
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(12) 

(13) 

For Y we have 

(14) 

The section XA vanishes at 1T A' = (0, 1) while yA vanishes 
at 7Tk =(1,0). ThatXA(O, 1)=0 is not evident in (13), 
but one must remember "unhatted" coordinates are not 
valid for 7T0' =0. 

Let x N = (0, 1), YA' = (1,0). Now xA
' = (1, 0), yk 

= (0, -1). Then the Penrose inner product of X and Y 
is 

and 

So g(X, Y)=(-I)7To.7T1./-7TO'A1. =10 On the other hand, 
if we simply substitute X and Y into (11), to obtain 
g(X, Y)=1 we find that we must take /(=2, as asserted. 

Now let f(u, 1:) be any entire function on C2
• We 

claim we can choose h so that ab2 (u, 1:)/iJl:=!(u,l:l. If 
so, then we will have generated all metrics of the form 

It is enough to show we can choose h so as to make 
b2 (u, 1:) = g(u, 1:), where g is a given entire function. 
Write 

where the series converges everywhere. Define 

CP(x, y):= 6 (~m.~) xmy", 
n,m';!!oO n 

Then cP is an entire function of x, Yo We then write, 

h(W ,7To" 1T1').- cP -, - --, ° . _ (WD WD) (7T1')2 
Tr e" iT l' 'IT 0' 

Clearly his holomorphic on C x (D r 15), and h is homo
geneous of degree 1: 

(
u + I:~ u + I:~) 2 

h(ll+I:~, 1, ~)=CP -1-' -~-- ~ 

so when everything is expanded in powers of ~ for fixed 
u and I: the coefficient of e is 6n,m;,0(lmnuml;;n=g(u, 1;;) as 
desired. For the metric (15) one can directly show that 
the Ricci tensor vanishes; whether the Weyl tensor is 
self-dual or anti-self-dual depends on the choice of 
complex volume element Eabcd ' There is on 0- a natural 
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choice of E due to the existence of a natural spinor struc
ture on g, In the coordinates (z") = (u, v, 1;;, D used 
above, E is specified by E0123 = - i. With this choice the 
space is right-flat, Le., *C.bca=-iC.bca' 
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On the computation formulas of the SO(n-1,1) 
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The formulas for computing the boost matrix elements are found for all classes of the unitary irreducible 
representations of SO(n -1,1) by defining the invariant scalar product in the space consisting of the D 
functions of SO(n -I) and assuming that functions with some property exist for the complementary series. 
The normalization constants of the bases are completely determined by requiring that the boost matrix 
elements in the finite transformations agree with those obtained by the method of the infinitesimal 
operators in the infinitesimal transformations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The representation theory of SO(n) is important for 
mathematical physics and used in many branches of 
physics, The matrix elements of the infinitesimal gen
erators of the representation of SO(n) have been known 
since Gel'fand and Tsetlin,l whose bases are classi
fied by the group chain SO(n):=J SO(11 - 1) ~ • , • :=J SO(2). 
The D matrix elements2 are given in terms of the raising 
and the lowering operators of Pang and Heche but in 
general it is hard to give explicit expressions and study 
their properties from these, On the other hand, the 
formulas 4

-
6 for computing the d matrix elements is 

given in a form with a single integral, over a compact 
domain, of two matrix elements of SO(n -1) and a mul
tiplier. This formula is convenient for computing the 
matrix elements explicitly and examining their 
properties. 

The representation theory of SO (11 - 1, 1) is also im
portant for mathematical physics and for clarifying the 
unitary representations of a noncompact group. The 
classification of the unitary irreducible representations 
(UIR's) of SO(n-1, 1) is made by means of the infini
tesimal method by many authors. 7_9 For the SO(I1- 1,1) 
finite transformations, the computation formula for the 
matrix elements of the UIR is known only for the princi
pal series4-6 and seems not to be known for many other 
classes, which will be hereafter called "complementary 
series," except for low n cases, 10,11 

In the case of the principal series, the scalar product 
of two functions in the representation space is defined 
by the integral of the product of these functions, one of 
which is taken to be complex conjugate, and then the 
computation formula is obtained, For the complementary 
series, we must find the scalar product relative to which 
the representations become unitary, Many possibilities 
are conSidered to define the scalar product. However, 
in the case of the Lorentz group (n = 4), we know the 
scalar productll such that the representation is unitary 
for the complementary series, This suggests that even 
in the general case a scalar product can be defined in a 
similar way but will contain a function by which the 
complementary series are classified, If we assume the 
existence of such a function subjected to some condition, 
it is possible to define the scalar product relative to 
which the representations of SO(n - 1, 1) is unitary 
and to construct the computation formulas for the ma-

trix elements of the UIR's, The scalar product defined 
in this article is to be considered as a generalization 
of that in ReL 11, 

In Sec. 2, we summarize the results for the groups 
SO(n) and SO(11 -1,1). In Sec. 3, it is shown that we can 
construct the computation formulas for the matrix ele
ments of the UIR's of SO (11 -1, 1) by defining the scalar 
product in the space of the D functions of SO(11 - 1) 0 In 
Sec. 4, it is shown that the complex numbers Pn intro
duced in the infinitesimal and finite methods denote the 
same one 0 In Sec, 5, the matrix elements for n = 3 and 
4 are given as special cases of our formulas. 

2. GROUPS SO (n) AND SO (n -1,1) 

In this section, the results for the compact and non
compact groups SO(n) and SO(n - 1, 1) are summa 
rizedo 1, 5,9 Hereafter, we use the same symbol SO(n) 

[SO(n - 1, 1)] for both the group SO(n) [SO(n - 1, 1)] and 
its twofold covering group, 

The generators Djk (= - Dkj ) of the representation of 
SO(n) obey the commutation relations 

where the Dj/s are Hermitian. The corresponding gen
erators fo SO(n - 1, 1) satisfy the relations (201) in 
which we replace the Kronecker 6's by the metric ten
sor g's which take the values, gl1=g22=00'=g"..1 n-1 
=-gnn=1 andgjk=Oforj*k. 

We introduce the Gel'fand and Tsetlin bases1 of the 
UIR's of SO(n) which are classified by the canonical 
chain of subgroups SO(n) ~ SO(n - 1)=, 000 -, SO(2L They 
are given by 

Il11 jk ) = IAn, An_l>'" ,A2 ) , (202) 

where Aj stands for the row (mjl> m j2 , 0' 0, m j (j/2J)' all 
A j are written in a row, and &/2] is the largest integral 
part of j/2 0 The UIR of SO(n) is characterized by An' 
The numbers m jk are simultaneously integers or half
integers and are restricted by the conditions 

m 2j+1 i +1 '" m 2j i '" m 2)+1 i (i = 1 , 2, ... ,.i - 1), 

1I12j;+1 ",m 2)_1;"'111 2j ; (i=2,3, ... ,j-l), 
(2.3) 
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The action of the generators D j j+l (1 "" j "" n - 1) on 
the bases (2.2) is given byl 

D2k 2k+l 1m ij) = tA(m 2k j) I m 2k j + 1) 
j=1 

I ~ I D2k-12k mij)=L.JB(m2k _1 ) m2k~1 j+1) 
i=1 

k-l 

(2.4a) 

- ~B(m2k-l j -1) I m 2k- 1 j - 1) + C2k I m ij ), 
j.l 

(204b) 

In these equations, the matrix elements A, B, and C 
are given by 

A(m2k j) = - ~ ([.1: ((l2k-l i - W - (Z2k j + iF] 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

where the prime on n' means the product of factors with 
Uj and ljk is defined by 

(2.6) 

Similarly, the bases for SO(n - 1, 1) are given by 
the canonical chain SO(n - 1, 1):::J SO(n - 1):::J ". SO (2)12 
and can be written in the form (2 0 2) in which all the 
numbers m jk except for m n1 (= Pn) are subject to the 
conditions (2.3) (note that for some classes other 
conditions will be imposed8,9). The VIR's of SO(n - 1,1) 
are classified by the values of the numbers m nj (j?- 2) 
and the complex number Pn which will also be written 
as Pn=:(2-n)/2 +an+ivn, an and vn reaL The classi
fication of the VIR's of SO(n - 1, 1) can be tabulated, 7-9 

but we do not do that here, 

The action of the generators D j j<1 (1"" j "" n - 2) on 
the bases of SO(n - 1, 1) and their matrix elements are 
the same as in SO(n), i. e" they are given by (2.4) and 
(2,5lo The action of D n_1 n on the bases of SO(n - 1, 1) is 
given by the same form as (2 0 4) and their matrix ele
ments A, B, and C are obtained from (2.5) by the fol
lowing replacements: 
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A, B, C--iA, -iB, -iC, 

(2.7) 

Inl-an+ivn in (2,5b), (2.5c) for 11 even, 

and the other quantities are not changed. It is noted 
that the matrix elements A and B contain an + ill n as 
squared, but C depends linearly on an +illn and tn n/ 2 
(=tn n n/2). 

An element of SO(n) can be parametrized by the 
Euler angles as follows 2

,5,6: 

4 

Sn =: {}7,t;;!! (en n_J+1)}tJ~)(en n_2)t:~)(en noll, (2.8) 

g(2) = tg)(e
Z1

)' 

where 

o '" e jk '" IT, k =: 1, 2, ... , j _ 2, 

0", ej j-l < 2IT, j=:2, 3, ... ,11, 

and tJe l (e) is a rotation through e in the (j, k) plane and 
can be expressed with a 11 X n matrix whose elements 
are given as follows: 

(2,9) 

(t~p~_I(e»rs = 0rs for Y, 8 besides the above cases. 

It is noted that the following relations hold from (2.8) 
and (2.9): 

(2.10) 

and the bracket term on the right-hand side does not 
depend on en! and e~I' 

Similarly, an element of SO(n - 1, 1) is parametrized 
by (2.8) in which I~n~_l(enl) is replaced by bt~n~_lU;)' 
where b{~~!I(?;) is the boost in the (II -1)th direction 
through t (0.::; t < oC) and has elements 

Another important parametrization of any element 
of SO(n - 1, 1) is due to Iwasawa, 13 L e" the element of 
SO(I1-1, 1) can be written uniquely as gIn) =n(Oa(1J)k({e}), 
that is, 
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-: )(: co:~ _ Si:)(k({B}) :), 
1 +2 0 -sinh1) cosh1) 0 0 1 

1-2 

(2.12) 

where: k({8}) (=g(n-ll)E:SO(n_l) is the maximal compact 
subgroup of SO(n -1, 1) parametrized as in (2.8); a(1)) 
[= bt~n~_1 (1))] E: A, the Abelian subgroup of SO(n - 1, 1); 
n(~) E N, the nilpotent subgroup of SO(n - 1, 1), where 
~ is the column vector (~u ~2"'" ~n-2)' e its trans
pose, and 2 = (~~ + .00 + ~~_2)/2. By considering the 
transformation induced by 

(2.13) 

we obtain 

8' cos8n_ll cosh1: - sinh1: cos n-1 1 = 
cosh1: - cos8n_ll sinh1: ' (2014) 

The invariant measure of SO(n) is given as follows: 

n-1 
dS = n {(sin8 .)n-J-l d8 } 

n J=l nJ nj , 

(2015) 

where dSn is the surface element of a sphere in an 
n-dimensional space. The volume Vn of SO(n) is given 
by Vn = Vn_121Tn / 2/r(n/2) and V2 =21T. 

The representation D matrix of SO(n) corresponding 
to the rotation (2.8) is given by2, 5, 6 

(2.16) 

where 

and the notation {8 n} = (821) ••• , 8n n-1) will also be used 
instead of gIn) in order to show the arguments explicitly 
and R J J-l (8) is the representation matrix corresponding 
to the rotation t i i-1 (8)0 The representation D maA;rix 
elements of SO(n) are defined through 

(2.17) 

whe re the notations such as {An_1} = (An_1, An_2, ... , A2) are 
used. The corresponding D matrix of SO(n - 1, 1) is 
obtained from (2.16) by substituting R~ n-1 (1:) for Rn n-1 (8), 
where R~ n-l (1:) is the representation matrix correspond
ing to btn(;21 (1:), and its matrix elements are defined by 
sandwiching the D matrix between the bases of SO(n-l, 1). 
It, therefore, follows that in order to calculate the D 
matrix elements it is sufficient for us to know the d 
matrix elements (the boost matrix elements) provided 
that those of SO(n - 1) are known. The d matrix elements 
of SO(n) and the boost matrix elements of SO(n - 1, 1) 
are defined as follows: 
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d~h~: ()'n-2'1.,,-1 (8) = (AnA~_1{An_2} I Rn n-1 (8) I AnA n-JAn_2}), 

(2.18) 

bd~C_~-&:_n2\An)1:) = (A n_2 , Pn; A~_1 {An_2} I R~ n-1 

(2.19) 

where An_2 stands for (m n2 , m n3 , 0.0, m nln/2]). 

The orthogonality and the completeness relations for 
the D matrix elements of SO(n) are given as follows5,14: 

(2020a) 

(2020b) 

where 5{AHA'} stands for a product of Kronecker 5's in 
the individual indices and N(An) is the dimension of the 
urn of SO(n). 4 The expression for 5(n'(·,·) is given by 

The following relations are obtained from (2.20) by 
taking into account (2,16), (2.17), and (2,18)5: 

(2,22) 

-5 fiTr«1l-1)/2)N(An_1)N(A~_1) 
- AnA;' r(n!2)N(A

n
) , 

(2,23) 

3. COMPUTATION FORMULAS FOR BOOST MATRIX 
ELEMENTS 

In this section, the formulas for computing the boost 
matrix elements are constructed for all classes of the 
urn's of SO(n - 1, 1) by defining the invariant scalar 
product in the space of the representation matrix ele
ments of SO(n - 1). We discuss the cases of the princi
pal and the complementary series separately. 

A. Principal series 

The formula for the boost matrix elements is given 
in terms of the integral of the d matrix elements of 
SO(n -1) and that for the d matrix elements is obtained 
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by analytic continuation. 4-6 We explain briefly the 
derivation of the formula because some results are 
needed for the derivation of the formulas for the com
plementary series. 

We consider a linear space consisting of the D matrix 
elements of the UIR of SO(n - 1) and define the scalar 
product in the space as follows: 

(3.1 ) 

where <PI and <P2 belong to the space. The orthogonal 
bases are given by 

(3.2) 

where {A"_2} denotes (A"_2' A"_3' •.• ,A2) in which An_2 
is defined in (2.19) and Ai (2", j '" n - 3) stand for some 
fixed (mJl>' o. ,mJIJ / 2J ). The magnitude of the constant 
N(p"; An_J is determined by the normalization of the 
base (302). That is, we obtain from (2.2a) 

1 N(p"; A"_l) 12 =1. 

It is noted that we must take into account the phase 
factor in (3.3) as shown below. 

(3.3) 

If we consider (2013) and (2.14), it is expected that 
the action of the representation operator R~ "-1 (~), which 
corresponds to the boost bt~"~_l (~), on the bases (3.2) 
can be put into the following form: 

= (cosh~ - cos8n_1 1sinh~)Pn 

x <P (A n_2, Pn I ({8 } (8 l 8 ••• 8 » 
{"'n-ll "-2' n-1 1> n-1 2' '1>-1 " .. 2 , 

(3.4) 

where 

8' cos8n_1 1 coshI;' - sinhI;' 
cos n-1 1 = cosh~ -cos8 sinh" 0 

~ n-1 1 ~ 

Then it is easy to show that the condition of the repre
sentation is satisfied for any complex number Pn' i.e., 

(3.5) 

However, the unitarity condition relative to the scalar 
product (3. 1) is satisfied only for p" = (2 - n)/2 + iv n' 
v" real, i. e., 

(3.6) 

It, therefore, follows that the unitary representation 
of SO(n -1, 1) is realized only for P,,= (2 - n)/2 + iv" 
and this is the principal series of the UIR.4,5 
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The boost matrix elements of the representation are 
calculated through 

(3.7) 

Making use of the relations (2.8), (2 0 17), (2.20a), and 
(2.22), we reduce (3.7) to the form 

X(cosh~ _ cos8sinhl;')(2-nl/2+ivn 

(3.8) 

In order to determine the constant N(v"; A"_l)' we 
consider the infinitesimal transformation with respect 
to 1;', i.e., 

Substituting these into (3.8) and taking into account 
(2.23), we obtain the relation from the coefficient of 1;', 

_ r(n -1)/2) .jN(A"_l)N(A~_l) 
- - 1iTr«n - 2)/2) N(An_2 )N(A"_2) 

where 

(3.9) 

We first consider the case of n odd. Taking into 
account the matrix elements (2.7) with (2.5a), we ob
tain the relation from (3.9) for A~_l = (mn_1l>'''' mn-1 J-l> 
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(2-11) 2+ivn+I1 
--------------------~~~--------~,~}2 4, 
lIm n-1 j- iVn + n/2 - j)(lII n- 1j + iV n + n/2 - j)l 

where I, and 12 are some quantities which are independent 
of vn As the magnitude on the left-hand side of (3,10) is 
unity due to (3,3) and the two quantities in the denomina
tor on the right-hand side are complex conjugate to each 
other, we obtain the two cases of the solution for 1I!~_1 j 

= II1 n_1 ,+ 1 and m~_1 I = nl n_1 I (l1j) 

Case 1: 

N(v n; A~_,) =f(lI1 n-1 j_ iVn + 11/2 _j)'/2 
N(v n ; An• , ) mn-l j + iV n + 11/2-j 

Case 2: 

N(vn; A~_l) =E' (IIIno~~~lJn + n~2 _ ~) 1/2 
N(V n;A n_1 ) III n_1 j -IVn + 11/2 - J 

(3.12) 

Here E and E' are some constants of the unit rna ;nitude 
which do not depend on v n' Taking into account he 
restrictions (2,3), we obtain from (3.11) and (: c 12) 
for any II1 n_1j and 1Il~_lj' 

N(v n; An_1 ) 

N(v n; A~_I) 

!(n-1l;2] n1 n_1 j -lVn 11/ -.I n1 n_1 ,' + tV n + n; - J 
[ 

r( . + 12 ')r(' . /2 ')J'/2 
=E n - -

jd r(mn_lj+ivn+n/2-.j)r(n1~_lj-ivn+n/2-.j) , 

(3.13) 

for Case 1, and 

N(v . A ) 
n' n··1 =E'[complex conjugate of (3,13)] 

N(v
n

; A~_l) , , 
(3.14) 

for Case 2. It follows that (3.13) and (3.14) are complex 
conjugate to each other up to a phase factoL We may, 
therefore, choose one of them without loss of generality 
because we can start with (3.2) or its complex conjugate, 
and the representations with (A n _2 , vn ) and (;\~-2' - l'n) are 
unitarily equivalent, where A~_2 = (m n2 , , •• ,n1 n (n-1) /2 ) 

for n odd and A~_2=(n1n2'" , II1n (n-2)/2' - rrl nn / 2 ) for 
11 even. In what follows, we adopt (3.13) which agrees 
with that in Ref. 4, Similarly, for n even we can obtain 
the same solution as in (3, 13L Thus the normalization 
constant of (3.2) has been determined up to a phase 
factor which is equated to unity without loss of 
generality. 

As a by-product of the above result, we obtain 
useful formulas for the integral containing the d matrix 
elements. Substituting (3,13) with E = 1 into (3.9) and 
taking into account the matrix elements (20 7) with 
(2. 5), we obtain the following results: 

(i) 11 = 21( + 1 odd, m~_l j = nln_1 j + 1 and m~_1 I = m n_1 I 

for l1j, 

I('~-l"n-l) _ !. v'71 r«n - 2)/2) N(A n_2 )N(An_2 ) 

A n_2'n_2 - 2 r( (n _ 1)72) [N(An_1 )N(A~_I) ], 72 

(3,15) 
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(3.16) 

(ii) n = 21< even, 

(a) m ~-1 j = m n-1 j for all j, 

(3.17) 

(3,18) 

In this way, we can give many integral formulas with 
respect to the d matrix elements by considering the 
higher power in 1;. Their expressions are not given 
for they are not needed in the following discussion, 

B. Complementary series 

We consider the urn in the space consisting of the 
D matrix elements of SO(n - 1) as in (A). The bases and 
the action of the representation R~ n-1 (I;) on the bases 
are the same as in (A), i. e. , 

(3,21) 

. (2-n)/2+on 
= (coshl; - cOS8n_11 smhl;) 

X <j>(An-2"n)({8 } (8' 8 
P'n-l] "-2' "-119 "-12' 

(3,22) 

It is easily seen that the condition of the representation 
is satisfied, but the unitarity condition is not satisfied 
under the scalar product (3.1) defined at (A). We must, 
therefore, find a scalar product under which the 
unitarity condition holds. We know the scalar product 
for the complementary series of the Lorentz group. 11 

Contrary to the Lorentz group, we have many classes of 
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the UIR's for the complementary series, This suggests 
that there exist some functions by which the UIR's are 
classified in the general case. 

By assuming the existence of such functions, we 
define a scalar product as follows: 

= I J dV dV' so (n-1) so (n-1 ) n-1 n-1 

x [1 _ (~(n-1)' ,(n-1 )-1) J (2-n) /2-Un K( ~(n-1 ) ',,{n-1 )-1) 
v; ~ n-1 n-1 V;,., 

(3.23) 

The quantity [1- (gCn-1l' g<n-1l-\_l n_d is considered 
to be a generalization of the kernel in the case of the 
LOI entz groupll and depends on the Euler angles as 
given in (2.8). The function K is new as stated above, 
We assume that the function exists and does not depend 
on the an[!les 8n_11 and 8~_11' It will, always, be pos
sible to construct such functions for special cases, 
because we have (n _ 1)2 elements of gCn-1 )'g(n-1 )-1 and 
only (n -1)(n - 2) Euler angles. It, however, is sufficient 
for us to assume the existence of such functions in 
what follows. 

The normalization of the bases (3.21) under the 
scalar product (3.23) is given by 

which gives the condition 

Here we use the condition of the representation of 

(3,24) 

(3.25) 

SO(n - 1) and the relation (2. 20a) to rewrite (3,24) into 
(3.25). As the function K does not depend on the angles 
8n_11 and 8~_1 11 it is easy to see that the unitarity con
dition relative to the scalar product (3.23) is satisfied, 
i. e., 

(3.26) 

Thus the representation becomes unitary relative to the 
scalar product (3,23), 

The boost matrix elements of the representation are 
given by 

As in the case of (A), this reduces to 
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(3.28) 

where 

8' cos8 coshI;' - sinhI;' 
cos = h () . h • cos 1; - cos sm 1; 

By considering the infinitesimal transformation as in 
(A), we obtain 

i(A n_2 , a,,; A~_1 {An_J Dn n-1 I An_2, an;{An_1}> 

r«n - 1)/2) 
/iTr«n - 2)/2) 

x ,/N(An_JN(A~_1) N(an; An_I) 
N(A n_2 )N(An_2 ) N(on; A~_1) 

(3,29) 

Taking into account (2.7), (3.15)-(3.20), we obtain for 
m~_1 j= m n_1 j+ 1 and m~_11 = mn-11 (l*j) 

(3,30) 

for n odd. For n even, we must have 0n=O or m nn / 2 =0 
due to the C term, The first case is contained in the 
principal series and we adopt the second case, Then we 
obtain the same expression as (3,30) for n even, We, 
therefore, obtain the following expression for any An_1 
and A~_1 as in (A), i. e. , 

N(o,,; An_1 ) 

N(an; Xn_
1

) 

(3,31 ) 

It is noted that the expression (3,31) is the analytic 
continuation of (3,13) in v". For the complementary 
series contrary to the principal series, we cannot de
termine N(on; An_1) uniquely by (3,24) and (3.31), because 
the scalar product contain the function K and the con
stant is determined up to a constant factor from (3,31), 
We may, however, choose the factor as follows: 

1/2 
N(o 'A ) = [[(yt)f.!) r(m"_1 rOn + n/2 - j)] (3.32) 

"' n-1 Jd r(mn_1 J+ an + n/2 - j) , 

Then it follows that the function K is determined from 
(3.25). 
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Thus we have determined the constants which may be 
written in a form 

N(Pn; An_i) 
= N(Pn; A~_l) 

(3.33) 

where Pn = (2 - n)/2 + an + ivn, an = 0 for the principal 
series, and vn=O for the complementary series, 

As we have obtained the general formulas for the 
bases and the boost matrix elements for the UIR's of 
SO(n - 1, 1) by defining the scalar products, it is easy 
to give their expressions for each of the UIR's, We, 
however, point out one special case, For K=const, it 
follows that the representation of An_2 = 0 [0(- an «n-2)/21 
is realized, i.e., m nj =Oforj=2,3, ••. , [n/2]. In this 
case, the expressions (3 0 21), (3.25), and (3.28) become 
as follows: 

V,._2r(n - 2)/2 r(mn_11 + an + n/2 -1) 
- 21T(n-25/2 r(mnll -a"+n/2-1)' 

bd(?,on) U;) 
'"11",1 (m n _2 1 )m n .. l1 

_ r«n-1)/2) -.jN(An_1 )N(X;:;; 
- /iTr«n - 2)/2) N(A

n
_

2
) 

x l!(mn_11 -a n + n/2 -1)r:.(m~_1l+an +n/2-1}11,2 
Lr(mn_11 + a,. + n/2 -1)r(m~_1 cO",. +n/2-1)J 

x :0 N(A n_3 ))' de sinn-3e x 
An_3 0 

d(mh-11 ) 
O(mn_31)m n_21 (e) (coshi; 

B 'nh ) (2-n)/2 +On - cos SI 1: 

where A j = (m jl> 0, • , • ,0) for j =n - 1, n - 2, n - 3, 

(3.34) 

(3,35) 

(3.36) 

N(A)- (mil +j-3)1(2mjl +j-2) (j=n-1 n-2 n-3) 
j - (j-2)lm jl l '" 

and d~(,k';;:;~)mn_2 1 (8)'s are the d matrix elements with 
the special values of the numbe rs m jk of SO (n - 1). 

The d matrix elements of SO(n) and those of the inho
mogeneous orthogonal group (Euclid motion) are obtained 
from (3.8) by the continuation and the contraction, 4~6 
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4. A CHARACTERISTIC NUMBER Pn 

In Sec. 3 , a complex number Pn is regarded as the 
same as the corresponding one in Sec. 2. It will, how
ever, be necessary to show that they may be considered 
as the same one. 

Let us start with the infinitesimal method of Sec. 2, 
It is known that the bases of SO(n - 1, 1) are classified 
by the group chain SO(n - 1, 1) =:J SO(n - 1) =:J ... ) SO(2)12 
and the second-order Casimir operator F(n-l,l) of 
SO(n - 1, 1) has the eigenvalue with respect to the 
basesls 

[n~1 

F(n-l,l) =Pn(Pn +n - 2) + .D
2 

llI"j(m"j + n - 2j), 
J= 

where F(,.-l,l) is defined by 

11-1 12-1 

F (n-l, 1) _ '\' n2 "'" n2 
- ULJ jk - LJunj' 

j)k j 

The characteristic number Pn takes a value in each 
class of the UIR of SO(n - 1, 1).7-9 

(4.1) 

Now, we consider the Casimir operator in the case 
of the finite method in Sec. 3 0 It is known that the action 
of DjkU, k ~ n - 1) on the D(n-l) of (2.16) can be expressed 
in terms of the parameters (Euler angles) of the first 
and second parameter groups as follows 

(4.2) 

where :Ijk and J jk are differential operators of the first 
and second parameter groups corresponding to D jk • 

T~ese :Ijk and J jk ca~be expressed in terms of the 
Euler angles (e jk ) and differential operators (p jk 

= - ia / a e jk) and their expressions may be summarized 
as follows2: 

coSBk+ll . 8 P sin8kl -, 
- . 8 SIn kl kl + sin8 Jkk_l> SIn k.l 1 k+l 1 

COS8,._1 n-k-l • 8 P 
- sine SIn n-l n-k n-l "-k 

11-1 n-k .. l 

sin en_l "-k J' (3 ~ k ~ n - 2), + -·-8---- k k-l 
SIn n-l n-k-l 

(404) 

T COSB31 . 8 P + sin821 P 
"31 = COS8 21P31 - -. -B- SIn 21 21 32' SIn 31 sine31 

(4.5) 

COSB".l n.3 • e P + sinen_l n-2 P - . e SIn n-l n-2 n-l n-2 • e n-2 n-3' 
SIn n-l n-3 SIn n-1 n-3 

(406) 

where the prime on J~k_1 means the substitutions ejk' Pjk 

- 8 j.l k+l> P i+l HI in J;, k-l and that on J~ k-l the substitu
tions B jk' Pjk - e J-l k-l' Pi-l k-l in J k k-l" 
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The operators J jk and J jk satisfy the commutation 
relations 

The expressions for any J jk and J ik (j, k -'S n - 1) are 
obtained from (4.7) and (4.8) together with (4.3)-(4.6). 

The infinitesimal operator of the representation 
corresponding to the boost bt~n~_1 (?;) is obtained from 
(3,4) as follows: 

(4,10) 

whe re the symbol P~ is used instead of Pn in (3.4). The 
operators J"i (1 -'S j < n - 1) are obtained from the commu
tation relation 

(4.11) 

Then, it is easy to see that the operators Jik{j, k-'S n) 
satisfy the commutation relations of SO(n - 1, 1). 

It follows from the second relation of (4.2) that the 
bases (3.2) are specified by the numbers {A,,_,} which 
are classified by the group chain SO(n - 1) :::J SO(n - 2) 
:::J '" :::J SO(2) and are considered to be the same as those 
in the infinitesimal method, The second-order Casimir 
operator is given in the present case as follows: 

(4.12) 

Making use of the relations (4.10), (4.11), (4,4), (4.6), 
and (4.8), we can express the right-hand side of (4,12) 
as follows: 

n-2 

F(n-1,1)= P~ (p~+n-2)+ ~;r;k' 
i >k 

(4,13) 

The second term on the right-hand side of (4,13) is the 
second-order Casimir operator of the first parameter 
group of SO(n - 2). It, therefore, follows from the first 
relation of (4.2) that the action of (4.13) on the bases 
(3.2) gives the eigenvalue 

(4.14) 

By comparing (4.1) and (4,14), we may take Pn=P~ 
without loss of generality. Thus the complex numbers 
PM in Secs, 2 and 3 may be considered as the same one. 

5. SIMPLE CASES 

In this section, we give the boost matrix elements 
for the special cases n=3 and 4, though these are well
known1 o,16, 

(a)n=3: 

(0 Principal series, - Q() < m < 00, integer or half
integer, (3,8) becomes 
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bd(V) (l;)=~[r(m'+ill+~)r(m-ill+~n'/2 
m'm 211 r(m' - ill +t)r(m + ill + t)J 

2. 
X J deexp(- im'B) 

o 

x (coshl; - cose sinhl;)-' /2+iv exp(im e'). (5.1) 

This is integrated as follows: 

bd(V) ( )=(_1)2q[r(m'+ill+J)r(m-ill+~W/2 
m'm ~ r(m' - ill + t)r(m + ill +"T)J 

x r(m + ill+~) r(-.vn +ill+ ~) 
rcp - q + ill + ±) rc- p - q + ill + m2qJT 

",here p= (m +m')/2 and q= 1m - m' 1/2. 

(5.3) 

(iii) D+(a), -a=O, 1/2,1, "', m '" -a+~, 

(5.4) 

(iv)D-(a), -a=O, 1/2, 1, .. " -m",-a+~, 

(5.5) 

It is noted that for U(a), we must get rid of the singu
larity of the gamma functions, when we write the norma
lized bases; i.e., the relations r(- m)/r(- m') 
= (_l)m-m' r(m' + 1)/r(m + 1) for m and m' positive in
tegers must be used, 

(b)n=4: 

(i) Principal series, I ko I = integer or half-integer, 
j= /ko/, /ko/ +1, ."; (3.8) gives 

=~ [(2. +1)(2·' + l)]' / l r {j - ill + l)(j' + ill + 1) ]'/2 
2 J :J IJ'U+ ill + 1)r(j'-ill+1) 

x J' de sine dt) (e) (cosh~ - cosesinh~) -1+iv d(j) (e') 
o om kom ' 

(5.6) 

where ~~. (e) is the d matrix element of SO(3), This 
is easily integrated but their expressions are omitted. 
They satisfy the relations's 
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(ii) IY(a), ko=O, 0(- a(l, i ~ 0, 

(5.8) 

In this way, we can give any matrix elements step by 
step. 16 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix, it is shown that if we require the 
commutation relations for the infinitesimal operators 
of SO(n - 1, 1), (3.4) holds in general. 

The action of the representation operator R~n_I (1:), 
which corresponds to the boost bt~~~1 (1:), on f ({en_I}) can 
be defined as follows I4 

(AI) 

where the multiplier M(e, 1:) is 

(e )- a(en_I1 ) 
M n-I l' !: - (8' ) , a n-I 1 

and e~_II is given by the relation (2014). It is assumed 
that a(e) depends only on en_II because e's except for 
e~_II do not change under the boost btnn_I (I: L The infini
tesimal operator Jnn-I of R~n_I (I:) is obtained from (AI), 

Thus, I n n_1 is given by using the relation (2.14) as 
follows, 

,Jn n-l = i sine n-ll 

We calculate J nn_2 by making use of (A3) and (4.4) 
with k - n - 2 through 
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(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

and require that the following relation holds, 

J n-l n-2 =: it J n n-1' J n n-2 L (A5) 

Then we obtain with e n-I 1 - e 

d (Sin da(e)) . J2 (Sine da(e)) 
cosed8 a(e)---;W- =sme""(j82 a(e) --;W-. 

(A6) 

This relation gives 

a(e) = c(sine)"n (tan ~)"I, 

I n n_l= i (Sine (Joe - Pn cose - ci ~ 
(A7) 

where c, cll and Pn are some constants. We can take 
CI = ° without loss of generality, because the c1 term 
gives a multiplicative factor in the representation 
matrix of R~ n_1(I:) and we are dealing with the repre
sentation of the group SO(n - 1, 1). We, therefore, obtain 
the solution for a(e) and the expression for the genera
tor and the multiplier as follows: 

a(e) = c(sin e)Pn, 

~ n_l = i (Sin e dOe - Pn cos e) , 
(A8) 

(Sine) Pn • 
M(e, 1::) = \sine' = (coshl: - cose smhl:)Pn, 

where Pn may be any complex number up to now. 
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Symmetries of the stationary Einstein-Maxwell equations. 
IV. Transformations which preserve asymptotic flatnessa

) 
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k 

We give a series of transformations f3, k = 0, I , ... which may be used to generate new stationary axially-
symmetric vacuum solutions from ones already known. These transformations have the important property 
of preserving asymptotic flatness. As one example of their use, we show how to generate the Kerr metric 
from Schwarzschild. As a second example, we generate a new five-parameter vacuum solution which 
contains the 0 = 2 Tomimatsu-Sato solution as a special case. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Except for the Schwarz schild and Kerr metrics and 
possibly one or two others, the exact solutions of 
Einstein's equations have played a very minor role thus 
far in the development of general relativity. This has 
been the case because the known exact solutions are 
mostly mathematical curiosities and do not satisfy the 
boundary conditions required by the rest of physics. 
Recently we have been working to change this situation, 
by trying to develop methods of exact solution which 
lead to practical and useful results. 1_5 

We have concentrated on the problem of the stationary, 
axially symmetric Einstein-Maxwell field. The field 
equations for this case are remarkably simple, and 
certainly possess a large class of physically realistic 
solutions. Yet only a handful are known today c 

We have been attacking this problem via a systematic 
study of the symmetry transformations which leave the 
field equations invariant. Every such transformation 
provides us with a solution-generating technique, where
by any known solution may be used to generate a one
parameter family of new solutions. We have been able 
to write down the entire group K' of all symmetry trans
formations for the reduced Einstein-Maxwell equations. 
K' contains an infinite number of arbitrary parameters; 
and so does K~= K', the corresponding symmetry group 
for the vacuum field equations. Thus for the solution 
generation we have an infinite number of degrees of 
freedom. Geroch's conjecture is that this group free
dom is sufficient to generate all stationary solutions_ 6 

We have succeeded in proving so for the static case. 

K is given in terms of its action on an infinite 
hierarchy of fields and potentials, which we have shown 
must exist for a stationary metric (see II for details. ) 
Before K can be applied to a given spacetime, we must 
have an effective procedure for calculating these 
quantities. This question is addressed in Sec. 2. 

The individual transformations of K that we have 
previously dealt with do not preserve asymptotic flat
ness, and this runs contrary to our stated objectives. 
We have now identified an infinite-parameter subgroup 
Be K which does jJrcserre asymptotic flatness (see 
Sec, 3.) Applied to any stationary axially symmetric 

alSupported by N. S. F. Grant PHY 76-12246. 

asymptotically flat metric, B produces new asymptoti
cally flat metrics. In particular when Schwarzschild 
is used for the initial metric, one of the new metrics 
generated is Kerr. A rational way of generating Kerr 
from Schwarzschild had been sought for a long time. 

Our hope is that with the aid of B, it will be possible 
to produce a large variety of new and realistic solutions. 
One such solution is presented in this paper, in Sec. 4. 

2. CALCULATION OF POTENTIALS 

We turn first to the question of how to calculate the 
potentials for a given spacetime. In practical applica
tions this is where most of the labor is involved, and 
it is important to have an efficient method. 

The approach is to use generating functions F AB (t), 
GAB(S, t) defined by 

~ 

F AB = '0 In H AB , 
n;O 

~ mn 

GAB = '0 8mtn NAB. 
n;O 

(2_ 1) 

(2.2) 

From the field equations and the recursion relation for 
n 
HAB , we have already shown that FAB obeys 

VFAB=-ip_IfAxVFxB, (2.3) 

VFAB =it[(HAX +H!A) VFX
B + F X

B VHAX ]. (2.4) 

Recalling that 

HAB +mA = 2fAB + 2izEAB, 

we can write Eq. (2.4) as 

(1- 21z) VF AB + 21pVFAB =ilFx
B VHAX 

or 

where 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

To solve Eqs. (2.3), (2.5) we would like to decouple 
the variables, obtaining individual equations for each 
component of F AB. This can be done most easily by 
temporary abandonment of the manifest covariance. 

Write out the A = 1 components of Eq. (2_ 3): 

VF1B = - ip_I fl2 VFIB + ip-trl1 V F 2B • 
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Divide by III and take the divergence to eliminate the 
F2B term: 

V, [/li1(VF 18 + ip_lh2 VF 18)] = O. 

Expand this, using the definition of 1),'11 [Eq. (1. 4. 7)1 to 
get 

(2.8) 

This linear second-order equation for F18 is a direct 
generalization of the Ernst equation. 7 The A = 2 com
ponents of Eq. (2.3) yield 

f 22 V2F2B =VH22 , VF2B (2.9) 

Now write out the A = 1 components of Eq. (2.5): 

(1 - 2tz) F 18 ,P + 2tpF 18 ,K = it(F2B Hll ,p - F 18H12 ,p), 

(1- 2tz) F18 ,. - 2tZFIB ,P =it(F2B Hll ,K - F 1B H12 ). 

(2,10) 

Here the elimination of F2B can be done algebraically. 
The resulting first-order equation is 

[(1- 2fz)Hll ,K+ 2tpHll ,p]F18 ,P + [2tpHll~ 

- (1- 2tz)Hu ,p]F18 ,K 

= it[Hll ,pH12 ,K - Hll,~ 12 ,p] F 18 

or 

(1- 2tz) VH l1 • VF18 + 2tpVHll , VF18 

=it(VH22 ' VH21 ) FiB' 

Likewise for A = 2, 

(1- 2/z) VH22 ' VF2B + 2tPVH22 ' VF 2B 

= i/(VH22 • ~H21) F2B . 

(2.11) 

(2012) 

Equation (2.11) can be solved by the method of char
acteristics. B Its solution will contain one arbitrary 
function, say r;. When this is inserted in Eq. (2.8), we 
get a linear second-order ordinary differential equation 
for r;. The two linearly independent solutions corre
spond to Fll and F 12 . We do not need to SOlve Eqs. (2.9) 
and (2.12) for F 2B , since F2B may be obtained algebrai
cally from Eq. (2.10), once FIB is known. 

Now suppose that F AB (t) has been found. The next step 
is to construct GAB (S, t). It is remarkable that this can 
also be done algebraically, with no further integrations. 
Define two auxiliary generating functions, 

~ ml 

G'AB = 0 smNAB , 
m::O 

1" 

'GAB = 0 t"NAB . 
n;;O 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

The recursion relations, Eqs. (n. 2.18) and (n. 2. 22), 
become 

G AB(S, tl- G!A(t, s) = EAB + Fh (s) F X
B (f), 

'GAB (t) - G~'"A(t) =H1AFxB (t), 

r1[GAB (S, f) - EAB ]- S_l[GAB (S, t) +iFAB(t)] 

= iG' AX(S) r B (f), 

rl[F AB (t) - iEAB ] = ill GAB (t) + H AXFxB (t)]. 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Solving Eqs. (2.18), (2.16), and (2.17) in that order, 
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we find 

GAB(O =- rlEAB - W 1F AB(i) -HAXFXB(t), (2.19) 

G'AB (s)= ,,_l EAB + i,,_lF* BA (s) - (HXB + H!x) F*x A(S) 

=s_l EAB + i,,_lF~A(S) - 2izF!A(S) - 2fxB F*XA(.<;), 

(2.20) 

GAB (S, I) = (8 - n-1[.<;E AB - fF'kA (8) F X
B (t) 

+ 28IzFkA(8) FKB (I) 

- 2i8tfxy}'*X A(S) F Y
B (t)]. (2.21) 

The solution we have found satisfies Eq. (2.15) identi
cally, and hence obeys all of the required conditions. 
However, it will not have a series expansion of the form 
Eq. (2.2) unless the pole at S = I is absent. The neces
sary and sufficient condition for this is that when we 
set 8 = I, the remaining factors in GAB (8, I) must vanish. 
That is, 

EAB - (1- 21z) FhFxB - 2iflxyF*XAFYB = O. (2.22) 

Thus the existence of a GAB (8, I) which obeys the 
recursion relations imposes a set of four real 
(Hermitian) constraints on F AB (I). 

In the (t, w) parametrization of the metric (see I, 
Sec. 4) the constraints may be written out in more de
tail. They become 

2iflF21 = (1- 2fz - 2itfw) F11 + SFll*, 

2iftF22 = (1- 21z - 2itfw) F12 + SFI2*, 

Fll* F12 - FllFI2* = 2i(tS_2. 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

Together they are consistent with the first integral 
found in Ill, 

(2.26) 

Zipoy-Voorhees metrics 

As an example, we will calculate potentials for the 
Zipoy-Voorhees class of static metrics, 9,10 which in
cludes the Schwarz schild metric and the static limits of 
the Tomimatsu-Sato metrics. We work in the usual 
prolate spheroidal coordinates x, y, related to cylin
drical coordinates p, z by 

p2 = (x2 _ 1)(1- .\,2), 

Vx = - p-l(X2 - 1) Vy. 

The Z ipoy - Voorhees metric is given byll 

Hl1=f=~:~r, H 12 = 2iv(x-o). 

Equation (2.11) becomes 

(1- 2txy) F18 ,Y- 2t(x2 - 1) F18 .,=21(x - 0) FIB . 

The corresponding characteristic equations are 

dv - dx dFlB 
1 - 2/x1' = 2t(x2 - 1) = 2t(x - 0) FIB 

with solutions 

x _ 21.\' =a(x2 _ 1)1/2, 

W. Kinnersley and D.M. Chitre 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 
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b (X_l)~/2 
FlB=(X2_1)1/2 x+l (2.32) 

Equation (2.31) determines a family of characteristic 
curves in the x, )' plane, and Eq. (2.32) tells how F 1B 

varies along the curves. Here a, b are constant along 
each curve, and we may now regard b as an arbitrary 
function of a. 

To determine b(a), we substitute Eqs. (2.31), (2.32) 
into Eq. (2.8). We find 

(a2 + 412 _ 1) b" + 3ab' + (1 - 02) b = 0 

with solutions R-1(a ± R)5, where 

R = (a2 + 4t2 _ 1)1/2 

=S(x2 _ 1)_1 / 2 • 

Thus, we obtain the generating functions 

fc{t} (X-I) 5 (a_R)5 
Fu= (x2 _ 1)1/2 x+ 1 R 

fc(t) 
S 

F 
_ id(t) 

12 - S 

(

X - 2ty _ 5) 6 

x+l 

(
x- 2ty +5 )5 

x+l 

where c(t), d(t) are yet to be determined. 

(2.33) 

(2.35) 

The case 0 =N, an arbitrary integer, is the one of 
greatest interest, since this corresponds to the static 
limit of the Tomimatsu-Sato metrics. Suppose we make 
the simple st choic e, c = d = 1. Then F 11 + ifF 12 will be 
a polynomial in t of degree N. 4 Hence 

n+1 
iHll=H12' n?N. (2.36) 

However, this choice violates Eq. (2.25). It would 
correspond to a more general gauge in which recursion 
relations (n. 2. 22) did not hold. In fact from Eq. (2.35) 
we calculate 

F F = iCd t (X-l) 5 (1- 4t2)5 
11 12 sr- X + 1 . 

Therefore, a consistent choice is to take 

c=d=(1_4t2 )-5/2 • 

The other potentials now follow from Eqs. (2.21), 
(2.23), and (2.24). 

3. THE SUBGROUP B 

(2.37) 

In III, we saw what happened when the transforma
tions of the vacuum symmetry group K were applied 
to flat space. For the infinitesimal transformations, 

k 

Yll :H11 -1 +iY(2r)k+1Pk+1(cOs8), 

~12 : Hll - 1- 2Y(2r)kPk(cOS 8), 

k 

Y22 : H11-1- iY(2r)k.1Pk.1(COS 8). 

k 

Thus the YAB generate weak gravitational fields of the 
electriC multipole and magnetic multipole variety. All 
of the fields diverge at spatial infinity, and hence each 

k 
transformation YAB violates asymptotic flatness. 
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k 
Is there some linear combination of the YAB which is 

more well behaved? It would seem, for one thing, that 
we have "too many" transformations, since both t11 and 
k+2 
Y22 generate the same multipole. Logically, one should 
therefore devote particular attention to the combinations 

k k k +2 
(3=Y11+Y22, k=O,I,···. (3.2) 

They form an Abelian subgroup, which we call B. The 
infinitesimal transformations of B leave Hll for flat 
space invariant. Does that hold true also for the finite 
transformations? We shall show that it does. 

Using the infinitesimal transformations as given in 
Eq. (n. 3.1), we can calculate 

k mn mn m+" ... 1, " m+A!,n 
(3:Nll -Nll +{3[i( Nll -i N 21 ) 

m,n+A!+l m,n... tnl 1l+1," ~n 

- i( Nll + i N 12 ) + N 11( Nll - i N 21 ) 

m,.Ir+2 m,Il+1 On m,s+l mS .Ie+1_s,n ,!roOSt" 

+( Nll +i N 12 )Nll +B( N u +iN12 )( Nll -i N21 ) 
s 

(3.3) 

mn mn mn 

and also similar expressions for N 12 , N 21 , and N 22 • 
However, the form of Eq. (3.3) strongly suggests that 
a simplification would occur if we used instead certain 
linear combinations of the N AS' We therefore define 

On O,n.1 
POn=Nll +i N 12 , 

mn moOt," m,n_! m_t,n_l 

Pmn= Nu - i N21 +i N12 + N 22 , nl > O. (3.4) 

00 

In particular, sinceNAB = "AB, we have 
01 

P 01 =Nu +i=-i(Hll -l). (3.5) 

k 

The transformation {3 can now be written in terms of 
what it does to P mn: 

k 

fJ: P On -Po. + (3(- 2iPo,n+k+1 + B POSPk+2.s,n) 
S 

P mn - P mn + (3(2iP m+k+1,n - 2iP m,n+h1 

+ B P msPk+2.s,n), 
s 

(3.6) 

where the summations run from s = 1 to s = k + 2. 

For flat space the P mn all vanish [see Eq. (n. 4.19) J. 
We see from Eq. (3.6) that after a transformation of 
B (even a finite one) they must continue to vanish, In 
particular the relation H u = 1 will be preserved, and 
flat space will remain flat space, in the same gauge, 
and in the same coordinates. 

Now suppose we start with a space which is 
asymptotically flat. We can pick a gauge for the poten
tials such that P mn - 0 at spatial infinity. Since B pre
serves this condition, it automatically preserves 
asymptotic flatnes s. 12 

To adapt the generating function approach to our 
present needs, we may define 

n n " .. 1 
J A =HA1 + i HA2 , (3.7) 

RA(t) =0 tnJA 
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=.FA1 +ilFA " 

Q(s, t) = 0 "m,"p mn 

=G 11 +ilG l2 - iSG 21 + slG22 • 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Then RA , Q bear much the same relation to each other 
as do F AB and GAB, and Q may be determined algebrai
cally once RA is known. In fact, from Eq. (2.21), 

Q(s, t) = (s - t)- l l2is/(1-fxyR*xR Y
) 

(3.10) 

4. APPLICATIONS OF 8 

To illustrate how B may be used to generate asymptot
ically flat metrics, we will apply it to the Zipoy
Voorhees solution. We will show that the metrics pro
duced include Kerr, NUT, and Tomimatsu-Sato, as 
well as others which are new. 

A. Kerr-NUT from Schwarzschild 

We start from Schwarzschild, which is the Zipoy
Voorhees metric for 15 = 1. From the results of Sec. 2A, 
we have 

R1 .-=.. - 2f(1- 4/2)_1/2(X + 1)_1, 

Rz = - i(1- 4/2)_1/2(1 + 21,,). (4.1) 

Q(s, t) may now be calculated via Eq. (3.10) and ex
panded in powers of s and I to yield the P mn's. For 
example, 

POI = 2i(x + 1)_1, P u = 4i·r(x + 1)_1, 

P 02 =0. P 12 =4i. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Actually, it is not even necessary to examine any 
others beyond these, since for 15 = 1, all of the higher 
P mn's are fixed linear combinations of the abOl'e jOllr. 
This can be seen l'eadily from the expansion of 
Eq. (4.1), 

(4.4) 

where ck are the expansion coefficients of (1- 4(2)_1/2 • 

Thus 

P o3 =2P 01 , P I3 =P31 =2Pu , 

P 21 = 2P01 - 4l, 
(4.5) 

and so forth. Furthermore, one can prove that these 
relalionships, &!s. (4.3)-(4.5), are presl'Yl'ed under 
k 

13. 

The entire infinite set of transformation equations, 
Eq. (3.6), can therefore be reduced to repetitions, up 
to a factor, of a very small and manageable subset. 

o 
For P there are only two distinct equations, 

o 
POI-POI + {3P Ol Pu, 

o 
Pu-Pu + (3(Pu P u + 8iP Ol + 16), 

1 

while for i3 there is only one: 
1 

POI -P 01 + 4i3(P 01 POI - 2iP 01). 
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(4.6) 

(4.7) 

I< 

The same recursion relations also cause the {3 to re-
peat. We find that 

2 0 

p=4p, etc. 

Therefore, when B is applied to Schwarzschild, we 
have effectively only two independent transformations, 
and will be able to generate a three- parameter 0 = 1 
metric. 

As discussed in Ref. 5, the equations may be treated 
as differential equations and integrated to find the trans
formations for finite (3. Equation (4.2) supplies the 

o 
initial conditions at (3 = O. For (3, 

oP Ol 
ar=P01P Il , 

with solutions 

P _ 2i 
01 - a cos4tl- ib sin4{3 + 1 ' 

P
u 

= 4i ( b cos4j3 - ta sin4{3 ) 
a cos4{3 - ib sin4j3 + 1 ' 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

where a, b are integration constants. From the initial 
conditions, a = x, b =.v. To obtain agreement with con
ventional notation, let 

P = cos4{3, q = - sin4{3, p2 + q' = 1. (4.10) 

Then the Ernst potential for our solution is 

~_1-Hu_-iP01_ 1 ( ) 
- 1 +Hu - 2 +iPOl - px+iqv ' 4.11 

which is the known form for the Kerr metric. 7 

Solving Eq. (4.6) in a similar fashion, we find 

POI =2i{1 + xexp(8i[3))-\ 

~ = X_I exp( - 8ip). 
(4.12) 

This corresponds to NUT space, with NUT parameter 
l given by 

L n1 = - tan8{3' (4.13) 

o 1 

To obtain 15 = 1 metrics in which {3, (3 are both non-
o 1 

zero, we may simply perform P and i3 transformations 
in succession. This is permissible even when the pa
rameters are finite, since B is Abelian" The three
parameter family of metrics which results is thus 
Kerr-NUT space. 13 

8. Generalization of Tomimatsu-Sato 

For the Zipoy-Voorhees metric with 15=2, 

Rl = - 4t(l- 4t2)_1(X + 1)-2(x - 2ty), 

R2 = - i(l - 4t2)"1[ 1 + 4ty + 4t2(x - l)_l(X + 1- 2y')]. 

From this we calculate 

P o1 =4ix(x+1)_2, P02=-8iy(x+1)-2, 

P u = 16ixy(x + 1) _2, P 21 = - 16i(x + 1)-2V + /), 

W. Kinnersley and D.M. Chitre 
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P l2 = 16i(x + 1tl (X2 _ 1)_I(X3 + X2 + y2 - 3xi), 

P 22 = - 64iy(x+ 1)_I(X2 _ 1)_I(X _ y2). 

The recursion relations are 

P O,21+n=4
I
P Om 17=1,2, 

P2~+m,2Z+n =4k+1 P mn, m, 17 = 1, 2. 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

Once more, one may prove that the transformations of 
~ 

B preserve the recursion relations. For each (3, six 
transformation equations will be necessary. The solu
tion of six nonlinear coupled differential equations is 
not an easy matter. We therefore digress upon a gen
eral way we have found of linearizing them. 

k 

In order to handle all of the !3's at once, we let (3 de
note the final constant values. The instantaneous values 

k 

will be A/3, where 0,,; A"; 1 is the variable of integration. 
The original set of transformation equations may be 
written in terms of infinite matrices: 

dP -
dA =PAP+BP-PB, 

where 

[ : ;:: ;:: :::] P= 
o P 21 P 22 ••. ... . .. 

l 0 0 ~ ..• ] 
_ 0 & ~ .•. 

A - 0 I 2 

{3 (3{3'" 
••• • eO 

lo 0 0 0 0 ".] o I 2 

o 0{3{30{31'" B=2i 
o 00{3{3'" 

• <>. • •• 

and the tilde denotes the transpose. 

We try to solve Eq. (4. 17) via an ansatz: 

P =ND-I, 

(4.17) 

(4. IS) 

where N, D are also infinite matrices. Inserting this 
in Eq. (40 17) gives 

~ D-I_ND-I ~~ D_I=ND-IAND-I+BND-I_ND-lii 

(4.20) 

If we choose N, D to obey 

dN dD-
dA=BN, dA=BD-AN, (4.21) 

then Eq. (4.20) will be satisfied. We now have twice as 
many equations to solve, but they are linear. At A= 0 
we will impose the further initial conditions N =P(O), 
D=Io 
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The solutions of Eq. (4021) are 

N(A) = exp(AB)P(O), 

D(A) = exp(AB)(I - C(A)P(O)), 

where 

C(A) = foA exp(- AB)A exp(AB) dA. 

Hence the finite transformation is 

P(I) = exp(B)P(O)[I - C(1) P(O)]..1 exp(- ii). 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

Return now to the special case of the Zipoy-Voorhees 
metric for Ij = 2. The recursion relations enable us to 
replace P, A, B by 3x3 matrices. P is merely 
truncated, and now 

l 0 0 ~+4~] 
I 3 0 2 I 3 

A = 4{3 + 16/3 {3 + s{3 i3 + s{3 
o 2 I 3 2 

i3 + 4i3 i3 + Si3 {3 

B=2i l:o 4J:16~ &:4~ ] (4.25) 
o 2 I 3 

4{3 + 16{3 4i3 + 16i3 

-The {3' s repeat themselves for Ij = 2 also, starting this 
time with 

• 2 0 
{3 = si3 - 16i3 

We have four effective transformations and will be able 
to generate a five-parameter Ij = 2 metric. 

The results of the calculation are 

l: 
POI po] 

N= Nu Nl2 

N21 N22 

D~ l: 0 :,,] , Du 

D21 D22 

where 

Nu = (pu cos4 G o + hp21 sin4ao) exp(Sia3), 

Nl2 = (P12 cos4ao + tiP22 sin4ao) exp(Sia3), 

N21 = (2iPu sin4ao + P 2l cos4 a o) exp(Sia3), 

N22 = (2iP 12 sin4ao + P 22 cos4ao) exp(Sia3), 

(4.26) 

Du = - hpOI + (1 + tiPOI - a IP 21 - ta2P U ) cos4ao exp(Sia3) 

- t(P ll + 16ia i P U + 2ia2P21) sin4ao exp(Sia3), 

Dl2 = - tiP02 + (tiP o2 - a1P22 - ta2P12) cos4ao exp(Sia3) 

- 'H- 16i +P12 + 16ia1P12 + 2iG2P 22 ) sin4 a o exp(Sia3), 

D21 =-f(sa1P u + a 2P 21 ) cos4ao exp(Sia3) 

+ .!...(16i - SP01 + P 21 - 16ia1P21 - Si a 2P U ) sin4ao 32 
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D22 =%(8 - 8a lP I2 - a2P 22 ) cos4ao exp(8ia3) 

+ 2.(_ BP02 +P22 - 16ia2P22 - 8ia2P12) sin4ao 32 

(4.27) 

I 

and where 
o 2 I 3 

0'0 = {:l + 4{:J, 0'1 =/3 + 8f:l, 

o 2 I 3 (4.28) 
a2 = /3 + 12/3, 0'3 =/3 + 4/3. 

The transformation of POI is 

P P oID22 -P02D21 
01 - DIID22 - DI2D21 (4.29) 

When the initial values of P "'" are inserted, we obtain for the Ernst potential, 

~ = ex (_ iY) ( 2px(x
2 

- 1) - 2iqy(l- y2) - 2i(pa + iq/3) x(x2 - i) + 2i(p/3 + iqa) y(x2 - i) 
P pZ(X4 _ 1) _ 2ipqx1'(XZ -l) + l( 1'4 _ 1) - 2ia(xZ + yZ - 2xZ1'Z) _ 2i/3xy(xZ + l- 2) + (aZ _ /3Z)(XZ _l)Z ) , 

(4.30) 

where we have put 

p = cos4ao, q = sin4ao, p2 + q2 = 1, a = 160'), /3 = 4a2, Y = 80'3' (4.31) 

As before, the fifth parameter is the mass m, contained in the dimensionless coordinate x. 

Particular cases of this metric may be obtained by special choices of the parameters. For example, for 
a = f3 = Y = 0 we recover the 6 = 2 Tomimatsu-Sato metric. For p = 1, q = a = Y = 0 we recover the solution quoted 
in Ref. 5. 

Similar considerations apply for higher values of 6. For example, for 6 = 3 a set of 4x 4 matrix equations are 
o 5 

involved. The independent transformations are {3, ••• ,f3, and they lead to a seven-parameter vacuum solution. Ex-
clusion of the NUT parameter leaves a six-parameter asymptotically flat metric. 

Note added ill proof: We would like to thank John Wainwright, University of Waterloo, for verifying directly with 
an algebraic computer program that Eq. (4.30) does satisfy the Ernst equation. 
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On invariant integration over SU{N)8) 
Michael Creutz 

Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973 
(Received 5 April 1978) 

We give a graphical algorithm for evaluation of invariant integrals of polynomials in SU(N) group 
elements. Such integrals occur in strongly coupled lattice gauge theory. The results are expressed in terms 
of totally anti symmetric tensors and Kronecker delta symbols. 

For the strong coupling expansion of lattice gauge 
theory one requires invariant integrals over polynomials 
in elements of the fundamental gauge group. 1.2 To ex
pliCitly exhibit the invariant measure of a group is in 
principle straightforward but often in practice a rather 
tedious task. Beginning with some parametrization, 
i. e., a generalization of the Euler angles for the rota
tion group, one studies the group transformation prop
erites of a small volume element in this parameter 
space. Fortunately, symmetry arguments can deter
mine many integrals, thus Sidestepping the explicit 
construction of the invariant measure. We will show how 
the symmetry properties of the groups SU(N) give rise 
to a set of rules for evaluation of the integrals ariSing 
in strongly coupled gauge theory. This generalizes to 
arbitrary N the rules of Ref. 2 for SU(3). 

Given any compact Lie group, it is well known that 
there exists a unique normalized integration measure 
with the properties 

f dgf(g) = J dJdCffoggl) = f dgf(g-I) , f dg = 1, (1) 

where g is the group element being integrated over, 
f(g) is an arbitrary function of g, and go and gl are 
arbitrary fixed group elements. In this paper we are 
interested in the group SU(N); so, g represents an N 
by N unitary matrix of determinant one. We wish to 
evaluate integrals of the form 

1- j' dff g . . ". g . . g~lz ... g:l z (2) 
- . t1)1 l.nJn >1:11 ~/fCmm' 

where matrix indices for the g's and g_I's are explicitly 
indicated. We introduce a generating function for such 
integrals 

(3) 

where J and K are arbitrary N by N matrices. Integrals 
of the form of Eq. (2) are obtained from W(J, K) by 

differe(ntia~ing a a 3 ) I 
1= ~- ... ~- -- ... -- W(J,K) . 

aJJli1 aJJnin aKZ1k1 3Kznkn J=K=O 

We wish to express W(J, K) in a convenient form that 
will permit a graphical evaluation of these 
derivatives. 

(4) 

We first eliminate the K dependence of W by ex
preSSing g-I in terms of the cofactor of g. The cofactors 
of a matrix are easily extracted using the totally anti
symmetric tensor Ell'''' .iN which satisfies 

alThis manuscript has been authored under contract EY -76-C-
02-0016 with the U. S. Department of Energy. 

EI •2 ..... N =1. 

Since g is of determinant one we obtain the simple 
expression 

1 

(5) 

= (N-l)! EJ.il.· ... iN_I Ei.JI ... ·.JN_Igllil'·· .,giN_IiN _I • 

(6) 

USing this, multiple derivatives with respect to J can 
replace derivatives with respect to K; thus, we write 

W(.J, K) = exp {Tr [K (COf a~ )] } W(J) , 

where 

(7) 

(8) 

To evaluate W(J) we make use of the invariance of the 
integration measure, which immediately implies 

(9) 

where go and gl are arbitrary matrices in SU(N). In an 
appendix of Ref. 2 it is proven that any analytic function 
of J satisfying Eq. (9) is expressible as a power series 
in the determinant of J. Thus we write 

~ 

W(J) = 0 ai (det!)i. 
i =0 

The fact that the integration measure is normalized 
implies 

ao= 1. 

(10) 

(11) 

We now derive a recursion relation to determine further 
an. Since elements of SU(N) have determinant one, W(J) 

must satisfy the differential equation 

(det :J) W(J) = W(J) • 

A combinatoric exercise in the Appendix shows 

( a) ( . (i+ N - 1)! . I 
\det aJ detJ)' = (i _ 1)1 (deW)'-. 

From Eqs. (10), (12), and (13) we obtain 

(i - I)! 
ai =U+N_l)! ai_I. 

With Eq. (11) this is solved by 

2131 ... (N - 1)1 
ai = il (i+ 1)1'" (i +N - 1)1 ' 

giving the expression 

~ 2!"'(N-1)1 
W(J) 6 (detJ)i • 

=1=0 il"'(i+N-l)l 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
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(0) 8" 

(b) E 
'I --, n 

FIG. L Graphical represen
tation of r;- and g-I, 

in £, Rm 

i--j 

'2 

il~in --

FIG. 2. The g-eneric integral 
under consideration. 

I 

'n~~, 

FIG, ~:. (a) Hepresentation of the Kronecker symbol; 
(b) Hepresentation of the anti symmetric tensor. 

~ NI 

i~j (N-I)II--j 

~==(N-2)! (~-'>() 
FIG. 4, Some combinatoric ident ities. 

(H"'f r 

FIG. C'. TIeplacinr; ,,-1 with 
the cofactors of H. 

2131'" (N-I)! 

(p+I)! "'(p+N-I)! 

+ PERMUTATIONS 

~ p ( ) 
~ 

FIG, G. Evaluation of the integral. There are (NF) !/[p! (N! )Pl 
distinct permutations to be summed. 

Note that the determinant of a matrix is simply ex
pressed in terms of the antisymmetric tensor E 

A graphical notation is useful for carrying out the 
derivatives Eq. (4). Directed vertical line segments 
correspond to group elements. Upward directed lines 
represent factors of f{ while downward directed lines 
represented factors of .L(\ as illustrated in Fig. 1. The 
ends of these line segments are labeled with the matrix 
indices of the respective group elements. The line 
direction runs from the first to the second index, as 
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a 

b 

n 
rH 

n FIG, 7, (a) Invariance of the 
Kronecker symbol; (b) Invari
anee of the anti symmetric 
tensor. 

1 j ~ 1 to 
I ~_I 

FTG. H. Evaluation of the 
integral Id"gij [;-\1' 

- N! (N-II! ~ N 

Hit (-' 1'1$1$ ( N-IIII 

+ 

( '-J '-J a 

" " 

( 'J '-J 

+ b 
~ 

+ 

I 
N 

+ 

~) 
~ 

~) 
" " 

+ ~) 

b(~+~~) 
(No +b) (~:::)+(Nb+O) (~) 

FIG. 10. Evaluation of the coefficients n and /', The closed 
circles represent J;/)ii~N. 

shown in the figure. Figure 2 shows how the integral 
of Eq. (2) appears in this notation. 

We represent the Kronecker delta symbol 0;; with an 
undirected line segment connecting the indices i and j, 
as shown in Fig. 3a. The antisymmetric symbol 
(i

l 
..... IN is represented by a vertex joining N lines from 

the indices i l , ..• , iN' These N lines are labeled with an 
arrow representing the order of the associated indices 
in the ( symbol, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Finally, when 
two line segments are connected, a matrix product is 
understood; i. e., the indices associated with the con
nected ends are summed over. In the evaluation of group 
integrals, products of ( symbols will often occur. Some 
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useful identities involving such products are: 

E· . . E . - (N - 1) I 0.· 1,!l, o •• ,tN ... l j,i 1,··.,J.N ... 1 - . I)' 
(18) 

These have the simple graphical representation shown 
in Fig. 4. 

Evaluation of a group integral consists of a replace
ment of the directed lines in Fig. 2 with vertices and 
undirected lines, thus expressing the result in terms 
of antisymmetric E and Kronecker 0 symbols. The first 
step in this procedure is to convert all directed lines 
into a set of lines directed upward. This is accom
plished USing Eq. (6) which is shown graphically in 
Fig. 5, (If initially there are more downward lines than 
upward ones it would be equivalent and simpler to con
vert all lines to downward ones. ) Once all lines have 
the same orientation, we can use Eqs. (16) and (17) to 
reduce these lines to a sum of terms involving E sym
bols. Noting that the integral vanishes unless the num
ber of group lines is a multiple of N, Eq. (16) becomes 
graphically Fig. 6. The indicated sum over permuta
tions is over topologically distinct ways of connecting 
the group indices to pairs of E vertices and does not 
include mere permutations of group indices coupled to 
the same vertex pair or permutations of the vertex 
pairs. The resulting sum for Np lines has (Np)! /[P!(Nt)P] 
terms. 

Certain identities on the group elements have a sim
ple graphical representation, For example invariance 
of the Kronecker 0 symbol 

(19) 

is shown in Fig. 7(a). Invariance of the E symbol 

(20) 

is shown in Fig. 7(b). Both of these identities must be 
true regardless of other lines present in the diagram. 

We conclude this paper with some examples of simple 
integrals to illustrate the rules. First consider p = 1 in 
Fig. 6, This immediately gives 

Now consider the integral 

IjJk! = f dRRiJ R;~, 

shown graphically in Fig. 8. In this figure we use 

(21) 

(22) 

Fig. 5 to make all lines direct upwards, then we use 
Fig. 6 for p = 1 to eliminate these lines, and we finally 
use an identity of Fig. 4 to reduce the result to 

1 
IUkl = N °jkOIl • 

As a final example consider the integral 

1= J dR(giI;Ig~~IIgi2j2g;~I/ 

(23) 

(24) 

In Fig, 9 we use Fig. 5 to express 1 in terms of 2N up
ward lines. Use of Fig. 6 at this point would give an 
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expression with (2N)1 /(2!NI) terms; however, this 
evaluation can be Simplified with some tricks. First 
note that the resulting terms will all have four, an 
even number, E vertices both at the top and at the bot
tom of the diagram. These can be eliminated using iden
tities similar to Eq. (18) to reduce the terms to sets 
of Kronecker 0 symbols connecting separately indices 
at the top and at the bottom of the diagram. Further
more note that a Kronecker 0 cannot connect the indices 
il and i2 because they can be initially coupled only 
through an odd number of E verticles. USing a similar 
conclusion on the indices ji and jz, we see that the 
final answer for the integral must take the form 

(25) 

where only two independent coefficients are needed 
because of the k 1 l1k2l2- k2l2klll symmetry of the inte
grand. The coefficients a and b can now be determined 
by multiplying by O;Iki and USing Fig. 7(a) to reduce the 
integral to that in Fig. 8. This sequence of steps is 
illustrated in Fig. 10 and leads to the conclusion 

1 
a= N2 _1' 

b -1 
= N(N2 _ 1) (26) 

Inserting this in Eq. (25) gives the desired integral. 

APPENDIX 

Here we prove Eq. (13). Defining 

j(J) = ( det ;J) (detJ)I, (A1) 

we first note that properties of the determinant imply 

(A2) 

for arbitrary go and gi in SU(N). By the theorem men
tioned below Eq. (9), j(J) must be a function only of 
detJ. By homogeneity we conclude 

j(J) =C(N, i)(detJ)i-I, 

where C(N, i) will now be determined by a recursion 
relation. Setting J ij = 0u, we have 

C(N, i) = (det ~) (detJ) I I . oJ Jjj = Oij 

(A3) 

(A4) 

Writing det(%J) in terms of E symbols and isolating 
the sum over minors of the last row gives 

C(N,i)=B -JO (E. . ._il_ ... __ O_) 
-ION' ·1.· .. ··N_I.' oJ aJ. 
J-., 1.11 N_I"N_I 

x (detJ)i I Ji,'= 0 ... 

" 
(A5) 

When j =N in this sum we obtain i times C(N - 1, i), 
while by symmetry all (N - 1) terms for j ",N are equal. 
Separating the sum over the next to the last row gives 

C(N, i) 

=iC(N-l,i)+(N-1) _0_ t _d_ 
aJN ,N-I ;=1 oJN _1 ,J 
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x(:. _0_... a ) (detJ)i I' 

lJ, .... iN_2. J •H -1 aJ· ~J 
1"1 v N-2.iN_2 Jij =6iJ 

In this sum, when j =N we obtain i times C(N - 2, il, 
when j =N - 1 we get no contribution, and when 
.i .,c N - 2 we have N - 2 equal terms. Repeating this 
process on further rows gives 

C(N, 1) =i{C(N - 1, i) + (N - 1) C(N - 2, i) 

(A6) 

+ (N - 1)(N - 2) C(N - 3, i) + ... (N - I)! C(I, il}. 

(A7) 

Combining (A 7) for N and for N - 1, we see 
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C(N, i) = (i + N - 1) C(N - 1, i). (AS) 

Using the initial condition C(l, i) = i, we conclude 

C(v .)_ U+N-l)! 
",1 - (i-I)! ' (A9) 

which gives Eq. (13) . 

lK. Wilson, Phys. Rev. D 10, 2445 (1974); L. P. Kadanoff, 
Hev. l\Tod. Phys. 49, 267. 

21\1. Creutz, "Feynman Rules for I,attice Gauge Theory" 
(to be published in Rev. Mod. Phys. l. 
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Almost-structures and structures in Lorentzian manifolds. I. 
Almost-Hermite- and almost-product-(2 x 2)-structures 

Roberto Catenacci and Franco Salmistraro 

Istituto Fisica Teorica. Pavia. Italy 
and Isti/uto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare. Sezione di Pavia. Italy 
(Received 30 December 1977) 

We present a list of the most important almost-structures which have been found of interest in general 
relativity, in the null-bivectors formalism. We discusss some of the relevant properties of such almost
structures and various new or more or less known results. We also present theorems on the relations 
between almost-product-structures and almost-Hermitian-structures. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently the complex differential geometry on 
Hermitian and Kahlerian manifolds has been utilized in 
general relativity: the twistor theory and the heaven
space theory are the best examples (see the review by 
Flahertyl and his bibliography). In particular, the 
various almost-structures and structures on a differ
entiable (or analytic) manifold, an old and well-studied 
subject of the classical differential geometry, appear 
to be very useful when suitably generalized and modi
fied for the application to the Lorentzian manifold of 
the general relativity. In this paper we present some 
considerations and facts concerning the almost-struc
tures (structures will be considered in a forthcoming 
paper) in general relativity treated in the formalism of 
null bivectors. 

Some of the results we present here are more or less 
known, but we think that collecting them in a concise 
and powerful formalism, well-adapted to general rela
tivity, will be useful for further investigations. 

In the context of this article a space -time will be a 
differentiable manifold M with a Lorentzian real valued 
metric g of signature (+ - - -). The definition of the 
Riemann and the Weyl tensors are as in the classical 
article by Penrose. 2 We shall, moreover, suppose that 
our manifold should be parallelizable so that it admits 
global null tetrad fields (see Geroch3

). 

1. THE COMPLEX BIVECTOR FORMALISM 
In this section we briefly recall the complex bivector 

formalism introduced by Debever4 which is essentially 
a modification of the null tetrad formalism of Newmann 
and Penrose. 5 For a more detailed treatment see, e. g., 
Israel,6 Pirani, 7 Bampi et al. 8 

At each point of space -time a set of complex -valued 
2 -forms is introduced: 

Z(1) = 212 & (0) A eD ), 

Z(2) = 212 e(Z) A 8(3), 

Z(3)=2(8(1)/\ 8(2)_8(0)/\ 8(3», 

where, in local coordinates, 

(f0) = n",dx'" 

8(1) = _ m",dx'" 

8(2) = _ m",dx'" 

8(3) = l",dx'" , a=O,1,2,3 

(1. 1) 

(1. 2) 

nand 1 are real null vector fields and m, iii are null 
complex vector fields. The only nonvanishing scalar 
products are 

.!,r(l, n) = - g(m.,ril) = 1, (1. 3) 

and the metric tensor reads 

(1. 4) 

where 0 is the symmetrized tensorial product. Let Az 
be the vectorial space of complex-valued 2 -forms 
(bivectors): we can introduce the following operations 
induced by its algebraic structure only: 

"Duality": *: Az x A2 - Az, 

F ij - Fij = ~ iEjjkmFkm, 
(1. 5) 

where Ejjkm is the usual Levi-Civita tensor; here, and 
in the following, Latin indexes (i = 0, 1,2, 3) will denote 
the null-tetrad components of a tensor quantity. 

"Scalar product" ( , ): A2 x A2 - a:, 
(F, G)= ~FijGij, 

(1. 6) 

which is nonsingular, i. e., (F, G) = ° 'fI G~F= D. 

"Commutator" [, I: Az XAz - Az 

[F, G 1= FijG/ 8<il /\ e(k): (1.7) 

One can easily see that this operation induces a Lie 
algebra structure on the A2 space. 

"Bracket" {, }: A2 x A2 - 52' 
(1. 8) 

{F, Gl= -~(FijG/ +F7jGtj)8(008(k), 

where 52 is the space of complex traceless symmetric 
tensors of rank 2. 

We collect here for later convenience some useful 
relations: 

'fIXfCTp(M), 'fIF,GEA 2 • 

g(F(X), G(X») 

= [F, G I(X, X) -{F, G\(X,X) + (F, G) g(X, X), 

g({F, F} (X), {F, F} (X») = (F, F)(F, F) /.,r(X, X), 

F(F(X)) = - (F, F)X. 

(1. 9) 

(1. 10) 

(1. 11) 

Let C3 and C3 , respectively, be the space of self -dual 
(F* = iF) and anti-self-dual (F* = - iF) 2-forms: one can 
easily show the following re sults: 
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(a) c 3 nc3 =rp; 

(b) A2 = C3 EB (;3; 

(c) if {Iiil r is a null tedrad as in (1.2), (1.11 (1.4), 
then {Z(OIj as in (1.1) is a base for C

3 
and {Z(")} is a 

base for C3 ; we have, moreover, 

Z(3) = _ [Z(1) , Z(2) 1 (1. 12) 

(Z(OI),Z(8))=y",6= l~ ~ :l (1.13) 

o 0 -IJ 
One can identify [due to the nonsingular nature of the 
scalar product (1. 6) I, with the usual isomorphism, ct 
and C 3 , and one can introduce the dual base 

{Z(OIJ and {Z(OIJ 

It turns out that the bases are related by 

and 

Z(OI)=yOl8Z(61' 

Z (a )= Y OlB Z ( B) , 

We collect here for later convenience some formulas: 

(1.14) 

(1. 15) 

(1.16) 

We pass now to the bivectorial analysis. In this forma
lism the first Cartan structure equations are 

(1.17) 

EOI6Y is the Levi- Civita three-dimensional tensor and the 
1-forms a(OI) are related to the usual Newman-Penrose5 

coefficients by 

a( 11 = -12 (KIlO) + a8( 11 + p8(2) + T8(3)), 

a(31 = 2« 8(01 + {38( 1) + O! 8(21 + y8(3 IL 

The second Cartan equations are 

where, in vacuum, 

~("I = tCOl8Z(SI 

(1.18) 

(1. 19) 

(1. 20) 

(the electrovacuum case will be treated in the following) 
and, in terms of Newman-Penrose quantities: 

l-2iJ!0 - 2iJ!2 2121/: 1 J 
COIB = .-2iJ!2 -2iJ!4 -2f2iJ!3 

2f21h -2J"2iJ!3 -4iJ!2 

(1.21) 

(1. 21) follows from the definition 

(1. 22) 

Finally, the Bianchi identities read 

(1. 23) 
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We derive now a relation that will be used later. From 
the first Cartan equation for Z( 3 I we have 

(1.24) 

where (see Ref. 9) 

iJ!= f2{a(1l2 8 (OI +0"(1)3 8(1) -U(210 8 (21 -0"(2)16'3Ir. (1. 25) 

We turn now to the expression for 6(011 in the electro
vacuum case. Let F be the electromagnetic 2-form; it 
turns out (see Ref. 10) that if FE A2 and F = F, T 

= {F, F} is the electromagnetic energy -momentum 
tensor. This can easily be seen by noting that 

Tij = HFiPF/ + F;pFjP) = (- F iP F/ + t.!JijFpqP·). 

Introducing the notation 

A"a=Hz(OII,Z(61} 

(andA!=Hz(OIWZ(81} etc.), we have that 'fITES 2 

T=T .. 8(;108(j)=T"BA ;;" 
tJ Q!,." 

(1. 26) 

(1. 27) 

moreover, {AOIjj} is a base for S2 and we can introduces 
the following operation: 

( , ): 52 X 52 - a:, 
(1. 28) 

(T, W) = T ijW if. 

With this notation, after some algebra (in which we 
have used the usual decomposition of Weyl tensor, see 
e. g. Refs. 8, 2), we obtain the required result: 

(1. 29) 

where T is given by (1. 26) and 

(1. 30) 

In terms of Newman-Penrose quantities we have (see 
Refs. 6, 9) 

[

_2c,bOO -2¢02 

T"jj= -2cP20 -2cP 22 

2120 10 2/20 12 

2!2cPOlj 
2!2cP21 

40 11 

(1. 31) 

A digression on complex invariant of Weyl tensor is 
now appropriate. Following Penrose,2 we can introduce 
the following complex quantities, tetrad- and coordi
nates -invariant: 

J=COIBCyOICSY' 

where C"s is defined in (1. 22). In our notation 

f) = 2CllC22 - 4C I:l C 23 + 6(C 12)2 

J = 10(C I2 J3 + 6C12CUC22 - 6C12C23CU 

- 3C l1(C23)2 - 3C22 (C I3 )2 + 12CI2CI3C2:l' 

(1. 32) 

(1. 33) 

(1. 34) 

(1. 35) 

We have the results (see Ref. 2): the space-time is 
algebraically special if and only if 

(1.36) 

the space-time is harmonic type I if ] = 0, f)"* 0 and 
equianharmonic type I if J"* 0, f) = O. 
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2. ALMOST·HERMITE·CV-STRUCTURES 

In this paragraph we shall adopt the definitions of 
Yano. 11 An almost-Hermile-c1I-struclure on (M,g) is a 
differentiable tensor field J of rank (1,1) with the 
properties: 

J(J(X)) = - X, (2.1) 

g(J(X), J(X)) = g-(X, X), (2.2) 

for any differentiable vector field on M. We have the 
following result: 

Theorem 1: A tensor field J is an almost-Hermitian
cv -structure if and only if it is a 2 -form such that 

(J,J) = 1, (2.3) 

{J, J}= 0 (2.4) 

in fact, from (2. 1) and (2. 2) one can see that the tensor 
of rank (0,2) associated with the tensor J must be anti
symmetric, and from (1. 11) and (1. 9) one immediately 
has the results (2.3) and (2.4); vice versa, from (1.11) 
and (1. 9) one can always see that (2.3) and (2.4) 
guarantee that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. 

From this theorem follows that in a space-time 
(i. e., a Lorentzian manifold) there cannot exist a real
valued almost-Hermitian -structure tensor (as pointed 
out by Flaherty) since {F, F}= 0 if and only if either 
FE C3 or FE C3 so Fd A2 (lR). 

Theorem 2: J= iZ (3
) is an almost-Hermite-cv

structure. 
In fact, we can always choose locally a null tetrad as 

in (1. 2), (1. 3), (1. 4) and a set of complex valued 2-
forms as in (1. 1). Moreover, 

(ZI3),ZI3»=_1, 

Theorem 3: There exist a null tetrad such that the 
most general almost-Hermite-cv-structure can be 
written 

J=iZ (3
). 

In fact, (J,J) = 1, {J,J}=O so we can always choose 
Z(3) = _ iJ, ZCl>, Z(2) as a base for C

3
• Z(I) and Z(2) are 

determined, up to 

Qlcc<t, 

by the relations 

(ZIl), Z(I)= (ZI2>, Z(2»= 0, 

iJ = [zl 1), Z(2) 1. 

With an almost-Hermite-cv-structure we can construct 
another system of tetrad invariants: LetA=A",ZI,,) be 
an almost-Hermite-cv-structure in a general null
tetrad base. We can construct the following tetrad
invariant quantities: 

(2.5) 
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R=C..sC/A"An (2.7) 

with c ",8 as in (1. 22). Let us consider the following 
invariant: 

H = f) - 2R + ~Q2 

with f) as in (1. 32). 

(2.8) 

Theorem 4: f/ = 0 if and only if a principal null tetrad 
for A coincides with a principal null tetrad for the Weyl 
tensor. 

In fact, in the tetrad in which 

we have 

1/= 2CU Cc2 ' 

The 2-form J=.cJabel
a) /\ elb) is said to be the Kahler form 

of the almost-Hermite -cv -structure. J is called an 
a!lIlOs!-K(ih!er-cIJ-s!mcfllre if the Kahler form is closed 
(dJ=O). 

Theorem 5 (see Ref. 1): A space-time admits an 
almost-Kahler-cv-structure if and only if there exists 
a null tetrad in which p = /l = T = TI = O. 

In fact, let us work in the tetrad in which J = i Z"n (see 
Theorem 3). From Cartan's first equation for Z(:lI we 
have 

dJ= idZ(:n = i(all) 1\ ZIl) - aln / Zl"') = 0 

if and only if alj):'Z(I)=aic)/ Z(2), that is, 

p=/l=T=TI=O. 

An 1I!IWJsf-Tllc/iibmw-cII-sfn((:fIlYC is an almost-Hermi
tian -cv -structure with the prope rty: 

(2.9) 

Due to the Lorentzian signature of the metric we have 
the following results which are no longer valid for 
Riemannian manifolds: 

Theorelll 6: There exist an almost-Tachibana-cv
structure if and only if a( 1) =, a (C) =- O. Eve ry almo st
Tachibana-cv-structure is an almost-Kahler-cv
structure. 

In fact, in the tetrad in which J= iZill we have that 

z~t~c + Z~~~b'= 0 if and only is 
a( J) = aU) .=-- 0 so that dZ(l) O. 

Theorem 7: In an almost -Tachibana space -time I,' 
= O. Moreover, an almost-Tachibana space-time must 
be type D nonelectrovacuum. 

In fact in the tetrad in which J = i Zll) we have fI 
= 2C llC22 and from Cartan's second equations and 
Theorem 5 we get 

6(1)=0,6 1")=0, 6 1:n =da(l)' 

We have now, from the general expression for 6 (<» 

6 1<»= }C""Z(H) - kRz1 ,,) +E,,;;,2(6), 
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.6( u/\ Z(3) = 0 = Cl3 = 0, 

.6(2) /\ Z(3) = 0 = C23 = 0, 

.6(2) /\ Z(j) =0 = C 22 =0, 

and in electrovacuum space-time these relations imply 
C l2 = O. Under a conformal transformation of the metric 

g_n2g 

we have 

so that one can search for conformal transformations 
that map a space-time with an almost-Hermite-cv
structure into another one with more restrictive 
properties. 

Theorem 8: A space -time with an almost-Hermite
cv -structure is conformally related to an almost
Kahler-space-time if and only if dljJ= 0 where [see 
(1. 25) I 

i};= _2{pe(O)+Te(U -1[(/2) - {.Le(3)}. 

In fact, in the usual tetrad 

d(n2J) =i(2ndnt, Z(3) +n2dZ(3»); 

moreover, by (L 24) 

d(n 2J) = i(2ndn + n21jJ);\ Z(3). 

If #=0, we can make d(n2J) = 0 by taking n such that 

1)= -d(logn2
), 

and if d(n 2J) = 0, it follows that, in the tetrad chosen, 

~ = _ d(logn"). 

TheorclII 9: A vacuum space-time of type II or D is 
conformally related to an almost-Kahlerian manifold 
(in general with complex metric). [See (1) for type D. I 

In fact, first of all, there exists a tetrad in which 

.6(2)=~Cl2Z(1)+ ~C22Z(2), 

.6(3) = ~Cl2Z(3), 

and G (1) ! Z( 2) = O. F rom the Bianchi identity for .6(3) 

and the first Cartan equation for dZ(3) we have imme
diately that 

d(C l /
13Z(3»)=0 

and, in this tetrad, 

J= iZ(3) is an almost-Hermite-cv-structure. 

Theorem 10; A space-time can be conformally re
lated to an almost-Tachibana-manifold if and only if it 
is of type D. 

In fact we have 

(n2 Z~;») I c + (n2Z~~») Ib= 0 

(where the I means covariant derivation in the i= n 2J?" 
metric) if and only if 

G(1)!,Z(2)=0, G(2)!,Z(1)=O, and dljJ=O. 
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These three conditions are met only in type D space
time . 

Another interesting result can be obtained for vacuum 
space-time. Let K" a Killing vector; from Killing equa
tions Ka;b + Kb;a= 0 we )lave that Ka;b E 1\2' If weAdefine 
K =Ka;be (0) ;\ e(b) and K =K - iK* we have that K E: C 3 

and from the integrability conditions of Killing equa
tions, dK = O. 

In the case in which (K,K) '" 0 we can always choose 
the tetrad in such a way that 

if = B 3Z (3
), 

and so we have the following Theorem: 

Thcorem 11: A vacuum space-time with a Killing 
vector such that (K, K) '" 0 is conformally related to an 
almost-Kahlerian-manifold. 

3. ALMOST-PRODUCT-(2 X 2)-STRUCTURES 

An almost-product-{2 x2)-strllctllre is a differentia
ble, real valued, traceless tensor field P of rank (1,1) 
such that 

p(P{X}) =X, 

g(P(X), P(X)) = g{X, X). 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

We present now some algebraic facts concerning 52' 
the space of symmetric, traceless 2 -tensors: 

l{ - I . A",ii"'2" Z(c,j,Z(S)1 IS a base for 52: 

5=5ij(/il e(jl=5"'SA",ij. 

5 is real if and only if 

5",fj = 5,10,. (3.3) 

5 ~ 52 is said to be reducible if there exist F, G E C l such 
that 

(3.4) 

It can easily be shown [see, e. g., (8) I from the defini
tions of { , t and ( , ) that 

5={F,c1 if and only if 

g(5(X), 5(X)) = ag(X, X), a ~ <r, (3.5) 

and 

g«(F, B}(x) , {F, HJ(X)) = (F, F)eii, B) g(X, X) (3.6) 

TlICO)"C/JI 12: The most general almost product-(2 x2)

structure can be written 

p={Zlll, i(n: .. 

In fact, from (3.2) it follows [see (3.5) I that there exist 
F, G ,- C

3 
such that 

{ 
-c; I P= F,G 1 

From (3.6) and (3.2) we have, moreover, that 

(F,F)(C, C)= 1. (3.7) 

So (F, F) '" 0 and (G, G) '" 0 and there exist a tetrad in 
which F=F

3
Z(3). In this tetrad the reality condition 

(3.3) gives 
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and (3.7) gives 0'=±I/IF312. Moreover, from the 
defination of { , } we have that 

P={F3Z(3), (±F/ IF31
2 )Z(3)}= ±{Z(3), Z(3)}. 

Theorem 13: An almost-Hermite-cv -structure induces 
an almost-product-(2 x2) -structure. 

In fact let J be an almost-Hermite -cv -structure, from 
Theorem 1 we have (J, J) = 1, J E C3 so P = {J, J} is an 
almost-product-(2 x 2) -structure. 

Theorem 14: An almost-product-(2 X2)-structure in
duces an almost-Hermite-cv-structure. 

In fact, it follows from Theorem 12 that there exists 
a tetrad in which 

P={Z(3), Z(3)} 

and in this tetrad J= iZ(3) is an almost-Hermite-cv
structure. 

We derive now some results on the relations between 
almost-product-(2 x2)-structures and almost-Hermite
cv -structures. 

Theorem 15: An almost-product-(2 x2)-structure is 
a Killing tensor if and only if K = 0 = ,\ = v = ° and 
1jJ+1J!=0. 

In fact, in the tetrad in which P={Z(3),Z(3)} from the 
tetrad component of P if = - Z ~~) Z~ 3 )P we can see that 

=i
00)O= 0(1)1 = O(2)~ = 0(2)3= 0, 

P<lk;j)=O 0"(1l2 = -0(1)2' O(1l3=O(2)O' 

0(2)1= -O(211' 

Theorem 16: In an almost-Tachibana-space-time the 
induced almost-product-(2 X2)-structure is a Killing 
tensor. 

See Theorems 15 and 6. 

An almost-product-(2 X2)-consernalive -structure is 
an almost-product-(2 X2)-structure such that 

By computing the tetrad components of V' • P we can 
easily show that 

Theorem 17: V' • P = ° if and only if 

ljJ+iii=o, 

where IjJ is as in (1. 25). 

Under a conformal transformation, we have 

P lj - n~Pij' 

(3.8) 

and we can easily show (this is essentially Lemma II 
of Debever's paper9

): 

Theorem 18: A space -time can be conformally re-
1ated to an almost-product-(2 X2)-conservative-mani
fold if and only if 

d(IjJ+/i!) =0. 

In an interesting paper Debever9 introduces the concept 
of pre-Maxwellian structure which turns out to be close
ly related to both almost Hermitian and product-(2 x2)
structures. As we are here disregarding the integra-
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bility conditions, we define, following Debever, an 
almost-pre-Maxwellian-structure as a real 2-form F 
such that 

(4.1) 

(F,F*) "0, (4.2) 

V'·{F,F}=O. (4.3) 

Theorem 19: There exists an almost-pre-Maxwellian
structure if and only if the space-time can be con
formally related to an almost-product-(2 x2)-conserva
tive-manifold. 

In fact, from (4.1) and (4.2) we have that there exists 
a tetrad in which 

F= (1/.f2)(A(3)Z(3) +..4(3) Z(3»), 

so that 

{F,F}=A3A3P. 

In an electrovacuum space -time we have a real 2 -form 
F such that 

d(F - iF*) =0 

and 

V' '{F,F}=O [see (1.26)]. 

Let us consider the electrovacuum space -times with 
a non -algebraically -special electromagnetic field: 

(F,F)"O, (F,F*)"O. 

Theorem 20: An electrovacuum space-time with a 
nonspecial electromagnetic field can be conformally 
related to an almost-product-(2 x2)-conservative-mani
fold and to an almost-Kahlerian-manifold. 

In fact, in the tetrad in which 

F - iF* =F3Z(31 

we have 

V' '{F, F}= ° and d(F - iF*) = ° 
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An investigation of Dubourdieu's list of space-times which 
admit holonomy groups 

R. A. Harris 

HRB-Singer. State College. Pennsylvania 16801 

J. D. Zund 

New Mexico State University. Las Cruces. New Mexico 88003 
(Received 2 December 1977) 

An investigation is made of fourteen space-times given by Dubourdieu which admit holonomy groups. It 
is shown that, although nine of these space-times admit only trivial vacuum gravitational fields, the 
remaining ones are of Bel-Petrov types III and N. Many of the latter metrics can be identified with 
known exact solutions of the source-free Einstein equations including the Kerr-Goldberg metric and 
certain type III metrics recently studied by the authors. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1927 Dubourdieu published a pair of papers1
•
2 in 

which he gave a list of metrics for four-dimensional 
Riemann spaces admitting various types of holonomy 
groups. The first paper considered metrics of signature 
(- - - +), i. e., space-times, and exhibited seventeen 
line elements. The second paper was concerned with 
enumerating the corresponding positive definite metrics. 
Dubourdieu's work was evidently intended to complete 
the lists previously given by Cartan3 for two- and three
dimensional Riemann and Weyl spaces. No details were 
given of the calculations except for the reference to 
Cartan's memoir which itself was rather sketchy. 

Dubourdieu's approach is to assume that a Riemannian 
space V4 (a) admits a line element of the form 

ds2 = _ (e1 )2 _ (e2 )2 _ (e 3 )2 + (eO)2, 

where the e K are linearly independent real Pfaffian 
forms, and (b) remains invariant under the infinitesimal 
generators of the Lorentz group. 

X 23 '= X203 - X302, X 30 '= x300 + XOo3• 

In these expressions, we have written o~ = O/OX~ and 
for convenience, we write the coordinate indices as 
subscripts, i.e., x" '= (xO ,Xp X2'X3). Dubourdieu then 
classified his results according to the structure of a 
pair of groups Yr and G s' The former is a subgroup of 
the Lorentz group since it describes how "les vecteurs 
sont transformes par Ie groupe." The latter, which 
Dubourdieu calls "Ie groupe d'holonomie," is known as 
the nonhomogeneous holonomy group in current 
terminology.4 

Dubourdieu's papers appear to have attracted little 
attention and have been largely forgotten until we recent
ly came across them. Examination of his work reveals 
that having performed the lengthy task of deriving his 
canonical metrics, Dubourdieu never bothered to de
termine the types of gravitational fields admited by his 
space-Umes-indeed, the Einstein field equations are 
never mentioned in his work. In the present paper, we 

use symbolic algebraic manipulation techniques on a 
digital computer to verify Dubourdieu's results and to 
derive the explicit forms of the Einstein field equations 
for each metric. We show that Dubourdieu obtained 
some metrics which are of interest in problems of 
gravitational and electromagnetic radiation, some of 
which have been independently rediscovered. 5-8 

2. DUBOURDIEU'S LIST 

In this section, we conSider 14 of the 17 metrics given 
by Dubourdieu in Ref. 1. We denote these by capital 
Latin numerals corresponding essentially to 
Dubourdieu's listing. However, Dubourdieu's line ele
ments (I), (II), and (IV) have been omitted since they 
are too general to be of interest. We have rewritten 
the remaining metrics in a more systematic manner 
and have arranged them into four main cases denoted 
A, B, C, and D. The variables (t, 11, v, w) of his work 
are written as (xo, Xl' X2, x3) and we write dx" 
= (dxo' dxl , dx2, dx3) for simplicity. Unless specified 
to the contrary, all functions appearing in the 
Dubourdieu metrics are arbitrary functions of the in
d icated variables. 

Case A 

This is based on the line elements 

ds2 = dx3(dxo + A dXI + B dX2 + rl dx3 ) - C2 (dxi + dx~), 

(III) 

where A, B, C are functions of xl' x2 , X3 and rl 
=rl(xo, xl' x 2, x). Case A involves the following eight 
subcases which are specialization of (III): 

A, B as in (III), rl=k/4(OIA-02B)xo+P(xl' x2, x 3 ), 

(VI) 

where k = const and C = 1 ; 

A, B, C as in (III) and rl=O; (vII) 

A=a(Xj,x2), B=rl=O, C=j3(xp x2)(k2+X~)1/2, 

(VIII) 
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A:=:B:=:O, C=1, n as in (Ill); (X) 

(XI) 

(XII) 

A, B, C, n as in (XII) with (XIII) 

n = Xl t/>(x3) + D(x3' X3(X2 + aXIl - bxl ) 

where a, b are constants; 

A, B, C, as in (X) with n= y(XI ,X3). (xv) 

Case B 

This case contains a single metric, (V), which can be 
written in two forms: 

ds2 =x~<I>2(d~ - dx~) - dx~ - dx~ 

or 

dS2=dx~ - dx~ -~>It2(dx~ +d~), 

where 

<I> = <I> (xo, Xl) and >It = >It(x2, x 3 ). 

Case C 

This case consists of the metric 

ds 2 = dx~ - dx~ - (x I + xo)2>It2 (dx~ + dx;), 

where 

>It = >It (X2 , x3) • 

Case 0 

This case consists of the metric 

(V-1) 

(V-2) 

(IX) 

ds2 = <l>2(dx~ - d~) - >It2(d~ + d~,), 

where 

<I> = <I> (xo , Xl)' >It =>It(X2,X3), 

and the two subcases 

ds2 =d~ - d~ _1li2(d~ + dX;), 

3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

(XIV) 

(XVI) 

(XVII) 

None of the 14 metrics listed in Section 2 is ab initio 
flat. However, when the vacuum field equations R"a = 0 
are imposed, many of them become flat space-times. 
We will indicate this by saying that the curvature tensor, 
R"sA//.' of these metrics is Bel-Petrov type O. The re
sults of our investigations of the Dubourdieu metrics 
are summarized in Table 10 

The physically interesting Dubourdieu metrics are 
contained in Case A which is characterized by metric 
(III). This is apparently a mild generalization of the 
Kerr-Goldberg metric. 5 

ds2 =dxo(2dx3 + 2U dXl +{V -X3alU~dxo) - (dxi +dx~), 

(KG) 

where U=U(xo, xl' x2 ) and V=V(xo, xl' x2 ), To com
pare (III) with (KG), one must set xo- 2X3 and x3- -¥o 
in (III). Then (III) reduces to (KG) upon identifying 
A- 2U, B- 0, C2-1, n- V - XOalu. The field equa
tions for (III) are quite unmanageable, and we have yet 
to produce an exact solution more general than (KG). 
However, we have determined that (III) is of Bel-Petrov 
type III. 

TABLE I. This table summarizes the results of our investigation of the Dubourdieu metrics, A double entry as for the metrics 
ro, 0::0 in the group structure column, indicates that both metrics have the same Y6 but different inhomogeneous holonomy groups, 
Type 0 denotes a flat space-time. 

Metric Group structure Case Bel-Petrov type Comments 

0:) 
Y6 { G10 Too general to be of interest 

0::0 G6 Too general to be of interest 

(III) Y4 G8 A Type II or N Generalized Kerr-Goldberg metric 

(IV) { G6 Too general to be of interest 
Y3 

(V) G3 B Type 0 

(V:O Y3 G1 Asub Type III Generalized Kerr-Goldberg metric (less general than III) 

(VII) 

~ 
G6 sub TypeN A specialization of metric (VI) 

(VIII) Y3 G4 Asub Type 0 Flat subcase of (VII) 

(IX) G4 C Type 0 

(X) Y3 G1 A sub Type N Harris-Zund metric 

(XI) Y2 G5 Asub Type 0 Flat subcase of (X) 

(XII) 
Y2 { G5 A""b Type N Harris-Zund metric 

(XIII) G4 A sub Type 0 Flat subcase of (XI) 

(XIV) Y2 GG D Type 0 Pokhariyal metric 

(XV) Y2 G 3 Asub Type 0 Flat subcase of (XI) 

(XVI) YI G:1 Dsub Type 0 Flat subcase of (XIV) 

(XVII) Yl G3 Dsub Type 0 Flat subcase of (XIV) 
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The metric (VI) is a subcase of (III) which also gen
eralizes (KG). It seems likely that (vI) is the most gen
eral Case A metric which is reasonable to consider; 
however, we again have not yet been able to produce an 
exact solution of the field equations which is not (KG). 
Metric (VI) is of Bel-Petrov type III. 

Metric (VIII) is a type N specialization of (Ill) which 
essentially corresponds to a plane wave metric in a 
noncanonical coordinate system. Metric (VIII) is a 
further specialization of (VII) which is of type O. In 
Sec. 4, our analyses are illustrated using metrics 
(VII) and (VIII). 

Metrics (X)- (XIII) and (XV) are specializations of 
(VI) with (XI), (XIII), and (XV) of type 0 and (X) and 
(XII) of type N. The two type N metrics are special 
cases of a type III metric recently studied by the au
thors.7 This metric, which is a subcase of (III) but not 
of (VI), is of the form 

ds 2 =F(xo, Xl' X2 , x3)dx~-2dxodX3 

(HZ) 

where F, P, Q, and R are arbitrary functions subj ect 
only to the restrictions imposed by the field equations 0 

The metric (HZ) reduces to (X) upon setting P = Q = 1, 
R = 0, interchanging the variables Xo and X 3, and identi
fying F(-x3/2, Xl' X2 , xo) with n(xo , Xu x 2 , x 3 ). Metric 
(HZ) also includes two types III metrics studied by the 
authors6 as well as some special cases obtained by 
Petrov.9 

The remaining metrics consititute cases B, C, and 
D, and all are of type 0, Metric (XIV) has recently 
been discussed by Pokhariyal8 and appears to be of in
terest geometrically since it is a class two product 
spacetime. However, Pokhariyal does not seem to re
quire that it satisfy any particular field equations, and 
if R ",S = 0, then (XIV) is type O. 

4. EXAMPLES 

In this section, we utilize metric (VII) and its sub
case (VIII) to illustrate our technique. The field equa
tions for (VII) reduce to 

LllnC=O, (4.1) 

- 2 (02A - 0lB)02InC + 022A - 012B - 4C-2 0131nC = 0, 

(4.2) 
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(4.4) 

where Ll = ° 11 + °220 A special solution may be obtained 
by setting A = A(x3) and B = B(x3) whereupon R",s = 0 
reduces to merely 

LllnC=O, 013InC=0, 023InC=0,033C=0. 

It is not difficult to verify that these equations are 
satisfied by 

C = (k l x 3 + k2 ) expw (xl'x2 ), 

where kj) k2 are constants and w(Xj, X2) is a solution of 
Llw = 0 0 The functions A(x3) and B(x3) are not restricted 
by the field equations. This solution is Bel-Petrov type 
No 

For the metric VIII, the nonvanishing components of 
the Riemann tensor are 

R1212 = - 132 (k 2 + x~ )Ru , 

R1313 = R 2323 = - 2R33/132 (k 2 + x;). 

Thus, if R",s = 0, then R"'XSJL = 0 and the space-time is 
of type O. Note that when the restrictions of (VIII) are 
applied, (4.4) yields the condition 020' =4ki32 stated by 
Dubourdieu. 

lJ. Dubourdieu, Rend. Acc. Lincei (Roma), Ser. 65, 409-
415 (1927). 

2J. Dubourdieu, Rend. Acc. Lincei (Roma), Ser. 65, 488-
490 (1927). 

3E. Cartan, Acta Math. 48, 1-42 (1925); Oeuvres completes, 
Part III (Gauthier-Villars, PariS, 1955), Vol. 2, pp. 997-
1038. 

4A. Nijenhuis, Indag. Math. 15, 233-240, 241-249 (1953); 
16, 17-25 (1954). 

5R.P. Kerr and J.N. Goldberg, J o Math, Phys. 2, :132-336 
(1961). 

GR.A. Harris and J.D. Zund, Tensor 29, 277-282 (1975). 
7R.A. Harris and J.D. Zund, Tensor 30, 210-212 (1976). 
8G. p. Pokhariyal, Lett. Nuovo Cimento 18, 119-122 (1977). 
9See Ref. 6 for details on the Petrov metrics. 
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Continuum calculus. III. Skorohod's weak distributions in 
the evaluation of a class of Feynman path integrals 

L. L. Lee 

The School c.E.M.S., University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
(Received 24 March 1977) 

Path integrals for functionals are studied from the point of view of the continuum calculus proposed earlier 
[J. Math. Phys. 17, 1988 (1976)]. The weak distributions of Skorohod in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert 
space and the p-integral method of continuum calculus are employed to derive a formula for the 
functional integral, which is in tum evaluated through a natural extension of the weak distribution 
expression. Generalizations are made to measures with density functions in the function space. As a 
demonstration, the formula is tested against the polynomial functionals studied by Friedrichs, and valid 
results are obtained for the general case. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since Feynman1 introduced his alternative formula
tion of quantum mechanics in terms of a propagator 
which was a functional integral, this mathematical de
vice has found applications in many branches of physics. 
Quantum field theory proved to be a fertile ground for 
the application of the functional integral method. 2 

Classical statistical mechanics3,4 can also be analyzed 
in terms of functional integrals in the approach of mole
cular fields. Hopf's5 turbulence theory is another clas
sical example of the utility of this method. 6,7 Applica
tions are also made in laser transmission, B polymer 
solution theory, 9 and thermodynamics of irreversible 
processes. 10 On the other hand the mathematical theory 
has not kept equal pace. Efforts l1 -

13 have been made to 
put the integral on a rigorous basis. One of the funda
mental difficulties has been the nonexistence of a gen
eral translation-invariant Lebesgue measure, in the 
conventional measure theory, for an infinite dimen
sional space. 11 Practical calculation formulas have been 
proposed14ol 5 for physical problems. However, com
pared to what is needed in the solution of realistic 
problems (e.g., turbulence), the available means re
main far from adequate. 

In a series of papers16 ,17 (hereafter referred to as I 
and II) we put forward an operational calculus with the 
objective of tre'lting this problem from a new perspec
tive. We succeeded in characterizi.16" a class of ex
pcmenti.ll functional integrals usually encountered in the 
Feynman1 formulation. Applications were made to 
phY1'>ics and probability theory, and valid results were 
obtained. 16 

In this paper, we intend to enlarge the scope of 
functionals that can be treated by the continuum cal
culus method. Let B be a Banach space over complex 
field which is also Hausdorff in the norm topology. CB 
is the set of functions (forms), y, from B to C, C being 
the complex numbers. We construct a complex Banach 
algebra, A B , out of CB , by the usual method of com
pletion, including all the ideal elements. AB is Haus
dorff. Let (B, 5 B' fl) be a measure space on B, and 
(AB ,SA' m) be a measure space on A B , fl and m being 
the measures on the a-algebras, SB and SA' of the 
spaces Band A B , respectively. We propose to investi
gate the integral of a class of functionals, ¢:AB - C, 

given by the general formula, 

¢[y J = f. fl(dt)O' (t)g(y(t) , E ~ B, a: B - C (1.1) 
'E 

for some complex-valued function, g: C - C. A pre
liminary study has been made in Paper I, using a dif
ferential homotopy approach. There we found that a 
uniqueness theorem was needed. Here we shall proceed 
with a different method, i. e., the integration of weak 
distributions of Skorohod, 11 and obtain equivalent re
sults without incurring the uniqueness problem. 

In Sec. II we apply the weak distribution integration 
method to a sample functional, y[y]. In Sec. III, we 
rework the problem using the p-integral method. A 
functional integral is obtained that is consistent with 
the weak distribution result. This enables us to gene
ralize to a formal definition of a functional integral of 
the functionals of type (1.1). As further demonstration, 
in Sec. IV we recalculate the integrals for the poly
nomial functionals of Friedrichs1B with a Gaussian 
measure. The outcome is also consistent with that 
from the differential homotopy approach. 16 

To make this paper reasonably self-contained, we 
summarize some of the major results obtained pre
viously. 16,17. We have proposed an operational calculus 
with two operations, the r differentiation, denoted by 
R/Rt (.), and the p integration, Pdt» (.). Heuristically 
speaking, the r (i. e., rational) differentiation when 
applied to a function f(t), f: B - C, studies the instan
tal/eous ratio of f(t) in the neighborhood of the point t, 
just as in ordinary differentiation, d/ dt is a measure of 
the instantaneous d(fference of f. In formula form, the 
r derivative of f(t), denoted by Rf/ RI, at the point / 
which is in the interior of the support of f, is a multi
plicative function, ft (.) [i. e., f/(O's + prj = f1(s ) "f;ir)a , 
Va , {3 (=- C and r, s r, B], such that for every E > 0 it gives 

I f(t + b) - f(t}f1(b) I <€ (1.2) 

whenever II b II < 6 > O. It is related to the ordinary de
rivative through a correspondence theorem: 

R~ f{t) = exp [:/ InfUl (1.3) 

This theorem immediately generalizes the r derivative 
to an equal level with differential derivatives. The p 
0. e., potential) integral is then obtained as the primi-
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tive of r differentiation, in the same sense that the 
oridinary integral is the primitive of differentiation. 
It is related to the ordinary integral by 

P E J1 (dt) » I (t) = exp[fE /l (dt) lnl (t)], E ~ B . (1.4) 

The functional integral is then characterized as the 
result of the interaction between the p integral and the 
ordinary N-fold (limit N- 00) integral. In operator form, 

P E /l (dt) » I F m (d}1 (t)) (.) (1. 5) 

=exp{I /l(dt)ln[j m(dy(t)(')J}, E~B, F<:AB • 
E F 

This formula was successfully applied to functionals of 
the exponential typelS 

~[y]=exPUE/l(dt)g(y(t))], E~B, g:C- C, 

yielding the integral 

PE/l(dt)>> I m(dy(t»·~[y] 
F 

= exp IE /l(df) In[ IFm (dy (f)) expg(y (t))]. 

For details and applications, see Paper 1. 16 

II. INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT TO A WEAK 
DISTRIBUTION 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

In this section, we adopt as the basis of development 
the concept of weak distribution as given by Skorohod. 11 

The language is of Hilbert spaces, although some of 
the results can be extended to more general spaces. 
Let X be a complex separable (Hausdorff) Hilbert space 
and B* the a-algebra of measurable sets of X. Let L 
be a finite dimensional subspace of X under the action 
of the proj ection operator PL' If m is some normalized 
measure on (X,B*), we define the measure m L on the 
a-algebra Bl of Las, 

(2.1) 

The family of measures m L' defined on all finite-di
mensional subspaces L of X and satisfying a compati
bility condition (see e.g., Skorohod ll), is called a 
weak distribution, m*. It has been shown that in order 
that m* corresponds uniquely to a measure m on (X, B*), 
the Minlos-Sazonov theorem will have to be satisfied. 11 

We shall not investigate this point here. Rather we 
analyze the interaction of the continuum calculus with 
the use of a weak distribution in the following. 

For the functional q>[y] defined in (1.1), we construct 
a cylinder functional, <fiN' under the prOjection PN 
according to Friedrichs, 18 

(2.2) 

In order to render the developments more trans
parent, we consider a simple case. Let U be the real 
unit interval, [0,1], and R U the collection of all L2_ 

integrable functions from U to R, R being the real 
number field. The Hilbert space X is then constructed 
as usual from RU when all the ideal elements of RU are 
inclUded. The a-algebra Bt on U consists of all the 
Borel sets of [0,1]; and the measure /l on Bt is the 
Borel measure. The inner product is defined as 

(y,z)=Iu /l(dt)y(t)z(t), y,zEX. (2.3) 

For illustration, we define a simple functional on X as 
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y[y] = J J1.(dt)a (t)y(t)n, 
u 

(2.4) 

where CY. (t) is some complex valued measurable weight 
on U, Under the projection operator PN, yN[y] is given 
by 

N 

YN[PNy] =6 AjO'jYi, (2.5) 
;o! 

wherePNY=(Yl""'YN)' andYi=Y(~i)' O=tO<tl< 
.. ·<tl_l""~i""ti< .. ·<tN=l, and Ai=/l([ti_l'tJ). We 
can suppress Ai in later development by redefining the 
unit length for equal distance intervals. We are 
interested in the functional integral If of y[y]: 

If[Y]= r m(dy)·y[y], FCX. (2.6) 
'F 

Instead, we consider first the integration of the cylinder 
functional y N with respect to a weak distribution m L' as 
defined in (2.1): 

IN[yN]= IFmL(dy) ·y,y[PNY]. (2.7) 

When Fubini's theorem is applicable, we have 

IN[yN]=I
F 

m l (dv 1)'" J~ m",(dy N ) 'y,Jv l , ''',1'N)' (2.8) 
1 N 

As to the compatibility conditions, see Friedrichs. 18 

The subspace measures m i are induced by m L' which 
are ordinarily taken to be Gaussian, e.g., 

(2.9) 

Here we simply choose the mj's as Borel measures on 
R. (This choice is to be viewed from the perspective of 
later developments, since we are not dealing with an 
ordinary measure theory here. 19

) Let F j = [0, Zj], 1I i, 

N 

I [I' ]=IZ1dv ... [ZNdy (6CY..y~) 
N N 0 - 1 . 0 N ;=1 •• 

~ Zl ,zN 
=LlCY.· [ dYl'" J dy y~ 

i=1 I. 0 . 0 N, 

=CY. ::.l..-z "'Z +0', z ~Z oo,z + ... 
[

Z.+1 ] [z .+1 ] 

1 n+1 2 N - In+1 3 N 

A moment's reflection is needed here. It has been the 
hope that as N - O(J (A; - 0, 1I i), the integral I N[ I' N] 
would converge under suitable conditions to the func
tional integral lAy 1 (FriedrichslB). Although many past 
works in physical applications have made l4

•
15 this as

sumption, in the present work we shall study aspects 
of this problem from a new starting point. Before we 
embark on a continuum approach, we rewrite (2.10) 
as: 

(2.11) 

N N (N z" ) ~6Q.(nZj) nexpo'jln +"i1 
i=1 l J=1 j=l l n 
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In the equality 2 of the above equation, we introduced 
an expression containing the Kronecker delta, 0/1.' with 
a purpose. Equality 4 will also prove to be important 
in future developments. As N goes to infinity, the 
summation term in (2.11) passes naturally to a Riemann 
integral, while the infinite product will pose a problem. 
It is precisely at this point that the continuum integral 
will make a contribution. We note also that since we 
admit complex numbers in the integrand, the introduc
tion of the logarithmic function is justified as long as 
the resulting expression makes sense. 

III. THE FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAL 

In the previous section, we employed the integration 
with respect to a weak distribution to study the integral 
of a sample functional y. The resulting expression 
involves an N product (n f.1Y J)' The p-integral method 
developed in the continuum calculus is applicable to 
infinite products. Thus we apply the method in this 
section. As in Paper 1,16 the p-integral operator, 
P/J.(dt)>> (.) when applied to an N-fold integral (N - 00) 
can be written in operator form as: 

PE/J.(dt)>> JFm(dy(t) )(.) 

(3.1) 

where E j are subsets of E due to the partition P
N

.ll.18 

To prepare for the interaction, we write y[y 1 as 

y[y] = f 11 (dr)a (r)y(r)" 
'u 

= J
u

l1 (dr)a (r) expI l1(dt)o(r, t)lny(t)n. (3.2) 

Application of (3.1) to (3.2) now takes the form, 

Pul1(dt)>> J m(dy(t»· y[y] 
F 

= Iu/J.(dr)O' (r) • exp Ju 11 (dO 

x In[.fF m (dy(t) exp6(r,t)lny(t)"1. (3.3) 

This corresponds to equality 3 in the weak distribution 
development of (2.11). To evaluate the inner integral, 

J
Z(t) 

J[z]= m(dy(t))expo(r,t)lnv(t)n, (3.4) 
o -

for F=[O,z(t)], m being the Borel measure, we refer 
to equality 4 of (2. 11) and infer the corresponding re
sults in the continuum case as 

[ 
Z (on] 

J[z]=z(t)exp o(r,t)inn+l . (3.5) 

Therefore, (3.3) becomes 

f . [ z(t)nJ 11 (dr)a (r) expj 11 (dt) In z (t) expo(r, tHn-
1 uu n+ 

= full (dr)O' (r)exp [Vu!J (dt)lnz (t») + In ~<:);] 

= [expJu l1(dt)lnz(t) J [rul1(dr)O' (r) :<:)1"]' (3.6) 

As expected, we obtain an ordinary integral for the 
original functional and a p integral representing the 
limit of the infinite product. For appropriate limits of 
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integration, both integrals in (3.6) exist, and we pro
ceed to define the functional integral of y to be 

Ii yJ:= (exp Ju/L{dt)lnz (t)1 (Ju 11 (dr)a (r) :(:;] • (3.7) 

We take note of the integral (3.5) and generalize for 
arbitrary functions, g(y), g:R - C, that admit a Taylor 
series expansion (details omitted) to obtain 

Theorem 3.1 Evaluation of the Jintegral: Let g be 
a function from R to C whose primitive exists and is 
denoted bye, so that de / dy = g. If g is in class C~ 
(possessing continuous derivatives of all orders) and 
admits a Taylor expansion, then the J integral with 
appropriate limits, F= [o,z(t)l, and Borel measure 
m is 

J= J m(dy(t» expo(r, t)lng(y(t» 
F 

=t(tJdy(t)expo(r, t)lng(y(t) 

= z(t}{ exp6(r, tHn[C(z(t))/ z(t)]}. (3. B) 

It is plausible that relation (3. B) also holds for more 
general functions, g(y). This will be left for a future 
study. Another direction of generalization is the cal
culation for more general measures. As in probability 
theory, for measures m, with a density function p(y), 
m(dy) =p(y)dy, or p(y) being the Radon-Nikodym de
rivative20 of m with respect to the Borel measure, the 
above relation can be generalized by a simple trans
formation of variables. 

Let P(Y) be the integral (or primitive) of p(y), 
dP(y)/ dy = p(y), (if it exists), P corresponds to m in 
the Stieltjes sense. Suppose that the mapping x=P(y) 
is bijective; there exists an inverse function, p-l, such 
that y = p-l (X). When this is substituted into the function 
g(y), we have 

The J integral is then 

J = J m (dy(t)) expb(r, t)lng(y(t) 
F 

= r: dy (t)p (y(t)) expo(r, t) lng(y(t» 

= t' dx(t) expo (r, t)lnh(x(t)) . 
. 0 

(309) 

(3.10) 

This expressIOn is of the form (3.B); therefore, we 
have 

Theorem 3.2: J Integral for a general measure: For 
the measure m described above, the Jintegral in the 
expression 

J = J m (dy(t» expo (r, t) Ing(y(t» 
F 

is given by 

H(X(t)) 
J=i(t)expo(r,t)ln 'X(t) 

- H(P(y(t») 
= P(y(t» expo(r, t) In p(y(t» 

where 

H(X(t» = J i1 dx (t)h(x (t)) 
o 

= Jil dy(t)p(y(t»g(y(t». 
o 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 
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if the indicated integrals exist. In the above expression, 
t is fixed during integration. 

We remark that in the above development we have 
restricted y(t) to be a real valued function (i. e., AB 
is a real Banach algebra) so that no integration in the 
complex plane was involved. To simplify the deriva
tion, homogeneous lower limits were used. For the 
Banach algebra AB of real functions, we then propose 

Definition 3.1: The functional integral of <p[y]: Let 
AB be a real Banach algebra, and <p[y] the functional 
from AB into C, as given by (1.1), its integral, II[ <P], 
on a set F ~- AB , is given by 

IA <p 1 =' P Eli (dt) » .IFni (dy(t)) • U'EIi(dr)cy (r)g(v(r)) ) 

== f Ii(drlrv(r){exp! Ii(dt)ln! m(dy(t)) 
EE 'F 

xexp[o(r,t)lng(v(t))]}. (3.14) 

The treatment of the innermost integral 

J==I m(dy(t)) exp[o(r,t)lng(y(t))] (3.15) 
F 

is according to Theorem 3.2, whenever the indicated 
integrals exist. 

With this definition at hand, a host of interesting ex
amples can be worked out, since the formula given is 
of quite general applicability. In order to demonstrate 
its validity, we test the definition against a class of 
polynomial functionals, whose integrals are known. 18 

IV. THE POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONALS 

To test the formulas given in Sec. III, we examine 
the polynomial functionals studied by Friedrichs. 18 

Without loss of generality, we consider a completely 
diagonalized r-i cs, 

(4.1) 

for y: [0, 1] - R. Friedrichs 's took, for m, the measure 
in the function space AB to be Gaussian. For even num
bers of Y, r == 211 , II an integer, the problem is similar 
to the '( functional considered previously, except that 
here we integrate with respect to a Gaussian measure. 
According to Definition 3.1, the functional integral 
takes the form 

IA~l == P E Ii (dt) »f~m(dy(t))· ~[Yl 

== Cds Ir(s) exp C dtln r~ dy(t) exp[ - h,(t)2] 
< 0 . 0 . .. 00 

xexp[o(s,t)lnv(t)rJ, (4.2) 

For the innermost integral 

J == r~ dy (t) exp[ - ;y UP] exp [0 (s, tllny(t)r] (4.3) 

we apply (3.12), Here p()')==exp(-h 2
), Therefore, 

p(v) is the error func tion 

p(y) == J
o
ii 

dz exp(- z2/2) == f1T72 erf(y/v'2). (4.4) 

P(y) is then one-to-one, and the inverse exists 

X= p(y) =v'Ti72 erf(y/v'2). \' == r'(x). 

The J integral is then, by (3.12), 

J== lim 2 tdx(f)exp[0(r,tJlnP- 1 (x)'1 
X" .fii2' . 0 

1· 2 (-) [( ) 1 H(P(Y)] ==y:T P y exp 0 r,t n plJi) , 
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(4.5) 

(4.6) 

where 

(4.7) 

and 

==[(2n!/n!2n+1]lli. (4.8) 

Substitution of (4.7) and (4.8) into (4.6), and then (4.6) 
into (4.2) gives 

IA~I= I:dS lr(s) eXprdtln{v'2iT exp [oCr, tlln ~~1n} 
(4.9) 

Except for a normalization constant -f'i:Tf, the result 
is identical to the solution given by Friedrichs. 18 For 
r == 2, the formula reduces to the case studied in Paper 
1'6 by the differential homotopy approach 

~[y ] = f'ds 12 (s)y (S)2 , 
o (4.10) 

If [ ~] == fu Trl2 == fur: ds 12 (s), 

where Tr is the trace. Same results are obtained. 

We remark that the formalism given by (3.14) is 
valid for general measures, i. e., it is independent of 
the Gaussian measure, and is also applicable to finite 
limits of integration in the function space AB . 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In a series of studies, 1601 7 we have applied the method 
of continuum calculus to the formulation of the func
tional integrals, in closed form, for two classes of 
representation of functionals: 

(5.1) 

and 

(5.2) 

These representations encompass a wide variety of 
functionals of interest in applications. Other types of 
functionals can, in principle, be similarly analyzed. 
although some recalcitrant cases may be expected. 
Type (5.2) functionals, which are relatively easy to 
treat in the present methodology, are, in fact, en
countered most frequently in physical applications. 1 

Type (5.1) functionals require more care and are 
analyzed here in view of Skorohod's weak distributions. 
The solution is given by (3.14). Due to the novelty of 
the subject, more mathematical elaboration and rigor 
will be required to assure the existence of the proposed 
formulas under suitable measure theoretical and topo
logical conditions. 11-13 It is interesting to note that the 
idea of p integration, one branch of the continnum 
calculus, is independently arrived at in the product 
integral formulation of Dollard and Friedman. 21 

Another less explored but equally important area of 
investigation is the subject of functional differential 
equations. Donsker and Lions 22 have given an interesting 
study. Consider the turbulence theory of Hopf, 5 the 
characteristic functional of the probability distribution 
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of a flow field satisfies the equation, 

ael> =fdk' _0_ [fk" ;; (k' + kIf )k" ~J 
at oZJ(k') "'I J oz,(k") 

(5.3) 

The solution of this equation for a general flow problem 
holds promise to the progress of one important branch 
of physics. 7 We shall have occasion to report a study 
on this in the future. 
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Symmetries of the 3j coefficient 
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An explicit form of the five Regge symmetries of the 3 j coefficient is given. It is shown that a set of six 
3 F2( I) hypergeometric functions is necessary and sufficient to account for the 72 symmetries of the 3 j 
coefficient, each accounting for 12 symmetries. The eight-element group, recently discussed by 
Lockwood, accounts for only eight symmetries of the 3 j coefficient. 

The 3j coefficient is given in Hegge'sl notation as follows: 

C' 
j2 i} j2 + )3 -)1 )3 +)1 -)2 jl + )2 - )3 

j- m1 )2 - m 2 j3- m3 
= (3J). 

m 1 m 2 m3 )1 +m1 j2+ m 2 j3 +m3 

(1) 

The symmetries of the 3) coefficient have been discussed by Hegge1 in terms of the column and row permutations of 
the above square symbol 0 

The 12-element group of physical symmetries of the 3j coefficient consists of 

(a) six permutations of three angular momenta and 

(b) six permutations of the space reflection. 

These correspond to the column permutations and the exchange of the lowest rows of the square symbol, 
respectively. 

The symmetry operation on the square symbol that the rows can be exchanged with columns1 implies the following 
symmetry operation on the 3j coefficient: 

(

. 02 - m2) + 03 - m3) 02 + m2) + 03 + m3») 
h 2 2 

(3J)=Rl= . 
. . 03 - m3) - 02 - m 2 ) 03 + m3) - 02 + m2) 
J2 -13 2 2 

(2) 

The four possible ways of interchanging the rows of the square symboP (left after the space reflection) imply the 
following symmetry operation on the 3j coefficient 

and 

)1 + h- m2 
2 

02 - m2) + 02 - )1 - h) 
2 

iI + js+m2 
2 

01 + )3 - j2) - 02 + m 2 ) 

2 

j1 +h- m z 
2 

01 + j3-)) - 02 - mz) 
2 

02 + m 2 ) + 02 - )1 - j3) 
2 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where jl + j2 + j3 =Jo Equations (2)-(6) give an explicit form of the Hegge symmetries in which the j's and m's of the 
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3j coefficient will be replaced by algebraic expressions involving the original j's and m'S. The five Regge sym
metries are named as RI, R2, R3, R4, and R5, respectively. 

The study of the Regge symmetries of the 3j coefficient in the form given above, makes the 72 symmetries more 
apparent. For example, the superposition of one of the symmetries of type (b), i. e., changing m 1, m 2, and m3 to 
their negative values, on RI, will only interchange the second and third columns of RI. This symmetry is also ob
tained by the superposition of a symmetry of type (a) on RI. It is easy to see that the superposition of symmetries 
of type (b) on R2, R3, R4, and R5 will give rise to the set of symmetries which are also obtained by the super
position of the symmetries of type (a) on R2-R5. Thus, only 47 distinct symmetries can be obtained by the super
pOSition of symmetries of type (a) and type (b) on the five Regge symmetries. But a careful study of the superposi
tion of the symmetries of type (a) and type (b) on RI and vice-versa yields 25 symmetries which are distinct from 
each other and distinct from the 47 obtained above. Exhausting all the possible combinations of symmetries of 
type (a), type (b), and the five Regge symmetries, one can verify that there are only 72 distinct symmetries of the 
3j coefficient. 

The series representation2 for the 3j coefficient can be put in the form 

(_l)h-/2- mg [3 3 J1/2 [3 3 J-l 
(3J)=6(m1+m 2 +m3) [(J+l)!]1/2 l~l El(,I:3j-CI'k)! ~(-1)t j~lP=l({3i-t)!(t-ak)! , (7) 

where 131 = j1 + j2 - j3' {32 =j1 -ml' P3=j2 +m2> and 0'1 =0, (JI2 =j2 - j3 - nIl' Cl 3 =j1 - j3 +m2 • Let ,1:30 be the minimum of 
the ,I:l's and 01 0 be the maximum of the a's. The number of terms in the above series representation, Eq. (7), is 
determined from 11 == i30 - a o' It is easy to see that 11 takes nine different values as the 3j coefficient goes through its 
72 symmetries. 

By successively making the substitutiont-(JIk=s, k=I,2,3, andBl-t=s, i=I,2,3, inEq. (7), the series 
representation for the 3j coefficient can be rearranged 3

•
4 into the generalized hypergeometric series with unit argu

ment, viz., 3F2 (ABC;DE;l). 

The summation over f in Eq. (7) will be replaced by 

(-IJP 
r(I-A)r(l- B)r(l- C)r(D)r(E) 3F2(ABC; DE; 1). (8) 

The parameters of the 3Fz(1) series for the substitution t - (JIk = s, k = 1,2,3, are given below: 

and 

The parameters of the 3F2(l) series for the substitution Pi - t = s, i = 1,2,3, are given below: 

A=-(jl +j2-j3)' B=-(jl+m), C=-(j2- m2)' D=J3-j2-ml+1, E=j3-jl+m2+1, P=Pl=f3Q> (12) 

and 

The series representation, Eq. (1) of Ref. 2, corresponds to the 3F2(l) series given by Eq. (9). Since the 3F2(1)S 
correspond to the minimum of the (j's or to the maximum of the a's, it is easy to see that the numerator parameters 
are all negative and the denominator parameters are positive. The upper limit of the summation index in the 
3F 2(l)S, 11 is given by the minimum of the negative value of the numerator parameters. Choosing anyone of the 
3F2(1) series, say, that given by Eq. (9), and associating the 3j coefficient IJlJ2 is) with the identity permutation of 

'n1 t m2m3 
parameters, viz., 3F2 (ABC; DE; 1), it is shown that the 3! permutations of the three numerator parameters together 
with the two permutations of the denominator parameters will account for 12 symmetries of the 3j coefficient. Each 
of the six 3 F2 (1)s will account for 12 symmetries of the 3j coefficient. It is straightforward to list the symmetries 
accounted to by a single 3F2(l) series. As an illustration of the proof, the list of 12 symmetries accounted to by the 
permutations of parameters of the 3F2(l) series, given by Eq. (9), is given in Table I. 

The advantage of describing the symmetries of the 3j coefficient in terms of permutations of parameters of 
3 F2(I)S is that the absolute symmetries can be clearly separated from those carrying the phase factors. The 3 F2(l)S 
given by Eqso (9), (10), and (11) account for the 36 absolute symmetries, each accounting for 12 of them. The 
3F2(1)S given by Eqso (12), (13), and (14) account for the 36 symmetries which carry the phase factor, each account-
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ing for 12 of them. Thus the set of six 3F2(I)S is necessary and sufficient to account for the 72 symmetries of the 
3j coefficient. 

Since the number of terms in the 3F2(1) series representation for the 3j coefficient takes nine possible values, 
there should be nine sets of canonical parameters2 of the 3j coefficient: (n j ; al,b i ; cl,dj ; i=I,9). It is elementary 
to calculate the nine sets of canonical parameters. The 72 symmetries can be partitioned into nine sets of eight each 
depending on the number of terms in the 3F2(l)S for the 3j coefficient. The list of eight symmetries accounted to by 
the 3F2(1) series when it has jl + j2 - j3 + 1 number of terms is given in Table II. 

TABLE I. The list of 12 symmetries accounted to by the permutations of parameters of 3F2(J.} series given by Eq. (9). 

2062 

(

h 

i3-h 

(

h 

h-jl 

h+h-ml 
2 

<il - nil} + (h - h - h) 
2 

it +h+nl2 
2 

<i2 + nl2} + (h - is - it) 
2 

h+jz+ nl 3 
2 

<il + h - h} - (h + m3) 
2 

h+jz- m 3 
2 

<il + jz - h} - (h -1113) 
2 

(h+m2)+ (is+m3) 
2 

(h + m2) - (is + m3) 
2 

(is -m3)+ (h -nil) 
2 

<iI-nil} - (h- m 3) 
2 
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TABLE II. The list of eight symmetries accounted to by the 
3F2 (1) series when it has jt + h - is + 1 number of terms. 

et h h) ( h it h) 
ml m2 1113 -m2 -ml -m3 

(h' m"; (be m,i (j2 - m2) + (11 - ml) 

h ) 
2 

(11 + ml) - (12 + m2) (i.! - ml) - (i2 - m2) h-jj 
2 2 

(i' -m,h (b - mli (j~ + 111~) + (11 + ml) 

::-;) (j2 - m2) ; (it - ml) 

2 

(22 + m~) - (11 + ml) 
2 

(i> -m,h (b - mli (1.2 + m2) + (jl + ml) 

h ) (-IV 
(it - ml) ; (h - m2) 

2 

(11 + ml) - (iz + 111Z) jz-jj 2 

(u>, '"V: v. ,m(i (iz - m~) + (il - ml) 

h ) (-IV 2 

(j2 + m2) - (h, - ml) (1~ - mz) - (11 - ml) it -jz 2 2 

(-IV ( jl h h) (-IV C2 jl h) -ml -m2 -m3 m2 ml m3 
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The expression for the 3j coefficient in terms of 
canonical parameters, Eq. (4) of Ref. 2, is invariant 
for three different values of n. Since the canonical 
parameters c and d change their values as n takes dif
ferent values, only eight symmetries are accounted to 
by the eight- element group, discussed by Lockwood. 
Thus, the set of eight symmetries corresponding to an 
nj (i = 1,9) will form a group by itself in the canonical 
parametrization. Table II clearly indicates the separat
ing of the absolute symmetries from those carrying the 
phase factor. The absolute symmetries are explained 
by the 3F2(1) series given by Eq. (9), and the sym
metries carrying the phase factor are explained by the 
3F2 (1) series given by Eq. (12). 
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A new form of the Mayer expansion in classical statistical 
mechanics8
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New expressions are given for the expansion coefficients in the Mayer expansion (and thus the virial 
expansion). These promise to be useful in applications, as well as provide a simple rigorous proof of the 
convergence of the Mayer series and some of its properties. 

We will present a new form for the Mayer series 
coeffiCients, that is formally patterned on cluster 
expansions recently introduced into quantum statistical 
mechanics. 1 The new form has already been useful in 
a theoretical application (to the study of Coulomb 
shielding),2 and may have other practical applications. 
This form leads to a proof of convergence we believe 
to be much simpler than the standard proofs: see Ref. 
3 for one of the standard proofs, and further references. 
This paper may also serve as an introduction to some of 
the techniques used in Ref. 1, and suggest lines of 
development for more complicated systems. 

To set the stage for the general situation, we first 
consider a system with a single species of particles 
interacting via a two-body potential /'(x). In the Mayer 
series, 

(1) 

we give our form of the first three coefficients explicitly 
(the bn term for a general system will be given later): 

il 1 =1, 

liz = - ~pJol ds Jd3Xdx) exp(- ps!'(x» , 
1 1 .1 , , 

Ii, = 3P2 J 0 ds 1 J
o 

dS 2 J d'x J d'y [l'(xlv (y) 

+ s 1V(X )1'(x + y)] . exp{- p[s 1r(X) + s 2VCV) 

+SlS2dx+y)j}. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The usual expressions for the lin may be found in most 
textbooks on statistical mechaniCS, such as Refs. 3 and 
4. We now assume stability of the potential v, 

6 v(x. -X,)"" -BII 
1~ i<j =!ii n t J 

for all 11, X j and some B? 0; and likewise its 
integr ability 

IIvll! = J Hx) I dlx < cx). 

(5) 

(6) 

An important aspect of our expressions for the il n is that 
the arguments in the exponentials, as in (3) and (4), 
may be bounded as though all the Sj equal one. Thus 

a)This work was supported in part by NSF Grants PRY 76-17191 
and PRY 77-02187. 

blpresent address: Department of Mathematics, University of 
Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia. 

for 0, s " S 2'" 1. One sees easily the bounds 

I b2 1 "" ~/3llvI11 exp(2pB) , (8) 

! b3 1 "" ~/321Iv Iii exp(3j3B).. fr, (9) 

Later we will see a bound for the nth term of this 
system 

I hn I "" /3n-1111"11 ~-1 exp(Il/3B)( exp(n - 1)/11). (10) 

Thus we get as a suffic ient condition for the conver
gence of the Mayer series (1) 

zexp(/3B)ellvI1 1/3<1. (11) 

We may compare the sufficient condition obtained in 
Ref. 3: 

z exp(2j3B) e Jd 3x I exp(- pv(x» - 11 < 1. (12) 

If l' = I' 0 + I'r' where 1..'0 satisfies (5) and v r is nonnegative, 
we will give an improvement (in the Appendix) that 
allows the condition (11) to be weakened, to include the 
case of hard cores for example, becoming on a par with 
condition (12). If v(x) is repulsive, L e. , nonnegative, 
the alternating sign property of the b;s, as is easily 
seen for the fir st three terms, is also immediate for 
the general term, This is not so clear in the standard 
expressions for bn , 

Whereas one may perform the integrals over the s 
parameters in (2) and (3) to recover the usual expres
sions, we will instead manipulate the three-body parti
tion function Z(3) to extract these forms. This will yield 
a telling insight into the general problem. We calculate 
z2 " the partition function in a volume 1\: 

Z~')=3~ f d3X1d3X2d3X3 

A' 

Xexp{- /3[v(1,2) +v(1, 3) +v(2, 3)]}, (13) 

where we use the obvious notation v(i,j) for v(x j -Xi)' 

The basic trick is use of the identity 

exp(f(1»=exp(f(O))+ tds!'(s)exp(f(s». (14) 
o 

We first use the parameter Sl to decouple the inter
action of particle 1 from the other particles (that is, 
to separate the uncoupled contribution) 
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exp{- {3[v(l, 2) + v(1, 3) + v(2, 3)]} 

= exp[ - ;3v(2, 3)] + J: dS I (- ;3)(v(1, 2) + 11(1,3» 

x exp{ - {3[s l(v(1, 2) + v(1, 3» + v(2, 3)]}. 

The second term on the right side of (15) may be 
replaced by 

(15) 

2 t dS I (- )3)v(1, 2) exp{ - {3[s l(v(1, 2) + v(1, 3» + v(2, 3m, 
o (16) 

since the integral in (13) is symmetric in the three 
variables. We now use the parameter S2 to decouple 
the system of particles 1 and 2 from the remaining 
particle, replacing (16) by 

2 F ds 1 (- /3)v(1, 2) exp(- {3S1v(1, 2» 
o 

+ 2) 1 dS I t ds 2(- tWv(1, 2) 
o a 

x [v(2, 3) + slv(1, 3)] exp(- j3W(s u S2)) , 

with 

W(s" .,zl = [5.tv(l, 2) -I- SIS2V(1, 3) + s2v(2, 3)]. 

(17) 

The first term on the right side of (15) may be replaced 
by 

We define 

K,l)=J' d'x-IAlb -IAI 10. - 10. ,- 1- , 

where IAI is the volume of A. 

K~2)", - ~{3J: ds J
A 

d3
"I}A d 3x 2 v(x 1 -x 2 ) 

Limits as A - 00 are always through boxes whose 
minimum width approaches infinity. 

Kj,:l) '= k~3)(a) + k '\:')(b) 

- IAI be. 
10..-

where 

k (3 lea) '= .! e2J 1 ds j'l ds J' d3x J d3x }' d3x 
A 301021. II. 21. 3 

Xv(1,2)v(2,3)exp(- ;3W(SH S2»' 

k(3l(b) '= 1 o2J'1 ds II ds J d 3x J" d 3x I d 3x 
A 3P 0 1 0 2 A 1 A 2 A ' 

x v(l, 2)SIV(1, 3) exp( - j3W(SI, S2»' 

Collecting, we have 

Zi3 ) = (1/3! )(K}.l))3 + K~I)KIf) + K~3). 

This is the coefficient of z' in the expansion 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

ZIo. =exp(tK~n)zn) (27) 
I 

(whose convergence in some region we will soon prove) 
and as is familiar 

(28) 

The identifications we have made are clear if one is 
familiar with the usual treatment of the Mayer expan
sion, since the K;"n) we have defined for n=1,2,3 are 
connected. However this paper is self-contained, and 
one may merely accept the definitions above, and 
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postpone the identifications in (27) and (28). We proceed 
to a mathematical treatment of the general problem. 

We consider the grand canonical partition function 

with 

If X is a subset of integers 

J d./= n <J d3x i J dEi) 
to. iEX A 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(n) is identified with the set of the first n integers. The 
f d€; is a sum over internal freedoms of the particle, 
spins, charges, etc. 

V x = 6 v(jj) 
~cx 

I Y I ~2 

= 0 v l (x", , E",) + 6 v 2 (x", , E", xe, Ee) 
"Ex (",~lEX 

(32) 

IX I is the number of elements in X. We have assumed 
one- and two-body potentials, not necessarily transla
tional invariant. The present scheme does not accomo
date many-body potentials without modification. A 
more literal mimicking of Ref. 1 allows this possibility. 
We assume of the potentials: 

[AD] Measurability: VI and v 2 are measurable 
functions. 

[Al] Stability: There is a B? 0 such that 

VX;, -IX lB. 
[A2] Integrability: 

(33) 

Ilv21! = sup J d 3x2 J d€2!V 2(Xl'€l>X2 '€2) I < 00. (34) 
Xl ,fi 1 

(In the Appendix we will give an improvement allowing 
the weakening of condition [A2].) We define the 
degeneracy s by 

(35) 

Proposition 0: Z 10. is an entire function of z. 

In fact the sum in (29) is dominated term by term by 
the sum 

.0~ (zexp({3B) IAls)". 
n=O n. 

(36) 

We now generalize the use of SI in (15) and S2 in (17), 
introducing a sequence of parameters, sp where 5 i 
decouples the system of the first i particles from the 
remaining particles. If W X is of the form 

6 w(!J) 
IjCx 

then for X' C X we define 

WX,X' = 6 w(!J) + 6 w(!J) = wx '+ Wx_x'. (37) 
IjCx' yC(x·x·) 

D, Brydges and P. Federbush 2065 



                                                                                                                                    

One has removed from the W X all interactions between 
particles in X, and particles in IX -X'L To the set (t) 
of t particles, I'> 1, we associate 0t_1> a sequence of 
parameters s1> S2,'" '''t-I and a potential W<t)(at-l) 
defined by an inductive process 

w~t) = Vct), 

Wi/l = (1 -" i)Wj:i' Cj) + S i Wj:i, i = 1, ... , I - 1, 

W;:i= W</l(Ot_I)' 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

Thus W(su S2) in (17) is our W(3)(02)' Referring to (32) 
we may also write 

w<t)(al_J 

I 

=.6vl (i)+ .6 Si 'Si+I" .S,_11'2(i,j). (41) 
i=1 1.i<J-t 

Proposition 1: Stability of interpolated potentials: 
If the S i satisfy 0", Si ~ 1 then 

WCt)(Ot_I)? - tB (42) 

We observe that from W<ll? - Bt all t, there follows 
W<tl,<i) c? - Bt. The proposition follows by noting that the 
induction step (39) in the construction of W<ll(at _

1
) 

implies wit 1 satisfies the inequality for all i, as the 
convex sum of terms that do so. 

When 5, was employed in (15), the next particle, 2 in 
(16), was coupled by 1'(1,2) differentiated from the 
exponent. When S2 was employed in (17), the next 
particle, in (17), was coupled by either d1, 3) to 
particle 1, or by d2, 3) to particle 2, in the potentials 
differentiated from the exponent. These two possi
bilities are separated, respectively, into the two terms 
(25) and (24). In general we introduce a function 1)(i), 
i = 1,2, C • c' , t - 1 with 1)(i) a positive integer satisfying 

(43) 

to spec ify a term, wherein the potential differentiated 
from the exponent by Si is di + 1, 1)(i)). Thus (24) has 
I)" specifying it with 

1)"(1) = 1, 1)"(2) = 2 

and (25) has 1)b specifying it with 

1)b(l) = 1, 1)b(2) = 1. 

(44) 

(45) 

It is natural to associate a tree graph to each function 
1). The vertices in the graph are numbered from 1 to t, 
the vertices i+1 and1)(i), i=1,2,"',t-1, are con
nected by lines. In particular, 1)" and 1)b have 
respectively the following graphs associated to 
themselves. 

• 3 ,3 

"2 ,'2 

'1 

A somewhat similar use of a tree graph analysis to 
study the Mayer series may be found in ReL 5. 

We define 

Id Ot _1 = J~1 dS I ••• 1~ dS
I

_ 1 (46) 
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and introduce a function /(1), 0t-l) by 
t-1 

/(1), °t_l) =.0 "i-1"i-2" 'S"<i1> t /2 
t=2 (47) 

where Si_1 S i-2 ••• S nU 1 is understood to be 1 ifl)(i) = i. 
/(1), at-I) is the product of "i'S differentiated from the 
exponent by the sequence of decouplings. We now can 
define K~tl in the general situation 

Klt)=D(~tl(7)). (48) 

" This is the general form of (22), and the sum is over all 
7) satisfying (43). As a general form of (20), (24), or 
(25) we have 

(- W-If f /,<tl(7)) =--- da d yctl/(1) ° ) t t-l A . , t-l 

t~ . xn di + 1, 1)(i)) exp[ - pW<t)(Ot_l)]' (49) 
i =1 

We can finally specify the general form of the Mayer 
expansion coefficients, if the interaction is translation 
invariant 

b = (- j3)n-
I
.0 (dO f dx<n- 1 l!dE /(1) ° ) 

n n f)} (n-l 3 n' rz ... l 
R 

n-I 
X n 1l(i + 1, 7)(i))exp[ - pw<nl(o -I)]' 

i =1 n 
(50) 

The following proposition is merely an observation in 
our formulation. 

Proposition 2: If the two-body potentials are non
negative, then (-l)nb n? O. 

We will have need for the following purely numerical 
estimate from Ref. 6. 

Propos ilion 3: 

.6 Jdot _J(1) , 0t_l) '" exp(t - 1). (51) 
~ 

To prove this we first note that the left side of (51) is 
less than or equal 

J 1 ds •.. )'" ds 
1 I-I 

n n 

X.6/(1), 0t_l) exJ~St_ISt_2"'''~ 
T) ~t=l i) 

(52) 

If one performs the S i integrals in the indicated order, 
using the estimate 

r ds v exp(sv) '" exp(v) (53) 
o 

at each stage, the proposition follows. Proposition 3 is 
the most complicated estimate we need, we detail its 
steps for t = 4 

.0/(1),03)=(1+s, )(1+s 2 +s 2s , ) (54) 

I dot _l '£J/(1), a) 
n 
I I I 

= fo ds I Io dS 2 Io dS 3 (1 + s 1)(1 + S2 + "2S 1) 

I 

'" 101 
dS I I: dS 2 Ia ds 3(1 + sl)(l + S2 + S2 S 1) (55) 

x eXp(S3s2S 1 + S3S 2 + S) 

JI JI '" dS I ds 2(1+s l)exp(s2s l+ s 2)e 
a 0 

'" fds l exp(sl) exp(2) ~ exp(31. 
a 
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Proposition 4: 

IK~t) 1 ~ pt-1Ulv
2

11 )t-1 exp(tpB) exp(~ - 1) s 11\ I. 

This follows easily from the last proposition and the 
definitions. 

Proposition 5: If the interaction is translation 
invariant 

Proposition 6: 

z~n) = 6 iK~i) z~n-i) 
l!'!i i E:n 11 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

This expression is related to the Kirkwood-Salshurg 
equations and similar equations. 3 Equation (58) is 
directly derived by introducing a sequence of decoupling 
parameters to isolate connected configurations contain
ing particle 1. It is an easy combinatoric exercise. 

Proposition 7: For z sufficiently small 

Z A = exp[ ~ znK~n)]. (59) 

By Proposition 0 and Proposition 4, both sides of the 
equation are analytic functions of z for z sufficiently 
small. Using Proposition 6 we then have 

z-iJo tznz~n)=~iziK~i)z~n-i)zn-i 
Z 0 n,i 

from which follows 

(: n, . (') z-Z =!..Jlz'K I Z 
(1 Z A io1 A A 

yielding (59) and proving Proposition 7. 

(60) 

(61) 

In fact, the equality in (59), and the convergence of 
the series in the exponent are ensured for 

(62) 

Proposition 8: If the interaction is translation invari
ant, then for z sufficiently small [satisying (62)] 

lim -I ~ In(ZA)=6bnz". 
A-~ 1.1 no1 

(63) 

This last proposition follows from (56), (57), and (59) 
by the easy mathematical theorem: 

Let la ik k r k with Irk < 00 0 Assume 

~imaik=ck ,--
then 

This is a very special case of the dominated conver
gence theorem. 

Thus we have the basic properties of the Mayer series 
rigorously developed in the regime given by (62) by an 
entirely elementary argumenL In the Appendix our 
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procedure will be modified to give an improvement 
extending the regime of validity, weakening condition 
(62). 
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APPENDIX 

We split the interaction into two parts 

VX=V:+V: (A1) 

each constructed as in (32), V~ from val and V 02 satisfy
ing assumptions [AO], [A1], and [A2], and V: from 1.'r1 

=0 and vr2' with vr2 measurable and nonnegative. We 
define u(i,j) 

u(i,j)=exp[-j3v r2 (i,j)]-1. (A2) 

We will indicate a modification of the expansion of the 
paper that will replace (62) as the limiting inequality by 

(A3) 

Different split ups (A1) may be considered to find a 
best result; this may be virtually equivalent to equation 
(12) as a limiting condition. 

The modification of the procedure cons ists in inter
polating exp[ - pvr2 (i,j)] as 1 + su(i,j). This replaces 
W(t)(u

t
_

1
) of (41) by 

W(t)(u ) 1 
a t-1-73 

X :0 log[1+sj'si+1"'s'_lu(i,j)], 
lE:i<J~t J 

(A4) 

where W6t)(Ut-l) is W(t)(u t _1 ) of the paper calculated for V:. The v(i,j) of (49) and (50) then are replaced by 

( .• ) 1, u(i,j) 
v l J --
02' p1+s j "'Sj_1u(i,j) 

The substitutions of (A4) and (A5) into (49) and (50) 
easily yield (A3) as a sufficient condition for 
convergence. 
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0(3) shift operators are constructed in terms of tensor operators T(j ,,...) and the 0(3) generators. These 
are of type B7, k = - j, ... ,j, where B7 raises I by k, 1(1 + I) being the eigenvalue of the 0(3) Casimir 
operator. Various convenient normalizations of these operators are constructed, and their properties and 
uses considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In some previous papers, I-10 shift operators were 
constructed out of the enveloping algebra of the 
generators 1; of 0(3) [or SU(2)] and the components 
T(j, fl), fl= -j, ... ,j, of a tensor representation of 0(3). 
These operators were essentially of type u~, k = -j, . .. , 
j, which raise the value of 1, where 1(1 + 1) is the eigen
value of the 0(3) Casimir operator L2, by k, when acting 
on eigenstates of L2 corresponding to arbitrary values 
of m, the eigenvalue of 10' Operators have also been 
givenll

-
14 which raise the value of 1 by ± 1 but which are 

valid only when acting on states for which m = l. 

A general analysis of the operators O' for arbitrary 
j values has not been given, their construction and 
properties having been considered only for the special 
cases where j= 1,3,7,8,9 j=2, 1,2,4 andj =i. S,6 For these 
particular j values, the 0: were found to be extremely 
useful for the classification and analysis of irreducible 
unitary representations (IUR) of various low-dimen
sional groups possessing an 0(3) subgroup. For j = 1, 
Stone7 appears to have been the first person to explicitly 
construct such operators and apply them to the group 
0(4). Miller9 also showed that the I-stepping operators 
arising in the type E and F factorizations of second 
order differential equations given by Infeld and Hull8 

can be constructed from the enveloping algebra of the 
three-dimensional Euclidean group, and so these are 
essentially also U:-type shift operators for the j = 1 
case. Hughes3 showed how these operators could be used 
to give a unified analysis of the IUR of 0(4), the 
homogeneous Lorentz group 0(3, 1), and the Euclidean 
group. The j = 2 case arose for Sl(3 ,R), 4 and for SU(3) 
in the 0(3) basis, 1.2 where the shift operators were used 
to obtain an algorithm for the calculation of eigenvalues 
of the 0(3) scalar operators used to resolve the state 
labelling problem. The j = i case was applicable to the 
group 0(3)A(T2 XT2),5 and to the analysis of IUR of SU(3) 
in an SU(2) basis. 6 

In this paper the case of generalj is treated. The 
cases where j is integral or half-integral have to be 
dealt with in a slightly different manner, in that if 1 
is raised by a half-integral amount, so must m, since 
1 and m must be integral or half-integral together. Thus, 
for integral j, the shift operators may be chosen to 
commute with 10' whereas when j is half-integral they 

are chosen to raise its eigenvalue by ± i. Also, the 
hermiticity properties of the shift operators in the two 
cases are quite different, due to the fact that the opera
tors TU, fl) form a closed set with respect to taking 
hermitian conjugate for j integral, but not for half
integral j. IS 

The commutation relations of the T(j, fl) among them
selves are not needed, and therefore not considered in 
this paper, so it is not assumed that the 1; and T(j, Il) 
generate a group. However, once mutual commutation 
relations are given for the TU, fl), a Lie algebraic 
structure may ensue. For instance, SU(3) and Sl(3,R) 
are formed from the 1; and {T(2, Il), fl = - 2, ... ,2}; 
SU(3) in an SU(2) basis and SU(2.1) are generated by 
the set consisting of the lp T(L ±i), T(~, ±~), and 
T(O,O), and the group 0(3);\ (T2 x T2 ) is generated by the 
ip T(~,± ~), and T(L±i). 

We start off in Sec. 2 by constructing the shift opera
tors B~ for the integral j case, which commute with 10 
and shift 1 by k, and B~:~1/2 for j half-integral, which 
shift m by ± ~ and 1 by k. These operators depend 
expliCitly on the 1 values of the states upon which they 
act, a fact noted by Joseph lo for the particular case of 
the step operators of Infeld and Hull. 8 If they depended 
on 1 only through the combination 1 (l + 1), this could be 
replaced by the operator L2; however, their dependence 
on 1 is more complicated, and so we introduce the 
operator R whose eigenvalue is 1. The B operators con
tain 1 and m in the denominator and to half-integral 
powers, and so are not the most convenient to use in 
practical applications since when 1 and m are replaced 
by the operators Rand 10' it is highly desirable that 
these operators occur only to positive integral powers. 
Therefore, in Sec. 3 we obtain more convenient nor
malized operators A~ and O~ for integral j, together 
with their half-integralj counterparts. The expressions 
for O~ in terms of the T(j, fl) and I", are such that 1 and 
m occur only in the denominator and only to integral 
power and so can be replaced conveniently by, 
respectively, Rand 10 , The resulting expression for 
O' is a linear combination of products of positive 
integral powers of the Ii and R with the T(j, Il), and is 
valid even when not explicitly acting on states of definite 
1 and m values. 

The O~ do have the disadvantage that their matrix 
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elements contain m-dependent terms, these being such 
as to guarantee that the lowering operators O?, k > 0, 
never lower l below 1m I, which would be inconsistent 
with properties of IUR of 0(3). The operators A~ do not 
contain m -dependent terms in their matrix elements 
and are the operators to use when determining mini
mum l values occurring in IUR of groups containing an 
0(3) subgroup as in the case, for example of Sl(3,R). 4 

In Sec. 4 we consider the hermiticity properties of 
the shift operators for the integral j case. The set 
{T(j, g)} is, in this case, closed under Hermitian con
jugation, and so the shift operators satisfy hermiticity 
properties of the type 

(y, I, rn I (O;~)t I y', 1 + k, rn) = Ci~.I( y, l, m I O;!~ I y', l 

+!?,m). 

O'k,l turns out to be (21 + 1)/(21 + 2k + 1), which shows in 
particular that the 0(3) scalar operator 07 is Hermitian. 
If one replaced I by the operator R, then (O;k)t can be 
obtained by taking the Hermitian conjugate of each term 
in its expression. Before the resulting operator can be 
compared with O;~ however, R must be brought to the 
right of all T(j, g), and this necessitates knowledge of 
the commutator [R, T(j, g)]. Although these can be 
worked out, this method is more laborious than the one 
using matrix elements and so is not employed here; 
in operator form the above hermiticity relation becomes 
in fact 

For half-integral j it is not possible to close the set 
{T(j, g)} with respect to Hermitian conjugation in a 
self-consistent manner, so that a new set of tensor 
operators {f(j, g)} have to be introduced, together 
with corresponding shift operators; this is done in Sec. 
5. The counterpart of the above hermiticity relation is 
found to be 

(Ok.H/2)t(2R + 1)= (_1)-j tl/20- k • OI/2(2R - 2k + 1). 

In Sec. 6 it is shown how the properties of the shift 
operators may be used to calculate the above mentioned 
commutators [R, T(j, g) J for the integral j case, and 
Sec, 7 treats the same problem for half - integral values 
of j. 

Finally, in Sec. 8, we discuss the relation of the 
shift operators obtained in this paper with those derived 
by other authors, and ways in which the work of this 
paper may be extended and generalized. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SHIFT OPERATORS 
BkANDBk,±1/2 

I I,m 

Let T(j, g), g = - j, ... ,j and j integral or half
integral, be a (2j + ll-dimensional tensor representa
HonlS of 0(3) [or SU(2)}, whose commutators with the 
generators lo, 10 of 0(3) are 

[Z.,T(j,g)]= [(j 'fg)(j±g+1»)l/2T(j,g±1), (2.1) 

(2.2) 

where here, as throughout the rest of the paper, the 
positive real value of the square root is taken. 

We shall suppose the T(j,g) act upon states Iy,l,m), 
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where l (I + 1) and m are the eigenvalues of, respectively, 
the 0(3) Casimer L2 and 10' and y denotes an additional 
collection of labels needed to completely specify the 
states. Nowl5 

(Y',l',m'IT{j, g)ly,l,m) 

( 

l' 
= (_1)1'-m' 

-m' 

. z) 
) (y',I'IIT(j)IIY,l) 
/1 m 

(2.3) 

where 

c:~, ~ ~) 
is a Wigner 3-j symbol and the < yl ,1/IIT{j)lIy,l) are 
reduced matrix elements of T{j, g). 

We treat the cases of integral and half-integral j 
separately, considering first of all the case where j, 
and therefore also g, is integral. The shift operators in 
this case are constructed from the operators 

(2.4) 

which, since they commute with 10' leave unchanged the 
m -values of states upon which they act. 

Using (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain 

(y',l',m IQo ... ly,l,m) 

(

ll . 
= (_l)l.-m J 

- m 'f g 

X[(I±m+g)!(l'f m )!]1/2 ( 'l'IIT(')11 I) 
(l±m)l(Z'fm-/1)l y, J Y, • 

Let 

p _ [(I ± m)! (l'F m _ /1) !] 1/2 

'''' - (l ± m + f..!)! (l 'f m)! Q 0 ... 

so that, for lJ.=j, ... ,j, 

(y/,l',m IP~ Iy,l,m) 

(

I' . 
= (_l)/.-m J 

-m -IJ. 
l )< y' ,l'IIT{j)lly,l). 

m+1J. 

This then implies that 

P" I y, Z , m ) = t (_ 1)1 +~'-m ( j 
k'=-j 

-/1 rn+/1 

l +k
l

) 

-m 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

xL;( y' ,l + k'IIT(j)lly, Z) Iyl, l + k', m), (2.7) 
r' 

where the symmetry of the 3-j symbols under even 
transpositions of the columns has been used. 

Now the 3-j symbols satisfy the orthogonality 
relationl5 

j~ ) 
m' 3 

=(2j3+1)-lliJ3J3lim3m~li(jj~3)' (2.8) 

where 6(jJ~3)= 1 if j3 lies between ijl -j2i and (jl +j2)' 
and vanishes otherwise. Hence 
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l+k) ) -m PI> Iy,l,m) 

= (_1)1+~-m[2(l +k) + 1)- l O(j,I,l +k) 

X6 (y', 1 + kll T(j)lly, l) Iy', 1 + k, 111 ), 
Y' 

Hence a shift operator changing 1 by Ie, I? = - j, ... ,j, 
is 

j (i I I+k) B~= 6 P 
Il--j t-t 

- -/l m+/l -111 

j 

=aW, I11)Qo +6[a~(Z, 111)Q+" + (_1)2/+J+~a~ (Z, - m)Q_" J 
!.L =1 

where, for /l=O, •• o,i, 

a~(L m)=[(l-111-/l)!(I+tII)!]1/2 
1>' (l+m+/l)!(Z-m)! 

( 

i I I +k\ 

x -/l m+/l -m)' 

The action of B~ on Iy, I, m) is given by 

B~ly,l,tII)= (_1)/+~-m[2(I+k)+11-1oU,I,I+k). 

6(Y',1 +kIIT(jlily,l) ly',Z +k,m). 
!" 

Above we have used the well-known property 

- (-1)i,+h+j3 
(

il j2 j3J (jl)2 j3) 
rn, m 2 1113 - -nl, -111 2 -111,' 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

which, as it stands, is valid only for ill i2' i3 nonnega
tive. When any of the j's happen to be negative one must, 
in the phase factor, replace j by - (j + 1). Thus, if i, 
is negative one has 

(

il j2 j3) = (_1)-(i!+1}+j2+i3 

-111 1 -111 2 -m3 

A similar argument applies to the corresponding relation 
for the vector coupling coefficients, 

An alternative method of calculating B~ would be by 
the requirement that 

[L 2 , Bn = k(k + 2l + 1 )B~ , (2.14) 

It is not difficult to check, using recursion relations 
for the 3-j symbols, that the B7 given by (2,10) do 
indeed satisfy (2. 14). 

For the case of half-integral i, the shift operators 
must change not only Z, but also 111, by half-integral 
amounts. We consider only those which shift m by 
±i, denoting them by B~:~1/2. They are constructed 
from the operators 

where /l = ~, t" .. ,j. One can check that 

[la, Q;.,l = ~Q;", [la, Q;,,] = - ~Q:", 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

from which it follows that Q; and Q.- change 111 by ~ and 
1 " " 

- 2, respectively, Letting 

p' _[(Z±m)!(l'fm-/l-~)!]1/2 • 
'" - (Z ± til + /l + !) ! (I 'f til )! Q." , (2.17) 

P' _[(l'fm)!(I±m-/l+~)!Jl/2 • 
'" - (l 'f m + /l - ~) ! (l ± III ) ! Q." , (2.18) 

one finds that the following shift operators change 1 by 
k and IJI by ± ~ : 

j ( j Bk"1/2 = 6 -
J ,m /.l=--j 

-/l m+/l±~ 

I +kJ P' 
- 1'Il 'f1 " 

j 

= 6 [a~(l m ±'!')Q' + (_1)2/+J+2kak(l -111 'f'!')Q' 1 
1'1=1/2 IJ. , , 2 /.l /.l" 2 -p,' 

(2.19) 

where, for /1 = 1" _ . ,j, 

a ~(Z, 111, ± 1) = ( i 
-/1 m+/1±1 

[
(I ± m )! (I 'f IJ1 - /1 - 1) !]' /2 

X 1 ' 
(Z ± III + /l + i)! (Z 'f 111)! 

(2020) 

The action of B~;!1/2 on II', l,lII) is given by 

B~:~1/2IY, l, m) = (-1)1 +~-m" /2[2(1 + k) + n-1o(j, Z, 1 + k). 

6(Y',l +kIIT(jlily,l) Iy',l +k,111 ±1). 
Y' 

(2,21) 

3. NORMALIZATION OF 87 AND Bt;,,' 1/2 

The aim in this section is to obtain more convenient 
normalized forms of B~ and B::~'/2 in which the 
coefficients of Q." or Q:" contain I and 111 only in the 
numerator and only to integral powers. This will enable 
us later on to replace 111 and l by the operators lo and 
R (whose eigenvalue is Z), so that the resulting forms 
of the shift operators will be independent of the m and 
I values of the states upon which they act. 

In order to do this, we need to know the manner in 
which the 3-j symbols appearing in (2.11) and (2.20) 
depend on land 111. Specifically, we shall be interested 
only in those parts of the 3 -j symbols which contain l 
and /11 either to half-integral powers or in the denomina
tor, and we shall refer to them as SR-D (short for 
square root-denominator) parts. 

We consider the 3-j symbol (~ _I>_~_). ~:~), where ?c is 
either 0 or ± 1, and where for the time being we 
restrict ourSelves to the case where k and /l are both 
? I" I. We shall need the formula 

1/2 

(J~ l+k)=(_l)-j+l+m+). [ (2i)!(21-j+k)!(l+j+m+A)!(Z+k-m-?c)! ] 
- i - m - A m + A (j + k)! (j - k)! (2l +j + k + 1) !(l - j - m - >.,)! (l + k + m + ),) ! 

(3.1 ) 
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and the recursion relation 

( 
j / Z+k) 

J.l-l -m-A,-J.l+l m+X 

= _ [(I - m - )., + k + 1)(/ + m + X + k )] 1/2 

(j + J.l)(j - J.l + 1) 

(

j / /+k ) 

x J.l -m-J.l-A,+1 m+X-l 

_ [(l - m - X - J.l + I)(Z + m + X + J.l)] 1/2 

(j+J.l)(j-J.l+l) 

Z / +k) 
-m-J.l-X m+X' 

(3.2) 

In the expansion of (~ -m!~-I' ~:~), first consider terms 
(Le., linear factors) involving Z but not m; it is clear 
from (3.2) that these do not depend on the value of J.l. 
This therefore implies that the 1-, but not m-, depen
dent SR-D part of (~ -I'!m-~ ~:~) and (1 _j_~_~ ~:~) are the 
same, and therefore from (3. 1) equal to [(21 - j + k )! / 
(21 + j + k + 1)! JI /20 The recursion relation (3.2) also 
shows that they contain no terms depending on m but 
not on l. 

We next show by induction that the 1- and m -dependent 
SR-D part of (~ -I'!m-~ ~:~) is 

) 

1/2 

[
(I + m + J.l + X)! (Z - m + k - X)!] 
(Z-m-J.l-X)!(l+m+k+X)! ' 

[ ]

1/2 
(I + m + k + X)! (l - 111 + k - X)! 
(Z+m+J.l+>..)!(l-rn-J.l-X)! ' 

Ix I.; k "" J.l, 
(3,3) 

Ix I.; J.l "" k. 

From (3.1) we see that (3,3) is true for J.l = j. Suppose 
it is true for some J.l with k + 1.; J.l'; j; one can then by 
means of a straightforward calculation show that it is 
also true for k "" J.l - 1 .; j - 1. 

We must next consider the case where J.l and k are 
both"" - I X I, First of all, from (2.13) it is easy to see 
that the 1- and m-dependent SR-D part of (!" ,,_~_~ ~::) 
is obtained from that of (~ _" _~_~ ~+:J by simply replac
ing m by - (m + 2X). In order to consider the case where 
k "" - I X I, observe that1s 

(
il j2 j3)=(_I)h-J2-m3(2i +ltl/2 
1111 rn 2 1113 3 

x (j I> ml>j2' m 2 Iil>i2,i3, - 1113 ), (3.4) 

where (il>111l>i2,m 2Ijl>i2,i3,-m3) is a vector-coupling 
coefficient. Note that (3.4) can be regarded as the 
definition of 3-j symbols in terms of vector -coupling 
coefficients. We take this definition to be valid for 
negative, as well as positive, values of j1> j2, and j3' 

From (3.4) it then follows that 

(
i -I - 1 
J.l -J.l-m-X 

-I - 1 + k)/( j I I -k ) 
m+X J.l -J.l-m-X m+X 

= (_1)21+1/2 

x (j, J.l, -I - 1, - J.l - m - X Ij, -I - 1, -I - 1 + k, - m - X) 
(j,J.l,I,-J.l-m-xlj,I,I-k,-m-X) 

Now from the way in which vector coupling coefficients 
are defined, namely, as coefficients in the expansion 
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of one set of basis elements for the carrier space of the 
direct product representation [)JlxDJ% in terms of 
another, where the basis elements depend on il and i2 
only through jl (jl + 1) and i2(j2 + 1) and are therefore 
unchanged if jl or i2 are replaced by - (jl + 1) or 
- (j2 + 1) respectively, it is clear that the vector
coupling coefficients themselves are unchanged by 
replac ing jl or j2 by - (j 1 + 1) or - (j2 + 1), respectively. 
Hence 

(j, J.l, -I -1, - J.l - m - A Ij, -I - 1, -I - 1 + k, - m - >..) 

= (j, J.l, I, - J.l - m - A Ii, 1,1 - k, - m - ).,), 

so 

-/-1 1-I+k) = (_ 1 )21 +1/2 

-J.l-m-A 
m +)., f I l-k) 

X'J.l -J.l-111-)" m+)., (3.5) 

Note that in deriving (3.5), one could first apply (2.13) 
to both of the 3 -j symbols; as a result one would instead 
get (_1)%1 +2~+1/ 2 as the phase factor. This apparent 
discrepancy is immediately resolved if one follows the 
procedure given directly after (2.13). It is then found 
that the phase factor is just that appearing in (3.5). 

We now consider the normalization of the B:. The 
coeffic ient given by (2.11) can be rewritten: 

k (I ) = (_ I)J +~+21 [(l - m - J.l)! (l + m) !J 1/2 
a" ,m (l+m+J.l)!(I-m)! 

(

i 1 

x J.l -m _ J.l 
(3.6) 

One can show by induction that the factor 

[(2j)! (21 -j +k)!/(j +k)! (j -k)! (2l +j +k + I)! P/2 

occurs in (~ _..:_1' Im~) for all J.l >-- O. Thus we first 
normalize away this factor, which is common to all the 
a~ (l, m), and define 

A~- (-lt~+I-m[(j +k)! (j -k)! (21 +j +k + 1)!J 1/2 B~ 
1- (2j)!(21-j+k)! I' 

(3.7) 

Then, by a straightforward calculation one gets 

A~ = p~(l, m)Qo + t[t3~ (t, m )Q." + (- 1 )J+~t3~ (l, - m)Q_J, 
u=l 

(3.8) 
Where, for J.l=0, ... ,;, 

t3~ (I , m) = (_ I)J +31-m 

lIZ 

X [(j + k)! (j - k)! (21 + j + k + I)! (l - m - J.l)! (Z + m) !] 
(2j)! (2l - j + k)! (Z + m + J.l)! (Z - J1l)! 

X(j Z l +k), 
J.l -J.l-m m 

(3.9) 

and where in obtaining the coefficients of Q_" we have 
used (- 1 )211 +m) = 1, since Z and J1l are integral or half
integral together. 

The action of A~ on Iy, l, m) is given by 
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Akl _[U+k)!(j-k)!(2l+ j +k+1)!]1/2. 
I y,l,m)- (2j)!(2l-:i+k)!(2l+2k+1)2 6(J,l,l+J?) 

X~(Y',l +kIIT(j)lIy,l) Iy',l H,m). (3.10) 

For the normalization of the B:,·1/2 we proceed in an 
exactly analogous manner. Thus d~fine 
A7:~1/2 = (-1 )"k+l-m>l/2 

[ 

1/2 
X U+ k )!(j-k)!(21+:i+ k + 1)!] BIt,.,/2 

(2j)! (21 -j +k)! I,m ' 

Then 
(3.11) 

J 
N"1/2= 0 [pitU m ±~)Q' +(_1)It+jU{3ltU -m 'f~)Q'] 

I, m /.l =1 / 2 /.l , , 2 +/.L IJ-" 2 "'/.1.' 

where, for 11 = ~, ' •. ,j, 

p~(l,m;~)=(_1)~/.J-m.I/2 

(3.12) 

[ 

1/2 
X (j + k)! (j - k )! (2l + :i + k + I)! (l - m - 11 - t) ! U + m )!] 

(2j)! (2l-j +k)! (l +m + 11 + t)! ([-m)! 

(
j l 1 + I::) 

x I l' 
11 -lIl-jl-i m+2 (3.13) 

The action of A::~l /2 on I y, Z, m) is given by 

AIt,.1/21 1 
I,m Y, ,rn) 

[ 
(j H)! (j - k)! (2l + j + k + 1) ! J 1/2 . 

= (2j)!(2l-j+k)!(2l+2k+1)2 6(),I,l+k) 

X~ (y' ,l +kIlT(j)lly,l) \y' ,l +k,m d)o (3.14) 

We see from (3. 10) and (3. 11) that the matrix elements 
of A7 and A7:~1/2 are independent of 111, 

Going back to the case of integral j, we consider the 
SR-D part of the coeffic ient f3~ U, m), noting fir st that 
the part which depends on 1 but not on m has been 
normalized away. It is easy to show that the l- and m
dependent SR-D part of f3~ (l, m) for 11, k ~ 0 is 
[(Z - m + k)! (Z + m) ! / (l + m + k)! (l - m)! ]I / \ whic h pre
cisely equals p;<Z,m). From (3.8) we see that the l
and m-dependent SR-D part of the coefficient of Q-JJ. in 
A~ is [(l + m + k )! (Z - m)! / (l - m + k)! (l + m )! ]I / 2, w hic h 
is just (- l)j·" times the coefficient of Q_r Define, for 
k~O 

1/2 
O"_[(Z+m+k)!(Z-m+k)!] N (3.15) 

I - (l + m)! (l - m) ! ! • 

Then 
j 

O~ =y~(Z, m)Qo + 6ly~ (l, m)Q." + (- 1 )J+·y~U, - m)Q_,,], 
,,=1 (3.16) 

where, for 11 = 0, ... ,j 

y~(l ,m)= (_ 1)J+3/-m [0 +k)! (j -k)!(2l +j +1:: + 1)! (Z - nz - Il)! (l + m +k)! (l- m +k)IJ 
(2j)1 (2l-j +k)1 U + m + 1l)1 «1_m)!)2 

1/2 

(
:i I I+I?) 

x 11 -11-1/1 nz . 

From the preceding discussion it is clear that y~ U, m) 
contains no l- and m -dependent SR-D part since the 
normalization in (3.15) cancels out the term l(Z + m 
+ k) 1 / (Z + m)! r 1 /2 that occurs in f3~ U, m) and yields 
(l- m +k)I/(l- m)!, which is not an SR-D part since 
k ~. O. In particular the coeffic ient of Q +J is 

y~(l,m)= (l-m +k)1 /(l- m)!, (3.18) 

and the coefficient of Q-J is (-l)J+kyJ(l, -m). 

The action of 0: is given by 

O:ly,l,m) 

_ [U + k ) 1 (j - k) ! (2l + j + k + 1)! (l + m + k)! (l - m + k) !] 
- (2j)! (2l - j + k )! (l + m)! (l - m)! (2l + 2k + 1 )2 

1/2 

X 6(j, l, 1 + k).0 (y', 1 + kll T(j)lly, l) \y' ,l + k, m). 
r' (3.19) 

0: therefore has the desired property that both land 
m occur only to integral powers and only in the numera
tor. land m can therefore be replaced by the operators 
Rand lo, respectively, remembering that all terms 
involving R must be placed to the right of Q JJ. in order 
that, when O~ acts upon Iy, l, m ), R be replaceable by 
its eigenvalue l. O~ is then written entirely in terms of 
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(3.17) 

I 
the operators lil T(j, 11), and R, and is thus in a form 
which is independent of the particular state upon which it 
acts. 

Before defining O~k, observe that 

f3t(- (l + 1), m) = (_1)-2/-1/2 

f3:"U, m) 

x(j -l-1 -l-l+/?)/(j l-k) 
11 -Il-m m Il -Il-m m ' 

which together with (3.5) shows that p:"(l,m) 
={3~(- (l + l),m), so 

(3.20) 

In order to preserve this relationship for O~· we 
accordingly define for k:" 0 

1/2 

0-1< _ (_ 1)" [ (l + m) ! (l - m) 1 J A -I< • 
! - (l + m - k )! (l - m - k) ! ! 

Then 
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where for k> t 

[
(2l + j - k + 1)! (j + k) ! (j -Ie)! (I - m - J.L)![ (l + m)! ]2] 

X (2j)! (21 _ j _ k)! (I + m + J.L) !(l - m - k)! (I + m - k)! 

1/2 
1/2 

Ok,H/2_ [(l + m +k ± t)! (I - m +k 'f-ft)!] Ak,H/2 
I,m - (l-m)!(l+m)! I,m (3.24) 

(
j I I -Ie) 

x J.L _ J.L- m m . (3.23) 

Following the steps of the above argument, we now 
consider the normalized shift operators O~:~I /2. Define 

Then 

where, for J.L= L ... ,j, 

d~ (l, m, ~) = (_ 1)j +'i-m+I /2 [(j + k)! (j - k)! (21 + j + 1< + I)! (l - m - /1. - ~)! (l + m + Ie + t)! (l - m + k - ~)!] 1/2 

(2j)! (2l - j + Id! (I + m + J.L+ t)! l(Z - m)! r 

(
j I 1+ k) 
XII • 

J.L -m-J.L-2 m+2 

It is easy to show that 0~:~1/2 and d~(l,m,t) contain no l- and m-dependent SR-D part. 

The action of 01:~1 /2 on iy, I, m) is given by 

1/2 

Ok,U/2Iy I m) _[(j+k)!(j-k)!(2l+j+k+1)!(I+m+k±~)!(1-m+k'ft)! ] 
I,m " - (2j)!(21-j+k)!(I-m)!(l+m)!(21+2k+1)2 

x aU ,1,1 +k)~<y/, 1+ kIIT(j)lly ,I) Iyl, 1+ Il, m + t). 
y' 

To define 0-k,H/2 note that b~,(-(l+l),m,t) =(-lr'/2b~(Z,m,-~), so l,m , ... 

Thus for h .~, define 

0-k,.1/2_(_1)k-1/2[ (Z+n:)!(l-m)! I JI
/

2 
A-k,'1/2 

I,m - L(l+m-k± 2)!(1-m-k'f-z)! I,m' 

so that 

where 

rk(l m t)=(-l)3l+j -m+k [ (j+k)!(j-k)!(21+j-Ie+1)!(Z-m-J.L-t)![(z+m)!)2 1 
" , , (2j)!(2l-j-k)!(I+m-h+W(Z-m-k-1)!(1+m+J.L+!)U 

x(j Z Z-k) 
1 1 • 

J.L -m-J.L-2 m+ 2 

1/2 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

The fact that we can choose our shift operators to 
satisfy the symmetry relations (3.20) and (3.22) [or 
(3.28) and (3.30)] is due to the fact that the llJR of 0(3) 
are labelled by l(l + 1) rather than by I itself, so one 
may describe them as corresponding to either 1 = 0, 

I.. . .. k kH/2 SInce III the negatIve I descnption, 0_<1+1) and O-Cz+1l,m' 

t, 1, %,'" orl=-l, -%, -2, -~,"'. In passing from 
the positive 1 to the negative 1 description, the roles of 
0: and O;k (or of 0::~I/2 and 0;~~Z1/2) are interchanged, 
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by raising l, lower l(l + 1) in precisely the same way 
as 0;" and 0;~~U/2 do in the positive 1 description. 

For the case when j is integral, as a result of (3.20) 
and (3.22) we note that O?=A? is invariant under the 
replacement of 1 by - (l + 0, and therefore contains I 
always in the combination l(l + 1). This means that R 
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occurs only in the combination R (R + 1) = L2 = 1.1_ + loU o 
- 1): U~ is therefore an 0(3) scalar operator which can 
be written entirely in terms of li and 1'(j, J.1.). 

Regarding the actions of U~k, 0~~;,,1 1\ and U~~;,,-1 1 2 on 
I)', I, iii), since their matrix elements are lJl-dependent, 

they are not as convenient to use for the classification 
and analysis of IUR of groups with respect to the IUR of 
0(3) subgroups as are the corresponding A operators. 
The additional term [(I + 1)1) ... (I + 111 -" + 1)(1 - m)' .. 
x (Z - 11/ - !? + 1)]1!2 in the definition of 0ik over 
A;k guarantees that U;k cannot shift I down below 11111 
since one of the above factors must vanish whenever 
I:: 1111 I +k. Si milarly for the case of O;~;,,'l 12. If one 
uses the A operators instead of the U operators in such 
an analysis, one removes all considerations of the 
internal structure of IUR of 0(3). 

We end this section by giving the preCise forms of 
utk for the case .I = 1, and of 0:~;,,1/2 and Ot~;,,-1/2 for the 
case) = ~. These are 

07= 1'(1, -1)1. + v21'(1,0)l o - T(I, I)L, (3.32) 

U) = 1'(1, -1)I.(R -10 + 1) + V2T(I, O)(R -10 + I)(R + 10 + 1) 

+ 1'(1, 1)L(R +10 + 1), (3.33) 

U;1 = _ T(l, - 1 )I.(R + 10 ) + v2 T(l, O)(R + 10)(R -10) 
- 1'(1,1 )L(R -lo). (3.34) 

These are precisely the operators obtained for the 
groups 0(4), 0(3,1), and E(3) 3 when one identifies 
T(1,1)=-q.1' T(1,O)=qo, T(I,-1)=q_1anddividesby 
two. Similarly, when j = 2, one obtains the operators 
for SU (3) in an 0(3) basis 1 ,2 and Sl(3 ,R). 4 

F or the case when j = 1, one obtains 

ut:~2,U/2 = _ 1'(t 'f ~)l, - T(~, ± ~)(R ± 10 + 1), 

U;:~2>'1/2= _ 1'(L 'f ~)l, + T(±, ± ~)(R 'flo), 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

and these are prec isely the operators obtained for the 
case of 0(3)'\ (1'/T2 ) , and SU(3) in an SU(2) basis" 

when one denotes TO,± ~)= -Q'1/2' 

In the half-integral .I case one can in general construct 
(2) + 1)2 shift operators 0:::;', k, r = .I, .. ,.I, which when 
applied to h', I, III) change I andm by any amounts with
in the above range. The preceding analys is, however, 
provides only the expressions for U~:~1 12. However, by 
the action of U~;~ 1 2 followed by the repeated application 
of I, to i y, I, m >, it is easily seen that one is able to 
shift land m by any desired amount within the above 
range. Thus our restriction to the construction of only 
0~:~1/2 causes no serious loss of generality 0 

4. HERMITICITY PROPERTIES OF THE 01 
Just as I, are related by the hermiticity conditions 

ll=l., the 07k are also related by hermiticityo These 
may be investigated in two ways, depending on whether 
or not we replace I and m by operators R and la, 
respectively. If we do, then we may take the Hermitian 
conjugate of O'k directly and compare it with O-k, noting 
that when R is used the subscript "I" is removed from 
otk since it is superfluous; this, however, involves 
knowledge of the commutators of R and the Q jJ.' which 
will be considered in Sec. 6, and so in this section we 
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use the alternative approach which, since U;k must act 
to the right upon I y, 1,111 >, involves comparing matrix 
elements of the shift operators. First, note that U~ acts 
to the right upon Iy, 1 , 111 > as a raising operator, so 
(U~)t acts to the left upon (v, I, III I as a raising operator 
and, unlike U;!k' does not act to the right upon Iy,l +/" 
m> as a lowering operator. The advantage of replacing 
l by R is that then, like U-k, (U',)t does in fact act to 
the right as a lowering operator. This advantage is, 
however, small compared to the disadvantages caused 
by the increase in computational complexity. We there
fore find ak,l in the equation 

(,}, I, m 1 (Unt 1 y', I + I?, III ) = ak,I(V' l, m 1 

x U;!k \y' , 1+ /" Ill). (4.1) 

Before calculating ()Ik,l explicitly we note that the 
relation O:~l.l) = O;k immediately imposes a condition 
on ak.z' To see this, suppress'Y and 111 from the states 
and label them by l(l + 1) rather than l: then, taking the 
complex conjugate of (4.1) and replacing 1 by - (I + 1), 
we have 

((l-k)(l-k +1) IU;k Il(l + 1)) 

= "':,-(1+1)«[ -I, )(1 -I, + 1) 1 «();~k)t 1 Z(Z + 1» 

so that 

(/(1 + 1) lu;~. \ (l +I?)(I +k + 1) 

= a:,-(I+k+ll(l(l + 1) 1 (U;")t 1(1 +I,)(l +k + 1)) 

from which follows 

To calculate a.,l explicitly, first observe that 

(y,l,11Ii(A;")t Ir',l +1:;,711> 

f* 
- ·1,haR.! (, I \A-k 1 ' 1+1 1) - f ), ,ill l.k 'Y, I , /I 

- "(Z+k+l),k 

where 

[ 
(I + ill )! (l -m)! ] 1 12 

II ,k = (l + ill + I.' ) ! (l - m + I< ) ! . 

But 

so that 

(v,l,m I(A?)t\v',I+k,111) 

= (- 1 )kak'l( Y, I, iN IA;!. Iy', 1 + k, m > 0 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Since the matrix elements of A~ are independent of III, 

it follows that ()I.,l is independent of ill. 

Using Eq. (3,10) and the fact that o(j,I,1 +k)=o(j,l 
+k,ll, we obtain 

(y,I,1II i(A?)t 1')1' ,I +k,lII) 
(y,I,1II IA;!kly',I+k,lII) 

(21 + 1)( v' ,I + kll T(j)lIv, 1)* 
= (21 + 2k+ l)(y, III TUlIIy', 1+ k > 

(4.4) 

We now impose the following hermiticity condition on 
TU,Il): 

(4.5) 
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Here we note that (4.5) is defined in a self-consistent 
manner, for if one forms the Hermitian conjugate of it 
and lets J.1 be replaced by - J.1, recalling that in this 
case J.1 is an integer, one arrives at the condition (4.5) 
once again. 

Using (2.3) and (4.5) with J.1 = 0, we have 

(y' ,I +1,>IIT(j)lIy,l) 

= (_1)-Z-k+m( y' ,I + 1?, 111 I TU, 0) Iy, I, m ) / 

(I + l? j I) 
- III 0 111 

= (- l)-Z-k+m( y, l, 1/1 I T(j, 0) II" ,l + k, m)* / 

(I + k j I) 
-/1/ 0 1/1 

= ( _ l)-Z-k+m r( _ 1 )Z-m ( I L -1/1 

j 1+ 1?) 
o 1/1 

. ~XI +k j I) x(}',IIIT(j)lly',I+fl) O' -Yn m 

Using property (2,13) of the 3-j symbol, together with 
the property that an odd transposition of the column 
introduces a factor of (_I)i l +h+i3, we obtain 

(1",1 +/?IIT(j)III') 

= ( - 1 tk ( y , III T U ) II y' ,I + " ) * , 
so that 

(i',I,IIII(A+k)t 11",1 +",111) 

(-1)-k(21+1) -k, 
= (21 + 2/(+ 1) (1',1,111 IAz>k II' ,l+k, m). 

Hence 

a •• z = (21 + I)/(21 + 21,> + 1). 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

U sing the definition of A: in terms of E~, one easily 
finds 

(I' , I ,/11 I (E;k)t I y' ,I + /( , In ) 

= a •• z (y,I,IIIIB;!/rII" ,I +k,Yn >. (4.9) 

Equations (4.1) and (4.8) imply that if one replaces 
I by R in the expressions for 0:", the resulting operators 
satisfy the hermiticity relation 

(4.10) 

5. HERMITICITY PROPERTIES OF THE 0'1),1/2 

Unlike the case of integral j considered in Sec. 4, one 
cannot adopt definition (4.5) for half-integral j, since 
such a definition would not be self -consistent. If one 
takes the Hermitian conjugate of (4. 5) and replaces J.1 

by - /1, one obtains 

TU, Jl)t = (-IJ-iJT(j, -11 )* (-l)"T(j, - J.1) 

if Jl is half-integraL For this reason one is therefore 
compelled, if one wishes to bring hermiticity into the 
analysis, to consider, for half-integralj, a new set of 
operators TU, J.1), 11 = - j, .. , ,j, which form a (2j + 1)
dimensional tensor representation of 0(3) and whose 
commutators with to and I. are exactly analogous to those 
of the T(j, /1). 

It is trivial to check that the following hermiticity 
condition is self -consistent: 

(5.1) 

All the computations conducted in previous sections in 
deriving shift operators E~:~I /\ A~:~ /2, and O~:~I/ 2 

can now be taken over when using T(j, J.1). The operators 
BR• tl /" :;p .• 1/2 and 0.,,1/2 thus formed will have 

I,m , l,m' I,m 
exactly the same properties and mathematical forms m 
terms of the T(j, /.1) as do their counterparts in terms of 
the T(j, /.1). 

Following the manner in which the constant of pro
portionality QI •• z of the previous section was found, one 
obtains the following relations: 

( ')1' I ± k m +2l I 0'" +1 / 21 'i l JI1) " l,m I (' , 

_(-1)i+
1

/
2
(21+1)( 'I 0 "'1(-".-1/2 )tl ) 

- (21±2h+1) I' ,.±1"m+ 2 0Z.".m+I/2 y,l,m 

(5.2) 
and 

(1" l±k m_ l I0···-1 /
2 1,j I 111) , , 2 I,m r, ') 

_(-lli
-
I
/

2
(2l+1)( I . 11(-,.,.-1/2 )tl ) 

- (21±2k+l) I' ,1±k,m-2 0ZtR.m-I/2 y,I,Yn. 
(5.3) 

Note that care has to be taken when deriving (5.2) and 
(5.3) since they involve terms like 

( 
I j l +" \* 

-Yn -~ rn+~)' 

which have imaginary phase factors. 
This can in principle be verified directly once one knows 
the form of [Qu ,R], and will be done for the particular In operator form, (5.2) and (5.3) become 

case ofJ=l in Sec. 6. 0·k.+1/2(2R±21,>+1)=(_1)j+I/2(0,··-1/2)t(2R+l) (504) 

It is clear from (4,1) and (4,8) [or from (4,10)] that 
the 0(3) scalar operator O~ is Hermitian and therefore 
has real eigenvalues which may be used in specific 
applications to provide a partial label for the states 
II', I, rn) as, for instance, was done in the case of IUR 

of SU(3) analyzed with respect to an 0(3) basis, 1,2 

Finally, observe that, if one wishes, one may define 
shift operators G/r satisfying (GH)t = G'fk by 

(4.11) 

This, however, reintroduces R into the denominator and 
so may not be particularly advantageous, 
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and 

0·/r·-1/2(2R ± 2k + 1) = (_ 1)i- I / 2(0'k,+l /2)t (2R + 1). (5.5) 

(5.4) and (5.5) can in principle be derived once one 
knows the commutators [Q:u, R] and [Q:u, R]; this will be 
illustrated for the case of j = ~ in Sec. 7. 

6. EVALUATION OF [R,OpJ 

In this section we obtain expressions for [R, Q It] and 
show that [R, Q It )(2R + 2j) 0 •• (2R - 2j + Z) involves only 
terms of the form Q" multiplied by positive integral 
powers of Rand lo. 
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We make use of the fact that, for k = -.1, ... ,.1, 
[R,Bn= kB: (6.1) 

providing, of course, the above operators act to the 
right on ly,Z,m). In terms of the PIJ. of (205), this 
becomes 

j (.1 I 
[R,P ,,] = .~_ k(21 +2k + 1) 

" ,k- J _ Il m + Il 

1 + I?) 
-In 

x(j l+k)p"., 
- Il' m + Il' - m ~ 

where we have made use of the orthogonality relation 
(2.8). Employing (2.5), we get the following expression 
for [R,Q."j, where Il=-j, ... ,j: 

[R,Q"J 

_ t [(z+m+ Il )!(z-m)!]T(,,)/2 
-IJ.'=-j (l+m)!(l-m-Il)! 

x[<Z +m)! (l-m - 1l 1 )!]T(IJ.')/2 
(z+m+Il')!([-m)! 

xitJ k(21 + 2k + 1) C.1 Il m ~ /1 

x( j 
- Il' m + Il' 

l+k) 
-m 

(6.2) 

Using arguments similar to those employed in Sec. 3, 
it can be shown that the coefficients of QIJ.' in (6 0 2) con
tain no 1- or m-dependent SR-D terms except for the 
term (21 + 2j) •.. (21 - 2j + 2) in the denominator if j ~> 1. 
Otherwise, 1 and m occur entirely in the numerator and 
to integral powers. 

Consequently, the only SR-D part appearing, for a 
fixed k, in any of the coefficients is (21 + 2k + 1)/ (21 +j 
+ Ii + 1) ... (21 - j + k + 1). Summing over k from - j to 
j, we see therefore that these coefficients contain the 
term (21 + 2j) ..• (21 - 2j + 2) in the denominator if j ::>- 1, 
and no such term if j = 0. Replacing I and m by Rand 10' 
and ensuring that R and 1o appear to the right of Q IJ.' 
we obtain from (602) expressions for [R, Q IJ.] in terms 
of Q"., 10' and R which do not depend for their validity 
on their actions on any particular state. Furthermore, 
[R,Q,,](2R+2j)"'(2R-2j+2) (or[R,Qo] if 1l=0), is an 
operator in which Rand Zo occur only to positive powers, 
together with the Q ,,' • 

We end this section by giving [R, Q IJ.] for the particular 
case when j = 1, and considering two uses for these 
commutators. Their values are given by 

[R,Qo]L 2 (2R+1) 

and 

= (1/Y2)Q.I(2L 2 + 10 ) + Qo(L2 + l~) + (1/v2)Q_I(2L 2 -10) 

(6.3) 

[R,QsI]L2(2R + 1) 

= 'f 1Q t1 (L2(41o ± 1) ± 10Uo ± 1) - 1Q~I(L2 -10(1 0 ± 1)) 

+ (1/Y2)Qo(L 2 (2L 2 -21~'flo) 'fl~Uo± 1)). (6.4) 

The first application of these formulas is in the direct 
verification of the hermiticity relation (4.10). They are 
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not needed to verify the hermiticity of 0 0 since R does 
not appear in its expression. However, using (2.1), 
(2.2), (3.33), and (4.5) in its expression, we have 

(O l )t = _ (R -10 + l)Q_I + ·..(2(R2 -I~ -1)410 - (R + 10 + 1)41+1 

occ - (J.I(R + 10 + 1) + f2Qo(R 2 -l~ -1) - (J_I(R -10 + 1) 

- [R, Q.,l + v2[R2, QoJ - [R'(L,I. 

(6.3) and (6 0 4) must now be used in order to proceed 
further. A straight forward calculation, whose details 
we omit, does yield (01)t (2R + 1) = O-I(2R - 1), in 
agreement with (4.10). 

As a final application of (6.3) and (6.4), we write 
down the commutators of R with the 1'(1, Il) themselves. 
lR,T(1,O)l can be obtained directly from (6.3), and then 
one uses 

lR, 1'(1, ± 1)\= (1/v2)[I~, [R, T{1, 0]] 

The results are 

lR, T(1,0)]L"(2R + 1)= (1/T2)T(1, -1)I.(2L 2 +lo) 

+ T(l, O)(L 2 + I~) + (1/ v2)T(1, 1)U2L 2 -lo) 

and 

(6.5) 

I R, T(1 , ± 1) ](2R + 1)L 2 =-~ ± t T(1 , ± 1)(L 2( 410 ± 3) 'f 10([0 ± 1» 

+ (1/ -[2)1'(1, 0)1.(2L 2 'f 10 - 1) - (1/ -i2)T(1, 'f 1 )1:. (6.6) 

7. EVALUATION OF [R,OL,l AND [R,O;IJ.] 

Here one finds an equation exactly the same as (6.1), 
but with B::!' /2 replacing B:. Using this and the 
orthogonality relation for the 3 -j symbols, one obtains, 
for /1=,· L··· ,j, 

[R Q' ]_ /, ± m + Il + 2· 'f In - Il - 2 • 
J [(1 1)1 (1 ' 1)

IJ
I/2 

, :i:u ~ ~ 1, ,11 
"'=1/2 (Hm - Il- ,,). (Z ±m + Il + ,,), 

{ 

j ( . 1 
x "6 k (21 + 2k+ 1) }. , 

'=-j 'f Il m ± Il ± 2 

x ( j 1 1 + k )} Q' 
'fll' m±Il'±t -m'f1 .... 

1 +k ) 
-nHt 

f: [(1 ± m + Il + t)! (1 'f m + Il' - t) !] 1/2 

+ IJ.'';(/2 (1 'fm - Il- ~)! (1 ±m - Il' + ~)! 

xt~k(21+2k+1)(/1l m±~l±} .:;~~) 
x (/Il' m'f~'d ~;:~)tQ:JJ.'o (7.1) 

and . 1/2 

[ * ] t [(1 ± m - Il +~)! (I 'f m - Il' - i)!] 
R,Q~ = ,,'=1/2 (l'fm+Il-~)!(I±m+Il'+~)! 
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( 
j I 1+ k )} QS 
XII T ,. 

±j.l' rn'fj.l'±z -rn'fZ '" 

One may again show that the only 1- or rn-dependent 
SR-D part appearing in the expression for any of the 
above commutators is the term (2l + 2j) ... (2l - 2j + 2) 
in the denominator. 

The results of specializing (7.1) and (7.2) to the case 
of j=t are 

[R, Q:,/2](2R + 1) = 'f Q:,/2(21 0 ± 1) + Q=,/2(R 'f lo) 

X(R±lo+1) (7.3) 

and 

[R, Q:,/2](2R + 1) = Q!,/2 dQ=,/2(2l o ± 1), (7.4) 

from which one easily obtains 

[R, T(L± t)](2R + 1) = T(t,'ft)ls±tT(t,±t)(2lo± 1). 

(7.5) 

Finally, from (3.35) and (3.36), we get 

(O·'/2,sl/2)t = 'fl.T(t, ± ~l± (R ± lo + 1 )T(t, 'f~) 

and 

(O·I/2"'/2)t = 'f l.TO, ± t) 'f (R 'flo)T(t ,of t), 
which yield 

0·,/2,.,/2(2R) =± (OI/2"'/2)t(2R + 1), 

0'/2,U/2(2R + 2) = ± (O·I/2"'/2)t(2R + 1). 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

These agree with the previously obtained expressions 
(5.4) and (5.5). 

8. CONCLUSION 

The detailed properties of the shift operators 
considered in this paper, although rather technical, 
have already proved extremely useful for the classifica· 
tion and analysis of the IUR of groups such as SU(3)",2,6 
SI(3,R),4 andO(3)/\(T2x1'2).5 They are equally 
applicable to groups such as SU(2, 1), a new group 
SU(2)/\(T2 - 1'2)' which is the central extension of 
0(3)/\ (T2x1'2), and to the graded di-spin Lie algebra of 
Corwin, Ne'eeman, and Sternberg,'6-'8 in all of which 
cases only the j = ~ shift operators occur; the authors 
hope to consider some of these applications in later 
papers. Clearly they are applicable to any Lie algebra, 
graded or otherwise, which contains the 0(3) or SU(2) 
algebra as a sub-Lie algebra, although for j > 2 the 
analysis would be bound to become very complicated. 
Shift operator techniques have many advantages over 
other methods of analyzing group representations. 
First they apply equally well whether or not the group 
is semisimple; also they do not depend on any specific 
realization of the IUR in terms of, for instance, a set 
of functions defined over some space, or based on 
creation and annihilation operators which are often too 
specialized to give an exhaustive classification. 

Shift operator techniques have been developed by 
several other authors. Some of these, 7-9 as already 
mentioned, are just particular examples of our 0: 
operators for j = 1. For instance, the O~' given in Eqs. 
(3.33) and (3.34) yield, on change of notation, precisely 
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the third components of the vector operators 0 , and O2 

of Stone7 ; the other two components of Stone's operators, 
as well as shifting l, also shift rn by ± 1. 

The most important general classification of shift 
operators is due to Nagel and Moshinsky, 13 Pang and 
Hecht,l1 and Wong. 12 In all these cases the shift opera
tors act on the Gel'fand-Zetlin basis states '9 ; Nagel and 
Moshinsky derived shift operators for the canonical 
chain of groups U(n)::J U(n - 1)::J .. '::J U(l), whereas Pang 
and Hecht" and Wong'2 obtained analogous set of 
operators for the chain O(n)::JO(n -1)::J" ·::J0(2). These 
operators which, like the ones constructed in this paper, 
are contained in the enveloping algebra of the Lie 
algebras under consideration, act on the Gel'fand
Zetlin states in such a way that a basis state 
corresponding to the highest weight of an IUR of a sub· 
group contained in the IUR of the group is taken into a 
basis state corresponding to the highest weight of a 
lowered or raised IUR of that subgroup. They therefore 
also raise or lower the eigenvalues of the Casimirs of 
that subgroup, just as the ones developed here raise 
or lower the eigenvalues of the Casimir L2 of 0(3) or 
SU(2). 

The difference between these operators and our O~ 
operators is best illustrated by considering the parti
cular case of the chain 0(4)::J0(3). Lohe and Hurst'4 
have written down the L! operator of Wong'2 explicitly, 
under the name of L., in Eq. (4.19) of their paper. L 
acts on the Gel'fand-Zetlin state 

rt) to produco the ,tate ~'=:'). 
Thus L. lowers both land rn by 1, as does our operator 
O~'l., where O~' is given in Eq. (3.34) of this paper. 
However, whereas O;'l. lowers land rn by 1 whatever 
the rn value of the state, L. has this effect only when 
acting on the state for which rn = I. For rn"* l, L. does 
not act on the l value of the state in this clean manner. 
It could not, since it does not depend explicitly on the l 
value of the state, as do the O~. One may, in fact, 
easily check that if in Eq. (3.34) for 0;' one 
postmultiplies by l. and then replaces R by 10 (which 
one may only do for the particular case when it acts on 
a state for which rn = l), one obtains, apart from an 
over·all multiplicative constant, precisely the L. 
operator of Lohe and Hurst. 

Thus, more generally, the difference between the 
l-shifting operators acting on Gel'fand-Zetlin states 
and the ones developed in this paper is that, whereas 
the O~ operators shift l in a "clean" manner whatever 
the In values of the states, the former do so only when 
acting on states for which rn = l. 

Clearly it should be possible to extend the results of 
this paper to the construction of analogous shift opera
tors for more general groups, such as O(n) and U(n). 
For instance, the IUR of O(n) can be uniquely labelled by 
a set of parameters Au, •• ,A~, where P is the integral 
part of tn, which take on either all integral or all half
integral values. Bracken and Green20 show that an O(n) 
vector operator 8 may be resolved into parts e~,. , . ,e: 
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where, for i = 1, ... ,p, e~ shifts the hi value of a state 
upon which it acts by ± 1; when n = 2p + 1, e also has a 
resolute eO which leaves the values of all the Ai 

unchanged. For the case of 0(3), these resolutes are 
just the j = 1 operators O~l a nd U~ given in Eqs. (3.32)
(3.34). A true generalization of the present work to 
arbitrary O(n) would also generalize the results of 
Bracken and Green to the case where shift operators 
are constructed using, not just a vector operator, but an 
arbitrary tensor operator of 0(11). One would then ex
pect to obtain shift operators which change the values of 
the Ai by amounts other than ± 1. 
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On the polynomial expansion of the Hill-Wheeler integral 
for the rotational energies 
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A transformation is used which enables one to carry out exactly the integration of the Hill-Wheeler 
integral for the rotational energies. The expression for the energies EJ is shown to be the ratio ~f t,,:o 
polynomials in J(J + 1), where J is the total angular momentum. A nice feature of the formulatIOn IS 

that the coefficients in the expansion involve only the matrix elements of the lowest rank mdependent 
HJ 2, and J 2, operators, 0 S; r S; N - I, N being the number of J states contained in the given rotational 

band, and H being the Hamiltonian of the system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Hill-Wheeler integrall has been very useful in 
generating a collective nuclear wavefunction. It was 
shown by Peierls and Yoccozz how this integral can be 
used to calculate the energies of the collective rotation
al levels in nuclei. Using the intrinsically deformed 
Hartree-Fock wavefunctions, Ripka3 had carried out 
an extensive series of calculations for the energy levels 
of 2s - 1d shell nuclei. These calculations were quite 
successful in reproducing the energy levels belonging 
to various bands. From the analytic point of view one 
would like to integrate over the Euler angles and obtain 
a closed form expression for the energies. In the ori
ginal work of Peierls and YOCCOZ,2 they had expanded 
the rotation operator in a power series and by keeping 
the first two nonvanishing terms had derived an expres
sion for the nuclear inertia parameter. Following this 
approach, Sharon4 had derived explicit power-series 
expansions for the projected energies for any nucleus 
when it is stron~ly deformed. The purpose of the 
present work is to show that one can use a linear trans
formation of the rotation matrices to write this inte
gral as a polynomial in J(J + 1), where J is the angular 
momentum of the rotational level. In Sec. 2 we describe 
this formulation, The concluding remarks are pre
sented in Sec. 3. 

2. FORMULATION 

We write the energy E J of a level in a rotational 
band as 

E J = NumJ/DenJ , (1) 

where NumJ is given by2,3 

NumJ = f' d{3 sin{3P J (costl)( <P I H exp(- i{3J,) I <p), (2) o 

and DenJ is given by the same expression as (2) with 
the Hamiltonian H replaced by the unit operator. In 
expression (2) P J (cos{3) is the Legendre polynomial and 
J~ is the y component of the total angular momentum. 
The wavefunction I <PI denotes an intrinsic wavefunction. 
The intrinsic wavefunction I <!» which we shall consider 
is made up of deformed single-particle wavefunctions 
generated either by Hartree-Fock calculations or by 
Nilsson's method3 and the values of J contained in such 
a wavefunction range from some minimum value of J, 
J mln to some maximum value J max • For simpliCity we 

have taken the case in which the K -quantum number3
,5 

is zero and therefore the various J states included in 
I <p) are J = 0,2,4, ... , 2(N - 1), N being the total num
ber of J states contained in I <PI. For such a I <PI, J min 

= ° and J max = 2(N - 1). Since our aim is to express 
NumJ, DenJ as a polynomial in J(J + 1), we can first 
try to see if we can use one of the known polynomial 
expansions for the Legendre polynomials P J (cos{3) for 
(J = 2n) which are given by Erdelyi. 6 These expansions 
which are given in terms of hypergeometric functions 
do not seem to be suitable for our purpose, since (1) 
the coefficients of various powers of the trigonometric 
functions sin and cos are themselves combinations of 
various powers ofJ(J+l) [J=O, 2, 4, ... , 2(N-l)] 
and thus we have to regroup them to pick out the co
efficients for each power of J(J + 1), (2) each Legendre 
polynomial is represented by a polynomial of a dif
ferent degree, and (3) for some representations one 
cannot work out the matrix element 
(<pIHexp(-if3J,lI<p) in a simple way. 

It seems that the best way to achieve our goal is not 
to use any of these representations but to make the 
following linear transformation among the Legendre 
polynomials: We introduce a set of new functions 
Uzr(cos (3) using the following transformation: 

N",l 

Pjcos(3)=L) [J(J+l)jrUzr(cos{3), (3) 
r :::0 

forJ=O, 2, ... , 2(N -lL WritingJ=21l (1l=0, 1, .. " 
N - 1) we can also write (3) as PZn = L[2n(2n + 1)Jr Uzr • 
Since the determinant of the matrix AI formed from the 
coefficients of expansion in (3) is nonzero, we can 
write UZr in terms of P J as 

where U denotes the column vector 

Uo 
U2 

and P denotes the column 

(4) 
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P 2 (N-l) 

and the matrix elements of M are given by 

M ij = [2i(2i + 1)]1, (5) 

i, j=O, 1, '00, N -1; with Moo=L 

Explicit expressions for some of the U's will be given 
in Sec. 3. 

Since lei» is a linear combination of the wavefunc
tions I \{I J), J =0, 2, ... , 2(N -1), we can write 

2 (N-l) 

leI»=2: CJ/\{IJ)' 
J=O.2 

with L:Jc~ = 1. 

Let us now consider the evaluation of the matrix 
element (eI> I H exp( - i(3Jy ) lei» 0 Using the expansion (6) 
we get 

(<p IH exp( - i{:iJ) lei» 
2(N-1 ) 

= J~'2 c~ (\{Ij lexp(- i/:lJ) Iw j ), 

(6) 

since Hand exp(- i{:lJ) cannot connect different J states. 
Further, since H is a diagonal in J representation, we 
can write 

(eI> I H exp(- i{:JJ) lei» 

=6c~EJ(\{IJ lexp(-if:lJ)I\{I), 

where EJ=(\{IJ IHI\{I). Remembering that we are con
sidering the case for which K = 0 and (\{IJO I exp( - ii3J) 
x I\{IJo) is just P J(cos(3! we get 

(eI> I H exp( - if:lJy ) let> ) = 0c~E JP J (cos/:l). 

Putting in the expansion of p.T (cos/:l) from (3) in the 
above expression and writing the double summation as 

(eI> IHexp(-i/:lJ) let» 
N-1 2 (N-!) 

=~ U2,(cos(3} 6 C~E J [J(J + 1)1' 
T-O . ,1=0,2 

and expressing the summation over J as a matrix ele
ment of the operator HJ2

' between the intrinsic wave
function lei» we finally obtain the express ion 

N-l 

(<l> I H exp( - if:lJ) lei» = 6 < I HJ2'1) U2T (cos{:l). 
r=O 

Putting expression (7) in expression (2) we get 
N-1 

NumJ = 6 < HJ2') fd/:l sin{:JP J (cos{:l)U 2,(cos{:l). 
r=O 0 

Using expression (3) we can rewrite Num J as 
N-l N-l 

NumJ =~ ~[J(J + I)J s I" (HJ2
,) , 

where 

lor = Jo' dl3 sin{:l U2s (cOS{:l)U2,(cos(3) 0 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Using expression (4) and the orthogonality relations 
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for the Legendre polynomials we get for I.
T

, 

N-l 2 
Isr =;g (M-l).t 4t + 1 (M-l)rt' (11) 

Denoting by a. the following coefficient: 
N-l 

a =6 I (HJ2r) 
S r=O sr ' (12) 

we find the Num J is given by the following polynomial: 

NumJ=~as[J(J+l)J" (13) 
$=0 

while DenJ is given by the polynomial 
.V -1 

(14) 

The coefficients a; are given by expression (12) with the 
operator H replaced by unit operator. 

Therefore, we have shown that by carrying out the 
integrations exactly we can write the energies E J as 
the ratio of two polynomials in [J(J + I)J. 

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The first remark which we would like to make is that 
the coefficients a., and a; in the polynomials expansion 
involve only the matrix elements of the lowest rank 
independent operators HJ2

' , J 2
,; 0 '" r '"" N - 1. In 

numerical computations it is certainly advantageous 
to have expressions for E J which involve the matrix 
elements of the lowest rank operators. 

The second remark is that the energies E J can also 
be written as a polynomial in [J(J + I)J. This can be 
easily done using the operator identity7,8 

N-l 

TI [J2 -(2i)(2i+l)J=0, 
, =0 

(15) 

and writing 

EJ=NumJ ='EbvlJ(J+1)J". 
DenJ v=o 

(16) 

The coefficients bv can be easily found in terms of a., 
a; using the identities (15), (16). To see this let us 
consider the expansion of the following simple function: 

1 (J2
) = (1 + xJ2)-t, 

for the case where the intrinsic wavefunction lei» has 
only two angular momentum states J = 0 and 2. For this 
case the projection operator relation (15) gives J4 = 6J2

, 

If we now expand 1 in a power series using binomial 
theorem, then because of the relation J4 = 6J2

, we can 
express all powers of J 2n higher than J2 in terms of J2 

only. Thus 

(1 + AJ2)"' = 1 + gJ2 . 

To determine g, multiply both sides by (1 + xJ2
) and use 

the relation J4 = 6J2
, which gives g= - X(1 + 6X)"'. 

Finally taking the matrix elements of the above poly
nomial expansion between good angular momentum 
states gives the desired result: 

[1 + XJ(J + I)J-l= 1- x(1 + 6X)"'J(J + 1L 

Because of our remark at the beginning of this section 
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the coefficients bv will also contain only the lowest 
independent operators H.jlr, .jlr; 0", r '" N - 1. The 
polynomial expansion for E J has also been obtained 
using different approaches9

,lO with the coefficients 
involving the matrix elements of various power of the 
operator J+J_. 

Finally as a check on our formulation we have cal
culated E/s for 12C nucleus3 which has K=O and 
J = 0, 2, 4. The functions Uo, U2 , V4 for this nucleus 
which can be worked out using expression (4) and (5) 
are given by 

(V)=( 1 ~ O~(P) U2 -~ n -l*'" P2' (17) 

U4 m -i:I 2lili P4 

Using expression (5), (11), (12), (13), and (14) we find 
that E J=O+ is given by 

(18) 
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The matrix elements HJ2r, .jlr; 0 '" r '" 2 can be easily 
calculatedll and when substituted in expression (18) 
give the same value for E J =0+ as the one obtained by 
numerically integrating the integral3 given by expression 
(2). 
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Vector constants and their algebras for classical 
Hamiltonians 
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The explicit form of a vector constant. of the motion for an arbitrary relativistic spherically symmetric 
tlII~e mdependent classical Hamtltoman IS obtained by showing that its construction is achieved on solving 
a linear. seco~d or~er o~dlnary dIfferential equation. The solution of this equation is presented and the 
vector, In c.onjunctlOn with the angular momentum to which it is normal, is used to generate the algebras 
of the, Euchdean group E(3), the orthogonal rotation group 0(4) and the special unitary group SU(3). The 
mass IS assumed to be structureless and to move in an externally prescribed scalar potential field. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The algebra of scalar functions of position in 
classical mechanical phase space1 is an infinite 
dimensional Lie algebra if the abstract Lie bracket 
is realized in the form of the usual Poisson bracket. 
The resulting Lie algebra contains the set of all 
constants of the motion as a subalgebra of which the 
set (0, Il), Il being the Hamiltonian, constitutes an 
ideal. The relationship of Lie algebras and Lie groups 
which are appropriately realized by canonical trans- ' 
formations, to classical mechanics is treated at length 
by Sudarshan and Mukunda2 who also examine the group 
theoretical and symmetry properties of particular 
dynamical systems. The relationship has also been 
discussed, for example, by Mukunda3

,4 and Fradkin. 5 

The possession by a system of certain symmetries 
normally implies the existence of scalar constants 
of the motion. Similarly vector constants of the 
motion are intimately connected with dynamical 
symmetries, The existence of a vector constant of 
the motion, normal to the angular momentum, has 
been established using group theoretical methods by 
Mukunda3 for spherically symmetric Hamiltonians 
which describe the motion of a point mass in three 
dimensions, Because the process of evaluating a 
Poisson bracket invokes first order differential 
operators it follows that the existence, and more 
importantly the determination, of vector constants 
might be amenable to analysis in a differential oper
ator-as distinct from a group theoretical-formula
tion. The present purpose is to show that this expecta
tion is met and thus to provide a straightforward 
procedure for determining explicitly the vector constant 
of a three-dimensional, single-mass spherically 
symmetric Hamiltonian, The point mass which is 
structureless, possessing zero spin and no dipole or 
higher multipole moments, is assumed to be moving 
under the influence of an externally specified scalar 
potential field, It is shown in fact that the determination 
of the vector can be reduced to finding the solution of 
a second-order ordinary differential equation thereby 
coincidently establishing its existence, The main 
result of this paper is the derivation of a simple ex
plicit general expression for the vector constant. 6 

In addition, a method of utilizing this expression, 
in conjunction with the angular momentum, to generate 
the algebras of the three groups E(3), 0(4), and SU(3) 

is presented, The sole requirement in the analysis 
is that the Hamiltonian be spherically symmetric, 
The explicit functional form of the Hamiltonian enters 
only when the vector constant is being derived for a 
specific dynamical system. Accordingly, both rela
tivistic and nonrelativistic systems are included in 
the following discussion. 

II. DETERMINATION OF THE VECTOR CONSTANT 

A time independent vector variable F is a constant 
of the motion if its Poisson bracket [F, It 1 with the 
Hamiltonian is zero. To simplify the notation and in 
order to emphasize its operational nature the 
Poisson bracket of two functions [j, g 1 will also 
occasionally be written in the form [gJj. The bracket 
is evaluated in a phase space of six dimensions one 
for each of the cartesian components of the 3-p~sition 
vector r and one for each of the components of the 
3-momentum p. The dynamical scalar variables of 
the single mass system are functions of the maonitudes 
rand p and of the angle between rand p only. C"an
sequently J a scalar dynamical function is denoted by 
j=j(r, p, Z) where 1= Irxpl is the magnitude of the 
particle's angular momentum and the Poisson bracket 
is 

where subscripts denote the partial derivative with 
respect to the corresponding variable. If the vector 

(1) 

F is assumed to be orthogonal to the angular momentum, 
then its general form is 

F=j(r, p, Z)r +g(r, p, /lp, 

where the coefficients j and g are arbitrary scalar 
variables. The condition that F be a constant of the 
motion is then 

and 

lilt - [h]j=O r T , 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

which constitute a parabolic system of partial differen
tial equations. 7 In the derivation of Eq, (3) and (4) the 
spherical symmetry of the Hamiltonian has been 
assumed, If neither liT nor hp is zero these two equa-
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Hons lead to the consistency condition 

(rf + ugr)(pg+ ufp) - frgpu2 == 0, 

where the symbol u == (rp2 _l2)1/2 is introduced for 
conciseness. 

On using Eq. (3) to eliminate the function f from 
Eq. (4) one finds that 

(5 ) 

rp[h]'X+rhp([h]g)[h] t +hrh~==O. (6) 
p 

Equation (6) is a linear second order partial differential 
equation which determines the function g once the 
Hamiltonian is prescribed, Eqo (3) subsequently 
determines the function f and hence the vector F is 
known, It is seen, on using Eq. (1), that the differential 
equation (6) contains derivatives with respect to r 
and p only: the angular momentum 1 appears merely 
as a parameter. An examination of the coefficients 
of its second order derivatives shows7 that the equation 
is parabolic everywhere independently of the form 
of the Hamiltonian, Accordingly, it has just one 
characteristic along which, as is to be expected, the 
Hamiltonian remains constant, The equation is thus 
reduced to canonical form by introducing, in place of 
rand p, two new characteristic variables viZ, the 
Hamiltonian h(r, p) and any arbitrary function TJ(r, p) 
which is independent of h. The canonical form of Eq, 
(6) is 

u2 (hpTJ r - hrTJ p)2gon +{U2(h/TJrr - 2hrhpTJ rp + h/TJ pp) 

-(rPhr _
l
: hp}lpTJ r_[l: hrhp +U2(hphrr - 2hrhrp 

+ ~h/) - rPh/}p} gn + rphrhpg==O (7) 

which is seen to be a degenerate form in the sense that 
it contains derivatives with respect to the variable 
TJ alone. It is, accordingly, a second order ordinary 
linear differential equation whose coefficients are 
functions of TJ, h, and l. The latter two quantities 
appear as constant parameters. This equation deter
mines g(TJ, h, l) which in turn determines g(r, p, 1) 
and f (r, p, 1) and thus the vector F. Because the equa
tion is second order it has two independent solutions. 
It is easily seen that one of these solutions determines 
F while the other determines a second vector constant 
which is tantamount to 

G==IX F ==- (uf+ ffp2 )r + (ug+ fr)p. (8) 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE VECTOR 

The motion of a particle with rest mass m subject 
to a 3-force derivable from a potential cp(r) is governed 
by the Hamiltonian8 

h== (m 2 c4 + C2p2)1/2 + cp, 

in which, iii being the inertial mass, 

h=mc2 + ¢ =E 

(9) 

(10) 

is the total energy and consequently a constant. If one 
chooses the function TJ(r, p)==r, Eq. (7) takes the form 

Irgrr + (,yiPr + l21 r)gr - riPrg== 0, (11) 
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where 

~==(E- Cpf/2c? 

However 

u= [(2/f- m 2 c?)r - fJ1
/

2 

and thus a solution of Eq. (11) is 

g(r) = r [exp iB(r) J, 
where 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

and B( r) is related to the angular position of the mass 
in its orbit. Equations (3) and (13) make it possible to 
express the function f in the form 

f==-~gr' (15) 

Therefore, on taking the imaginary part of Eq. (11), 
one obtains 

F = - (u sinH 1 cosB) ~ + rp sinB (16) 
r 

IX r. 1 
= -- smB - -r cosB 

r r 
(17) 

and thus] == Fil is a vector constant of unit magnitude, 

These expressions generaliZe the Runge-Lenz vector 
to include all spherically symmetric relativistic 
Hamiltonians of the form (9). They include the non
relativistic case if, in Eq. (14), the quantity (2/f 
- m 2c2

) is replaced by 2m(E - CP). Some solutions of the 
nonrelativistic form of Eq. (7) for gravitational 
potentials have been presented elsewhere. 9 In particular 
it has been shown that the usual Runge-Lenz vector 
corresponds to the solution when the Hamiltonian is 
that of the non relativistic Kepler problem. 

IV. GENERATORS OF E(3) AND 0(4) 

If the vector F is constructed from the solution pair 
(j, g) of Eq. (3) and (4) then M =RF is also a vector 
constant determined by the solution pair (Rf, Rff), 
R(r, p, Z) being any scalar constant of the motion, 
A direct calculation utilizing the consistency condition 
(5) shows that 

[ J - 1 a ( 2 2) Mp M j - - 2fE iiklk az R F (18) 

and 

(19) 

in which E ijk represents the permutation tensor, the 
summation convention is implied, and the subscripts 
range over the values 1, 2, 3, 

By choosing R=sll, S(r, p) being an arbitrary 
constant of the motion independent of l, it is seen that 
the components of the vector M = S] IF and the angular 
momentum 1 satisfy the bracket relationships 

[li' lkJ==Eikmlm' 

[Mi' MkJ=O, 
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(22) 

Accordingly, M behaves like a vector under rotations 
and together with 1 generates the algebra of the 
Euclidean group E(3) in three dimensions o The two 
Casimir invariants are zero and unity 0 On the other 
hand if one chooses 

(23) 

S(r, p) being again an arbitrary constant of the motion 
independent of 1, e. g., the Hamiltonian itself, then 
the relation (21) is replaced by 

(24) 

Equations (20), (22), and (24) show that this second 
choice of R produces a vector M which generates, 
together with 1, the algebra of the orthogonal rotation 
group 0(4) in a real four-dimensional space. The 
Casimir invariants in this case are zero and the 
function S(r, p), 

V. GENERATORS OF SU(3) 

A representation of the special unitary group SU(3) 
can be constructed as follows from the components of 
the constant unit vectors J = F I 1 and Cj = 1 x J Il together 
with those of the angular momentum, The vectors F 
and Cj satisfy the bracket relationships 

fJ j , J k]= [Cjj' gk]=O, 

[l,Jj]=-Cjj' [Z,Cjj]=]j' 

in which ° jk is the Kronecker symbol. Accordingly, 
the second-order symmetric traceless tensor 

(25 ) 

(26) 

Tmn=il(JmJn-gmgn), i=.j-=-Y, (28) 

establishes, with 1, the closed algebra 

[lk' Tmn]=EkmrTnr+EknrTmr, (29) 

[Tmn , Trsl=(omrEnst +omsEnrt +onrEmst +onsEmrt)lt. (30) 

Thus the five independent components of the tensor 
Tmn together with the three components of 1, which 
generate the group SO(3), form the eight generators 
of SU(3), In fact, by making the identification 
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U.= ~ (11±il2+T13±iT23), 

V.= 2)i (11 'fil2 - T13± iT23 ), 

one can establish that 
1 

[I3,I,J=±I., [13' UJ='f 2 U" [13 , vJ=±iV., 

[I., V.J= [I., UJ= [U., V. 1= [Y, 1.]= [13, Y]=O, 

[U., UJ=%Y-13' [V., VJ=%Y+13, 

[I., VJ=-U_, [I., U.]=V., [U., VJ=I_, 

which is a standard representation as presented, 
e. g" by Fonda and Ghirardi. 10 
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The concept of a deformed Lie group in which the structure coefficients are functions of the group 
coordinates is defined. Every Lie group can be deformed outside any of its subgroups. The affine group in 
four dimensions deformed outside Gl( 4,IR) has a variable group metric that is closely connected with the 
Ricci tensor of the four-dimensional manifold of translations. An analog of Einstein's vacuum equations 
expresses the invariance of the metric with respect to the deformation. An enlargement of the affine group 
leads naturally to the appearance of the energy-momentum terms in the equations, while the 
gravitational interaction constant plays a role of a fundamental group constant (like c in the Lorentz 
group) which makes all generators of the gauge group dimensionless. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the general relativity theory can 
be considered as a theory of connections in fiber 
bundles with Lorentz structure, where some kind of 
identification of the pOints in the bundle manifold with 
linear frames of the base manifold (space-time) must 
be provided (see, e.g., Ref. 1). In order to make this 
identification a natural part of a mathematical system, 
one can enlarge the Lorentz structure to include trans
lations, the additional components of the connection 
form providing the identification (they are identified 
with the canonical form of the bundle of linear frames). 
Such an approach was investigated, e.g., in Refs. 2 
and 3. A different approach to the same question is to 
consider the whole fiber bundle as a homogeneous 
mathematical system, namely a Lie group, where the 
identification is provided by the group action. For ex
ample, the properties of the Minkowski space are con
tained in the geometry of the Poincare group, where 
the space-time is the subgroup of translations. It is the 
flat Minkowski space which is described here, because 
the generators of translations (defining the parallel dis
placement) commute with each other, The structure co
efficients related to translations are zero, and so is 
the group metric, The questions discussed in the present 
article are as follows: 

Is it possible to introduce a deformation into a Lie 
group in such a way that the geometry of the group 
based on a set of variable structure coefficients and 
the corresponding variable metric describes a space 
with non-zero curvature? What role is played by the 
group metric after deformation? 

In Sec, 1 the concept of a deformed Lie group is 
defined, Sections 2 and 3 contain a discussion of the 
affine group in four dimensions. It is shown in Sec, 3 
that the group metric plays the role of the contracted 
curvature tensor and Einstein's vacuum equations ex
press the requirement of the constant metric in the 
group space, In Sec. 4 a discussion of possible general
izations designed to include matter fields is presented. 

alThe present article was written while the author was visit
ing the Department of Physics, University of utah, Salt 
Lake City, utah. 

1. DEFORMED LIE GROUPS 

Let G be a Lie group and K a subgroup of G, Select 
a basis of the Lie algebra of G in such a way that X.' 
a ~ 1, . , • ,n, span the Lie algebra K of K, while vectors 
Xi' i = n + 1, ' .. ,N, complete the basis 0 We shall use 
indices a,b,c,d,e,jfor K, and i,j,k,l,m,n for vectors 
outside K. The elements of the Lie algebra are con
sidered as vector fields (first order differential opera
tors) in the group manifold. The structure coefficients 
are defined by 

[X.' X b] = C~b Xc' [X., Xi] = C~i Xb + C~i X k , 

[Xi' X,] = CI,X. + q, X k ' C~b =0. 

We shall say that G is deformed outside K if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) There is a set of real valued differentiable func
tions Bi defined on the group manifold, 

(b) Vectors X. and X. =X. + }j~X. (summation over re
peated upper and low indices) form a basis of the tan
gent vector space at every point of the group manifold. 

(c) Commutation relations between X and X are the 
• k 

same as in the undeformed group, i. e. , 

[X., Xi] = C~i Xb + C~i X k . (1) 

Equation (1) is a set of first order partial differential 
equations for Bj, and it should be shown that they are 
always integrable, Explicitly 

[X. ,Xi + B~ X b] = C~i Xb + C!i X. + B~ O!b Xd + (X. B~)Xb , 

and also 

[X X + B~ X ] = Cb. X + Ck (X + Bb X ) a' i ,b az b ai k k b , 

where (X. B~) denotes the application of the differential 
operator X. on functions B~ , 

Equation (1) thus states 

(x.~) = C~i Bt - C~d B'i . (2) 

This system of partial differential equations is con
sistent if 

(3) 

is satisfied identically. Substitution of (2) into (3) yields 

C!I C~k + C1c C!. + C:;a Cld = 0 
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and 

C:d ~e + ~d c::. + C!d (,~C = 0 • 

Thus the Jacobi identity guarantees integrability of 
Eq. (2) and condition (c) can be satisfied for every Lie 
group and each of its subgroups. 

2. THE AFFINE GROUP 

We select the basis of the Lie algebra of A(4,lR) as 
follows: 

L1 span the Lie algebra of Gl(4,lR), i,k=I, ... ,4, 
and satisfy the commutation relations 

[L1, L;]=olL~-o~ Ll· 

T
j

, j = 1, ... ,4, span the Lie algebra of translations: 

[TI'Tj]=O, [L1,Tj ]=-oJT/. (4) 

In the case of L1 a pair of indices 1 is replacing a 
single subscript a used in Sec. 1. 

Consider a deformation of A(4,lR) outside Gl(4,lR). 
We introduce 

i\=T/+B1kLJ, [L!, Tj]=-op\. (5) 

Vectors T; define coordinates x; in the subgroup of 
translations T, in which Ti = a/ax;, For the purpose of 
later connection of the scheme with relativity we intro
juce also a general coordinate system x.,. in T: 

3/ax'" =d~Ti' where d~ =3xi/ax"'. 

Now conSider vectors 

T.,. =dt i\ = dt T; + B~ILk ' 

where 

B~I =d~B11 . 

Calculate the commutator [T.,., Tvl at an arbitrary 
point xE T. Although evaluated on T, the dependence of 
T;, L!, and B~ I on the coordinates of Gl(4, lR) mu~t be 
taken into account (we are not proj ecting vectors T.,. and 
Tv onto T). Thus, using (4) and (5), we obtain 

[T.,., Tvl=(o.,.B~k -avBtk +B~jB£k -B~jBi.,.k)L~ 
+ (diBej - d£B~j)tF,. Ta , 

where d: is the inverse (matrix) to d~ , 

(6) 

To get still closer to the formalism of the general 
relativity, we should rewrite (6) for an arbitrary cross 
section To a(x), obtained from T by an action of an 
x-dependent element a(x)EGl(4,lR). Let ~(x) be the 
4 x 4 real matrix representing a(x) [exp ~(x)L! = a(x)], 
and rewrite ~(x) in a neighborhood of an arbitrary point 
xoET as 

(7) 

where at(xo) is a constant matrix, while bl (xo) = 01. This 
helps to derive the correct transformation of B~i when 
T is changed to T' a(x). 

Consider first a special case at (xo) = 01 ' and rewrite 

~ _; + a b~ £k _ a b~ £k + Bk 
T.,. -d". T; ax" I ax'" I ""L~. 

Vector ~ T; + (ab! /ox" )L~ projects to the original 
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derivative a.,. in T, but it lies in T' a(x). Thus it takes 
the role of a" when the functions to be differentiated are 
evaluated on T· a(x) instead of T. The transformation of 
B~, is then 

(8) 

On the other hand, under the action of a constant ele
ment of Gl(4,lR) functions B~, transform as 

B~/- (i/jBt/i"'y • (9) 

In fact, when"Zi1 are chosen as coordinates in Gl(4,lR), 
Eq. (9) induces the dependence of B~, on a: which com
plies with the requirement (5). 

Combining the two transformations (8) and (9) into one 
general transformation of type (7), one can write 

(10) 

This is in fact a gauge transformation of the "gauge 
field potentials" B~j' When rewriting Eq. (6) for an 
arbitrary cross section, it is necessary to keep in mind 
that the direction of a" projected to T is not changed, 
while vectors Ti transform under ad (('1 (x). Thus d~ is 
transformed as 

d~-ht(x)=a:(x)d~, (11) 

Substituting (10) and (11) into (6), we obtain 

[T", Tv] = (a"B~k - aVB~k + B~jB£k -BtjBik)L1 

- (a.,.;r; - a)i'" + hiB~j - hi Be)h':.Ta , (12) 

where the effect of a constant transformation of type (9) 
was included in the dependence of Btk on the Gl (4,lR) 
coordinates, A general cross section is characterized 
by functions h~ (x). 

We shall write down the result in the form of the 
variable structure coefficients: 

i 

C~v = a"Btk - aVB~k + B~jB~k - BtiB~k' (13) 

~v=-(a.,.he-ovh~+h~B~j-h~Bej)h~. (14) 

The remaining structure coefficients are easy to 
evaluate. Requirement (5) implies that 

[L!, T,,] = - h~h~Ta ; 

hence 
ca . 

k" = - h~h~ . (15) 
i j 

The structure constants of Gl(4,lR) (Le., Cj/) are, 
of course, unchanged. km 

3. GROUP METRIC AND EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS 

The geometry of the deformed affine group is identical 
to the geometry of a manifold with an affine connection, 
once the appropriate identification of the functions is 
made. Namely, h~ (x) are the tetrads, connecting arbi
trarily chosen local linear frames with those determined 
by a general coordinate system, while B~k evaluated on 
a chosen cross section are the components of the con
nection with respect to a mixed basis. The quantity 

r~v = h~( a.,. he + B~jhO (16) 

(independent of the choice of the cross section) is in
terpreted as the usual Christoffel symbols. Equation 
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(16) expresses the fact that ~(x) has a zero covariant 
derivative if considered as a second order tensor in a 
mixed basis: 

a",h~ - r~~h! + B!,h~ = 0 . 
I 

Then C!~ =R!",~ is the curvature tensor in the mixed 
basis, and C~~ = r~", - r~ ~ = - f',.~ is ~he torsion. 

Let us find the components of the group metric from 
the structure coefficients specified above. 

I I 
G =0 (;'1 +(;'1 Ck +CP or 

IJ. II IJ. (J ilL IJ. ,vO' '" (J liP 

=R!",a~h~ + R!~h!h~ + t'/.aF"p = 2R",~ + t'/.aF"p • 

R",~ is the symmetric contracted curvature tensor (Ric
ci tensor). Further 

while the remaining components of the group metric 
(i. e., Glk ) are the same as in the undeformed group. 

JI 
If we want to consider only the class of deformations 

which do not change the metric of the group at all we 
put 

G",~=O and G",i =0 (17) 
k 

while the equations for Gik are satisfied identically. 
JI 

Equations (17) reduce to 

R",v=O and t::v=O, (18) 

which have the form of Einstein's vacuum equations, 
except that they concern a general affine connection. 

Decomposing the "deformation term" BtkL~ into the 
Lorentz part and the rest, namely 

BtkL1=iB tkL jk +iDtkKik' 

where 

and 

Llk =gi/L! - gkl L ; , 

Kik =gi/L! + gkl L : , 

B~k =i(g·i1B!I_gkIB~,), 

D~k=i(g;IB!, +gkIB~,), 

we get the conventional Einstein's theory in a special 
case, when functions D~k can be made identically equal 
to zero by a selection of a particular cross-section. 
This happens when functions D~k on T are of the form 
D~k = a" rpik 0 Selection of the gauge that annihilates D~k 
can be made only up to an arbitrary Lorentz gauge 
transformation; hence it is characterized by a total of 
16 - 6 = 10 functions of space-time coordinates, in 
accordance with the number of functions rpik = rpki • 
Working with the particular 'class of cross sections 
makes possible an introduction of the space-time 
metric 

g,,~(x)=h~(x)he(x)gik • 

Let us note at this point that should we begin with a 
deformed Poincare group instead of A(4,ffi); a general 
deformation outside the Lorentz group would lead at 
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most to a nonzero torSion, but the space-time metric 
would be necessarily of Minkowski type. It is thus 
essential in this approach to begin with a larger group 
like A(4,ffi), which in turn brings in a larger gauge in
variance like Gl (4, ffi). 

4. INCLUSION OF MATTER FIELDS 

The appearance of only R",~ and f::v in the expression 
for G",v is closely connected with the character of the 
commutation relations (4), namely with the fact that the 
subspace < T 1 , • •• , T4 ) is left invariant by the action of 
the Lie algebra of Gl(4,ffi). In this section we shall 
briefly discuss an example in which such a condition is 
not satisfied. 

Consider the group Gl (5, JR). This 25 -dimensional 
group contains A(4,ffi) as a subgroup, e.g., by the 
following identification. 

Let Lf, span the Lie algebra of Gl(5, ffi) and have the 
commutation relations just as in Gl(4, ffi) except that 
a, b = 1,00.,5. Consider the full set of generators as 
L1, L~, L~, and L~, where i,k=1,.oo,4. 

We have 

[L5 L5] =0' 
J' k ' 

hence the generators L; can be identified with the trans
lation in A(4,ffi). Further, the remaining vectors L1, 
L~, and L~ generate a subgroup, so that we can consider 
a deformation of Gl(5, ffi) outside of this subgroup. We 
have 

[L~, T;l=L~-6~L~, 

and let the deformation be described by 

T; = T; + B{kL~ + B~kL~ 
or 

(19) 

where we assumed for simplicity that there is no de
formation in L~ direction. 

The procedure analogous to that of Sec. 2 yields 

[T". Tvl 
=R!"vq + (h~B~k - h~B~k)L~ - (h!B~k - ~B~k)L~ 

+ (aVB~k - a"Bek + B~,B~k - B~,B~k)L~ - r..J'a. (20) 

Calculating G",v' we obtain 

G"v = 2R"v - 3(B~khe + B~kh~) + f(.af'"p . (21) 

We see that the new potentials B~k lead to an extra 
term that can be connected with the energy-momentum 
tensor of matter fields. 

An interesting point follows from a dimension analy
sis. In the system of units in which only the length re
mains (say h=c=l), T j have dimension [lengthl-1 , 

once interpreted as translations. L; are dimenSionless, 
B~k' again l-1. From (19) it follows that L~ is of dimen
sion l, which leaves l-2 for B~k' We may try to express 
the theory in a form in which only the translations re
tain the dimension Z-1 (as phYSically measurable quanti
ties), while the generators of the whole gauge group 
are dimensionless. This can be achieved by introducing 
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a universal constant K of dimension Z-l and redefining 
the generators 

where Ls~ are dimensionless. The commutation rela
tions (19) change to 

[L;", TI ] = KL1- O~KL; 

and the expression for T I' can be written as 

T = dl T + B' U + B.5 £Ok 14 I' I Uk J Uk 5 , 

(22) 

where B~~ = K1B!k' The "energy-momentum" term in 
Eq. (21) is then expressed as 

K' 3(B~~~ + B~;h!) . 
Constant K can be interpreted as the gravitational 

interaction constant. It enters the theory as a funda
mental constant in the commutation relations defining 
the group, just like speed of light enters within the 
Lorentz group. Contracting our group in the Wigner' s 
sense4 by K- 0 (like contraction of the Lorentz group to 
the Galileo group by 1/ c - 0) leads to uncoupling the 
translations from the extra gauge transformations Lsk 
[see Eq. (22)], and, physically, uncoupling of the matter 
fields and the geometry. 
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The correlation between the appearance of the 
energy-momentum term and the fundamental constant 
K is not limited to the above example only. Anytime the 
group is enlarged in such a way that commutators of 
translations and some other generators lie at least in 
part in Gl (4, ffi), the energy-momentum term appears, 
and, at the same time, a constant K is needed to make 
the whole gauge group dimensionless. 
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In place of the usual commutation relation [a,a t] = 1 we consider the generalized commutation relation 
characteristic of the para-Bose oscillators, viz., [a, ill = a where il is the Hamiltonian (1/2)(aa t + a tal. 
The number states and the representation of various operators in the basis formed by these states are 
obtained. We then introduce the para-Bose coherent states defined as the eigenstates of a for this 
generalized case. We consider some of the properties of these coherent states and also show that the 
uncertainty product «~q)2> «~fi)2> in this case could be made arbitrarily small. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The classical Hamiltonian of a harmonic oscillator 
of mass m and angular frequency w is given by 

H' = (1/2m)p'2 + ~mw2q'2, 

with the corresponding equations of motion 

q'=p'lm and p'=-mw2 q'. 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

The passage to quantum theory is made in two steps 
as follows l

: 

(OWe replace in H'the c-number variables q' andp' of 
the classical theory by the operators 'lI' and p' respec
tively. It is being assumed that the operators 'lI' and p' 
are Hermitian and that they operate on a Hilbert space 
with positive definite metric. 

(2) We postulate the commutation relation 

['lI' ,p' I = iti. (1. 3) 

For the sake of simplicity, we shall be USing in place 
of the quantities q', p', and H' the dimensionless 
quantities 

q= (mw i Ji)1/2q', 

p = (mwJi)-l/2p' , 

H = (Jiw)-lH' . 

(1.4a) 

(1.4b) 

(l.4c) 

We also introduce the quantities 0' and a * defined as 

a =(q+ipl/f2 , a*=(q-ip)/f2. (1. 5) 

The operators corresponding to H, 3, p, a, 0' * in 
quantum theory will be denoted as H, 'lI, p, a, at, 
respectively. The operator at is the Hermitian adjoint 
of a. Equations (1.1)-(103) then simplify to 

. . 
q=p, p=-q, 

or equivalently 

and 

& =-iO' 

[q,p] = i, 

[a, at] = 1. 

(1.6) 

(I.7a) 

(1.7b) 

(1.8a) 

(I.8b) 

It may be argued that both of the steps mentioned 
above for passage to quantum theory are not completely 
unique. Firstly, since 'lI and p do not commute with 
each other, care must be taken in replacing q and p by 
the corresponding operators q and p, respectively. In 
fact, depending on different rules of association, 2-4 one 
may obtain different expressions for if. Hence for 
definiteness, we assume Weyl' s rule2 in obtaining the 
quantum expression for the Hamiltonian, i.e., we 
write 

if = ~(q2 + p2) 

=Hata+ aat). 

Secondly, the commutation relation 

[a,at]=1 

(1,9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

is not a consequence of the equations of motion. In 
fact, if one is only interested in recovering the equa
tions of motion (1.7) for the operators in quantum 
theory, one must postulate the more general com
mutation relation 

[ A A] A 
a,H =a. (1.12) 

It is readily seen that (1.12) follows from (1.11) but 
the reverse is in general not true. 

The case when the particle operators satisfy the 
more general commutation relation (1.12) has been 
referred to as the "para-Bose" case. 5-7 Jordan, 
Mukunda, and Peppers have obtained the "Fock" rep
resentation for the para-Bose operators, i. e., they 
obtained the eigenvalues, and eigenfunctions of the op
erator fI and the representation of the other operators 
in the basis formed by these eigenstates (see also Ref. 
8). 

In the present paper we are interested in obtaining 
the "coherent state" representation of these operators, 
and discuss some of the properties of these states. In 
analogy with the usual states, 9.10 we define the para
Bose coherent states as the eigenstates of a, 

(1. 13) 

where a satisfies (1.12) with if given by Eq. (1.10). 
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In Sec. 2, we give a new derivation for the Fock 
representation for para-Bose operators. In Sec. 3 we 
obtain the para-Bose coherent states and discuss SOme 
of their properties such as completeness and diagonal 
coherent state repres entation in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 we 
obtain the uncertainties in the position and momentum 
variables for the coherent states and observe that in 
special cases the product of the uncertainties «Llq)2) 
X«Llp)2) could be made as small as one likes. 

2. PARA·BOSE NUMBER STATES 

We start with the basic commutation relation (1.12), 

[a,R] = a, (2.1) 

where 

R = i«[t& + a&t). (2.2) 

From the fact that at is the Hermitian adjoint of ;; and 
using the commutation relation (2.1) we readily find 
that 

[at,Hj= - at, 

[£72, at] = 2a, 
[a t2 , a) = _ 2at . 

From induction it then follows that 

[£72", (;t] =2/1(rn", 

r ({t2n , (f] = _ 211(l t2n " , 

whereas 

[(rn+
1 , at] ={21l + [a, atl}!?n, 

[(;12n+
1 , aj = - at2"{211 + r a, at!}. 

(2.3) 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 
~ 

The commutator [a, at] commutes with if, a12 , and H 
but not necessarily with a or at. 

Starting in a strictly analogous manner as in the case 
of an ordinary harmonic oscillator we find that the en
ergy eigenvalues differ by integers: 

ho' ho + 1 , ... ,ho + II, ••• , 

where ho is the lowest eigenvalue of H. In the present 
case we take ho to be completely arbitrary except for 
the fact that it has to be nonnegative, since H itself 
is a nonnegative definite operator. We thus label the 
representation~ by a parameter ho, the ground state 
eigenvalue of H. The ordinary harmonic oscillator case 
is obtained when we take ho = i . 

We now introduce the number operator 

Fl=R - ho = Hritn+ aa t ) - ho' (2.6) 

and the number states ! Il)h o defined by 

;\' I n)ho = II In)h o' n = 0,1 ,2, .. '. (2.7) 

Obviously I n)ho is also the eigenstate of iI with the 
eigenvalue II + ho' Because of the relations 

liv, a] = - a, (2. 8a) 

[.\', at] = at, (2. 8b) 

which follow from (2.1) and (2.6), we may interpret 
({ and at as annihilation and creation operators, respec
tively. In order to obtain the representation for (/ and 
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at, we write 

&1 n)ho = AJn - 1)hO' 

at I n)h o = Iln In + 1)ho' 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

where An and Iln are some cons tants to be determined. 
From the Hermiticity requirement h (n - lin In)h 
=h (nlat ln_l): it follows that a 0 

o 0 

(2.11) 

Further on taking the norms of Eqs. (2.9), (2.10) and 
adding we obtain 

(2.12) 

Equations (2.11) and (2.12) then determine A and Il 
apart from the phase factors. For definitene~s, we n 

take these constants to be real. We then find that (cf. 
Refs. 5,8), 

~n = (2n)1/2, 

A2n+1 ={2(n + ho)}'/2, 

n=0,1,2," '. 

(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 

(2.14) 

The Para-Bose number states thus satisfy the follow
ing properties: 

Fr In)ho = III n)ho' 

(112n)h o = (211)'/212n -l)ho, 

al211 + l)ho ={2(n + hO)}'/21211)ho' 

at 12n)ho ={2(n + hOW/ 2 1211 + l)h , 
° 

(/t1211 + l)h o ={211 + 2}'/21211 + 2)ho ' 

[(1,7/ j 12n)ho = 2ho 1211)ho, 

[a, at jl2n + l)ho = 2(1 - ho) 1211 + l)ho' 

Further, we have the completeness relation 

and the orthogonality relation 

ho(nlm)ho=Onm' 

Relations (2.17) and (2.18) also give 

(2.15) 

(2.16a) 

(2 16b) 

(2.17a) 

(2.17b) 

(2.18a) 

(2.18b) 

(2.19a) 

(2.19b) 

{ 
r (ho ) !' / 2 ~ 

II1)ho = 2nr([n/2j + Or ([(11 + 1)/21 + hal( (/+nIO)ho' 
ho*O, (2.20) 

where [Kj stands for the largest integer smaller than 
or equal to K. 

It has been mentioned earlier that the constant ho is 
an arbitrary nonnegative number. When ho = ~, we re
cover the familiar case of the ordinary oscillator in 
which case [cf. Eqs. (2.18)] the commutator [Ii, lit] be
comes unity. Relation (2.20) is not valid for the case 
when ho = O. In this case 

(2.21) 

(and also a 11)0 = 0). We therefore find that 10)0 is an 
isolated state with no possible interaction with any of 
the other states. For all practical purposes 11)0 is then 
the ground state. In fact this situation is identical to the 
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case when ho = 1, so that we may associate the state 
In)o with the state In-l)1' Hence without any loss of 
generality the case ho '= 0 may be ignored. 

3. PARA-BOSE COHERENT STATES 

The para-Bose coherent states are defined as the 
eigenstates of the annihilation operator a, 

(3.1) 

The matrix representation of a in the para-Bose number 
states has been obtained in the previous section. We 
now expand I a).o in terms of these number states 

(3.2) 

and use (2.16). From (3.1) we then find the recurrence 
relations 

C2n = (a 2/2){n(ho + n _l)Y/2C2n_2, 

C2n+1 = 0{2(n + ho)}-1/2C2n • 

From these relations, we readily obtain 

{ 
r(ho) }1/2 ((]i )2n 

C 2n = n! r(n + hoi 12 Co 

and 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Equations (3.5) and (3,6) may equivalently be written 
in the form 

, { r(Jlo) r/ 2 

Cn = 2nr([n/2]+llr([(n+1)/2]+ho)} o"Co' 

where [K] as before stands for the largest integer 
smaller than or equal to Ko We now require the co
herent state 10).0 to be normalized, 

(3.7) 

h
o
«(]ilc}).o=1. (3.8) 

Equation (3.8) then determines Co except for a phase 
factor 

Let us define 

f () ft ruZo) (1 ) n 
X =n=O r([n/2] + 1)r([(n+ 1)/2] +ho) 2'x ,(3.10) 

or equivalently 

f (x) = r(ho) (~x) 1-·o{/.0_1 (x) + Iho (x)}, (3.11) 

where 1k is the modified Bessel function of the kth 
order. 11 

From Eqs. (3.2), (3.7), (3.9), and (3.11) we obtain 
the following expression for the para-bose coherent 
state 

I a>.o ={j( / (\' /2W 1
/
2 

xft r(ho) 
n=O 2nr([n/2] + l)r([(n + 1)/2] + ha) 

(3.12) 
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Using Eq. (2.20) we may also write 

l(]i}h =[j«(]ia+)/{f(I(]i12W/ 2]IO)h' 
o 0 

(3.13) 

The familiar case of the ordinary oscillator, is re
covered when we set ho = ~. In this cas e we find from 
Eq. (3.10) that 

fix) = exp(x). (3.14) 

Equations (3.13) and (3.14) then give 

.. (]in 
la\/2=exP[-(1/2)l a I2]Po..fi1f In\/2' (3.15a) 

= exp[ - (1/2) 1 1'1.12] exp«(]i at) I 0)1/2, (3.15b) 

which are the well-known expressions for the ordinary 
coherent states. 9,10 

The Hermitian adj oint of Eq. (3.1) reads 

ho < Q lat= Q * "0 (a I. (3.16) 

However, one may readily show that there are no right 
eigenstates of a , i. e., there is no state I A) which 
satisfies a relation of the type 

atl A)ho = AI A)ho' 

We close this section by giving the average values of 
the various operators in the para-Bose coherent states: 

hO (01 I a I a ).0 = "0 (a I at 1 [> ):0 = a , 

ho(G'lqla\o=~ (o+a*), 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

< 1 [~ ::-t]1 ) - 2 holho_1(laI2)+(I-ho)/n (!aI
2

) 

ho a a,a a.o- I {laI 2)+l
h 

(1c?1'2)--' 
.0-1 0 

(3.19) 

(alHI a) = (ho + I a 12)ho_1 (I (11 2) + (1- ho + 10'1 2)/.0 (10'1 2), 
hO ho I (I Q I 2) + I (I (\' I 2) 

"0-1 ·0 

(3.20) 

h (aINIQ)=l a I2+(1-2h) Ihp(\a\2 
o 0 1"0-1 (I 0 I 2) + Iho (I Q I 2)' 

(3.21) 

These relations are readily derived from Eqs. (3.1), 
(1. 5), (2. 6), (2. 18), and (3. 12). 

4. COMPLETENESS AND THE DIAGONAL 
COHERENT STATE REPRESENTATION 

In this section we show that the para-Bose coherent 
states introduced in the last section form a complete 
set, in fact an over-complete set. Analogous to ordinary 
coherent states, we find the possibility of the diagonal lO 

para-Bose coherent state representation. 

Since a is not Hermitian, the coherent states are not 
expected to be orthogonal. From Eq. (3.12) we obtain 
the following expression for the scalar product of two 
coherent states: 

(4.1) 

We show below that these coherent states form an over
complete set. For this purpose we assume the ex-
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istence of some function /1(0') such that 

J 1 O')hoho (a 1/1(0' )ifa = 1, (4.2) 

where ffa = dxdy, x and y being the real and imaginary 
parts of 0' and the integration is performed over the 
whole complex 0' plane. We substitute for 1 O')ho from 
Eq. (3.12) and find that 

{ 
r(ho) }1/2 E 2"r([n/2] + l)r«((n + 0/2] + Ito) 

{ 
r (ho) }1/2 

X 2mr([m/2] + 1)r([(m + 1)/2] + ho) 

x j{J(la 1 2)}-1a*mO'"/1(Q)ifa In\hO(m 1 =1. 

From the orthogonality of the number states [Eq. 
(2.19b)], we may write 

j{J(10'12)}-1 a *m a "/1(a)d 2a 

2"r ([n/2] + Or ([(n + 0/2] + ho) 
r( ho) °nm' 

If we now use polar coordinates 

a =rexp(ilJ), d 2
Q =rdrdlJ, 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

we may readily show that Il cannot depend on e, and is 
thus a function of 1 a 12 only. We then write 

(4.6) 

Substituting y2 = x, and integrating over IJ, we then find 
that 

r { ( )}-1 " ( )d _ 2"r([n/2] + 1)r([(n + 1};2] + ho) • In j x x Il x x- 7Tr(ho) 
o (4.7) 

Thus our problem of showing the completeness of the 
para-Bose coherent states reduces to determining 
Il(x) whose moments are given by (407). If we define a 
function 

M(y)=t (2i~)" r([n/2]+1)r([(n+1)/2]+ho) (48) 
",,0 n. 7Tr(ho) , • 

we may write 

f {J(XW1 1l (X) exp{ixy) dx=M(y). (4.9) 

The series on the right-hand side of (4.8) is an ab
solutely convergent series for 1 y 1 < 1 (and is divergent 
for 1 y 1 > I). For 1 y 1 > 1 , we define M(y) by analytic 
countinuation. Assuming that M(y) thus defined is well 
behaved such that we may take the inverse Fourier 
transform of (4.9), we obtain 

1 \ fro 
Iled = 27T j(x >.J _ro M(y) exp( - ixy) dy. (4.10) 

We thus obtain the resolution of the identity operator 

(4.11) 

where /l(x) is given by (4.10), thereby showing that the 
para-Bose coherent states are complete. Using Eqs. 
(4.0 and (4.11) we may write 
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f J(0'*{:J)/1(10'1 2
) 1 2 

1{:J)ho= {j(10'12)j(IJ3I2)y/2 O'\od 0'. (4.12) 

Equation (4.12) show that these coherent states in fact 
form an over complete set. On multiplying (4.12) by 
(YI on the left, we obtain the "self-reproducing" 
property12 of j(x): 

~(laI2)j(y*0')j(a*j3) d 2a =j(y*f3) (4.13) P j(10'12) • 

The possibility of the existence of the diagonal co
herent state representation of an arbitrary operator 
may also be considered. If we write 

G = I ¢(O') 1 Q)h
o 

ho (0' 1 /1( 1 a 12)d 2 0', 

we obtain using (3.12), 

f amQ*"¢(O')Il(1 0' 12) 2 

((111'12) da 

= h (m 1 G 1 n\ {r(ho)}-1 
o 0 

x {2 nr([n/2] + 1) r([(n + 1)/2] + ho> 

x 2mr([m/2] + 1) r([(m + 1)/2] + hoW /2. 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

Eq uation (4. 15) gives all the moments of ¢ (0' ) Il( 1 a 1 2)/ 
j(lQI2). 

We close this section by observing that the properties 
of the usual coherent states are reproduced if we set 
ho=~' In this case we find from (4.8) that 

1 1 
211(1')=- -.-. 7T 1 - zy , 

(4.16) 

and if we substitute this expression in (4.10) we ob
tain Il (x) = 1/ 7T. This gives 

; ji a)1 /2 1/2(0' 1 d 2a = 10 (4.17) 

5. UNCERTAINTY RELATIONS 
A 

It is well known that for two Hermitian operators A 
and B which satisfy the commutation relation 

(5.1) 

the uncertainty relation 

«~A.)2) «~13)2) >- ~ 1 (C) 12 (5.2) 

holds. Relation (5.2) is an equality if t~e state under 
consideration is an eigenstate of A + iAB, where A is 
some real constant. If we identify A and 13 with the 
position and momentum variables q and p of the para
Bose operator, we find that 

(5.3) 

We may readily verify that relation (5.3) is an equality 
for the para-Bose coherent states (being eigenstates of 
the operator (q + {jJ). From Eq. (L 5) we may write 

q= (li!2 )(a+ a~, 
p = -(ii!2)({i - (it). 

The commutator of q,p is therefore given by 
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We also have 

? =H +t(Q2 + at2 ), 

fl =H-i(Q2+at2 ), 

so that 

and 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

For the coherent state 1 a)hO' «lla)~ = 0 and we then 
find from Eqs. (3.20) that 

«
A A)2\ __ «A A)2) __ holho-1(1 a 12) + (1 - ho)Iho(1 a 12) (5 1 ) 
u.q I u.p I (I (1 2 ) + I (I a 12) .. 1 

ho-l ho 

Comparing (5.11) with (3.19) and using (5.6) we obtain 

(5.12) 

We thus find that for para-Bose coherent states, the 
uncertainty relation (5.3) reduces to an equality. How
ever, since [q, p] is in general not a c number the 
right-hand side of (5 .12) itself depends on the given 
state. Hence the para-Bose coherent states are not the 
minimum uncertainty states in the absolute sense (ex
cept for the case of ordinary oscillator, ho = i when 
[q, p] becomes a c number). It is obvious that one may 
find states for which the uncertainty product «llq)~ 
X({llp)2) is in fact less than t, which is the minimum 
value for the ordinary oscillator. For small values of 
1 ai, we know thatll 
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Ik(jaj2)-(ija/ 2)kjr(k+1), (H-l, -2, ... ) 

and hence from (5.11) we obtain 

«llqF) = «llp)~ - ho 

and 

Thus for para-Bose operators with ho < i, we find that 
the ground state (or the coherent state with a = 0) 
gives the uncertainty product which is less than t. 
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Coulomb-like quantization of the electromagnetic field on 
spacelike hyperboloids 
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Maxwell's equations relative to a pseudospherical coordinate system in Minkowski space are cast in a 
form remarkably similar to the usual Cartesian form. The vector spherical harmonics of the unit 
hyperboloid derived in an earlier work are then applied to the problem of quantizing the electromagnetic 
field from the standpoint of the method of quantization on spacelike hyperboloids. A Coulomb-like gauge 
is introduced for which quantization on spacelike hyperboloids parallels that of ordinary Coulomb gauge 
quantization. In a kind of "turning around" of the situation which obtains for ordinary Coulomb 
gauge quantization, our new Coulomb-like gauge condition has manifest covariance with respect to 
transformations of the homogeneous Lorentz group but not with respect to translations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The method of quantization on space like hyperboloids 

is a form of relativistic quantum theory in which the 
concept "all space at one time" is replaced by the con
cept of a "spacelike hyperboloid, " (XO)2 - r. r =const > O. 
Dynamical variables specified on one space like hyperbo
loid can be extrapolated to a neighboring hyperboloid by 
means of a scale change generated by a "dilation Hamil
tonian"; just as in the usual formalism, dynamical vari
ables specified at one time can be extrapolated forward 
in time by use of the ordinary Hamiltonian. The 
Tomonaga-Schwinger equation indicates that the two 
methods should be equivalent, but it is interesting and 
potentially fruitful to express quantum field theory in the 
new form. 

Although a number of model systems have been treat
ed earlier using the method of quantization on spacelike 
hyperboloids, there seems to be no previous application 
of this method to the full electromagnetic field in four 
dimensional Minkowski space. Fubini, Hanson, and 
Jackiw1 considered a massless scalar particle in a four
dimensional Euclidean spacetime from the standpoint of 
the new formalismo Their evolution equations enable 
them to extrapolate field quantities between neighboring 
spheres (xO)2 + r 0 r = const in the Euclidean spacetime. 
The advantage of looking at Euclidean spacetime is that 
then there is no difficulty in treating all spacetime, 
whereas in a Lorentzian spacetime the initial quantiza
tion provides the fields only within the forward light 
cone. The means of extrapolating outside the forward 
light cone in a Lorentzian spacetime has been consider
ed by Sommerfield2 and di Sessa3

• Sommerfield gives an 
extensive investigation of the relationship between the 
new formalism and the usual Hamiltonian formalism for 
the specific example of a massive scalar field in one 
space and one time dimension, and also provides an in
troduction to the treatment of the same example in four 
spacetime dimensions. Di Sessa has investigated the 
propagator in the new formalism and finds it to be the 
same as the usual one at least in the massive case and 
provided that the particle-antiparticle distinction is the 
usual one. This result of di Sessa indicates that the 
typical lack of manifest translational invariance in ap
plications of the method of quantization on space like 
hyperboloids should correct itself at the level of the 

Feynman-Dyson expansion-at least if there are no 
mass-zero particle present. The Dirac equation in four
dimenSional Minkowski space has been treated by the 
method of quantization on spacelike hyperboloids by 
Gromes, Rothe, and Stech. 4 Also, ql.:clllt;zatiGI'. on 
space like hyperboloids has been investigated by Fulling5 

in connection with problems of quantization in general 
relatiVity. Relevant special functions associated with 
the unit hyperboloid in Minkowski space have been in
vestigated in Refs. 6- 11. Reference 11 contains speci
al tensor methods for physics on space like hyperboloids 
as well as results on vector spherical harmonics of the 
unit hyperboloid in Minkowski space, both of which will 
be used extensively in the following. III Ihe interest of 
brevity the present paper will be treated as a direct 
r:ontinualion of that earlier paper and will contain no 
special review of those earlier results. The prefix C, 
as in Eq. (C201), will signal a reference to a particular 
equation from this earlier companion paper. 

The present work starts with an investigation of Max
well's equations in a pseudospherical coordinate system 
for which 

xO = s coshp, 

Xl = s sinhp sinO coscp, 

x2 = s sinhp sinO sincp, 

x3 =s sinhp cosO, 

(1. 1) 

Our attention is hereby restricted to the forward light 
cone. Equations (2.7)- (2. 10) obtained in Sec. II pro
vide a convenient representation of Maxwell's equations 
on space like hyperboloids which is very similar to the 
ordinary Cartesian form. This Similarity is achieved by 
the use of the special tensor methods of Ref. 11. The 
latter methods exploit the properties of the intrinsic 
gradient operator 

~ iJ 1 (~ a cp~ a) V''''p-+-.- e-+---op smhp ae sine iJcp 
(1.2) 

of the unit hyperboloid. A new Coulomb-like gauge for 
which the vector potential is a solenoidal tangent vector 
field is introduced [see Eqs. (2.11) through (2.13)]. 
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Quantization in this new gauge is carried out in Sec. III 
and goes quite parallel to ordinary Coulomb gauge quan
tization12 : Generalized coordinates can be found such 
that the quantum conditions take the ordinary canonical 
form [q,,;PBl = iO"B' The generalized coordinates q~/m 
referred to here are defined through Eqs. (3.7), (3.8) 
in terms of the expansion coefficients Q~lm in an eigen
function expansion of the field involving the solenoidal 
vector spherical harmonics of the unit hyperboloid de
veloped in Ref. 11. 

Due to the Lorentz invariance of the intrinsic gradi
ent operator (1.2) of the unit hyperboloid the new 
Coulomb-like gauge is invariant under transformations 
of the homogeneous Lorentz group and our quantization 
procedure possesses a manifest covariance with respect 
to that group. However, in a kind of "turning around" of 
the situation that obtains for ordinary Coulomb gauge 
quantization the new gauge is not manifestly covariant 
with respect to translations. 

Section IV concerns the photon propagator. Since we 
are dealing with a theory having zero rest mass, the 
lack of manifest translational covariance can carryover 
to the propagator. Indeed it does not seem possible to 
achieve manifest translational covariance of the photon 
propagator in the present formalism without the use of 
some type of limiting procedure. One such limiting pro
cedure discussed in Sec. IV would introduce a small 
photon rest mass to be set equal to zero at the end of a 
calculation. 

II. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS ON SPACELIKE 
HYPERBOLOIDS 

We start with Maxwell's equations in the covariant 
dyadic form 

(2,1a) 

(2.1b) 

The tensor F is the electromagnetic field tensor having 
the contravariant components 

Il ! -[1 -C 2 

t 

FiJ."= 0 _B3 B2 
(2.2) 

B3 0 

i _B2 B1 0 

The dual tensor * F is defined through the equations 
* P"= (1/2)EiJ.""BF",B with (00123= L The 4-current density 
j has the contravariant components 

(2.3) 

It obeys the differential current conservation law 

D 'j=O (2.4) 

Since the field tensor is antisymmetric, it has a repre-
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sentation of the form 

F=-sl\[+B, (2.5) 

in which [ = eaCa is a vector lying in the tangent space 
of the hyperboloid x" x iJ. = S2 through the field point; and B 
is a general antisymmetric tensor in the tangent space: 

(2.6) 

The vector C can be called the electric field vector in 
the hyperboloidal space; and B = eaB a = e.Ea, the mag
netic induction vector. When the pseudospherical repre
sentations (C2.1) and (2.5), (2.6) of the d' Alembertian 
operator and field tensor respectively are substituted 
into Maxwell's equations (2 .1a), (2. 1b); the system of 
equations 

-V'c=sp, (2.7) 

VXB=sJ+ (s~ +2)[ 
ils ' 

(2.8) 

-V·B=O, (2.9) 
and 

vx[= - (sil~ +2) B (2.10) 

for the tangent vector fields [and B results. The simi
larity of these equations with the usual form of 
Maxwell's equations-in spite of our unusual coordinate 
system-is quite striking! We shall refer to Eq. (2.7) 
as the "electric Gauss's law on spacelike hyperboloids" 
and similarly for the other equations. The minus sign 
in the electric Gauss's law is a bit unpleasant. It is a 
consequence of our negative definite metric on the unit 
hyperboloid, according to which it is the operator 
(- V· ) which has the meaning usually associated with 
the divergence. 

Vector and scalar potentials can be introduced ac
cording to the equations 

(2.11) 

and 

(2.12) 

The factor S'2 in Eq. (2.11) has been chosen for later 
convenience; it is our A/ s which has the dimensions of 
the usual vector potential. Similarly the explicit power 
of l/s associated with the VV term of Eq. (2.12) has 
been chosen such that it is our V /s which has the di
mensions of the usual scalar potential. The represen
tations (2.11) and (2.12) are designed to satisfy the 
homogeneous Maxwell's equations (2.9), (2.10) identi
cally. It remains to investigate the consequences of the 
inhomogeneous Maxwell's equations (2.7) and (2.8) when 
the fields are written in terms of potentials. At this 
point it is convenient to make a gauge choice. In the 
following we shall be concerned with a gauge for which 
our vector potential on the hyperboloid is solenOidal: 

(2.13) 

This gauge choice is analogous to the Coulomb gauge of 
ordinary electrodynamics. The gauge choice (2.13) 
might be referred to as the "covariant" Coulomb gauge, 
since Eq. (2.13) has a manifestly covariant form as 
regards transformations of (only) the homogeneous 
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Lorentz group. Substituting Eq. (2.12) into Gauss's law 
(2. 7) and using the gauge condition \7 0 A = 0 leads to a 
Poisson-type equation for V: 

(2.14) 

The Green's function for this equation has been obtained 
in Ref. 11 [Eq. (C3. 27) J. The vector potential in the 
relativistic Coulomb gauge is a special example of a 
solenoidal tangent vector field for which the simplified 
curl-curl identity (C2. 19) holds. SubstitUting the repre
sentation B = (V xA)/ S2 into the Ampere circuital law 
(2.8) and using the simplified curl-curl identity and 
Eq. (2.12); we obtain the differential equation 

-+--+-- A=sJT 

\
' a2 1 a \72 

- 1 } 
as 2 s ils 8 2 , 

(2.15) 

in which 

(2,16) 

can be shown to be the solenoidal part of the current 
density vector: 

\7 .JT =0. (2.17) 

We note that the closure property of Va proved in Ref. 
11 at the end of Sec. II guarantees that all terms of the 
wave equation (2.15), including the \72A term, shall 
refer to the same vector space; viz 0, the tangent space 
of the hyperboloid x" x" = S2 through the field point. 

III. QUANTIZATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
FIELD ON SPACELIKE HYPERBOLOIDS 

The usual Lagrangian density of the electromagnetic 
field interacting with an external current is L = - tFuvF ILV 

- (1/ s)J' A - (1/ s)pV. The suspicious minus sign in the 
vector potential interaction is due to our indefinite 
metric: (-l/s)J·A=(1/s)(JxA x +JyA y +J.A.), When ex
pressed in terms of our field vectors [ and B in the 
tangent space of the hyperboloid s= const, L becomes 
L =HB'B-C .[)-(l/s)J-A-(l/s)pV. Writing [ and 
B in terms of potentials, we get 

s4L = -lA'A +t(\7xA)' (\7xA) -s3J·A 

-ms3 pV. 
(3.1) 

Here and subsequently a dot over a quantity signifies 
differ entation with respect to the new time evolution 
parameter 

ll=lnWs), (3.2) 

in which M is a parameter with the dimensions of mass, 

We shall quantize in a generalized angular momentum 
representation, expanding the solenoidal tangent vector 
field A as a linear superposition of the solenoidal vector 
spherical harmonics yP cd m: 

(3.3) 

The dynamical degrees of freedom of the system are 
here contained in the generalized Fourier expansion 
coefficients QPal'/l' The QPaim do not each represent in
dependent degrees of freedom of the system however; 
since they obey constraint equations 

(3.4) 
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These constraint equations express the reality A =At of 
the field being expanded. The symmetry property 

(3.5) 

of the vector spherical harmonics is involved in the 
derivation of Eq. (3.4). The constraint equations (3.4) 
show that the field coordinates QP all", for m '* 0 are not 
generalized coordinates suitable for doing the Hamilton
ian dynamics of the field. Such generalized coordinates 
should be real and independent in order to fit into the 
usual Hamiltonian formalism. However, the fact that 
our constraint equations are holonomic 13 indicates that 
a set of independent real coordinates of the field-refer
red to subsequently as canonical coordinales -must 
exist. The key to the construction of a set of canonical 
coordinates lies in the observation that the constraint 
equations (3.4) impose opposite parities under inter
change of m and -m on the real and imaginary parts of 
QPa.lm' m '* O. This suggests introducing a single real 
function qP cdm without special symmetry properties
hence not subject to constraint equations-from which 
the real and imaginary parts of QP al m are constructed. 
These qP aim will be the canonical coordinates of the field. 
Explicitly, we have 

QPa,m =-q Pa.lm(l + i) + (-1)11 - i)qP.
Io

_m, m'* O. (3.6) 

fhe relations (3,6) could be regarded as a consequence 
of an explicit defining equation 

For m = 0 the defining equation is 

qPalO =- (t)QPa1o ' 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

The m = 0 case requires special consideration; although 
the details of th is will not be indicated explic itly. In 
terms of canonical coordinates we find a total 
Lagrangian L =- Is 3dLL of 

L='i!:/s 
where 

'i!:=6{2daq;.. -2a 2daqX 
Am m '" 

j' I -, dL zS3p);', 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

We here adopt the shorthand notation qP aim =- q Am' in 
which A signifies the set of quantum numbers consisting 
of p, QI, and l. For convenience the integral over QI has 
been replaced in Eq. (3.10) by an approximating dis
crete sum which is then incorporated in the sum on A. 
The 1L are the generalized Fourier expansion coeffi
cients of the solenoidal part, given by Eq. (2.16), of the 
current density vector: 

JT= ') J' i yo 'Tp -f;rm (CI Oil",)alm' (3.11) 
o 

We are now in a position to do the Hamiltonian dyna-
mics of the electromagnetic field in a straightforward 
way. The canonical momenta PAm and Hamiltonian Hare 
identified through the variation of the action14 

15,J = 15 J ds L = [6P A 15q - HOS] I final 
Am m Am initial 
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due to variations in the coordinate values and proper 
time at the end points. Thus 

(3.12) 

and 
(3.13) 

in which 

(3.14) 

is the "dilation Hamiltonian." The canonical momenta 
are found to be 

p =4da q . 
Am Am 

Since our coordinates q Am are independent; canonical 
quantum conditions can be imposed, the nonzero com
mutators being 

The canonical q ,p having served their purpose of 
Am Am 

providing the basic commutator structure of the theory, 
we now return to our Original description in terms of the 
not independent variables Q Am' Commutation relations 
associated with the Q Am can be derived by expressing the 
original variables in terms of the canonical variables, 
and then using the canonical commutation relations 
(3.16). These calculations involve the use of Eqs. (3.6), 
(3.8), and (3.15) in addition to (3.16). The nonzero com
mutators between pairs of variables QAm' Q~m' flAm' and 
Q~m thereby obtained are 

[QA2m2; QlImI1= [Ql2m2; QAImJ 
(3.17) 

and 

[Q A2m2; Q AImI] = [Q~2m2; QiImJ 
(3.18) 

To free ourselves of the need of any further reference 
to the rather awkward canonical variables, we require 
the dilation Hamiltonian in terms of the original vari
ables. This is .p=.po +.pIDt> where 

(3. 19) 

and 

and the equations of motion for QAm express the original 
wave equation (2.15) for A in the generalized angular 
momentum representation. 

For applications it is convenient to make a further 
transformation to a representation in terms of creation 
and annihilation operators aAm , aim' These are defined 
in such a way as to lead to a factorization of the inte
grand of Eq. (3.19) for.f> 0: 

(3.22) 

The commutation relations for pairs of operators from 
the set aAm' a~m are the usual ones, the only nonzero 
commutators being 

(3.23) 

Other important quantities expressed in this represen
tation are 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

and 

(3.27) 

One -proper -time commutation relations for the full 
fields, 

[A(2),,; -A(1).] = i{g,," -5
2
,,8

2V 

(3.28) 

in which 

(\7)t = _ \7 - 3s, 
can be derived by the use of representations (3.24) and 
(3.25) of the full fields and by the use of algebra (3.23) 
of the creation and annihilation operators. 15 The one
proper-time commutator (3.28) is seen to have a gen
eral structure analogous to the corresponding object in 
ordinary Coulomb gauge quantizationI6 except that Eq. 
(3.28) is formed entirely from objects invariant under 
the homogeneous Lorentz group. Having arrived at the 
commutator (3.28), we are now in a position to make a 
complete return to coordinate space. To this end the 
further relations 

.plDt= - ~JoedaQAmS2j~~+ J ~h3pV. (3.20) .po= J dL:: {-M· A - Hv XA) • (\7 XA)}: (3.30) 

The dilation equations of motion 

0= (l/i)[O;.p] (3.21) 

can be derived from the Heisenbergh equations of motion 
(d/ds)O= (l/i)[O;H] by making the change of variables 
(3.2) and noting the relation (3.13) between the 
Hamiltonian H and the dilation Hamiltonian.p. By use of 
the commutation relations (3.17) and (3.18) it can be 
checked that the dilation equations of motion (3.21) lead 
to the correct proper-time evolution in our theory: the 
dilation equations of motion for QAm are obeyed trivially, 
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in which the colons Signify normal ordering, and 

.pint = J dL:{S3J·A +h 3pv} 

should be noted. 

IV. FREE PHOTON PROPAGATION FUNCTION 
The proper-time evolution of the annihilation and cre

ation operators a"",. al,,, is quite simple in the free field 
case. When the appropriate commutators are evaluated 
the dilation equation of motion (Eq. (3.21) with.p =.f>o) 
for aAm is found to be 
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.p GAm+ia aAm=O. (4.1) 

The solution of Eq. (4.0 can be written 

(4.2) 

in which bAm = aAm(O) is a proper-time-independent set 
of harmonic oscillator annihilation operators obeying the 
algebra (3.23). When it is substituted in Eq. (3.24), we 
obtain the following representation of the free field 

A== L rrla (2a)"1/2{y e-l<>vb 
Plm' 0 Am Am 

(4.3) 

which exhibits the proper-time dependence explicitly. 

In the present formalism the appropriate defining 
equation of the photon propagation function 

D",v(21)",,(0 IS(A(2)",A(1UI 0) 

= 8(v2 - vl XO IA(2)",A(1)v 10) 

+ 8(v1 - v2 ) (0 I A(1)fi(2)" I 0) (4.4) 

makes use of an ordering with respect to proper time 
(S-ordering), in place of ordinary time ordering. 17 Our 
first photon propagator will be obtained by simply using 
this defining equation in conjunction with the field ex
pansion (4.3). The result of substituting Eq. (4.3) in 
Eq. (4.4) and using the algebra (3.23) of creation and 
annihilation operators is the eigenfunction expansion 

D (21)= L ('"da (2aJ- 1y (2) y* (1) e-i"lv2-vll (4.5) 
/.1t.' Plm' 0 Am /J Am IJ • 

This eigenfunction expansion provides the boundary con
dition that in the remote future (v 2 - + 00) the function 
(4.5) contains only "positive-a" waves, exp(-iav2) 
while near the light cone (v 2 - - co) it contains only 
"negative-d' waves, exp(iav2 )0 Armed with this bound
ary condition, we can calculate the function (4.5) as the 
solution of an appropriate differential equation. 

The differential equation in question can be obtained 
by investigating the effect of the operator [(a 2 /a VZ

2) 
+ V Z

2 -1)) on both sides of Eq. (4.4). This equation 

[(a 2/aV22) + V 2
2 -1))D"v(21) 

= ~V" - SIV'~lI' + VIV(VI2)"I(Vl,,)t)io(V2 - v1 )o(21) (4.6) 

assumes only the free field equation of motion [cf. Eq. 
(2.15)) 

(4.7) 

and the one-proper-time commutation relations (3.28). 
Comparing Eq. (4.6) with the Similar equation 

«a2/0 vi) + vi - I)D"v(21) 

leads to the symmetry property 

D "v(21) = Dv" (12). 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

From Eqs. (4.6) and (4.8) we infer the representations 

D"v(21)= ~v" -SIVSl" + VIV(V12)"I(vu.)f)D(21) (4.10) 

and 
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(4.11) 

of 1J IJ-" in terms of a "scalar photon propagator," LJ(21), 
obeying the differential equation 

(4.12) 

We now seek a solution of equation (4.12) obeying the 
boundary conditions of the function (4.5): that there shall 
be only "positive -a" waves present as V z - + 00 and only 
"negative-a" waves present as V 2 - _co, To this end, we 
write down an eigenfunction expansion of D(21) in a 
series of the scalar spherical harmonics of the unit hy
perboloid discussed in Ref. 11: 

D(21)=~ fo"'da Y"lm(2)Y~lm(1)Ca(V2' VI)' (4.13) 
1m 

Substituting in Eqo (4.12) leads to the following equation 
for tne Fourier amplitude C,,(v2 , VI) 

[«(12 /0 V~) + a 2]C" (v2, VI) = il5 (V 2 - VI)' (4.14) 

whose solution obeying the above boundary conditions is 

Ca(Vz, "J= (_1/2a)e-ietlv2-Vl!. (4.15) 

With this result Eq. (4.13) can be written 

D(21)= -.:G {"'da(2a)"ly (2)Y* (1)e-iodv2-Vll 
l m . 0 o!lm a 1m , 

(4.16) 

a result for the scalar photon propagator which parallels 
Eq. (4.5) for the full tensor propagatoL The discrete 
sum in Eq. (4.16) can be performed by means of the 
following special case: 

.. I IY . ( ) L>' Y (2)Y* (1) =~, sm ap21 
I=O~-I aim aim 271 2 sinhpzl ' 

(4.17) 

coshp21 "" '<;2 • '~H 

of the general addition theorem for Gegenbauer func
tions of Durand, Fishbane, and Simmons. 18 The quantity 
P21 in Eq. (4.17) can be viewed as the P coordinate of 
one of the two timelike vectors $1.2' measured in a 
Lorentz frame of reference for which the other vector 
is aligned along the time axis. Using the addition theo
rem (4.17) Eq. (4.16) goes over into 

D(21) = _ J",da
z 
si~(ap21) e-I<>lv2-Vll. 

o 471 smhp21 
(4.18) 

This integral is elementary. Introducing a convergence 
factor exp( - Ea), E > 0, we find (new E) 

() 1 ~ 1 
D21=-42' ( )2 2 ., E>'O. 

71 slllhPzl v2 - VI - P21 -IE 
(4,19) 

This is the scalar photon propagator which is to be used 
in conjunction with Eq. (4 0 10) or (4.11) to give the ten
sor propagation function (4.5). Remarkably, the denom
inator of Eq. (4.19) has the property of vanishing only 
on the light cone (x2 - X1)2 = 0 through the point of emis
sion or absorption of the photon. 19 The propagator (4.19) 
is invariant under transformations of the homogeneous 
Lorentz group but not under translations. This lack of 
translational invariance indicates that the propagator 
(4.19) would provide a rather awkward description of 
the known physics of the electromagnetic field. 

It is clear from the work of di Sessa3 that the propa-
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gator (4.19) is not an inevitable result. We could go 
over to a new description of the field in terms of crea
tion and annihilation operators CAm related to the bAm by 
means of a Bogoliubov transformation, thereby changing 
the vacuum state to be used in Eq. (4.4) and effectively 
selecting a different solution of the propagator equation 
(4.12). To obtain a physically useful propagator, we 
should choose a C representation whose vacuum can be 
identified with the usual physical photon vacuum. A 
criterion for selecting such a "good" representation 
which works for massive particles is given by di Sessa, 
who then finds that the criterion leads to the usual form 
of the propagator. One outcome of this result is that the 
lack of manifest translational invariance typical of 
theories of quantization on spacelike hyperboloids cor
rects itself in the propagator and hence also in the 
Feynman-Dyson expansions, at least for particles hav
ing a nonzero rest mass. Since we are here dealing with 
a zero mass theory, di Sessa's criterion is not applic
able. Perhaps it could be replaced in the massless case 
by the criterion that the above mentioned restoration of 
manifest translational invariance shall occur in the 
propagator. At the present time however there is no 
known C representation for which translational invari
ance is actually restored to the propagator. However, 
translational invariance could be incorporated in the 
present formalism by allowing the photon to have a 
small rest mass, which would be allowed to approach 
zero at the end of a calculation. By di Sessa's result 
above the net effect of this would evidently be simply 
the replacement of our D(21) by the usual solution of Eq. 
(4.12): 

(4.20) 

In such an approach the expansion 
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of the usual propagator in a series of Lorentz harmonics 
may prove useful. 
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An inverse scattering transform for potentials of compact 
supporta) 

Joao c. Portinari 

Departamento de Matematica. Pontijicia Universidade Catolica do Rio de Janeiro. Rio de Janeiro. Brasil 
(Received 10 April 1978) 

We consider the inverse scattering problem for the one-dimensional Schrooinger equation on the whole 
line. 

(d 2/dx 2).,,(x,k)+[k 2_ V(x)].,,(x,k) = O. 

In some applications, as for example in the synthesis of electromagnetic media, it is important to have 
sufficient conditions on the scattering data such that the corresponding potential has compact support in 
some prescribed interval. The scattering data traditionally used in connection with the above ISP have 
been either one of the reflection coefficients (we are assuming that the potential V does not support bound 
states) r and i-from the left and right, respectively. Although it is easy to obtain simple conditions on r 
(i') to ensure cutoff of the potential on the left (right), conditions on r (i') that guarantee cutoff on the 
right (left) are too complicated to be of any practical value. In this paper. we propose to use new 
scattering data, namely the ratio r / t (where r is either one of the reflection coefficients and t is the 
transmission coefficient), and give necessary and sufficient conditions for the corresponding potential to 
have support contained in [- a, a]. 

1. INTRODUCTION p(k) = 2ik r(k)/ t(k) (2) 

The inverse scattering problem (ISP) for the 
Schrodinger equation on the entire real line, 

is more convenient, as scattering data, than the usual 
reflection coefficient r(k), and that it provides a simple 
answer to our problem. 

(1) 

kEm, 

has received renewed attention, since the discovery of 
its application to nonlinear evolution equations. 1,2 

The ISP consists of deriving all possible information 
about the potential V from knowledge of quantities
called scattering data-related to the asymptotic form 
of certain solutions of (1). We refer to Faddeev's sur
vey3 for a detailed exposition of the ISP main results 
(for a bibliography on inverse problems, complete 
up to 1974, the interested reader might consult Refs. 4 
and 5). 

We shall assume throughout our exposition that the 
potential V does not support bound states. 

In this paper, we shall be interested in finding 
necessary and sufficient conditions on some suitable 
scattering data for the corresponding potential V to have 
compact support. 

Relations between the analyticity of the scattering 
data and the range of V have been discussed in the ISP 
literature, both for the radial and for the whole line 
equation. However, to the best of our knowledge, up 
to the present time no simple necessary and sufficient 
conditions on primordial scattering data have been 
obtained that ensure cutoff of V at both sides. 

We propose to show that, for the purpose stated 
above, the function 

a) 

This research was supported in part by the F.1. N. E. P., 
Financiadora de Estudos e Projetos, Brasil. 

2. THE CHOICE OF CONVENIENT SCATTERING 
DATA 

We begin by establishing some terminology for our 
discussion. Let rand r be the left and right reflection 
coefficients, respectively. Consider: 

h(k) = r(k) exp(- 2ika), 

h(k) = r(k) exp(2ika) , 

and define 

aH!( m) ={j: m - a: / f is the boundary value of some 

fc E H!(m)} , 

where 

H!(m) ={j: Imz ~ 0 - a: / f is analytic in Imz ~ 0 

and supr /f(x+iy) /2dx<oo} 
:v~O _co 

are the usual Hardy-Lebesgue spaces. 

Then we can assemble known results6 to state the 
following. (See Note added in proof at end of paper. ) 

Lemma: Let 

V ={VE £2(m)/C~ (1 + IX21) / Vex) I dx <00 and 

~:: + V has an empty point spectrum in U(m)}. 

Then V E V has compact support contained in [- a, a J if 
and only if 

hE aIP.(m) (3) 

and 

hE a~(m). (3') 
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Apparently, this lemma would settle the question 
we raised in the Introduction-we now have necessary 
and sufficient conditions on some scattering data, 
ensuring that VEil has compact support. 

However, these conditions involve both rand r, and 
we know that each of these, separately, determines V 
uniquely. One could argue that, since each reflection 
coefficient determines the other one, the condition on 
r could be transposed as a condition on r. The problem 
is that the explicit relationship between rand r is 
quite involved and we would be left with two conditions 
rather asymmetrical, one being very simple-condi
tion (3)-the other very complicated. 

At this point, we suggest discarding rand r altogether 
and looking for some more convenient scattering data. 

From the unitarity of the S-matrix, we have 

r(k) r(-k) 
(for all real k) t(k)=- t(-k) . (4) 

This relationship provides the hint needed to guide our 
choice. If we set: 

p(k) = 2ik r(k)/ t(k), (left transition coefficient) 

p(k) = 2ik r(k)/ t(k), (right transition coefficient) 

we see that (4) implies, 

p(k) = p(- k), 

and it is evident that, for V1(x)=V(-x), the left transi
tion coefficient is Pl (k) = p(k), where p is the right 
transition coefficient for V. 

Hence, if we find a condition on p(k) that implies 
V(x) = 0 for x < - a, then this same condition on p(- k) 
ensures V(x) = 0 for x> a. 

Therefore, the transition coefficient seems to be a 
convenient set of scattering data (we note that this 
was conjectured7 in 1966) as far as ensuring simul
taneous cutoff on both sides through symmetrical con
ditions-on p(± k), a "single set" of scattering data
provided we can find such conditions. 

Now define the application 

It is a consequence of known results6 (see Note added 
in proo/! that L is well defined and injective. In the next 
section we show that L is indeed a suitable inverse 
scattering transform for our purpose of controlling the 
support of the potential. 

3. FINITE RANGE POTENTIALS IN V 
Theorem: VEil has support in [-a,a] if and only if, 

L(V)=pEEa, where, 

Ea ={ P E L2(lR) I p is the restriction to the real line 

of an entire function of exponential type"" 2a}. 

Outline of Proof: The "if" part of the theorem is an 
immediate consequence of the results in Ref. 6. 

Let us assume that p E Ea n L (iI). Notice that if we 
can show that L (V) = p E Ea implies V(x) == 0 for x < - a, 
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then it follows from the symmetry considerations made 
in Sec. 2 that V(x) = 0 for x> a also holds [indeed, p is 
in Ea if and only if, k ~p(-k) is in Eal. 

Therefore, from the lemma in Sec. 2, it suffices to 
show that PE Ea implies hE aH!(lR). 

We begin by observing that if gEe Ea then from a 
classical Paley-Wiener theorem, it follows that the 
function 

f(k) = g(k) exp(- 2ika) 

belongs to aH!(lR). Now let us consider the two cases 
(i) and (ii). 

(i)t(0)*0:Ifwesetp(k)=2ikg(k), thengEEa, and 

h(k) = g(k) t(k) exp( - 2ika). 

Furthermore, from the observation above, gE Ea 
implies 

k I-~ g(k) exp(- 2ika) E aH!(lR). 

Since t is the boundary value of a function te , 

analytic in Imk > 0, continuous for Imk ? 0, and bounded 
in Imk? 0, it follows that hE aH!(lR). 

(ii) t(O)=O: In this case, let t(k)=2ikq(k). Then 

h(k) = p(k) q(k) exp(- 2ika). 

Mutatis mutandis the same argument used in case (i), 
substituting q for t, completes the proof of the theorem. 

4. FINAL REMARKS 

This result has some applications: (i) in the numeri
cal treatment of the ISP, where it is of interest to 
have an estimate of the support of v. 

(ii) in the synthesis of nonhomogeneous electro
magnetic media. It has been shownB,9 that this ISP 
constitutes an adequate model for many of these prob
lems, such as the synthesis of nonuniform transmis
sion lines, dielectric filters, etc. In such questions, 
realizability conditions are important-among these, 
conditions that ensure the device to be constructed to 
have finite length, which in the ISP model, means that 
V must have compact support. 

As far as applications to the KdeV equation are 
concerned, our result, as it stands, seems to offer 
little interest. Indeed it is well known that if the 
solution to the KdeV initial-value problem is in V at 
some instant to and has compact support, then at any 
t> to it no longer has compact support (this result is 
also an immediate consequence of the theorem of 
Sec. 3). 

However, we are in the process of obtaining, using 
similar methods, conditions on p that ensure V to have 
a prescribed decay when I xl - co. We note that, when 
conSidering the solution to the KdeV initial-value 
problem through ISP methods, one is not really re
stricted to working with the usual inverse scattering 
transform V ~ r(k). Indeed, any scattering data 
will do, as long as it determines V uniquely and its 
evolution in time is known. Our chOice V ~ p(k) 
responds to both of these conditions and, in addition, 
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appears to be convenient for the description of the 
solution's behavior as I xl- 00, in terms of decay 
properties of the initial data. 

Note added in proof: After the completion of this work 
we read a preprint of P. Deift and Eo Trubowitz entitled 
"Inverse Scattering on the Line" which presents a 
thorough and deep analysis of the subject. In particular 
the authors point out some errors in Faddeev's, 6 and 
show that the characterization problem for the class of 
potentials 

is still open-this has also been noted!O by K. Chadan 
and P. Co SabatieL In the Deift-Trubowitz paper, the 
characterization problem for the class 

L~ ={v I r:~ (1 + x 2
) I V(x) Idx< oo} 

is completely solved. For this reason, we have used in 
our work the class L~, instead of Li. 
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Super Clifford algebra 
Geoffrey Dixon 
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(Received 28 September 1977) 

An extension of su(2,2;2 n) is presented which is based upon a theory of 2, gradings of Clifford algebras. 
In the example given su(2,2;4) is extended and the Clifford algebra of an internal six-dimensional space is 
manifested. It is suggested that super Clifford algebras of this type can give valuable insight into the 
study of su(2,2;2 n) supersymmetry theories. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A type of graded algebra with indices graded over 
Z4 and Z is introduced. The example given contains as 
subalgebras the Clifford algebra1 of the real ortho
gonal space R 2• 4 and the graded Lie algebra2 u(2, 2; 4). 
Taken together these subalgebras generate a super 
Clifford algebra which contains the Clifford algebra of 
an internal space R6• ° (six-dimensional extensions of 
space-time have been considered in other contexts3

). 

In Secs. I through V the mathematics of the super 
Clifford algebraL) is developed and in Table I a repre
sentation is presented over the 16-dimensional Dirac 
algebra. The representation is bijective so the dimen
sion of L) is (4)(4)(16) = 256. 

In Sec. VI a copy of the Poincare algebra is identi
fied with the aid of the imbeddings of 4-vectors in L). 
This is then used to construct objects which behave 
formally like twistors4 but bear hidden internal indices. 
In Sec. VIII a Lagrangian is presented and its invari
ances shown. 

As in Ref. 5 no use is made of a commuting imagin
ary scalar i except to demonstrate connections with 
more familiar treatments of spinors. All algebras pre
sented are real and generators for U(1) phase transfor
mations are drawn fromL) itself, 

II. THE CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 

The Clifford algebra of the Minkowski space R 1• 3 

[signature (- + + +)] is the familiar algebra of Dirac 
operators. The sixteen basis elements of the algebra 
are here denoted 1,1'", a"v=My"yv-YvY,,), 1',,1'5' 1'5 
=1'11'21'31'0' and are obtained by taking antisymmetric 
products of k of the 1'" for k=O, 1, 2, 3, 4. (Greek in
dices will run from ° to 3 throughout.) The generators 
of this algebra satisfy t(y"yv +YvY,,) =-1)"v 
== - (diag(- + + + ))"v' Henceforth, unless a statement 
to the contrary is supplied, reference to any nXn repre
sentation will be understood to be over the Dirac 
algebra. 

The Clifford algebra of the real orthogonal space R 2• 4 

has generators r n , n=O, 1,2, 3, 4, 5 which are chosen 
to satisfy t(rjr j + r jr j) = - (diag(- + + + - +)iJ' The 
follOwing 2 x 2 representation of this algebra will be 
used here: 

L
" r -,,-

° 
-YJ _[0 YJ ,r5 - • 

° 1'5 ° 
(1 ) 

Again a complete basis for this Clifford algebra can be 
generated by taking anti symmetric products of k of the 
r i for 1<=0, •.• ,6. The fifteen matrices rij= t(r;r j 

- rjr j ) and ~.x=rlr2r3rOr4r5 constitute a basis of the 
Lie algebra su(2, 2)xu(1). 

The final Clifford algebra we need to consider is that 
of the real orthogonal space R6

•
O

• It has generators 
An' n=O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 which satisfy t(J\Aj+AJA j) 
= - (diag(- - - - - - »;J' The 2 x 2 representation of 
this algebra used here is determined by 

~'o OJ [0 YJ' 11.0= ,11.;= (i=1, 2, 3), 

° I' -1'; ° 

A
4
=r Cl, A

5
=fC °l, 

LcoJ ~-cJ 

where C =1'01'5' The fifteen matrices Ai] = t(A;A j 
- A jA;) together with ~In = 11.011.1 Az!l.3A4A5 constitute a 
representation of the Lie algebra su(4) x u(1) '" so(6) 

(2) 

x u(1) which was the internal part of the second supe r
symmetry of Ref, 5. 

III. Z4 GRADINGS OF CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 

Let C be a Clifford algebra for the real orthogonal 
space RP'o (signature p(- )q(+» and let g" i=1, 2, ... ,p 
+ q = n be the gene rators of C satisfying 

(3) 

Let C k be the (~) dimensional subspace of C with a 
basis consisting of the antisymmetric products of k of 
the gt' For s =0, 1, 2, 3 define As = C lflC 5+4 EBC s+B m ••. 
and let x be inA i and y inA j' Define a product on C 
by x@ y = texy + (- ); jyx). It is not difficult to show that 
x<iJ y is an element of A m where m = (i + j) mod 4 so that 
C becomes a Z4 graded algebra with this product which 
we shall call the Z~ algebra on RP, 0 [or (Z~)P. 0]. 

Define Bo=A2' B 1 =Al1 B2 =Ao, B 3=A 3 and let x be 
in B i and y in B j' Define another product on C by x * y 
= Hxy - (- )iiyx). x * Y is an element of B m where m 
= (i + j)mod 4 so that this product also defines a Z 4 

graded structure on C which we shall call the Z 4* alge
bra on RP,o [or (Zt)P. 0 with graded subspaces «Zt)P.O)s 
for s==O, 1, 2, 3]. 
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IV. SUPER CLIFFORD ALGEBRA 

[J is a real algebra partitioned into subspaces [J Ii the 
indices of which are graded over Z4 and Z (although 
[Jii is trivial for Ijl >2). A 4x4 representation of[J is 
presented in table I in which the graded product (also 
denoted *) is determined by 

for x in [J i i and y in [)km [so that x * v is an element of 
[Jpo for p = (i + k)mod 4 and q=j + m j. Another product 
on [) is determined by 

x~y is an element of [Jab for a = (i + k + 2)mod 4 and b 
=j + m so that it respects a different grading on the 
Z 4 index. 6 Let [)k and [), m be the unions of the sub
spaces [)krn for fixed k and m, respectively. ([)o is the 
supersymmetry of Ref. 5 characterized by an internal 
subalgebra su(4)xu(1) [see Table OJ, 

Two important subalgebras of [) are [)ex (external) and 
[Jin (internal). [Jex is essentially the Z: algebra on R2,4. 
In Table lone sees how the 2X2 representation of (Z:j2,4 
determined by (1) is mapped onto[J", The adjoining of 
the odd components [J 0,01 from Ref, 5 to [Jex determines 
the rest of [), In particular the internal subalgebra 
[J in of [J appears, It is isomorphic to the Z: algebra 
on R6

, 0, The isomorphism between the 2 x 2 representa
tion of (Z:)6,O determined by (2) and the 4x4 representa
tion of [)in is given in Table I [note that the respective 
images of «Zt)6,O)s' s=l, 3 are the subspaces[)JO, j 
= 3, 1 of [J j, Finally note that [J ex and [Jin cannot inter
act through the algebra product without an intermediate 
in [J, 01' 

V. CONJUGATION 

Let C be the Clifford algebra of the general space 
RP,. as in Sec, III. Conjugation on C is an anti-involu
tion determined by the conditions gj = - gj for the genera
tors of C, and (uv)- = v-u- for arbitrary elements u and v 
of C, This implies that if u is in «Z4*)I>,o)s then u- = - u 

T ABLE I. The basic of 0 is presented. The subspaces 0 ex, 0 In, and 0,01 are separately displayed. 

[) ex. In the table below the 2 x 2 matrices listed correspond to 4 x 4 matrices in 0 ex in the folloWing way: 

;}~ 
0 0 

l] ~ 
0 0 
0 0 o . 
0 0 y 

lJ:m 

/1/=-2 m=O m=2 
n=o[o 

'Y5fg ~ [a~v ° J[l ° ]~5 0] o 0",," 0 - 1 ° -1', ~ ~'~J 
n=lD ~ ~5 ~ ~u OJ [SYu ° J ° I' ° -ysy ~ ~~ [~ ~J 
n=2[0 ~ 

yu ° Gu v 0J[Y5 0J[l ~ o - O"uv ° ys 0 1 [~ ~ 
n=lo ~ 

O"uv ° ~5YU ° J [Yu OJ ° YsYu 0 -yu ~ ~u3 
Action of conjugation on Oex: 

o In. The correspondence between the following 2 x 2 matrices and 4 x 4 matrices in Oln is: 

D ~~ (subscripts i and j range from 1 to 3) 

m=O 

n=O [6s ~J ~5 -~ ~ij ° J ~Ij OJ G~ ~ G Y~ IT O"lj [0 O"O~ ° O"ij ° - eTl· 1'5 ° ali 0 - eTOI ° 
n=l 

[1'/ OJ ~i ~J ~'Yi O~ ~'Yl OJ GOc ~1 [0 ~ ~ ~] ~ y,~~ o ~j o -Yj o 1',1'1 ° -YsYl -YO 0 1'1 0 1',1'1 0 

n=2 G ~J ~-G ~Ol OJ ~Ol -~oJ C ° Y~ ~ ~J C ° alj ~ ao~ ° eTOI -Ys ° -ali aOI ° 
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10 y;r 
Lyo oJ 

[Yo ol 
lJ! - Yil 

() ,+1' The indices 11 and 0' are independent so that the matrices below each signify eight basis elements. 

() n,+1 

[j y" y" 0 ~ o 0 Cy" 
o 0 Cy" 
000 

n=O 

D 
r"C r",C 

~8 0 0 
0 0 1'" 

0 0 
0 

n=l 

0 1'" 1'", 

~z~~ 0 0 
0 0 -CYa 
0 0 0 

n=2 

U 
-Y"C-Y",C 

~~ 0 0 
0 0 Ya 
0 0 0 

n=:l 

0.-,· The m't x Y J uO 0 0 U ofO-D o 0 0 u x" 0 0 ~ , n,+1 n,"1 

o 0 0 v - y" 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 -u " -v " 

is a linear isomorphism. 

Action of conjugation on D ,.1: 

[~ 
0 0 1[' 0 0 

U 
0 0 o _ You" 0 0 
0 0 ~ - it" 0 0 
U 11 -X"Yo - Y"Yo 

for 5=0, 1 and u"=u for 5=2, 30 If X=Xigi then Eq" (3) 
implies (x, y)=x*y" where (x, y) is the RP,q inner pro
duct of x and y" 

Conjugation thus defined onL) eX andL) In can be extended 
to all ofD (uniquely up to sign). Its action onL) is pre
sented in Table L 

VI. 4,VECTORS 

In this section 4-vectors will be imbedded in jJex. 

These imbeddings can be used to assign explicit 
conformal transformations to elements ofL) ex. We shall 
concentrate on the Poincare group here. Since L)in and 
L) ,.1 play no part in this the 2 x 2 representation of Dex 
in Table I and Sec. II will be used and the imbedding 
into L) will be understood. 

Let x" be a space-time 4-vector and x=x"Y .. o Define 
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u y,y" y,Y" ° J 
o 0 - CY5'Y" 
o 0 - CY5Y", 
000 

U 
~y,y"C ~)WoC o~ 

o 0 1",1'" 
o 0 '}'"I" 
o 0 0 

D 
y,y" y,Y" 0 J 
o 0 Cy,y" 
o 0 C'YS)'a 
000 

~ 
YaY" C Yr,Ya C 

° ~ 0 0 YJI' /.L 

0 0 6~1Q 
0 0 

[1 
x y 1[" U"Yo V"Yo ~:~:] 0 0 11 _ 0 0 0 
0 0 1J - 0 0 0 - YoY 
0 0 o 0 0 0 0 

X] 
I in D~x" 
21's 

The Poincare group is then generated by the matrices 
r "v = r" ~ r v (Lorentz transformations) and T" 

=±(rs" - r4l') translationsL For example, if v=y"y", 
then 

exp(1'''T ,,)X1 (x) exp(-l' v T) 

=r Ys~ r x YSX] r 
~ d~5 x ~ 

Similarly X 2 (X)I--X2 (x+y). X 2 has the advantage that it 
commutes with Ll.ex which is the generator of phase 
transformations in L) (that is, Ll.e. takes the place of 
the imaginary unit i). 

Momentum 4-vectors obviously cannot be imbedded in 
the same way. Let p" be the momentum 4-vector of a 
particle and p = p"y ". Let J =J"va"v, where J"v is the 
antisymmetric angular momentum tensor of the parti-
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cle defined so that if the particle is spinless with 
4-position x =x"y" then J=~(xp - px). 

Define 

fysp 
I\(p,J) = L 0 

2J] in D;x, 
YsP 

These matrices are consistent with the actions of r "v 
and T" defined above. For example, 

Note that P 2 commutes and PI anticommutes with the 
phase generator Aex, 

It should be obvious that the choice of T" to repre
sent translations was to some extent arbitrary. We 
can obtain a representation of translations and 4-vector 
imbeddings dual to that given above by applying a con
jugate transpose anti-involution on elements of [) . 
For example, 

L
YSP 

0 J pf(p, J)= 

- 2J YsP 
and P~(p) = [0 °l. 

lsP oj 
The dual translation gene rator is T~ = - i(r s" + r 4")' 

VII. SPINORS AND TWISTORS 

A spmor in [) is an element of [) .1' Henceforth 7f 
will refer to an object linear in Y" ~nd Y5Yv and w will 
be linear in a, Ys' and a "v. Represent the y-matrices 
by the following 4 x 4 complex matrices: 

Yo=JIl. ol, Yk=IO ia~, 1'5=[0 m]. 
Lo - ~ hak 0 J - It 0 

where the Pauli matrices are 

[
1 OJ 10 -~ 

a l = 0 _ 1 ' a2 = L oj' 

o,~~ ~. 
(Note-the algebra is still real despite the complex 
representation. ) The matrices 7f and w take the forms 

WI - w! 

These are Weyl spinors with internal indices. 

The Hermitian transposes of these matrices satisfy 
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7ft = _ 7f" and wt = w' so that the adjoint spinors are 
Tf = 7Ttyo = - 7T' Yo = - Yo7T- and w = Wt")/O = W' Yo = Yow-, 

Therefore, 

0 0 - ~: 0 0 w 7f 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 -7f -w 

0 0 0 0 ~ l:' 0 0 IT 

0 7f' W' 0 0 0 0 

(see Table 1). 

We can construct in[) objects that behave at least 
formally like twistors. Define 

o 7T 0 

000 

000 

o 

o 
o 

and let p = p"y" and J =J"va ,,"v be as in the last section 
with the added condition that p2=0 (massless particle). 
The translation generator T" generates the following 
actions on the matrices Sk: 

(4) 

where l' = 1'''1'" defines the translation. 

Suppose 7TTf = P and IT7T = 0 [these conditions are met 
by 7T=exp(ys e)p(2PoJ-1

/
2 j, and -i(WIT-7TW)ys=J. Then 

SI(7f, W)*S2(7T)=-ip1 (p, J) and 52 (7ThS2 (7T)=-P2 (p). (5) 

The transformations (4) and the relations (5) are for
mally similar to transformations and relations on the 
components of twistors as they are commonly 
presented. 4 

VIII. A LAGRANGIAN 

The operator D=P2(Pl(~ =3""1' .. ) and its dual will be 
used in the construction of a simple Lagrangian for a 
massless spinor field. The field <jJ(x) in plane-wave 
form with momentum spinor 7T is imbedded in[) as 
follows: 

'l! = exp(AeXp"x,,)S2(lT) exp(- Aexpvx) 

= S2(exp (Ysp"x,,)7f) = 52 (<jJ (x». 

The Lagrangian will be self-dual (La = L ) and strictly 
contained in [) In. Its invariances include the Poincare 
group and internal SU(2)XU(1). Define 
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If u=exp(8 iio;) (sums from 1 to 3) and v=exp(Y5¢) 
then 

1 

W=UV= 
0 

0 

0 

0 

111' 

0 

0 

o 0 

o 0 

1 0 

o 1 

is an SV(2) x V(l) transformation which acts nontrivially 
on 'l'[Le" WS2(~)W-1 =S2(ijJt,-1 U-1)). The action of Won 
'l'd(D'l'd) is (Wd)-1'l'dWd(WDW-1(Wd)"1'l'dWd). Since external 
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and internal elements commute and V cancels this ac
tion reduces to U('l'd(D'l'd))V-1• The action of W on L is 
therefore U L U-1 or L - uLu-1

• L is of the form A + A A 

+yoAyo+A- which implies L is a real-valued function 
multiplying the identity. Therefore, uLu-1 = L. Poincar~ 
invariance is similarly shown. The equation of motion 
of the field </! is Y5iijJ=O. 

II. R. Porteous, Topological Geometry (Van Nostrand-Rein
hold, London, 1969). 

2L. Corwin, Y. Ne'eman, and S. Sternberg, Rev. Mod. Phys. 
47, 573 (1975); V. G. Kac, Commun. Math. Phys. 53, 31 
(1977). 

3F. Gliozzi and J. Scherk, CERN Preprint TH 2253 (1976). 
4R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 8, 345 (1967); R. Penrose and 
M. A. H. MacCallum, Phys. Rep. 6, 24 (1972). 

5G. Dixon, J. Math. Phys. (to be published). 
sA pure commutator product is possible on D if odd (even) 
Grassmann parameters are introduced into elements with 
odd(even) Z index. The Z4 grading as a result becomes a 
Z2 x Z2 grading. 
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All continuous irreducible linear representations of SL(3,R) on a Banach space are studied and classified, 
using successively infinitesimal methods and methods of induced representations. Irreducibility and 
equivalence criteria are given in terms of the values of the invariants of the representation as well as in 
terms of the inducing characters. The reduction into irreducible factors I)i of the restriction to SU(2) is 
carried out and the multiplicity of each I)i is determined. A necessary and sufficient condition for an 
irreducible representation to be equivalent to a unitary representation is also established. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Weare interested in studying the irreducible repre
sentations (IR's) of the universal (twofold) covering 
group SL(3,lR) of the unimodular linear group SL(3,lR) 
(or, equivalently, the projective representations of the 
latter) in a Banach space. This problem has quite often 
been treated from different viewpoints, 1-5 but it has not 
been completely solved, The general theory of repre
sentations of noncompact Lie groups, developed by 
Gel'fand, Graev, Naimark, and their collaborators 
(see, for example, Ref. 6) has solved the problem of 
determining the principal series of representations of 
semisimple groups by constructive methods, using 
functional spaces over coset spaces of the group; un
fortunately, there is no method known so far which 
yields systematically all representations of such groups. 
One of the most powerful results in the domain is due 
to Harish-Chandra1 who has proved that all unitary IR's 
of a noncompact semisimple Lie group appear as 
factors of induced representations on functional spaces 
over the maximal compact subgroup. However this is not 
a very amenable tool because it is not immediate, 
technically speaking, to determine all possible unitary 
kernels of a given compact groupo Indeed, in the case 
of SL(3, lR), in the most exhaustive study of its UIR's 
due to Sijacki, 4 the author is led to make a restrictive 
conjecture about the form of the SU(2) kernels; so that 
in spite of the abundance of his results there is no proof 
of their exhaustiveness. 

Our method of investigation is based on the study of 
the Harish-Chandra module of the Lie algebra which 
decomposes to a direct sum of so(3) modules and to the 
study of the centralizer of so(3) as well as of ladder 
operators from one so(3) module to another. This 
procedure is justified by the fact that an irreducible 
module must be monogeneous; so that if the IR of 
G=SL(3,lR) operates on the Banach spaceB, and iff 
is a C W vector of B, then Uf is dense in B (U denoting 
the universal enveloping algebra of our group). Using 
this remark we see that one needs only to consider the 
Lie algebra action on a dense subspace of B, which we 
shall denote by B alg, and which is isomorphic to a 
quotient module of U by some left ideal!J (in fact the 
ideal which annihilates f). The action of U on B alg de
fines the representation within the so-called infinitesi
mal equivalence; once it is known, one can define B 
as a completion of B alg by introducing topologyo 

This procedure leads to a lack of information if 
stopped here; indeed, even if the ideal !J is sufficiently 
large (in particular if the center of U is represented 
by scalars), there is no standard method to decide 
whether UI.!) is an irreducible module; so one must 
axiomatically identify B alg not to U I!J but to U I!J I, 
where!J I is the maximal proper ideal containing!J. On 
the other hand, it is not sure at all, and in fact not 
true, that the representation obtained for general!) 
is integrable to the group, topology having been explicit
ly excluded from the beginning. 

The consideration of the maximal compact subgroup 
provides us with a strong classification principle: Since 
all Banach representations of a compact group are 
known to be finite dimensional, and since, in our case, 
the dimension defines the representation, the classifi
cation criterion will be the dimension 2l + 1 of the lowest 
dimensional irreducible component The number l will 
be called (improperly) the lowest weight of the repre
sentation (of G, or U, with which we are dealing). The 
lowest weight considerations combined with the fixed 
values taken by the invariants, enable us to classify the 
irreducible modules B alg and to obtain equivalence and 
irreducibility criteria (Theorem 1). 

To obtain necessary conditions for unitarity (which 
prove in fact to be sufficient) when working inside B alg 

we first grant B alg with a pre-Hilbert structure, then 
write down the inequalities due to the positiveness of 
the scalar product for a lowest weight vector <p and its 
immediate successors X <p through the ladder operators 
X, following the method used by Bargmann8 for SL(2, lR) 
and Naimark9 for SL(2, (1;). These criteria are estab
lished in Theorem 2 (= 2A + 2B + 2C + 2D). 

It remains to show (1) that the representations de
fined on B a1g are indeed integrable to group represen
tations and (2) that the unitarity criteria are not only 
necessary but also sufficienL Although general theo
rems are available for (1) (Lepowsky has recently 
proved that Harish-Chandra modules yield integrable 
representations), and though a critical survey of UIR's 
already constructed by the various authors would suf
fice, we chose to construct again from the beginning 
the induced representations of G and seek irreducible 
components with the help of Theorem 1. This method 
has the advantage of giving the j-multiplicity for every 
urn IJ' of SU(2), a result which is quite complicated to 
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obtain using infinitesimal methods only. The sufficient 
condition for unitarity is established by considerations 
on a two-step induction. 

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 contains 
the study of the properties of an algebra of so(3) tensors 
and introduces ladder operators through the techniques 
of reduction of a tensor product of so(3) modules, with
out any considerations on sl(3, IR), In Sec. 3 we study 
the universal enveloping algebra U of sl(3, IR) as an 
so(3) module. In Sec, 4 the results of the two previous 
sections are combined to yield lowest weight considera
tions which are summarized in Theorem 1. The suf
ficient conditions for unitarity, separated into four 
cases according to lowest weights, are established in 
Sec. 5 and Theorem 2A + 2B + 2C + 2D. The study of in
duced representations is carried out in Sec. 6 and all 
related results are established there. In the concluding 
Sec. 7 we compare our results with previous ones and 
we give some explicit formulas in the Appendix. 

2. BEHAVIOR OF SO(3) TENSORS 

Let U be an associative algebra which contains Ue, 

the universal enveloping algebra of so(3). The genera
tors of so(3) can be identified with the three independent 
components J kl = - J 1k (k, l = 1, 2, 3) of the skew sym
metric two-rank tensor J, and we shall denote by w the 
Casimir element of U e putting w = iJklJ1k (we adopt the 
Einstein summation condition for latin letters only, 
throughout this paper). We assume furthermore that the 
elements of U are linear combinations of tensors, so 
that the bracket representation of so(3) on U decomposes 
into the direct sum of finite odd dimensional representa
tions. The bracket representation (b. r.) on tensors T of 
rank one is given by 

(2.1) 

and the b. r. on tensors of rank n is the tensor product 
of n times the b. r. on tensors of rank one. 

Let R be a representation of U on some space S. If 
the decomposition of S into eigenspaces of w is known 
and if one wants to know how U / U e acts on these 
eigenspaces, one has to diagonalize the operator Adw 
defined by Adw(X) = [w, X]; this problem is of course 
equivalent to the reduction of the tensor product of two 
representations of so(3). 

We shall restrict ourselves to tensors of rank two 
(noticing however that similar formulas can be derived 
for tensors of any rank). From 2.1 one obtains 

(2.2) 

Since we expect contracted tensors, traceless sym
metric tensors, and skew symmetric tensors to behave 
differently, and since rank two tensors form an algebra 
under contraction, we introduce the following notations: 
E will denote the tensor with components Ekh IE the 
transposed one, with components (tE)kl =Ea , EF will 
denote the contracted product with components (EFhl 
= Ek,F/I , and the Kronecker 0kl symbol will be written 
lor, most often, omitted, Contracted indices shall also 
be omitted and we shall write (E) instead of iEkk • We 
shall also put 
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(2.3) 

If, in particular, we put E=l (or F=l) in (2.3), we 
obtain the traceless symmetric and skew-symmetric 
parts of the tensor F (or E). Finally we shall denote 
the contracted bracket by 

(2,4) 

The following two formulas can be derived by con
sidering the range {1, 2, 3} of the indices, First let 
A, B, C be traceless tensors of rank two; one has 

A",£BikCkB +A'kBkSC",£ +AkI!BcdC£k 

+AkBB£kC",£ +A£~"'iCkB +A"iBkBCik 

= O"'B(AIiB£kCkl +AiIBkiClk) +A",BBk1C 1k 

+Al~"'BCkl +Ak/B1kC"'B' (2.5) 

Next let K, L be skew-symmetric tensors of rank 
two; one has 

KiJL mn = 0i",Uin - 0inUi", - o£mUin + ainU,,,, 

with (2.6) 

Uim = Ki"Lhm - aim i(KL) , 

Let us now examine Adw, We first observe: 

Fact 1: The set of elements of U which commute with 
so(3) is a subalgebraX of U, The center C of X contains 
the algebraic span of Z and Z c' where Z is the center 
of U, and Z c is that of U c' The elements of X are exact
ly the tensors of rank zero (i. e" the fully contracted 
ones), 

Fact 2: There is an so(3) module isomorphism be
tween tensors of rank one and Skew-symmetric tensors 
of rank two given by 

(2,7) 

Now, having introduced K' in (2,2), one easily estab
lishes for skew-symmetric K: 

K'=JI\K-K=- KI\J+K, 

K" = Kw + K' - J(KJ), 

K'I\ J=- Kw +J(KJ). 

(2, Ba) 

(2. Bb) 

(2, Bc) 

Assume now that U acts on S by the representation 
R, S being the direct sum of S J such that S i is the eigen
space of w for the eigenvalue j(j + 1). (Of course there 
is no distinction algebraically possible between j and 
- j - 1.) Then iAdw acting on K is represented by the 
matrix 

(

0 j2 +j 
1 1 
o -1 ~) 

which has the eigenvalues j + 1, 0, and - j. Except for 
the two values w = 0 and w = - t, the three eigenvalues 
are distinct, so Adw is diagonalizable and K splits to 
three components K+, K-, KO =w~I(KJ) J, such that 
K"'SJCSJ+,,' The two components K+, K- arej-dependent 
and transform to one another by the transformation 
j - - j - L We have the following formulas for 
w(w +t)*O: 
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K = K+ + xu;-IJ + K- with x = (KJ) , 

K' =:: (j + 1) K+ - j K- , 

and conversely 

so that 

HO=(t1l'2- w t 1xJxJ with x:::: (KJ), (2. 18a) 

(2j + 1) W= U +2)-I(KxJ +r1K' xJ - (4w -1)HO), 

(2,18b) (2j + 1) K+=jK + K' - (j + 1t1xJ 

=(j+l)K-K/\J-(j+1)-lxJ, 

(2j + l)K-=U +1)K- K' -r1xJ 

(2. lOa) (2.1 + 1) H-= U - 1tl(KxJ - (j + 1t1K' xJ - (iw -1) HO), 

(2,18c) 

=jK +KAJ -r1xJ. (2. lOb) (4j+2)H++=2(j+l)H-HxJ+(j+2)-1 

If Z is another skew-symmetric tensor with (ZJ) =y 
we can form the quantities (Z+K-) and (Z-K+) which com
mute with 11': 

(Z-K+)= (2) + 1)-I[(j + 1)(ZK)- «Z AK)J) - (j + 1)-lyX ], 

(2. lla) 

(Z+K~) = (2.1 + 1)-ILi(ZK) + «Z !IK) J) - rlyx], (2. lIb) 

If we restrict ourselves to integrable representations 
of so(3), the exceptional value 11' = - } will never occur 
and the value N' = ° will correspond to the trivial repre
sentation, for which J = 0, Choosing arbitrarily non
negative values for j, we have, for j = 0, K = K' = K+ and 
KO=K-=::x=O. We can include this case in formulas 
(2.9)-(2,11) by adopting the convention that X1l,-1 is 
finite for j :::: 0 0 

Finally, using (2.6) we find, for skew-symmetric 
K and Z: 

(Z A K)' = (ZJ) K - Z(KJ) , 

[(KJ), (KK)] = «K/\ K)'K) + (K(K;\ K)'), 

(KXJ) 1\ J = K(lr -1) + K' + ~Jxo 

(2.12) 

(2,13) 

(2.14) 

We now repeat the same procedure with the traceless 
symmetric tensor H; if K=Hi\J=JAH, we obtain: 

H' =JxH - 3H =- HXJ + 3H, 

H"=H(4w - 3) +4H' - 3KXJ, 

H'XJ=- 4HlO +HxJ+3KxJ, 

(2.15a) 

(2. 15b) 

(2.15c) 

Since (KXJ)' =K' xJ we see that, if H acts on 5j, 
~Adw is represented by the matrix M, the eigenvalues 
ofwhichare-2j+1, -j, 0, j+1, 2j+3, 

(2j + 3)(2j - 1) 
4 

-3 

° 
° 

° ° ° 1 

° 

0 

° jU + 1) 
1 
-1 

The eigenvalues of !vI are distinct for 

(w +t)w(w - t)(w - 2)* 0. 

Except for these values H splits into five components: 

(2. 16a) 

H' =:: (2j + 3) W+ + U + 1) W - jW- (2j - 1) H= , (2. 16b) 

such that H'" carries Sf into 5 f +",. From (2,14) we obtain 

(K± xJ) AJ =K±(j2 +j - t ± (j +~)), 

and (2.17) 

«JXJ)(JXJ) = iw2 - w, 
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x(_ 2KXJ - (j + 1)-IK' XJ +tj(2j -1)HO), 

(2,18d) 

(4) + 2) W =2jH +H xJ + (j _1)-1 

X (- 2K XJ + r 1K' xJ + }(j + 1)(2j + 3) HO). 

(2.18e) 

If G is another traceless symmetric tensor such 
that G/IJ=L we have: 

(GW) = (j2 + 2jtl(LK+), (GH-) = (j2 -l)-I(LK-), 

(GH++) = - (GW) + (4j + 2tl[2(j + 1)(GH) 

- «G /\ H) J) + w-1(LK') - (2j - l)(GHO)], 

(GH=) = - (GH-) + (4j + 2t1[2j(GH) 

+ «G A H) J) - 71,-1 (LK') - (2j + 3)(GHO)]. 

(2. 19a) 

(2. 19b) 

(2. 19c) 

Examining the exceptional values of w (or j) for inte
grable representations of so(3) we drop w = - {. For 
w=O, j=O the representation is trivial. From (2, 15a) 
we get H' = 3H, hence H =H++ and the formulas (2,16)
(2,19) are valid under the convention that r1l2J is finite 
forj=O, 

For Ii' = ~, j::=1, the representation is a multiple of 
the two-dimensional one, for which JXJ =0, From (2,5) 
and (2. 15a) one obtains 

2H"::= H(4w - 15) + llH' + 3HX (JxJ), (2.20) 

hence ~-Adw has the eigenvalues 4 and %, corresponding 
to H++ and H+, We leave it to the reader to check that 
the above formulas hold under the convention HO = 0 and 
that they yield W =W = 0, 

For 11,) = 2, j::= 1, H- and H~ cannot be separately de
fined, but their sum can be defined by ¢ =H - H++ - H+ 
-Ho, as well as A= ¢/\J, We then obtain lUi, ¢] 
=- 2¢ +JXA, [w,A)=- 2A, If we admit only integrable 
representations, JX A must vanish since AS! C So on 
which so(3) must be trivially represented, and His 
again the sum of eigenvectors of Adw, We leave it to 
the reader to verify that in fact rp vanishes, by using 
the fact that the contraction-free symmetric tensor of 
rank three of Uc (which is a polynomial of degree three 
in the J's) vanishes on 51' 

3. THE ENVELOPING ALGEBRA OF SL(3,~) 

We shall use now the results of the previous section, 
assuming that U is the universal enveloping algebra 
of s1(3, lR). The generators of the eight- dimensional 
Lie algebra form a traceless tensor E, the commuta
tion relations being 
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[EIJ,EkIJ= OkiEII- 0IlEki • (3.1) 

We identify so(3) inside s1{3,lR) by putting J=E- tEo 
We shall denote by 8 the inv01utive automorphism of 
U, the restriction of which on sl(3,lR) is 

(3.2) 

and the restriction of 8 to U c is the identity. 

Let us now examine some invariant subspaces of U 
under the adjoint representation. We shall denote by F 
the traceless rank two tensor F = EE + t(tE tF) - t(E2), 
and by T(r) and T(I) the symmetric tensors of rank three 
(with ten components each) defined by 

T~/~c:t =E"kl(ErxkF ad - F rxkE",/), 

T~~o: =Ekla(Fk",E,o: - Eko:F ,c,)' 

Notice that 8F=tF and 8T(l)=T(r). 

Using (2.5) and (3.1) one easily proves: 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

Fact 3: A necessary and sufficient condition for an 
s1(3, R) submodu1e of U to be isomorphic to the s1(3, R) 
module E is to be a linear combination of E and F with 
coefficients in the center Z of U. 

More precisely, we have 

[(F + AtE)li, (F + A2E)kl1 

= Elkh Tm + E j/hT W + okj«a + AI A2) E 

+ (At + A2)F)11 - Ol/«a + AIA2) E + (AI + A2)F)ki , 

where a=l +j.(E2) lies inZ; and 

2E2 =F +a -1 + 3E, 

2EF=2FE=aE+b+3F, 

2F2 = (- a + 2)F + 2bE + a2 - a + 3aE. 

(3.4) 

(3,5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 

The elements a and b =4-(EF) span Z algebraically. 
Notice that 8a =a, eb = - b. 

The bracket of E and T(T), T{l) is: 

[Ekl , T~ltlrJ = 0/0: T~~ + OIB1k(;~ 

+ OlyT~~)B- OkIT~ldr> 

[Ek" T~JrJ = - O"kT)S; - OBkT);~ 

- OYkT k<:1 + 01kT~1r • 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

Let us now introduce the symmetric and skew-sym
metric components of E and F, as well as the contracted 
components of T(r) and T(l) which yield skew-symmetric 
two rank tensors. Putting 

H=E+tE, G=F+tF, K=F-tF, 

we obtain from (3.5): 

2111 

H2 + J2 =G + 2(a -1) + 3J, 

HJ +JH =K + 3H, 

HG +JK=GH +KJ=aH +2b +3K, 

JG +HK=GJ +KH=aJ+3G, 

GG +KK= (2 - a)G +bH +2a(a - 1) + 3aJ, 

GK +KG= (2 - a)K +bJ +3aH. 
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(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

(3.7c) 

(3.7d) 

(3.7e) 

(3.7f) 

Putting 

Z = HK - GJ = KH - JG, 

K' ==JK - KJ=GH - HG, 
(3.8) 

we have ZaB+K~B=EOlBhT~n, Z"B-K~B=E"'BhTW and 
(3. 4)--{3. 6) yield: 

[H;H1=5J, [H;J1=[J;H1=3H, [J;J1=J, 

[H; G1=[G; H1 = 5K, [H; K1 = [K; H1 =3G, 

[J; K1 = [K; J1 = K, (3.9) 

[G;G]=5aJ+2Z, [G;K]=3aH-2K: 

[K;G]=3aH+2K: [K;K]=aJ-2Z, 

[H;Z)=- [z;H1=3K', [H;K']=- [K';H]=3Z, (3.10) 

We shall now examine the commutator X of so(3) in 
U. We have: 

Far! 4: X is algebraically spanned by the five elements 

(E2) = t(a - 1), (EF)= tb, 
(J2)=w, (JK)=x, (JZ)=y. 

The proof of this fact lies on the decomposability 
properties of contracted products of tensors of rank two 
given by (2.5) and (2.6) and on the remark that a tensor 
of rank zero is the contracted product of a rank two ten
sor by either H or J. Note that 0 = 1 on (l, Il',l' and 
G = - 1 on Ii alldl. 

Now let K=H/J, L=Gf.J. From (3.7d) and (3.8) we 
obtain 

L+Z=aJ, H;\K=Z+aJ, Kf\K=2L-aJ, 

so that 

(K2) = aU! +y, (KK) = 3y, (LJ) =aw - y. 

Using (3,7), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11) we obtain 
immediately: 

(H2)=3(a-1)-u', (HG)=(GH)=3b-x, 

(G2) = 3a(a - 1)- aU' - y, 

(HH')=9(a - 1) - 81/!, (HG') = (GH /)=9b - 8x, 

(GG /) = 9a(a - 1) - 8au, - 5y. 

Next, we establish 

G/\ K +2K' =Ki\G- 2K' =2bJ - (a- 2)K, 

hence 

(LK) = (KL) = 2bw - (a - 2)x. 

(3.11) 

(3. 12a) 

(3. 12b) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Now by means of (2.6) one establishes that for ef>-tef> 
=A +tA=O one has: 

(ef>XA) ~J + (ef>/A).' =3ef>/'A - 2ef>/\A', 

J ~(Axef» - (A/\q:,)1 =3A /lef> +2A' /\ef>, 

(3. 15a) 

(3. 15b) 

hence, putting A=Z, ef>=H, and in view of ZXH+HXZ 
=0, one obtains 

(;(L') + (LK') = 6 (lnu - (a -1)x). 

Finally, using (2. 13) one obtains 

(;(L ') - (LK') = Hx, y 1. 
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4. CLASSIFICATION OF IR'S BY SU(2) LOWEST 
WEIGHT 

Let us now examine an irreducible representation of 
SL(3, R) on a Banach space 8, or, more exactly, an 
irreducible representation of U on 8 al., a dense sub
space of B. Irreducibility implies that 8 aI. is mono
geneous and isomorphic to a quotient module of U: For 
every rpEBal.Urp must be either 8 ah itself or zero. If, 
in particular U rp *" 8 ale' then rp must itself be equal to 
zero. 

On the other hand, since we are dealing with repre
sentations integrable to the whole group, they must be 
integrable to the maximal compact subgroup SU(2). For 
this reason there must be a lowest value 1 taken by j, 
such that j(j + 1) is an eigenvalue of the Casimir opera
tor of SU(2). If 8 al• decomposes into the discrete sum 
8 a1 .=EBJ>o,8 J , 2j taking integral values, then, for any j, 
8 atg =U8 J

; in view of what immediately precedes, 8J it
self must be monogeneous, i. e., generated by the action 
of XU c on anyone of its elements, X denoting as pre
viously the set of zero rank tensors. Notice also that the 
center Z must be represented by scalar operators. 

In what follows we shall use the results established in 
the previous sections to express thatH=, e=, K-, L
vanish on 8 I (and also that H=, e= vanish on 8 1+1). This 
property will suffice to establish criteria of irreduci
bility, equivalence and unitarity. 

By straightforward substitution we obtain: 

(4j + 2)(PW)J = V - j)"I{(2j - l)-IX] 

- (2j - 3)(YJ - awl +j(2j -1)[a(j - 3) 

- j(j - 1)2]}, (4.1a) 

(2j + 1)(pe= + eW)J = (i - j)-I{(2j - 1)"1 

x [ax,w - t(x,y, + y jX,)] 

+ (2j - 3)axj - (2j _1)(j2 - 3j + 3)x, 

+ (j - 3)j(2j - l)b}, (4,lb) 

(4j +2)(pe=- eW),= (j2 - j)"I(2j _1)-1(j - %)[x"y I]' 

(2j2 +j)</(K-),=- X] +YjV - 2j) +aw\ 

t(2i +j)</(L - + LK)j =i(x,y, +y ,Xj) + (2j2 - j) 

X(bw-axj+x,), 

(2l + j)</(L - - LK-), = - i(j - 2)[x "y j]. 

We may also introduce the linear combinations: 

(2j + l)j [2 (2j - 1 )(PW) j + (j - 1)-1 </(K-)] 

= (j - 1)[9j2a - j2(2j - 1)2 - 3y J]' 

(2j + l)j[(2j -1)(He= + eW)j +t(j - 1)"I</(L - + LK-)j] 

(4,lc) 

(4.2a) 

(4,2b) 

(4.2c) 

(4.3a) 

= (j - 1)[3bj(2j -1) +xj(3a + 1- 4(j - 1)2)], (4.3b) 

2(2j + l)j[2(2j - 1)(pe= - GW), - (j - 1)"I(KL - - LK-)j] 

(4.3c) 

Setting both sides of these relations to zero we see 
that [x,y] vanishes. The remaining four relations are 
not independent. We shall examine them separately: 
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(A) j > 1 

All factors e=, H=, K-, L - are well defined. Notice 
that if j =%, relations (4.1) are not sufficient to es
tablish [x, y] = 0, while in all other cases they suffice; 
this means that [x, y ] vanishes on 8 1

+
1 as well, unless 

1 =i. If all relations hold, we have, for j = 1: 

y 1 = 12[3a - }(21_1)2], 

aXI + 1(21- l)b -}(21- 1)(21- 3)xI = 0, 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The eigenvalues of the four operators a, b, x, y can 
be given in terms of two independent parameters, A and 
1: 

Y 1 = 12[3A2 - t(l + 1)2], 

x, = 1(21-1)A, 

a=A2+t(Z2-21), 

b =- A3 +A(l-1)2, 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

(4.8c) 

(4.8d) 

We see that if the lowest weight 1> 1 of the repre
sentation is imposed, a and b cannot be arbitrarily 
chosen, but they must obey the relation 

[(3a +1) - (1-1)2][(3a +1)- 4(1-1)2]2 - 27b2=0. 

(4.9) 

Conversely if two arbitrary values of a and bare 
given, the above equation is an equation on 11 2 = (1- 1)2, 
which admits, in general, three solutions, Rewriting 
it as an equation on Il we have 

[41l 3 - 3(3a + 1)1l]2 - [(3a + 1)3 - 27b2] = 0, (4.10) 

and this equation must admit an integral or half-integral 
positive number as a solution. 

As for the number A, it is the root of the equation 

(4.11) 

We point out that, for fixed A and Il, the other two 
roots of (4.11) are A' =t(- A + )J.), AI/ =t(- A - Il), while 
the other two roots of (4.10) are 1l,2 =h3A - Il)\ iJ. 1/2 

= {-(3A + iJ.)2. 

We see also that if a, b, and 1 are given, satisfying 
(4.9), then A is fixed as easily seen on (4.6), unless 

b=3a- (21-1)(21- 3)=0, (4.12) 

in which case we have two possible values for A, the 
values A = ± (1-1), 

We shall call "relevant lowest weight" and abbreviate 
by RLW the representations described in this case. 

(B) j = 1 

In this case the two sets of relations (4.2) and (4.3) 
yield only two independent equations; as shown in the 
previous section there is no problem with the j - 1 in 
the denominator since JXK- must vanish; the left-hand 
side of (4.3a), (4.3b) is defined and the right-hand side 
vanishes, so we obtain only 

xi +Yl - 4a=0, 

X1Y, - (a-l)xl +2b=0, 
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It is clear that we have the choice of two independent 
parameters to label the representation. If xl is chosen 
as one of the labeling parameters, the other being any 
linear combination of a and y, the labeling is one to 
one; but if, say, a and b are fixed, x is given by an 
equation of degree three, 

x~ - (3a +1)Xl - 2b=0. (4.14) 

We check that (4.14) can easily be derived from (4.11) 
by taking 

(4. 15a) 

\ being one of the three roots of (4.11). In fact if one 
parametrizes a and b by \ and IJ. as in (4.8), 

a=\2+t(IJ.2-1), b=\(IJ.2_\2), (4. 15b) 

we obtain in general three values for xl> namely - 2\, 
\ + J.J., \ - IJ., We shall use the abbreviation LW1 for 
representations of lowest weight l = 1 0 

(C) j =i 
In this case Eqs. (4.1), (4.2) give rise to 

X=y -aw=O, (4.16) 

which expresses that JXJ=O, hence <!iJ)=(LJ)=O. 
Representations with lowest weight l = i, in abbrevia
tion LW~, are thus completely characterized by the 
quantitites a and b, so that Eqs. (4.11) and (4.14) play 
no role here. We recall that as seen in case (A), repre
sentations LW~ need not have an irreducible restric
tion to su (2) for the next to the lowest weight, j = t. 

(D) j =0 

In this case (4.16) holds again with w = 0, so that now 

x=y=o. (4.17) 

Representations of lowest weight zero, LWO in ab
breviation, are, like LwL determined by a and b 
alone. In what concerns the next-to-the-Iowest weight, 
we see thatB 1 ={0}, since all skew-symmetric rank two 
tensors in IJ involve J at least once; so that if IfJ EO BO, 
KIfJ=LIfJ=O. 

Now, examining (4.11) closer we see it has in general 
three distinct roots; two of them will coincide if the 
discriminant is zero, or, equivalently, if I-' = 0 is a root 
of (4.10); that is, if 

(4,18) 

In this case (4.11) becomes 

(4.19) 

Notice that there is a triple root \=0 if b=3a +1 =0, 

Coming now to (4.10) to seek RLW representations, 
we are searching for roots I-' of (4.10) such that 41-'2 is 
a strictly positive square integer. The six roots of 
(4,10) can be separated into two triplets:!:: (J.J.l, J.J.2, 1-'3) 
such that III +J.J.2=J.J.3' Thus either one or three of the 
numbers 2111 are relative integers (or none of them!). 
Discarding the solution Il = 0, if any, because it leads 
to a LW1 representation, and which is obtained if and 
only if (4,18) holds, we are now able to give the a priori 
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equivalence criteria for all integrable representations 
of U, within, of course, infinitesimal equivalence. 

Theorem 1: All stronglY continuous irreducible rep
resentations lR of SL(3, R) on a Banach space B can be 
defined by the action of the infinitesimal generators on 
the dense subspace B alg ;B alg is the irreducible factor 
generated by the action of U on 1fJ, EO B I, The space B I 
is (2l + I)-dimensional and the scalar representation 
X I of X on B I determines IR up to equivalence. There 
are four series of representations according to the 
value of the lowest weight l : 0, i, 1, or > 1. For given 
values (a, b) of the invariants of U, there exist the 
following irreducible representations in the different 
series (up to equivalence): 

LWO: one. 

LW~: one; 

LW1: ifb 2 -(a+t)3*0: three, 

if b2 - (a + t)z=O, b *0: two, 

if b=a+t=O: one, 

RLW: There are as many inequivalent IR's for fixed 
a, b, corresponding to the weight l, as many roots 
(each one counted with its multiplicity) of (4,20) are 
squared nonzero integers: 

(4.20) 

the weight l being equal to t .fS + 1, If there are more 
than one such roots, either b2 =(a+t)3, and in this case 
there are two !R's, with l=1 +t (a +t)1I2; or bZ 

* (a + t)3, and there are three of them, corresponding 
to l1> lz, l3' such that 

1 < 11 '" lz < II + l2 - 1. 

Either two of them are half-integer and the third one 
integer, or all three are integers, in which case there 
are two even ones and one odd one, or three odd ones. 

5. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR UNITARITY 

Let us now introduce a scalar product (1fJ i if;) = (if; ilfJ) 
which gives a pre-Hilbert structure to B alg, and ask the 
question whether the IR f!.. is equivalent to a unitary one. 
We shall establish here the necessary conditions for 
unitarity. 

If f!.. is unitary, iEkI must be an essentially self
adjoint operator, Completely symmetrized polynomials 
in the Ekl's must have real (imaginary) eigenvalues if 
their degree is even (odd). We thus immediately obtain 

(5.1) 

Since representations of the RLW series depend on 
a single parameter \ other than I, and we have x, 
=\(2[-1)[, one has: 

Theorem 2A: A necessary condition for a represen
tation (\, l) of the RLW series to be unitary is that \ 
be an imaginary number, 

Since B j and B j' are orthogonal for} *}', and since 
H =H+++H+ +Ho +H-+H-, we have 

z 2 

(HkhIfJIHkhlfJ)= 6 (H;~IfJIH:hlfJ) =- 6 (1fJIHkhH:hlfJ). 
0<=-2 0<=-2 
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Summing over the five components, we see that (HH"') 
(and not only (HH» must take as eigenvalues negative 
real numbers because of positive definiteness of the 
scalar product. The same holds for <$.K"') (the minus 
sign is due to the inner product ( ) for a skew- sym
metric tensor, and K* =K with respect to the scalar 
product), hence for <$.K') = (I + 1) <$.K+) I • Thus we have 
from (3.11) 

(5.2) 

which is of course a stronger condition than (HH) ,;:; 0. 
Check through (4.8) that (5.2) is fullfilled for imaginary 
A in the RIW case. For I = 1, (5.2) can be written in 
the (XI> a) or the (A, t-t) parametrization as 

4a- x r=t(j..l2-1),;:;0 (5.3) 

hence a ,;:;hr,;:; 0. 

In terms of the (a, b) labeling, we see that for real 
numbers a and ib either one or three of the solutions 
of (4.11) are imaginary according to whether b2 

- (a + t)3 is negative or positive. Since, anyhow, 

[(j..l +3A)2_ 4][(j..l- 3A)2 - 4]=[(2 +j..l)2_ 9A2][(2 _ j..l)2 -9A2] 

is strictly positive for j..l2,;:; 1, A imaginary, we can, 
without loss of generality, multiply both sides of the in
equality (5.3) with the above expression to obtain 

b2 _ a(a - 1)2"" ° and a';:; 0. (5.4) 

Thus we have: 

Theorem 2B: A necessary condition for a represen
tation of the LW1 series to be unitary is xi,;:; ° and Yl ,;:; 0, 
or equivalently, A imaginary and j..l2 ,;:; 1; with respect 
to the (a, b) labeling, this condition for at least one of 
the IR's defined in Theorem 1 is expressed by a';:; 0, 
b2 ,;:; 0, and b2 "" a (a - 1) 2, while the condition for all 
three of them is a '-S 0, /)2'-S 0, and b2 "" (a + t)3. 

We note that (a + W =a(a - 1)2 + t(3a - W "" a(a - 1)2, 

We also note that for 1 = ~, (5. 2) yields a '-S ° and for 
I = ° it adds nothing. 

Coming now to the case 1 = 0, we see that for a non
zero epEBo, Hep and Gep lie inB2 (in fact they spanB 2, 

as easily established with the help of the relations in 
lj), The positive-definiteness of the scalar product in 
8 2 can be expressed in terms of the Schwarz 
in equali ty , 

(Hep I Hep)(Gep IGep) - (Hep I Gep)(Gep IHep) "" 0, 

where Hand G stand for any (the same for both) linear 
combination of the Hkl's and GkZ's. By summation over 
all indices and transposition of the operators, we obtain 
the condition 

(HH)o(GG)o - (HG)o(GH)o';:; ° (5.5) 

which gives, using (3. 12a), 

/)2 _ ala - 1)2"" 0, (5,6) 

(HH)o=3(a-1)'-S0, (GG)o=3a(a-1)"" 0. (5.7) 

Conditions (5.7) yield either a'-S 0, or a = 1, in which 
case both (HH)o and (GG)o vanish. So 8 2 contains only 
the zero vector, b vanishes as well, and we are dealing 
with the trivial representation; the corresponding A, j.J. 
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values are A=O, j.J.2=4, and A=±2, j..l2=L We thus 
have: 

Theorem 2C: Besides the trivial representation cor
responding to the parametrization a = 1, b = 0, the other 
unitary representations of the LWO series must fullfill 
the conditions a';:; 0, b2 ,;:; 0, /)2"" a(a - 1)2; or, equivalent
ly, in the (A, j..l) labeling, there must be at least one 
labeling couple such that A 2,;:; 0, j..l2 '-S 1, 

Finally, for the case 1 = t, we again use the Schwarz 
inequality, separating H+ep and G+ep which lie in 8 3/2 
(in fact they span it). Since H =H+ +H++ and H' =tH+ 
+4H++, we have 5H+=8H-2H'. We obtain 

5!JlW)1I2 =6a, 5 (HG+)1I 2 =6/), 5(GG+)1/2 = 6a(a +}), 

(5.8) 

hence 

a'-SO, a(a +t)""0, (5.9) 

and 

(5.10) 

The condition (5.9) gives either a ~ - ~ or a = 0. In this 
last case B 3/2 reduces to the zero subspace and b = 0. 
This representation is known to be multiplicity free on 
su(2) and the spectrum of j is 1 + 2N, So we have: 

Theorem 2D: A necessary condition for an IR of the 
LWt series to be unitary is either b2 ,;:; 0, a '-S - :L 
b2

;:, a2(a +t), or a=b=O. Equivalently, in the (A, j.l) 
labeling, the condition is the existence of one among 
the three possible labelings satisfying A2 '-S 0, j..l2 c<:} or 
;\.=0, j.J.2=L 

Remark: If the equality sign holds in (5.10), then 
8 312 is of multiplicity one, and there is one j..l equal to 
1, Notice that there exists then an IR of the RLW series 
with 1 = j..l + 1 = t, 

6. INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS OF SL(3; IR) 

A, Generalities 

The construction of induced representations of 
SL(3, lR) has been carried out by many authors 1

,4,6 

under different assumptions, so we do not give all the 
details. We point out that we speak of Hilbert just for 
the sake of commodity: Any Banach space which is the 
closure of a dense subspace containing the good eigen
functions would suit our purpose; and, indeed, when 
speaking of unitarity of the complementary or "semi
discrete" series (principal series with one compact 
generator in the Cartan subalgebra) the final Hilbert 
space is not a subspace of the initial one, because of 
the renormalization procedure (completion with respect 
to a different scalar product). 

We are mainly interested in establishing that all 
representations discussed in Theorem 1 are effectively 
group representations and not merely local ones. We 
shall also treat the questions of equivalence, unitarity, 
and of j-multiplicity (i. e" decomposition on the maxi
mal compact subgroup). 

Let r be a regularly embedded (in the Mackey
Bruhat sense) subgroup of a Lie group C;, and L a repre-
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sentation of r on a Hilbert space J. Let K be the homo
geneous space r \ GiG acts on the right on K by 
u t- U 0 g, T denotes a smooth section from K to G, such 
that G factorizes uniquely by G = r 0 r(K), and 17(u,g) 
will denote the square root of the Jacobian D(Uog)/D(u). 
Let H =L2(KiJ i du) be the space of square-integrable 
functions from K to J, with respect to the quasi-invari
ant measure duo The induced representation UL of G 
on H can be defined by 

UL(g)f(u) = 17(u,g) L(r ugT=~g)f(u og). (6.1) 

We recall the following well-known facts: 

Fact 5: If UL is irreducible, then L is irreducible 
(but not conversely). 

Fact 6: If L is unitary, then UL is equivalent to a 
unitary representation (but not conversely). 

Fact 7: If L is itself induced by the representation M 
of A c r, then UM is equivalent to UL

• 

B. Subgroups of SL(3, IR) 

Let G =NAK be an Iwasawa decomposition of the group 
G=SL(3,R)i within a null-measure set, almost every 
element g of G factorizes uniquely to g =n(g). a(g). k(g) 
withn(g)EN, a(g)EA, k(g)EK. The subgroupN is a 
real connected nilpotent group, isomorphic to the group 
of 3 x 3 triangular matrices with diagonal elements 
equal to unity, The subgroup A is a real connected 
Abelian group of dimension two; it is isomorphic to 
the group of diagonal 3 x 3 matrices with diagonal ele
ments eXPQl j with Ql I + Ql 2 + Ql 3 =0. The subgroup K is 
isomorphic to SU(2). 

Let A =N dN) denote the normalizer of N in G; it is 
the semidirect product of AX Q by N, Q being the finite 
group (of order 8) of quaternions, which is a subgroup 
of SU(2). 

Let <I> denote the homomorphism which brings G on 
SL(3,R) and SU(2) on SO(3). The image <l>A determines 
canonically an orthogonal basis in R3; let Tj be the one
parameter subgroup of SU(2), with elements y,(I/J), such 
that <I>(Tj) is the stabilizer of the ith component of the 
basis. One can parametrize SU(2) by the subgroups Tt, 
writing SU(2) = T;T2"T;, the factorization being unique 
up to a null-measure set. There are of course six such 
factorizations possible. The three parameters (I/J, cp, .9), 
may be chosen in the cube [0, 47T[3 with the convention 
that (I/J +27T, cp +27T,.9), (I/J+ 27T, cp,.9 + 27T), (I/J +7T, - cp,.9 ~ 7T), 
and (I/J, cp,.9) denote the same element. One may also 
limit the range of the parameters to 0 ~ I/J < 47T, 0 ~ cp < 7T, 

o ~.9 < 27T, in order to have a one-to-one parametriza
tion. Notice that y, (27T) = - 1 is the element of the center 
which is not 1, the same for all i, and that Q contains 
the elements (a i )l=y,(Z7T) for integer l. We have for 
Uj 

(6.2) 

so that Tj and Q generate the nonconnected subgroup 
Ti which is the normalizer of Tj in SU(2). 

Now let rt be the subgroup of G generated by T, and 
A; we have rt'" <I>-I(GL(2, R» 0 T2 where T2 is a two
dimensional Abelian subgroup of No The "homogeneous" 
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subgroup r, of rr is the direct product r, =AfxB" 
where Ai is the intersection of A and of the center of 
r, and <I>(B,) is isomorphic to the set of 2x2 real 
matrices with determinant ± 1. The connected com
ponent Bj of B, is a twofold covering of SL(2, R) and 
its center is the cyclic group of order 4 generated by 
a,; we shall write A: =Bi n A, so that A =Ac

, XAs
,. Notice 

that T, c B, and Tj C Bj and that Bj = (N n Bj)AfTj is an 
Iwasawa decomposition of Bj. 

C. The induced representations 

We are a priori interested in representations L of A 
which are trivial on N, which will induce representations 
UL of G; thus L is defined by its restrictions LA on A 
and LQ on Q. The irreducible representations of A are 
all one-dimensional; they may be labeled by a triplet 
;t =(Aj, A2, A3) of complex numbers modulo the transla
tion by (1, 1,1), so that we can impose, say, Al + A2 + A3 
=0. If a EA and cp(a) has diagonal elements eXPQlj such 
that Ql 1 + Ql 2 + Ql 3 = 0, we will write 

L(a) = eXP(6 A,QI,) • 

There are five IR's of Q labeled by (k), with 
k = 0, 1, 2, 3, !. The trivial representation will be de
noted by (0), the two-dimensional one by (!); the 
remaining three are one-dimenSional, such that (i)(a,) 
=-1 if i*j and (j)(a,)=1. 

The carrier space H(k) of the induced representation 
UL

, for L = (x, k), is a space of functions from the coset 
spaceX=A\G=Q\SU(2) to ([I if k*! and to ([2 if k=!, 
One easily sees in (6.1) that, for any L, 

UL(g)L(a,)=L(a,)uL(g) gEG, ajEQ (6.3) 

so that, in case k =!, UL(g) leaves invariant the eigen
spaces of all linear combinations of the L(a,); if 
H(1I2) =Htl2'+(fJH 1I2,-, then both subspaces are in
variant and the two restrictions of UL on them are 
equivalent. Notice that (!) is an induced representation 
of Q by a faithful representation of anyone of its order 
four cyclic subgroups, so that H1I2 can be considered 
as a functional space from Z4\SU(2) to ([I. 

One may identify H(k) with a closed subspace of H, 
the space of complex-valued functions on SU(2), by 
requiring 

(6.4) 

By means of the parametrization SU(2) = T;T2"T; and 
in view of (6.2) we may write Table I more explicitly. 

To find the multipliCity N(j;k) of the isotypic compo
nent D' of the restriction of UL to SU(2), one uses the 
fact that i%i/J takes the values {- j, .. , ,j - I,j} once 
each for fixed j, so that we have Table II, with the 
function E(x), defined by 

E(x)=Supk (IlEZ; k~x), 

being the "integer part" of x. 

D. Induction by steps 

Now we shall use Fact 7 to obtain information on UL 

by constructing the intermediate representations vf 
of rt. Because of the choice of L = Ci, h) and of the fact 
that Tj normalizes T2 , Vf is determined by its restric-
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TABLE I. Dependence on k of carrier spaces of U<A.k) • 

/(0) j(l/!, 'P. fJ ) = f(-I/!+TI, 'P + TI. ,'')) 

/(1) f(Ij!. 'P ",} ) = f(-1/!+Jr. 'P + Jr, .'}) 

1(2) f(4), 'P,,'} ) =-f(-I/!+Jr. 'P + Jr, ,,}) 

1(3) f(t/J, :/:",} ) =- f(- I/!+Jr, 'fJ + Jr, {) 

1(1/2) f(I/', <P.'}) = - f(t/J+ 2Jr, 'P, LQ) 

tion on r l ==Af XB I j the restriction to Ai is given by the 
number XI (or AI - t2:F\.j if we do not impose the sum to 
vanish). Putting, for sake of brevity, X = 11.3 and jJ. == 113 
==1(A j - AZ)' the restriction Mr,k to B3 of Vf depends 
only on jJ. and 1l and not on A, The representation space 
7(k) is a space of complex-valued functions of the 
variable I/J E [0, 471"[, satisfying 

or, more precisely 

7(0) = J(3) =tfjf(J) + 7T) ==f(1')}, 

7 (1)= 1(2) = {f;f(i/) + 71") == -f(I/J)}, 

](I /Z) == Vif(</; + 27T) = -f(l/J)}, 

and we also must have for j * 3, 

M~,k(a)f«p)=L(aJf(- J), 

or, more precisely, 

(6.5) 

(6.6a) 

(6.6b) 

(6.6c) 

(6,7) 

It is immediate to see that L 2(T\SU(2), J(O), dll) 
=ff{O) I ;/1) and that the same happens for the couple 
{I, 2}; for k =~ there is no new splitting. 

Calculating the infinitesimal generators X, Y, J of 
the connected subgroup B;, which satisfy the commuta
tion relations 

[x, Y] = 2J, [J, X ± iY] = + 2i(X ± iY) 

we obtain 

X"±iY"=exp(+2i</J) (l- ll ±i ~'ql) , J"=ii~' (6.8) 

The properties of these representations are quite well 
known, so we limit ourselves to giving the main results 
without details. 

Let T be the transformation 1 - 2 on the indices of 
A and CTj T brings Il to - Il, it leaves invariant the rep
resentations (0), (3), (~) of Q, and it permutes (1) and 
(2), vf like Al~·k is irreducible except for a discrete 
set of cases, for which it is indecomposable and con
tains a finite number of irreducible factors. So if one 
denotes by 17f (resp. [jL) the completely reducible 
representation which has the same factors and factor 
multiplicities as Vf (resp. UL

) one easily proves that 

TABLE II. Multiplicity of Di in U(A,k) • 

/{ Hangc) ,'Ii (j;/{) 

0 integer E(ii + l+ (- Uj 

1, .J 

" integer E(0j+ ) -, 
I half-integer 
" 

2, (j + ) 
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= !(-</!. 'P+ Jr, fJ) = !(1/!+Jr. 'P. fJ) 

=- j(- I/!. 'P + Jr, ;'j) =-j(I/!+Jr. 'P. l'l) 

f(- ~', <p + Jr, I) =-f(1/!+Jr, 'P, fJ) 

=-j(-1/!, 'P + Jr, ,9) - f(</!+Jr, <p, fJ) 

17f and 17;L are equivalent so that [jL is equivalent to 
[iTL, Since the index 3 has been arbitrarily chosen we 
deduce: 

Tlworenl 3: Let L = (C, f;» be an irreducible represen
tation of £1, trivial on N, and T be a permutation of S3 
[with T(O) = (0), T(~) = (~)l. The irreducible factors of 
the representations [i L and C-rL induced by Land T1. 

=(TA, Tk) are in one-to-one correspondence and the 
corresponding factors are equivalent to each other. 

In order to study the factors of IVI,,·k we introduce, 
for fixed 1.: and l c: 1 +~lN", the space}[l and J)/ by 

~ J]l c Y 1 and ~ J (l c J [I 
iJ1) a1" 
J'k) =][1 ]]1) 

exp(in 1'k ]lZ <=> I n I c: l + 2lN. 

We shall also define for i = 1,2,3: 

0\1;. =ff{k) n L 2(T:\SU(2)j]U), 

(6.9a) 

(6.9b) 

(6.9c) 

(6. lOa) 

(6. lOb) 

It is easy to check that if }(I * {O}, then ]1/ is (l- 1)
dimensional for integer l and infinite dimensional for 
half- integer l. The irreducible factors of Mr· k operate 
on J! 1 and] II when 1.= ; III + 1. The restriction of ,H~ 'k 

on J (I is the coupling through u2 of two contragredient 
representations of SL (2, ffi) belonging to its discrete 
series of UIR's, and it can easily be seen that lVJ!J·k 
17 [l is equivalent to M~'" k I}[l, even if ,,= 1 or 2. This 
is not the case however for the restriction to ]l!, as it 
is not for vf irreducible, 

The corresponding factors of UL , acting on lj-~I;k and 
ell;k will be denoted by UX,(I and Ux,Jl;k,e the param-j 3 , 3 3' 
eter E = III III I being relevant only if h = 1 or 2, and 
[]~,]I;l,e_ U~.1l;2.-ej E may be omitted if 1<* 1, 2. By cyclic 
permutations over the indices one can define analogous 
splittings through the other subgroups, if any, 

Notice that both factors are reducible for k =}, and, 
like e<X· I /2), they are multiples of order 2 of their iso
typic components, Notice also that for l == 1 and I.: == 1,2, 
][1 = ](k), This means that 11 = 0 = AI - A2, so that 
U{~;1l - Un; 2), 

To obtain the j-multiplicity of each factor we intro
duc e the functions 1U (j;l) and Pi (l, k) (the latter being 
invariant under permutations acting on i and I,', so that 
we put i = 3 in what follows): 

)

2 if l c: t + 1 + IN and /< = } , 

1 if l c: 1 + IN and k = 1 or 2, (6. 11) 
P3(1, 1.:) = ~ 

if l c: 2 + IN and k = 0 or 3, 

otherwise, 
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T ABLE III. Splitting in induction by steps of U<A,k) , 

t= (Al,~,A), [=1+1 Al-A2 r, E= 1 Al- A2 r I(Al-~)' Ps(l,k) '" O. 

Factor Carrier space Inducing factor 

)

l+t(j_l) ifjEl-2+2N, 

M(jjl)= t(j-l+l) ifjEl-l+21N, 

o otherwise. 

(6.12) 

Notice that if k=l, 2, or 3, thenN(jjk)=M(jj1). We 
then have the following proposition. 

Proposition 1: When P3(l, k) * 0, the multiplicity of 
f)i in the factors of UL for L = (t(- A +El- E, - A - El +E, 
2A)j k) is P3(l, k) M(jjl) for Ui,[1 and the complement to 
N(jjk) for U~ 1/ ;/0,<. The latter is unbounded if and only 
ifk=t. 

Most of the above results and notation are summarized 
in Table III, 

The further study of vt from the unitarity point of 
view gives sufficient conditions for UL to be unitary 
(within infinitesimal equivalence) according to Fact 6. 
Thus suppose vt or one of its factors to be unitary. 
If we replace ia/a1/l by - n in (6,8) and express that 
- (X +iY)(X - iY) must be a positive self-adjoint opera
tor we obtain 

(n ± 1)2 _ IJ. 2? 0 (6.13) 

for every n, If M~,k is irreducible the lowest value taken 
by (n ±1)2 is 1, t, 0 according to whether k=O or 3, t, 
1 or 2, If it is reducible and IJ. = -l + 1, the lowest value 
of (n ± 1)2 is IJ. 2 = (l- 1)2 in M[/,k j t in MH .1I2 j 0 in M H •k 

k=1,2j and 1 inMJI·", k=0,3j so that M 13 /2.1I2, M12,O, 

MJ2•3, and M[/./O are equivalent to unitary representa
tions, In view of the fact that A3 must be imaginary to 
have a unitary Vf and using Theorem 3, one obtains for 
the induced representations: 

Theorem 4 (sufficient conditions for unitarity): The 
following representations of G are unitary (with 
mE {I, 2, 3}): 

(a) U<~·k) for any k and A E i R 3, 

(b) U<X,O) and U<A.Tn) for AmEiR and IJ.mER, 0<IJ.~<1, 

(c) U<X.1/2) if there is m such that Am E i R, 

IJ.mER, O<IJ.~<t, 

(d) U~[I (Z> 1) if Am E iR, 

(e) U~12;O, u~12·m, U~J3/2.t/2 if Am E iR. 

E. Case of multiple splitting 

The splitting of UL into the factors of Table III is co
ordinate-dependent since it derives from the induction 
by steps to rt, If more than one of the numbers 
IJ., =t(A,.- Aj") are integers or half-integers (in which 
case all of them are, since IJ.1 + IJ.2 + IJ.3 = 0) UL may be 
reducible in more than one way. So we are going to 
study the splitting of H/o into irreducible subspaces. 
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Let us first observe that if vf is not irreducible, in 
which case 2IJ., E Z - {O}, then there is one and only one 
invariant proper subspace 1Jj of J'k), isomorphic to 
either Jl' or J[l, for l = 1 + I IJ.j I as seen through (6. 7) 
and (6,8), the representation being indecomposable. 
The corresponding invariant subspace of H(k) (which 
is fixed once and for all by the parametrization T;TiT;i) 
will be denoted by g~k) and it is one of the two sub
spaces defined by (6.10). 

To carry on the reduction of UL we shall begin by 
proving four lemmas: 

Lemma 1: For fixed k and i E {I, 2, 3} at most two of 
the three vlA•k

) are reducible, 

Proof: Let IJ.I =t(A2 - A3) and IJ.2 IJ.3 &e defined by cir
cular permutation. Reducibility of Vl"·k) implies IJ., 
half-integer (resp. odd, even) if k =t (resp, k = 0 or 
ij k * 0, i, t), This cannot happen for i = 1,2,3 and fixed 
k, because IJ.I + J.L2 + IJ.3 = O. Q. E, D. 

Lemma 2: LetAEBA' be a decomposition of C21 +1 into 
two eigenspaces of the generator J I2 of SU(2) repre
sented by I)' on ([21+1, with l> L Let C be the two
dimensional subspace generated by the eigenvectors 
<P, and <P'I of J23 • Then Cr> A *{O} implies A' ={O} and 
conversely. 

Proof: Since l> 1, the five-dimensional SU(2) sub
module J<2) of the enveloping algebra of su(2) does not 
vanish identically on (C2i+1, If C II A * {O}, then A con
tains an eigenvector of (J23 )2 - il(l + 1), which is an 
element of J<2), for the eigenvalue i(21- l)j since A is 
invariant under J23 it is also an eigenspace of each ele
ment of J<2), hence of [J(2),J<2>]=J<3) +Jw , henceA 
is a proper invariant subspace of ([21+1, hence it is 
(C2I+1 itself because of the irreducibility of iY, Q, E, D. 

Suppose now that vf and Vf are reducible, We are 
interested in the intersection glk) II g~k) and the sum 
glk) + g~k). We can always assume, without loss of gen
erality, thatl=ZI?12=l' and that I) =)[/. Lemma 2 
still holds if we take a fixed multiple of I)' on a space 
F = (C21+10 E instead of [) I on (1;21+1. Taking for F the 
subspace HI of L2(SU(2)), on which the Casimir takes 
the value l(l + 1), with respect to the left regular repre
sentation of SU(2) (which serves to indicate the SU(2) 
multiplicity in UL

), putting ccglk), Acg~k), we may 
apply Lemma 2, knowing that A' * {O} (because l' "" l), 
Thus we obtain: 

Lemma 3: Let l12 be the lowest value of j for which 
HJ II gl/;k II g~") * {O}, with 1 =11? 12 =l'j then l12 > l, 

On the other hand, let Mult(jj ijk) denote the j
multiplicity of gi"), obtained from Table III for the 
different choices of I), and N(jjk) the one of H(II) as 
indicated in Table II. The inequality 

Mult(jjljk) + Mult(j;2jk) ""N(j;k) 

is always satisfied, except for the case of integer 11 
and 12 , of 1)2=J[I and ofj?ZI +Z2-1 as seen by direct 
computation. So we have: 

Lemma 4: Let 112 be as in Lemma 3j let 11 and 12 be 
integers greater than 1 and I), =)[lj for i=I,2j then 
glk) II g~k) * {O} and 112 ~ 11 + 12 - 1. 
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One can now observe that the expression of the in
finitesimal generators of sl(3, R) depends only on X, so 
that the expression of the Casimir operators of G is the 
same for UCX,k) and UCX,k') and independent of the splitting 
(if there is one) of HCk ). One can see without any cal
culation that they must be represented by scalars since 
they must be scalars on the subspace of constant func
tions of SU(2) which is the only eigenspace inH for the 
eigenvalue zero of w 0 Their exact expression has been 
calculated by Sijacki in Ref. 4, the correspondence be
tween his notation and ours being 

(1jJ, cp,,9) - (a, (3, y), 

A-(a1 +i<12 )/3, Il-Al+iA2' l-Km1n , 

a-412 +1, b--24iI3 • 

Remark: The suspicious reader who will carry out 
the calculations will observe that the A'S and Il's intro
duced in this section independently of those introduced 
previously happen to coincide, for the biggest relief 
of everyone who has read that far! 

The fact that the Casimir operators are expressed 
by scalars makes possible the use of Theorem 1 which 
gives an exhaustive and finite list of all possible irre
ducible factors of UL

• The limitations on the RLW rep
resentations enables us to find their multiplicity and 
the multiplicity of IY in each factor by mere subtrac
tion, using the results of Table III. In particular one 
can see that, if II '" l2 > 1 are two lowest weights which 
effectively occur, the third one is either l3 = II + l2 - 1 
> ll' corresponding to the condition 

(A2 - A3)(A3 - AI) > 0 

or l3 =11 -l2 + 1 < ll' corresponding to 

(A2 - A3)(A3 - AI) < 0, 

(6. 14a) 

(6. 14b) 

It is easy to check that if the two qlk) are of the same 
kind, then (6. 14a) holds and if not it is (6,14b) which 
is true, so that one obtains: 

Lemma 5: When l = II '" l' = l2' a necessary and 
sufficient condition that q =9y:k n q~k) .do} is (a) land 
l' integers and (b) q~k)=q~I'k [or, eqUlvalently, (6.14a)). 
If and only if that happens, then the lowest weight of 
q is l + l' - 1 and there is a finite dimensional factor in 
UL , acting onHCk)/(qi l : k +q~I';k) with highest weight 
l+1'-3, 

We shall now proceed to the ultimate reduction of UL 

and each of its factors. The three different parametri
zations (AI' Ill) of X transform to one another by 

(A,Il)-~(A,Il)' (:; ~D 
so that 

On the other hand, if Ill" 1< 3 I A ",I, then 

2SuPlillll=ill"i +3IA"I. 

From what precedes one obtains (denoting by V the 
direct sum of the irreducible factors of the represen
tation U): 

Theorem 5: Suppose that more than one of the num-
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bers 2111 obtained from t are nonzero relative integers 
and let II = 1 + IIlI I; for any couple (A, l) obtained from 
:tletl'=~(l-1+3IAI)+1, l"=!ll-I-3IAII+I, 
A'=t[-A+(l-1)A/IXI), A"=-A-A', and letE denote 
the sign of the permutation 7: (AI' A2, A3) - (A, A', A") and 
(i, i', i") = 7(1,2,3). Let k(a, b) be the function defined 
by 

a E % + N, 2 + 2N, 2 + 2N, 1 + 2N, 1 + 2N , 

b E % + N , 2 + 2JN, 1 + 2IN , 2 + 2IN , 1 + 2N , 

k(a, b) =.~, 0, 1, 2, 3, ' 

Then if and only if 1 < 3 1 A 1 + 1 and 3l + 3 1 A I + 1 E 2IN 
(in which case I' '" 31 A' 1 + 1), we have the following 
decompositions for k' = 7k(l, 1'): 

-u(:\, ,,') - -Ux, H: "', e + u-[ I,ll', , + -UX', [/' 
- i f,i' I" 

V~' [l = Vf:j}l', e + V;:' [I' , 

V~:t]l'jItIE== V~.]Z;II.e + uf:'.!".!:. 
If and only if l < 31A 1+1 and k(l, I") =}, then 

-U(~,1/2) _ -UX,[1 + -Ux", [I" + -uJl ,)1M ,e 
- { i" ifi"· 

If and only if l<31.\I+l and k(l",l)c::N, then 

All factors appearing in the right-hand side of the 
decompositions are either irreducible (if lEN) or 
multiples of order two of an IR (if I E ~ + IN), 

Remark 1: The finite-dimensional representations 
Ul:iV'" e are equivalent to the well-known tensor repre
sentations (1- 2, l" - 2) for f = 1 or (I" - 2, l- 2) for 
E=-l. 

The j-multiplicity of these representations is ob
tained by adequate subtractions from Proposition 1 and 
Table II. The results are shown in Table IV(a)-(e); 
since for given t there is no multiple splitting for all 
values of k (for some of them there is no splitting at 
all, e. g., [, l', [II E Nand k =!), only the decomposi
tions due to Theorem 5 figure in these tables, We point 
out that for half-integer l the representations are 
redUCible and they are multiples of order two of an IR, 
so that the j-multiplicities of the isotypic components 
are obtained from Table IV(a) and (b) by taking the half 
of the values given (all of them are even, of course). 

~SUMMARYANDREMARKS 

(a) The exhaustive description of IR's of SL(3,ffi) is 
given in Theorem 1 (Sec, 4), in terms of the values 
taken by the Casimir operators and of the lowest SU(2) 
representation which occurs. In Theorem 3 (Sec. 6) the 
equivalence criterion between induced representations 
is given" 

(b) The necessary condition for unitarity. in Theorem 
2A + 2B + 2C + 2D (Sec. 5), and the sufficient one in 
Theorem 4, coinCide. We are not aware of any previous 
rigorous proof of the necessary condition, The sufficient 
condition has in fact already been established by 
Sijacki, although the formulation of his results is not 
very clear in what concerns the supplementary series; 
we have in fact proved by the induction-by-steps theo-
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T ABLE IV. j-multiplicities in multiple splitting. 

(a): 11 = 1 and 12 = l' half-integers, ~,e E {O, 1}. 

j - 1 = 2n +1:, - 2 
j - l' - 2n' + e - 2 

~ ~j <1 
1-2~j<l' 

l' - 2~j 

ut, 1/; 1/2,+ 

2j+ 1 
j+l+~ -1 
j+l+~-1 

o 
2n 
l' -l+e - ~ 

(b): 11=1 and 13 =1" half-integers, ~,~"E{O, 1}. 

j -1=2n+~ - 2 
j 1"-2n"+~"-2 

1/2~ j <I 
1- 2~j >1" 
1" - 2~j 

~,Il 

2j + 1 0 
j +1 +~ -1 2n 
1+~+1"+~"-3 2n 

(c): 11=1=2p+l, 13=l"=2q+1, 12=1'=2p+2q+1. 

j = 2m + ~, ~E {O, 1} tiA,ll;3,+ 
1 

U[ l,1l',+ 
1,2 

O~j <1 m+~ 0 
1-2~j<1" P m -p+~ 
1" - 2~j < l' p m-p+~ 

l' - 2~j P q 

o 
o 
2n' 

o 
o 
2n" 

m+~ 
p 
p+q-m-~ 

o 

uf,I" 
0 
0 
0 
m-p-q+i; 

U" H' -U3,2' t 

0 
0 

m -q+~ 
p 

m+E; 
m+E; 
q 
q 

c4.11' li;1",11' -
3.2 • UJ(' 11"·2 -j}' ., 

O~j<l 

l-2~.i<1" 
In - 2~j>l' 

1'-2~.i 

o ~j <1" 
1" - 2~j < 1 
1- 2~j <1' 
l' - 2~j 

m+1-i; 
p+1-~ 

p+l-~ 

p+ 1-~ 

m +1-i; 
In + 1-~ 
P+1-i; 
p+1-~ 

o 
m-p 
m-p 
q 

o 
o 
m-p 
q 

(e): 11=1=2p+2, 13=1"=2q+2, 12=1'=2p+2q+3. 

m+i; 
P+i; 
p+q-m 
o 

m+; 
q 
p+q-m 
o 

0 
0 
0 
m-p-q 

0 
0 
0 
m-p-q 

0 
0 
m-q+i; 
p+~ 

0 
m-q+E; 
m -q+E; 
P+E; 

m+E; 
m+E; 
q 
q 

m+i; 
q 
q 
q 

ull ,Jl",+ 
1,3 Uf , II' UIl",II',-

3 ,2 

O~j <1 111 +E; 0 11/ +1-i; 0 0 m+l, 
m+E; 
q+E; 
q+E; 

1- 2~j <I" p+~ lI1-p P+1-E; 0 0 
1" - 2~j < [' P+E, m-p p+q+1-m-1, 0 m-q 
l' - 2~j P+E; q+1-i; 0 

rem that both l = 1 and l = 0 occur as lowest weights for 
this series [case (b) of Theorem 4]. 

(c) The SU(2) content is studied in Sec, 6, as well as 
the decomposition of the induced representations into 
irreducible components. When no RLW occur for given 
values of the Casimirs, the multipliCity of fY inside 
an IR increases (roughly) like j if j E i + IN", and like 
ij if j E IN", as described in Table II. For IR's of the 
RLW series it increases like i(j -1) regardless of the 
parity of 2l. If more than one RLW IR occurs, the fY 
content is given in Table IV(a)-(e); notice that there 
are factors having bounded or even constant j-multi
plicities in this case. 

m -P-q+E;-l P+1-1, 
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APPENDIX 

We give here, without proof, the expression of the 
compact infinitesimal generators and of the non
compact generator H33 in terms of the Euler angles 
<J!, cp, ,'J: 

(d) The finite-dimensional representations-corre
sponding to integer j only (the twofold covering is not 
isomorphic to any matrix group)-yield, by complexi
fication, the UIR's of SU(3)-see Remark 2 following 
Theorem 5. On the contrary, the UIR's of the other real 
form SU(2, 1) do not appear here: Except the trivial 

. ( . Q) ( . a tg a . -1 a) J 13 ±tJ23 =exp±lv ±la<p+CO <pa,'J-smcp 3;p 

IR, the ones treated here yield finite-dimensional rep
resentations of SO(2, 1) c SU(2, 1), hence nonunitary 
ones. 
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H33 = - sin2<p aacp - (1 + A)(3 cos2<p - 1) 

+ sin2<p (sin2<J! a ~ + (1 - J.J.) cos2<J! ) 
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Scattering in the depth direction for an anisotropic random 
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We consider in this paper the asymptotic nature of scattering in the depth direction in an anisotropic 
random medium like the ocean. We use the coherence equation developed previously. It is shown that as 
the propagation distance goes to infinity. the integral of the square of the coherence function. {t J. 
approaches zero. [The integral of [t J itself remains constant as a result of conservation of energy.] It is 
pointed out. however. that the approach to zero is expected to be very slow once we are well into the 
multiple-scatter region. For most practical cases, a quasi-asymptotic state is reached for which the 
integral of the square of [t J is approximately a finite constant and the shape of [t J no longer 
changes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Beran and McCoy'·2 derived the following equation 
governing the coherence function in an anisotropic, 
statistically homogeneous random medium, 

d ~ ~ 
dz {r(X,2, !:Y' z)} =- 21TO'3(0, 0, (;){r(X ,2 , (;y, z)} 

+ 21T{03(X,2 , (;", (;~){f(X12' (;~, z)}d(;~. 
(1) 

We have here 

where 

The pressure is denoted by p(x, y, z), where z is 
the propagation direction, y is the depth direction, 
and x is the transverse direction. The brackets indicate 
an ensemble average and {r(O, (;", z)} gives the angular 
spectrum in the depth direction. The coherence function, 
{t'(X,2 , Yl2> z)} is assumed to depend only on the trans
verse difference coordinates X,2 and Y,2 (in addition to 
z). Thus the initial condition at z =0 must satisfy this 
requirement. For example, a plane wave, propagating 
in the z direction, is an appropriate initial condition. 

The function O'3(X,2 , Y'2' (;~) is given by 

a) Permanent address: Department of Mathematics, Case 
Western Reserve, Cleveland, Ohio. 

(2) 

is the correlation function associated with variations 
in the ocean index of refraction, The wave number k 
is written as 

k2 = fi2(1 + Il'), 

where k is the average wave number. 

(3) 

The function a is characterized by two length scales, 
l H in the horizontal direction and ly in the vertical 
direction. The following conditions are assumed to be 
satisfied: 

-kl 1 kl~ 1 H» , -« . 
lH 

(4) 

The function a3 (x ,2 , (;", (;;) is the Fourier transform 
of O'3(X ,2 , Y'2' (;~). 

In Ref. 1 it was conjectured that {r(O, !:", z)} reached 
an asymptotic state as z - 00. (z will be suitably 
nondimensionalized later in the paper.) Here it is 
shown that such an asymptotic state cannot exist 
but instead a quasiasymptotic state is to be expected. 
We first show, by considering the equation governing 
J2= L:{r(O, (;", z)}2 d(;", that a strict asymptotic solu
tion for {r} cannot exist. We next examine the nature 
of d{f}/dz and tJJ2/dz and show that a quasiasymptotic 
state is expected in the multiple scatter region. The 
existence of this quasiasymptotic state is demonstrated 
by numerical calculation using typical ocean 
parameters. 

2. NATURE OF THE SOLUTION OF EO. (1) WHEN 
X l2 = 0 

A. Basic equation 

When x 12 = ° we find from Eq. (1) 

We can show from Eq. (2) that 03 (0, (;y, !:~) is 
symmetric in /;" and (;~ and we note that 

(5) 
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B. Conservation of intensity 

If we integrate both sides of Eq. (1) with respect to 
d!;y, we find 

and 

(8) 

where 7, the intensity, is, as demanded, a constant. 

We next multiply Eq. (5) by {flO, !;y, z)} and then 
integrate both sides with respect to !;y. We find, after 
some manipulation, in which we make use of the 
symmetry of 0'3(0, !;y, !;~), 

D. Nonexistence of an asymptotic state 

If {flO, !;y, z)} is to become independent of z as 
z - 00, then the integral 

must, of course, become independent of z. From 
Eq. (9), we see that J2 must decrease as z increases. 
Since it is nonnegative, its limit, as z - 00, must 

(9) 

exist. Now, (d/ dz )J2 is strictly negative so long as 
{flo, !;y, z)} is not constant (in !;). Thus, if {flO, !;y, zl} 
has any limit at all as z - 00, the limit must be a 
constant (in !;). This constant must be zero, for any 
other would violate the conservation of energy. Hence 
we conclude that {flO, t y, z)} does not approach an 
asymptotic state in the usual sense of the term. 

E. Quasiasymptotic state 

If we had no further knowledge of the nature of 
0'3(0, !;y, t~), we could not say more about the nature 
of {flO, !;Y' z)} as z - 00. In physical problems, however, 
we usually have additional knowledge about the nature 
of this function. We see from Eq. (5) that 03(0, !;Y' t~) 
is a scattering function that determines how much 
energy is transferred from !;~ to t y ' From Eq. (2) we 
find that 

(10) 

where 

a2 (0, sz)=1:a (0, s~,sz)ds;. 
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In general, a 2 (0, sz) is a function that has a maximum 
characteristic decay length Iw From Eq. (10), we see 
that if t~ is of the order (2k/ lH)1 /2 or less energy is 
transferred from !;~ to a range of values (;y, where (;Y 

is also of order (2k/lH ), (2 or less. If, however, (;~ 
is of the order C(2k/IH)l(2 where C» 1, then signif
icant amounts of energy are transferred only to 
those !;y for which 11:~ - 1: y I! l1: y I «1. This may be 
seen more clearly if we write 

- (0 ') P a3 ,ty,!;y = 81T 

x 1: exp(i:i U~y + 1:~)(?:y -1:~))a2(0, s')ds z • 

(11) 

If t~-O[C(2k/1H)1(2], then the value of the exponent 
will be very large unless 11:; - 1: y 1/ l1: y I <<.1. If the 
value of the exponent is very large, the exponential 
will oscillate rapidly on the scale s z = I H and little 
energy will be transferred from 1:~ to 1: y • Hence we 
may conclude that as the characteristic decay scale 
of {flO, 1: y , z)}, say, ?:YC' grows large [that is, 
»(2k/1H)'/2], less and less energy will be scattered 
from any particular ?:y and hence a quasiasymptotic 
state will be reached. We cannot of course prove that 
this is true for all functions a2 (0, sz). However, we 
expect that if a2 (0, sz) does not have very unusual 
properties {f(O, 1:y, z)} will behave in this manner. 

We note that the above behavior is consistent with 
dJ2/ dz (suitably nondimensionalized) becoming small 
as z becomes large. This may be seen from Eq. (9) 
for when 11:~ -1:, 1/ l1: y 1- 0, the difference [{f(O, 1:y, z)} 
- {f(O, ?:~, z)}f Similarly approaches zero. On the 
other hand, if 11:; -1: y 1/ l1: y 1- 0(1), a3 (0, t y , t~) 
approaches zero when 1:~ becomes very large. We 
therefore expect the integral on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (9) to approach zero as z - 00, 

In order to test the validity of the above arguments, 
we have performed a numerical calculation and we 
present the results in Figs. 1 and 2.3 The parameters 
have been chosen to model a real ocean situation and 
we have chosen 

- (0 ')_ A (1 1 (2 12)2)-1 
a 3 ,ty , 1: y - 81T + (2kPM)2 1: y - 1;, , (12) 

where PM=21T/I H and A is a constant which determines 
the strength of the scattering. A discussion at ocean 
temperature fluctuations may be found in a report by 
Moseley and Del Balzo. 4 

As an initial condition we would ideally like to 
choose a plane wave incident in the z direction. For 
numerical reasons, however, we could not use a 
delta function in 1:,. We used instead the condition 

A 2 2/ ) 
r(O t 0)= blexp(-b~. (13) 

, • y' \!2iT 

We chose the following numerical values which would 
be typical of ocean propagation: 

k =. 42m (v= 100 Hz), 
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1.00 

FIG. 1. {rIO, L,})} vs. b for various} . 

A ==,08, 

b==313m. 

We use the nondimensionalized parameters, 

}=27TCT3 (0, 0, O)z, L==~y(b/.p:). 

When J» 1 we consider that we are well into the 
multiple scatter region. When J «1 we are in the single 
scatter region. 

In Fig. 1 we can see the change in {reO, k,y, J)} as a 
function of J. The change from J == 0 to J == 2 is very 
significant. However, beyond J == 4 it is rather small. 

The same trend is observed if we study dJ2/ dz. Here 
we nondimensionalize Eq. (9) by dividing both sides by 
27TJ'V(0, 0, 0) 0 This yields 

1 d 
K == - .J2 

c P dJ 

== -f~f~ [{reO, i:y, z)}- {f(o, i:~, Z)}j2 

-~ -~ C{f(o, !;y, zWd!;y 

~a3(0, i;y, !;~) l 
x ~_:(73(0, 0, !;~)di:~ d!;ydi;~ • 

We see from Fig. 2 that beyond the distance} -10 
the value of Kc is less than -.01. In fact, beyondJ-5 
the value is very small to values when J < 2. 

We emphasize again that we do not wish to imply 
by the above analysis and this numerical example that 
o~e could not skillfully choose initial radiation patterns, 
{reo, !;Y' O)}, and functions, (73(0, i;y, i:~), for which a 
quasiasymptotic state would not be reached until dis
tances z of order of say, 100. Our purpose, instead, 
was to demonstrate that for the problem, as it is often 
formulated, a quasiasymptotic state is to be expected 
as soon as we are well into the multi scatter region. 
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FIG. 2. Kc vs. J. 

3. SUMMARY 

We have shown in this paper that a true asymptotic 
state for {f(O, !;Y' z)} cannot be reached in the limit 
J==27Ta3 z - 00. However, for scattering functions such 
as the one given in Eq. (12), we expect to find a 
quasiasymptotic state in the multiple scatter region 
(J» 1). These functions are characterized by the 
fact that when i:~» (2kPM)l/2 the function (73(0, !;Y' !;~) 
- 0 unless I!;y - !;~ 1/(27iPM)1 /2« 1. The results were 
demonstrated by a numerical calculation. 
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Conditions on the uniqueness of the solution of the elastic 
unitarity equation 

I. A. Sakma~) 

Applied Mathematics Department. University of Western Ontario. London. Ontario. Canada 
(Received 25 April 1978) 

We report new conditions for the uniqueness of the solution of the unitarity integral equation. These 
conditions follow from the consideration of the smallest value of the integral. 

The elastic unitarity equation, considered as an in
tegral equation for the phase of the amplitude when the 
modulus is known at all angles, has been investigated 
by several authors l

-
7 in the past. We write the equa

tion as 

Here I is the amplitude the square of which is the dif
ferential cross section. e(K} is the step function and 
K = 1 - x2 - y2 - Z2 + 2xyz. q is the center of mass wave
number. 

We consider the integral 

..!Lfl l/(X}II/(Y}1 elK} d d -' () 
21f I/(z}1 IK xy-smllz, 

-1 

(2) 

which is a function of z. We shall call the supremum of 
sinll(z) for all values of z(-1 ~ z ~ + 1) sinll. Its smal
lest value will be called sin v . Since all the quantities 
under the integral are positive and the amplitude is as
sumed not to vanish anywhere, sinv will exist. It is 
clear that 

sinO'(z) ~ sinll(z) ~ sinll. (3) 

We consider O'(z} in the domain (0, 1f/2) (see for details 
Ref. 2,3). Since the smallest value of the unitarity in
tegral (1) is obtained when cos[O'(x)-O'(Y)] is smallest 
10' (x) - 0' (Y) 1 must be largest. But the largest value of 
0' (z) is Il. Hence 

. q (II I/(x} 1 II(Y) 1 elK) 
smo.(z}?21fJ.J1 I/(z}1 cOSIl IK dxdy 

(4) 

= cos Il sinll(z} ? cos Il sinv. 

We shall define this as 

sinO'(z)?sin8mln"'cosj.lsinv. (5) 

Hence the smallest value of the unitarity integral will 
be obtained when 

cos[O' (x) - O'(y)] =COS(Il- emln) (6) 

= cos Il( (1 - cos2 /lsin2 v)l /2 + sin/l sinv] '" cosllat, (7) 

where Eq. (5) has been used. Hence 

. q (ll/(X)II/(Y)1 elK) 
smo.(z)?o 21fJ..I1 I/(z)1 COSJl.a1 IK dxdy 

a)Research supported by the National Research Council of 
Canada. 

(8) 

We shall write this as 

sinO' (z)?- sin e:nl n '" a1 cos Jl.sinv. (9) 

It is clear that cos(Jl. - emln} > COSJl. or a1> 1. Therefore, 

(10) 

Substituting Eq. (9) into the integral (1), we find 

. q (f1 I I(x) I I/(y)1 , )e(K) 
smO'(z)? 27T J-J I/(z)-1 - cos(Jl. - 8mln IK dxdy. (11) 

-1 

Here 

cos (Jl. - e~ln) = cos Jl.[ (1 - !if cos2 Jl.sin2v)1/2 

+ a1 sinJl. sinv 1'" cos /l a2 , 

where use has been made of Eq. (9). Hence 

sinO' (z)?- ~ cos /l sin/l(z) > a2 cos Il sinv. 

We shall write this as 

sinO' (z)?- sin1J~ln = a2 cos Jl. sinv. 

It is clear that since e~in > emln' 

cos (Il - e~in) > cos (Jl. - emin ), ~ > a1· 

Thus we have the sequence 

a
1 

= (1- COS21l sin2 v}1/2 + sin/l sinv, 

Gz = (1 - ai cos2 Jl. s in2v )1/2 + a1 sin Il sinv, 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

where each an is larger than an_I' If this sequence did 
not have a limit, then sinO'(z) would not have a lower 
limit. We shall now prove two results: 

(a) lim an(Jl., v} = (1 - 2 sinJl. sinv + sin2v)-1/2. (17) 
n- 00 

This limit is obtained by setting in the Eq. (16) for 
an-I' an and solving the equation. In particular for 
Jl.=v, we have 

lim an = l/cosj.l. 
n-~ 

(b) If we call lim an = a, then 
n-'" 

da I =0. 
dv V=I" 

(18) 

This property can either be obtained by differentiating 
the Eq. (16) and then going to the limit a"..l = an' or 
directly from the Eq. (17). With the relation (17) we 
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can write 

sinG' (z) ;;. a cos JJ. sinv 

cosJJ.sinv 
(1- 2sinJJ.sinv + sin2v)1/2 '" sin8M1n · (19) 

We now consider the uniqueness question of the solu
tions of the Eq. (1). Assume that there exist two solu
tions ~ (z) and (3(z) with I fl = I gl where Q; and f:J are the 
respective phases of j and g. Following the method of 
Martin,3 we can write 

Imj(z) - Img(z) 

=s....fl[Imj (x) - Img(x)] [Imj(y) + Img(y) 
21T Rej(y) + Reg(y) 

-1 

_ Imfix) + Img(xllx [Rej(y) + Re ( )] e(K) dxd . 
Refix) + Reg(xU g y fK Y 

(20) 

The large bracket under the integral can be majorized 
by taking the largest value of the first term and the 
smallest value of the second term. The integration of 
Rej(y) + Reg(y) gives the real parts of the S-wave partial 
waves which are bounded by i each so that their sum 
is bounded by 1: 

IImj(z)-Img(z)1 '" (tanlJ. -tan8Mln)maxIImj-Imgl. (21) 

The uniqueness condition for the solution of the integral 
equation thus becomes 

tanlJ. - tan8M1n < 1. 

Using the Eq. (19) in (22), we find the condition 

. SinlJ.-COSIJ. Sln v > :-'--:-. _....:...:..:::....c:.:. 
1- SlnlJ. COSIJ. 

Thus the solution is unique if the lowest value of the 
integral (2) and its supremum satisfy this inequality. 
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(22) 

(23) 

We notice that the relation (23) is always satisfied if 

IJ. '" 45° . 

That is when IJ. '" 45°, for the solution to be unique 
there is no lower bound required on the integral (2). 
Hence the modulus of j has complete freedom at the 
lower end. 

The relations (17), (19), and (23) are our main re
sults. As with the existence condition (sinlJ. < 1) for the 
solutions of the unitarity equation, the inequality (23) 
is a sufficiency condition and may not be necessary. 
For example, Martin3 has shown that for up to SinlJ. 
= 0.79 no lower bound is needed, whereas the inequality 
(23) restricts sinv to sinv> O. 327. On the other hand 
for larger values of SinlJ., that is, for larger than 0.79, 
the uniqueness has not been proven yet. The inequality 
(23) should fill in this gap as a sufficiency condition in 
the region 45° - 90° for the uniqueness of the solution. 
It may be that for up to sinlJ. = 1, that is between 0.79 
and 1 no restriction is needed for the lowest value of 
sinlJ.(z), even though we do not know this. However, we 
feel that with more input for the modulus function one 
can obtain more definite results. 
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Tensor fields invariant under subgroups of the conformal 
group of space-time8

) 

J. Beckers,b) J. Hamad, M. Perroud,c) and P. Wintemitz 

Centre de Recherches Mathematiques, Universite de Montreal, Montreal H3C 3J7, Canada 

This work is concerned with the characterization of tensor fields in (compactified) Minkowski space which 
are invariant under the action of subgroups of the conformal group. The general method for determining 
all invariant fields under the smooth action of a Lie group G on a manifold M is given, both in global 
and in local form. The maximal subgroups of the conformal group are divided into conjugacy classes under 
the Poincare group and the most general fields of I-forms, 2-forms, symmetric (0,2) tensors and scalar 
densities which are invariant under representatives of each class (as welJ as certain other subgroups) are 
then determined. The results are then discussed from the viewpoint of physical interpretation (as, e.g., 
electromagnetic fields, metric tensors, etc.) and applicability; in particular, for studies of spontaneously 
or otherwise broken conformal invariance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the problem 

In this paper we concern ourselves with the problem 
of determining the most general types of tensor fields 
on the space-time manifold which are invariant under 
subgroups of the conformal group. We shall obtain a 
complete solution of this problem for the following types 
of fields and groups: 1-forms, 2- forms, symmetric 
(0,2) tensors and scalar densities invariant under the 
maximal subgroups of the conformal group, as well as 
under certain other subgroups of interest in physics. 
Such fields may be identified, for example, as electro
magnetic potentials and fields, metric tensors, etc. 
The particular model for the space-time manifold that 
is used is the conformally compactified Minkowski 
space £1, upon which the conformal group acts as a 
global transformation group. This is a compact, in
finitely connected manifold which possesses the same 
local structure as Minkowski space, That is, it admits 
a local (infinitesimal) causal orientation and therefore 
a pseudo-Riemannian metric of signature (1,3), How
ever £1 does not possess a global causal structure since 
there exists within this space an infinity of closed, time
like geodesics, and hence it is not quite an adequate 
model for the space-time of relativistic physiCS. This 
difficulty may be satisfactorally resolvedl - 3 by replac
ing £1 by its noncompact, simply connected covering 
space M and, correspondingly, the conformal group 
with its universal covering group. Since such a replace
ment has no effect upon the invariance properties of 

alSupported in part by the National Research Council of Canada, 
Le Minist~re de l'Education du Gouvernement du Qullbec, and 
a NATO research grant. 

blpermanent address: Institut de Physique au Sart Tilman, 
B-4000 Li~ge 1, Belgium. 

dAfter Aug. I, 1977: Department de Mathematiques, Ecole 
Polytechnique, Montreal. 

tensor fields, except insofar as relating the fields de
fined on different sheets of M, we shall make no use of 
it. 

1. Background 

The conformal group as a local transformation group 
in Minkowski space has long been known in physics as 
the invariance group for Maxwell's equations, 4.5 and 
more generally, for a wide variety of other field equa
tions6- 9 (particularly those describing massless parti
cles), Since it contains the invariance group of special 
relativity; that is, the Poincare or inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group, it has often been suggested that the 
conformal group might have an equally basic interpre
tation as fundamental symmetry group for the geometry 
of space-time and the equations defined in it. In par
ticular, considerable study has been made of the im
plications of conformal invariance in quantum field 
theory, 10,11 primarily motivated by attempts to interpret 
the approximate scaling invariance found experimen
tally in high energy scattering of elementary particles, 12 

Apart from this, conformal invariance of field equa
tions is a property shared by most models for the uni
fied gauge field theories of weak, electromagnetic, and 
strong interactions, 13.14 due to the fact that the fields 
involved (prior to renormalization) are all massless. 
In this context, particle masses are introduced through 
spontaneous breaking of the gauge symmetry which also 
leads to breaking of the conformal invariance at the 
level of solutions to the field equations, 15-18 Solutions 
which minimize the total energy represent the classical 
analog of the quantum ground state, and the largest sub
group of the invariance group of the field equations 
which also leaves invariant these solutions will play the 
role of the fundamental symmetry group for the physical 
system. If for reasons of stability, either due to the 
type of interaction involvedl9 or to the topological prop
erties of space-time implied by the solutions, 20-22 

this ground state possesses less symmetry than the 
dynamical equations, we necessarily have a spontan
eously broken symmetry. At the level of space-time 
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symmetries it is therefore quite basic to ask which 
solutions to conform ally invariant equations are them
selves invariant under large subgroups of the conformal 
group. Certain particular cases of this question have 
been studied in the literature. For example, the "one 
instanton" solution for the SU(2) gauge theory is known 
to be completely characterized by its property of in
variance under the 0(5) subgroup of the conformal group 
0(5, 1) for Euclidean space-time. 13 Similarly, for the 
A¢4 (scalar density) field theory, solutions invariant 
under 0(3,2) have been studied as a model for introduc
ing a fundamental scale of length, thereby spontaneously 
breaking the 0(4,2) invariance of the field equations. 17 

In general relativity, conformal transformations 
also playa central role, several of the known cosmo
logical models having the property of conformal flat
ness; that is, differing from a flat space by a conformal 
change of metric. The symmetry groups of some of 
these models [e. g., 0(4,1) or 0(3,2) for the de Sitter 
spaces] moreover, are maximal subgroups of the con
formal group. Alternative models for explaining cosmo
logical data, such as the chronometric theory! of Segal, 
formulated in the space AI, have also put particular 
emphasis on the underlying conformal invariance prop
erties of space-time. The conformal group has further
more been studied as a gauge group for field theories 
formulated in a non- Riemannian geometry, in which it 
plays a role analogous to that of the Lorentz group in 
general relativity. 23 

The subalgebras of the conformal Lie algebra have 
been studied recently as part of a general program for 
subalgebra structure analysis. 24 All the maximal sub
algebras have been identified, up to conjugacy under 
the group,25 and their subalgebra structures, in turn, 
have been determined completely. 26-21 These, and other 
subalgebra analyses have been applied in particular to 
the classification of symmetry breaking interactions in 
the Scrodinger equation28•29 as well as to other prob
lems of interest in physiCS. The electromagnetic fields 
invariant under certain subgroups of the Poincare 
group have been studied systematically with methods 
similar to those developed in the present work, 30-33 

2. Outline of development 

The present work is divided into several distinct parts 
and may be read in a variety of ways, depending upon 
the interests of the reader, Sections n 3-I15 deal with 
the problem of characteriZing the most general tensor 
field on a manifold, invariant under a transformation 
group. The discussion is presented first in coordinate
free terms, both for global and local invariance 
(Sec. II 3). The relevant equations are then given in 
a coordinate representation [Eqs, (4,2), (4.3), and 
(4.6»). Finally (Sec. II 5) a formulation in terms of 
fibre bundles is given which makes precise certain 
notions used in Sec. II 4, The following Secs. II16-II18 
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introduce all the definitions and notations needed with 
regard to the conformal group, realized successively 
as: a local transformation group in Minkowski space; 
a global transformation group in conformally compacti
fied Minkowski space; the group 0(4, 2)/Z2' acting in a 
six-dimensional real space; and the group SU(2, 2)/24 
acting in a four complex dimensional space. In 
Secs, IV 9-IV 11 the maximal subgroups of the con
formal group are divided into conjugacy classes under 
the Poincare group. The reason for dOing this is the 
following. When obtaining the most general invariant 
field under a given group, we may naturally generate 
an infinity of other fields by applying Poincare trans
formations, and each of these fields will be invariant 
under the group obtained from the original invariance 
group through conjugation by the corresponding trans
formation, However, such fields will not be essentially 
different from one another in terms of interpretation 
since, by virtue of the duality between point and co
ordinate transformations, they may be interpreted as 
the same field viewed in different Lorentz frames. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to determine the invariant 
fields corresponding to a single representative of each 
conjugacy class of groups under the Poincare group. 
Such an argument holds, of course, for any invariant 
quantity under a given group, making the conjugacy 
classes under the Poincare group the only relevant 
characterization from the point of view of relativistic 
invariance. An essential distinction must be made, 
however, between the restricted Poincare group, pre
serving orientation and causal sequence, and the general 
Poincare group, containing the transformation P (space 
inversion), T (time inversion), and PT, Equivalence 
of reference frames under the latter represents an 
additional physical assumption, beyond that of relativis
tic invariance, whose validity depends upon the nature 
of the dynamical equations involved. With regard to the 
general problem of determining classes of subgroups, 
conjugated under a particular subgroup, a formulation 
is given in Sec, IV 11 in terms of double cosets which 
leads to two possible approaches to such an analysis, 
Both these methods are illustrated for the particular 
cases of maximal subgroups of the conformal group and 
the results are summarized in Table L In Secs, V 12-
V 14, the methods of Secs. II 3-II 5 are applied with 
respect to these maximal subgroups (as well as certain 
nonmaximal ones) so as to obtain the most general in
variant fields of 1- forms, 2- forms, (0,2) symmetric 
tensors, and scalar densities, The cases for which 
nonzero invariant fields exist are also indicated in 
Table L Finally, the results are discussed in Sec. V 15 
from the viewpoint of physical interpretation and a sum
mary is given in which possible applications and exten
sions are suggested. 

General references: For differential geometric 
definitions and notations, as used in Secs, II 3-II 5, 
we recommend the standard texts of Refs. 34-37 to 
the reader. For further background and references on 
the conformal group, see Refs. 1, and 38-40, For a 
summary regarding nonlinear group action on manifolds, 
see Ref. 41 and for more detailed mathematical back
ground, Refs. 42-44. 
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TABLE I. Maximal Subalgebras of c(3, I). 

Algebra - tv ,,'8 Co 

JY' Normalizer Invariant Transition Orbit in Basis C' C' =- l (dim~) Nd.,Yr) Subspace Element C' under for a a ~.!:;! ... 
[n,/Lno] in 0(4,2) V, g, : V\~Vi Nd.,%,) iil'i A F G .p 

---- --
sim(3,1) SIM(3, I) X Z, V, 1 (O,O,O,O,-x,x) I [ '1"=0, ""+'1'=0 ILi,K"D,P~ I 

(11) V,= (0,0,0,0,x,x) I exp(!!.- (P,-G,) 2 . ) ""+'1'*0 (L"K"D,C,,1 

[001] V,= Ix,O,O, -x,O,O)! ex{f<po+Co) ) "'"*0, ""+'1'=0 (L"K"L,+K,,L, -K" 

xexp(f (P,-C.) ) P"P"Po-P"C"C"Co-c.) 

0(4,1) 0(4,I)XZ, V, ( (x,O,O,O,O,O) I [ ."~+.,,~+.,,j (D,L"P"C,I V V 
+.,,!-.,,; =0 

(10) 

[100\ V,= 1(0,0,0,0, e AD 'I; +.,,~ +.,,~ (L"K"eAp" -e 'AC~ I V V 

x sinM,x cosM) I xexp(f(po+Co) ) +.,,~_.,,;=eH 

0(3,2) 0(3,2)XZ, V, = {(0,0,0,x,0,0) I 1 ."~-.,,;-.,,i ( K"K"L,,D,Po, V V 
-.,,~+.,,; =0 P"P"C"C"C, 1 

(10) 

[0 I 0] V, = { (0,0,0,0, eAD "'5-"'~-"'~-"'! (Li,K i,e A P ~ +e -AC~ I V V 
X cosM,x sinM) I X exp(-f< P,-C,) ) +."l =e 2A 

optO,l) OPT(3,I)XZ, V,= I (x,O,O, I .,,'+.,,'=.,,0+.,,' ID,L,,K,,L,+K,, 
-x,-y,y)l ="1'='1'=0 L,-K"P~,C,-C,I 

(1O) 

(002] V,= l(x,O,O,-x,y,y)1 ex{f(p,-C,) ) 71'+71'*0 ID,L"K"L,+K" 

Of 71°+.,,'*0 L, -K"C~,Po-P,1 

su(2,1) 
S(U(2,I)XU(I» 

V, = 1(0,0,0,,,,) I [ C' IL"D-K"po+C"Po+P." 
Z, 

$ u(l) XZ, Co-C"K,+P,+C" 
K,-P,-C"L,-P,+C" 
ZL,-P,+C,1 

(9) $ \2L,+Po-p,+Co-C,1 

(010] 

0(2) 0(2) X 0(4) (V, = 1 (x,O,O,O,O,y) I) (1) ( 1I~+"'; 
$0(4) i t =11 i+lI i+."i+lI ~= I) 

(7) A=O A=O 

[200J V,(A) eAD "'~+7Il IL"eAP,-e -AC, I V V V 
= 1 (x,O,O,O,xsinM, =."i +7Ii +'1j +1I! =e ZA <!lleAPo+e-ACol 

x cosM) \ 

0(2) 0(2) X 0(2,2) V, = 1 (O,x,y,O,O,O) I 1 .,,;+7Il I K"D.P",C"p"C, I V V v' 
$0(2,2) =115-11 ;-." h'7;=o <!liLd 

(7) V,= 1 (O,O,O,y, AD ( 7r ) e exp '2L, 7I;+7Il IK"K"L"eAPo+e' ACo, V V V 

x cosM,xsinM)I X exp(- f(p, - C,») ="1 ~-7Il-." h71 ;=e lA e A P, + e -A C" e A P,+ e -A C,j 
[020] <!leAP,-e .ACd 

0(3) 0(3)XO(2,1) V, = I (O,x,y,z,O,O) I [ '7i+7ll+7li IL"L,,L,I <!lID,Po,C,1 V V V 
$0(2,1) ='16-lIh.,,;=0 

(6) V,= 1 (O,x,y,O, e'D 71;+71 l+7l; iK" e A Po+ e -A Co, e A P, V V V 
z cosM,z sinM)1 xexp(- f<P'-C,») =1J6-'1!+1I;=e

ZA +e -AC,1 $ IL" eAp,_ e -AC" 

[030J eAp,_e-AC,1 
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TABLE 1. Maximal SUbalgebras of c(3, I). 

Algebra 
,W 
(dim$) 
[n.n_no] 

Normalizer Invariant 
Subspace 
Vi 

Transition Orbit in Basis 
for 
Yi"i 

Nd/lf) 
in 0(4,2) 

Element C' under 
g i : V,--->V i NdY(",) 

0(2,1) 
alo(2,1) 

0(2, I)XO(2,l) XZ; V, = I (x,Y,Z,O,O,O) I I TJO-TJI-TJ,-O, TJ,oj=O 
orTJ,=TJ,=TJ.=O, TJooj=O 

(see text) (6) 

[120] V,=! (OJ',Z,O, 

xsinM,xcosM)1 

eAD 7J~+1J~-7J;= feu, ! 2K,-P,-C,,2K,-2D+Po-Co 

-P,-C,,2L,-P,+C,1 

alI2K I +P,+C,,2K,-2D-Po 
+Co+P,+C,2L,-P,+C, I 

v V Y 
xexp(f(po+Co») TJ6-TJ;-TJ~= ±eu 

V'={( V2'Y'O, exp( - f(p,-c,) ) 

z z X)} 
\1'2 \/2\/2 

xex{fL,) 

xexp( - ~Po+co) ) 

3. Coordinate independent formulation 

We address ourselves now to the following problem. 
Given a C" manifold M of dimension n and a transforma
tion group G acting on M by C" diffeomorphisms (i. e. , 
we have a homomorphismj: G- Diff(M) into the group 
of C" diffeomorphisms of M), determine the most gen
eral ¢rE.n(r,s)(M) (element of the module of s-covariant 
r-contravariant tensor fields on M) such thatjg*(¢) = I/J 
for all g rE. G [where jg* is the mapping n(r •• ) (M) 
-n(r")(M) induced by the differential ofjg]. In fact, 
it is sufficient to consider tensor fields of definite 
symmetry under permutation of indices, since the sub
modules of a given permutation symmetry are invariant 
under Diff(M). We may also extend the class of in
variant fields considered to include tensor densities. 
The requirement of invariance may be weakened to 
that of invariance under groups of local diffeomorphisms 
defined only in a neighborhood of each point. If the 
group G is a Lie group, this becomes equivalent to the 
condition that the Lie derivative of ¢ with respect to 
the vector fields X induced by the one-parameter sub
groups of G should vanish, 

(L ¢)p=lim ([¢-j'~tl (¢)]) =0, 
x t.\l t p 

(3.1) 

where X(p) is the tangent vector at prE. M to the curve 
jg(t)(p) generated by the one-parameter subgroup get). 

Now. let Mo be the orbit of a point Po under the group 
action and let Go be the isotropy subgroup of G at Po 
[io e., Go ={g Ij,(po) =Po}]. Then for go '=- Go, j,* maps 
the tensor space n(r··)(po) into itself linearly, ~nd 
defines a representation of Go on this space which is a 
(reduced) tensor product of the linear isotropy repre
sentation r times with itself and s times with its con
jugate representation. Clearly, for the field to be 
invariant under G, it must satisfy in particular, at 
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1) i+TJ ~-TJ ;=0, TJ,oj=O; IK"e'Po-e-'Co, :V,Y Y 

1)6 -TJ; -TJ~ =0, TJooj=O e'P, - e-'C, I 

al/L"e'P, +e 'c" 
e"p,+e-"C,I 

(3.2) 

which represents a set of linear algebraic equations for 
each go. NOW, given a tensor I/J(po) at Po which satisfies 
(3.2), we may generate an invariant tensor field on Mo 
by defining 

(3.3) 

Because of (3.2), this mapping depends only on the left 
Go coset to which g belongs and hence I/J(p), PE Mo 
really only depends on the point p and not the particular 
element g in the coset which maps Po to p. Conversely, 
any invariant tensor field on Mo is uniquely determined 
by its value at Po through Eq. (3.3). The particular 
point Po chosen is evidently immaterial due to the 
transitivity of the group action on the orbit, the isotropy 
group of any other point on a given orbit being conjugate 
to Go and the corresponding linear isotropy representa
tion equivalent. The above remarks may be summarized 
as follows: 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
irreducible tensor fields ¢ of type (r, s) on M o, in
variant under G, and the GL(n)-irreducible tensors ifio 
of the same permutation symmetry type as ifi, invariant 
under the linear isotropy tensor representation at a 
fixed PoE Mo realized in the n(r,s)(po) tensor space; 
the correspondence being given by Eqs. (3.2), (3.3) 
with ¢(Po) identified as ¢o. 

Suppose now that G is a Lie group and that the 
mapping GXM-M defined by (g,p) -jlf(p) is C~. We 
shall assume, moreover that M has an everywhere 
dense submanifold M', which is the un_ 'n of a finite 
number of submanifolds {Mt } each of which is an open 
stratum41 (that is, each Mi is the union of all orbits 
with conjugate isotropy subgroups). We shall refer to 
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such fll;' s as the regular strata (and the orbits they 
contain as regular orbits) and all others as singular 
strata (and singular orbits). It will be assumed that 
either Mi consists of a finite number of orbits or that 
the space of regular orbits G \i'vl j is itself a differen
tiable manifold under the differentiable structure in
herited from M; and Go In the former case, the identi
fication of invariant fields is complete when they are 
known on each orbit, while in the latter we may use the 
manifold structure of G\Mi to characterize the invariant 
fields throughout each Mi' A local coordinate system 
for G \ 1\11i is equivalent to a functionally complete set of 
scalar fields defined on the orbit of an open set UOCM j , 

invariant under the group G. To see this, let k be the 
dimension of G \Mi and let 

[3:U-V (3.4) 

be such a local coordinate system (Uo, V, and U being 
open neighborhoods). Then 

fj(p) = [3(Gp) (3.5) 

defines a k-tuple {eo} (a = 1, •.. ,k) of functionally in
dependent G-invariant scalar fields. Furthermore, if 

(3.6) 

is a G-invariant scalar field on GUo (considered now as 
an open set in M i ), define the map: 

1):U-JR (3.7) 

(considering U as on open set in G \Mi) by 

1)(Gp) =l1(p). (3.8) 

Then 11 = 1)0 0 (3, where 110 =1) 0 {3-1 is a mapping from V 
into JR, and hence 11 is functionally dependent on the 
{i3 o}. 

4. Coordinate systems 

Given a k- tuple {is"} of G-invariant functionally in
dependent scalar fields defined on GUo C M i , a coordi
nate system for Mi in this open set may be defined as 
follows. Let S be a submanifold of Mi which locally 
intersects each orbit in GUo exactly once and more
over such that the isotropy subgroup Go for each point 
POs E: S n GUo is locally the same. (For further discus
sion concerning the existence of such an S, see the next 
section.) Now the space of cosets K = GIGo may be 
identified with each orbit in GUo in a unique way by the 
correspondence 

A coordinate system for K thus provides a coordinate 
system for the orbit of any point POs. The orbit is neces
sarily of dimension n - k and therefore such a coordi
nate system is a mapping 
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where {K A } is an open covering of K. This covering 
may be used to defined a covering for GUo C M; by open 
neighborhoods U A, 

UA =? KA{pos)· 
Os 

Then a natural coordinate system for AI; in GUo is given 
by the mapping y: GUo -JR" defined as 

where k E: K A C K. Thus, the first n - h coordinates 
identify the point in the coset corresponding to the given 
~oint on the orbit Gpos while the last k coordinates iden
tlfy the orbit upon which POs lies. If the invariant scalar 
fields {j3h} are defined and functionally independent 
throughout M i , this may be used to defined a coordi
nate system throughout AI;. 

In general, let {xi(p)} denote the coordinates of a 
pOi.nt PEe M j in any coordinate system and let x;(p) 
=x'(tg(p» denote the coordinates of the image of this 
under the mappingjg for a given gEe G. The Jacobian 
of this map, referred to these coordinates, is repre
sented by the nXn matrix gJ(p) with element 

(4.1) 

Let the components of the tensor l/J relative to the co
ordinate frame be denoted l/J~::::~:. Then the conditions 
for invariance (3.2) and (3. 3) become 

and 

(Vf{EG) (4.3) 

(where gJ represents the inverse of the Jacobian 
matrix). Thus, the most general invariant field 1/) is 
obtained by solving (4. 2) for the independent compo
nents of </J(Po), allowing these to be arbitrary functions 
of the scalars j3 O(Po) characterizing the orbits and then 
applying (4.3) to generate the field throughout the orbito 
The above expressions become considerably simpler 
within the {aa, j3b} coordinate system, since the Jacobian 
matrix then takes on the block form 

J= [~~~~~--~-J . (4.4) 
0: I.~ 

If invariant tensor densities are being considered, 
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rather than tensors, Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) are modified 
by multiplying the right-hand side by a suitable power 
of I det(J) I, depending upon the density weight. In 
particular, for a scalar density ¢ of weight 0, we have 

rjJ(po) = j detgoJjo rjJ(po), go~ Go (4.2') 

and 

(4.3') 

Finally, let get) be a one-parameter Lie group which 
induces the vector field X, denoted in the coordinate 
system {Xi} by 

X_ti a (4.5) 
-s W' 

The requirement (3.1) for local invariance of the field 
If! is expressed in terms of components as 

=0. (4.6) 

Agail1, f9r tensor densities, a suitable multiple of 
~k,,,wn:::;: must be added to the expression for the Lie 
derivative. 

5. Fibre bundle formulation 

In terms of fibre bundles, the preceding structures 
may be described as follows. Let M j denote the ith 
stratum. Then the action of G on iVI; defines an equiva
lence relation turning i'vl; into a fibre bundle over the 
base manifold G \ /VIi with group G, the fibres being the 
orbits, and the fibre-type, the coset space K = GIGo. 
An open subset of the sub manifold S intersecting each 
orbit once represents a local cross section of this 
bundle which is invariant under Go. Such cross sections 
may be shown to exist, in particular, if Go is com
pact, 41-43 and under weaker assumptions as well, such 
as the existence of a Go- invariant local metric. For 
the cases treated in Sec. V either G\lvI; is discrete or 
a smooth local section exists. A coordinate system for 
G\lH; defined on any covering by open sets {VA} to
gether with a Go invariant local section SA over each 
V A and a coordinate system in K gives rise to a coordi
nate system for M; through the identification of the 
identity coset with the intersection of SA with each fibre 
over VA (the open covering being {KBSA (VA)}' where 
{KB } is the covering by open sets of K). 

An invariant tensor field If! is a cross section of the 
bundle T(r,s)(MI)IG over G\Mj as base manifold, 
T (r,s)(Mi ) being the bundle of (r, s)-tensors on M i , and 
the G-action on T(r,s)(M j ) defined by <p:. Each point 
in T(r,s)(Mi)IG over a point x E G \M j corresponds to a 
G-invariant tensor field defined on the orbit x, and 
these are completely characterized by the Eqs. (3.2) 
and (3.3). Thus, the problem of finding the most gen
eral tensor field If! of type (r, s), invariant under G is 
reduced to that of characterizing the sections of the 
bundle T(r,s)(Mj)IG. Locally this may be done by speci
fying the coordinates of a point x ~ G\M j and the com
ponents of the (r, s)-tensor [satisfying the linear 
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isotropy condition (3.2)] which lies over x. A coordi
nate system for G \ Mi is a Co, 1-1 onto mapping be
tween open sets {VAt covering G\Mj and {UA} in JR". 
This may also be interpreted as a set of local cross 
sections over {VA} of the bundle G\M(xJRk

, each defin
ing a set of k functionally independent, local G-invariant 
scalar fields in M j • That they are functionally indepen
dent follows from the fact that the Jacobians of the C~ 
maps VA -JR" are nondegenerate; that k is moreover 
the maximum number is evident from the fact that the 
Jacobian's rank cannot exceed the dimension of G\M;. 

III. THE CONFORMAL GROUP OF MINKOWSKI 
SPACE 

6. The local transformation group 

Let M(p, q) be a pseudo-Euclidean space with metric 
gM of signature (p, q). That is, within any rectilinear 
coordinate system Y, :M(p, q) -JRP+., gM is identified 
with a nondegenerate bilinear form 

g: JRP+. x JRPH -JR. 

Unless stated otherwise, we shall always identify ![M 

with the diagonal matrix 

diag(l, ... , 1, - 1, ... , - 1), 
,,~/~ 

q p 

using the same symbol for both. By O(p, q), we shall 
mean the orthogonal group corresponding to this particu
lar ![Mo A C~ transformation T: UT - M(p, q) rUT being 
an open set in M(p, q)] is called a local conformal trans
formation if, for any x E UT , the Jacobian matrix J of 
the transformation within the coordinate system Yr is 
of the form 

J(x) = f(x) R(x), (6.1) 

where R(x) ~ O(p, q) and f(x) E JR- (multiplicative group 
of positive real numbers). This is equivalent to the 
requirement that 

(6.2) 

where ![M in this equation simply denotes the metric 
tensor, and not any particular coordinate representation 
of it. If the open set UT is all of M(p, q), then T is a 
global conformal transformation. The definition (6.2) 
applies, moreover, both in local and in global form 
if M(p, q) is replaced by an arbitrary (pseudo)
Riemannian manifold. It is a well-known result that 
for p + q? 3, the conformal transformations of M(p, q) 
are generated by translations, pseudo-orthogonal 
transformations, dilatations and the inversion 
x- XlgM(X, x). These generate a local Lie group C(p, q) 
of transformations on M(p, q) [local, because the open 
sets UT for certain T ~ C (p, q) do not cover the whole 
space]. 

For (p, q) = (3,1), M(p, q) becomes Minkowski space 
(denoted hereafter as M), for which Klein45 proved that 
C(3, 1) is isomorphic to the projective orthogonal group 
PO(4, 2) -0(4, 2)/Zz, where Z2 denotes the centre {t, - I} 
of 0(4, 2). Klein's proof is based on the sphere geom
etry of Lie which allows the local action of C (3, 1) on 
M to be extended to a global action on another manifold, 
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having the same local properties as M; namely, the 
conformally compactified Minkowski space M, which 
we shall define in the next section. 

The one parameter subgroups of C(3, 1) induce a set 
of vector fields on M which close under commutation 
to form a 15-dimensional Lie algebra (4,1). A basis for 
c(3, 1) which is convenient for distinguishing the Lorentz 
subalgebra consists of the infinitesimal homogeneous 
Lorentz transformations M"v, translations P", dilata
tions D and special conformal transformation C" 
(/.L = 0, 1,2,3). Within a Cartesian coordinate system 
these are of the form: 

(6.3) 

c" =x2a" - 2x,,~a" 
[summation convention used throughout, and raising or 
lowering of indices done with the Minkowski metric 
~M =diag(1, - 1, - 1, - 1)]. Now, denoting an arbitrary 
vector field X E: C(3, 1) with components given by 

corresponding to the infinitesimal transformation 

x" - x" - w~ XV + a" - d" x2 + 2c' xx" - AX" (6.5) 

(w"V, p, a" ,c" being real constants), we have 

(6.6) 

showing explicitly that these vector fields represent 
infinitesimal conformal transformations. The nonzero 
commutators within this basis are: 

[NI ,,", Mrfr 1 = ~"'alvlvr + ~vr M".a - g,,'T Mva - gvuM "r' 

[M"v, P a] ={[" a Pv - {[va P", 

[D,P"]=-P,,, 

[D, C" ]=C", 

[Mllv , Ca] ={["a Cv - {[va C", 

[p", Cv1 = 2g"v D + 2M"v' 

(6.7) 

At the algebraic level, the 0(4,2) structure may be seen 
by defining a new basis Jab == - Jba (a, b = 0, 1,2, 3,4, 5) 
with 

(6 0 8) 

in terms of which the commutation relations become 

[Jab' Jed] =gac J bd + gbd J ac - gad Jbc - gbc J ad , (6.9) 

where 

gab =diag(+ 1, - 1, - 1, - 1, - 1, + 1). (6.10) 

Another basis frequently used is obtained by separating 
M"v into rotations L; and boosts K; (i = 1, 2,3) 

(6.11) 

7. Compactified Minkowski space 

In order to realize C(3, 1) as a global transformation 
group, we proceed in a standard way, 1 replacing M by 
another manifold M defined to be the projective cone of 
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Mo;:C 5/-, 

where C5 is the cone of nonzero null vectors for the 
quadratic form associated with the matrix (gab); that is 
the set of points 17 = frio, 71\ 712

, 71 3,713,714, 715) E mB for 
which 

(7.1) 

[where (710,711> 712> 713, 714, 1)5) 0;: (1)0, - 1)\ - 712, _713, -1)\ 715) 1. 
The equivalence relation - is defined by 

7) -7)' <=> 7)' = A7), A * O. (7.2) 

This gives an identification between points in M and 
rays on the cone C 5• 

The action of 0(4,2) on M is the natural one induced 
by t1"-c linear action of 0(4,2) on m6

, 

{[ :[17] - [g7J), 

where [7)] is the class of points on C5 equivalent to 7). 
This action is transitive but not effective, since the 
center Z2 = {I, - D.} acts as the identity at all points of 
M. The projective orthogonal group PO(4, 2) =0(4, 2)/22 

acts effectively and the isotropy group at any point in 
M is easily seen to be an ll-dimensional Lie group 
which is isomorphic to the similitude group SIM(3, 1); 
that is, the semidirect product of the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group P(3, 1) (Poincare group) with the group 
m+ of dilatationso Choosing the point [(0,0,0,0, -1, 1)1, 
the isotropy group may be characterized as the set of 
all matrices which can be written as a product 

{[(a, A, L)o;: exp(a" P".) exp(AD)gL, 

where 

and 

exp(a'" P,,) = [;;;:---h-~~;';---l~;--J ' 
Ti, 2 1 I 2 

- a gM I - 2a - CZa 
I 

( ) [ ~4 __ ~ ___ ~ _____ ~ __ ] 

exp AD = . o I coshA smhA 
I o I sinhA COShA 
I 

gL= [~-H-~J 
o I 0 1 

I 

where LE 0(3,1), aE m4 with components a" and 

(7.3) 

(704a) 

(7.4b) 

(7.4c) 

a • b saT g M b for any a, bE m4 considered as column 
vectors. This may readily be verified to define a six
dimensional representation of the similitude group. 
We may thus identify M with the homogeneous space 
PO(4, 2)/SIM(3, 1). 

From (7. 3) and (7.4) we see that P(3, 1) acts on the 
cone C5 as follows: 
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(where 17 = (17iJ. ) E 1R4]. 

The orbit of the point (0,0,0,0,1, 1) in C5 under 
P(3, 1) is thus the four-dimensional submanifold of 

pOint[s ,w::. rdina,es 

1- a2 J 
This allows us to identify the orbit with Minkowski 
space M through the injection mapping 

j : x I- [~(l: x';]. (7.6) 

2"(1- x ) 

The image j(M] is then the set of all (17,174,175) for which 
114 +115 = 1. The injection of M into !Vi is given by 

J: x r-- [j(x» 

and the image consists of the sub manifold of rays (11] 
for which 114 + 115 "* 0. The local inverse J.I (11] - M defines 
a coordinate system corresponding to the Cartesian 
coordinates {~} of M, 

(7.7) 

The entire manifold M may be seen to be diffeomorphic 
to the projective space [Sl x S3J/Z2 by introducing the 
projective coordinates 

(7.8) 

which maps !Vi diffeomorphic ally into SI x S3/Z2 since 

u~+u3=u~+u~+u~+u~=1 (7.9) 

and the pOints {uG
} and {- uG

} must be identified to make 
the correspondence one-one. The set of points of !Vi 
which are not the image of any point in M are just those 
for which u4 + u5 = 0, so that 

u~ - uf - u~ - u~ = 0. (7. 10) 

This may be identified as a light- cone "at infinity" 
(i. e., xiJ. _ ""). 

The action of SIM(3, 1) defined by the mapping j is 
exactly that of the similitude group on M; namely 

g(a, X, L) : x I- exp(- X) Lx + a. (7.11) 

The Abelian subgroup of PO(4, 2) consisting of elements 
of the form 

g(fJ);: ( ~-:;;:-+-1-~~~~--~-~2-J 
- fJ T g M : tfJ2 1 _ tfJ2 

I 

moreover, defines the "special conformal 
transformations" 

x-x2b 
g(fJ):xt-I_2box+bZxZ, 

(7. 12) 

(7.12') 

These latter are clearly not defined globally on M. 

The isotropy subgroups of 0(4,2) acting on C5 are all 
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conjugate to P(3, 1) and therefore we have the 
identification 

C5 -0(4, 2)/P(3, 1). (7.13) 

Finally, we should like to distinguish between the 
different connected components of the conformal group 
in a manner analogous to that done for the Lorentz 
group46; namely, according to which, among certain 
discrete transformations, each component contains. 
It is known that 0(4,2) as a manifold has four connected 
components (as does each O(p, q) group for which 
p, q > O}, and that these may be distinguished according 
to the values of two multiplicative discrete characters, 26 

namely the determinant d (=± 1) and the spinor norm 
n (=± 1). The latter may be defined as 

sgn de' [~:: ~:] 
for any 0(4,2) element (Gab)' We thus have 

E4 =0(4, 2)/SOo(4, 2), (7. 14) 

where the four cosets in Z4 may be identified with the 
following four elements of C(3, 1)-0(4,2)/E2, 

1= e diag(l, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 

P=ediag(l, -1, -1, -1, 1,1) 

(n=+I,d=+I), 

(n=+I,d=-l), 

T=€diag(-l, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,) 
(7.15) 

(n=-I,d=-l), 

PT=ediag(-l, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1) (n=-I,d=± 1) 

(e=±l). 

(Note that the center Jl2 of 0(4,2) is not contained in 
E" but is contained in SOo(4, 2).] Using notation which 
is standard for the Lorentz group, we may identify the 
components of. C(3, 1) according to which components 
of the Lorentz group'S they contain: 

C!(3, 1) - SOo(4, 2)/Z2 ::J L:::J I, 

C!(3,1)::JL!::JPT, 

C:(3,1)::JL:::JP, 

C:(3, 1) ::JL:::J T. 

(7.16) 

Correspondingly, we have the following five types of 
conformal groups: 

(i) C(3, 1) - 0(4, 2)/Jl2 (general conformal group) 

(ii) C:(3, 1) - SOo(4, 2)/Z2 (restricted conformal group) 

(iii) C.(3, 1)-SO(4,2)/Z2-C!u C~ (proper conformal 
group) 

(iv) C'(3, l)-C!U C: (orthochronous conformal group) 

(v) Co(3, 1) - C: UC~ (orthochorous conformal group) 

8. The conformal group and SU (2,2) 

In the following, we shall need an explicit construc
tion41 of the isomorphism 

SU(2, 2)!E2 - SOo(4, 2), 

where.f2 ={± I}, or, equivalently 

SU(2, 2)!E, - SOo(4, 2)/1:2 - C~(3, 1), 

(a. 1) 

(a. 2) 

where.l4 ={± I, ± i I} is the discrete center of SU(2, 2). 
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Let h = ht denote a Hermitian form of signature (2,2) 
on <r:4 • Then SU{2, 2) is the group of complex 4 x 4 
matrices U such that 

Ut/lU = II, deW = 1. (8.3) 

h can always be chosen such that h2 == 1 [and consequent-

ly, ::r,:)j_~d ~~ f" (8.4) 

Let p(U) be the six complex dimensional, linear repre
sentation of SU(2, 2) on the space 1\ 2<1:4 of bivectors 
(i. e., antisymmetric tensor product of <1:4 with itself), 
defined by 

Now let us define the following symmetric form on 
/\ 2<r:4 , 

(8.5) 

(Vi/\ v2, V3/\ V4) == det(I't. 1'2, V3, 1'4) (8.6) 

(which extends, through bilinearity, to any pair of bi
vectors). Since for each A EO: GL(4, <r:) we have 

det(A vI, AV2,A 1)3, AV4) = detA • det(vh 112, 1'3, V4) 

and since deW = 1 for U EO: SU(2, 2), the symmetric form 
is invariant under p(U), 

(P(U) : 1'1/\ 1'2, p(U): r3 f\ 1'4) == (1'1/\ 112, /'31' 1'4) (8.7) 

and this invariance property defines a homomorphism 
of SU(2, 2) into 800(6, <r:) (which incidently can be trivial
ly extended to a homomorphism of 8L(4,<r:) into 80(6, <r:)1. 
Moreover, the representation p is virtually real; that 
is, the complex vector space /\2<r:4, considered as a 
twelve-dimensional real space, contains a six-dimen
sionallinear subspace invariant under p(U) and such 
that the restriction of (8.6) is a real bilinear form of 
signature (4,2). This gives rise to the homomorphism 
of SU(2, 2) onto SOo(4, 2). 

To exhibit this decomposition explicity, it is conven
ient to represent /\ 2<1:4 by the space T of all antisym
metric 4x4 matrices T=- TT. The representation p 
acts on T as 

p(U) T=UTU T 

and the symmetric form becomes 

(T, T') == tEijkl Tij T~l == - tr(* TT'), 

(808) 

(8.9) 

where EiJkl is the Levi-Civita symbol and *T denotes 
the (affine) dual of T, 

(*T)iJ = tEiJkl T kl • 

We note that 

and 

(8.10) 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

Consider now the involutive, antilinear transformation 
D on L defined by 

(8.13) 
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(where T denotes the complex conjugate of T). The fact 
that Dis involutive (D2 =1) follows from (8.11) and 
(8. 12) and the relations 

The set of matrices invariant under D, 

T D={T:=: T IDT == T} 

(8.14) 

(8.15) 

is a real vector space of dimension six which is in
variant under p(U) since 

(8016) 

Within T D, we have 

* T=hTh, It Tcc Tv (8.17) 

and therefore the restriction of the form (8.6) to Tv 

becomes 

(T, T /)=- tr(hThT). (8. 18) 

By direct computation, one verifies that TD consists of 
all matrices of the form 

where 

11= (1]0,1]1, 1)\ 1)2, 1)3, 1]4, 1]5),,=, lRB. 

We then have 

(r (1)), r (11) = 11~ - rJt - rJ~ - 1J~ - 7)1 + 7)€ :0 Q(l1) (8.21) 

which thus defines a quadratic form in lR6 of signature 
(4, 2). The homomorphism 

<b : SU(2, 2) - 800(4,2) is now defined by 

(8.22) 

and it is easily verified that ker <b == {± I} establishing 
the isomorphism (8. 1). The particular choice of co
ordinatization in (8.20) is arbitrary up to an 0(4,2) 
transformation and has been chosen so as to give a 
simple form to the translations, homogeneous Lorentz 
transformations, dilatations, and special conformal 
transformations in the SU(2, 2) representation with 
Hermitian form 

- [0 -il] ==ShSt 
h= i il. 0 ' 

where 

Transl ations: 

- [II. kJ f{T= 0 II. ' 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 
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where 

k = [ aO + a
3 

a
i

o - ia
3

2
] E: lH (2) (Hermitian 2 x 2 matrix). 

a1 + ia2 a - a 

SPecial conformal transformations: 

Homogeneous Lorentz transformations: 

g-L = [a to IJ, a E: SL(2, a:). o a-

Dilatations: 

- [exp (- A/2) II. 0 J AE: IR 
go= 0 exp(+A/2)II. ' . 

(8.26) 

(8.27) 

(8.28) 

(8.29) 

The corresponding matrices in the basis with diagonal 
invariant Hermitian form h is given, of course, by 
conjugation with the matrix S. Another useful realiza
tion of the action of C;(3, 1) directly on Minkowski space 
may be defined using the representation (8.23)- (8.29). 
Identifying the point of !vi with Cartesian coordinates 
{x"}by the Hermitian matrix 

[

Xu + x3 xl - iX2] 
X= E:lH(2) 

xl + ix2 xO _ x3 
(8.30) 

we obtain a realization of SU(2, 2)/Z4 - C;(3. 1) as a local 
transformation group acting effectively on M-lH(2) 
by8: 

g : x r- x' '" (ax + b) (cx + d)-I, 

where 

If [~-i-~] E: SU(2 2) c , d ' , 
:gthg=h, a, b,c,d,E: GL(2,a::). 

(8.31) 

(8.32) 

(8. 33) 

Moreover, the action may be extended to a global one, 1 

by replacing lH(2) by a space diffeomorphic to fl, name
ly the group U(2). The diffeomorphic injection 1 (ef. 
Eq. (7.6)] of lH(2) into U(2) is given by the Cayley 
transform 

1 +ix 
l:xI-U=I--' EU(2), xElH(2) 

- LX 

with local inverse 

(8.34) 

l-1 : U 1- x = i G ~ g] E lH(2), U E U(2), (8.34') 

The "light-cone at infinity" is given precisely by the 
subspace of U(2) for which the denominator in (8.34') 
is singular, that is; where det(1 + U) vanishes. The 
global action of SU(2, 2) on U(2) corresponding to the 
local action (8.32) on lH(2) is : 

g: U 1- (Au + B)(CU + D)-I, (8.35) 

where 
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A=Ha+d+i(b-c)], 

B=Hd-a+i(b+c)], 

C = t(d - a - i(b + c)], 

D=Hd +a - i(b - c)]. 

The (t'4 nonsingular matrices defined by 

- [A: BJ t tg= ---1--- =t S gSt C,D 
I 

with 

,. ~t-~\(;~-;)J 

(8.36) 

(8.37) 

(8.38) 

define a representation of SU(2, 2) which preserves the 
diagonal form h whenever g preserves h. Moreover, 
these two conditions define constraints for the matrices 
{A,B,C,D} and {a,b,c,d} which guarantee that (8.35) 
and (8.31) actually define transformations on lH(2) and 
U(2) respectively. 

As a final remark concerning the isomorphism (8.1), 
note that with the choice (8.4) for the Hermitian form 
h, the matrix 

J= UII. ~], (8.39) 

although not an element of SU(2, 2), nevertheless defines 
an automorphism by conjugation since 

(8.40) 

Moreover, the homomorphism (8.22) can be extended 
to the two-component group obtained by multiplying 
SU(2,2) elements by {I, J} (within this matrix represen
tation). Applying the homomorphism to J, we find 

cfJ (J) : 1/ 1- (1]0,1]1,1]2,1]3, _1]4, _1]5). (8.41) 

That is, 

± r/J(J) =PT (8.42) 

and the two component group is homomorphic to 
SO(4, 2). 

IV. MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS OF THE CONFORMAL 
GROUP 

9. Remark on maximal subgroups, subalgebras, and 
normalizers 

In the following, the notion of a "maximal" Lie sub
group of C(3, 1) is defined purely at the level of the Lie 
algebra. Thus a subgroup of C(3, 1) will be referred 
to as "algebraically maximal" if its Lie algebra is a 
maximal subalgebra of c(3, 1). Evidently, this will 
allow the identification of several algebraically maximal 
subgroups corresponding to the same algebra. As will 
become apparent from the discussion of Sec. IV 11, the 
relevant group, from the pOint of view of conjugacy 
classes, is the normalizer [in C (3, 1)] of any given group 
or algebra. Thus, two groups with equal (or conjugate) 
normalizers will have a bijective correspondence be
tween their conjugacy classes under any given subgroup. 
Therefore, we shall define a "normally maximal" sub
group as any algebraically maximal subgroup whose 
normalizer equals the normalizer of its algebra. (Note 
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that the normalizer of any algebraically maximal sub
group is always contained in the normalizer of its Lie 
algebra and hence also that of any normally maximal 
subgroup with the same algebra. ) It is easy to verify 
in particular that the identity component of any alge
braically maximal subgroup is also normally maximal. 
Furthermore, the normalizer of any maximal sub
algebra is either a maximal subgroup or the entire 
group, the latter being impossible for simple groups 
such as C(3, 1). 

10. The maximal subalgebras of the conformal algebra 

A complete classification of the subalgebras of c(3, 1) 
into conjugacy classes under C(3, 1) is in progress25

-
27

; 

in particular, all the maximal subalgebras of c(3, 1) are 
known. We describe here briefly how the classification 
of the maximal subalgebras was made in order to char
acterize these for use in the following sections. The 
method given is applicable to any semisimple Lie 
algebra. 

(i) We choose a specific representation of c(3, 1); 
namely, the one provided by the 0(4,2) Lie algebra 
[Eqs. (6.7), (6.9)], defined on lR6 with respect to the 
symmetric, bilinear form associated with the matrix 
r;ab [Eq. (6.10)]. In this representation, a subalgebra 
/i of c(3, 1) - 0(4, 2) is called reducible if it leaves some 
proper linear subspace V C lR6 invariant, and irreduci
ble otherwise. 

(ii) Due to the isomorphism of Eq. (7.17), the C(3, 1) 
conjugacy classes 

(10.1) 

are identical to the 0(4,2) classes. For reducible sub
algebras, these may be associated with 0(4, 2) equiva
lence classes of vector spaces, 

[V]c={gV, gEO(4,2)} 

by the surjective mapping 

gV f- g/ig-l • 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

In general, the correspondence is not one-one; indeed, 
the kernel of the mapping is identifiable with N(H)/H , 
where He 0(4,2) is the subgroup consisting of all ele
ments leaving V invariant and NUn is the normalizer 
of /i [in 0(4,2)]. If /i is a maximal subalgebra of 0(4,2) 
however, then N(/i) is a maximal subgroup of 0(4,2) 
and H a normally maximal one, both having H as Lie 
algebra. For these cases N d/i)/H is always a finite 
group and easy to determine by inspection. 

The classification of the subspaces V is done by 
direct application of a theorem of Witt,48 which for the 
present case states that any two subspaces V and V' 
of lR6 are related by an 0(4,2) transformation if and 
only if they have the same signature under restriction 
of the quadratic form Q [Eq. (8.21)] to V and V'. Since 
the induced quadratic forms on the subspaces are no 
longer necessarily nondegenerate, they must be charac
terized by three integers [n. n_ no] denoting, respective
ly, the number of positive, negative, and null eigen
vectors. The conjugacy classes of reducible subalgebras 
may now be completely identified by the Signature of the 
space they leave invariant. (Of course, since the 
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classes with signatures [n. n_ no] and [2 - n. - no, 
4 - n_ - no, no] are identical, we limit the range to 
n_ + n. + no -'S 3, n_ < 3. ) It follows from general theorems26 

that the following classes consist of maximal subalge
bras: [100], [OlD], [001], [200], [020], [002], [120], 
and [210]. All other classes of reducibly embedded sub
algebras within this representation are nonmaximal 
(e. g., any subalgebra H E [101] is properly contained 
in a subalgebra H E [001] because the invariance of a 
subspace of signature [101] implies the invariance of 
its isotropic subspace of signature [001)). 

(iii) An irreducible subalgebra of a semisimple Lie 
algebra can either be semisimple or the direct sum of 
a semisimple algebra with a one-dimensional compact 
Lie algebra. 26 The algebra c(3, 1) has precisely one such 
class [for the 0(4,2) representation], consisting of sub
algebras isomorphic to su(2, 1) (flu(l). When conjugacy 
under C!(3, 1) or C'(3, 1) is considered however, these 
split into two inequivalent classes. Furthermore, these 
are reducible in the defining representation of su(2, 2) 
on the space «;4 with the invariant Hermitian form h of 
Sec. 1118. The remarks of paragraphs (0 and (ii) are 
equally applicable in this representation, with the cor
responding signatures for subspaces V c ([4 relating 
to the induced form obtained by the restriction of h to 
V. The two different SU(2,2) [or C:(3, 1)] conjugacy 
classes of su (2, 1)(fl u (1) subalgebras can be character
ized by the signatures (1001 and [010] of the subspaces 
left invariant by the representatives of the two classes. 
If H belongs to one class, the subalgebra J-W J [see 
Eqs. (8.39)-(8.42)] belongs to the other one. We have 
seen that this transformation induces a transformation 
of SO(4, 2); consequently, depending upon whether we 
classify under C.(3,1) or under C:(3, 1) we have, 
respectively, either one or two classes of su(2)(flu(l) 
subalgebras. 

11. Conjugacy classes as orbits in homogeneous spaces 

fa) General method 

Before treating the maximal subgroups of C(3, 1) in 
particular, we shall formulate the general problem of 
determining conjugacy classes for subgroups of a given 
group G. Let K and H be two subgroups of G and let 

[H]e ={g-lHg, gE G} (11. 1) 

denote the set of subgroups of G conjugate to H. We 
should like to divide [H]e into conjugacy classes under 
K, 

[g-lHr;]K=k1g-1Hgl?, kEK}. 

If we define the action of K in [H]e by 

k :g-tHg t- k-1gHgk, 

(11. 2) 

(11.3) 

then each class [g-lHg]K is a K-orbit, and [H]e is the 
(disjoint) union of all the orbits. Let Ne(H) denote the 
normalizer of H in G. The mapping </>: [H]e - Ne(H)\G 

</>:g-lHgI-Ne(H)g (11.4) 

is bijective and, under this mapping, the natural action 
I/JG of G on [HJc, 

(11.5) 
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and ec on Nc(H)\G, 

ei: Nc(H)g t- Nc(H) g,li, .iiE G (11. 6) 

are equivariant. 

Through the mapping cp, the problem of determining 
the classes [K-1Hg]K becomes equivalent to that of 
identifying the double co sets N c(H) KK. The latter can 
be seen either as the set of K-orbits in Nc(H)\G or as 
Nc(H) orbits in GIK, and this dual interpretation gives 
two equivalent methods of solution. Of course, the right 
and left cosets are interchangeable; however, the 
nature of the orbits under K and H in the respective 
homogeneous spaces Nc (H)\G and GIK may be entire
ly different, the one being more readily identifiable 
than the other. We should like furthermore to remark 
that if in the above, the group G is a Lie group and Ii 
is the Lie algebra for some subgroup H, the entire 
analysis carries through mutatis mutandis if we make 
the replacements H ~Ii, Nc(H) ~ Nc(Ii). 

For the reasons outlined in the Introduction, we 
should now like to characterize the maximal subgroups 
of the conformal group by their conjugacy classes 
under the Poincare group P(3, 1); that is, for our case, 
G =0(4,2), J( =P(3, 1) and H is any normally maximal 
subgroup of C(3, 1). [The central elements of 0(4, 2) 
do not, of course, affect the classification. 1 We thus 
have 

(11. 7) 

and the particular choice of H for a given H is imma
terial since the conjugacy classes [H]P(3,1) and [H]P(3,1> 
will be isomorphic under the correspondence 

K-1HK-K-1H'g-g-llig 

for any two normally maximal groups H,H' with the 
same algebra Ii. 

The two methods provided by the two interpretations 
of the double cosets are both worthwhile considering, 
since the first [P(3, 1) orbits in 0(4, 2)/NdH)] is direct
ly related to the contents of the preceding section (i. e. , 
identification of maximal subalgebras) while the second 
[Nc(H) orbits in 0(4, 2)/P(3, 1)-C5 ] is directly related 
to the contents of Sec. V. The computations are 
straightforward, and the results are summarized in 
Table I. Readers mainly interested in the applications 
to invariant fields are invited to omit the details below. 

(b) P(3, 1) orbits in O(4,2)/NG (H) 

For each reducible maximal sub algebra Ii, we have 
seen in Sec. IV 10 that the space 0(4, 2)INc (H)- [Ii]c 
can be realized as the set of all vector subspaces V of 
m6 which are related by 0(4,2) to a given H-invariant 
subspace. Then each P(3, I)-orbit consists of an 
equivalence class of vector spaces [V]P(3 1> related 
by P(3, 1) transformations, ' 

[V]P(3,1> ={pV,PE P(3, I)} (11. 8) 

which, in turn, corresponds to a conjugacy class 
[fi]P(3,1> of algebras leaving the spaces in [V]P(3,t> in
variant, For subalgebras which are reducible within 
the su(2, 2) realization on (1;\ precisely the same 
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method may be applied with regard to the corresponding 
invariant subspaces V c (1;4. The procedure for identify
ing the classes [V]P(3,1) is as follows: 

(a) Choose a particular space V of given signature 
which is invariant under the algebra H and identify it 
by the 0(4,2) [or SU(2, 2)] signature. 

(3) Identify a basis for V in terms of m6 (or (1;4) co
ordinates and apply the most general P(3, 1) transfor
mation to it, as given by Eqs. (7.4) [or (8.25), (8.28)]. 

(y) By suitable choice of the P(3, 1) transformation, 
reduce the basis elements to a set of standard forms 
which may no longer be related to each other by a 
P(3, 1) transformation. 

(6) Identify for each orbit a representative set of basis 
elements; one for each standard form. 

(E) Identify a set of elements KE 0(4, 2), one for each 
standard basis, which maps the basis for V in its 
standard form onto the other standard bases represent
ing different conjugacy classes. 

We now treat the maximal algebras of c(3, 1) by this 
procedure. In each case, rather than referring to the 
algebras, we shall identify the normally maximal group 
H, defined as the largest subgroup (mod ~2) of 0(4,2) 
[or SU(2, 2)] to leave invariant the same space V which 
is invariant under its Lie algebra H. For the cases 
(i)- (vi) the group H equals its normalizer (mod Z2)' 
For case (vii), there are two elements in N(H)IH and 
this will be discussed separately. 

(i) The Kroup 0(4,1): This group is identified by an 
invariant subspace of signature [100], i. e., it is 
spanned by one positive vector TE mG, which we nor
malize to length Q(T) = L Applying translations, we 
can immediately reduce T to the form T(A) 
= (0, 0, 0, 0, sinhA, coshA) if T4 + T 5 "* 0. If T4 + T5 = 0, 
then by translation and homogeneous Lorentz trans
formations we reduce T to T(1) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Thus, 
we obtain two types of P(3, 1) orbits of [100] signature 
spaces: a one parameter family, represented by the 
spaces with basis elements exp(AD) T(2), with T(2) 

= (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), and an isolated one, represented by 
the basis element TO). Taking the latter as the standard 
basis for the defining representation of 0(4, 1), an 
0(4,2) element which maps this onto the corresponding 
basis in the second family with parameter A, is K<A) 
=exp[W] exp[1T/4(Po+C o)]. A basis for the 0(4, 1) 
algebras leaving T(I) and exp(AD) T(2) invariant is given 
by 

{D,L;,P;,C;} and {L;,Kit exp(X)P,,-exp(-X)C,,}, 

respectively. 

(ii) The Kroup 0(3,2): This corresponds to an in
variant subspace of signature [010], spanned by one 
negative length vector 8, which analogously to the 
above, may be reduced by P(3, 1) transformations to 
one of the two forms 8(1) = (0, 0, 0, 1,0,0) or exp(AD) 8(2), 
where 8(2) = (0, 0, 0,0,1,0). The corresponding Lie 
algebras and the transition elements in 0(4,2) leading 
from one conjugacy class to the others are given in 
Table I (as they are for all the cases below). 
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(iii) The group SIM(3, 1): The invariant subspace is of 
signature [001] and is spanned by an isotropic vector 
Lc:=: IR6 li. e., satisfying Q(L) = 0]. Applying P(3, 1) 
transformations this may be reduced to the form L(!) 
=(0,0,0,0,1,1) if L4 +L5 4oO or to one of the forms 
L(2) = (1, 0, 0, - 1,0,0) or L(3) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, - 1) if 
L 4 +L5 =0. 

(iv) The group OPT(3, 1): The invariant subspace is 
of signature [002], i. e., it is spanned by two ortho
gonal vectors X and Y [g(X,X)=g(Y, Y)=g(X,X)=O]. 
Vector X can be transformed to one of the three 
standard forms L(j), L(2), L(3) obtained above in the 
SIM(3,1) case and vector Y may then be standardized 
by transformations in the subgroups of P(3, 1) which 
leave invariant the space spanned by X. Doing this, and 
taking suitable linear combinations among the pairs of 
basis vectors to simplify their form, we obtain two 
orbits of spaces, inequivalent under P(3, 1), repre
sented by the following pair of standardized basis 
vectors: 

{L, L}(I) ={1, 0, 0, - 1,0,0,), (0,0,0,0, - 1, In 
and 

{L, L}m = {(I, 0, 0, - 1,0,0,), (0,0,0,0,1, 1, j). 

(v) The gro1lps 0(4)xO(2) and 0(2, 2)xO(2): These 
two cases, corresponding, respectively to invariant 
subspaces of signature [200] and [020] are treated 
analogously to the above; that is, one of the basis 
vectors is put in a previously established standard form 
of type S or type T, and the other is standardized us
ing the stabilizer of the corresponding one-dimensional 
space in P(3, 1). The results are summarized in 
Table 1. 

(vi) The group 0(3)XO(2, 1): The signature of the in
variant subspace is [030], i. e., it is spanned by three 
orthogonal negative length vectors S(I), S(Z), and S(3). 
Two of them may be put into one of the two standard 
forms identifiable from Table 1 for the group 0(2, 2) 
x 0(2). Considering each separately, let us first choose 
{S(I>, S(Z)}={(O, 1,0,0,0,0), (0,0,1,0,0, OJ). Then S(3) 
= (5°, 0, 0, 53, sl, 55), with 5% - 5~ - 5~ + 5~ = - 1. If 
54 + 55 * 0, we can translate 5(3) into 
(0,0,0,0, coshA, sinhA) without altering {S(I), S(Z)}. If 

sl + ~{, = 0, we can transform S(3) by a homogeneous 
Lorentz transformation and a translation into 
(0,0,0,1,0,0) without affecting {S(I), a(2)}. Now, take 
the other case {SW, S(2)} = {to, 0, 0, 1,0,0), 
(0,0,0,0, coshA, sinhA)}. Then S(3)= (5°,51,52, 0, sl sinhA, 
sl coshA). By an 0(2, 1) transformation 8(3) can be taken 
into (0,0, coshll, 0, sinhll sinhX, sinhll coshA). The triplet 
{S(l), 8(Z" S(3)} now determines a hyperplane in the 2345 
subspace. A vector orthogonal to this hyperplane within 
the 2345 subspace determines the hyperplane completely 
and can be written as T~ = (0, 0, sinhll, 0, coshll sinhA, 
coshll coshA). By a translation (a, 1) with 
a = (0, - tanhll exp(- A), 0, 0) we can take T L into 
(0,0,0,0, sinhA, coshA). The orthogonal hyperplane 
then goes into {S(I) 8(2) a(3)}={(0 ° 1 ° ° 0) " , , , , , , 
(0,0,0,0, coshA, sinhA), (0,0,0,1,0, OJ). Thus the 
classes for this caSe are characterized by this one 
parameter family of orbits together with the single 
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orbit represented by the standardized set of basis ele
ments {to, 1,0,0,0,0), (0,0,1,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,0, OJ). 

(vii) The group 0(2, l)xO(2, 1): For this single case, 
the normalizer N(j/) is not equal to the group Hand 
hence, according the discussion of Sec. IV 10, the 
mapping (10.3) does not define a one-one corre
spondence between the set of equivalence classes 
{[V]P(3 lJ of vector spaces invariant under the algebra 
0(2,1)810(2, 1)=/t and the set of conjugacy classes 
{(H]P(3.1l}' However, N(H)/H has only two elements 
and hence there will be at most two classes [V]P(3.1) 
corresponding to the same class [/tjp(3,1)' 

To see this, we note first that the 0(4,2) conjugacy 
class of groups 0(2, 1) x 0(2, 1) (and their Lie algebras) 
is defined by the 0(4,2) class of subspaces V eIR6 with 
signature [120]. We may take, as the defining represen
tation, the group (or algebra) leaving invariant the sub
space Vj spanned by the vectors {to, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,), 
(0,0,1,0,0,0), (1,0,0,0,0, OJ). Then the normalizer 
of the group H (or algebra If) leaving this space in
variant is 

N(H) = H x sZ;" 

whereZz={I1,Il'}with 

° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° 1 

11'= ° ° ° 1 ° ° ° 1 ° ° ° 1 ° ° ° 1 ° ° ° ° 

1 

° ° ° ° ° 
The transformation 11' takes the space VI into its 
orthogonal complement vt and consequently two equiva
lence classes [Vnp(3,1) and [VtlP(3,1) correspond to the 
same conjugacy class [H]P(3 I)' In general, any other 
subspace Vi of signature [120] will be mapped either 
into itself or its orthogonal compliment Vi~ by elements 
of the normalizer of the group leaving Vi invariant, and 
hence will correspond to the same conjugacy class of 
groups (or algebras). Turning to the detailed classifica
tion of these, the [0201 subspace of any such space can 
be chosen in one of the forms given in Table I for the 
invariant spaces under 0(2,2)XO(2). Consider first the 
case when {s(1) , S(Z)} = {to, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0,0,1,0,0, On. 
Then the third basis vector, orthogonal to these first 
two, has the form T = (TO, 0, 0, T3, T\ T 5) with normali
zation T5 - T~ - T~ + T~ = 1. If 1-.4 + T 5 = 0, we can trans
form the basis, using translations and homogeneous 
Lorentz transformation which leave a(1) and a(2) fixed 
to precisely the form given above defining the space 
Vi' If r + T 5 * 0, we can apply a translation to trans
form the basis to the form {S(1), S(2), T}= {to, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
(0,0,1,0,0,0), (0,0,0,0, SinhA, coshA)} defining a one
parameter family of spaces V2(A). Consider now the 
other possibility; namely, {a(l), S(2)} = {(o, 0, 0, 1,0,0), 
(0,0,0,0, coshA, sinhX)}. We then have T 
= (TO, T i , T2, 0, T4 sinhA, r coshA), with TTh - T~ - T~ 
= 1 - T~ = K. If K < ° or K> 0, we can transform the 
basis, in a manner analogous to case (vi) into one of 
the standard bases defining Vb V2(X) or their ortho
gonal complements vt, V{(X). If K = ° with TO = Tl 
= T2 = 0, we already have the space Vl. However, the 
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case K = 0, TO * ° is different. We then have, after a 
suitable rotation T = (TO, - TO, 0, 0, sinhA, coshA). Apply
ing a translation with a= (aO,a1,0,0) we obtain: S(I) 
= (0, 0, 0,1,0,0), S(2):= (aOe\ a1e\ 0, 0, coshA 
+[(a5-ai}/2]e\ sinhX-[(a~-aV2]eA), andT 
= (TO + aOe\ _ TO + aiel., 0, 0, (ao + al)T1 + sinhA 
+[a% - aV21 eA. - (aO + a1) To + coshA - [(a~ - ai)/2] eA). 
We now replace S(2) and T by if = coshbT + sinhbS(2) 
and S:=sinhhT+coshbS(2). Choosing eb =e-·V12. 
m=e->'/2, oO_a1 =(,-2>./2, aO+«=I, we obtain a space 
spanned by{(1,0,0,0,0,l), (0,1,0,0,1,0), (0,0,0,1, 
O,O)}. (Note that TO may be chosen to have any nonzero 
value by applying a Lorentz boost in the 1- direction 
to tile original expression for T.). To identify the 
conjugacy class, we apply another rotation in the 1-3 
plane to yield a space V3 spanned by basis vectors 
{O, 0, 0, 0, 0,1), (0,1,0,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,1, OJ}. We note 
that, unlike the space VI and V(A), the space V3 may 
be mapped into its orthogonal complement V~ by an 
element of the (general) Poincare group, consisting 
of a product of spatial rotations and a time inversion. 
Hence, we have five types of equivalence classes of 
vector spaces; [V1 Jp (3,l)' [Vilp(sd)' [V2 (A)]p (3,ll' 

[V~ (A) ]p (S.l)' [V s]p (3,1)' but only three conj ugacy 
classes of groups (or algebras) leaving invariant 
spaces in the 1'1 (and Vi), 1'2 (and V~), and V3 - V~ 
classes. 

(viii) The group S[U(2, l)xU(l)]: As discussed in 
Sec. IV 10, there is only one C(3, 1) [or C.(3, 1)] con
jugacy class of subalgebras of SU(2, 2) leaving, within 
the defining representation on a;4, a one-complex dimen
Sional, nonisotropic subspace invariant, whereas under 
SU(2,2), C;(3,1), or C'(3, 1), the conjugacy classes 
split into two, characterized by SU(2, 2) signature [100] 
and [OlD]. Similarly there is just one conjugacy class 
of this algebra under the general Poincare group P(3, 1), 
but two, characterized by the Signature, under the 
restricted [P:(3, 1)] or orthochronous [P'(3, 1)] Poincare 
groups, To see this, we may proceed as follows. Work
ing in the basis with off-diagonal form h [Eqs. (a. 25)
(a. 29)] we may transform an arbitrary, nonisotropic 
vector in a;4 into one of the forms: (0, (a + i) q, 0, q) or 
(0, (a - i) q, 0, q), with q E a;, a E lR, through a suitably 
chosen homogeneous Lorentz transformation. Next, by 
multiplication with a normalization factor and applica
tion of a translation in the (0,3) plane, we may trans
form this to the form (0, i, 0, 1) or (0, 1,0, i) depending 
upon whether the signature is + or -. No further trans
formation in the identity component of P(3, 1) can relate 
the two spaces which these vectors span. However the 
transformation J (i. e., PT) [Sec. IlIa, Eq. (8.39)], 
which in the off-diagonal basis takes the form 

J = [- ~ U. iO[ ] ' (11.9) 

maps these two spaces into each other. Thus, we have 
either one or two conjugacy classes of the group 
S(u(2, l)XU(l» under the groups P(3, 1) [P.(3, 1)] and 
P!(3, 1) [or P'(3, 1)], respectively. Within the diagonal 
representation with Hermitian form h [Eq. (a.4)], the 
bases for the two subspaces of positive and negative 
signature have the form (0,1,0,0) and (0,0,0,1), 
respectively. 
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(c) NG (H)·Orbits in O(4,2)/P(3, 1) 

The homogeneous space 0(4, 2)/P(3, 1) has been iden
tified in Sec. III 7 with the five-dimensional cone C5 in 
lR6 defined by Eq. (7. 1), with the identity coset identi
fied with the point (0,0,0,0, - 1, 1). The conjugacy 
classes therefore, under P(3, 1), for any subalgebra 
g-lf/g of 0{4,2), (or subgroupg-1Hg) are identified with 
the orbits in C5 under the group NG(f/) [or NG(H)], the 
orbit of the identity coset being identified with the class 
of fI (or H) itself. Since the action of any subgroup of 
0{4,2) on C5 is just given by the linear transformation 
on lR6, these orbits are easily identified. We therefore 
simply list below the equations defining the different 
types of orbits on C5 corresponding to each maximal 
subalgebra, together with a geometric characterization 
of the type of space they describe. In order to recover 
a representative of the class to which these orbits cor
respond, we merely conjugate the original algebra f/, 
which is on the identity orbit, with any group element 
gE 0{4, 2) which maps the point (0,0,0,0, - 1, 1) into 
the orbit considered. But such a group element is given 
precisely by the (inverse of the) mapping which takes 
the representative V left invariant under fI, into another 
V', invariant under the conjugate algebrafl'=g-lf/g. 
This allows a direct translation of the results as ob
tained in the present section into those obtained in the 
previous one. Since these are essentially identical, we 
only treat three representative examples below in order 
to illustrate the method. 

{i} The group 0(4, 1): Taking, as the original defini
tion of H, the subgroup of 0(4,2) leaving invariant the 
space spanned by (1,0,0,0,0,0), we obtain the following 
two types of orbits on C 5: 

(0) 7)I + 7)~ + 7)§ + 7)~ - 7)~ = 0, 

({3) 7)I +7)~ +7)~ +7)~ -1)~ =e 2A
• 

(11. 10) 

The first, defining a four-dimensional cone c4, is the 
orbit of the identity, while the second, corresponding to 
a one-parameter family of single-sheeted hyperboloids 
H4(A) is obtained from the identity by applying the 
mapping exp[-(1T/4)(Po + Co)] exp(- AD). 

(ii) The group SIM(3, 1): We define H as the subgroup 
leaving invariant the space of null vectors 
CO, 0, 0, 0, - x, x). This gives three orbits in C5 : 

(a) 7)", = 0, 7)4 + 7)5 = 0, 

({3) 7)4+7)5*0, (11. 11) 

(Y) 7)iJ-7)'" = 0, 7)4 + 7)5 = 0, 7)0 * 0. 

The identity orbit (a) defines a line L 1. Orbit ({3) de
fines a five-dimensional subspace of C 5, which geome
trically may be identified as a product of a four
dimensional paraboloid p4 with a line L' minus a point. 
A group element mapping the identity coset into this 
orbit is given by exp[- (1T/2)(P3 - C3)]. The third orbit 
(y) defines the product C3 XL I of a cone with a line and 
may be related to the identity by the mapping 
exp[- (1T/4)(P3 -C3)]exp[- (1T/4)(Po+Co)]' The orbits 
for the remaining cases of reducible subgroups of 
0(4,2) are equally simple to identify, and the corre
sponding results are listed in Table I. 
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(iii) The group H=S(u(2, l)XU(l»: This case is a little more involved, because the subgroup is simply defined 
only within the SU(2,2) realization. Therefore, to determine its action on C 5 , we must make use of the homo
morphism et> given by Eq. (S.22). We first identify three subgroups of S(o(2, 1) x U(l» that are useful for the orbital 
analysis. Working in the basis with diagonal form h, let Go be the isotropy subgroup of the origin in M-U(2). Using 
the realization of Sec. III S, Eqs. (S. 31) or (S. 35) for the action on this space, we find Go to consist of all elements 
go of the form 

go =uogj, 

where '" ~ r exp(- ;_1 
± exp(i,p) 1 

exp(- i,p) 
± exp(icp) 

and 

Iz 12 
cosh;\ - exp(;\) -2- - iQ 

- i exp(;\) z 

Q-i sinh;\ + exp(y) ~ 
2 

0 

0"'et>--::27T, ;\, QE JR, Z=X+iYE<C. 

- iz 
Iz 12 

Q + i sinh;\ - exp(;\) 2 0 

1 exp(;\) z 0 

Iz 12 
Z cosh;\ + exp(;\) -2- + iQ 0 

0 0 1 

(11.12) 

(11.13) 

(11.14) 

Now, we identify the maximal compact subgroup K=S(U(2)xU(1)XU(1» whose elements we parametrize in the form 

(11.15) 

where 

J; _ [exp(- iV2) v : 0 ] 
\-- -----------~----------

o I exp(i~/2) 
,0"'~<7T, vESU(2). (11.16) 

Finally, let Vo be the U(l)x Z2 subgroup consisting of elements of the form Uo and note that this is precisely the 
intersection of K with Go. The set K of elements of the form k is not a group (due to the limits on the range of the 
angle 0, however, it may be seen as locally isomorphic to the group U(2) under the mapping 

Ii -- exp(- iO vE U(2). (11.17) 

This group U(2) acts on the space M transitively and freely [Eq. (S.35), Sec. IllS]. It therefore follows that each 
element gE S(U(2, l)xU(l» may be decomposed uniquely into a product 

g=kuogb kER, uoEVo, g1EGb (ILlS) 

where G1 is the noncompact group conSisting of elements of the form (11.14). Thus the orbit in AI under S(U(2, 1) 
XU(l» covers the entire space and the space R may be identified with the coset S(U(2, l)xU(l»/Go• To determine 
the orbits in C5, we make use of the homomorphism et> given by Eq. (S.22). Parametrizing the SU(2) element v as 

(11.19) 

we obtain 
cos~ 0 0 0 0 - sin~ 

0 a b -c d 0 
0 -b a d c 0 (11.20) 
0 c -d a b 0 
0 -d -c -b a 0 

sin~ 0 0 0 0 cos~ 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 coset> - sinet> 0 0 0 
0 sinet> coset> 0 0 0 (11.21) 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
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Iz 12 Iz 12 
Q -Q coshX + exp(X) -2- -y -x sinhX + exp(X) -2-

yexp(X) 1 ° yexp(X) - x exp(><) x exp(X) 

- x exp(:\.) ° 1 - x exp(X) yexp(X) - y exp(X) 

Izl2 Iz 12 
-Q Q <fJ(go) = sinhX - exp(:\.) -2- y x cosh:\. - exp(X) -2-

Q X -y ( Iz 12 ) cosh:\. - exp(:\.) -2-
( Iz 12 - sinh:\, - exp(X) -2-

Q X -y ( Iz 12) - sinhX + exp(:\.) -2- ( Iz 12) sinh:\. + exp(X) -2-

(11. 22) 

Applying <fJ(go) to the point (0,0,0,0, - 1, 1), we obtain (0,0,0,0, - exp(X), exp(X». Next applying the transformations 
<fJ (7i) E K, we obtain all points (17°,171, 172,173,17\ 175

) with 

1}~ + 17~ = exp{2X), 171 + 1}~ + 1)~ + 1)1 = exp(2X) (11.23) 

(that is, submanifolds diffeomorphic to S1 >< S3). Since X may take any value, this covers the entire cone C5
• There

fore, there is only one conjugacy class of S(u(2, 1) x U(I» c SU(2, 2) under the group P(3, 1). 

V. INVARIANT FIELDS 

12. Local invariance and Lie derivatives 

Although the invariant fields to be discussed in Sec. 
V 13 have been obtained by use of the global method out
lined in Sec. II, we give here the differential equations 
[ef. Eq. (4. 6)J describing local invariance of fields 
under infinitesimal conformal transformations. Using 
the notations of Sec. III 6 Eqs. (6.3), (6.4) to express 
the most general field X generating local conformal 
transformations the condition, in Cartesian coordi
nates, for invariance of a (symmetric or antisymmetric) 
tensor of type (0,2) with components F "" is 

(X" w,,808 + a'" 0",) F"" + (W(:FOlV + w~ F ""') 

- X(2 + x"o",)F,," - (x2c'" 0", - 2c"x",[2 + x80,s]) F "" 

- 2 (c '" x" - c"x"') F ",,, - 2{e'" Xv - ell x"')F "'" = 0. 

(12. 1) 

For a covariant vector (I-form) with components A", 
the condition for invariance becomes 

(x",W"'808 + a"'o",)A" + w~A", - X(1 +x"'o",)A" 

- (x2c"'0", - 2c"'x",[1 +x808J)A" - 2x"c"'A" +2c"x"'A", =0. 

(12.2) 

Finally, for a scalar density <fJ with scaling dimension 
d (density weight - d/4), the invariance condition is 

(X'" w",.60,6 + a"'a",) <p - X (x'" 0", - d) <p 

- (x2e"'0", - 2c'''X,,,[X808- dJ) <p =0. (12.3) 

For the case of antisymmetric F"v (2-forms), we 
should like to make a decomposition of Eq. (12.1) into 
space and time parts, with a separation of what would 
be the electric and magnetic components of FUll, if this 
were interpreted as an electromagnetic field tensor. 
The notations we use are chosen to correspond with 
those of Refs. 30-32, where invariance of the electro
magnetic field under subgroups of the Poincar~ group 
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was studied. We thus define the three- dimensional 
vectors E, B, ¢, and 9 with components 

EI =FOI , BI = tEiJkFJk' 

<fJI = wO I , 01 = tEIJkW Jk • 

(12.4) 

(12.5) 

ro simplify the expressions below, we also define 

C;:;"";: W"" + 2(c"x V 
- e"x"), 

X=:\.-2e"'x"" 

and correspondingly 

¢ = ¢ + 2(cOx _ xOc], ... 
8=9 +4cXx, 

and the differential operator 

(12.6a) 

(12.6b) 

(12.7a) 

(12.7b) 

15 =a"'o", + w",,sx,,,08 - Xx"'o", + e'" [2x",x8 - o!x2
] 0,6 (12.8) 

[which is just the negative of the vector field X of 
Eq. (6.4) defining the infinitesimal transformation]. In 
this notation Eq. (12. 1) decomposes into the two vector 
equations: 

DE + '§xE+ "¢XB - 2X"E=0, 

DB + ~xB - ~xE - 2XB=0, 

(12.9a) 

(12.9b) 

while Eq. (12.2) decomposes into the scalar and vector 
equations 

DAo - ~·1 - MO =0 (12.10a) 

and 
... -

DA + 8x1 -A°.p- Xl =0, (12. lOb) 

where AI' = {A o? - A} may, for instance, be interpreted 
as the electromagnetic 4-potential. 

Now, depending on the dimensionality of the particu
lar subalgebra of c(3, 1) that is considered, the resolu
tion of these differential equations may be relatively 
simple or rather complicated. In any case, for the ex
amples treated in the following section we have found 
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them useful in corroborating the results obtained by the 
global method and in some cases complementing it. For 
example, it is evident from these equations that no 
tensor fields exist (other than the trivial constant 
scalar) which are invariant under the groups SIM(3, 1) 
or OPT(3, 1), since the algebra of each contains all the 
translation and dilatation generators, Local invariance 
under the translations implies that the fields must be 
constant, and the dilatation invariance implies further
more that this constant is zero (except for a scalar 
field). This observation leads rather simply to the re
sult, whereas trying to solve the linear isotropy condi
tions at a point on a regular orbit is somewhat more 
involved. 

An example for which Eqs. (12,9) and (12.10) lead 
to nonvanishing invariant fields relatively simply is the 
group SO(3) x SO(2, 1) which leaves invariant the space 
Y! = {(O, x, y, 2,,0,0)} (see Table I), The Lie algebra is 
defined by the basis (Lt> L 2, L 3, 1), Po, Co), which corre
sponds to setting all parameters in Eqs. (12,9) and 
(12.10) equal to zero except for e,_a°l.. r~ .. and:l. This 
yields the following equations for E, B, A, and AU. 

(8) ({jo;X~)E_exE=O, (B';X~)A0'-"oO, 

(e'xx~)B-exB=O, (B.;x~)A-exA=O, 

(12. 11 a) 

(12.11b) 

(Je) (; .~) E +2E =0, (X. V)A +A =0, 

(X .~) 13 + 2B =0, (x '~)AO +Ao =00, 
(12. 11c) 

° - - '-1 2 -~ - - -(c) 2xoC¥'Y')E+2)x coE+2xxB+4xoE=0, 

2.10(;' v) B + 2 Ix 12noB + 2xx E + 4x/3 =0, 

2.10(; 'V)A U + 2\;I'iJoi1- 2xXA + 2xev1 ° = 0, 

2xo(' 'V)A + 21; 12001\ - 2Ao; + 2xoA =0. 

Equations (12. llb) imply that the fields are independent 
of time and (112. 11a) (rotational invariance) then imply 
they are of the form: 

E=oc(lxl) x, B=IJ(lxl)x, 
A=a(X)x, AO=/(\;i), (12. 12) 

for some scalar functions c(!X,), Hi:\-!), (/(I~'i), and 
/(1:\-',). Solving Eqs. (12.l1c) shows that these func
tions have the form: 

('_I) N (I-I) Jj e Ix = 1;!3, 1) x = :;13, 

F }" 
a(;)=~, , f(lxl)=~I" 

IX,' IX 

(12. 13) 

where K, K', :\I, and N are arbitrary constants. Finally, 
Eqs. (12. lld) are automatically satisfied by the fields 
E and B given by Eqs. (12.12) and (12.13) but cannot be 
satisfied for nonzero A, AO. Thu~we filld the following 
solutions for the invariant fields E and B, 

- x -. -; 
E =N l,yJ3' B =}\1 1)'1 3 , (120 14) 

while no invariant fields of the type A or A ° exist. These 
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results will be re-established with the global method in 
the following section, where the form of the invariant 
symmetric tensor and scalar density fields will also be 
given" 

Before proceeding to the detailed examples treated 
there, we should like to make a remark that bears upon 
the results obtainedo In the case of a closed, invariant 
2-form F (eo g., the electromagnetic field), one might 
ask whether, at least locally, the problem may not be 
reduced to that of finding the most general invariant 
local I-form field A (e, g., the vector potential) and 
taking its exterior derivative. (Since we are referring 
here to local quantities only, the distinction between 
closed and exact forms arising from a nontrivial co
homology group will be disregarded. ) Suppose that F 
is such a closed form and that it is invariant under the 
local transformation group generated by the set of 
vector fields {Xi};.!" .• ,r' We thus have 

dF=O, (12.15) 

(12.16) 

Since F is closed, there exists a local I-form A, such 
that 

F=dA. (12.17) 

Since Lie derivatives commute with exterior deriva
tives, Eqs. (12.15)-(12.17) imply 

:l(Lx.A)=O (12.18) , 

and hence the LXiA are closed forms, but not neces
sarily zero. Again, this implies that there exists a set 
of local scalar fields 0i such that 

(120 19) 

Adding a closed I-form riA to A (i. e., making a local 
change of gauge) does not alter the relation (12.17), 
therefore we may inquire whether it is possible to do 
so in such a way that the resulting I-form has vanishing 
Lie derivatives with respect to the Xi' We define 

if::oA +dA; 

A will satisfy 

Lx.~'L,O , 

provided that 

d(XiA-a;)=O, 

that is, provided 

(12020) 

(12.21) 

where the C i are arbitrary constants. Thus, the 
existence of a locally invariant I-form A, whose ex
terior derivative is F reduces to the existence of a 
solution for Eqso (12.21L This is a set of r linear, 
first-order partial differential equations in n (=4) 
dimension, If y = 1, a solution will always exist, pro
vided the fields considered satisfy sufficient smooth
ness requirements. In general, the number of indepen
dent equations in (12.21) may be fewer than r, due to 
the Lie algebra commutation relations between the 
fields Xi' but they need not necessarily be compatible. 
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Thus, it may easily occur that even though the number 
of independent equations is less than the dimension of 
the space, no solution exists. 

This implies that there may be invariant fields F 
which, may not be derived from an invariant field A, 
but only one satisfying the weaker condition (12.19) of 
invariance up to a gauge transformation. Indeed, this 
is precisely what occurs in the example treated above 
(SO(3)xSO(2,1», where no invariant I-form exists and 
will be seen to reoccur in several of the examples 
following. 

13. Global method and results 
We shall now apply the method described in Sec. II 

to determine the most general fields of I-forms, 2-
forms, symmetric (0,2) tensors and scalar densities 
invariant under the subgroups of C(3, 1) whose algebras 
are listed in Table I. Since several groups may corre
spond to the same Lie algebra, we shall select among 
these the ones which lead to the fewest vanishing fields. 
For example in the case of the 0(3) EP 0(2,1) algebra, 
as we have seen, the group SO(3) x SO(2, 1) leaves in
variant certain 2-form fields; but the group 0(3)xO(2, 1) 
does not. For most cases, however, the particular 
choice is immaterial, since the same types of fields 
arise for each. 

To summarize the method, we proceed as follows. 
First, a convenient choice of coordinate system is made 
for the space lIJ. This will always be chosen as the 
natural coordinates describing the regular orbits of the 
group on the cone C 5, since these proj ect onto the regu
lar orbits in :11. Secondly, a convenient point Po is 
chosen on each orbit Mo and the isotropy subgroup at 
this point is identified. Next, the linear isotropy condi
tions [Sec. II, Eq. (4.2) 1 are solved to determine the 
independent nonvanishing components at Po. Finally, the 
group transformation [Sec. II, Eq. (4.3)1 is applied to 
obtain the field at any point on the orbit of each Po and 
the independent parameters are taken as functions of 
the scalar invariants defining the orbits (if any such 
exist). To simplify the calculations differential forms 
are used throughout, thereby permitting the use of six
dimensional coordinates, in which the group action is 
always linear, by identification of the orbits as lower 
dimensional submanifolds of 1R6 with suitable projections 
made onto the cotangent spaces of these submanifolds. 

(a) The group 0(2) X 0(4) 

We shall treat this example in somewhat greater de
tail than the others in order to illustrate the method. 
As we have seen in Sec. IV, a one-parameter family 
of subgroups of this type exists and each member can 
be characterized by the fact that it leaves a space of 
the form {(x, 0, 0, 0, y sinhA, y coshA)} invariant. For the 
group corresponding to a given fixed value of the 
parameter A, the regular orbits in C5 , which in this 
case cover it entirely, are given by the equations 

1]~ + 1]52 = 1]~ + 1]~ + 1]~ + 1],,2 = J(2 (J( > 0), 
where 

2143 

1] 14 = coshA1]4 + sinhA1]5, 

1]15 = sinhA1]4 + coshA1]5, 
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(13. 1) 

and J( is a constant. Since these orbits are all projec
tively equivalent they may be identified with one and the 
same orbit in 5J (which is, in fact, the entire space). 
We therefore introduce coordinates for iff by the follow
ing six-dimensional parametrization 

1]" 1],4/5 
11"= U4 / 5 - (13.2) 

- (11~ +1152)112 , - (1]~ + 1]&2)1/ 2 

in terms of which, we have [Sec. III, Eq. (7.7) 1 
1]" au'" 

x " - ---,----,. - ---,-----,. a '" e). - 1]" + 1]" - 11" + 11" , 
(13.3) 

with 

1l~ + 1I~ = 111 + u~ + u~ + u~ = 1. (13.4) 

Equation (13.2) may be interpreted as defining a mapping 
from C5 - :iR6 (the latter space having coordinates {u 4

}) 

whose image is the submanifold 51 x53 defined by (13.4). 
Each ray in C5 maps onto a pair of antipodal points, 
allowing the identification iJ - (51 X5 3)/Zz as discussed 
in Sec. III. The mapping of each orbit (13.1) of C5 thus 
covers the space iJ twice. Indeed, inverting Eq. (13.3), 
taking into account (13.4), we obtain 

x" 
u"=~-, 

T 

where 

and 

E =± 1 

(x2 denotes the square of the 4-vector x). 

(13.5) 

(13.7) 

We may furthermore introduce the natural curvilinear 
coordinates for SI XS3 which can also serve as local co
ordinates for the projective space if we limit the angu
lar ranges to cover half the space and identify the anti
podes, Thus, define: 

ito = COsU), It
l = sin a sinO cosdJ, 1t

2 = sina sinO sin¢, 

u5 = sini/J, 11
3 = sin a cosO, 1l~ = cosa, (13.8) 

o c 1': 27T, 0 < (]I <: 7T, 0 < e <: 7T, 0 < rjJ . 27T • 

Since the group action is linear in terms of the coordi
nates rna} and hence the Jacobian matrix of the trans
formation is identical to the group element itself, it is 
convenient to utilize the basis [du a} for the cotangent 
space in :iRs. We can then express I-forms, 2-forms 
and symmetric (0,2) tensors as 

(I-form), 

(13.10) 

[symmetric (0,2) tensor J, 

The cotangent space for 51 x5 3 is then given by the 
conditions 
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uOduO +u5du5 = 0, 

u l dul +u2du2 +u3du3 +u4du4 =0. 
(13.11) 

We now choose the point Po E M corresponding to the 
point in SI XS3 with coordinates 

(UO, u l , u2, u3, u\ u 5 ) Po = (0, 0,0,0,1,1). (13.12) 

The isotropy subgroup at Po is the group 0(3) consisting 
of elements of the form 

l !-:-~-+~-J go= 0' R 0 , 
--1----'---
o I 0 I [2 

I I 

(13.13) 

where [2 is the 2 x 2 identity matrix and R is any 0(3) 
matrix. The linear isotropy conditions (4.2) of Sec. II 
imply that at this point, we have: 

A(Po)=Kduo, 

F(po) =0, (13.14) 

G(po) =C(du~) +D(duI +du~ +du~), 

for any A, F, and G invariant under the group, Sinc e M 
consists of just one orbit under 0(2)XO(4), there are no 
nontrivial scalar invariants, and hence the parameters 
K, C, and D must be constants. 

The invariant fields at an arbitrary point can now be 
obtained by applying formulas (4.3). To do this, we 
parametrize a general element of 0(2) XO(4) in terms 
of the coordinates by 

uO cosl)! OT 0 sinl)! 0 
.... - 7 0 0 u 0 M 

u 4 0 'fiT k 0 1 
(13. 15a) 

u5 - sin1jJ OT 0 cos1jJ 1 

where 

... - { I} 
U= U 1=1.2.3. and [~ 7] k E 0(4). (13. 15b) 

We thus have 

uO=cos1jJ, u5 =sin1jJ, u=7, u4 =k. (13.16) 

Applying formula (4.3) for this transformation and mak
ing use of the conditions (13.11), we obtain the following 
expression for the fields at pOint P with coordinates 
(u4

): 

A =K(u5duo _ u Odu5) , 

1" =0, (13.17) 

G = C(du~ +du~) +D(dui +du~ +du~ +du~). 

The simple form (13.17) for the invariant fields is a 
consequence of the linear action of the group expressed 
in these coordinates. In spherical coordinates for 
SI XS3 or Cartesian coordinates for M, they take the 
form: 

A=Kd1jJ 

= 2K 2 [(a 2 +x~ + Ix 12) dxo - 2xox .dX], 
aT 

F=O, 
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(13. 18a) 

(13. 18b) 

G = Cdl)!2 +D(da2 + sin2a d82 + sin2a sin28 d</>2] 

= [4C t~][(a2 +X5 +lxI2)dxo- 2xox 'dx]2 
aT 

-..g. dx .. dx". 
T 

(13. 18c) 

Although the expression for the tensor G is quite cum
bersome in Cartesian coordinates, we may note that if 
the arbitrary constants satisfy C = - D, it simplifies 
to a form which may be interpreted as a conformally 
flat metriC, namely 

G = g dx .. dx" =.g gil' 
T T 

(13.19) 

To obtain the most general invariant scalar density 
of scaling dimension d (density weight o=-d/4), we 
apply formulas (4.2'), (4.3') of Sec. II. To satisfy the 
linear isotropy condition (4.2'), we must have 
det(oJ(po»=±l for all go in the isotropy group at Po. 
In order to treat the problem in a linear way we 
could determine the invariant 4-forms in 1t6 and project 
onto the four-dimensional subspace, analogously to the 
fields A, F, and G, thus defining invariant volume 
forms, which (up to a sign) are equivalent to densities. 
Instead, we shall indicate how the calculation is done 
directly in a four-dimensional coordinate system, for 
which the 0(2)xO(4) action is nonlinear. In terms of 
CarteSian coordinates for M, the action of an arbitrary 
group element, parametrized as in Eq. (13.15) is 

o acosl)!xo+~(a2-x2)sin1jJ 
x - _ sin1jJ xo +h' x +talk(a2 +X2) + cos1jJ(a2 _ x2)] 

.... aMx+~(a2+x2)i 
x- -sin1jJ xo+h.t+talk(a2 +X2) +cos1jJ(a2-x2)] . 

(13.20) 

At the isotropy pOint Po, we have x" '" 0, and hence 

aX"sg)/ = (KJ:(PO» 
ax xv.o 

2 t-;i~~~!--'(;:-:~~~!;:1i')] . = (k +cos1jJ)Z 

In view of (13.15'), we have 

11 =- k-l !TM 

and hence 

2 
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We thus have [using the further relations implied by 
(13.15)] 

detIrJ(po) = ± (k +;os1j!) 4 = ± er
) 4. (13.23) 

For elements of the form (13 013) this equals ± 1 and 
hence the linear isotropy condition (4.2) is satisfied. 
Letting the value of the scalar density </> at Po be L(a/2)d, 
Eq. (4.2) gives it at any point p with coordinates (xl') 
as 

(13.24) 

We have used here the general procedure to derive 
(13024). However, if a nondegenerate invariant tensor 
such as G is known, its determinant may be calculated 
and used to determine the form (13.23) for detlrJ, since 

(13.25) 

This gives a much simpler method for arriving at the 
expression (13.24) for the invariant scalar density. 

The procedure for each of the other groups treated is 
identical to the above, and therefore we present the re
sults in summary form only. 

(b) The group O(2} X O(2,2} 

(i) We first consider the conjugacy class representa
tive defined as leaving invariant a space of type 
{(a, x ,y, 0, 0, a)}. 

Orbit M 0: The regular orbits on the cone C5 are 
diffeomorphic to the space SI XH3 [circle times three
dimensional hyperboloid with signature (2,2)]. The 
orbit in M, therefore, is the projective space 
(SI XH5)/Z20 The four-dimensional surface, embedded 
in a six-dimensional space is defined by 
(v o, VI' v 2, v 3, V 4, V5) with 

(13.26) 

The projection onto the cotangent space is thus given 
by 

(13.27) 

Coordinates: The projective coordinates {xl'} are re
lated to the six-dimensional ones {va} by 

vI' 

x"=~o 
v +v 

Inverting (13.28) using (13.26), we have 

~XI' 

vI' = (x¥ + xnm (€ = ± 1), 

4/5 (1 ±X2) 
v = ~ 2[ 2 2]172' Xl +X2 

(13.28) 

(13.29) 

We may furthermore introduce the following curvilinear 
coordinates for SI XH5: 

Vi =cos1j!, 

v2 = sin1j!, 

vO = coshb cosO', 

v5 = coshb sinO', 

v 3 =sinhbcosi3, O,,:b<oo, 0"':1' <21T, 

v4 =sinhb sini3, 0": 0'< 21T, 0": 1j! < 21T. 
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(13.30) 

The isotropy subgroup Go for any pOint on the regular 
orbit in M is 0(2,1). In fact the intersection of the 
regular orbit (of which there is only one) with Minkowski 
space M is the entire space minus the singular surface 
defined by 

xl =X2 = 0. (13.31) 

Away from the Singular surface the most general 
0(2) x 0(2,2) invariant fields now have the form: 

A =K(vl dV2 - v 2 dvt> 

=Kdl/J 

K 
= (~)(XldX2-X2dxl)' 

Xl +X2 

F=O, 

G =C(dv~ +dv~) +D(dv~ - dv~ - dv~ +dv~) 

= CdI/J2 +D(cosh2bda 2 - sinh2adi32 _ db2) 

=C (dxi +~X~ _ (Xl dx~ +X;~X2)2 ) 
Xl +X2 (XI +X2) 

+D (dX~-~_ (xldx~ +x~~x-Zf) , 
XI +X2 (Xl +X2) 

</>=L(x~ +X~)d/2, 

(130 32a) 

(13. 32b) 

(13.32c) 

(13,32d) 

where K, C, D, and L are all cons tants (since there are 
no nontrivial invariant scalar fields), Note furthermore 
that if C = - D, we have 

(13033) 

(ii) The representative leaving invariant a space of 
the form: {(O,O,O,y,xcoshA,xsinhA)}: 

Orbit M 0: (SI XH3)/Z2 

(13.34) 

Isotropy subgroup Go: 0(2,1), 

Coordinates: 

I' ati" 
X =--

fj4 + v5 
(13.35) 

where (13.36) 

a=[x~+:2(1+ ~rr/2 
vO=coshbcosa, i?=cos1j!, 

iJ1 = sinhb cos{3, v 4 = sin1j!, (13.37) 

v2 = sinhb sin{3, if' = coshb sinO', 

O,,:b<oo, 0.,,: {3< 21T, 

0.,,:0' <21T, O"':I/J<21T. 

Singular surface: 

X3=O, x~ +x~=a2 +x~. 

(In 3-space, a circle in the xlx2 plane with radius in
creasing with the velocity of light. ) 

Invariant fields: 
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A =K(v3dv4 - v 4 dV3) =Kdlj! 

K ="F"2 [2X3(XO dx O- 2Xl dXl- 2x2dx 2) au 

_(a2 +X2 +2xn dx3L 

p=O, 

G =C(dv~ +dVi) +D(dv~- dVi- d~ +clV]) 

=Cd1j!2 +D(cosh2bda 2- sinh2ad{32_db2), 

cp =Lud
, 

(c) The group SO(3) X 80(2,1) 

(13.38a) 

(13,38b) 

(13.38c) 

(13. 38d) 

(13.39) 

(i) The representative leaving invariant a space of the 
type {(O,x,y,z,O,O)} 

Orbit M 0: (52 XH2)/Z2 (in Ni) 

wi + w~ + w~ = w~ - w~ + w~ = 1. 

Isotropy subgroup Go: SO(2) x SO(1, 1). 

Coordinates: 

where: 

Ixl '" (xi +x~ + x 5)11 2 
• 

wO = coshb sina, w3 = cose, 

WI =sine coscp, w" =sinhb, 

w2 = sine coscp, w5 = coshb cos a , 

0~cp<27T, _oo<b<oo, 

Singular surface: 

Xl =x2=x3 =0' 

Invariant fields: A = ° 
lvl Id j d k N ad b d C F = 2" E/ikW W 1\ w + 2' EabcW W 1\ W 

=M sine de I\dcp +N coshbda II db 

M .. k N --
= 2IxI3Eiikx'dxJj\,dx - 1X-13 dxoxodx, 

{ijk} = 1 ,2,3, {a, b, c}=0, 4, 5, 

G=C(dwi +dw~ +dw§j +D(dw5-dw~ +dw~) 

= C (de2 + sin2e dcp2) _ D (db 2 _ cosh2bd( 2) 

(13.40) 

(13.41) 

(13.42) 

(13.43) 

(13.44) 

(13.45a) 

(13. 45b) 

_ C (dX"2 _ (x 0 dX)2 ) ( dx~ (x 0 dX)2) 
- 1X-1 2 ---r.;rr +D!.'f1 2 -~ , 

D 
If C=-D, G= Ixl 2g.\l' 
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(13.45c) 

(13,45d) 

(13.46) 

Again, M,N,L, C,D are all constants since there are 
no nontrivial invariant scalar fields, The expression 
for F must be understood as applying to one half of the 
space S2 x IP only [as expressed in the coordinates 
wa(e, cp, a, b)] since it is not invariant under the Zz 
mapping {wa} - { - wa}. If we require invariance, more
over, under O(3)xSO(2,1) or SO(3)xO(2,O, this implies 
the vanishing of the constant M or N, respectively. 

(ii) The representative leaving invariant a space of 
the type {O, X ,y, 0, Z coshA, z sinhA)} 

Orbit M 0: (S2 XH2)/Z2 (in i11) 

wr + w~ + w~ = w~ - w~ + w~ = 1, 

Isotropy subgroup Go: SO(2)xSO(1,1). 

Coordinates: 

" aw" 
x = [;4 +w5 ' 

-", EX" 
W =-, 

P 

where 

[ 
a2 ( X2)2J1I2 

P = xi + x~ + "4 1 + G'l . 

WO = coshb sina, w3 = sinhb, 

WI =sine coscp, w4 =cose, 

w2 = sine sin cp, w 5 = coshb cosa, 

Singular surface: 

xl=X2=0, x~=x5+a2, 

Invariant fields: A = ° 

=M sinede !\dcp +N coshbda Idb 

- Al [ = apr (xodxo - X3 dx3) II (Xj dX2 - X2 dx j ) 

- [xi +x~ +~(a2 + x2)] dx j l\dx21 

N 
+-;:-:-s[{xjdxj +x2dx2)/\{X3dxo-xodx3) 

ap 

+ [xi + x~ + ~(a2 + x2)] dXo!1 dx 3 ], 

{ijk} = 1, 2, 4, {abc}=O, 3, 5 

If 

G = C{dwi +dw~ +dwn +D(dw5 - dw~ +dw~) 

=C(de2 + sin2edcp2) _D{db2 _ cosh2bd( 2) 

cp=Lpd, 

D 
C=-D, G=-::2g\l' P . 

(13,47) 

(13.48) 

(13.49) 

(13.50) 

(13.51) 

(13. 52a) 

(13,52b) 

(13,52c) 

(13,52d) 

(13,53) 

The comments above for case (c) (i) apply equally here, 
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(d) The group SO (2, 1) X SO(2, 1) 

(i) The representative leaving invariant a space of 
the type {(x, y, Z, 0, 0, O)}: 

Orbits M o: Two regular orbits in M (one regular 
stratum), each diffeomorphic to (H;XH2)/Z2- H:xH2 

(where H; is the upper sheet of the two-sheeted 
hyperboloid H;): 

P5-pr-p~=p~ +P~-P~=Eo=±I, 

P
)J. -c x)J. 4/5 (1 ±X2) 

- A' P ==E~, 

where 

A '" Ix~ - XI - x~ 1112 . 
Region A: xr+x~-x~>O (Eo=-I), 

pO == sinhb, p3 = sinhc cOSY, 

pi =coshb cos{3, p4 = sinhc siny, 

p2 = coshb sin{3, p5 = coshc, 

RegionB: xl+x~-x~<O (Eo=+I), 

pO=coshc, p3 = coshb cos{3, 

pi = sinhc cosy, p4 = coshb sin{3, 

p2=sinhcsiny, p5==sinhb, 

0~y<21T, 0<{3<21T, 

Singular surface: XI +x~ =x~. 

Invariant fields: A = 0 

F M I i dk N • b c = "2 EWP dp 1\ P +"2 E.bcP dp II dp 

= - NI coshbdb 1\ d{3 +N sinhc dc /\dy 

XI [ I d m d n] ="2;\1 ElmnX X /\ x 

where in region A: 

(ijk) = (012), (abc)=(345), M=M, N=N, 

and in region B: 

(ijk)= (534), (abc)= (120), Ai =N, N =M, 

and in both regions (lrnn) = (012), 

G = C (TJ/j dpl dpi) + Df'ij.b dP· dpb) 

= C(db 2 - cosh2bd{32) + D(dc 2 + sinh2c dy2) 

(13.54) 

(13.55) 

(13.56) 

(13. 57a) 

(13.57b) 

(13.58) 

(13. 59a) 

(13.59b) 

= fz (-EO(dX5-dXi-dXV+ (XodXO-X~I-X2dX2)2) 

D ( d 2 (XQdXQ-XldXl-X2d-:.J.:) +>;1 -EO X 3 + A2 , 

where (13,59c) 

TJ/j := diag( + 1, - 1, - 1), 1J.b = diag( + 1, + 1 , - 1) 

in region A: (ijk)=(012), (abc)=(345), C=C, D=D, 
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in region B: (ijk)=(534), (abc)=(120), C=D, D=C, 

(13,59d) 

If 

The values of the constants C,D,K,M,N need not be 
the same in regions A and B, If 0(2,1) x 0(2,1) in
variance is required, then M =N = O. The 2-form F, 
expressed in the pd(b, c, y, (3) coordinates is only locally 
defined on H; xH2 for the half-space defined by E = + 1, 
but this covers the entire projective space (H; XH2)/'~2 
and hence the regular orbits, 

(ii) The representative leaving invariant a space of 
type {(O,y, z, 0, x sinhA, X coshAn 

Orbits Mo: H; XH2/Z2 (as above; two regular orbits, 
one stratum): 

(13.60) 

(Again, the orbits corresponding to EO = - 1 and Eo == + 1 
respectively will be referred to as region A and region 
B. ) 

Isotopy subgroup: SO(2)xSO(I,1). 

Coordinates: 

x"" 
q""=E-, 

TJ 

where 

I a2 ( x2 
) 2jl /2 

TJ '" XI + x~ -"4 1 - Q2 • 

Region A: 

a2 
( x2 )2 

XI + x~ - T 1 - Q2 < 0, EO== -1, 

qO = sinhb, q3 = coshb cos{3, 

ql = sinhc cosy, q4 = coshb sin{3, 

q2=sinhcsiny, q5=coshc. 

Region B: 

2 2 a2 

XI +X2-"4 

qO =coshc, 

(1 - ~ ) 2 > 0, EO = 1, 

q3 = sinhc cosy, 

ql = coshb cos{3, q4 = sinhc siny, 

q2 = coshb sin{3, q5 = sinhb, 

O~c<"", _oo<b<"", 

0"" y'-: 21T, Os {3 < 21T, 

Singular surfaces: 

(a ± y' xi +x~)2 +X~ =xij, 

Invariant fields: A = 0 
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(13.62) 

(13,63) 

(13, 64a) 

(13,64b) 

(13,65) 
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=- M coshbdb I\dj3 +N sinhcdc I\dy, 

G =C(TJudql dqi) +D(Tjabdq"dqb) 

= C[db2 _ cosh2bd/32] +D[dc2 + sinh2c dy2], 

!/>=LTJd, 

where 

TJIJ = diag( + 1, - 1, - 1), Tjab = diag( + 1, + 1, - 1), 

in region A: (ijk) =(034), (abc) = (125), 

in region B: (ijl?) =(512), (abc)=(340). 

If 

(13.66b) 

(13.66c) 

(13.66d) 

(13,67) 

The above expressions, within curvilinear coordinates, 
are identical to those for the previous case. They may 
be straightforwardly expressed in Cartesian coordi
nates, using Eqs. (13.63) and (13.64), but the expres
sions are cumbersome. All the comments made above 
for case (d) (i) apply equally here. 

1 
r2 = coshb sin/3, r 5 = 12 (sinhc - sinhb), 

(13,71b) 

Singular surface: 

x~ - xi - x 2(XO +x3) + (xo - x 3) = 0. (13,72) 

Invariant fields (for region A: {ijl?}={0+5,3 +4,1}, 
{abc}={2,3-4,0-5}, for regionB: {ijl?}={0-5,2,3-4}, 
{abc}={3 +4,1, ° + 5}): 

A=O, 

1\1 I did k N ad b d C F' = 2 Ej Jk r r 1\ r +"2 Eabc r r 1\ r 

= - M coshbdb 1\ d/3 + N sinhc dc 1\ da, 

G = CTJI i drl drJ + DTjab dra drb 

= C[db2 - cosh2bd/32] +D[dc2 + sinh2c d}21, 

¢ =Lvd
• 

(13, 73a) 

(13,73b) 

(13,73c) 

(13. 73d) 

(iii) The representative leaving invariant a space of If 
type {(x,y,O,z,z,x)}: 

Orbits: (H; XH2)/Z2 - H;xH2 (as above, two regular 
orbits, one stratum): 

}(ro +r5F - ~(r3 +r4)2 - ri =r~ - ;',(ro - r5)2 + ~(r3 - r4)2 =EO' 

(13.68) 

(Again, values EO = - 1 and EO = + 1 identify regions A and 
B, respectively.) 

IsotrojJy subgroup: SO(2)xSO(I, 1). 

Coordinates: 

EX'" r'"-- v ' 

where 

4/5 E(1 ±X2) 
r =-2-v-' 

(13,69) 

(13.70) 

Region A: x~_xI_X2(xO+X3)+(xO_x3)<0, Eo=-I, 

rO = Jz (sinhb + coshc), r3 = Ji (coshb cos/3 + sinhc cOSY), 

rl = coshb sin/3, r 4 = Jz (coshb cos/3 - sinhc COSy), 

r2 = sinhc siny, r 5 = Jz (sinhb - sinhc). 

(13. 71 a) 

Region B: x~ - xi - x2(XO +x3) + (xo - x 3
) > 0, EO = + 1, 

rO = ~ (sinhb + coshc), r3 = ~ (sinhc cosy + coshb cos!3) , 

rl = sinhc siny, r 4 = ~ (sinhc cosy- coshb cos/3), 
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C 
C=-D, G=V2 g.\!, (13.74) 

Again, the comments above for cases (i) and (ii) apply 
equally here, 

(e) The group 0(4,1} 

(i) The representative leaving invariant a space of 
type {(a, 0, 0, 0, X sinhA, x coshA)}: 

Orbit Mo: H4 [one-sheeted hyperboloid, signature 
(4,1)] 

ti + t~ + t3 + t~ - t~ = 1, 

Isotropy subgroup: 0(3,1) 

Coordinates: 

at" 
x" = 1 + l' (a =e~), 

2 2 

(13.75) 

(13.76) 

t4/5_a +x 
- a2 _ x2 , (13.77) 

to = sinhb, 

t1 = coshb sinjJ sine cos!/>, 

t2 = coshb sinfl sine sin!/>, 

0~J3~1T, O~CP<21T. 

Singular sUrface: 

1-12 2 2 X =xo-a. 

In1)ariant fields: 

A=O, 

F=O, 

t3 = coshb sinJ3 cose, 

t4 = coshb cosJ3, 
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G ::::C(d~ - dli - dt~ - dfa - dtl) 

:::: C[db2 - cosh2b(d/32 + sin2j3de2 + sin2i3 sin2e d</J2) J 
4a2C 

:::: (a2 _ X2)2 TJ,w dx" dx
v
, 

(13. 80c) 

(13.80d) 

There are no nontrivial scalar fields, therefore C 
and L are constants. Note that G may be interpreted 
as the metric for the de Sitter space with constant 
positive curvature. 

(ii) The representative leaving invariant a space of 
the type {(x, 0, 0, 0, 0, O)}: 

Orbit Mo: H4 (one-sheeted hyperboloid) 

'if + 'il + 'il + tl- t52 = 1. 

Isotropy subgroup: 0(3,1) 

Coordinates: 

/ 'i/ 0 1 
x::::~, x=~, 

/12 
t' = x 74/5= ±x XU, ""27' 

'i l = coshb sin/3 sine cos</J, 'i4:::: coshb cos/3, 

P = coshb sini3 sine sin</J, f5 :::: sinhb, 

P = coshb sin/3 cose, 

Singular sUrface: 

xO =0. 

Invariant fields: 

A::::O, 

F=O, 
-2 -2 -2 -2 -2] 

G ==C[dt5 - dt! - dt2 - dt3 - dt4 

(13 0 81) 

(13.82) 

(13.83) 

(13 0 84) 

(13.85) 

(13. 86a) 

(13. 86b) 

:::: C(db2 - cosh2b(d/32 + sin2/3 de 2 + sin2(3 sin2e d</J2) 1 

== .g TJ"y dx'" dr, 
Xo 

</J::::Lxg. 

(13. 86c) 

(13. 86d) 

The group in this case may be interpreted as the con
formal group for a three-dimensional Euclidean space, 
embedded in a four-dimensional space by the addition 
of a scaling parameter xo. 

(f) The group 0(3,2) 

(i) The representative leaving invariant a space of 
type {CO, 0, 0, 0, x coshy, x sinhy)}: 

Orbit Mo: Jj4 [one-sheeted hyperboloid, signature 
(2,3) ] 

s~ + s% - s~ - s~ - s; = 1. (13.87) 
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Isotropy subgroup: 0(3,1) 

Coordinates: 

as" 
x"':::: ~ (a::::e A

) 
l+s ' 

2ax" a2 _ r 
s" - s5 - --..---." 

-a2 +x2 ' -a'+x' 

so:::: coshb sin/3, S3 = sinhb cose, 

sl :::: sinhb sine cos</J, S5 :::: coshb cos/3, 

s2 == sinhb sine sin</J, 

0-"'/3<27T, 0-"'</J<27To 

Singular surface: 

1 x 12 = x~ + a2 
• 

Invariant fields: 

A::::O, 

F=O, 

G =C{ds~ + ds~ - ds~ - dsi - dsV 

(13.88) 

(13089) 

(13 0 90) 

(13 0 91) 

(13. 92a) 

(13.92b) 

= - C(db2 
- cosh2bd{:32 + sinh2bde2 + sinh2b sin2e d</J2) 

4a2C 
= (a2 + x2) 7]"v dx" dx

Y

, 

(13.92c) 

(13. 92d) 

Again, C and L are constants and G may be inter
preted as the metric for the de Sitter space of constant 
negative curvature. 

(ii) The representative leaving invariant the space 
{CO, 0, 0, x, 0, OJ}: 

Orbit Mo: 114 [one-sheeted hyperboloid, signature 
(2, 3) 1 

~+S5-Si-S1-5.i=L 
Isotropy group: 0(3,1) 

Coordinates: 

? 1 
x"=~ (jH'3), x3=~, 

x'" :::-4/51±X2 
?::::? (11=0,1,2), s =~ 

S1l == coshb sin{:3, S"4 = sinhb cose, 

Si == sinhb sine cos</J, st = coshb cos{:3, 

SI. == sinhb sine sin</J, 

0-"'{:3<27T, 0-"'</J<2rr. 

Singular surface: 

x3 =0. 

Invariant fields: 

A==O, 
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(13.93) 

(13.94) 

(13095) 

(13.96) 

(13.97) 

(13. 98a) 
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F=O, (13. 98b) 

G =C(dsg + d~ - dSf - d~ - dS,f) 

= - C(db2 cosh2bd{32 + sinh2b df}2 + sinh2b sin2 f} dq}) 

=.g 1)uv d:? dxv
, 

X3 

¢=Lx1. 

(13.98c) 

(13. 98d) 

The group here may be interpreted as the conformal 
group for a three-dimensional Lorentzian space em
bedded in a four-dimensional space by the addition of a 
scaling parameter X3' 

(g) The group S(U(2,1) X U(1)) 

We consider the subgroup of SU(2, 2) defined, in the 
diagonal representation with Hermitian form h (Secs. 
IV 10 (iii) and IV 11 (viii)], as leaving invariant the sub
space of (1;4 consisting of vectors of the form (0,0,0, w). 
From the decomposition of Eq. (11. 18) and the repre
sentation on C5 defined by Eqs. (11.20)-(11. 22), we 
obtain the following results: 

Orbit ]\11o: As observed in Sec. IV 11, the group acts 
transitively on il,ILthat is, there is one orbit covering 
the entire space M - (51 x53 )/Z2' We may thus coord i
natize, as for example (a) [the group 0(2) x 0(4)] by 
Eqs. (13.5)-(13.9). 

Isotropy subgroup: The group Go of 8ec. IV 11 (iii), 
with elements of the form (11.12)-(11.14), or equiva
lently, (11.21) and (11. 22) [where the isotropy point is 
taken as the origin (0,0,0,0,1, 1) under the embedding 
j of Eq. (7.6)1. 

Invariant fields: The linear isotropy conditions at the 
origin imply that there is no nonvanishing 1-form, 
2-form, symmetric (0,2) tensor or scalar density field 
invariant under this group. 

This is most directly seen by using the realization 
given by Eq. (8.31) in a neighborhood of the origin 
(for which the local transformation is sufficient) to 
evaluate the Jacobian of the isotropy subgroup trans
formations. On the other hand, nonzero invariant 
vector fields do exist, having the general form: 

v = K (u Z il _ ul 0 _ u4 a + u3 a + u5 a _ uo a) w w iii? ax;< w w 
= K [(x~ -x3XO + ~(1 - X2»a? + (XOx l - x3X1 + x2) a? 

+ (x°xz - x3x2 - xl) b + (x°x3 - x~ - ~(1 + X2» ~] ax ax ' 

(13.99) 

where K is constant. The fact that an invariant vector 
field can exist, while an invariant 1-form (covector) 
does not is due to the nonexistence of an invariant 
metric field [(0,2) tensor] which could relate the two. 
The vector field (13.99) is just the one induced by the 
invariant 1-parameter subgroup U(lL 
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(h) The group OPT(3J) 

For each of the two cases [leaving invariant spaces 
of the type {(x, O,O,x, ±y,y)}], there is one regular 
orbit in lW which is diffeomorphic to Minkowski space 
M plus a three-dimensional Euclidean space "at in
finity. " The isotropy subgroup is the direct product of 
a Euclidean group E(2) with a three-dimensional solva
ble group. There are no invariant tensor fields other 
than the trivial constant scalar. 

(i) The group S I M (3,1) 

The three representatives leave invariant the spaces 
{(O, 0, 0, 0, - x, x)}, {(o, 0, 0, 0, x, xl}, and {(x, 0, 0, - x, 0, OJ}. 
In each case, the regular orbit is diffeomorphic to lvI, 
the isotropy subgroup is 0(3, I)XO(1, 1) and there are 
no nontrivial tensor fields. 

(j) Nonmaximal subgroups 

In all the above cases there was only one regular 
stratum in M, containing at most two orbits. Conse
quently, no nontrivial invariant scalar fields existed 
and the invariant fields obtained are distinguished only 
by the values taken for the constants K, L, lvI, N, C, and 
D. For nonmaximal subgroups, the strata may contain 
an infinity of orbits, making G VvIi (AIi the ith regular 
stratum) a manifold rather than a finite set of points, 
and hence there exist nontrivial scalar fields. We con
sider three illustrative examples below. 

(Q) The group 0(4) L 0(4)XO(2) [contained in the 
maximal subgroup of example (a) above 1: 

The same coordinates may be used as for example 
(a), however the orbits are now diffeomorphic to a 3-
sphere 53. These are distinguished by the value of the 
single nontrivial scalar invariant, which may be taken 
as uO=xo/T=cos~ [see Eqs. (13.4)-(13,9) above for 
notation]. The isotropy group for this case is still 0(3). 
Hence, the invariant fields are of the same form as 
those for the maximal group 0(2)xO(4) [Eqs. (13.18) 
and (13.24) above], but with the constants [(,L,C, and 
D replaced by arbitrary functions [(uo), L(uo), C(l/o), 

and D(uo) of the scalar invariant. 

((3) The homogeneous Lorentz group 0(3, 1) contained 
in the maximal subgroup 81M(3, 1) which leaves in
variant the space {O, 0, 0, 0, - x, x}~ 

Here the orbital analysis is familiar and may be 
described entirely in Minkowski space :H upon which 
8IM(3, 1) acts as a global transformation group. The 
regular orbits are two- sheeted (timelike) or one
sheeted (spacelike) hyperboloids: the corresponding 
strata having 0(3) and 0(2,1), respectively, as iso
tropy subgroups. The single scalar invariant is X2 and 
the invariant fields are of the form: 

A = [(X2) 1)"v x" dxv
, 

F=O, 

g = C (X2)x" Xv dx'" dx + D(X2) 1),," dx" dx", 

rp =L(X2). 

(13.100a) 

(13.100b) 

(13. 100c) 

(13.100d) 

(y) The group 0(3, l)xO(l, 1) contained in the maxi
mal subgroup 81M(3, 1): 
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This is just the homogeneous Lorentz group 
augmented by scaling transformations. The strata are 
the same as those for 0(3, 1) given above, but each one 
contains just one orbit. There are therefore no non
trivial scalar invariants, and the form of the arbitrary 
functions in Eq. (13.100) becomes uniquely determined, 
giving the following scalar fields: 

(13. lOla) 

F=O, (13.101b) 

x x D 
g=C 7 dx/J. d:i' + xz TJ/J. V dx/J. dxV

, (13.101c) 

(13.10Id) 

14. Invariance under P, T, and PT 

As discussed in the Introduction, the choice of one 
representative of each conjugacy class under the 
Poincare group for the maximal subgroups of C(3, 1) 
is motivated by considerations of relativistic invariance, 
insofar as proper Lorentz transformations are con
cerned. For the discrete transformations P, T, and 
PT, however, the interpretation is not quite the same, 
since the physical equivalence of two different fields 
related only by such transformations implies further 
dynamical assumptions depending, for instance, on the 
invariance of the equations governing such fields. 
Therefore, we are led to examine how these transfor
mations act upon the fields obtained above. By inspec
tion of the six-dimensional forms of these fields, we 
can see that these transformations [vid. Eq. (7.15)1 
map the fields A, G, and ¢ onto themselves in every 
case, therefore yielding no new invariant fields o For 
the case of the nonvanishing 2-forms F [i. eo for the 
groups SO(3)xSO(2, 1) and SO(2, l)xSO(2, 1)], we see 
that these discrete transformations have the effect at 
most of changing the signs of the constants .11 and N, 
which are arbitrary. Therefore, again, no new types 
of fields are obtained for these cases, even though the 
invariance groups involved are not members of the 
same conjugacy class under the proper Poincare group. 

15. Discussion 

With regard to phYSical interpretation of the fields 
obtained here, the following questions may be asked: 

(a) Which, if any of these fields may be identified 
as solutions of conformally invariant field equations, 
and in particular, can the 2-form fields be identified 
as satisfying Maxwell's equations? 

(b) If the singularities of these fields can be identified 
as defining distributions of localized sources, how 
may these sources be characterized in terms of spatial 
extent and time dependence? 

In fact, the reply to these questions is very easily 
obtained. First, we note that everywhere on the regular 
orbits, the nonvanishing 2-forms are locally exact, 
and hence closed. This may be seen explicitly in terms 
of the curvilinear coordinates introduced above: 

(i) SO(3)XSO(2, 1): From Eq. (13.45) [or (13.52)], we 
have 
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F=dA, 

where 

A "'lv1cose d¢ - NsinhbdO'. 

(15.1) 

(ii) SO(2, I)XSO(2, 1): From Eq. (13.59), [or (13.66), 
(13.73)1 

F=dA, 

where 

A", - M sinhb d{3 + N coshe dO'. 

Thus, the first set of Maxwell's equations, 

dF=O, 

(15.2) 

(15.3) 

apply everywhere on the regular strata, though not on 
the singular ones. To verify the second set of Maxwell's 
equations, we need the dual forms * F. This is most 
easily obtained by noting that the dual of a 2-form is 
unchanged under a conformal change in metric. Since 
the choice C = - D for the symmetric (0,2) tensors ob
tained above yields what can be identified as a confor
mally flat metric which has a very simple form in the 
curvilinear coordinates, the Hodge star duality can be 
applied with respect to this metric (indeed, it is quite 
simple to alternatively express the Minkowski metric 
gAl in the curvilinear system). In any case, the result 
is surprisingly simple; the dual of each F is just ob
tained by interchanging the two constants AI - N; 

(i) SO(3)xSO(2, 1): 

* F = N sine de /\ d <b + AI coshb dO' 1\ db, 

(ii) 80(2, l)x80(2, 1): 

* F = - N coshb db !, dp + AI sinhe de !, da 

and hence 

(15.4) 

Therefore, the sources vanish everywhere, except on 
the singular strata. This is not surprising, since the 
singular strata exactly correspond to the singularities 
in all the fields. We now discuss these in particular: 

(i) SO(3) XSO(2, 1): {O,x, y, z, 0, Or 

The singular stratum defined by Eq. (13.44) corre
sponds to a point Singularity at the origin. The field 
F may be interpreted as that of a static point electric 
charge, plus a point magnetic charge, located at the 
origin (i. e., Coulomb field plus magnetic monopole 
field), the two charges being proportional to .11 and N, 
respectively. 

(ii) SO(3) x SO(2, 1): {O, x, .1',0, z coshX, z sinh"} 

The singular stratum is defined by Eq. (13.51) and 
corresponds to a point source (e. g., electric plus mag
netic) which is moving along the X3 axis with a constant 
acceleration (in ·the relativistic sense that the 4-
acceleration is Fermi transported along the trajectory 
remaining, of course, orthogonal to the 4-velocity). 

(iii) SO(2, 1)xSO(2, 1): {x,y,z, 0, 0, O} 

The singular stratum is defined by Eq. (13.58) and 
corresponds to a point source (e. g., electric plus mag
netic) which is moving along the X~ axis with a constant 
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(iv) SO(2, 1) x SO(2, 1): {O, y, z, 0, x sinhA, x coshA} 

The singular stratum is given by Eq. (13.65), which 
defines a toroid, symmetrical about the X3 axis, with 
major radius a, and minor radius increasing with the 
velocity of light. 

(v) SO(2, l)xSO(2, 1): {-~ ,y, 0, ~, ~, ~} 
,"'2 v2 v2 v2 

For this case, the singular stratum is defined by the 
cubic equation (13.72) with sections that are hyperbolas 
and cardioids respectively in the planes parallel to and 
normal to the X1X2 plane. The other cases of singular 
surfaces will not be discussed further here. They all 
correspond to simple configurations such as lines, 
planes, spheres expanding with the velocity of light, etc:. 

However, since no invariant 2-form fields exist 
for these cases, it might be more natural to give a 
different interpretation to these singularities. Looking 
for instance at the invariant fields G for the groups 
0(4,1) and 0(3,2), we obtain what may be interpreted 
as the metrics for de Sitter spaces of constant positive 
or negative curvature, However that is not consistent, 
of course, with the interpretation of {xl'} as Cartesian 
coordinates, Instead, we must interpret these as singu
lar coordinates for a curved space with metric G, the 
singularities at x2 = ± a2 being spuriously introduced 
through these coordinates, Within this interpretation, 
we obtain a list of metrics for spaces diffeomorphic 
to the regular orbits on C5 whose isometry groups are 
the groups discussed above. In particular, the choices 
C = - D for the constants defining these fields all yield 
conformally flat metrics. Finally, we may remark 
that the scalar density Ib, with weight d = - 1 obtained 
for the 0(3,2) de Sitter group is exactly that given in 
Ref. 16 as a solution of the conformal invariant field 
equation of the ArjJ4 field theory. If this is taken as 
representing the classical ground state of the system, 
we have a spontaneous breakdown of the C(3, 1) 
symmetry. 

VI. SUMMARY 

The principle results of the present work are two
fold, First we have obtained a characterization of the 
maximal subgroups of the conformal group of space
time through their conjugacy classes under the Poincare 
group. In the process, a fairly general method for 
determination of such conjugacy classes has been uti
lized which has applicability both to the continued study 
of the conformal group and to other subgroup analyses. 
Secondly, we have determined the most general tensor 
fields, of the types frequently encountered in phySics, 
that are invariant under these subgroups. Again, the 
differential geometric methods have been formulated in 
such a way as to be applicable to a wide range of simi
lar studies. The particular results obtained may them
selves be further utilized in a variety of problems, of 
which we mention a few here: 

(i) Spontaneous sYlllllletry IJrea/dnK: As discussed in 
the Introduction, a knowledge of the invariance proper
ties of solutions to conformally invariant field equations 
is basic to any study of the spontaneous breaking of con
formal symmetry. At present, the only studies which 
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have involved an explicit examination of such solutions 
concerned 0(3, 2) invariant scalar densities, 16 and 0(5) 
invariant Euclidean SU(2) gauge fields. 18,22,53 The latter 
falls somewhat outside the scope of the results obtained 
here, since it involves the invariance of connections 
under "simultaneous" gauge and space-time transfor
mations. However, it is quite simple to relate this 
to results regarding invariant tensor fields, as will be 
shown elsewhere. 49 

(ii) Conserved quantities and inteKrals of molion: If 
the fields studied here are regarded as influencing the 
motion of particles, either classically or quantum 
mechanically, through a suitable coupling, the symme
try group for the equations of motion will be deter
mined by the symmetry of the fields. The invariants 
of this symmetry group will then be of importance in 
defining the integrals of motion (conserved quantum 
numbers) and its representations will be relevant to 
defining the quantum mechanical Hilbert space. 50 

(iii) Separation of l'ariables: A knowledge of the sub
group structure of the invariance group for a symmetric 
(0, 2) tensor, interpreted as the group of isometries for 
the Riemannian space with the given tensor as metric, 
is central to the problem of separation of variables in 
the Laplace-Beltrami, Klein-Gordon and other 
differential equations defined in such a space. 51 

(iv) Classi(icalion of G-s!rucf!wcs: Invariant tensor 
fields are directly related to the automorphisms of G
structures. 52 Therefore, if the symmetric tensor fields 
which have been obtained here are interpreted as 
metric tensors, their invariance group is precisely 
the automorphism group for the Riemannian (or pseudo
Riemannian) structures they define. The scalar densi
ties similarly define volume structures, the I-forms 
locally causal structures (given a Riemannian metriC), 
the 2-forms symplectic or almost symplectic struc
tures, and their corresponding invariance groups may 
likewise be regarded as automorphism groups of these 
structures. 

(v) Finally, regarding generalizations of the methods 
used in the present work, two interesting possibilities 
that suggest themselves are: (i) the extension to non
tensorial fields (eo g., spinoI' fields, other induced field 
representations of the conformal group, 3,8 or connec
tions) and (ii) the study of fields which are con(onllally 
invariant (i. e., up to a multiplicative factor) under 
various space-time transformation groups. 
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Super-convergent adiabatic invariants with resonant 
denominators by Lie transformsa) 
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Adiabatic invariants of motion for perturbed Hamitonian systems are very important in plasma physics. It 
has been shown how to deal with resonant denominators to first order in the perturbation by judicious 
choice of the zeroth order invariant. The method is extended to higher orders by solving the Liouville 
equation and by using the Lie transform technique. The resulting invariants are shown to be equivalent by 
using the operator algebra of the averaging method involving the Poisson bracket, integrating, and 
averaging operations. Partial Lie transforms are introduced to describe the internal structure of any 
resonance in any order. The super convergent expansions of Kolmogorov are easily illustrated in the Lie 
formalism and allow a quick analysis of high-order resonances to be made. 

INTRODUCTION 

Invariants of motion have played a key role in many 
plasma devices and continue to be of interest for the 
containment of plasma, the structure of magnetic sur
faces in toroidal devices, and the propogation of large 
amplitude waves for plasma heating. Surprisingly, there 
is still something to say about these problems even 
after a century of researches since Poincare. A major 
advance in the technology of carrying out the perturba
tion theories was the introduction by Deprit1 of the Lie 
transform technique. This gives a recursive set of 
equations that can be solved to any desired order and is 
applied here to the calculation of resonant adiabatic 
invariants. The Lie transform technique turns out to be 
elegant and flexible and, although many of the results 
are not new, the properties of an adiabatic motion can 
be very easily analyzed. The principal results of the 
paper are now summarized. 

Invariants of nearly periodic Hamiltonian systems 
have been calculated by various methods, including the 
Poisson bracket method of McNamara and Whiteman. 2,3 

The theory of such invariants has been extended to 
resonant cases by Dunnett ('I rd.·j by a renormalization 
of the leading term, but they only calculated the first 
correction. A typical problem, due to Smith and Kauf
man, S is outlined in Sec. 1 and is used throughout the 
paper for illustration. 

The operator algebra of the averaging method2• 3 is 
extended in Sec. 2 to deal with resonant denominators. 
The results of the paper are expressed in terms of these 
operators that enable general solutions to be given, 
rather than just algorithms. The generalized resonant 
invariant is calculated to second order in Sec. 3 in 
terms of the operator algebra. Enough details are given 
there for the reader to learn the manipulation tech
niques. Little is known about the general convergence 
properties of these series, but the method of construc
tion shows that the rest of the invariant is determined by 
a nonsingular, nonsecular equation. 

a)Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department 
of Energy under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 

The Lie transform method is presented in the canoni
cal form due to Kamel, review by Nayfeh. G This canoni
cal algorithm has been programmed in MACSYMA, 7 the 
M. I. T. algebraic manipulator, by Char8 to carry out 
the algorithm to high orders. Time-dependent problems 
are dealt with in this paper by introducing the energy 
and time as canonically conjugate variables. A time
dependent invariant can then be calculated in this ex
tended phase space. The averaged Hamiltonian and 
generating function for the Lie transformation are pre
sented to third order in the operator algebra notation. 
The remarkable feature of the Lie transform is that 
any function of the new or old variables can be trans
formed into the other variables by the same generating 
function, which depends only on the final variables. An 
important difference from the treatment of McNamara 
and Whiteman2 is that initial conditions do not appear in 
the transformations. Perhaps the most interesting re
sult of this paper is that the resonant adiabatic invari
ant is just an appropriately chosen function of the 
averaged momenta, expressed in the original variables. 
The Lie transform approach gives a different looking 
invariant from that of Sec. 2, which can nevertheless 
be shown to be the same function by using the operator 
algebra. 

The Lie form of the invariant is more convenient, as 
shown in Sec. 5, where the invariant for the sample 
problem is given explicitly to U(E2). As the invariant is 
calculated to higher and higher order the renormaliza
tion of the leading term must be altered to take account 
of new harmonic resonances arising at each new order. 
The rules for picking the leading term are given here 
and then the invariant is examined for the position and 
width of each resonance. This leads to a refinement of 
the often-used overlap condition for breakdown of the 
invariant into stochastic motion. 

It turns out that the invariant indicates the breakup 
of resonant islands but does not give the correct internal 
structure for the resonances. In Sec. 6 a very simple 
classification of Lie transforms is given in terms of 
arbitrary generating functions. It is then shown in Sec. 
7 why each order of the invariant describes trapped or
bits fairly well in the current order of resonant har
monics and how to select a partial Lie transform (hat 
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will describe any selected resonance in any order. The 
sample problem reveals an essential difficulty with 
these trapped orbits: Because the slow drift frequency 
around the trapped orbits drops to zero at the separatrix 
between trapped and passing orbits, all possible re
sonances between harmonics of the primary frequency 
and harmonics of the drift frequency appear in U(E2). 
This is shown by making the action angle transformation 
to local trapped orbits. The leading predicted resonance 
agrees with exact orbit calculations, but the region near 
the separatrix is always stochastic due to the accumula
tion of resonances as it is approached. Following 
Smith,9 an explicit estimate is given for the thickness 
of the stochastic layer. 

The Lie transforms equivalent to the super-conver
gent set of canonical transformations first discussed by 
Kolmogorov (see Ref. 16) are displayed in Sec. 8. The 
corresponding super-convergent invariant only improves 
the accuracy of the description of the passing orbits. 
However, the technique, as shown in Sec. 9 for a time
dependent problem, is very useful for generating a 
qualitative understanding of the resonance structure in 
higher orders. The calculations are summarized in 
Sec. 10, and the general form of the Hamiltonian is 
noted for which these procedures can be carried out. 

1. THE PROBLEMS OF RESONANT DENOMINATORS 

The essentials of the Poisson bracket method were 
in the algebra of the poisson bracket, integrating, and 
averaging operators that enables the partial differential 
equations of the formulation to be Simplified and solved. 
The required modifications are best illustrated by intro
ducing a simple example, first studied by Smith and 
Kaufman. 5 The Hamiltonian can be reduced to 

lz = ~/); + 1)'1> + E z=. JnC/'ip;') sin(z - 111» =- ho + Elll> (1) 
n=_110 

where I n are Bessel functions, Pz,Pq, are conjugate to 
z, dJ. This describes the motion of a charged particle in 
a uniform magnetic field and a finite-amplitude electro
static wave propagating obliquely to the magnetic field. 
The particles execute a fixed frequency (:.v = 1) cyclotron 
oscillation and see the electric fluctuations with a fre
quency proportional to Pz, the velocity of the particle 
along the field. 

An invariant K is sought that satisfies the Poisson 
bracket equation, 

dK =[lz,K]=Z= (!!!:.- ilK _~ ~) =0, 
dl ; '(Jp; '(lqi '(l(ji ap i 

and is expanded as 
E2 En 

K=[{O+El(1+-,K2 +··· +-,Kn+ Koo • 
2. n. 

(2) 

(3) 

It will become evident that the expansion of the invariant 
can only be achieved to a finite order if one is to avoid 
pathological functions. This is quite satisfactory for 
many purposes, and the condition to be imposed on K"" 
the remainder of the asymptotically defined invariant, 
is that its time derivative is nonsingular and oscillatory. 
Inserting Eqs. (1) and (3) into Eq. (2) gives the sequence 
of equations 

(4) 
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(5) 

and 

(6) 

It is immediately apparent that the demand that the 
last equation be at least well behaved and nonsingular 
imposes conditions on Kn and all previous orders. The 
lowest order equation becomes 

oKo+ oKo=O 
pz (Jz 01> ' (7) 

and so Ko=Ko(P<, Pq" z-Pz1» and is independent of the 
distance along the zero order orbit, Q=z +j}zCP. As 
usual, the invariant is to be constructed to be periodic 
in z and 1l, period 27T and so cannot be a function of z 
- p z 1l either. [Notice that it would have been impossible 
to satisfy these periodic conditions if the Hamiltonian 
had been transformed to the simplest form, 17 =Pj 
+ EHj(I-, Q) because the periodic terms in H j would have 
periods dependent on pz that, when differentiated by the 
Poisson brackets, would have produced terms propor
tional to zn, an unwanted secularity. ] It is convenient 
for the present example to choose, Ko =Ko(Pz). 

The first-order equation is then 

[1<1,1/0) = - ~Ko I I n cos(z - ncp) =- - KoI I n cos(z - mp). 
c~ ~) 

On integrating this equation one finds 

K _KI,,\·Jnsin(z-ncp) G (p ,!.,) 
j-OL ( ) +1.,Pq"Z-PzI/, pz- n 

(9) 

where G j is a constant of integration, independent of Q. 
Taylor and Laing10 observed that the resonances or 
poles in K1> which immediately destroy the convergence 
of the series at UtE), can be removed by suitable choice 
of Ko, 

~~:=Pz~ [1- (~z) 2] =sin7Tpz. (10) 

The infinite product representation shows us what to do 
in a simpler example with a finite number of resonances. 
Taylor and Laing assumed G1 can be zero and compared 
the resulting invariant to Smith and Kaufman's orbit 
calculations with some success. However, this solution 
does not behave well if one more integration is per
formed in going to the next order since 

which has poles at Pz =n. Also, the result of Eq. (9) 
does not integrate nicely at the resonances, 

I?n = L (K l ) = - I n sin(z - nrp) + G1 and 
p - n z 

J l?ndQ = [- I n sin(z - nrjJ) + GllQ. 

In other words the processes Lpz- nand J([(I are not 
interchangeable with this choice of Ko but obviously 
would be if Ko = sin27Tpz. The same observations are 

(11) 

(12) 

true under differentiation with respect to J) z which raises 
the order of the poles in Eq. (9) or removes a zero 
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from Ko. It is clear that Ko will have to be chosen care
fully to get to U(En

) without introducing any poles in the 
solution. It will be shown that Ko need not be chosen 
until U(~) has been reached and that the equations for 
Ki can be solved in each order. 

2. THE OPERATOR ALGEBRA 

The basic operations are integrating and averaging 
functions periodic in several variables along the zero
order orbits, parametrized by Q. The operations are 
only uniformly valid if the integrand is zero at any 
resonance. Since there is no unique period in the 
general case, the averaging operator is defined to be 

- (1 Q ) f = Lim -Q. J fdQ' • 
Q~ <>0 0 

A typical term in the S-K problem would be f =K(Pz) 
cos(mz - ncp) which gives 

(13) 

I = Lim (K [sin(mz - nCP)] Q ) (14) 
Q~oo Q mpz-n 0 

and is zero if K(n/m) = O. In general, T contains no 
resonant functions and is zero at resonance. Two 
integrating operators were defined in Ref. (2) and need 
no modification provided f - 0 at resonances. They are 

Q ~ Q 

f = J (t -lldQ' =f -/(0) andf= I if - f)dQ. (15) 
o 

Observe that f needs only a single zero at each reso-
nance since I '" 0 at these pOints. 

The initial condition terms do not affect any results 
since they would merely change the choice of lowest 
order constant of motion. They will be ignored hence
forth, and only the following relationships are needed: 

j = 0, j = 0, l!; +,~f = 0, and if!;)" + (tl';)" =ii - 1:i 

+Tk+fg. (16) 

These are valid if! or !; have enough zeros at reso
nances to account for all the integrations, and are 
easily verified from the definitions and integration by 
parts. The term li represents only the nonresonant 
parts ofli. 

The Poisson bracket operator satisfies the well
known identities: 

Lr,!;] + [g,j]=0, If, [g,h]]+ [h, Lr,!;]] + lit, [f,hll=o, 

and (17) 

[fI,!;l, h 1 + [lit, h],j] + [[h,fl,!;l = 0 

However, the Poisson brackets differentiate any reso
nant denominators, and so the functions involved must 
have zeros of one order higher at the resonant points. 
In the S-K example one finds 

(18) 

The following relations are useful when one function 
in a Poisson bracket is constant along the zero order 
orbit, 

[K,!l = [KJ], lK,fl = [K,j]. (19) 
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Simple rules will be given for determining the num
ber of zeros required in! to deal with the harmonics 
and resonances of various orders arising from the [ ], 
-, and " operations. 

3. THE GENERALIZED INVARIANT 

The calculation of McNamara and Whiteman can now 
be repeated under the new rules to find a more general 
solution in which Ko is an arbitrary function of the 
lowest order constant of motion and is independent of ho• 
The Hamiltonian and invariant are assumed to be of the 
form 

(20) 

These expansions are substituted into Eq. (2), which is 
solved order by order. In lowest order, Ko satisfies 

tho, Ko 1 = O. (21) 

At O(E) the equation gives 

(22) 

The solution, 1\1, will be nonsecular and nonsingular 
only if the average of the right-hand side over the zero
order orbits is zero, 

The solution is then 

1\.1 = lKo, hI] + c 1• 

(23) 

(24) 

The constant C1 should be determined by ensuring that 
the next order equation is nonsecular. This is 

(25) 

and so, to avoid secularities, 

[Kt. hI 1 + [Ko, hzl = 0 = l[Ko, hIt h j 1 + [cl> iztl + [Ko, nzl. 
(26)-

The operator algebra can be used to reduce the first 
term as follows: 

(27) 

Since Ko is a function of the zero-order constants of 
motion, it is orthogonal to functions averaged along the 
zero-order orbit. The equation for (;1 reduces to 

(28) 

and C1 = 0 is appropriate since K o already satisfies the 
same equation. The same is not true in the next order 
for which 

K2 = 2[KI , h j 1" + [Ko, hz1 + (;2 

= 2[[Ko, h11, 111 r + [Ko, /121 + (;2' (29) 

The secularity condition on G2 is 
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(30) 

The operator algebra now gets harder to use because it 
is not a clear recursive set of operations. However, 
the details are worth displaying as the same steps are 
used again in the Lie transform section. 

The second and third terms cancel identically and the 
first term is rearranged as follows: 

The second term vanishes identically. The term can 
also be rearranged in an alternative way with the 
formula, Eq. (16): 

(31) 

[Ko, hl1, hlf = - [[Ko, hi r, hl1 + [[Ko, hi], hl1- [[Ko, hi], htl 

+ [[Ko, hl1, hi], 

and the term involving [Ko, hl1 is already zero. The 
first term (i) now yields, 

(32) 

(33) 

which is the negative of the third term of Eq. (31). The 
second term becomes 

(34) 

The fourth term yields 

(35) 

Notice that the second term here is not necessarily 
zero because hi still depends on coordinates not aver
aged out. Adding Eqs. (31) and (32) gives 

(36) 

The secularity condition finally becomes 

(37) 
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with the obvious solution 

(38) 

If the development is terminated here, then 

E3 1 

[h, K~] ='2b [Ko, h3 ] + [Kt. hzl + [Kz, h11}+ O(~). (39) 

The right-hand side of this equation has no secularities 
away from the resonance points regardless of the 
choice of Ko. At the resonances the right-hand side will 
have no poles, but K o should not be chosen to have 
additional zeros there because Kz will then contain no 
information about the resonance regions. Since K~ is to 
be found by integration along the true nonlinear orbits, 
the presence of resonant terms will not cause any 
immediate singularity to develop in K~. These remarks 
will become clearer with an example. The best that 
can be said is that dK.J dt is nonsingular, nonsecular, 
and O(E3). The generalized invariant to O(EZ) is finally 

(40) 

where K o =0 at any poles arising from the operations. 

4. THE LIE TRANSFORM METHOD 

The Lie transform method introduced by Deprit shows 
how to construct a generating function for a family of 
coordinate transformations and their inverses for any 
Hamiltonian system. The method and generalizations 
are reviewed by Nayfeh6 and some recent developments 
and applications are given by Dewar. 11,12 The form of 
the algorithm in the notation of this paper is as follows: 
Given a Hamiltonian 

h(p,q,t,E)=£ ~lzn(p,q,t) (41) 
on. 

such that lio represents a soluble problem, one seeks to 
transform to a new set of coordinates (P, Q) in which the 
new Hamiltonian is 

with more desirable properties. Starting from the 
identity transformation in lowest order, so that 

H ° = 170 (p, (J t), 

one seeks a generating function 
~ n 

T"(P n ) __ " E " ,'G(,t -L I Wn+ll ° n. 

by sO.lving the chain of equationS'l 

elF n-l (n -1) 
af-+[Ho, H~]=Hn-lln-E . i-I 
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Equation (45) is solved for two functions; Hn is chosen 
at each order to remove undesirable terms from the 
right-hand side-in the case of adiabatic invariants, 
the average of the right-hand side. The equation is then 
solved for Wn by integration along the unperturbed 
orbits. It is easy to absorb any time dependence by 
introducing time and energy as conjugate variables so 
that, with Pt = H, the new Hamiltonian in the extended 
phase space is 

E=Pt+H(p,q, t)=0 and Eo=Pt+Ho(p,q, f). 

The solution of the equations can now be written in 
terms of the (], " and - operators to 0(E3) as, 

and 
~ E2 ~ ~ ~ ~ E3 ~ 

EW = Ehl +2 {h2 + lht. hd" + (ht. hd} +31 H(5\ 

where 

HT =h3 + [(h2 + [h1o hd + [h1o h"d), 2hl + h"d 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

The transformation operator and its inverse are given 
by: 

F(P(P, Q, f), q(P, Q, f), f, E) = exp{ + E([W(P, Q, t, ), ] 

+ a/aE)e =O} . F(P, Q, f) 

=Ew' F, (50) 

and 

F(P(P,q, f), Q(P,q, f), t, E) 

= exp{E( - [W(P, Q, f, E), ] + a/aE)E = O} . F(p, q, t) (51) 

=E.w • F. 

When F is expandable in the parameter E, this becomes 

e2 

F = Fo(P, Q, t) +EF t +21 F2 + ... 

and 

- [Wt, (2Ft - [WI' Fo])] + [1"0, W2 ]} 

e3 

+31 {F3 - [Wt. (3F2 - 3[WI ,Ftl- 2[W2' Fo] 

+ [Wt. [Wb F 0]])] - ["1, (3F t - [Wt,Fo])] 

(52) 

These formulas give the coordinate transformations 
just by setting F = P, Q. The resonant invariant can 
also be calculated by taking a suitable function, Ko, of 
the zero-order constants of motion. Equations (48) and 
(52) give 
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e2 

Ko(P) =Ko(p) + e[Ko, wd +2 {[Wt. [Wt. Ko]] + [Ko, W2]} 

e3 
+3T{3[W2, [Wt>Ko]]- [Wt> [Wt. [WbKO]]] 

+ [Ko, W3 + 2[Wt> W2]]}=Ko(p) + e[Ko, htl 

(53) 

It is a straightforward matter to apply the operator 
algebra to show that the 0(e2) term in Eq. (53) is identi
cal with the result of the Poisson bracket method, Eq. 
(40). This expression is in fact more convenient, as 
will be shown. 

The general algorithm of Eqs. (41)-(46) has been 
implemented on MACSYMA by Char8 to generate lV, H, 
and the transforms (p, Q) _(P, q) automatically for 
simple cases. When the problem allows a new Hamilton
ian to be found that is independent of an angle variable, 
Qh then the conjugate momentum P I is an adiabatic 
invariant. In the resonant case it is only necassary to 
take a suitable function of the momenta whose conjugate 
angles have been averaged out, and Taylor expand the 
function to the desired order. This is then the resonant 
adiabatic invariant. 

The formalism appears complicated but the result, 
Eq. (53) is quite straightforward to evaluate, at least 
to O{e2), even without MACSYMA. 

5. A TIME-INDEPENDENT EXAMPLE 

The invariant for the example of Smith and Kaufman 
is given to 0(e2

), by 

K = Ko(P.) + EK{£ I n(i2Pw) sin(z - n,p) 
n.~ (p.- n) 

-I 

----- -----------------
-, 

FIG. 1. Surface of section of the resonant invariant to Ok) at 
E: = O. 1. H= 1. 1. The primary resonances are well represented 
in shape and position. 
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X _n_ + __ n cos(m- n)cj> +- L.J L (
J'. mJ ) K6 "" 

P. - n p 2 n m 

J m (In m (n - m )J~ ) 
x (2P. _ (111 + n» (P. - n)2 + p(P. - n)(p. - 111) 

x cos(2z - (m + n)cj» ] ' (54) 

where K6 = aKo/ap., J~ = OJ/ap, p = /'ip;. The exact 
form of K now depends on Ko which, in turn, depends on 
the order to which /( is desired. The invariant is shown 
to U(E) in Fig. 1 in the plane cj> = rr with P~ determined 
from the Hamiltonian: 

p~ . 
P</J=h-T- ESlllZ (55) 

and /(6 = sinrrp., the choice used by Taylor and Laing. 10 

The invariant is shown to O(E2) in Fig. 2 with K6 
=sin2rrp.sin2rrp •. This choice of /(6 is arrived at by 
observing that /(2 has poles of order 3 at P. = n but only 
poles of order unity at 2P. = n, and these are multiplied 
by /(0. The general rules for constructing K 0 can be 
readily deduced from the form of K, Eq. (53). In the 
Nth order the transform generator, W, introduces the 
integral (1 of h1, h2hNi!, and so on, producing 
harmonics and beats between all the resonances of hI> 

h2' etc. However, this term always appears multiplied 
only by first derivatives of Ko. Thus, each new order 
introduces new harmonics that require a zero of order 
unity in Ko. In addition, the new order in E has intro
duced one more integration (A ) and one more Poisson 
bracket. Resonances already dealt with in lower orders 
now need two further zeros in Ko for the new order. 

-1 

=========-----------------
-2 

FIG. 2. Super convergent resonant invariant correct to O(€2) 
at € = 0.1. The second harmonics are well represented but the 
breakup of the primary resonances is quite wrong. These 
figures should be compared with the orbit computations by 
Smith and Kaufman. 
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The Smith and Kaufman case to O«(l) would require K6 
== sin3 (2rrp.) sin(3rrp.), giving four zeros at p.=n, three 
at 2P.=n, and one at 3P.==n. A curious result of pro
ceeding to higher orders is that K vanishes to all orders 
except the Nth at each resonance. The Nth term des
cribes the resonances and their harmonics to the Nth 
order. 

The invariant may be used to analyze the position and 
nature of the fixed points of the motions. Thus, in Fig. 
2, one would solve 

a/( I == 0 'OK! = 0 
az </J=, 'ape </J=. 

for the fixed points shown. In this example, Eq. (55) 
near the resonance, P.=l\{ gives 

(56) 

This locates the fixed points on the lines z == rr/2, 31T/2, 
and the second derivatives of K identify the elliptic and 
hyperbolic points. Along the line P. = N, the invariant 
becomes 

The change in K between an elliptic pOint and its sepa
ratrix in order E is 

L.Kt=EI (P~~N) JNI· (59) 

Expanding Kin P. =N + IjN about the elliptic points gives 

K K Ij;" Ij; Trtf ( ) = E + TKo + E T.I>I +. . . 60 

and so the width of the resonance is Ij N 
2 K'O /2 == AK I> and 

2 2EI~ I IjN= K({ P.-N I N • (61) 

If K is only calculated to U(E), then Ko - k(pz - N), and so 

IjN = -J2€JN , (62) 

independent of the choice of Ko. If K is calculated to 
O(E2), then KI will vanish at pz==N, and so t..K will be 
given by K 2, 

_ 2J~ 1 (Ko) , 
f::..K2 -E 4 (Pz-N) (Pz-M • (63) 

However, Ko also vanishes in Eq. (60) and so the width 
of the resonance is determined by K;. Of course, this 
finally yields the original expression, Eq. (62), for the 
width. 

The construction of K to order M requires a single 
additional zero in K{, for each new harmonic in the U(EM) 
term. The width of these resonances is therefore given 
by 
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f} 
-- K" = E.l1 f::.K 
2 0 "' 

(64) 

i. e., 5 = U(EM/2). In particular, the resonance widths 
at 2pz =1'-1 are 

51' =E [r (~.zN_" + (N -n)(2n::N)J~JN_")J 1/2 
·12 " (pz--:r;v p(pz-n)(Pe-I'i+n) 

(65) 

An improved criterion for breakdown of the invariant 
due to overlapping of neighboring resonances is 

(66) 

The story is not yet complete. The invariant of Eq. 
(52) can be compared with the intersection of exact 
particle orbits with the plane cp = 11 in Fig. 3. The in
variant does not describe properly the breakup of the 
trapped orbits around the primary resonances at j)z =11 

but does give a good description of the size and position 
of the next harmonics at 2P. = n. Comparison of the 
invariant, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 shows a drastic 
change in topology of the primary resonances. The con
clusions are that the resonant invariant to order En 

describes the Nth harmonic resonances quite well, that 
the untrapped orbits will be adequately described, but 
that the resonances of orders E to E"-l will be spuriously 
broken up. In defence of the invariant the value of E used 
in Figs. 1 and 2 leads to stochastic behavior for about 
75(fr of the true orbits. At small enough values of E, 

when the orbits are adiabatic, the agreement is much 
better. 

The procedure for choosing seems a little ad hoc and 
it is not immediately clear why K should describe 
trapped orbits at all. The breakup of the resonance 
regions needs further development of the Lie transform 
theory. 

c:' 

. . . . . . . . . . 

-",',-;.,' 

FIG. :3. Surface of section of numerically computed orbits 
shows (i) primary islands with five internal islands due to 
drift resonances and (ii) stochastic regions between islands. 
Similar plots were given in Refs. 5 and 9. Figs. 1, 2, and 3 
agree much better at smaller E, before the occurrence of 
the breakup shown here. 
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6. PARTIAL TRANSFORMS TO RESONANT REGIONS 

A key point in the development of the Lie trans
form13

,14 is that any family of canonical transformations, 
dependent on a parameter E, for which the identity trans
formation is given at E = 0, can always be written in 
terms of a single scalar function, H{P, Q, E) as 

?P (in 
~ = [p w] .:2 = [q W]. 
?E "?E ' 

(65a) 

These equations can only be solved as a power series in 
E or when HI is especially simple. However, any func
tion W(P, Q) generates a canonical transformation that 
can be written formally as 

jJ=exp(-dW, J)'jl(P,Q,E), q=exp(-E[W, ])q. (66a) 

This suggests that W be chosen as only part of the 
generating function in Eq. (48) so as to average out only 
chosen terms or harmonics of the perturbation. It 
turns out to be very simple to describe any resonance or 
harmonic resonance in detail. 

7. ANALYSIS OF RESONANCES 

These ideas are best understood in the context of a 
specific example like that of Smith and Kaufman. The 
integrations leading to the invariant Eq. (52) were along 
the zero- order orbits, Z = p., 1> = 1. As the periods in 
Z and dJ are in general incommensurate, the averaging 
operator, Eq. (13), eliminates z and cp completely. The 
averaged Hamiltonian for this prOblem, as given by Eq. 
(46), is just H(Pz,p~), and represents a surface average 
of II over the invariant surfaces K, and says nothing 
about the drift frequencies of trapped orbits. A reso
nance at pz=N should therefore be analyzed by first 
making a coordinate transformation to p. =N + p; so 
that the zero-order orbits to be integrated along are 
given by if =N, 1> = 1. The term 1?1 = EJJ{ sin(z - Ncp) is 
then constant along this orbit and is the leading term 
in the local invariant. This result was shown by 
McNamara and Whiteman2 for simply periodic systems 
or could be shown here by making the transformation to 
the resonant orbits and choOSing Ko = ho when 

The adiabatic invariant differs from the Hamiltonian, 
which is already a constant of motion, only by the term 
Eh1• This is exactly the term picked up by the resonant 
invariant Eq. (54) as j)z - N and it is now apparent why 
the trapped orbits are adequately described by the 
generalized invariant. 

The resonant breakup of the trapped orbits around the 
primary resonance at pz=N is described by first trans
forming out the other resonances. Choosing the trans
formation function 

T
f/ _;* _ '" I n cos(Z - n<T» 
11 - ,11 - + L (p ) 

ntN z- n 
(68) 

as the definition of a complete canonical transformation, 
gives the new Hamiltonian 
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(69) 

where H2 contains all the interactions of the Nth term 
with the rest of III. The trapped orbits are given by 

(70) 

?z = - EJN cos(z-lYCP), ? 0 =ElYJN cos(Z -lYCP), 

with fixed points at cos(Z-lY<f»=0, P z =lY(1 
+E(Jk/p)sin(Z-lY<f»). It is a trivial matter to find a 
mixed variable-generating function for the transforma
tion to these points where, in the new coordinates, q2 
=q, 

- F(P, q) = ~(P 0 - NP z)(q2 - (j) + ~(P 0 + lYPz ) 

_N2 . 
)( (ql - q2)--2-ql +N2q2, 

giving the linear coordinate transformations 

z =~(ql - 2q2 - (j), NP z= N
2 + P2, 

<f>=~(ql +q), P 0 =2PI-P2· 

The Hamiltonian then becomes 

N2 p2 
H =2 + 2PI +~ - EJN (>f2(2PI - P2» COSNq2 

(71) 

(72) 

+~ "',,. [( JnJm + mJ~Jm ( ) 
4 ~ ~. (N _ n)2 p(N _ n) cosif!nm + cosXnm 

nJnJ~ (", )] ( 3) - p(N _ n) cos'!'nm - cosXnm + U E 

where 

if!nm= (lY- (m;n») ql- 2Nq2-

(m - n) 
Xnm = -2--(ql + (j), 

( N+m +n)-2 q, 

(73) 

and resonant denominators in H2 are given by pz=N to 
this order. 

An important point to notice is that H2(q2) depends 
only on 2Nq2. The resonant Hamiltonian H(j), correct to 
O(E), describes a simple pendulum motion in (P2, q2) 
and will generally arise in a discussion of resonances. 
The following standard analysis closely follows that of 
Smith. 9 The resonant Hamiltonian H(l) is transformed 
to action-angle variables (12,82) defined by 

12 =~1P2dq2 =~(2(P2 + EJN COSNq2)]1/2d(Nq2), (74) 

whereP2 = P 2(12 , PI). 

The dependence of I N or P2 is dropped since P2 - O(ylE) 
at the resonance. The integral in Eq. (74) can be 
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evaluated in terms of complete elliptic integrals E, K 
and SO(15) 

8 1T 1 
12 ==-.fEJ; (E(k) - (1 - k2)K(k)] antl fi2 = 2K ~ 

7T vEJN 

(75) 

The resonant Hamiltonian becomes 

(1) N
2 

( 
H =2 + 2P1 + P2 I h Pt) (76) 

but it is now necessary to express H2 as a Fourier 
series in 82• Fortunately, to lowest order, H2 is inde
pendent of P 2 and only the cosif!nm need be expanded, 

'" 
cosif!nm = cos(cpnm - 2lYq2) = L Uk cos (CPnm - M 2), 

and k=-~ 

1 f' Uk =- cos (<f>nm - 2Nq2) cos (cpnm - k fl
2 )dfl2• 

7T _. 
(77) 

The perturbation now contains all possible resonances 
between the fast cyclotron phase Q1 and the slow drift 
phase fi2 and each term with a factor cos«(N - (m + n)/ 
2](J1 - llfl2 - (N + (m + n)/2ql) leads to a resonant denomi-
nat or 

- kWD and 

The smallest value of k for resonance is at k = (oP2/ 

(12)-1 that, close to the elliptic fixed point, becomes 

(78) 

(79) 

At the parameters used by Smith and Kaufman this 
value is 4.24, and so the first drift resonance is at the 
k = 5 harmonic. The technique of removing resonances 
in the adiabatic invariant series can no longer be 
applied directly since all possible rational ratio 
harmonics are present in H 2• The only choice of Ko (12), 
which is zero at all these places, is zero! However, as 
L=2(lY- (m+n)/2) increases, k increases as L/E1/2 

and the amplitudes of the terms drop rapidly. The only 
significant contributions are from L = ± 1 and the 
perturbation H2 becomes 

H2 "" L Cl'k COS(QI - kfl2 - (2N - ~)q). (80) 
k 

An invariant, L, local to the resonant island, can be 
constructed in the usual way, 

E2 A 

L =Lo(l2) +21 (L o,H2], (81) 

with L o=sin(7T/wD). The height of the kth drift reso
nance is 

and so the width is [cf. Eq. (59)] 

1

2L ' kCl' 11/2 I /0 W 11/2 
L:.12=E L~dkk =E 2kCl'Y-Ol: • 
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Note that the shear in the drift surfaces, ClWD/fJIZ, 

appears in 0.!2' Since there is an infinite sequence of 
resonances near the separatrix, it is important La find 
where they begin to overlap and hence the thickness of 
the layer, near the separatrix, which may be expected 
to become stochastic. The width and separation of the 
harmonics is most easily expressed in terms of the 
frequencies W = 1/1, so that the frequency separation 
between neighboring resonances is 

W k+! - wk = 1/1, (I? + 1). 

The width of a resonance is ~W = I-!2(?wD/n!Z) and 

i1WD ?wD 2K ?~2 ?wD • 1 
.--=------=- ·~·WD· 

'i'!2 'ilK fJi'z 0!2 oK 2wO 

As K - 1 the drift frequency becomes!5 

g ~~ = In Cl ~ K2) , 
and so 

(lWD __ 1_ (WwD
O
\ 3 exp(1TWO/W D). 

fJI2 -161T ) 

The width becomes equal to the frequency separation 
when 

--~ =~ (I< + 1)2 exp(1Tl<wo) = 1. 
( 

L:>w ) 2 E2['1 

Wk - W.+l 81TWo 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

(88) 

This is a very rapidly increasing function of 1<, and so 
only the lowest order drift resonances should be seen 
in orbit calculations. However, the frequency WD drops 
so rapidly at the edge of the resonant region that the 
width of the stochastic layer is rather small compared 
with the size of the region. At any given E, Eq. (88) de
termines the edge of the stochastic region. A similar 
region exists just outside the separatrix, and the total 
width of this layer should be added to the overlap 
criterion, Eq. (66), for breakdown of the whole phase 
space between the primary resonances. An interesting 
question arises as to the stability of drift surfaces be
tween the primary resonances. The Kolmogorov
Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem l6 shows that the higher 
harmonics of the primary resonances do not destroy the 
drift surfaces at small enough E. 

8. THE SUPER-CONVERGENT INVARIANT 

The basic technique used by Kolmogorov (see Ref. 16) 
to show the topological stability of invariant surfaces 
far from a resonance is easily developed in the Lie 
transform formalism. Consider the Hamiltonian 

E2 E3 
H = ho(P) + Eh j (p, q) + 2f h2 +3Th3 (89) 

in which hi> h2 are periodic in each of the angle vari
ables q, with frequencies, W = oizo/ap, all of the same 
order. The Lie transform generator, WI =ht. will aver
age the Hamiltonian to U(E) and generate an infinite 
series of correction terms as follows from Eq. (66a), 

2 ~ 

H = ho(P) + Elij (P) +~T{izz (P, Q) + [hI> h j + h j ]} 
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The average of hi is now independent of all the angle 
variables, Q, and the motion given by H(jl =hO+Elzl is 
again completely soluble, with new frequencies Q = W 

+ EfJh/2P. A second Lie transform can now be perform
ed using lI(j 1 to describe the unperturbed orbits. The 
operators for these orbits will be written as -, <) to 
distinguish them, and the transform generator is 

(2 f2 _ (3 _ 

2T W2 =2:112 +3TH 3. (91) 

This transform now depends on ( explicitly, and so the 
full operator E w mus t be evaluated in generating the 
expansion. However, the linear term in E w merely 
gives (H2) and (H3), while the quadratic and higher terms 
can only generate corrections of U(~) and above. The 
averaged Hamiltonian becomes 

(2 (3 ('1 

h =H(!) +2! (112; + 31(113) +41114 + ... 

(3) E4 
=H + 4T H.j + .... (92) 

Thus, the transform Eq. (91) has dealt with two terms 
at once, and Hamiltonian Eq. (92) describes the orbits 
far from any resonance to O(E4). The next transform 
would use H(31 for the unperturbed orbits and a 
generator 

(93) 

which deals with four terms at once. This super-con
vergent process is equivalent to Newton's tangent 
method for finding zeros of a function. The description 
of nonresonant orbits is improving in accuracy faster 
than new resonant denominators are being generated. 
Arnoldl7 and Moser jB showed how to estimate from below 
the smallness of the resonant denominators that repre
sent a set of frequencies of motion of measure zero. The 
KOlmogorov-Arnold-Moser theorem states that for 
almost all frequencies (the irrationals) of the zeroth
order motion of Hamiltonians like Eq. (89), the invari
ant surfaces are only slightly distorted by a small 
enough perturbation. This means that the breakdown of 
an invariant can only arise from the interaction of the 
resonant orbits, since the intervening phase space is 
topologically stable. It is also worth remarking that 
despite this, the elliptic fixed points of the primary 
resonances are the most stable parts of the phase space, 
in general, and the last to disappear as the perturbation 
amplitude is increased. It has been speculated that the 
planets all lie near such elliptic fixed points of a basic 
resonance of the solar system. 

At this point it is convenient to note the form of the 
partial transform needed to analyze a resonance of 
harmonics of the primary frequencies, e. g. 2/)z = 21< + 1 
in the basic problem. FQT a resonance in Hz of Eq. (90) 
it would be simply W2 =Hi, where the desired resonance 
is omitted from the transform generator and thereby not 
averaged away. 

At each step of the super convergent expansion the 
latest approximation to the averaged Hamiltonian is 
used for the unperturbed orbits. The E dependence of 
these orbits is formally ignored, equivalent to solving 
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a related problem with parameter 0, which is set back 
to E after the transformation. In calculating a super con
vergent adiabatic invariant it is apparent that the in
verse transformations will eventually generate the 
series given by Eq. (53) but with orbits for the' and 
operations given by the Hamiltonian averaged to the 
order of the calculation, in this case H(31 of Eq. (92). 
The choice of 1(0 must now be modified to take into 
account the shift in the position of the resonances. In 
the basic example a suitable choice is 

J{b = w' (/lz) sin21Tw sin21Tw, 

where 

and so 

J' 1. 4 
'0 = 21T sm 1TW, 

which contains a further correction of O(E2) to the de
scription of the invariant. 

(94) 

9. A TIME·DEPENDENT EXAMPLE WITH HIGH·ORDER 
RESONANCES 

Rather simple Hamiltonians often give rather com
plicated orbits, and it is useful to try and understand the 
resonance structure without calculating the terms in 
detail. One such example, given by Smith, 19 is the 
perturbed pendulum 

p2 
H =T - cosq - ECOS(q - nt). (95) 

A surface of section at E = 0.2, Q = O. 5 around the trap
ped orbits near p = q = 0 showed a resonant island chain 
at 3Wb = 5Q, where Wb is the oscillation frequency of the 
pendulum. This implies that the term U(E5) is large 
enough to be visible. At the value of E used in the calcu
lations, no islands were seen for wb ;;;- O. 5, as this is too 
close to the separatrix between trapped and rotating 
orbits. Fourier expansion of the perturbation in Eq. (95) 
in terms of the angle ¢ conjugate to the pendulum action 
J gives an infinite sum 

(96) 

By introducing the momentum P t conjugate to time, the 
Hamiltonian Eq. (95) can be cast in the form used in 
this paper, 

Following the super convergent expansion method of 
Sec. 8 yields the following form for H on the first 
transformation, 

E2 E2 

H =Ho +P t +2TH2 +3TH3 +"', 

where H3 will have terms of the form cos(n¢ - 3Qt). 

(97) 

(98) 

The next transform generaJor, Eq. (91), will have 
resonant denominators in H3 of the form (mwb(J) - 3Q), 
which will enter the coefficients of cross terms between 
H2, H3 of O(~). In the units of Eq. (95), wb(O) = 1, and the 
resonance most likely to be seen is with Wb =n Q/m 
closest to 1, the primary resonances in Fig. 4, with a 
large enough coefficient! The first important resonance 
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Order~ __________ -r ____________ '-__________ --' 
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2 2m 4 6 

Harmonic 

FIG. 4. Sketch relates resonances between harmonics (m) of 
the pendulum frequency with harmonic s of the perturbation in 
Eq. (95) in various orders (n) of the Lie transform. 

in U(E3) is at Wb = ~, the next resonance in Fig. 4, but 
is closer to the separatrix than the resonance in U(E5) 

at Wb =~, the island resonance in Fig. 4. This resonance 
has a coefficient with denominator 2Wb - 3Q =i, which is 
numerically smaller than E. This resonance is observed 
and the U(E3) one is not. 

A key difference between time-dependent and time-in
dependent problems, illustrated by this example, is that 
the momentum Pt appears alone in the Hamiltonian. The 
single resonant perturbation in Eq. (95), which could 
have been picked out of a series of perturbations, can 
only generate harmonics with frequency mQ in the U(Em) 

term of the Lie series expansions. Karney and Bers2o•21 

have treated the problem of a magnetized charged par
ticle in a finite amplitude electric wave traveling exactly 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. At very short wave
length they find a complicated structure of fourth, fifth, 
and higher harmonics of the perturbation. An analytic 
description of this behavior would require a correspond
ingly high order calculation. 

10. SUMMARY 

This paper has given explicit forms for adiabatic 
invariants with resonant denominators for time-depen
dent and independent examples as well as local invari
ants near the elliptic fixed pOints of a particular re
sonance. The super-convergent algorithm of Kolmogorov 
is easily expressed as a sequence of Lie transforms 
and shows that the breakdown of the invariant is due to 
the resonance structure. The procedure for estimating 
when the invariant disintegrates is to locate the reso
nances, calculate their widths, and then find the thick
ness of the stochastic layer about the separatrix regions 
of each resonance. This gives sufficient information to 
evaluate the fraction of phase space that has become 
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stochastic for any level of nonlinearity. In many practi
cal cases it turns out that the first resonances of in
terest arise in quite high orders of the perturbation 
theory. Thus, although particular results are readily 
understood it is difficult to predict the behavior 
analytically without a great deal of labor. The Lie trans
form methods given here have been coded for MACSYMA 
but are not yet efficient enough to reach high order in 
the general case. 

It is easy to see that the theory given here can be 
generalized to Hamiltonian systems in which other 
coordinates vary slowly during the adiabatic motions. 
Of course, this makes it more complicated to keep track 
of the various orders induced by the Poisson bracket 
operations, as described by Whiteman and McNamara3 

to U(EZ). The general form of Hamiltonian for which 
these perturbation expansions will work is 

H =Ho{Pj, /)z, P3, Eq3) + EH 1 (pj, qj, Pi, , qz,P3, Eq3, E). (99) 

The lowest order term, H Q, is allowed to vary slowly 
in Q3, but is independent of qj, q2' The perturbation is 
allowed to be periodic in qj, qz, period 211, but must still 
vary slowly in Q3' These statements can be generalized 
to more dimensions and, of course, Ph qz could be 
energy and time. 

The subject of nonadiabatic jumps has not been ad
dressed in this paper, but it should be evident from 
the KAM theorem that these jumps will arise in the 
resonant regions only. The island invariant Eq. (81) 
should be subject to small jumps, nonexpandable in 
either E or .Ji, due to the interaction of the cyclotron 
motion with the drift motion. The eventual stabiltiy of 
the resonant regions of phase space is determined by a 
super-adiabatiaty condition on the jumps themselves. 

There are many further questions to be answered on 
the behavior of these invariants. In particular, the self
consistent behavior of a magnetized plasma carrying a 
finite amplitude wave may be strongly affected by the 
existence of the invariants discussed here. 
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The bound states for the symmetric shifted Coulomb 
potential 

H. van Haeringen 

Natuurkundig Laboratorium der Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam The Netherlands 
(Received 21 March 1978) 

We investigate the bound states for the symmetric one-dimensional shifted Coulomb potential, 
V( x) = - 2 s Gxl + d) - I. Explicit approximate expressions for the infinite number of bound-state 
energies are obtained. For small s, the ground-state energy is O(s 'In'sd), whereas the energies of the 
excited states are 0(5 '). We prove that the square roots of the binding energies form approximately a 
harmonic progression both for the even solutions and for the odd solutions. This is also true for the 
sequence of all solutions when sd is not small. However, when sd< I, this sequence shows an interesting 
odd-even staggering phenomenon. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we shall deduce explicit approximate ex
pressions for the binding energies for the symmetric one
dimensional shifted Coulomb potential, 

V(x) = -2s(lxI+d)"t, s > 0, - 00 <x < 00, (1.1) 

where d is some positive parameter. For x > 0 the odd 
boundstate wavefunctions for this symmetric potential are, 
if we write r for x, proportional to the [ = 0 radial bound-state 
wavefunctions for the three-dimensional shifted Coulomb 
potential, 

V(r) = -2s(r+d)"'. ( 1.2) 

We take units such that 1i=2m = 1. Moreover, for the treat
ment of the Coulomb potential it is convenient to use Som
merfeld's parameter r= -s/k, where k is the square root of 
the energy E. 

In this investigation an important role will be played by 
the Jost solution. 1.2 The pure Coulomb Jost solution for [=0 
is given by 

f dk ,r)=e ikr+1Ty/2U(ir, 0,-2ikr), (1.3) 

where U is an irregular solution of the confluent hypergeo
metric differential equation. 3 The asymptotic behavior offc 
is given by 

limf dk ,r) exp[ -ikr+irln (2kr)] = 1. 
r~oo 

It easily follows that the function 

f(k ,r) e -ikdf dk ,r+d) 
= e ikr+ 1Tyl2 U [ir,O, - 2ik (r + d)] 

( 1.4) 

(1.5) 

is a solution of the Schrodinger equation with the shifted 
potential (1.2). Since its asymptotic behavior is the same as 
that off Jk,r), we may callf(k,r) the Jost solution for the 
shifted Coulomb potential (1.2). 

We consider negative energies, so we put k =iK with 
K> 0, the corresponding energies being E = _K2. Then the 
bound-state wavefunctions we are looking for follow from 
f(iK,r) by imposing the appropriate boundary conditions at 
r=O. The odd wavefunctions satisfy 

limf(iK,r) =0, ( 1.6) 
r-+O 

whereas for the even wavefunctions we have 

lim~ f(iK,r)=O. 
r-+odr 

(1. 7) 

From Eq. (1.6) we shall deduce a discrete set K=K ~ -) , 
n = 1,2'00" for which the equation holds. The K ~+) will be 
called the odd solutions. For d=O we get the well-known 
pure Coulomb solutions Kn=s/n. The values K=K~+), 
n =0, I ,2,00', for which Eq. (1. 7) holds will be called the even 
solutions. The even ground-state solution, K6 +) , plays a spe
cial role. 

The way in which we are going to derive approximate 
expressions for K~ - ) and K~ + ) depends critically on the mag
nitude of sd. Therefore, in Sec. 2 we restrict ourselves to the 
case sd < I. Mehta and Patil4 have given an expression for 
K~ -) in the case of small sd. Our expression [Eq. (2.8)] is in 
agreement with theirs [Ref. 4, Eq. (27)]. We can understand 
why the product sd plays an important role by transforming 
the Schrodinger equation according to u(r)=v(y), 
y=r(2s/d)'I2, which yields 

v" + [1 +y(2sd)"'I2]"V = vK2d /(2s). (1.8) 

This equation has again the form of a Schrodinger equation, 
with a potential which depends only onsd. Note also that the 
first-order perturbation with respect to the pure Coulomb 
potential (d =0) depends on sd, 

-2s -2s 2sd 
V(r)=--=--+-

r+d r r 
( 1.9) 

In Sec. 3 we consider the case when sd is not small, of 
the order 1 or bigger. Here we discuss some simple explicit 
expressions for the lowest odd and even states. We prove that 

limK(2s/d)"'I2= I (1.10 ) 
sd-oc 

for all binding energies. Note that Eq. (1.8) impliesK2<;2s/d. 

We point out that for intermediate values of sd < I, ap
proximate values for the binding energies can be obtained by 
means of interpolation. In Sec. 4 some interesting special 
points will be considered. In particular we discuss an inter
esting phenomenon which occurs in the complete sequence 
I K~ - ), K~ + ) J. It turns out that this sequence shows a very 
curious odd-even staggering for small values of sd. Sec. 5 
contains a short summary. 
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2. THE CASE sd<1 

In this section we shall derive approximate expressions 
for the odd solutions K~ -) and for the even solutions K~+), 
assuming throughout that sd « 1. 

The odd solutions follow from Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6), 
i.e., we have to find those values of K > ° for which the 
equation 

U( -s/K,0,2Kd) =0 (2.1) 

holds. First we shall prove that this equation has no solution 
K> s. To this end we use the integral representation 

r(a+ I)U(a,O,z) 

= 1''0 [a+l+z(1+t)]t U (I+t)-a-2e -Z'dt, Rez>O, 

Rea>-1. (2.2) 

Since for a = -S/K > - 1 the integrand is positive for all t, it 
follows that Eq. (2.1) has no solution in this case [cf. also Eq. 
(1.8)]. So we may restrict ourselves to K<,S, i.e., Kd <,sd, so 
Kd <1 sincesd <1. 

In order to solve Eq. (2.0, we use 

U(a,c,z)=z I-c U(a+ l-c,2-c,z), 

and Eq. (13) of Ref. 5 (Vol. 1, p. 261), and obtain 

r(a)U(a,O,z)=a- 1 +z Inz IF1(a+ 1;2;z) 

(2.3 ) 

+ f [¢(a+n+ 1)-¢(n+ 1)-¢(n+2) ] 
n=O 

Xz n+l(a+ 1) n/[n!(n+ I)!]. (2.4a) 

Here ¢ is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function, 
¢(z)=r'(z)/r(z). For small z we have 

r(a)U(a,O,z)~a-1 +z Inz+ z¢(a + 1), z---->-O. (2.4b) 

We use the fact that the product of a and z, which is here 
- 2sd, is close to zero. By combining Eqs. (2.1), (2.4a), and 
(2.4b) we see that we have to solve the equation 

(2sdtl~ln(2Kd)+¢(I-s/K). (2.5) 

This equation can only have a solution when l-s/K is near 
one of the poles of ¢. By using 

and 

¢(z)~ __ I_+¢(n+ I), ifz~-n, n =0,1,2,. .. (2.6) 
z+n 

¢(n+ 1),....., Inn, n--+oo, 

we obtain from Eq. (2.S), 

(2sdt1,.....,ln(2nKd) -en -S/KY'· 

Therefore, the approximate odd solutions K~ -) follow from 

S/K~-)~n +2sd [1 +2sd In(2sd)], (2.7) 

and are explicitly given by 

K ~ -) ~sn -I - 2s2dn-'[1 + 2sd In(2sd)]. (2.8 ) 

This expression is in agreement with Eq. (2.7) of Mehta and 
Patil.4 We note that the logarithmic term in Eqs. (2.7) and 
(2.8) may be neglected since limz--->Oz Inz=O, so we have 
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(2.9) 

and 

(2.10 ) 

It is interesting to note that the bound-state energies 
which we have deduced here, can also be obtained by apply
ing first-order perturbation theory. On the one hand, we 
have from Eq. (2.10) 

(2.11) 

On the other hand, we can consider 2sd / r ' as a perturbation 
of the pure Coulomb potential, according to Eq. (1.9). The 
first-order perturbation of the energy is then 

i1E n =2sd <r-'>" =2sd ·2s'/n" 

and the total energy, En = -s'/n'+i1 En' is in agreement 
with cq. (2.11). 

Now we turn to the even solutions K~ +), which have to 
be deduced from Eq. ( 1.7). Let us first rewrite this equation. 
By using Eq. (1.5) and well-known properties of the func
tion U we obtain 

~f(k,r)= -ike ikr+7Ty!2{U [iy,O,-2ik (r+d)] 
dr 

- 2U [iy,I, -2ik (r+d)] J. (2.12) 

Therefore, we have to find the solutions K=Kh +) of the 
equation 

U( -s/K,O,2Kd)=2U( -s/K,I,2Kd). (2.13 ) 

First we shall show that this equation has no solution when 
Kd is not small. To this end, we suppose that Kd>sd (recall 
that sd -< I), so K'>S. We now use the integral representation 

r(a+ I)U(a,I,z) 

= 1''' [a+z(l+t)]t a (I+t)-a-I e zt dt, 

Re z > 0, Rea > - 1, (2.14 ) 

together with Eq. (2.2). It follows that we must have 
1- 2alnz---->-o when a---->-O for the solution of Eq. (2.13), i.e., 
z 2Kd must be small since a - s/ K~O. Therefore, we may 
restrict ourselves to the case that Kd is small [cf. also Eq. 
(1.8 )]. 

In order to solve Eq. (2.13), we use Eq. (2.4) and the 
expansion (Ref. 5, Vol. I, p. 261) 
r(a)U(a,I,z)= -lnz IF,(a;I;z) 

- f [¢(a+n )-2¢(1+n)](a)nzn /(n!)', 
n=O 

which becomes for small z, 

r(a)U(a,I,z)~ -lnz-¢(a). 

( 2.15a) 

(2.15b) 

By applying Eqs. (2.4) and (2.15) to Eq. (2.13), and using 

(2.16 ) 

and the fact that Kd is small, we find that our equation to be 
solved turns out to be 

K/(2s)+ln(2Kd)+¢(1-s/K)~0. (2.17) 
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5/4 5/3 5/2 

J J ,.I 
o I< 1+) o 

FIG. I. The odd solutionsK~ -) (dots) and the even solutionsK ~ +) (small 

vertical lines ) for the shifted Coulomb potential in the case sd < I, as com
pared with the pure Coulomb solutions Kn=sln. 

It is useful to distinguish two cases, either SIK is small (e.g., 
S/K <!), or not. 

(i) In the first case, when SIK is small, we may neglect 
tf;( l-sIK) and Eq. (2.17) may be rewritten as 

Kd ':":::.-2sd In(2Kd). (2.18a) 

Put for convenience 2Kd ==z and 4sd :==A.. Now letzo =zo(A ) be 
the solution of the equation 

Z= -Alnz. (2.18b) 

ForO <A < e-l, this solutionzo is easily calculated numerical
ly by means of iteration. Graphically we can prove that 

f(A )_A/IM I-zo(A) 

A InilM/ 
(2.18c) 

is a decreasing function of A, even for 0 <A < 1. We have 
f(O) = l,f(e-l)=!, andf(I)=O. It follows that the approxi
mate solution ofEq. (2.18a) is 

(2.19 ) 

This is the ground-state solution, which is for this reason 
denoted by Kb + ). We note that indeed sl K b + ) is small be
cause sd < 1, so that our above condition is satisfied, and 
therefore this Kb + ) is indeed the correct solution. 

If we now take d fixed, and let s go to zero, we have 

liIDKit) I(s Insd) = -2. (2.20) 
s-O 

On the other hand we can fix s and let d go to zero. In this 
case we have 

limK6 + ) Ilnsd = - 2s , 
d-->D 

and therefore, 

(2.21) 

So the binding energy of the ground state for the one-dimen
sional shifted Coulomb potential becomes infinite for d-o. 
This is in agreement with the well-known fact that the 
Hamiltonian with a pure Coulomb potential is not bounded 
below in the one-dimensional case. 

(ii) In the second case, when sl K is not small, we may 
neglect thetermKI(2s) in Eq. (2.17). Since -In(2Kd) is 
large, it follows that l-s/K must be near one of the poles of 
the tf; function. We use Eq. (2.6) as before and furthermore 
we have 

In (2Kd) + tf;(n ) ':":::. In (2nKd )':'':::.In (2sd), 
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since nK approximately equals s. In this way we obtain from 
Eq. (2.17), 

(n -sIK)-l':":::.ln(2sd), 

and therefore 

SIK~+)':":::.n -[In(2sd)]"l, n= 1,2 ... , (2.22) 

or 

(+) s s -12 Kn ':":::.-+ ,n- , , .... 
n n21n(2sd) 

(2.23) 

It is instructive to compare the expressions for the even 
solutions with those for the odd solutions, see Fig. 1. From 
Eqs. (2.10) and (2.23) one easily verifies that 

(2.24) 

The solutions K~±) are somewhat smaller than the corre
sponding pure Coulomb solutions Kn =sln, 

(2.25) 

This is clear since our potential is everywhere less attractive 
than the pure Coulomb potential. The phenomenon that 
both K~ +) and K~ - ) are close to sin for all n = 1,2, .. · may be 
called "odd-even staggering," see Fig. 1. 

Finally we note that our Eqs. (2.10), (2.20), and 
(2.23) show that the conjecture of Blankenbecler et al. (Ref. 
6, p. 70), at least for this potential which satisfies 
V(r)=O(r- l

), r--->-oo, is correct. Indeed, for the ground-state 
energy we have 

Eo = 0 (s2In2sd), s-o, (2.26) 
and for the excited states, 

En = 0 (S2 ), s-o. (2.27) 

3. THE CASE WHEN sd IS NOT SMALL 

When sd is not small, the series expansions of the func
tions U [Eqs. (2.4) and (2.15)] are not very useful. In this 
case a different approach is more appropriate. We fix S/K at 
some integer value, 

sIK=n, n= 1,2, .. ·, (3.1) 

and we look for those values of d for which the bound states 
occur. Once these have been found, we shall deduce an ap
proximate expression for K~±) by means of interpolation. We 
shall restrict ourselves to the case that sd ':":::.1 or bigger. 

We use the equality 

U(-n,v+ 1,x)=( - )nn!L ~vl(x) 

=(-)n(v+l)n lFl(-n;v+l;x), (3.2) 

whereL ~v) is the Laguerre polynomial (L ~O) L n) . For the 
odd solutions the required values of d are then obtained from 
[cf. Eq. (2.1)] 

L ~-l)(2sd In)=O, 

and the even solutions from [cf. Eq. (2.13)] 

L ~-1)(2sd In)=2Ln(2sd In). 

By using the equality 

nL ~-l)(X)= -xL ~1~1 (x), 
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the equation for the odd solutions is rewritten as 

L ~I~I (2sd In)=O, 

and the equation for the even solutions as 

L n(2sd In)= -sdn-2L ~I~ 1(2sd In), 

or 

L n(2sd In)+L n_I(2sd In)=O. 

(3.5 ) 

(3.6) 

(3.7 ) 

Let us first restrict ourselves to large n (n >sd). In this 
case the zeros of the Laguerre polynomials are closely relat
ed to the zeros of the Bessel function J v see Szego (Ref. 7, pp. 
127-129): Letx nm (v) ,m = 1,2""n, be the zeros ofL ~v) (x) in 
increasing order (v > -1), and letj ,m = 1,2··, be the posi
tive zeros of Jv(z) in increasing ord~;. Then we have 

x nm(v) > (~j v.m)2/(n+(v+ 1)12), m= 1,2, ... ,n, (3.8) 

and 

lim nx nm(v)= (~j v.m)2, m = 1,2,.··. (3.9) 

We deduce from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.9) that the approximate 
odd solutions are, for large n, given by 

2Kdn=2sd ~(~jl.m)2, m = 1,2,.··. (3.10) 

In order to find the even solutions, weconsiderEq. (3.6) and 
use the asymptotic behavior of the Laguerre polynomials, 
see Szego (Ref. 7, p. 198). We conclude that, for sufficiently 
large n, Eq. (3.6) may be replaced by 

( 3.10 

By combining this with Eq. (3.9), we find that the approxi
mate even solutions are given by 

2Kdn =2sd ",,(!jO.m}2, m = 1,2, .. ·. (3.12) 

Finally we obtain the approximate solutions for general 
values of sd ( > !) by means of interpolation. From Eq. 
(3.10) we deduce the odd solutions, 

s (SSd)ll2_j 1 m 
--~n+m+ . , 
K~-) jl.m+l-jl.m 

where the integer m is defined by the inequality 

j l.m .;;;(Ssd )112 <j l.m + l' 

(3.13 ) 

(3.14 ) 

In case (SSd)1I2 is smaller (but not much) thanjl 1= 3.S3 .. ·, 
we have . 

_s -""n + (8sd )112IJ' . 
K(-) 1.1 

n 

(3.15 ) 

Similarly, for the even solutions we deduce from Eq. 
(3.12), 

S (Ssd)ll2-jo,m 
-( +-) ""n + m +-.---.--"-:'::"', 
K n J O.m + 1 - J O.m 

(3.16 ) 

where m is defined by 

j O,m .;;;(SSd)"2 <j ,m+ l' (3.17 ) 

When (Ssd )112 is smaller (but not much) thanjo.l = 2.40··, we 
have 
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SIK ~+) ~n+(8sd)l/y j 0.1' (3.1S) 

It is interesting to compare Eqs. (3.15) and (3.18) with 
the corresponding expressions, valid for small sd, i.e., Eqs. 
(2.9) and (2.22): 

SIK~-) ~n +2sd, n = 1,2, ... , sd<1 
and 

SIK~+) "'-'n+( -ln2sd)-I, n= 1,2, ... , sd<1. 

When m is large, we may use the asymptotic expres
sions for the zeros of the Bessel functions J 1 and J 0, 

(3.19 ) 

(3.20) 

From published tables [e.g., Abramowitz (Ref. S, p. 409)] 
one can check that even for m = 1 these approximate values 
are already within a few percent of the exact values. By in
serting (3.19) into (3.13) and (3.20) into (3.16) we obtain 

SIK~-)~n-i+(Ssd)1I211T (3.21) 

and 

SIK~ + )~n + i + (SSd)1/211T. (3.22) 

Finally we shall consider some special cases. For n = 1 
(SOK=S), Eq. (3.5) obviously has no solution, and Eq. (3.6) 
or (3.7) has the unique solution sd = 1. We can easily inter
pret this solution by looking back at Fig. I, Sec. 2, wheresd is 
assumed to be small. When we let d increase, our potential 
V(r) = -2s(r+d)"1 becomes less attractive. Therefore, the 
binding energies will decrease, i.e., the Kn'S will decrease. In 
Fig. 1 we see that all Kn'S are smaller than s with the excep
tion of K ~ +) . So it follows that there is no odd solution satis
fying K=S, and also that the even solution K=S must be the 
ground-state solution K ~ +) . 

So we have proved that the even ground-state solution 
is exactly given by 

Kb+)=s, sd = 1. (3.23) 

For the corresponding bound-state wavefunction we find 

u ~+) (r) = const (r+d )exp( -rid), 

(3.24) 

For comparison we give the approximate expression ofEq. 
(3.22) in the case sd= 1, Kbi;~pr~sI1.l5. By taking n =2 in 
Eq. (3.5) we find in a similar fashion, 

K\-)=sI2, sd =2. (3.25) 

The corresponding odd wavefunction is given by 

U\-)(r)=constr(r+d)e -rid, 

(3.26) 

In this case we obtain from Eq. (3.21), K\ ;~pr~/2.02. 

We can make some additional comparisons by taking 
n=2 in Eq. (3.7) and n=3 in Eq. (3.5). For sd 
=3+5"2~5.24wehaveKb+) =s/2, to be compared with the 
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approximate value K6 ;;~pr=s12. 31. When sd = 3 - 5112~0. 7 6 
we have K\ +) =s!2 and K\ ;;~pr=s12.04. Finally, when 
sd= 3( 3 + 3112 )/2"'-'7.10 we get K\ -) =sI3, K\ ~~pr=s13.15, 
and for sd =3(3 -3112)/2~1.90 we find Ki -) =sI3, Ki ~~pr 
=s12.99. We conclude from these comparisons that the ap
proximate expressions (3.21) and (3.22) are already quite 
accurate as soon as ! < sd < n. 

N ow we are going to study the limit of K~ - ) for sd --+ 00 • 

In view of Eq. (3.5) we need an expression for the largest 
zeros of L ~I~ I (2sd In). Szego (Ref. 7, p. 132) gives 

Ynm=4n+O(n llJ), n--+oo, m fixed, (3.27) 

where Y nm (m = 1,2,.··) are the zeros in decreasing order of 
L ~v)(y). We deduce from Eq. (3.27) the remarkable fact 
that 

lim (2sldtII2K~ -) = 1. 
sd-oo 

Exactly the same limit holds for K~ + ), because on the one 
hand we have K~ - ) < ~ ~\, and on the other hand, 

Kb+)<;(2sld)ll2, (3.28) 

which follows from Eq. (1.8). Therefore, 

lim (2sldtII2K~±)= 1, (3.29 ) 
sd-oo 

for any fixed n. From this equation we obtain a rough esti
mate of the accuracy of our approximate expressions (3.21 ) 
and (3.22) in the case when sd »n. Clearly we have 

lim (2sld)~II2K(±) =1T14 n appr , 
sd-oo 

(3.30 ) 

for any fixed n. So even in this case the approximate expres
sions are not too bad. 

4. DISCUSSION 

In this section we shall discuss some interesting points 
concerning our results of Secs. 2 and 3. 

(i) In the first place we note that the odd and even 
solutions are interlacing, i.e., 

K6 + ) > K\ - ) > K\ + ) > ... > K~ - ) 

(4.1 ) 

This is a general property, which can be proved for any (suf
ficiently regular) symmetric potential. Both the sequences 
! K~ +) 1 and! K~ -) 1 are for large n approximately a har
monic progression, i.e., a sequence of terms whose recipro
cals form an arithmetic progression. The common difference 
of this related arithmetic progression is s~t, which follows 
from Eqs. (2.9), (2.22), (3.21), and (3.22). One might expect 
that also the sequence 

(4.2) 

will approximate a harmonic progression for large n. How
ever, this is in general not the case. Only when sd is not small, 
we have from Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22), 

(4.3) 

and 
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(4.4 ) 

So we see that the common difference of the arithmetic pro
gression related to (4.2) is !S~I in this case. This can be 
shown more explicitly by putting 

K~+) ~sl(n +!+a), 

where a is a constant, irrelevant for the present discussion. 
However, when sd is very small, both K~ - ) and K~ + ) are very 
close to sin for all n = 1,2,. .. , according to Eqs. (2.9) and 
(2.22). So in this case the sequence (4.2) is far from being 
harmonic. 

In Ref. 9 we have found a similar phenomenon for the 
bound states for the potential V (x) = c (!xl + d t2. In that case, 
when c < -!, both ! K~ + ) 1 and ! K~ - ) 1 are approximately 
geometric progressions, but only when the potential strength 
c is sufficiently negative the sequence (4.2) is approximately 
geometric, too. Therefore, we conjecture that the so-called 
"odd-even staggering" is a generally occurring 
phenomenon. 

(ii) We compare the odd bound-state solutions given by 
Eq. (3.21), with those for the potential 

V(r) = -2slr+(2sd)lr. (4.5) 

It is well known that, in the case 2sd = I (l + 1), 1= 0, 1 ,2,. .. , 
the odd bound-state solutions are given by 

K=slm, m=1 + 1, 1+2,. ... 

Therefore, we have approximately for large sd, 

SIKn"'-'n - !+(2sd)ll2. (4.6) 

This expression is very similar to the one ofEq. (3.21), 

(4.7 ) 

The main difference is the appearance of the factor 2/1T 
which is smaller than 1. We can understand this by noting 
that 

2s 2s 2sd 2sd 2 
---= --+-------

r+d r r 2 r 2(r+d) 
( 4.8) 

Since the last term on the right-hand side is negative, the 
potential - 2s/(r+d) is more attractive than the potential 
(4.5), so theK's corresponding to (4.8) will be bigger than the 
K'S for the potential (4.5). Indeed we have 

n - !+(2/1T)(2sd)1/2 < n -! + (2sd)1I2. 

(iii) The interlacing property (4.1) of the Kn'S does 
hold for the approximate expressions of Eqs. (3.13) and 
(3.16) (i.e., if we take the right-hand sides). We can prove 
this by using a theorem concerning the zeros of the Bessel 
functions lv' First we give the well-known interlacing prop
erty of these zeros (Ref. 5, Vol. 2, p. 58), 

O<j v.1 <j "+1.1 <j v.2 <I "+ 1,2 <j v.]"', v> -1. (4.9) 

Now let sd be such that for some m, 

jl.m <jO.m+ 1<; (8sd)112 <jl.m+ I' 
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Then the right-hand side of Eq. (3.13) is smaller than 
n +m + 1, while the right-hand side of Eq. (3.16) is at least 
n + m + 1. So in this case Eq. (4.1) is satisfied. The only 
remaining possibility for sd is, that for some m the inequality 

j a.m <j I,m <;;(8sd)I/' <j a,m+ I 

holds. In this case we have to prove that 

(8sd)1l2-j I,m (8sd)ll2-ja,m 
< ( 4.10) 

jl,m+l-jl,m j a,m+l-j a.m 

One can easily show that Eq. (4.10) holds by using the fact 
that the sequencej l,m+l-j I,m is decreasing to 1T 

(m = 1,2, .. ·), whereas the sequencej a,m+ I-j a,m is increas
ing to 1T. This, in turn, follows from an interesting property 
of the positive zeros ZV,II (in ascending order) of any real 
solution Zv of Bessel's differential equation. In the Appendix 
we prove that for v' < ! the sequence I Z",II J is convex, i.e., 
I Z v,n t I - Z v,n J is increasing, and that for v' > ! the sequence 
I zv,n J is concave, i.e., I Z v.n+ I -z v.n J is decreasing. From 
the asymptotic behavior of Z" it is easily seen that I Z v,n + I 

-z ".n I converges to 1T for all real v. In the case v= +~, 
I Z ",n + I - Z V,II J is neither increasing nor decreasing. We 
have for all n, 

Z l',n+ 1 -z V,Il ==1T. 

When v is purely imaginary, the sequence I zv,n I is convex. 
So this holds in particular for the zeros of the modified Bessel 
function Kil,(z) (which is real for real f1 and z), which have 
been studied recently.9 

5. SUMMARY 

We have obtained explicit approximate expressions for 
the binding energies for the symmetric shifted Coulomb po
tential V(x) = -2s(fxl+dtl, For this potential Mehta and 
Patil4 have given the binding energies corresponding to the 
odd wavefunctions only and for small sd only. In. Sec. 2 we 
restricted ourselves to sd < 1, and in Sec. 3 we considered the 
case when sd is not small. We proved that for the ground 
state, which is even, we have E o=O(s' In'sd) for s---+O, and 
for all other bound states En=O(s'). Furthermore we have 
proved that limsd ' x End/s= -~ for any fixed n. Explicit 
approximate expressions for the binding energies have been 
given in Eqs. (2.10), (2.19), (2.23), (3.13), (3.16), (3.21), and 
(3.22), valid for various cases. In Eqs. (3.23)-(3.26) ff. we 
have given some simple exact expressions. 

In Sec. 4 we have discussed some interesting special 
points. One of these concerns the interlacing of the odd and 
even solutions. Both I K~ +) ] and I K~ -) J are approximately 
harmonic progressions, but the combined sequence of even 
and odd solutions is "staggering," except when sd is not 
small. 

APPENDIX 

Let Zv be any real solution of Bessel's differential equa
tion, and let Z ",II' n = 1,2, ... , be its positive zeros in ascending 
order. The function u, 

u(x)==x I12ZvCkx), x > 0, 

is for k *0 a solution of (e.g., Szego,' p 17) 
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(Al) 

In this appendix we prove, by applying a theorem of Szego' 
which is given below, that the sequence Iz v.n J is convex 
when v' < !, i.e., I Z ",II + I - Z v.n ] is increasing, and that I Z 1'.11] 
is concave when v' > !, i.e., I Z ",n + I - Z v,n ] is decreasing; cf. 
Ref. 7, p. 381. 

Theorem [Szego (Ref. 7, pp. 19 and 20)]: Let q;(x) be 
continuous and decreasing in Xo <x <X 0, and lety(x) (not 
identically zero) be a solution of 

y" +q;(x)y=O. (A2) 

Then x' <x" <x'" being three consecutive zeros of y(x), we 
have 

x" -x' <x'" -x", 

that is, the sequence of the zeros ofy(x) is convex. 

In order to prove x" -x' _h <x'" -x", we compare 
Eq. (A2) with 

Y" +q;(x-h)Y =0, 

which has the solution Y(x)=y(x-h). According to a well
known comparison theorem of Sturm's type, Y(x) has a zero 
in the open interval (x" ,x'" ). This proves Eq. (A3). 

When q;(x) is continuous and increasing, the sequence 
of the zeros ofy(x) is concave. This follows by observing that 
in this case q; ( - x) is a decreasing function of x. 

The required result is now obtained by taking 

q;(x) = k' + (! - v')x~', 

cf. Eqs. (Al) and (A2). 
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Bound states for r -2-like potentials in one and three 
dimensions 

H. van Haeringen 

Natuurkundig Laboratorium der Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam The Netherlands 
(Received 21 March 1978) 

We investigate the bound states for a symmetric one-dimensional potential V(x) = cGxl + d)-2 for 
Ixl> R ~ 0, V(x) arbitrary for Ixl < R, and the bound states for its three-dimensional analog. We 
prove that the number of bound states is finite when c ~ - 1/4 and infinite when c < - 1/4. For the 
borderline case c = -1/4 this is a new result. For R = 0 we obtain explicit approximate expressions for 
many binding energies. In this case, when - 1/4:::; c < 0, there is exactly one bound state in the one
dimensional case and no bound state in the three-dimensional case. The one-dimensional ground-state 
energy is continuous in c at c = -1/4, whereas the excited-state energies are not. In the case c < -1/4 
the binding energies form approximately a geometric progression, both for the odd solutions and for the 
even solutions. The sequence of all binding energies is approximately a geometric progression when R = 0 
and the potential strength is sufficiently large. However, in general the complete sequence of binding 
energies shows an odd-even staggering. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently there has been much interest in bound states 
for various potentials in nonrelativistic quantum mech
anics. Many inequalities for the number of two- body 
bound states as a function of the potential have been 
established, for which we refer to the review papers by 
Simoni and by Martin,2 and to the recent paper by 
Glaser ('I af. 3 More specifically one can consider a 
potential A V, A: 0, and study the number of bound states 
and the energies as a function of the coupling constant 
A, in particular for A - 00 (e. g., Chadan,4 Simon') and 
for A - O. In oae and in two dimensions there is, under 
certain rather general conditions on the potential V, 

just one bound state if A is sufficiently small. 6 For this 
case, explicit expressions for the ground- state energy 
up to orders of A have been deduced by Simon,6 and, for 
the one-dimensional case only, by Blankenbecler et al. 7 

and Klaus. 8 

An interesting problem is, how to determine the two 
classes of Hamiltonians H = - .6. + V for which the num
ber of bound states in finite and infinite, respectively. 
For local, nonsingular, central potentials V(r) (in three 
dimensions) which go to zero for r - cO, it is well known 
that the bound-state energies can accumulate only at 
E = O. It is also known that only the tnif of the potential 
is important for the bound- state energies near E = O. 
Simon' proved, by extending certain results in the clas
sical work of Courant andHilbert, 10 that a potential with 
a tail smaller than ('1'-2 with c <: - ~ has infinitely many 
bound states, and that a potential with a tail larger than 
cr-2 with c - 4 has finitely many bound states. 

In this paper we deduce explicit approximate expres
sions for the bound-state energies for the (spherically) 
symmetric potential 1'(1') = c(r+ dt2 in one and three 
dimensions in the case when c +:~ is small, and for the 
one-dimensional ground-state energy for - }'" c -< O. 
More generally, for a potential whose tail equals 
c(r + d)-2, we prove that the number of bound states is 
finite when c ~ - 1, and infinite when c < - ;. In this way 
we have extended a result obtained by Simon,9 because 
in this case d can be negative, and we include the 
borderline case c = - \. In the case c < - ;j we have 

derived approximate explicit expressions for the bound
state energies close to E = 0, 

In Sec. 2 some preliminaries are given. In Sec. 3 we 
study the three-dimensional case and in Sec. 4 the one
dimensional case of the pure c(y + d)-2 potential. In Sec. 
5 we consider some generalizations, in particular the 
potentials with tail c(y + d)-2. Finally in Sec. 6 the main 
results are summarized and discussed. Here we con
sider the inlerfncing property of the odd solutions K~-) 
and the even solutions K~+), where the Krt'S are the square 
roots of the binding energies. When c -:, the infinite 
sequences {I(~-)} and {'(~+)r are approximately geometric 
progressions. This is compared with the case of the 
symmetric shifted Coulomb potential, for which we have 
obtained harmonic progressions instead. 11 The sequence 
{K~->, K~+)} of all solutions shows staggering in general. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We consider the spherically symmetric three-dimen
sional potential 

1'(1') = C(1' + (n- 2
, (2.1) 

with c real and d> O. A solution 1((1') of the 1 = 0 radial 
Schrodinger equation which energy E = /?2 has the form 

(2.2) 

where Zv is any solution of Bessel's differential equa
tion12 and the order v follows from 

(2.3) 

We shall also consider the symmetric one-dimensional 
potential 

(2.4) 

Denoting x:> 0 by r for convenience, we can write any 
solution of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation 
also in the form (202). However, the one-and three
dimensional wavefunctions have to satisfy different 
boundary conditions. 

Since we are interested in bound states, we put E 
= - K2, h = il(, with K> O. Then we have for both the one
and three- dimensional bound- state wavefunction, 
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u(r) = const(r+ rl)lI 2f(v(Kr+ Kd), (2.5) 

where f\v is a modified Bessel function. Some of its 
properties, useful for our purposes, are 

1\ v (z) = 1\ -v (z ), (2. 6) 

f{~ (z) = [{> (z*), (2.7) 

and 

Kv (z) - (~<:.) -1!2 c- z, z - co (2.8) 

We note that I\)z) has a branch cut along the negative 
real z axis. For Re z 0 the following integral re
presentation will be useful, 12,13 

I\"(z) = I exp( - zcosht}coshvldl, (2.9) 
o 

which holds for Re z .... 0 for any v and, if v= 0, also for 
Re z = O. It follows from this expression that, for real 
positive z, I\)z) is real for real vas well as for purely 
imaginary v. 

3. THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 

In this case the s-wave bound-states are obtained by 
imposing the well-known boundary condition at the 
origin, u(O) = 0, on the wavefunction (2.5). This yields 
the bound-state condition, 

(3.1) 

If c > - ! we have v? o. It follows from Eq. (2.9) that 
K" has no (real nonnegative)zero in this case, cf also. 12 

If, on the other hand, c / -~, we see from Eq. (2.3) 
that v is purely imaginary. It is convenient to use in this 
case the equality 

(3.2) 

where 

() (z/2)V ( 2/ ) 
Iv z =r(l+~) OFI 1 + v; z 4. (3.3) 

We substitute Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) into Eq. (3.1), put 
Kd = Y and v = ill with 11 ;; O. We note that KilJ. (z) is a 
real function. The bound-state condition (3.1) is equiv
alent to 

Since r*(z) = r(z*) we can write 

r (1 + iJJ)/r(1 - ill) = exp(2iw), 

where w=arg r(1 +ill) is a real function of 11. For 
similar reasons we have 

oF1(1- ill; i/4) ( . ) 
F (1 +. . 2/4) = exp 2zcp , o 1 Ill, Y 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where cp is a real function of 11 and y2. We take cp = 0 
when 11 = 0 or when y = O. Insertion of Eqs. (3.5) and 
(3.6) into Eq. (3.4) yields 

exp(2illln(y/2»= exp(2iw + 2icp), 

or 

Illn(y/2) = - 11m + w + CP. (3.7) 
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We have to investigate for which (integral) values of m 
Eq. (3.7) has a solution. For this purpose we shall now 
study the functions wand cpo 

The (generalized) hypergeometric functions oFlJ and 
therefore also cp, can be expanded in a power series 
in yZ. We obtain 

'P(Il,i)=Il(1+JJ 2)-I(y/2)2+0(i), y-O. (3.8) 

In order to find a more explicit expression for w, we 
differentiate both sides of Eq. (3.5) with respect to 11 
and obtain 

~w = ~(</'(1 + ill) + </,(1- ill» =Re 4)(1 + ill) =Re </,(iJJ.). 
( /1 (3.9) 

Here </'(z) :p(z)/r(z) is the logarithmic derivative of 
the gamma function. The following two known expres
sions will be useful, 13 

~ 

Re 1'(ill) = - C +Ln-1(1 +n2/1l 2t\ 1111". <Xi 

n=1 

--- c +f~ .!..:-_coslltdt I [ 11 <:00. 
o e

t 
- 1 ' 

(3. 10) 

Here C = O. 5772 ... is Euler's constant. By integrating 
dw/ dll and noting that w = 0 when 11 = 0 we get 

w (11) = - C 11 + f ro 1!: t ~t ~r..!:. d: • (3.11) 

o 

For 1/1 I C. 1 we have from Eq. (3.12) the expansion 

w(Il)=- Cil +L(- )n+lIl2n+l1;(2n+ 1)/(2n+ 1), 
n=1 

[11[""1, (3.12) 

where 1;(z) is Riemann's zeta function. From Eq. (3.10) 
we have furthermore, 

~ 

w(Il)=-CIl+L[Il/n-arctan(ll/n)], [ll[ <00 (3.13) 
n=1 

We deduce from the above expressions that w(Il) is 
negative for small 11 and becomes positive when 11 in
creases. From Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) we have d2w/dll2 

> 0, so dw/ dll is strictly increasing. 

For 11 - co the following asymptotic series is known, 13 

Re </,(ill) -lnll - L (- Il Z)-nBz/(2n), (3.14) 
n=1 

where B Zn are Bernoulli's numbers. Since it is per
missible to integrate an asymptotic series termwise, 
we easily get an asymptotic series for w, 

ro (_ )nlll-ZnB 
W(Il)-lllnll-ll+co+~j 2;z(2n-=1)2n, /1-00.(3.15) 

Here Co is the constant of integration, for which we 
have obtained Co = 11/4. 

Now we are in a position to derive the approximate 
solutions to Eq. (3.7). Let us first restrict ourselves to 
small 11. Then we have 

In(y/2) = (- 11m + w + cp)/Il 

For m = 1, 2,···, Y must be small, so that O(i) may 
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be neglected, and the approximate solutions follow at 
once from Eq. (3. 16). For the case m = 0 we use the 
integral representation of Eq. (2.9), 

Kill (y) = J exp( - ycosht)cosllt dt. (3. 17) 
o 

It can be seen from this expression that for small 11 any 
solution y of the equation KilL (y) = 0, if it exists, must 
be very small. It follows then from Eq. (3. 16) that there 
is no solution at all for m = O. We conclude that for m 
= 0, and a fortiori for m < 0, Eq. (3.7) has no solution. 
(In this connection it may be recalled that for 11 = 0 
there is no bound state at all. ) Therefore, the ground 
state corresponds to the case m = 1. 

So we have proved that, for small 11, all solutions to 
Eq. (3.1) are given approximately by 

Km",(2Id)exp(-1T11111l-C), 11 small, m=1,2,···. 
(3. 18) 

Now we let 11 increase to larger values. The solutions 
Km are continuous with respect to 11 for 11 > 0, so we 
conclude that, for any 11 > 0, all bound states are uni
quely determined by the solutions of Eq. (3.7) for m 
= 1, 2, .. '. For each 111 Eq. (3.7) has a unique solution 
Ym = Km d/2 and we have 

(3.19) 

When mill is sufficiently large, we see from Eqs. (3.7) 
and (3.8) that y will be sufficiently small so that i{J may 
be neglected. Therefore, we have the explicit expres
sion 

Km "" (21d) exp( - 1TmlJl + wIJl), Jl> 0, mlJllarge. 
(3.20) 

Note the difference with Eq. (3.18) where wlJl has been 
replaced by - C. It follows from Eq. (3.20) that 

lim KmlKm+t = exp(1TIJl), for all 11 > 0, (3.21) 
m~~ 

so the Km'S form approximately a geometric progression. 

We note that Km must be an increasing function of Jl. 
The binding energy will increase with increaSing poten
tial strength Ie I. We can prove this for small Jl with 
the help of Eq. (3.20). We have 

!!:!!..m ~ (1T11I +.!!:..- 5::..) K 
dJl Jl2 dJlIl m' 

which is indeed positive for small Jl. 

Finally we deduce from Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) the more 
detailed equality, 

lim[Jlln(v m/2) + 1Tm - w] exp(21TmIJl) = Jl(l + Jl2)-t 
m-~ X exp(2wIJl). (3.22) 

Therefore, 

lim[Jlln(ymIYm+t) - 1T ]exp(21T11I I Jl) 

(3.23) 

The right-hand side is for small Jl approximately Jl 
x exp( - 2C), whereas for large Jl it approaches the num
ber 21T exp( - 2). 
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4. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 

In Sec. 2 we have seen that the one-dimensional 
bound-state wavefunction is given by Eq. (2.5) with 
r=x> O. Since the potential is symmetric, the bound
state wavefunctions must be either odd or even. The 
odd wavefunctions satisfy u(O) = 0 and are therefore for 
x> 0 proportional to the l = 0 radial solutions for the 
three-dimensional case which has been studied in Sec. 3. 
The corresponding "odd solutions" K are denoted by K~-). 
These are equal to the solutions Km of Eq. (3.1) dis
cussed in the preceding section. 

The even wavefunctions are obtained from Eq. (2.5) 
by imposing the boundary condition u' (0) = O. In this way 
we obtain the following bound-state condition, 

(4.1) 

The so-called even solutions K of this equation will be 
denoted by K~+). We shall discuss the cases e < - t and 
e ~ - t- separately. 

(i) For e < - t the situation is very similar to the 
three-dimensional case, With the help of Eq. (2.6) and 

we find that Eq. (4. 1) is equivalent to 

H - v)K)Kd) = KdKt_v(Kd), (4.2) 

We put Kd=y as before, use Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) and 

It...,(y) =(t-v(y) + (2vly)I-v' 

In this way we obtain the following bound- state condition, 

(Y/2)2v 

_ r(l + v) (1 + 2v) ~!: v;y2/4) - 4v OFt (_ v;y2/4) 
- r(l- v) (1- 2v) OFt (1 + v;yV4) + 4v oFt (v;y2/4) 

(4.3) 

By again putting v = iJl with Jl > 0 we can rewrite Eq. 
(4.3), 

(y/2)211l = exp(2i w)exp(2ix). (4.4) 

The function w has been discussed extensively in the 
preceding section and X is determined by 

exp(2iX) 

_ (1 + 2iJl) oFt (1 - iJl ;y2 14) - 4ill oFt ( -iJl ;y2 14) 
- (1- 2iJl) oFt (1 + iJl ;y2 14) + 4iJl of 1 (iJl ;y2!4) ' 

(4.5) 

and by taking X = 0 when Jl = O. Because we obviously 
have 

(exp(2ix)]* = exp( - 2iX), 

X is a real function of Jl and y2. It can be expanded in a 
power series in i, 

X(Il, y2) =- arctan(2Jl) 

I 
2 11(13 +4Jl2) 4 

+(y 2) (1 + Jl2)(l+4il2)+O(y ), 

We obtain from Eq. (4.4) 

Jlln(yl2) = - 1Tm + w + X. 

y-O. 
(4.6) 

(4.7) 
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This bound-state condition is equivalent to Eq. (4.1). It 
looks very much like Eq. (3.7) for the three-dimensional 
case, but there is one important difference. In contrast 
to Eq. (3.7), the present Eq. (4.7) has a unique solution 
not only for iii = 1, 2,' •. , but also for !II == O. This III = 0 
solution is the ground- state, since Eq. (4.7) has no 
solution for negative values of III. 

We prove this as follows. First we take fl small. 

In the case 11/ "~O, we use the integral representation 
(3.17) for Ki~(Y)' and derive from Eq. (4.1) the follow
ing bound- state condition, 

00 r (2ycosh/- 1)exp( - ycosh!)cos/J. f dl = O. (4.8) 
·0 

A careful investigation of this equation leads to the 
conclusion that any solution v must be sJi/all if ~L is 
small. [Note that exp( - "cosh!) is an extremely rapidly 
decreasing function of /. ] But a solution :I' of Eq. (4.7), 
which is equivalent to Eq. (4.8), can only be larg(' if 
III is negative. This implies that there is no solution at 
all for negative values of 11/. 

For III = 0 we have from Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7), 

In(d2) ~ - C - 2 + 13 (r/2)2 + .... (4.9) 

This equation does indeed have a unique solution. The 
point is that ." is sufficiently small in order that terms 
of O(yl) may be neglected. Since the solution is con
tinuous with respect to fl, we can consider the limit 
for fl - O. A single iteration yields for the ground- state 
solution )'0, 

Yo'" 2exp( - C - 2 + 13exp[ - 2(C + 2)1) =: 0.164···. 
(4.10) 

After some more iterations of the approximate Eq. 
(4.9) we get the more precise value 1'0 ~ O. 166. 

When we let fl increase to larger values, the ground
state solution will increase continuously. So it is for 
all fl> 0 defined as the unique solution of Eq. (4.7) with 
III = O. Of course, the approximate expression (4. 10) is 
no longer valid for large fl. 

The discussion of the case III = 1, 2, . " is similar to 
the one of Sec. 3. A solution y of Eq. (4.7) which is 
small can be approximated by lef Eq. (4,6)1 

Illn (~) ~ - JTili + W - arctan(2fl). (4.11) 

This expression is valid for JJI = 1, 2, ... if iii 1 fl is 
large. A similar approximation for the case when fl is 
small has been given by Blankenbeeler ('/ ([7. ~ in a dif
ferent form. Their result contains an error as we shall 
now show. We deduce from Eq. (4.4) [ef Eq, (4.11)] 

tan [flln (~) ] 2 fl -_t",-a_n_w_ .- + U(,,), 
1 + 211 lanw 

(4. 12) 

where 

tanw = tan argr(1 + ifl) =Imr(l + i/j )/Rer (1 + i [1). 

So for small fl we obtain from these expressions, 

(C + 2)fl = tan[ldn(2/y)i + O(v), ,,- O. (4.13) 

The right-hand side is the same as in Eq. (2.8) of 
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Blankenbecler el a7. , 1 but on the left-hand side they only 
have the term 2fl. 

We note that Eqs. (4,12) and (4,13) do hold even with 
O(y) replaced by 0(v2). However, in order to determine 
the behavior of the solutions v = .I'm for fixed fl, it is 
preferable to use lim m_ oo rather than o(d, cf Eqso (3 0 22) 
and (3. 23L We deduce fr0111 Eqso (4.6) and (4.7) the 
more detailed equation, 

limlflln(v m/2) + JTlil - W + arctan(2/J-)]exp(2JTlI1lfl) 
m .... OO 

=' 11 (1 + fl 2) -1 (1 + 4 fl 2 ) -1 (13 + 4 fl2) exp {[ 2 l<. 

- 2 arctan(2fJ.)]lfl}. (4. 14) 
Therefore, 

m""X' 

= fl(1 + 112)-1(1 + 4fl2)-1(13 + 4fl2)exp{[2w (4.15) 

- 2 arctan(2fl)]/ll }[1- exp( - 2JTlfl) I. 
The right-hand side is for small fJ. approximately 13fl 
x exp( - 4 - 2C), whereas for large fl it approaches the 
number 2JT ,_2. 

So we have obtained the following results which are 
similar to the ones of Sec. 3, i. e., similar to the 
results for the odd solutions K~-). All solutions of Eq. 
(4.1) are given by the unique solutions of Eq. (4.7), 
with JlI = 0,1,2"", respectively, These solutions K~+) 
are decreasing, 

For small 11 we have the approximate expressions, 

K~+)~ (~)exp(-JTiIl/fl-C-2), flsmall, 

ill =0,1,2"", (4.16) 

whereas for arbitrary fl 0 and large 11/ we have 

.(+) (2) \(-IfJlI+W+X)] "m ~ d exp L fl 

jJ. - 0, 11/ III largeo 

Furthermore, just as for the odd solutions, 

liml{~+) 11{~+:l =exp(JT/ll), all fl 0, (4. 18) 

so the K~+),S form approximately a geometric progres
sion, too. In Eqs, (4.14) and (4.15) we have given more 
detailed expressions. We nole that only the ground state 
remains when we let fJ. go to zero, 

K~+) -"V (2/ri) exp( - C - 2), 11. - 0, 

'(~+) -0, /JI 0, fl -0, 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(ii) We shall now consider the case - i-, c < 0, i. e. , 
Oc: v< i. By considering Eq. (4.1) for K -0 and for 
I{ -~ C/O it easily follows that there is at leasf one bound 
state for all d·· 0 (efl). 

We shall prove that there exists exactly one bound 
state for all d::- 0 0 This proof has not been given by 
Blankenbecler ('I rd. Note that both sides of Eq. (4,1) 
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are positive and monotonic strictly decreasing functions 
of K, because 

(yK~)' = yK~ + l\: = (V + ,) /y)Kv > 0, y> 0, (4.21) 

where we have used that Kv satisfies the modified 
Bessel differential equation, Therefore, we have to find 
a different, equivalent bound- state condition in order to 
prove that there is only one solution. 

For this purpose our Eq. (4.2) is suitable, which we 
rewrite as 

fey) = ~ - v, 

with Y =' Kd and 

(4.22) 

f(y)::; yK1-v(y)/Kv(Y). (4.23) 

We are going to prove thatf'(y) ° for y>O. With the 
help of Eq. (2.6), the equality 

K~ = - K1_v - (v/y)Kv, (4.24) 

and the same relation with v replaced by 1 - v we 
derive 

f' (y) = y(Kl-vK l+v - K~)/K~. 

By substituting the integral representation13 

K" _~ (y )Kv.~ (y) 
~ 

(4.25) 

=21 K2v (2ycosht)cosh(2At)df, Rey:" 0, (4.26) 
o 

for the products of the K functions we then prove 

f'(y) > 0, y> 0. (4.27) 

Furthermore we havef(O)=0 andf(y)==O(y) for :>,_00, so 
f is strictly increasing from ° to "". In this way we have 
proved that Eq. (4.22) has exactly one solution if ° ~ v< i. 

Now we shall derive an upper bound to the solution y 
of Eq. (4.22). From Eq. (2.9) we obtain (y> 0), 

d 
-d Kv(v) > ° if v> 0, 

V - (4.28) 

=0 if v=O. 

Therefore, Kv (y) is a strictly increasing function of v 
for v? 0. This implies that 

K 1-v(Y) > Kv(y), o~v<i, y>O, 

so that the solution y of Eq. (4,22) satisfies 

0< y < ~ - v. 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

For v - i, the potential strength c goes to zero and 
therefore also y -0, i. e., the binding energy goes to 
zero. For this case we have proved that 

lim y-l(tanh[vln(2/y)J - 2v) = 1, 
"ti/2 

(4.31) 

where we should remember that y = y(v) is a function of 
v. This result is somewhat more explicit than the one of 
Blankenbecler et al. [Ref. 7, Eq. (2.6)J. Furthermore 
we have from Eq. (4.3) the approximation, 

(Y) 2" 

2 r(1 + v) 1 - 2v r(1 + v) 
r(1 - v) 1 + 2v + r(1- v) 

+ 0(y4), 
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(4.32) 

for v-i. Because of the dependence of y on v, the 
symbol 0 in Eq. (4.32) should be handled with care. It 
is not possible to fix v and give an approximate formula 
up to orders of y2, as we did before in the case c < - ! 
(v imaginary), cf Eq. (4.12) ff. By using Eq. (4.32) we 
have obtained for the solution y == y(v), 

lim (1- 2v)-2 [2y(v) - (1 - 2v) - (1 - 2v)21n(1 - 2v)] 
v'1/2 

==c =0. 5772···. (4.33) 

This result confirms and extends the corresponding 
result obtained by Blankenbecler ('I (110 [ReL 7, Eq. 
below (2.6) (corrected for the misprint) and Eq. (2.7)1. 

The maximum value of K is attained of course for v 
== 0, i. e" for c = - ! since the attraction is then 
maximal. It is interesting to calculate the value of K for 
this critical potential strength. The bound- state con
dition Eq. (4.2) for // = ° is 

(4.34) 

This equation can be solved with the help of tables for 
Bessel functions, which yields the rough estimate 

This is approximately the same result as we have ob
tained in Eq. (4.10) for the case J1 - 0. Below, in Eq. 
(4.38) we shall find the more accurate value 
0.165721514(2). 

We have discussed above the even solutions K~+) for 
the two regions c -: and r ~. -: 0 A very interesting 
phenomenon may be pointed out which occurs at the 
critical value c == -\. If we let c increase from below 
to - ~, an infinite number of bound ,states disappear 
abruptly, and only the ground state remains, We have 
seen that K~+) -0, III = 1, 2,"', for (' t - :. However, 
for c } - } these K;n+)'S are nonexistent, so they are not 
continuous with respect to c at c == - :. 

We shall now prove that the ground- state solution 
K6+) is continuous with respect to cat c = -:. In the 
case r t - \, we have from Eq. (4.7) with 11/ = 0, 

limln(y/2) =lim(w + X)/J1, 
u-o u-o 

where.\' = K6+)d. It is easy to see that 

limX/ll == lim!exp(2iX) - 111(2iJ1). 
/.1, ... 0 1.1, ... 0 

We now substitute for exp(2iX) the expression of Eq. 
(4.5) and take the limit for I: - 0. It is easily seen that 
the way in which J1 goes to zero is irrelevant, so we 
may also let the real variable v = il) go to zero. This 
means that for r t - l we find exactly the same expres
sion as for c t -!, After some manipulations, where 
we use 

and 

v of 1 (v; z) = v + Z IF 2 (1 : 2 , 1 + 1': Z) , (4.36) 

we find the following exact equation for the ground
state solution .v, for both cases r t - " and r t - :, 
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In (i)=-c 
+ - 4 +2 oFj(1;y2/4) - oFj'(1;y2/4) - y2 jF2'(1;2,1;y2/4) 

oF j (1;i/4)+y2 0Fj (2;y2/4) 

(4.37) 

Here we have used the abbreviations, for this occasion 
only, 

oF j '(1;y2/4) = (:v) oF j (1+v;y2/4)lv=o, 

and 

jF2'(1;2,1;y2/4) = (d~) jF2(1;2, 1 + v;y2/4) Iv=o. 

Note that Eq. (4.37) has the same unique solution y as 
Eq. (4.34), i. e., Ko(Y) = 2yKj (Y). However, Eq. (4.37) 
is more suitable for obtaining an accurate value for the 
solution. We expand the hyper geometric functions on 
the right-hand side of Eq. (4.37). By means of an 
iteration procedure we then find for the even ground
state solution, 

K~+)d=Yo=0.165721514(2), v=Jl=O, c=-t. (4.38) 

Let us recall some related results from the above dis
cussion, 

K~+)d<~-v, O~ lJ< i, (4.39) 

K~+)d<S0.165721514(2), O<Sv<~, (4.40) 

K~+)d",i-v, I 
v~ 20 (4.41) 

We note that Eq. (4.33) gives a more detailed expres
sion for the behavior of K~+)d near v=i. 

5. GENERALIZATIONS 

In this section we shall discuss some generalizations 
of the results of Secs. 3 and 4. In the three-dimensional 
case we take 

V(r)=c(r+d)-2, r>R (R>O, R+d>O), (5.1) 

and for 0 < r < R an arbitrary potential, satisfying 
R 

J I V(r) Irdr< 00. (5.2) 
o 

In the one-dimensional case we take 

V(x)=c(lxl +(1)-2, Ixl >R (R> 0, R+d> 0), (5.3) 

and for Ix I < R an arbitrary symmetric potential satis
fying 

R 

J IV(x)ldx<oo. (5.4) 
o 

This condition on the potential is more restrictive than 
Eq. (5.2lo Note that the parameter d may be negative 
in this section, as long as R + d > O. 

We shall prove that also in this case the number of 
bound states is finite when c ? - t, and infinite when 
c < - ~. In the latter case we shall give explicit approxi
mate expressions for K~+) and K:';-), for large m. 

Let us first consider the three-dimensional case. For 
I :> 0 we can only obtain solutions if d is chosen to be 
zero. The derivation will be similar to the one of Sec. 3. 
We shall restrict ourselves throughout to 1 = O. For 
'y> R the s-wave bound-state wavefunction is given by 
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Eq. (2.5), 

u(r) = const(r +d)I!2Kv(Kr + Kd), r> R. (5.5) 

For 0 < r < R it satisfies the Volterra integral equa
tionj4•j5 

r 

u(r) = K-jsinhKr + K-
j J sinh(Kr - Kr')V(r')u(r')dr', 

o (5. 6) 

apart from an unimportant normalization constant. It 
follows that the logarithmic derivative u' /u is a real
analytic function of the energy k2 = - K2. (Actually, u' /u 
is real-meromorphic, so it can accidentally have a 
pole just at K = O. However the following discussion can 
easily be adjusted in this exceptional case.) We have to 
match the wave functions for r < Rand r> R by requir
ing u' /u to be continuous at r=R. Now we introduce the 
new variable 

Z = K(R + d), 

which is more convenient than the variable y = Kd which 
we used before. We then have 

limu' /u = KK~ (z)/K" (z) + ~(R + d)-I. (5.7) 
rlR 

It is therefore convenient to introduce the real-analytic 
function A (k2) = A ( - K2) by putting 

limu' /u = (~+A)/(R +d). (5. fl) 
rlR 

In this way we obtain from Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) the 
following bound- state condition, 

(5.9) 

As before, v is real when c ? - t and v is imaginary 
when c < - t. We convert Eq. (5.9) into 

(5.10) 

The solutions Km of this equation are just the odd solu
tions K~-) for the one-dimensional case. The even solu
tions K~+) follow from a different equation which, how
ever, has exactly the same form as Eq. (5.10). The 
only difference is in the function A, which is defined by 
Eq. (5.8) where now u' (0) = 0 instead of u(O) = O. This 
is proved as follows. 

The even bound-state wavefunction u(x) is for x> R 
given by [ef Eq. (5.5)] 

(5.11) 

For 0 < x < R it satisfies the Volterra integral equation 
(apart from an unimportant normalization constant), 

u(x) = coshKx + K-1 JX sinh(Kx - Kx')V(x')u(x')dx'. (5. 12) 
o 

It follows that the logarithmic derivative 11' /u is again 
a real-analytic function of the energy at K = 0 (in 
general), just as before in the "odd case." Since the 
explicit form of this function is irrelevant for our dis
CUSSion, we may denote it again by A. Obviously the 
even bound- state condition is then also given by Eq. 
(5.10). 

We note that we must get back the bound- state condi
tions of Secs. 3 and 4 if we let R go to zero. Indeed, by 
taking A =00 in Eq. (5.10) we obtain Eq. (3.1) for the 
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odd solutions, and by taking A = - t we obtain Eq. (4. 2) 
for the even solutions. 

In order to find the solutions of Eq. (5. 10) we pro~ 
ceed in the same way as before, and obtain the equiva
lent equation [ef. Eq. (4.3)], 

(~)2V _!'(1+v) (A-v) qF'1(1- v;z2/4)+2v qF'1(-v;z2/4). 
2 - r(l- v) (A + v) qF' 1 (1 + v;z2/4) - 2v qF'j(v;z2/4) 

(5. 13) 

It can be shown that this equation can have only a finite 
number of solutions when v is a real number, i. e., 
when c ? -!. In the case c < - t, v is purely imaginary 
so we put for convenience v = i{l as before. We rewrite 
Eq. (5. 13) as follows, 

(z/2)2iOL = exp(2iw) exp(2i~). (5.14) 

The function w depends only on Jl [ef. Eq. (3.13)], 

w(J-L) = argr (1 + iJl). 

The function ~ is defined by 

exp(2iO 

(A-iJl) QF j(l-i/J.;z2/4)+2iJl oF1(-iJl;Z2/4) (5 15) 
(A +iJl) oF1(1 +iJl;z2/4) - 2iJl oF j (iJl;z2/4) ' • 

and by taking ~ = 0 when Jl = O. Just as the functions <p 

and X of Eqs. (3.6) and (4. 5), ~ is real. Since A is a 
real-analytic function of K2, and therefore of Z2 '" K2(R 
+ d)2, we can expand ~ as follows, 

~=arctan[Jl/A(0)]+0(Z2), z-O. (5.16) 

From Eq. (5.14) we have 

Jlln ( ~) == - rrrn + w + ~. (5. 17) 

When rn, or m / Jl, is sufficiently large, there exist 
solutions z which are very small. Then we may neglect 
the term 0(z2) on the right-hand side of Eq. (5. 16). So 
we find the following infinite series of bound-state 
solutions [z '" K(R + d)], 

m/Jllarge, (5. 18) 

where we now use the superscripts in A (+) and A (-) to de
note the even and the odd case, respectively. By taking 
R = 0 we get back the expressions of Sees. 3 and 4. The 
odd solutions K~-) of Eq. (3.20) are recovered by taking 
A (-) (0) = 00, and the even solutions K~+) of Eq. (4.17) by 
taking A(+)(O)=- k. 

It follows from Eq. (5. 18) that the tail of the potential 
almost completely determines the bound states near the 
origin. The only effect of the potential for 0 < r < R is 
contained in the constant A (±) (0). In particular we have, 
just as in Secs. 3 and 4, for all Jl > 0, 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

We note that K~"') of Eq. (5.18) need not be the mth or 
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the (rn + l)th K in the sequence of solutions K in de
creasing order. That is, the counting will in general be 
different from the counting in Secs. 3 and 4. In this 
connection we note that for rn = 1, 2, ••• we have Km - 0 
when Jl - O. In addition there can be extra bound states 
which have to be denoted by KO, K_lo K_2'···. The 
number of these is finite and depends on the inner part 
of the potential. 

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In Sec. 3 we have deduced the s-wave bound-state 
energies Em = - K~ for the spherically symmetric three
dimensional potential, 

V(r) = c(r + d)"2. (6.1) 

When c? - -J there is no bound state at all, but in the 
case c < - + there are infinitely many bound states. We 
have obtained lef. Eqs. (3.18) and (3.20)1, 

Km '" (2/d) exp(- rrm/Jl + w/Jl), in = 1, 2,"', 

m/Jl large, (6.2) 

where Jl = (- c - U1!2 > 0 and w = argr(1 + iJl). A more 
detailed expression for Km has been given in Eq. (3.22). 

The l = 0 wave functions are, if we write r for x:> 0, 
proportional to the odd wavefunctions for the one-dimen
sional symmetric potential, 

(6.3) 

The even bound-state wavefunctions and the correspond
ing energies - (K~+»2 for this potential have been in
vestigated in Sec. 4. For - .~ -Co (' 0 we have exactly one 
bound state, 111 = O. This result has also been obtained 
by Blankenbecler et at, , 7 although they did not give the 
proof. For c < - ~. we have bound states for nI 

= 0,1,2,···. We have proved that K6') is a continuous 
function of c in particular at c = - .~. For this case (Jl 
= 0, v'" (c + .i)1/2 = 0) we have in Eq. (4.38) obtained Yo 
=K~+)d=0.I6572I5I4(2). This is the solution of Eq. 
(4.34), and also of Eq. (4.37) which has a very different 
form. Some relations for K~+) in the case - } "" (' : 0 have 
been given in Eqs. (4.39)- (4.41). In particular for the 
behavior of K~+) for v - i, i. e. c - 0, we have deduced a 
precise expression, Eq. (4.33). 

The even bound-state solutions with m = 1, 2, .. , , 
which occur for c < -~, are approximately given by 
[cf. Eq. (4.17)] 

K~+) ~ (2/d) exp«( - rrm + w - arctan(2Jl)lIJl), 

m=I,2,"', m/Jllarge. (6.4) 

In Eq. (4.14) we have obtained a more detailed expres
sion. 

In Sec. 5 we considered the more general case of an 
arbitrary symmetric potential which equals (6. 1) or 
(6.3) only for r> R orx ~ > R, respectively. We 
proved that also in this case the number of bound states 
is finite when c ? - t, and infinite when c < -~. In the 
latter case we have obtained the approximate expres
sion [cf. Eq. (5.18)], 
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K~±) '" (2/(R + d)) exp({ - 11m + w + arctan[J1.1 A (±)(O) ]}/J1.), 

mlJ1. large, (6.5) 

for the odd and the even solutions. 

So we have proved that any (spherically) symmetric 
potential with a tail c(r+d)-2 yields, for any d> -R, in
finitely many bound states when c <. - l and finitely many 
when c :> - !. In this way we have extended proposition 
3 of a paper by Simon,9 which states that the number of 
bound states is finite for a potential which satisfies 
V(r)>- cr-2 for some c> - i. Note that the tail c(r+d)-2 
still yields only finitely many bound states if c ;:' - :~, 

despite the fact that when d is negative, it is more 
attractive than the tail cr-2• Our result for the case 
c < - -: is in fact equivalent with proposition 2 of Ref 9, 
which says that, for a potential V with V( r ) < cr-2 (r:> R, 
c <: - i), there are infinitely many bound states. The 
equivalence can be seen by noting that in this case (' 
belongs to the open interval (_ 00, -;). 

We have denoted the ground- state solution in the one
dimensional case by K6+>, and in the three-dimensional 
case by K!. Our motive for this is that K~ +) is special 
since it exists for all c <: 0, i. e., for arbitrarily small 
potential strength, while Kl (for the three-dimensional 
case) does not. This is a particular case of a general 
theorem proved by Simon, 6 which has recently been 
generalized by Klaus. 8 Simon proved that, under the 
condition 

I (1 +x2
) I V(x) Idx < 00, V not a. e. zero, (6.6) 

_00 

- d2 I dx2 + i\ V has a bound state for all small positive i\ 

if and only if 

I V(x)dx ~ O. 
_00 

Klaus8 proved this under the condition [weaker than 
(6.6) ] 

00 

I (1 + I x I) I V(x) I dx < 00, V not a. e zero, 
_00 

which had been conjectured by Simon. A similar theorem 
for the two-dimensional case has also been proved by 
Simon. 6 An interesting consequence is that, in one and 
two dimensions, - f::; + i\ V has at least one bound state 
for all i\ '* 0, if r: V(x )dx = O. If i\ is small there is only 
one bound state. 6 

An interesting phenomenon comes to light when we 
consider the interrelationship between the odd solutions 
K(-) and the even solutions K(+). It can be proved that for 
a~ arbitrary (nonsingular) s;mmetric potential these 
K'S interlace, i. e. , 

K~+) :> K;-l :> K\+):> ••• K~-) :> K~+l :> K~:l:> K~:l; •.. (6.7) 

Both the sequence {K~-)} and the sequence {K~+)} are, for 
large m, approximately geometric progressions, with 
common ratio exp(- 1I1J1.). One might expect that also 
the sequence 

will approximate a geometric progression, with common 
ratio exp[-1I1(2J1.)], when /1/ is large. However, in 
general this is not the case. Let us for convenience 
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restrict ourselves to the simple case R = O. Then we 
have from Eqs. (6.2) and (6.4), for large 111, 

(6.9) 

and 

(6.10) 

Indeed, for large J1. both (6.9) and (6. 10) approach 
exp(7TI(2J1.)), but for small J1. the ratio (6.9) becomes ('2, 

and the ratio (6.10) becomes exp(7TI/1 - 2). So we see 
that the sequence (6.8) is approximately a geometric 
progression only for the case of large /1, that is, for 
large potential strength. 

In this connection it is interesting to note that a 
similar phenomenon occurs for the case of the sym
metric shifted Coulomb potential, 

V(x)=-2s(lxl +d)-!. 

Recently we have proved!! that for this potential both 
the sequences of the odd solutions I{~-l and of the even 
solutions /(~+) form, for large 11 approximately a 
ha'rlllol1ic progression, i. e., a sequence of terms whose 
reciprocals form an arithmetic progression. The 
common difference of this related arithmetic progres
sion turns out to be s-!. For the case of small sri we 
have deduced, 

SI/{~-)01l+2sd, 11=1,2"", 

sl/{~+) "n+(-ln(2sd))-I, 11=1,2,···. 

Clearly the sequence 

(6.11) 

is not a harmonic progression in this case. However, 
for the case when sd is not small, i. e., for sufficiently 
large potential strength, we have proved that (6.11) is 
for large II indeed a harmonic progression, approxi
mately. The common difference of its related arithmetic 
progression is of course just ~ S-I. 
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Solitons and rational solutions of nonlinear evolution 
equations 
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Rational solutions of certain nonlinear evolution equations are obtained by performing an appropriate 
limiting procedure on the soliton solutions obtained by direct methods. In this note specific attention is 
directed at the Korteweg~e Vries equation. However, the methods used are quite general and apply to 
most nonlinear evolution equations with the isospectral property, including certain multidimensional 
equations. In the latter case, nonsingular, algebraically decaying, soliton solutions can be constructed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years much attention has been focused on a 
certain class of nonlinear evolution equations. The most 
famous example is, of course, the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) 
equation, with its many remarkable properties. The first in
dication that the KdV equation was truly unusual was the 
discovery (numerically) by Zabusky and Kruskal, I that the 
KdV equation admitted soliton solutions. This discovery 
motivated further studies out of which grew a method of 
solving the KdV equation. 2 The method, referred to as the 
inverse scattering transform, (I.S. T. ), analytically recovers 
the special soliton solutions, as well as the dispersive tail, and 
requires knowledge of inverse scattering. Importantly, the 
ideas in Ref. 2 can be extended to many other physically 
interesting nonlinear evolution equations, including the cu
bic nonlinear Schrodinger, modified KdV, sine-Gordon, 
etc. equations (see, for example, Ref. 3). 

A complementary approach to I.S.T. exists and enables 
us to generate the soliton solutions. It was first proposed by 
Hirota' for the KdV equation. This technique has the advan
tage of being applicable directly upon the equation. One
dimensional soliton solutions for all of the above equations, 
as well as those of the Boussinesq and multidimensional 
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (K-P) equations can be obtained 
by this procedure. [See, for example, Refs. 5 and 6; it should 
be mentioned that for both of these latter equations: (a) they 
possess the important isospectral property, (b) the inverse 
scattering has not yet been completely done. (c) alternative
ly, one-dimensional soliton solutions can be found from the 
integral equations of Zakharov and ShabaC.] 

Recently the apparently quite different class of rational 
solutions was investigated by Airault, McKean, and Moser', 
and Adler and Moser.9 In this note we shall show: (i) for 
KdV how one can recover these rational solutions by taking 
the long wave limit of the one-dimensional soliton solutions 
obtained by direct methods. In particular we demonstrate 
the results for the first few soliton cases, and then we show 
how performing the above limiting procedure on the Biick-

----... -------
·'1977-1978: Program in Applied Mathematics, Princeton University, 
Princeton, N.J. 
h'Permanent address: Department of Applied Mathematics and Physics, 
Faculty of Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan. 

lund transformation of KdVIO yields a recursion formula ca
pable of generating the full class of rational solutions of 
KdV. This formula was first found by Moser.' (ii) We show 
how these ideas are applied to the first few soliton solutions 
of the modified KdV, Boussinesq and K-P equation. 

In the latter (K-P equation) case, a special solution we 
find is real, nonsingular, and algebraically decaying in all 
directions. We refer to this multidimensional soliton as a 
lump solution. It is in agreement with recently announced 
results. 1 I In our next paper we shall examine the multidimen
sional problem in more detail, and show how to obtain an N
lump solution for the K-P equation, and, in addition, we will 
apply these ideas to another physically significant multidi
mensional nonlinear evolution equation. It is also significant 
to note that for the KdV equation the rational solutions have 
poles on the real axis. However, in the case of the modified 
KdV equation we shall show how real, nonsingular, rational 
solutions are obtained. These are algebraically decaying so
lutions. Our results are in agreement with those of Ono. 12 

We feel that the most important consequence of this 
work is the fact that rational solutions to a broad class of 
nonlinear evolution equations can be systematically de
duced, by a limiting procedure, from the known soliton solu
tions obtained via direct methods. 

2. THE KORTEWEG-DE VRIES EQUATION 

The now classical KdV equation, 

u t + 6u u x + u xx.< = 0 (2.1 ) 

has an N-soliton solution of the form,u = 2(lOgfN) xx (2.2) 

w here IN satisfies 

D x (D t +D;}fN1N=O (2.3) 

assuming u-o, as Ix~oo, and defining 

D~D7'a.b 

=(ax-ax')n(at -at ')ma(x,t)b (x',t ') I x~x',t ~t" (2.4) 

(see for example Refs,S and 6). Special solutions IN can be 
simply obtained by expandinglN in the following way, 

IN=I+EfJP+E'jJP+'''' (2.5) 

substituting (2.5) into (2.3), and equating coefficients of E. 

This perturbation like expansion truncates when//vl) is cho
sen to be of the form 
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N 
/Ji) = Iexp(17i) 

i=1 

where 17i is given by 

17 i =k ix-k Jt +17 7· 
The first few multisoliton solutions are given by 

/l=l+eT/" 

/2= 1 +eT/'+eT/'+eT/,+T/,+A", 

/J= 1 +e T/'+eT/'+eT/'+eT/,+T/,+A "+eT/,+T/,+A", 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

+e T/,+T/,+A"+eT/,+T/,+T/,+A "+A,,+A,,. (2.7c) 

and the general case was proven by Hirota4 to be given by 

/N= 1.L~.lexp(~Aijfiifij+i~fii17i} (2.8a) 

where in the above formula 

(
k. -k.)2 expA .. = I J • 

IJ k .+k. 
I J 

(2.8b) 

The reader can verify (2.7a-c) from (2.8a), and in addi
tion we note that the usual single soliton is easily recovered 
from (2.7a) to be 

u=(k~/2)sech2!(klxl- k~t+ 17~O». (2.9) 

The fact that one can recover rational solutions relies on 
our freedom of choosing the arbitrary phase constants 17 ~O). 
For example, in (2.9), if we choose e "1,(0) = - 1, then we 
have the "singular" soliton 

(2.10) 

Passing to the limit k 1-0 (i.e., the "long wave" limit) we 
find 

(2.11) 

It is significant that by choosing the phase constants appro
priately, all the/N described above, have nontrivial, distin
guished limits. 

In what follows it is easiest to develop the ideas for /N' 
The reader can then easily recover u from (2.2). 

In order to best explain the above results we return to 
formulas (2.7). Letting al =e "1 ,(0), (2.7a) is written as 

/.=I+a le s" (sl=kl(X-k~t». (2.12) 

As kl-o, we have 

/. = 1 +a l (1 +sl)+O(k f). 

Ifwe take a l = -1, then, 

/.= -kl(x+O(kl». 
Since we use (2.2) to obtain u, we take/.:8=x+O (kl) (here 
/:8=g iff/=eKx+bg where a, b are independent of x). Then in 
the limit kl-o,/. :8=81, where 

(2.13) 

Hence in the limit k 1-0 we have recovered the rational solu
tion (2.1l). The same idea applies to/2 (as well as the higher 
/N). In what follows we consider all the k i to be of the same 
asymptotic order as k i-o[Le., k i =E k i.k i =0(1)]. From 
(2.7b) we have 
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(2.14 ) 

As k hk 2-0, we require that the coefficients of the O( 1 ), 
O(k) terms vanish: 

0(1): l+al+a2+ala2eA,,=0, 

O(k): k lal +k 2a2+(k 1 +k 2)ala 2e A ,,=0. 

The solution to these equations is 

al = -a2= (k 1 +k 2)/(k l-k 2)' 

As it turns out, this solution also satisfies the equation at 
0(k2

), and we find 

/2= -(l/6)k lk 2(k 1 +k 2)[(XJ+ 12t )+O(k)]. (2.1Sa) 

Thus as k-o,f, is equivalent to 82 : 

82 =xJ + 12t. (2.1Sb) 

f, has three zero's and so u has three poles. In the three soli
ton case, if we choose, 

kl+k2 kJ+kl a l 
k l-k2 kJ-kl 

k2+kJ kl+k2 
a 2 

k2-kJ kl-k2 

kJ+kl k2+kJ a J 

kJ-kl k2-k3 

we find a six zero solution for j;: 

j;= -(l/360)klk2k3(kl +k2)(k2+kJ)(k3 +k l ) 

X [(x6 +60x3t- 720t2)+0 (k)], 

or simply in the limit k-o,j;:8=83, 

83=x6 -60x3t-720t2
• 

(2. 16a) 

(2.16b) 

In principle this technique applies to any number of solitons. 
However the calculations are tedious, and here we shall in
stead use the Backlund transformations for KdV to generate 
a recursion relation for the polynomials. 

Before doing this, for convenience, we shall employ a 
slightly different formula for the N-soliton solution (2.8a). It 
may be shown that (see Appendix A), 

N 

exp( I!E i17 J 
i=1 

so for example 

All /. =-( e T/,/2_ e "1,/2)= ---e -T/,/2(1-e "1'), 
kl kl 

(2.17) 

which is seen to be equivalent to (2.7a). One of the advan
tages of (2.17) is that the limit as k 1-0 directly yields the 
polynomial in x. We may rewrite]N in the following way. 
(Hereafter we shall drop the 1\ oni",.) 

gN 
/N= N N (2.18) 

IT ( k ; - k J) IT k i 
i<j 1=1 

where 
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N N N 
g N = I II ( C i k i - C j k j) II C i exp( I !c i 17 J . 

E=±I i<j i=1 i=1 (2.19) 

It is important to note that g has the following properties: 

(i) g N(k 1,k 2,··,k i,··,kj, .. ,k N)= -g N(k hk 2,···,ki"'" 
k i,H.,k N) (for i <i) (g N is antisymmetric in the k /s), 

(ii) g N(k 1 =O,k 2, .. ·,k N)=O, 

(iii)g N(k ,=k2,k" .. , k N)=g N(k ,= -k2,k), ... , k N)=O. 

This means the gN is factorized by 
N N 

II (kf-kJ) II k i' 
i<j i=1 

Thus, the first nonzero term as k,~, inlN is at least order 
one, and we write, 

(2.20) 

We shall later show that aN'l=O. Moreover, since every k i in 
the phase factor of (2.17) has an x multiplying it, in order for 
IN to be at least order one, the polynomial, (J~x)=xP + ... , 
must have its highest power satisfying 

P=N +1
N ~1)=N(~ +1). 

Next, we derive a recursion relation for (IN' From Ref. 
10 we take the following equations (these formulas are to be 
regarded as Backlund transformations, between an N soliton 
solution and an N + 1 soliton solution, see Appendix B for a 
derivation) : 

( D -; - !k2
) I N 1 N + 1 = 1, (2.21a) 

(2.21b) 

HerelN=1 ~kh .. ·,kN) (i.e., N parameters). Equations 
(2.21a,b) yield an (N + 1) soliton solution,jN+1 =IN+I 
(kh .. ·,kN,k), from an Nsoliton solution. It is well known that 
there are soliton superposition formulae between four soli
ton solutions. In Appendix C, we outline a derivation follow
ing Ref. 13. If we call 

IN-I =IN_I(k" .. ,kN_ 1), 

IN=/~kl,' .. ,kN_I,kN)' 

jN=j~kl, .. ,kN_I,kN+ I)' 

IN+ 1 =IN+ l(kl,' .. ,kN_I,kN,kN+ I)' 

then we have, 

DJN+JN-I=!fviN' (2.22) 

Using (2.20) and (2.22) we can obtain a recursion formula 
for aN and (IN' Inserting (2.20) into (2.22) yields 

(2.23) 

Since (J~x) is a polynomial inx, (2.23) must hold separately 
for each power, and in particular for th" highest power, 
XN(N+ 1)/2. Hence (IN satisfies the recursion formula 

aN+laN_I(4N+2)=a~ (2.24) 

and (J N satsifies 

D x(J N + I·(J N -I =(2N + 1)fJ~. (2.25 ) 

From our earlier calculations involving the first few solitons, 
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we have already deduced 

From the recursion relations using aO,al we see that a2,a) 
above are recovered, and that a N'l=0, for all N;;.O. Similarly 
we can use (2.25) with (JO,(Jh to deduce (J2,(J) and the higher 
(J N' if we supplement (2.25) with a time evolution equation. 
For this purpose we can use either the original p.d.e. (KdV 
in this case) or the time dependent equation obtained from 
the Backlund transformation (2.21b), 

(2.26) 

This still allows an arbitrary multiple of (IN_I to be added 
onto a particular solution (IN + I' In this problem we can take 
this arbitrary multiple to be zero. In the limiting procedure 
described above, one can see that to obtain a given asymptot
ic power ofk, each x) term corresponds with each power of t. 
As an example, we know the leading order term in (J) is x 6

• 

Thus the general form of this polynomial must be 
x 6 +ax)t+/3t2. We determine a=60, /3= -720 from 
(2.25)-(2.26). Although we can add the term Cx to this re
sult, and still satisfy (2.25)-(2.26), we take c=o since it can
not arise via the limiting procedure on;;. 

Recent studies by Airault'4 on the second Painleve tran
scendent has suggested that (2.25) also yields rational func
tion similarity solutions I ~z),j ~z) = 200g(J ~z»" where 
u =1 ~z)l(3t )2/3, z=x/(3t r in (2.1). 

3. OTHER EXAMPLES 

It is an important aspect of the present work, that the 
methods we have employed can be readily adapted to the 
other nonlinear evolution equations that possess the isospec
tral property and/or have soliton solutions obtainable by the 
direct approach. In this section we shall simply list the re
sults of the long wave asymptotic calculations on the first 
two soliton formulas of the (i) K-P (two-dimensional 
KdV) equation, (ij) Boussinesq equation, and (iii) modi
fied KdV equation with nonzero background state. Regard
ing the conclusions of these few examples, perhaps the most 
significant is that for the multidimensional problem. For the 
K-P equation we find that the long wave limit of a two soli
ton state is a mode which decays algebraically in all direc
tions. We refer to such a mode here as a lump. Our results 
agree with those announced in Ref. 11. In a future paper we 
shall describe how to obtain an N lump solution. Neverthe
less all of these solutions are simply special rational solutions 
of certain nonlinear evolution equations. 

The K-P equation is given by 

a x(U t +6u u x +u xxx)+a u yy =0, (3.1) 

where a is a constant depending on the dispersive property 
of the system (a> 0 corresponds to negative dispersion and 
vice versa). Following Ref. 15 we look for a solution, u-o as 
~~ 00, of the form 

(3.2) 
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Inserting (3.2) into (3.1) yields 

(D xD t +D! +a D;)f NI N =0. (3.3 ) 

The N soliton solution can be ascertained by direct meth
ods. IS Here we will only discuss the N = 1,2 cases. The one, 
and two-soliton solutions are given by 

/1= 1 +e']> 

/Z= 1 +e1J'+e1J'+e1J.+ 1J,+A" 

where 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

1/ j =k j(x+P jy-(k l+aPl)t>+1/ ~O), (3.4c) 

expAij 
3(k j -ky-a(P j-PY (3.4d) 

3(k j +k j)2_ a (P j -P j )2' 

Takinge 1J~O) = -1, k j-D[withPj =O(l),ktlkz=O(1»), we 
find 

/1 = - k lJ I + O(k D, 

/z=klkz((}I(}z+ 12 )+O(k3
), 

a(P I -Pz)2 

where 

() j =x+P jy-aPlt, 

and we have used 

12klkz 
expA Iz-l +--....:......~ 

a(P I -P2)2 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 

(3.5d) 

Since u is given by (3.2) we have therefore deduced the fol
lowing rational solutions: 

/I=(}I' 

/z=(} 1(}2+B 12, B IZ= 12/a(P l-P2)z. 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

Although/liz are generally singular at some position, a non
singular solution is obtained for /z by taking a = -1 (in 
which case the wave system has so called positive disper
sion) and Pz=P~. In this case we have 

/z=(} I(}~ -l2/(P I_P~)Z, (3.6c) 

Letting, Pl=PR+iP1, we have 

u=2d~IOg[(X'+PRY')2+PiY"+ :y]' 

where 

x'=x-(P1+ P Dt, 

y'=y+2PRt. 

Alternatively (3.7a) may be written explicitly as 

4( -(X'+PRY'Y+Pyy"+-ir) 

u 

(X'+P R Y'Y+PIY"+ }yr 

(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

Hence we have a permanent lump solution decaying as 
o (l/x2, l/y2) for Ixl,lv~oo, and moving with the velocity 
v x =P~ +P;,Vy = -2P R' We note that when n=4 one 
may obtain a two-lump solution which leave zero asymptotic 
phase shift after interaction. In general when N = 2M this 
method yields formulae for an M lump solution. Of course 
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the methods used here unfortunately do not give strong evi
dence about the role of these solutions in the general initial 
value problem, e.g., genericity, stability, etc. 

As mentioned earlier, this technique extends readily to 
higher order solitons. Although we shall, in a future paper 
discuss the complete case, here we simply present the results 
of the calculation for N = 3,4. We find 

(3.Sa) 

/4 = () I(} z(} 3(} 4 + B lZ(} 3(} 4 + B B(} z(} 4 + B 14(} z(} 3 + B 23(} I(} 4 
+B 24(}1(}3+B 34(}1(},+B uB 34+B I~ 24+B l~ 23> 

(3.Sb) 

where (}j is given by (3.Sc), B ij = 12/a(P j _Pj)z, Taking 
a= -1,P3=P~, P 4=P;in (3.Sb) yields the two-lump solu
tion. We note that with this proviso/4 is positive, and yields a 
solution u via (3.2) which decays as O(l/xz,l/yZ) for 
Ixl,~oo. This two-lump solution yields zero asymptotic 
phase shift. 

Our second example is the Boussinesq equation, 

uu-uxx -(3uZ)xx- uxxxx=0. (3.9 ) 

We note that the methods we employ work equally well if the 
sign of the last term in (3.9) is changed and hence the equa
tion will be well posed on the infinite interval. However even 
with this change the equation remains an isospectral flow. It 
should also be noted that (3.9) arises in a physical problem 
(e.g., water waves) as a long wave equation. Hence, in the 
context of the physical problem, it is well posed. 

Following Ref. 16 we let 

U=2(lOg{NL (3.10) 

and find the bilinear equation 

(D7-D~ -D!)f Ni N=O. ( 3.10 

The first two soliton solutions are (as usual) given by 

/1 = 1 +e1J. (3.12a) 

/z= 1 +e1J'+e1J'+e1J.+ 1J,+A ", (3.12b) 

where 

1/j=k j X+E j k j Y l+klt+1/~O), Ej=+l or-I. 
(3.12c) 

and 

3(k l-k zY+(E IY!+kT -EzY!+kT)Z 

3(k I +k Z)Z + (ElY 1 +kT -EzVl+kT),' 
(3.12d) 

For N = 1, taking e1J,'O> = - 1 and k ,-D, we have 

/1- -k I(X+t). 

For the two-soliton solution, we note 

{(
k,-k, )2( I k) 

A 1+ Tkl 2, for EIE,= 1, 
e "- k,+k2 

1-3k,k" for EIE2=-1. 

In the case of EIEz = 1, we take 

1J,'o>_k,+k,+ 'k k e - - , " 
k l-k 2 6 
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(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

(3.15a) 
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(3.15b) 

and find 

12- -+k ,k 2(k 1 +k 2)1 (X+t)3+(x+t)=F6t J. (3.16) 

It is interesting to notice that/2 gives another rational solu
tion for the case, EIE2 = - 1. In this case, taking en,'"' 
=en,'"'= -1 and using (3.14b), we obtain 

12-klk2(X2_t2-3). (3.17) 

Thus, the first three polynomial solutions of the Boussinesq 
equation are given by (3.10) with the followinglN; 

x±t, 

x 2 _t 2-3, 

(x+t)3+(x±t)=F6t. 

Higher order polynomials can be obtained in this manner 
and presumably the Backlund transformation will yield a 
recursion relation between rational solutions. 

Finally, let us consider the modified KdV equation, 

Vt+6V2vx+vxxx=0, (3.1S) 

with the nonzero asymptotic condition, V-+Vo as ~f--+ 00. Fol
lowing Refs. 5 and 6, we look for a solution v of the form 

v=vO+i(lOg(NII N)x' (3.19) 

Substituting (3.19) into (3.1S) and decoupling the resulting 
equation, we get 

(D t + 6v YJ x + D ! )/~ f N = 0, 

(D~ -2iuoD x)/~f N=O. 

In order to obtain soliton solutions, we expand 

IN= 1 +EIN.I +OO1N,2+"" 

IN = 1 +E/~,I +E1'N,2 + "', 

(3.20a) 

(3.20b) 

(3.21a) 

(3.21b) 

substitute (3.21) into (3.20), and equate coefficient of E. 

Starting withiN, 1 =e7l'+q, andIN, 1 =e7l ,+q,", we obtain a one
soliton solution 

1,=I+e7l'+q", 

II = 1 +e 'I, +,p'" 

where 

1] i = k iX - (6v 5k i + k Dt + 1] }O), 

eq,,= 1 +i k /2uo, 

(3.22a) 

(3.22b) 

(3.22c) 

(3.22d) 

e,pj = l-i k /2vo. (3.22e) 

Inserting (3.22) into (3.19), we have an explicit form of the 
one-soliton solution, 

(3.23) 

which is essentially the same as Eq. (2) in Ref. 12. To get a 
two-soliton solution, we start with 

2 2 

I - "e 7l ,+,pi I' -" e7l,+,p~ and find N,I- ~ , N,I - ~ , 
i=1 i=1 

12= 1 +e 7l,+q,'+e 7l,+,p'+e 7l'+71,+q,,+q,,+A ", 

I~= 1 +e 7l ,+q,"+e 7l,+,p;+e 71,+71,+q,',+,p;+A ", 
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(3.24a) 

(3.24b) 

where 

eA,,=(k ,-k 2)2. 
k,+k2 

(3.24c) 

As before, rational solutions are deduced by taking the limit 
k,~ and choosing the phase constant adequately. For 
N = 1, choosing e'T/,'"' = - 1, we get 

1,--k ,(x-6v 5t +-
i
-) (3.25a) 

2vo 

II- -k ,(X-6V 5t __ i_) 
2uo 

which gives the rational solution 

4vo 
v=vo 

4v5(x-6v'5tY+ 1 

(3.25 ) 

(3.26) 

This solution was recently found by Ono, 12 and is a non
singular one-dimensional algebraic soliton. For N = 2, 
taking 

e 71\°,= -e 71so,=k 1 +k 2(1 + k Ik22), 
k,-k2 Sv o 

and k,~, we find 

12J2 - -+k ,k lk 1 +k 2) 

X [S'3+ 12t --;S' +~(S'2+~)], 
4v o 2vo 4v o 

where 
(3.27a) 

S' =x-6v'5t (3.27b) 

and the upper (lower) sign stands for Ilf~). Substituting 
(3.27 a) into (3.19), we see that the solution is also a nonsin
gular algebraic solution, given by 

12vo<S4 +(3/2v '5)S'2 - 3/16v ~- 24S't) 
v=vo 

4v '5<S'3 + 12t -(3/4v'5)S')2+3(S2+ 1/4v'5)2 
(3.2S) 
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF (2.17) FROM 
(2.8a) 

By taking Ei=2,ui-l for i= 1,2,oo.,N, (2.Sa) reduces 
to 

IN = E~lexp[i~ HE i + I)A ij + i~,l(E i + 1)1] i l (AI) 

We make a convenient choice of phase factors: 
1] }O) = 1] P) + 1] }2\ and take, 

N (k+k) exp1]p)= - II } '. 
j=! kj-k i 

h'=i 

Defining S'i = k iX - k It + TJ }2), then (A 1) becomes 
N 

IN= L (-I)N(N+')/2 IIE i 
E=±I i=! 
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(A3) 

where we have used the relations 

(A4) 

N (k.-k.)(1/2)(E,+I)(EJ+I) N N (k.+k.)(1/1XE/+I) II I 1 xlIII I 1 

i<k k;+k j ;=lj=1 k;-k j 
j=l=; 

N(N-I)/2IIN E;k;-Ejk j 
=( -1) , 

i<j k;-k j 

(AS) 

and, 
(-1) (1/2)(Ei+I)(k; -k j )[(1/2)(Ei+ I)(E j +I)-!(Ei+ I)-!(E j +I)] 

k;+k j 

E;k; -Ejk j 

k;-k j 

(A6) 

for each ij. Using,f~g iff/=e aX+bg we have 
N 

IIE.k.-E.k. N 
I N ~ L I ~ 12 1 N exp( L!E ; 7] J. 

E=±Ii<j k;-k j II E .k . ;=1 
;=1 I I (2.17) 

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF (2.21 a,b) FROM 
THE INVERSE SCATTERING TRANSFORM OF 
THE KdV EQUATION 

It is well known that the inverse scattering transform 
for the KdV equation (2.1) may be written as 

1/l xx +u1/l=!k 21/l, 

1/l t +6u 1/l x +3u x1/l+41/l xxx =0. 

(Bl) 

(B2) 

Taking 

1/l=IN+IIIN' (B3) 

and using (2.2), we have from (Bl) 

_1_D21' 1 - I N+I D21' 1 + I N+I D2I' 1 11 x.lN+1 N 11 x.lN N 11 x.lN N 

=!k 2IN +
I 

IN 

which turns out to be (2.21a). By means of (Bl), (B2) may 
be rewritten as 

1/lt- ik 21/lx + 1/lxxx + 3u1/lx=0. (B4) 

Substituting (2.2) and (B3) into (B4) yields 

DJ N+d N+ik2DJ N+d N+D3J N+d N=O. 
(2.21b) 

From this derivation of the Backlund transformation [it may 
be shown that an N + 1 soliton solution is produced from an 
N soliton solution via (2.21a,b)] we see that the eigenfunc
tion 1/l in (B 1 ) and (B2) is regarded as a generating function 
of a new soliton solution ( with parameter k) from a previous 
soliton solution of the KdV equation. 
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APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF (2.22) FROM 
(2.21a) 

For four solutions,fN -"IN.IN' andlN + I [with param
eters as defined following (2.21)], (2.21a) gives 

(Cl) 

(D;-!k~+,}fN_l1N=0, (C2) 

(D; -!k~+,}f N1 N+I =0, (C3) 

(D~ -!k~i7 N1 N+I =0. (C4) 

Multiplying (Cl) byIJN+' and (C4) byIN-J'N' and sub
tracting each other, we have 

INI N+,(Dif N-d N)-I N-J' N(D [!N 1 N+I)=O. (CS) 

There exists an identity among four functions of x(a, b, c, 
and d), 

(D~aob)cd -ab(D;cod) 

=axxhcd -2axh..,cd +abx..,cd -abcxfl 

+2abcflx-abcdxx 

=Dx[(D..,a·d)obc+(ad)o(Dpb )]. 

Using this identity, (CS) is reduced to 

D x [(DJ N-11 N+I)o(f NI N) 

+If N-J N+I·(D:JN1 N)] =0. 

Similarly, we get from (C2) and (C3), 

D x [(D J N1.N)olf N -J' N +1) 

+lfNINHDJN-dN+l)] =0. 

(C6) 

(C7) 

(C8) 

Subtracting (C8) from ( C7) and noticing D ..,aob = - D xh oa, 
we have 

(C9) 

which means D J N-11 N+ I is proportional tol Nl N' i.e., 

(ClO) 

The constant, C, is determined by any three soliton solutions 
(at any location) given by (2.17). For example, using 

10=1 

we find C = -!, whereupon the superposition formula is 
given by 

DJN+dN-I =V;}N' (2.22) 
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Solutions of the three-magnon bound state equation. III. 
The physical eigenstate 
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The physical eigenvalue and eigenfunction are found analytically by directly solving the three-magnon 
bound state equation in one dimension. The structure of the equation suggests a simple ansatz for the 
eigenfunction, and the calculation is reduced to the solution of a finite number of linear algebraic 
equations. The method is elementary, but the explicit solution is found after a long calculation. The 
connection of the wavefunction with previous results is also established. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In previous publications several unphysical solutions of 
the three-magnon bound state equation were found. 1.2 In this 
paper we shall give a complete analytic solution of that equa
tion to derive the physical bound state eigenfunction as well 
as the eigenvalue in one dimension. 

The three-magnon bound state equation was derived by 
using Faddeev's general methodl of the quantum mechani
cal three-body problem in the Heisenberg linear chain.' Con
sider the Hamiltonian of the isotropic Heisenberg spin -1/2 
linear chain. 

1 H= --JI S;,Si+Il' 
2 i,ll 

(1) 

J> 0, i goes from 1 to N, and D joins a site to its nearest 
neighbors (alsoN + 1=1). The Dyson transformation 5 leads 

to the ideal Hamiltonian 

H=Vi; 1/j(1/j-1/j+Il) 
j, 

+VI1/j1/j+ll(q2j+1/2j+1l-21/j1/j+ll) (2) 
j,ll 

1/*j and 1/j are creation and annihilation operators, respec
tively, of an ideal spin deviation quantum at sitej. The 
ground state has all the spins aligned_ When a single spin
deviation quantum is created, that is, when a spin is reversed, 
we get the spin wave by the motion of this reversed spin in the 
chain_ When two spins are reversed, we get a continuum of 
scattering states of spin waves and a branch of the bound two 
magnon states split otfbelow the continuum. Similarly, 
when three spins are reversed, the bound state of the three 
spin deviations are determined by the equation': 

2cos2WI (1 
[3-E-cosCK -PI)] 

!(3-E)-!cos(K -PI)-COS2WI )-1 
{[ !(3-E)-!cos(K -PI) P-cos2WJII2 

E is the eigenvalue of the three-particle bound state in units 
of J. K is the total momentum ofthree spin deviations. Equa
tion (3) is derived from the homogeneous part of the exact 
Faddeev equations for the problem of three spin deviations. 

The physical eigenvalue of the three-magnon bound 
state 

E=-'-(I-cosK) 
J 

(4) 

was found by Bethe6 by using his ansatz for the wavefunction 
of the Hamiltonian ( 1 ). The value (4) was numerically veri
fied for Eq. (3) by Majumdar.' Van Himbergen and Tjonl 
constructed the wavefunction ofthe physical bound state by 
adopting the Bethe ansatz for a linear chain of the trans
formed Hamiltonian, Eq. (2), but because of the vast 
amount of algebra they were forced to verify (3) numerical
ly. Gochev7 has applied a special ansatz to the anisotropic 
linear chain and found a generalization of Bethe's recursion 
relation for the eigenvalue of multimagnon bound states. In 
fact his calculation has furnished recursion relations to cal-

(3) 

'culate all multimagnon bound states starting from two-mag
non bound states. More recently Van Himbergen8 has con
structed another wavefunction for the linear chain ( 1 ) 
projecting out unphysical parts that come from the use of the 
Dyson transformation. 

A complete analytical derivation of both the eigenvalue 
and the eigenfunction of Eq. (3) has so far been lacking; it 
will be supplied in this paper. The method is completely ele
mentary, involving nothing more than simple contour inte
gration and partial fraction decomposition of rational func
tions. But the algebra is indeed enormous, as remarked by 
Van Himbergen and Tjon. I Before going into the details of 
the general solution, we shall work out in Sec. III the special 
case of K =1T where the algebra is presentable and the argu
ments can be followed in all its details. Section IV gives the 
details of the general solution. Finally Sec. V explores the 
still imperfectly understood connection between the general 
method and Bethe's ansatz. Finally we discuss some prob
lems that still remain to be cleared up in the solution of the 
three magnon bound state equation. 
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II. TRANSFORMATION OF Eq. (3) 
Introducing the variables 

x = tan!phY=tan!pz, 

we transform Eq. (3) into the following equation: 

W(x) =4 [1T(a + cosK )(x2+ 1)1/2 

(5) 

X(X2-2x sinK + a-cosK )(l-L)]-1 
a +cosK a+cosK d 

XJ'" dy (1 
_ '" (y2+ 1)3/2 

(y2+ l)f ) 
(X2+ l)(y-z)(y-z) 

X(yg+h )W(y) 

where we use the abbreviations 
a=3-£, 

f - 2 2x sinK a-2-cosK -x - + , 
a+cosK a+cosK 

4 
sinK(a-cosK) (a-cosK)2-4 

- x +~----~---
(a+cosK)2 (a+cosK)2' 

2(sinK-xcosK) + id z ----, 
(x2+ l)(a+cosK) X2+ 1 

g=x2sinK + 2xcosK -sinK, 

h =x2cosK - 2xsinK - cosK. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

z is the complex conjugate of z and the pole y =z lies in the 
upper half plane if d > 0, which we take to be the case. The 
eigenvalue £ occurs in a and for the physical problem £ is 
real. An important identity that simplifies the algebra is9 

(z2+ 1)(z2+ 1)= 16/[(x2+ 1)(a + cosK)2] . (13) 

Notice the branch points y= +i apart from the poles 
y=z, z under the integral. The branch point is reduced to a 
pole if the solution has a factor (x2 + 1 t1l2 which occurs actu
ally as a prefactor of the integral. These are two more x 
dependent prefactors; one is an explicit quadratic in the 
denominator. 

But we have also from (8) and (9) 

d2-f 4(a-l+cosK) 
(a+cosK)2 

X (X2 _ 2x sinK +_a_-_2_-__ C_O_sK_) 
a-I +cosK a-I +cosK 

(14) 
Thus if we rationalize the denominator, we get another qua
dratic x-dependent prefactor. As an ansatz for the physical 
solution, we assume that all the terms in the denominator of 
W(x) are given by these prefactors so that we write 

W(x)=(x2+ 1)-112 
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X(x2-2x sinK + a-cosK )-1 
a+cosK a+cosK 

X(X2-2x sinK + a-2-cosK )-IF(X) 
a -1+cosK a-l+cosK • 

F now satisfies 

F(x\Kx 2-2x sinK + a-2-COsK) 
f\ a-l+cosK a-l+cosK 

4 

1T(a + cosK)[1 - (f/ d) ] 

(y2+ 1}f ] 
(x2+ 1)(y-z)(y-z) 

X(yg+h)F(v)(y2- 2Y sinK + a-cosK)-1 
a+cosK a+cosK 

(
sinK a-2-cosK )-1 X y2_2y + . 

a-I +cosK a-I +cosK 

(15) 

(16) 

We keep the factor [1- (f/ d)] to exploit its cancellation 
against the contribution ofthey=z pole later. Equation 
( 15) exhibits, by hypothesis, all the denominators of tf![x). 
So it follows, by counting of powers in the integral, that F(y) 
can have only a finite number of powers of y. In fact F can be 
at most a fifth-degree polynomial 

F(x)=CO+CIX+CzX2+CJ,X3+C.x4+Cs-X'. (17) 

Equations (15) and (17) complete the ansatz for our solution. 
Apart from the eigenvalue, we have to determine six quanti
ties, Co to c,. As the integral equation is linear and homogen
eous, we have actually to fix five of these six constants. No
tice now that the left-hand side of Eq. (16) is a simple rational 
function in x. 

III. SOLUTION FOR THE SPECIAL CASE 
K=1T 

For K=1T, Eq. (16) is 
F(x) 

x 2+ [(a-l)/(a-2)] 

4 J'" dy 
1T(a -1)[ l-(fld)] _ '" (y2+ 1)2 

X[l (y2+1}f ] 
(x2+ l)(y-z)(y-z) 

X( -2xy-X2+ I)F(y) 

( 
a-1)-I( a+1)-1 X y2+___ y2+___ . 
a-2 a-I 

(18) 

fis simply (x 2+ 1) and can be calculated from (9) and (10) 
by putting K = 1T. F is even in x, so we write 

(19) 
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The eigenvalue condition is arrived at as follows. Sub
stituting (19) into (18), and carrying out the integral, we find 
some terms in front of which stands the factor [1-(fld)]-1 
containing the square root branch cut in d. However, in the 
contribution from the pole y =Z we get a factor II d because 
z-z=2idl(x2+ 1). This term can thus give a contribution 
which is free of the branch cut [1-(fld)]-1 and is in fact a 
rational function inx. The left-hand side of(18) is a rational 

function. We now equate these two rational contributions on 
two sides, hoping that by suitable choice of the constants ci 

and the correct eigenvalue a, the remaining terms involving 
the factor [1- (fl d )]-1 vanish. If two rational functions are to 
be equal, by the partial fraction decomposition, the poles on 
the two sides must be the same. The denominator of the left 
side ofEq. (18) must be a factor ofthe denominator of the 
right-hand side. This provides the eigenvalue condition. 

Carrying out the integral in (18), we get 

x 2+ [(a-l)/(a-2) ] 

= - (I-x) CO-C2--+C4 --1 [(a-l)512(a-2) 2 { a+l (a+l)2} 
1-(fld) (a+l)ll2(a-3) a-I a-I 

4(a-2) 712 {a-l (a-l )2} + (l-x2) CO-C2--+C4 -- +(a-2)(I-x2){ -3(a-2)co+(3a-4)c2-(3a-2)c4l1 
(a-I) 1/2(a_3) a-2 a-2 

- 1 a-I a-2 C -c +C4 + C -c-- C -- -x 2+1 [ (a-1)512(a-2) { a+l (a+1 )2} 4(a-2)1/2 
l-(fld) 2( )( )( 0 2 ) (a+ 1)II2(a-3) 0 2 a-I + 4 a-I (a-l)1I2(a-3) 

{ 
a-I (a-1 )2} 8(a-2)112 { a-I (a-1 )2} 3x2+[(3a-7)/(a-l)] ] 

X CO-C2--+C4 -- + CO-C2--+C4 --
a-2 a-2 (a_1)3/2 a-2 a-2 x 4+2x2(5a-9)/(a-l)+ [(3a-7)/(a-l))2 

jld (1)( 2) { a-I (a-l )2}( 6 5a - 11 + 47a3+3a
2
-91a+113 - a- a- CO-C2--+C4 -- x x --------'---

2[ 1-(fld) ] a-2 a-2 a-I (a-l)3 

_x2a2-36a+67 3a-7 ) [X4+2x2 5a-9 +( 3a-7 )2] -\. 
(a-1)2 a-I a-I a-I 

(20) 

The last two terms come from the pole y =Z. From these a term free of the square-root branch cut can be extracted by writing 
(fl d) in the numerator as 1-[1- (fl d)]. This part is a rational function of x. The denominator on the right is a quartic: 

x4+2x2 5a-9 +( 3a-7 )2, 
a-I a-I 

while that on the left side is a quadratic 

x2+[(a-l)/(a-2)]. 

Demanding that (22) be a factor of (21), we get the eigenvalue condition 

3a-7=0 or a=7/3. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

The other factor of the denominator on the right cancels now with the numerator, and equating the coefficients of equal powers 
of x, with (23), we get the equation 

(24) 

All the powers of x give the same equation. The term with the prefactor [1- (fl d)]-I now can be made to vanish if we choose 

(16Vlo/5 -11)co+(29-8Vlo)c2+( -65+20VlO)c4=0. (25) 

Solving (24) and (25) we get 

coI( -113+36Vlo) =cJ(-7+..!3.. Vlo)=c4/(16-~ Vlo). 
5 5 

(26) 
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Equations (23), (24), and (25) are the three crucial features and will have their counterparts in the more general case 
described below. 

IV. SOLUTION FOR ARBITRARY K 
Substituting ( 17) into ( 16), we can easily carry out the integration by closing the contour in the upper half plane. Only the 

pole y=z will give a contribution havingf/d, becausez -z= 2id/(x' + 1). From this term we extract the rational part by writing 
fld= 1- (l-fld) and canceling the branch cut in [1-(f/d)]-1. The denominator on the right side is again a quartic 

(5 +4cosK)x4- 8x3 sinK(a + 1 + 2cosK) 
a+cosK 

+2x2 (5a2 -4a-2acosK -12acos2K +8+ 12cosK +cos2K -12cos3K) + Sx sinK( -a2 +3a+acosK -4-cosK +2cos2K) 
(a + cosK)2 (a + cosK)2 

+ 5a2 -4a2cosK -24a+ 18acosK + 32-24cosK -3cos2K +4cos3K. 
(a+cosK)2 

The denominator on the left side is the quadratic 

2 2x sinK a-2-cosK 
x - + . 

a-l+cosK a-l+cosK 

Requiring that (28) be a factor of (27), we get the eigenvalue condition 

1 
3a-8-cosK=00r E=-:-<I-cosK). 

3 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

Now equate the rational parts of the two sides, and demand that all the terms with the prefactor [1- (f/ d)]-I vanish. For K = 1T, 
we get exactly the requisite number of equations for determining the three constants. Here we get more than six homogeneous 
linear equations for determining Co to cs. But it is easy to check that they are not linearly independent. In fact, having solved for 
the six quantitic Co to Cs from six homogeneous linear equations all the remaining equations are shown to be identically satisfied. 
The calculations are elementary, but extremely long and tedious, and not in any way illuminating. We shall simply write down 
the final solutions for the constants Co to cs. 
co(1-cosKtl[(11 +COsK)1!2( -7cos3K -98:lcos2K -48cosK + 14691) 

+(5 +COsK)1!2(7cos3K + 120cos2K + 189cosK -2179)]-1 

=cI(sinKtl[(11 +COSK)1!2(35cos3K + 5582.cos2K + 951cosK -54931)] 
4 

+(5 +COSK)1!2( - 35cos3K -669cos2K -1851cosK + 8144)]-1 

=c.(l-cosKtl[(11 +COSK)II2(49cos3K + 1124icos2K + 54431cosK +4460) 

+(5 +COsK)ll2( -49cos3K -12851cos2K -7695cosK -66031)]-1 

=clsinKtl[(ll +cosK)1I2(7cos3K -422!cos2K -3618cosK -6112) 

+(5 +COsK)ll2( -7cos3K + 42Ocos2K + 48641cosK +90591)]-1 

=c4(I-cosKtl[(11 +COSK)I/2(56cos3K + 637!cos2K +20261cosK + 1249) 

+(5+cosK)1/2( - 56cos3K -793!cos2K -2893!cosK -1846)]-1 

=cs(sinKtl(2+cosKtl[(11 +cosK)1/2( -28cos2K -340cosK -1(09) 

+(5 +COsK)II2(28cos2K + 421cosK + 1495)]-1. (30) 

c
h 

Ch and Cs are proportional to sinK and vanish for K =1T; Ij/(x) then becomes even inx as discussed in Sec. II. When \x~oo for 
general K, Ij/(x) does not vanish, and is not therefore square integrable in - 00 < x < 00. We have checked the solutions (30) also 
against our own numerical computations4 and those of van Himbergen and Tjon.1 

V. CONTACT WITH OTHER SOLUTIONS 
To construct the three spin-deviation spectrum, Bethe6 

wrote the eigenfunctions as 

(31) 
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I P> is the state with all spins down. The coefficient a(m Im2m3) 
is given by the ansatz 

(32) 
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The permutations P constitute the symmetric group Sl 
of 1,2,3. The three wave vectors/; and the three functions t/Jij 
are shown to satisfy the equations 

2cot!t/J k,/ =cot!f k -cotV/, -1T<.,t/J k,l <.,1T, 

N/;=21TA. i+ I' t/Ji,k' 
k 

(33) 

(34) 

A. i are integers O,I, ... ,N-l. For the bound state some of the 
wave vectors/; are complex. We write/t =u+iv,/t=u-iv, 
j; =K - 2u, such that K is the center-of-mass momentum 
equal to the sum/t + j; + j;. Neglecting terms of order e-N 

Bethe showed that 

(35) 

(36) 

z=3cot!K. (37) 

The bound state eigenvalue E determined by Bethe is given 
by 

(38) 

The bound state wavefunction is constructed by van 
Himbergen and Tjonl using again the Bethe-type ansatz on 
the linear chain after Dyson-Maleev transformation. This 
is written as 

F (p,k;u,v)/[a + cos(K - P )][cos(K - u - p) - coshv]. 
(39) 

u, v are parameters of the bound state equation and deter
mined again by the equations (35) to (37). The numerator 
F(p,K;u,v) is expressed as a complicated function of the rel
evant variables. 

The equations (35) to (37) are also the basis of the 
more recent calculation of Van Himbergen.8 

To make contact with Eqs. (35) to (37), we rationalize 
the denominator of the branch cut in the prefactor of Eq. (3) 
and obtain 

tJI(PI) = ! [a -cos( K -PI) ] 2 -4cOS2WI J 112([ [a -cos(K -PI) ] 2-4coS2WI J II2+a -cos( K -PI) - 2 COS2WI J 

2cosWI[a-cos(K-PI) ][a- ~ -(cosK+!) COSPI-SinKSiI1pl] 

x ~[ dp2[----a---c-OS~(-K--....!Pc....:I'-)--2-CO-S--'2W"'-'--1 __ _ 
1T -11" a - cos(K -PI) - cos(K - P2) - cos(K -PI - P2) 

(40) 

The two factors that become quadratics in x = tanw in 
(15) are easily identified. To make the solution look like (39), 
we put 

A coshv=a-f, 

A cos(K -u)=cosK +!, 

A sin(K -u)=sinK. 

Then, with the definition (37), 

A2=!(5+4cosK)=f(Z2+ 1)(z2+9YI. 

Also, 

cot(K-u) 

So 

cosK+! 
sinK 

3coQK-l 

4cot!K 

K -u=corl(cot!K)+cot-I(3cot!K). 

Hence 

1 u =!K -cot-I (3cot!K) = cot-I (-z)-cot-Iz. 
3 

(41) 

(42) 

v is expressed in terms of the eigenvalue through (41). Put
ting the eigenvalue in (41), we get 

A coshv=f[(z2+5)/(z2+9)]. (43) 
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I 
Combining (42) and (43), we get back Bethe's solution 
(36). 

Gochev' obtained the eigenvalue of the bound states in 
a longitudinally anisotropic chain by a special ansatz. Our 
general method also works for this case, and we can repro
duce his eigenvalue. 

VI. DISCUSSION 
We have found three types of solutions for the bound 

state equation. Once we go over from the Heisenberg linear 
chain to Dyson's ideal spin waves, three types of solutions 
might have been expected: (a) the physical solution main
taining proper kinematical restrictions that two spin - 1/2 
deviations never occur at the same site; (b) an unphysical 
solution with two of three spin deviations occupying the 
same site, and (c) another unphysical solution with all three 
spin deviations on the same site. The work of van Himbergen 
and Tjon clearly shows this. However, the purely mathemat
ical problem of showing that we have found all the solutions 
has not been solved. This is made harder by the fact that the 
acceptable solutions tJI(x) do not vanish x~+ 00, that is, 
they are not square integrable but are merely bounded. 

An over-all improvement of the calculational technique 
is desirable. Our method is elementary, but the algebra is too 
long. The eigenvalue and the simple analyticity properties of 
the eigenfunction suggest that a shorter method out to be 
found. We have noticed several transformations different 
from (5) that might simplify that calculation. We hope to 
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discuss these transformations in detail in further work on 
this problem. 
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Sequences of Z2(f)Z2 graded Lie algebras and 
superalgebras8

) 

V. Rittenberg and D. Wyler 

The Rockefeller University, New York, New York 10021 
(Received 5 April 1978) 

Applying methods similar to those used for classical Lie superalgebras (Z2 graded algebras), we construct 
sequences of Z2$ Z2 graded Lie superalgebras. In this way one obtains the spl( m, n, r,s), osp( m, n, r,s), 

Pl(m,r), P3(m,n), ospP3(m,n), P1.2(m), and Oem) series. We also give series of Z24)Z2 graded Lie 
algebras. Closed forms for superdeterminants and determinants of Z2$Z2 graded matrices are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Generalized Lie algebras and superalgebras can be de

fined in the following way. 1 Consider a set of generators 
X a,i' X Ilj' X y,k' where a, (3, y, (called grading vectors) are 
n-dimensional vectors whose components are real or com
plex numbers and iJ,k,. .. are supplementary indices. We de
fine a bilinear mapping into the complex numbers (a, (3) 
satisfying the following conditions 

(a,(3) + «(3,a) =2r, 

(a,(3+y) = (a,(3) + (a,y) +2s, 

( 1.1a) 

(1.1b) 

where rand s are integer numbers [note, that in general 
(a,(3)*«(3,a)]. The Lie product 

(X a.i,x Ilj)=Cr:.:tBl X a+ll.k 

has the symmetry property 

(X a.i,x Ilj)= -( -1)(a,Il)(X Ilj,x a,i) 

and satisfies the generalized Jacobi identities 

(X a,i'(X II j,x y,k»( -1) (y,a) 

+(X Ilj'(X y,k,x a,i»( -1) (a,ll) 

+(X y,k'(X a,i,x I3j»( -1) (!l,y) =0. 

( 1.2) 

(1.3 ) 

(1.4) 

In Eq, (1.2) the coefficients Cr:.,t.Bl are the structure 
constants. If we have 

(a,a)=2r' (1.5 ) 

for all a (r' is an integer number) we have a generalized Lie 
algebra, If for at least one grading vector ro 

(ro,ro)=2s'+1 (1.6) 

(s' is an integer number), we have a generalized Lie superal
gebra. In Ref, 1, several examples of generalized Lie algebras 
and superalgebras are considered and some possible physical 
applications are discussed. 

In the present paper we specialize to Z2 EB Z2 algebras, 
In this case the grading vectors a are two-dimensional, hav
ing components which are integer numbers modulo 2. For 
Z2 EB Z2 generalized Lie algebras the mapping (a,(3) is 

(a,(3) =a/32-aJ31' (1.7) 

·Work supported in part by Department of Energy grant Contract No. EY-
76-C-02-2232B. ·000 

We will denote them by C(2,a) [because the grading vectors 
are two-dimensional, "a" because the scalar product ( 1.7) is 
antisymmetric ], 

Z2 EB Z2 generalized Lie superalgebras are obtained by 
taking the scalar product (a,(3) to be symmetric, 

(a,(3)=a/31+aJ32' (1.8) 

We denote them by C(2,s) [2 because the grading vectors are 
two-dimensional, "s" because the scalar product (1.8) is 
symmetric]. 

If we denote by X a the set of generators X a,i having the 
same index a, the generalized commutation relations for 
C(2,a) algebras are 

[X(O,O),x(a"a,)] eX(a"a,), [X(I,I),x(l,I)] ex(O,O)' 

{X(I ,I),x(l,Q)} eX(O,I)' {X(I,I),x(O, I)} eX(I,O)' 

[X (I,O),x (1,0)] ex (0,0)' [X (O,I),x (0,1)] ex (0,0)' 

{X (1,Q),x (O,I)} eX(I,I)' 

( 1.9) 

(1.10 ) 

For C(2,s) superalgebras Eq. (1.9) is unchanged but instead 
ofEqs. (1.10) we have 

{X (I ,O),x (I,O)} ex (0,0)' {X (O,I),x (0, I)} ex (0,0)' 

[X(I,O),x(O,I)] eX(I,I)' (1.11) 

As one can see from Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) the generators 
X(I,O)' X(O, I)' andX('I,I) of the C(2,a) algebras behave like 
three-color parabosonic operators.2 For C(2,s) algebras the 
generators X(I,O) and X(O, I) behave like parafermionic opera
tors.2 Since color symmetry was first introduced in particle 
physics through parafields, we have decided to call the 
C(2,a) [C(2,s)] generalized Lie algebras (superalgebras), 
color algebras (color superalgebras). 

In this paper we construct sequences of C(2,a) and 
C(2,s) algebras. We use the same methods as those used to 
define the classical Lie algebras or the classical superalge
bras3

: We consider groups oflinear transformations and we 
look for subgroups which preserve a certain metric. The pa
rameters of these groups (we call them color groups) satisfy 
the commutation relations 

( 1.12) 

[as in the case of supergroups, if the parameters are defined 
in different algebras compatible with ( 1.12), one obtains dif
ferent color groups]. 
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The classical color groups can be obtained considering 
Z2 $ Z2 graded matrices having matrix elements verifying 
commutation relations of the type (1.12). The group multi
plication is given by the usual multiplication rule of 
matrices. 

An important operation on such matrices is the deter
minant. As a byproduct of our investigation we have derived 
compact expressions for such determinants. They are given 
in Appendix A for both the C (2,s) and the C (2,a) case. Ifwe 
specialize the algebra of the parameters to quaternions [the 
C (2a ) case] we obtain the expression of the determinant of 
certain matrices in which the matrix elements are quater
nions. (Those are not the most general matrices over quater
nions but the matrices are not self-dual. The last case was 
already studied in the literature.4

) 

The techniques used in this paper can be used for other 
generalized Lie algebras or superalgebras. 1 We thus consider 
our study of the C(2,a) and C(2,s) algebras mainly as a "labo
ratory" in which one can learn how to construct sequences of 
algebras of a richer structure (like Z N $ Z N' N> 2 algebras 
and superalgebras). Weare aware that much of what we 
found about the C(2,s) superalgebras is known to Kac who 
briefly discusses them in Ref. 5. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we remind 
the reader how the classical superalgebras are obtained [the 
spl(m,n), osp(m,n), P(m), and Q(m) series]. Then, in Sec. 3 
we give sequences of C (2,s) algebras. We first define the su
perdeterminant and several transpose operations of Z2 $ Z2 
graded matrices and use them in order to define subsuper
groups. Taking infinitesimal transformations we get the 
spl(m,n,r,s), osp(m,n,r,s), P1(m,r), Pl(m,n), ospPl(m,n), 
P1,im), and Q(m) algebras. 

In Sec. 4 we derive sequences of C(2,a) algebras apply
ing the same procedure. We present the sI(m,n,r,s), 
o(m,n,r,s), P1(m,n), oP1(m,n), P1,2(m), oP1,2(m), and Q(m) 
algebras. 

Compact expressions for superdeterminants and deter
minants of matrices having matrix elements verifying Eq. 
( 1.12) are given in Appendix A. In Appendix B we show 
how one can construct a C(2,s) superalgebra from any given 
superalgebra and how one can get a C(2,a) algebra from any 
Lie algebra. 

2. SUPERGROUPS AND SUPERALGEBRAS 

In this section we briefly review the classical super
groupsl and superalgebras. We consider (m + n) X (m + n) 
matrices that we write in the block form 

(2.1) 

where Ao is an m X m matrix, Bo is an n X n matrix, etc. The 
matrix elements of Mare Z2 graded. It is convenient to write 
each matrix element M as 

(2.2) 
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where a=O,l indicates if we have taken the matrix element 
from a block with a =0 (Ao or Bo) or from a block with a = 1 
(A 1 or B I)' The matrix elements commute or anticommute, 

M a;iJM /3;k,1 - ( - 1 )a/3 M /3;k,l M a;iJ = O. (2.3 ) 

A product of two Z2 graded matrices is a Z2 graded matrix so 
that the general linear supergroup is defined for matrices 
(2.1) which have an inverse. 

We define the supertrace of a Z2 graded matrix 

strM=trAo-trBo, 

the superdeterminant 

sdetM = e str lnM 

the supertranspose 

MST_(A[ - Ai 
-Bf\ 
B[ ), 

and the P transpose (for m = n) 

-Af\ 
A[ ). 

(2.4 ) 

(2.5 ) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

If Ao=Bo andA I =B1 we can define the lU superdeterminant, 

(2.8) 

where lU anticommutes with all the matrix elements of A I' 
We now define the classical supergroups. 1 

SPL(m,n): sdetM= I, 

OSP(m,n); n=2p: M"THM=H, 

where 

H=eo 
1m is the m X m unit matrix. 

p(m):MMP=I2m, sdetM=l) 

Q(m): sdet..,M= 1. 

Ip) 
o ' 

(2.9 ) 

(2.lOa) 

(2.10b) 

( 2.11) 

(2.12) 

The spI( m,n ), osp (m,n ), p(m), and O(m) superalgebras6 are 
obtained taking infinitesimal transformations in (2.9)
(2.12). The Q(m) superalgebra is obtained from the O(m) 
superalgebra by dividing by its center. 

3. C{2,s) COLOR SUPERGROUPS AND 
SUPERALGEBRAS 

We consider Z2 $ Z2 graded matrices that we write in 
the block form 
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A (1.0) A (0.1) 

B (1.0) B(o.o) B(I.I) B(o.l) 
M= (3.1) 

C(O.I) C(I.I) C(o.O) 

D(I.I) D(o.l) D(\.o) D(o.o) 
The matrix M is (m+n+r+s)X(m+n+r+s)-dimension
al. Here the matrix A (0.0) is (m Xm)-, A(\.o) is (m xn)
A(o.l) is (m Xr)- andA(\.l) is (m Xs)-dimensional. We 
write each matrix element Mpq of M as 

Mij=M(a"a,);ij (iJ= 1, ... ,m+n+r+s), (3.2) 

where (a h a 2 ) corresponds to the denomination of the block. 
For example, (a toa2) = (1,0) if the matrix element belongs 
to one of the blocks A(I.o)' B(I.o), C(I,Q)' or D(I.O)' The matrix 
elements have the commutation or anticommutation 
relations 

M (a"a,);ijM (j3,,/3,);k.1 

-( _l)a,fJ,+aJ]'M (j3,,/3,);k.1 M(a"a,);ij=O. (3.3) 

Since the product of two Z2 Ell Z2 graded matrices is a 
graded matrix, the genera/linear C(2,s) c%r supergroup, 
GL(m,n,r ,s), is defined by taking matrices (3.1) which have 
an inverse. In order to define subsupergroups we define the 
determinant and various transposes for the matrices (3.1). 

The supertrace is defined as follows, 

strM=trAoo-trBoo-trCoo+trDoo, 

and the superdeterminant is 

sdetM = e str 10M, 

with 
sdet(MN) = sdetM·sdetN. 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The rule for computing superdeterminants derived 
from the definition (3.5) is given in Appendix A. 

The supertranspose M"T of the matrix M is 

A To.o) s;BTt.o) -;CTo.1) 

-s;ATt.o) 
MsT= 

BTo.o) SCTt.I) 

;ATo.I) sBTt.I) CTo.o) 

-T/BTo.I) ST/CTt.O) 

where ~=T/2=~= 1. 

Note that 

sdetM = sdetM"T. 

DTo.o) 
(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Similarly to superalgebras, we can define "permutation"
transposed forms that we denote by MP" MP" and MP,: 

MP'= 

2195 

BTa.o) s;ATt.o) -;DTa.I) 

-s;BTt.o) A To.o) sDTt.I) 

;BTo.I) SA Tt.I) DTa.o) 

-T/ATa.I) ST/DTt.o) 
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CTa.O) 
(3.9) 

CTo.o) s;DTt.o) 

-s;CTt,Q) DTo.o) 
MP'= 

;CTo.1) sDTt.I) 

ST/;CTt.I) -T/DTo.I) 

DTo.o) s;CTt.O) 

-s;DTt.o) CTo.o) 
MP,= 

;DTo.1) SCTt.I) 

-T/CTo.I) 

again ~=T/2=~= 1. 

-;ATo.I) 

SA Tt.I) 

A To.o) 

ST/A Tt.O) 

-;BTo.I) 

tBTt.I) 

BTo,Q) 

ST/BTt.o) 

BTo.o) 
(3.10) 

ST/;ATt.1) 

A To.o) 
(3.11 ) 

The PI operation can be defined if m =n, r=s; the P2 
operation if m =r, n =s, and the P3 operation if m =s, n =r. 

We have the relations 

(MN)sT = NsTMsT , (MN)p.=NPiMP, (i= 1,2,3). 
(3.12 ) 

We now define various color supergroups imposing dif
ferent conditions [based on Eqs. (3.6) and (3.12) on the 
Z2 Ell Z2 graded matrices (3.1). 

SPL(m,n,r ,s): 

sdetM = 1. ( 3.13 ) 

OSP(m,n,r,s) (where nand r are even numbers): 

M"THM=H, (3.14) 

where 

o 
Cn 

o 
o 

o 
o 

C, 
o 

g). 
Is 

The matrices 1m and en are defined by Eq. (2.lOb). 

P1(m,r): 

(3.15) 

MP'M= I, sdetM= 1. (3.16) 

P3(m,n): 

MP'M=I, (3.17 ) 

OSPP3(m,n) (where n is even): 

M"THM=H, MP'M=.f. (3.18 ) 

P I •2(m): 

MP'M=t, MP'M=l, sdetM=1. (3.19) 
The C (2,s) superalgebras are obtained taking infinites

imal transformations for the matricesM in (3.12)-(3.18). In 
this way we obtain the spl(m,n,r ,s), osp(m,n,r ,s), PI(m,r), 
P3(m,n), ospP3(m,n), and PI.im) C (2,s) superalgebras. 
For example the condition (3.12) defines the spl(m,n,r,s) 
algebra given by the matrices X which have the property 

strX=O. (3.20) 

In order to define the Q(m) algebras it is instructive to 
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give another method instead of generalizing the operation 
sdetw used for superalgebras. This method is based on 
the properties of the SU (m) m X m - A i matrices which 
together with the unit matrix close under both commu
tation and anticommutation relations: 

(3.21) 

[ij,k = 1,2, ... ,(m2-1)]. 

Let us consider now four 4 X 4 matrices: 

W(O,D)=(~ ~), W(I,O)=(~ ~). 
(3.22) 

(
1'1 

W(O,I)= 0 

where 

TI=(? b). 
The matrices (3.22) satisfy the indentities 

w(a"a,)w(p"P,) =w(P"p,)w(a"a,) =w(a,+p" a,+p,)' (3.23) 

We consider now the 4m X 4m matrices 

X (a"a,),i =..1. iW (a"a,) ' X (a"a,),O = nw (a "a,) 

[i= 1,2, ... (m2-1)]. (3.24 ) 

Using Eqs. (3.21), (3.23), and (3.24), we derive the Q(n) 
algebra (which is obtained taking X(I,Il,o=O), 

[X (O,O),i,x (a"a,)j] =! ijkX (O,O),k' [X (O,O),i,x (a"a,).O] =0, 
(3.25a) 

[X(O,O),o,x(a"a,),i] = [X(O,O),O,x(a"a,),O] =0. 

(3.25b) 
{ X ,x }-2X . {X ,x }-O' (a"a,),i (a"a,),O - (0,0)';' (a"a,),O (a"a,,),O - , 

[X (I,I),i,x (I,l)j] =! ijkX (O,O),k; 

[X(I,O),i,x(O,I)j] =!ijkX(I,I),k; 

[X(I,D),O,x(O,I),i] = [X(I,O),i,x(O,I),O] =0 

[X(I,O),O,x(O,I),O] =0. 

{X(I,O),O,x (1,1),i} = 2X (O,I),i; 

{X(O,I),O,x(I,I),i} = 2X(I,O),i' 

(3.25c) 

(3.25d) 

4. C(2,a) COLOR GROUPS AND ALGEBRAS 

We consider again matrices ofthe form (3.0-(3.2) but 
now instead ofEq. (3.3) we have 
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M(a"a,);ijM (fJ,,fJ,);k,/ 

-( _1)a,p,+a,fJ'M (fJ"P,);k,IM(a"a,);iJ =0. (4.1) 

The trace operation is now defined as for ordinary matrices, 

trM = trA(o,o) + trB(o,o) + trC(O,O) + trD(o,o), (4.2) 

and the determinant is 

detM =etrlnM. (4.3 ) 

A compact expression of the determinant in terms of the 
matrix elements is given in Appendix A. 

We also have 

det(MN) = detMdetN. (4.4 ) 

We now define the transpose and the "permutation" 
trans!,ose operations, 

A [0,0) -SbB[I,o) tC[O.I) S1JbD [1,I ) 

M T= 
-SbA[I,O) B[o,o) SC[I,I) 1JD [o.l) 

bA[o,l) SB[I,I) C[o.O) -S1JD [I,O) 

1JB [o,l) -S1J C TI,o) D[o,o) 

(4.5 ) 

B[o,o) -SbA[I,O) bD[o,l) S1JbC[I,I) 

-stB[I,O) A [0,0) SD[I,I) 1J C [O.I) 
M P,= 

tB[o,l) SA[I,I) D[o,o) -S1J C[I,O) 

S1JtB [I,I) 1JA [o,l) -S1JD [I,O) C[o,O) 

(4.6 ) 

C To,o) -st D~,o) t A To,I) S1Jb B ~.I) 

-stC~,O) D To,o) sA~,I) 1J B To,I) 
M P,= 

t CTo,I) SD~,I) A To,o) -S1J B ~.O) 

1J D To,I) -S1J A ~.O) B To,D) 

(4.7 ) 

where ~=1J2=r= 1. 

The PI transpose exists if m =n, r=s; the P2 transpose 
can be defined ifm=r, n=s. 

The definitions ( 4.5 )-( 4.7) have been chosen such 
that 

(MN)T =NTMT, (MN)P'=NP'MP, (i= 1,2). 
(4.8 ) 

We also have 

detMT =detMP,= detM (i= 1,2). (4.9 ) 

We now list some color groups: 
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SL( m,n,r,s ): 

detM=l. 
O( m,n,r,s ): 

MMT=t. 

P I ( m,r): 

MMP'=t. 

OPI(m,r): 

MMp,=t, MMT=U. 

PI,z{m ): 

MMp,=t, MMP' = I. 

OP1,2( m): 

MMp,=t, MMP'=t, MMT=lI. 

(4.10 ) 

( 4.11 ) 

( 4.12 ) 

(4.13 ) 

(4.14) 

( 4.15 ) 

The C (2,a) color algebras are obtained taking infinitesimal 
transformations in (4.10)-(4.15) and in this way we obtained 
the sl(m,n,r,s), o(m,n,r,s), PI(m,r), oPI(m,r), PI,2(m), and 
oP1,2(m) series. 

In order to obtain the Q (m) series, we again use the Eqs. 
(3.21)-(3.24), and obtain: 

[X (a "a,)'; ,x (a"a,)J ] = f ijk X (O,O),k, 

[X (O,O),i,x (a"a,)J ] = f ijk X (a"a,),k' 

[X (O,O),o,x (a"a,),;] = [X (a"a,),O,x (a"a,).i] =0, 

{X (a"a,),i,x (j3,,{J,)J } =d ijk X (a, +{J"a,+{J,),k 
O. 

IJ X + - (a,+{J"a,+{J,),O 
m 

{X (a"a,),;,x (j3,,{J,),O }=2X (a, +{J"a, +{J,),i ' 

{X (a"a,),O,x (j3,,{J,),O }=2X (a, + {J"a, + {J,),O ' 

[(a I ,a 2)=I=(f31 ,/32)=1=(0,0)]. 
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APPENDIX A: DETERMINANTS OF Z2 (j) Z2 
GRADED MATRICES 

We consider the (m+n+r+s)X(m+n+r+s) matrix 

A(I,o) A (0,1) A(I,I 

B(I,o) B(o,o) B(I,I) 
M= (A.I) 

C(O,I) C(I,I) C(O,O) 

D(o,l) D(I,O) 

where A (0.0) is an m Xm matrix, B(o,o) is n Xn, C(O,O) is rXr, 
D(o,o) issXs,A(I,o)ism Xn, etc. The elements ofM aredenot
ed by 

MiJ=M(a"a,);iJ' ij= 1,2 ... ,m+n+r+s, (A2) 

where (a h a 2 ) corresponds to the type of block matrix of 
which Mij is an element. For example, (aha2) = (1,0), if the 
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matrix element belongs to one oftheA(l,o), B(I,o)' C(I,O)' D(I,o)' 
It will be also convenient to use for M the form 

M= (A3) 

where A is an m X (m +n +r+s) matrix, etc., with element 
Ai,a (i= 1, ... , m and a= 1, ... , m +r+r+s); similarly for 
B,C,D, 

In the following we will consider the determinants of 
the two possible Z2 Ell Z2 graded matrices of the above form. 

1. Determinants of C(2,s) matrices 
(superdeterminants) 

C(2,s) matrices are matrices M of the form (A 1) whose 
elements satisfy 

M(a"a,);iJM (j3,,{J,);k,1 

-( _l)a,fJ,+a,fJ'M (j3,,{J,);k,1 M(a"a,);iJ=O. (A4) 

The superdeterminant (sdet) of M is defined to be [re
call that strM= tr(A(o,o) +D(o,o)-B(o,o)-C(O,O)' see Eq. 
(3.4) ] 

sdetM = e str InM. (A5) 

(A5) can be brought into a more convenient form. If M- I is 
the inverse of M, defined by the usual matrix multiplication, 
M-IM=MM- I, and is denoted by 

Ael,o) Aeo,l) 

BCI,o) Beom Bel,l) 
M- I= 

Ceo,l) Cel,l) Ceo,O) 

Deo,l) Del,o) 

then 

sdetM = det et . 
(

A (0,0) A(I'I)} (BcO'O) Bel'I») 

D(I,I) D(o,o) Cel,l) Ceo,O) 

The determinants in (A7) are usual determinants. 

It is straightforward to check that (A7) satisfies 

sdet(MN) = sdetMsdetN. 

Let us give two simple examples for m=n=r=s= 1. 

Example 1. 

M= 

where 

o 
o 

000 

(Ji(J; + (J;tJ; =0, (Jt=(J?=O (i= 1,2) 
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[8,,82 ] = [8'1,8~] = [8" 8~] = [8'1,82] =0. 

Using (A6), we obtain 

sdetM = 1 +8'181 + 8~82' 

Example 2. 

8(1,0) 8(0,1) 

Y(O,O) 8(1,1) 
M= 

8(1,1) Y(O,O) 

8(1,1) 8(0,1) 8(1,Q) 

For this matrix we get 

X 2 _8 2 
sdetM = (0,0) (1,1) 

Y~0,0)-8tl,l) 

(AW) 

Let us compare the superdeterminants of Z2 E!1 Z2 graded ma
trices and of Z2 graded matrices [see Eq. (2.5) and Ref. 3]: 
we associate with (0,0) and ( 1,1) the number 0, and with 
(1,0) and (0,1) the number 1. We now demand 

M (a"a,);iJM (/J,,{J,);k,1 

- ( - I )a{J M (/J,,{J,);k,1 M (a"a,);iJ = O. (AI2) 

where a and/3 are the numbers associated with (a l,a2) and 
(/31,/32) in the above way. Then, Mbecomes a Z2 graded 
matrix [see Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)], for which the determinant 
has the same form (A?). However, the different commuta
tion relations will in general give a different result when cal
culating sdet. In the above example (AI2) would imply 

X2 _82 
sdetM= (0,0) (1,1), 

Yfo,Q)-8fl,l) 

since! 8( 1,0),8(0,1) 1=0. 

2. Determinants of C(2,a) matrices 

C(2,a) matrices are matricesM of the form (AI) whose 
elements obey 

M (a"a,);iJM (/J,,{J,);k,1 

- ( - 1 )a,{J, - a"B, M (/J,,{J,);k,1 M (a"a,);iJ = O. 

The determinant is defined by 

detM = e tr InM 

(A13) 

(A14) 

In this case it is possible to write the determinant in a 
polynomial form similar to the one of ordinary matrices. We 
have 

m+n+r+s 

detM= L € o"a" ... ,om;b" ... ,bn;c" .. ,c,;d" ... ,d, 
aj,h i • 

c"d,=1 
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(AlS) 

To each index ai' bi' ci ' di we relate a grading vector a which 
gives the grading property of the corresponding index. We 
have [see (AI)] 

(0,0) for lo(a io(m, 

(1,0) for m<aio(m+n, 
a(a;}= 

(0,1) for m+n <a io(m+n+r, 

(1,1) for m+n+r<a io(m+n+r+s, 
(A16) 

(1,0) for lo(b io(m, 

(0,0) for m <b io(m+n, 
a(b ;)= 

(1,1) for m+n <b io(m+n+r, 

(0,1) for m+n+r<b io(m+n+r+s, 

etc. 

The properties of the € under exchanges of the nearest 
indices are as follows: 

(i) €1,2,3, ... ,m;m+ 1, ... ,m+n;m+n+ I, ... ,m+n+r;m+n+r+ I, ... ,m+n+r+s 

=1. (AI?) 

(ii) permutation of a i indices, 

€ ... o,or .. ; ... = -( -l)<a(a,),a(aj»€ ... aJo, .. ; ... , (A18) 

where 

(a,a) =aJ:32 -al3l. 

The same rule applies for permutations of the bi' c;, and 
d; indices, respectively. 

(iii) permutation of a i indices with bj indices, 

(A19a) 

where y is a vector associated with each row in (A3) as 
follows: 

A-(O,O), B-(1,O), C_(O,l), D-(1,I). (A20) 

The analogous rules hold for permutations of the bi with Cj 

indices and the Ci with dj indices, for example, 

= _( _1)(u(b n),a(c,»+(a(b n),y(B)+y(C) 

(A19b) 

One can show that the determinant (A 15) with 
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(AI6)-(A20) satisfies 

det(MN) = detM·detN, (A2l) 

where M,N are matrices of the form (A3) satisfying (A 13 ). 

As an example we take the 4 X 4 matrix 

!X(O,O) fJ (1,0) 0'(0,1) 

fJ (1,0) X(O,O) P(I,I) 
M= 

0'(0,1) P(I,I) X(O,O) 

P(I,I) 0'(0,1) fJ(I,O) X(O,O 

Then we obtain, using (A 15 ) - (A20 ) 

detM = [Xto,O)- (fJtl,O) +O'~O,I) +P~I,I»] 2. 

(A22) 

(A23) 

In contrast the usual determinant of an ordinary 4 X 4 
matrix (with commuting elements) of the above form is 

detM = [Xto,O)-(fJtl,O) +O'tO,I) +Ptl,l»] 2 

+ 4 [20' (O,IP (1,I)fJ (I,Or (0,0) 

We close with a comment on determinants over quater
nions. Quatemions are described by four units, 1, 7i (i = 1,2,3) 
which obey 

[1,7;] =0, {7i7)=0 (i=I=J), 7I= -1 (i= 1,2,3), 
(A24) 

A special choice for the matrix elements M(a"a,);ij (A2) of 
the block matrices in (A l) is 

M(a"a,);ij=O'(a"a,/;j (iJ= 1,2, ... ,m,etc.) 

where.t;j are complex numbers and 

(A25) 

0'(0,0)= 1, 0'(1,0)=7[, 0'(0,1)=72> 0'(1,1)=7[72' (A26) 

Then, using (A24) we find that the matrix element 
M(a"a,);ij in (A25) satisfies Eq. (A13). Therefore, we can 
calculate its determinant using our formulas (A 15 )-( A20). 
Thus, these rules give a prescription how to evaluate certain 
determinants over quatemions. Determinants of matrices 
with quatemions have been given by Dyson in closed form 
for self-dual matrices.7 In contrast, the applicability of 
(AI5)-(A20) does not depend on whether the matrix is 
self-dual or not. 

APPENDIX B: CONSTRUCTION OF C(2,s) 
COLOR SUPERALGEBRAS OUT OF 
SUPERALGEBRAS AND C(2,s) COLOR 
ALGEBRAS OUT OF LIE ALGEBRAS 

We define the following set of 4 X 4 matrices: 
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(B1) 

where the 7i are the 2 X 2 Pauli matrices. 

Let us consider first the C(2,s) algebras. Take any super
algebra with generators Qm' Vp which satisfy 

[Qm,Qn] =PnmQp, 

[Qm,Vp ] =F~pVv' 

{Vp,Vv}=A;;'vQm' 

Now we set 

X (O,O),m =P (0,0) Q m' X (1,1),m =P (1,1) Q m 

X (I,O),p =P (1,0) V p' X (O,I),p =P (0,1) V p' 

(B2) 

(B3) 

Using the commutation rules for thep(a"a,) which are easily 
derived from Eq, (BI) and applying Eqs. (B2) we get 

[X(O,O),m,x(O,O),n] =PmnX(O,O),p' 

[X(O,O),m,x(a"a,),p] =F~pX(a"a,),v(aha2) 

= ( 1,0) or (0,1), 

[X(O,O),m,x(l,I),n] =PmnX(I,I),p' 

{X(I,O),p,x(l,O),v} =A ;;'0(O,o),m' 

{X(O,I),p,x(O,I),v} =A ;;'0(O,O),m' 

[X(I,I),m,x(l,I),n] =PmnX(O,O),p' 

[X(I,O),p,x(O,I),v] =iA ;;'0(1,I),m' 

{X (I,I),m,x (I,O),p} = iF~pX (O,I),v' 

{X(I,I),m,x(l,o),p} = -iF~pX(O,I),v' 

(B4) 

Equation (B4) thus tells us that starting from an arbitrary 
superalgebra (B2) we can construct a C(2,s) algebra with the 
same structure constant and which satisfy the generalized 
Jacobi identity of the C(2,s) algebra. 

The case of the C(2,a) algebras is treated in the same 
fashion. We start from any Lie algebra, 

[Qm,Qn]=C~nQp' (B5) 

and set 

X(O,O),m =p(O,O),Q m' X(I,I),m =P (I,\)Q m' 
(B6) 

X(I,O),m =P(I,o),Qm' X(O,I),m =p(O,I)Q m' 

It is straightforward and to show that the X(a"a,),m defined 
this way obey 

[X(O,O),m,x(a"a,),n] =C~nX(a"a,),p' 

[X(a"a,),m,x(a"a,),n] =C~nX(O,O),p' 

{X (I,O),m,x (O,I),n} =i C~nX (1,1),p' 

{X(I,I),m,x(a"a,),n}=iC~nX(a"a,),p) 

(a[,a2) =(1,0) or (0,1). 

(B7) 

Also in this case we see that an arbitrary Lie algebra 
(B5) gives rise to a C(2,a) color algebra with the same struc
ture constants which satisfy the Jacobi identiy of the C(2,a) 
algebra. 
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On the inversion of the Weyl transform 
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An inversion theorem for the Wey1 operators of the Hilbert-Schmidt class is proved by using the polar 
decomposition of an operator. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

While the Weyl transform assigns phase space func
tions to linear operators in a Hilbert space, !.2 the Wigner 
method3 defines the quasiprobability distribution function 
corresponding to the density operator of a given physical 
system in equilibrium at temperature T. It is generally 
known' that the Weyl transform and the Wigner method are 
"equivalent." SegaP gave, in the language of a locally com
pact group, a rigorous inversion formula for the case when 
the Weyl operators were of trace class. Peetre,6 in his interest 
to point out a connection between the Weyl transform and 
the Laguerre polynomials, derived explicitly the inverse 
W ey I transform of an orthogonal projection operator. In the 
present paper, we make use of the polar decomposition of an 
operator and give an inversion theorem for the Weyl opera
tors of Hilbert-Schmidt class. Our method of proof is un
complicated and may point the way to a much more general 
inversion theorem, since the domain of the Weyl correspon
dence has been recently extended to a setting which includes 
a large class of tempered distributions. 2 

2. WIGNER QUASI PROBABILITY 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 

Let 1T be the irreducible Weyl system1 on the Hilbert 
space of square-integrable function onR ,L 2(R ) and for each 
¢, t/JinL 2(R ),defineK~ . .p(s,t )=<1T(S,t)¢ ,t/J), where<·,.)isthe 
inner product in L 2(R). Since [1T(s,t}f1=e is(x-t12Y'(x-t), 
(for the sake of simplicity, we let the parameter c corre
sponding to the Planck constant equal to 1). K~ . .p has the 
following integral expression: 

and K~ . .p can be shown! to be square-integrable or, an 
element of L 2(R 2). The Fourier transform of K~ . .p is given by 

K ~ . .p(p,q)= J e -iPt¢(q_!t)lf<q+!t)dt , 

where '¢ denotes the complex conjugate of t/J. When 
¢=t/J$",.", is the Wigner quasiprobability distribution func
tion corresponding to the wavefunction ¢. Also, PooP 
showed thatKM = U(¢ X'¢), ~here Uis a unitary operator 
fromL 2(R 2) to itself and (¢Xt/J)(p,q)=¢(P)t/J(q). If [¢/J is a 
complete orthonormal basis in L 2(R ) and let 

[Kim J is a complete orthonormal basis in L 2(R 2) since 
[ ¢ I x?i m J is. It follows then that [Kim I is also a complete 
orthonormal basis. 

3. AN INVERSION THEOREM FOR THE WEYL 
OPERATORS OF HILBERT-SCHMIDT CLASS 

For the properties of the Weyl correspondence, the 
reader is referred to Sec. III of Ref. 2, where other related 
references are cited. When the domain of the Weyl corre
spondence is restricted to L 2(R 2), we have the following in
version theorem: 

Theorem: Let A be a linear operator on L 2(R) of Hil
bert-Schmidt type. Then there is a unique function gin 
L 2(R 2) such that W(g)=A, where W denotes the Weyl 
correspondence. 

To give a proof to the above theorem, the following 
lemma is needed. Let Plm be the linear operator on L 2(R ) to 
itself given by 

PlmX=<X'¢m>¢/' 

xEL 2(R), l,m,=O,1,2, .... 

Lemma: W(Klm)=P lm . 

Proof By definition, 

< W (K 1m) ¢ j ,¢ k) 

= J J < 1T(S,t )¢ j ,¢ k)K 1m (s,t )ds dt 

= J J K j,k (s,t )K 1m (s,t )ds dt 

=(J ¢/x)¢/(x)dx )(J ¢m(Y)ik(Y)dY ) 

=<¢ j'¢ IX¢ m'¢ k)' 

In the above we have made use of the fact that 

Klm=U(¢/Xim)' 

Now letx=~ aIPj'Y=~ b k¢ k so that 

<1T(S,t )x,y)=I, a /; k<1T(S,t)¢ j'¢ k) 
j,k 

and we have for each I,m, 

<W(Klm)x,y )=<x,¢ IX¢ m'Y) 

= I, a jbk <¢ j'¢ jX¢ m'¢ k) 
j.k _ 

=alb m, 
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for all x,y, in L 2(R). The above interchange of summation 
and integration can be justified since 1T(S,t) is unitary and W 
is an isometry. On the other hand, 

<P Im,x,y>=«x,</J I></J m'Y> 

= I a jb k<</J j,</J IX</J m,</J k> 
j,k_ 

=alb m , 

for all x,y and L 2(R ). Hence 

W(Klm)=P 1m for l,m=0,1,2,···. 

Proof of Theorem: Since A us if Hilbert-Schmidt class, 
A has a unique polar representation8 A = V[A ], where V is a 
partial isometry and [A] is the positive part of A and 

where ,1,/>0 and ~ AT < 00. Let go=~ A IKII' go is in 
V(R2) since ~ A T < 00 . If 

then gOn ----+go in the L 2 sense, Since W is an isometry from 
L 2(R 2) to the Banach algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt class oper
ators, we have, using our lemma, 

But 

W(g On)= i A I W(KII ) 
1=0 

= i AlP 11----+ [A ] = f A IP II' 
1=0 1=0 

so we have 

2202 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 19, No.1 0, October 1978 

Now 

where P IVIX=<X,</J I>V </J I and VI = V</JI' Ifwe let 

we have 

W(g)= I A IP /VI 

= VIA IPII=A. 

The uniqueness of g follows from the unique polar decompo
sition of A and that W is an injection. 

The following corollary is immediate: 

Corollary: Suppose A is of trace class, then 

and 

trA =tr[ W(g)] = I A I' 

where trA is the trace of A . 

11. Pool, 1. Math. Phys. 7, 66 (1966). 
'K.C. Liu, 1. Math. Phys. 17, 859 (1976). 
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1097 (1967). 

'I.E. Segal, Math. Scand. 13, 31 (1963). 
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'C.R. Putnam, Commutation Properties of Hilbert Space Operators (Spring
er, New York, 1967), Chap. IV. 
'R. Schatten, Norm Ideals of Completely Continuous Operators (Springer, 
Berlin, 1960). 
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Killing vectors in gauge supersymmetry 
L. Kannenberg 
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The definition of a Killing vector for spaces with both Bose and Fermi dimensions is developed. Some 
properties of these vectors are studied, and they are used to define spaces of maximal supersymmetry. 
Certain theorems on symmetric spaces are shown to have supersymmetric analogs. 

Gauge supersymmetryl-J and geometrized supergravity 
theories4-8 exhibit many formal similarities to general rela
tivity.9 It is therefore profitable to transcribe as much as pos
sible of the mathematical formalism developed for general 
relativity to the language of the more inclusive supersym
metry space theories. Killing vectors are particularly inter
esting as a convenient mechanism for classifying the invari
ance of given solutions of the supersymmetry field equations 
(although of course they remain mute on the mechanism 
producing the invariances). 

This note extends the definition of Killing vectors to 
supersymmetry space and illustrates how some of the theo
rems on symmetric spaces of Bose coordinates carry over to 
spaces with Fermi coordinates as well. The algebraic manip
ulations are patterned as closely as possible after those of 
Weinberg. 10 The notation is that of Arnowitt and N ath, 2 ex
cept that elements of "left covariant" vectors, transforming 
as left derivatives of scalars, appear here as (AU) , that is with 
the supersymmetry index as prescript. 

Consider a supersymmetry space equipped with a con
nection ArB C and a metric tensor ~B . The connection may 
include a torsion tensor ATBc possessing the antiaffine 
symmetry 

(1) 

and the metric tensor has vanishing covariant derivative, 

~B;C=O (2) 

defined on the full connection ArB C' If the metric is form 
invariant, to first order, relative to transformations 

(3) 

then to this order the transformation functions SA obey 

O=SA;B+( -1)abSB;A+2(TABc+( -1)abT BAC) S C,(4) 

where 

TABC (_I)a+b+a(b+d) ~DATDC 

defines the right covariant tensor TABO which has the 
symmetry 

T ABC = -( -1) ab+ca+bc T CBA' 

(5) 

(6) 

Equation (4) is the natural definition of a Killing vector in this 
space as it reduces, in torsion-free spaces of Bose coordinates, 
to the usual Killing condition 

S~;v+Sv;~=O. (7) 

If the space has Nb Bose and NfFermi dimensions, then upon 
decomposing Eq. (4) into its Bose-Bose, Bose-Fermi, and 

Fermi-Fermi sectors one finds that 

S ~;v + S V;~ + 2(T/lVA + TV/lA)SA = 0 (8) 

represents !Nb(Nb+ 1) conditions on S/l;~ 

S/l;a+Sa;/l+2(T/laA + Ta~A)SA =0 (9) 

represents N ~f conditions on S /l;a and S a;/l; and 

Sa;p-SP;a+ 2(TaPA - TpaA)SA=O (10) 

represents !N JNf - 1) conditions on Sa;p , since it imposes 
no constraints on the "diagonal" elements of Sa;p . The total 
number of constraints is thus! (Nb + Nf)(Nb + N f + 1) - N f' 
leaving !(Nb+Nf)(Nb+Nf-l)+Nf linearly independent 
elements SA'B .It is advantageous to use the symmetry ofEq. 
( 4) to redu~e it to the form 

where the slash indicates covariant differentiation on the 
affine-symmetric part only of the connection. Using the 
identity 

U AlBIC -(-1) bc U AIClB = -( -1) a+ad u DAR D BC' 

(12) 

where A R D BC is reduced curvature tensor constructed from 
the affine-symmetric part of the connection, one finds upon 
exhausting the symmetry represented by the cyclic identity 
(-1) a+a(c+d) AR D BC 

+( -1) b+b(a+d) BR DCA +(-1) c+c(b+d) cR DAB =0 

on ARB CD that SAlBIc is given by 
SCIBIA= -( _l)bc+ab+ca+a+adSDARDBc 

+!«TCBD+( -1)bCTBcD)SD)1A 

-!( -1 )ab+ca«TACD+( _l)acTCAD)SD)/B 

(13) 

+!( _l)ab+ca+bc«TABD+( -1)abTBAD)SD)IC' (14) 

From Eq. (14) one concludes that specification on SA and 
SA.B for a given "point" (with coordinates ZA) in supersym
metry space suffices to specify the Killing vector everywhere 
as a linear function of these quantities; thus there are at most 
!(Nb+Nf)(Nb+Nf + 1)+Nf independent Killing vectors in 
a supersymmetry space of N b + N f dimensions, correspond
ing to the N b + N f quantities SA (Z) plus the 
!( N b +N f)( N b +N f- 1)+ N f independent members of 
S A/B (Z). A space admitting this many Killing vectors is 
maximally supersymmetric. 
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An obvious example of a maximally supersymmetric 
space is a "flat supermetric" space admitting global coordi
nates for which the connection vanishes. In this case the 
solution of the Killing equations are 

Sp=€p+€p,)CP+€pJJa (15 ) 

and 

Sa =J.a+J.aP-€PaXP (16) 

€(pv)=O=J.[aPl· (17) 

This space has been studied in detail by Friedman and Srivas
tava. ll The space of global supersymmetry,' offour Bose and 
four (Majorana) Fermi dimensions, admits fourteen Killing 
vectors. Thus the metric for this space is4 

pEv=1Jpv' 

pEa = -i(Orp)a, 

aKp=k1Jap+(OY<)a(OrA)P. 

from which one obtains he Bose-Bose sector Killing 
equations 

SP.v+Sv.p=O; 

the Bose-Fermi sector equations 

5 a.p+S p.a 

+.~-(i( 80- p V) a 
k 

and the Fermi-Fermi sector equations 

5 p.a - 5 a.p + 2 ( ( Oy") aO P - ( Or p) pO a) 5 p 

-2i « Or) a( 001'1 p -( Orp) p( 001'1 a) 5 V 

2 - -
+'k( (Orp) a(SY") p( 0rp) p(sY"») =0 

These equations have the unique solutions12 

5 p=€p+€p,)C v +2i1r pO 

+!OrpavPO€vp 

and 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

- - i - -
+(U~)(Or)a-2 (Oyl"avPO)(Or)a€vp' (23) 

These correspond to the transformations of global 
supersymmetry, 

and 

.t-a=J.a+i. € «(JIlvo)a 
~ 2 pv 

(24) 

(25) 

as one verifies by raising indices with the inverse of the global 
supersymmetry metric, 
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gl'V=1JP{ 1- ! (0), 

gl'a= _i. (~)a, 
k 

(26) 

Global supersymmetry on deSitter space1J
-

14 also pos
sesses fourteen Killing vectors,15 corresponding to Lorentz 
rotations, pseudotranslations, and four Fermi-like transfor
mations, the analog of the J. a appearing in Eq. (25). It is 
perhaps worth emphasizing that global supersymmetry on 
deSitter space is not maximally supersymmetric in the sense 
used here. In fact it even possesses no maximally supersym
metric subspaces, if one adopts as the definition of a maxi
mally supersymmetric subspace the following. Let a space of 
N b + N' b Bose and N f + N' f Fermi dimensions be charac
terized by coordinates UK, K = 1 ,2, ... ,N b + N f ' and u4, 
A= 1,2, ... ,N' b +N~, whereN b oftheu K areBosecoordi
nates (the convention being that v-coordinate labels are cho
sen from the beginning and u-coordinate labels from the 
middle of the alphabet). The subspaces of fixed u4 are maxi
mally supersymmetric ifthe metric of the whole space is 
form-invariant relative to !(N b +N f)(N b +N f+ 1)+N f 
independent transformations of the form 

(27) 

As such spaces may have some physical interest it is worth
while to show that the metric of a space with a maximally 
supersymmetric subspace can always be cast into the form 

ds2 =du4- ~B(V1irf1 
+ft.v1iuK~L(U)duL , (28) 

where ~L serves as the metric of the uK-subspace. (This is 
the analog ofa theorem in a Riemann space of Bose dimen
sions.) The proof hinges on finding supercoordinates for 
which ~K=O; for ifthis can be done the relevant Killing 
equations reduce to 

Kg~M ,A=O (29) 

and 

(30) 

(31) 

Equation (29) implies that sK is a function only of the 
u-coordinates and Eq. (30), which must hold for the entire 
suite of Killing vectors, implies that ~B is a function only of 
the v-coordinates. As a consequence, Eq. (31), for possible 
fixed choices vo

A for the v-coordinates, shows that 
KKL(u,vo)=~L(u) is acceptable as a metric for the u-sub
space, as it satisfies the Killing condition on the subspace for 
each of the Killing vectors. Furthermore, even for arbitrary 
choices ofthe v-coordinate, Eq. (31) states that the Lie de
rivative KKL(u,V) with respect to each Killing vector vanish
es, and hence 

(32) 
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To see this, observe that since the N b + N f sA and the 
!( N b + N f)( N b + N f -1) + N f' 

are independent, where 

SA;B=SA ;~CB ; 

(33) 

(34) 

one has that the coefficient of s(A;B) must itself vanish, 
where 
KgL~N+ (-1 )k+l+n(k+m)+k(l+m)~N ~K 

= ( -1 )I+m+lm KgM £iN 

+( _l)k+l+k(l+m+n)+ln ~N £iK . (35) 

Contracting with gNM produces 

(N b +Nf )KgL=(-l)m( Mg MhgL f KgL .(36) 

Applying this result to Eq. (31) shows that!K=O, and 
therefore it is only a function of the v-coordinates, as re
quired. To verify that supercoordinates can in fact be found 
for which ~K vanishes, consider a transformation 

such that 
~'~u',V')=~LUL,K 

+ (_1)a+ a1u L ,A ~~M,K=O 

The condition on the functions U are thus 

~~U,v')+( -l)a+aIULju',v')~~U-,v')=O. 

Upon defining gKM via 

~KgKM=8fI, 

Eq. (39) becomes 

UL,A= -FLA(U,V) , 

where 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

For a solution to exist, UL must satisfy the "integrability 
conditions" 

(43) 

which translate into the following condition on FL A' 

FL A,~U,v)FK B(u,v)-FL A,B(U,V)=( -l)ab(FLB,~u,v)FKA(U'v) 

(44) 

That this conditions is satisfied becomes apparent by refer
ring back to the Killing equations; after multiplication by 
suitable factors gMK two of them become 

0=( -1)a+akSK,A+ ~dL,MgMK 

(45) 

and 

O=SN,KgKI 

+( -1) k+kn Kg MsM,LgLNgKP 

(46) 
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By combining Eqs. (45) and (46) the derivative of sK 
with respect to the v-coordinates appears as 

SK,A = sK,Ji'M AFK A,~M. (47) 

A second derivative with respect to the v-coordinates 
produces the factor FL A,B+( -l)abFLB,MFMA as the coeffi
cient of SK,L' Thus, since the Killing vectors all satisfy the 
integrability condition by assumption and the coefficient of 
SK,L in SK,AB-( -l)absK,BA=O must vanish by itself, FLA 

must satisfy Eq. (46). 

The theorem that a maximally symmetric space with
out torsion has constant curvature extends directly to super
symmetry spaces. Thus for a torsion-free supersymmetry 
space one has for any vector the identity 
U A~C\D - ( - 1) cd U AIB\DIC 

( 1) b+be R E = - - U AlE B CD 

-( -1) ab+ea+be+a U E1B AR E CD' (48) 

In particular for the Killing vectors the torsion-free version 
ofEq. (14) applied to this equation produces 
-( _l)ab+ca+bc+c+ce(SE cREBA).D 

(49) 

Applying the (torsion-free) Killing condition on SAIB to this 
expression and setting the Killing-symmetric coefficient of 
S AlB to zero, one obtains the following rather intricate identi
ty on the curvature: 

( 1) b+(a+b )e- [(a+b )(c+d)+cd+ab+efll2~ F R E· 
- - U A B CD 

-( -1) b+(a+b)f- [(a+b)(c+d)+cd+ab-e/l128 E A BR F CD 

-( -1) a+(a+b)e-[(a+b)(c+d)+cd-ab+e/l128 F BAR E CD 

+( -1) a+(a+b)f- [(a+b)(c+d)+cd-ab-e/l/28 E BAR F CD 

-( -1) c+(c+d)e+[(a+b)(c+d)+cd-ab-e/l128 F DC R E AB 

+( -1) c+(c+d)f+ [(a+b)(c+d)+cd-ab+e/l 128 E DCR F AB 

+( -1) d+(c+d)e+ [(a+b)(c+d)-cd-ab-e/l 128 FCDR E AB 

-( -1) d+(c+d)f+ [(a+b)(c+d)-cd-ab+e/l128 E CDR F AB 

=0 (50) 

For a torsion-free space the curvature tensor exhibits the 
further symmetry 

(51) 

Lowering the remaining contravariant index in Eq. (50) to 
exhaust the symmetries of the curvature, one finds upon con
traction that 
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(N b +N f)(N b +N f+ 1) AR BCD 
=R«_I)b(c+d)+c+cdAgD CgB 

-( -1) b(c+d)+d g g) A CD B , 

where the curvature scalar is defined as 

and the Ricci tensor is 

ARB-(-I)CARCcB' 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

As a consequence of the contracted Bianchi identity for a 
torsion-free space the curvature scalar is constant, R.A = 0, 
and hence upon setting R=-(Nb+Nf)(Nb+Nf + I)K, one 
has that a torsion-free maximally supersymmetry space is 
uniquely characterized by its curvature constant K, in the 
sense that two metrics for which Eq. (52) is valid with the 
same numerical constant K are necessarily related by a co
ordinate transformation. 

A similar analysis on spaces with torsion can be carried 
out; first one must separate out the reduced curvature tensor 
ARD BC to exhaust the cyclic symmetry ofEq. (13) and then 
this must be further decomposed into a "metric curvature" 
plus the residuum left over from the torsion, 
ARD BC= ARD BC(metric) 

(-I)bc+db+cd(ATC)B(ETB)D, 

where for convenience the abbreviation 

(ATB)C (-l)a(TABD)+ (-1 )abTBAD)gDC 
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(55) 

(56) 

was used. This step is required since only the metric curva
ture exhibits the additional symmetry of Eq. (51). The ulti
mate result is that a maximally supersymmetric space with 
torsion is not a space of constant curvature, but rather the 
curvature scalar is a complicated function of the torsion and 
its derivative. 

One verifies by explicit construction that the metric of a 
maximally supersymmetric (torsion-free) space of curva
ture constant K takes the form 

Ag B = A 7] B +K (l-Kz C c7] DZ Dtl A 7] CZ C Z D D7] B ' (57) 

where A7]B are constants exhibiting the symmetry. 

(58) 

and that such a space of Nb Bose and NfFermi dimensions 
can be embedded in a flat supermetric space of Nb + 1 Bose 
and Nf Fermi dimensions. The general question of how to 
embed a curved supersymmetry space into a flat space of 
higher dimension remains open at present. 
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General expressions for divergence relations and multi pole 
expansions for arbitrary scalar functions 
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In theories of the cohesion of a system whose matter density is constant (e.g., classical liquid drops) or 
nearly constant except in a thin surface region (e.g., nuclei or neutron stars), there occur computationally 
difficult single and double volume integrals of energy densities. Such integrals have been important in 
recent dynamical calculations of fission and heavy-ion reactions. Even if the matter density is diffuse, the 
integrals can be written as integrals over finite volumes by modeling the density as the convolution of a 
step function and a diffuseness function. If the integrands can be written as divergences of tensor fields, 
the integrals over finite volumes can be reduced to surface integrals by Gauss' theorem. We have found 
general expressions, which we call divergence relations, for a vector field whose divergence is a given 
scalar function and for a second-rank tensor field whose double divergence is the scalar. The equations 
derived are much easier to use and apply to a wider class .of functions than formulas previously obtained in 
the literature. The generalization to nth order for application to many-body forces is included, and for all 
orders the dimensionality is arbitrary. The interaction energy of two nonoverlapping systems is often most 
simply evaluated by using the generalized Slater multipole expansion of the two-body interaction. A new 
expression is derived for the radial factor G/(rt,r2) appearing in the multipole expansion of an arbitrary 
scalar, two-body function. This G/ is expressed as an integral involving the product of the Fourier 
transform of the interaction and two Bessel functions. For some cases this integral can easily be evaluated 
by contour integration. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the liquid-drop model of the nucleus and in its gener

alizations to describe fission and the collision of two heavy 
nucleP-7 there occur single and double volume integrals of 
energy densities, which are difficult to evaluate. If the inte
grand is the divergence of a vector or tensor field, the calcu
lation of the integral is simplified considerably by reducing it 
to a single or double surface integral by use of Gauss' theo
rem. We address the problem of expressing a general scalar 
density as the divergence of a vector field or the double diver
gence of a second-rank tensor field. Expressions of this kind, 
which we refer to as "divergence relations," have been ob
tained and generalized to N dimensions and to nth order. 
These relations could be used also in the theories of other 
leptodermous 1 (thin-skinned) systems such as neutron stars 
or in the limiting case of classical liquid drops, whose surface 
is macroscopically "sharp." 

In the nuclear applications, one finds that, for static and 
dynamical studies of fission and heavy-ion reactions using 
the macroscopic-microscopic method,I.2·6.7 it is necessary to 
calculate various volume integrals of the Coulomb and nu
clear two-body potentials. For computing the microscopic 
Strutinsky shell corrections,1.2.8.9 one needs to evaluate one
body potentials which are obtained from single volume inte
grals, whereas the macroscopic Coulomb and nuclear ener
gies are obtained by computing double volume integrals. 3.4 If 
the energy densities appearing in these single and double 
integrals satisfy appropriate divergence relations, then the 
volume integrals can be converted into surface integrals, 1-5 

thereby reducing the number of integration variables, which 
considerably simplifies the calculations. For axially-sym
metric shapes these surface integrals are especially easy to 

"Operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the Department of Energy. 

evaluate numerically, e.g., by Gaussian-Legendre 
quadrature. 2

•
4 

Also, in contrast to the previously mentioned models of 
fission6 in which the radius of the neck goes to zero at scis
sion, recent dynamical calculations have allowed the neck to 
rupture with a nonzero radius. 10 As the nuclear system de
scends dynamically from the saddle point to scission, there is 
a delicate balance between the Coulomb and nuclear interac
tion forces between the two separating parts of the nucleus. 
These interfragment forces, which determine the configura
tion at which the neck ruptures, can be calculated from Cou
lomb and nuclear interaction energies. The integrands in 
these double volume integrals satisfy double divergence rela
tions,lo which fact again by Gauss' theorem allows one to 
convert them to surface integrals. 

Whereas in many liquid-drop model calculationsl-4·6.7.10 
the nucleus is assumed to have a (finite or sharp) surface, in 
other studies 5.11-15 the nuclear density is allowed to decrease 
roughly exponentially at large radii. Then the nucleus is said 
to have a "diffuse surface." One model often used'l is the 
parametrization of the density with a Fermi function. Unfor
tunately the resulting expressions for one-body potentials 
and energies are very cumbersome to evaluate. In particular, 
the volume integrals extend over all space and, thus, it is 
impossible to simplify them by using Gauss' theorem. A sec
ond model5.12-l5 is to write the nuclear density distribution as 
a convolution of a three-dimensional step function having a 
surface of arbitrary shape and a Gaussian or Yukawa dif
fuseness function. Volume integrals of the energy densities 
obtained from such nuclear densities can be reexpressed5.IH5 

as integrals over the finite volume where the step function is 
nonzero. Thus, these volume integrals in principle can be 
converted into surface integrals if one can demonstrate that 
the integrands satisfy divergence relations. However, due to 
the folding process the final integrands can be considerably 
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more complicated than the Coulomb or nuclear functions 
appearing in the original diffuse-surface volume integrals. 
Therefore, it is very important to develop a general method 
for finding single- and double-divergence relations for arbi
trary two-body functions. 

In Appendices A and B of Ref. 5 general methods were 
presented for expressing an arbitrary two-body function as a 
single or double divergence of an appropriate tensor field. 
Two important restrictions were made in that paper. 

(i) First of all, it was assumed that the two-body func
tion/is a scalar quantity, i.e., 

flp) =/(p), (1.1 ) 

where 

( 1.2) 

is the vector separation of the two particles, withp=lpl its 
magnitude. 

(ii) Next, it was assumed that the three-dimensional 
Fourier transformfl:k) off(p) exists, so thatf(p) can be 
expressed as 

f(p) =(! )'12 Loo dk Sin~kp) kfl:k) 

=_1_ f" dk [e ikp 
_ e-

ikp
] kfl:k). 

\l2;i 0 p p 
(1.3 ) 

From Eq. (1.1 ),fl:k) is also a scalar function. Both as
sumptions (D and (ii) are easily satisfied for most functions 
of physical interest. Note that the termse±ikp/p in Eq. (1.3) 
correspond to Yukawa factors e-p1a±/p, where 
1/a±= =Fik, respectively. The "trick" used in Ref. 5 was to 
observe that ifa particular expression exists for the Yukawa 
function, then from Eq. (1.3) one can derive a correspond
ing general expression for an arbitrary functionflp) satisfy
ing assumptions (i) and (ii). For the Yukawa two-body po
tential, single-divergence 1 

,2 and double-divergence3 relations 
are known. When these are substituted into Eq. (1.3), one 
obtains general Fourier transform expressions for single
and double-divergence relations for an arbitrary scalar func
tion. 5 As a check these were used to derive the previously 
known single-divergence2 and double-divergence4 relations 
for 1/ p, the Coulomb potential. In Appendices A and B of 
Ref. 5 tabulations were made of the single- and double-diver
gence relations appropriate to the following functions: The 
expotentialpotential (e- p1a ), thefunctionpe-p1a, the Gaus
sian potential (e-p'la'), and the function 1/p 2. However, as 
the form of flp) or fl:k) becomes more complicated, it be
comes increasingly difficult to construct divergence rela
tions by using the Fourier transform method. 

In Sec. II of this paper we present completely new meth
ods for generating single- and double-divergence relations 
for arbitrary, scalar, two-body functions. The formulas ob
tained apply to an arbitrary number (N) of spatial dimen
sions. The derivations are very simple and the expressions 
obtained are much easier to use than those of the Fourier 
transform method. 5 As an example, the single and double 
divergence relations in three-dimensional space are evaluat· 
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ed for the functionflp )=p e -p'la', whose Fourier trans
form is very complicated. In contrast to the method of Ref. 5, 
we do not explicitly impose any condition requiring the exis
tence of the Fourier transform of fl p ). Rather, a condition is 
imposed on the behavior offlp) only atp=O. No condition 
is required for the behavior offl p ) asp- 00. Thus the condi
tion obtained here is less restrictive than that of Ref. 5 and 
our methods are applicable to a wider class offunctions; e.g., 
some functions whose Fourier transforms do not exist, such 
as the r, ~ ," functions used to calculate radial moments of a 
nuclear shape. 5, 12 A radial moment involves a single integral 
of a one-body functionfl r ) [rather than of a two-body func
tionflp )]. If r 1 ( or r2 ) is set to zero in Eq. ( 1.2 ), then the 
single-divergence relation applies to the calculation of such 
moments and in fact to a general integral of a one-body func
tionfl r). 

In Sec. II, we also generalize the divergence relations to 
an arbitrary order n (which specifies the number of diver
gence derivatives) so as to be applicable to systems with n
body forces. For n;>3 one must use a more general definition 
of p than Eq. (1.2). Thus, we let p be expressed as a general 
linear combination of K single-particle vectors r a' 1 <a <K, 
whereK;>n. 

Finally, in Sec. III of this paper we derive a new general 
expression for the radial factors in the multipole expansion 
of an arbitrary scalar two-body function. 16 The known ex
pression for the multipole expansion of a Yukawa func
tionl6

,17 is substituted into Eq. (1.3) to obtain a general ex
pression for any function. Thus, we find another application 
of the "Fourier transform, Yukawa trick" previously men
tioned. As an example we give the multi pole expansion ofthe 
functionflp)= 1/p 2, which is not found in standard 
references. 16 

II. GENERAL DIVERGENCE RELATIONS 
Consider a differential equation of the form 

N a a a 
flp)=- L --.. ,-

i"i, ..... i.= I api, api, api. 

x [po p .... p. F (p)] 'I '2 I" n , 
(2.1 ) 

where bothflp) and FnCp) are assumed to be scalar functions 
as defined by Eq. (1.1) andpi is the ith Cartesian component 
in an N-dimensional space of the vector p, defined in Eq. 
(1.2) for n = 1 or 2 and in Eq. (2.34) for general n. The 
number n is the order of the divergence relation being stud
ied, i.e., the number of derivatives occurring in Eq. (2.1). 
For a given functionflp) and with specified values of nand 
N, we derive a general formula for constructing Fn(P)' The 
quantity in brackets in Eq. (2.1) is a special tensor field of 
order n. We shall sometimes refer to Fn(P) as the nth-order 
"surface function" corresponding toflp). The minus sign 
mUltiplying the sum in Eq. (2,1) occurs in order to be consis
tent with notations previously adopted.s 

In the next two subsections we will obtain expressions 
for n = 1 and n = 2, which are the single- and double-diver-
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gence relations, respectively. These will the~ be special~ed 
to three-dimensional space and compared wIth expressIons 
previously derived. S In the third subsection we w~ll prove by 
induction the general nth-order divergence relatIOn. 

A. The single-divergence relation 
For n = 1, Eq. (2.1) becomes 

flp)= - f _0 pf'lp) = ,\/2.(pF1(p», (2.2) 
;=IOP; 

where the integration is over the (N -1 )-dimensional sur
face S2' The integral in Eq. (2.3a) converges ifflp) is finite, 
except possibly at the coordinate singularity p=O, for which 
we require 

(2.3a) 

and the integration is over a finite volume V2• From Gauss' 
theorem Eq. (2.3a) becomes 

I(rl)=~s, (dS2·p)Flp), (2.3b) 

where the integration is over the (N -1 )-dimensional sur
face S2' The integral in Eq. (2. 3a) converges ifflp) is finite, 
except possibly at the coordinate singularity p = 0, for which 
we require 

lim [pNflp)] =0. 
p-.() 

(2.4) 

This condition also assures that the integral vanishes as 
Vr-+O. The vanishing of the integral in Eq. (2.3b) as the 
surface S2 shrinks arbitrarily close to r l requires 

lim [pNF1(P)] =0. 
p-.() 

(2.5 ) 

Now let the volume be an N-dimensional sphere of radi
usa and centered at r2 =0. Ifwe then let r l =0 in Eqs. (2.3a) 
and (2.3b), we find that 

W N (a dr2 ~N-I>J(r2)= -aN-I ( dIJ2(2).rzF1(rz) k k ~ 
= -w"aNF1(a), (2.6) 

where w N is the area of a unit sphere in N dimensions. 18 Equa
tion (2.6) can be rewritten as 

F1(P) = __ 1_ (P dp'(P')N-lflp'), 
pN Jo (2.7) 

which is a general expression for FI (p), the single-diver
gence "surface" function. 

This is a very simple derivation of the n = 1 relation. 
However, it is helpful to present another slightly more in
volved derivation in order to gain insight into the methods to 
be used in the following subsections for the higher-order di
vergence formulas. These methods involve solving directly 
the original differential equation (2.1). Since FI (p) is a sca
lar function, we can reexpress Eq. (2.2) as 

(2.8a) 
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or 

.!!.- [pNFI(P)] = _p(N-I~). (2.8b) 
dp 

Equation (2.8b) is a differential equation for FI (p? which, 
with the boundary condition Eq. (2.5), can be easIly solved 
to obtain again Eq. (2.7). 

In three-dimensional space Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), and (2.7) 
specialize respectively to 

and 

lim [pfip)] = 0, 
p-.() 

lim [pJF1(P)] =0, 
p-.() 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

F1(P)=- ~ (P dp'(P'):f(p'). (2.11) 
pJ Jo 

Substituting Eq. ( 1.3) into Eq. (2.11) and reversing the 
order-of-integration, we find that 

F1(P) = - ~ {2 (''' dk kflk) ("" dp' p' sin(kp'), 
pJ~~~ Jo 

which becomes ~ 
1 2 

F1(p)=- - -
pJ 11' 

X f" dk ftk) [sine kp )-kp cos( kp )]. 

o k (2.12) 

Equation (2.12) is the Fourier transform expressions for the 
N = 3 single-divergence relation. It is much easier to ca1cu
lateF1(p) fromEq. (2.11) than from Eq. (2.12). In Appen
dix A of Ref. 5 three-dimensional "surface" functions FJ (p) 
are presented for each of the following functions l9

: 1/ p, 1/ pZ, 
e-p1a/p, e-p1a, pe-p1o, and e-p'la'. 

Equation (2. 12) can be reexpressed as 

Flp) = - ~ {2 ("" dx If ~)(Sinx-x cosx), 
p3 ~ -;; Jo x J \ P 

which demonstrates that Eq. (2.10) is satisfied if 

lim (/{k)] =0. (2.13a) 

In addition, by examining the behavior of the integrand of 
Eq. (2.12) for small values of k,s we find that convergence of 
the integral requires 

lim [k:f{k)] =0. (2.13b) 
k--CJ 

Equation (2.l3b) states that at the origin in k-spaceflk) is 
no more singular than k- 3+E, where E> O. Equations (2.13) 
are the conditions which guarantee that the three-dimen
sional Fourier transform offlp) exists. S It should be empha
sized that Eq. (2.13a) follows from Eq. (2.10), which is 
equivalent to Eq. (2.9); i.e., a condition onf(p) atp=O im
poses a condition on its Fourier transformj{k) as k-oo. 
Similarly, Eq. (2.13b) implies thatflp)-O asp-oo. Thus, 
the Fourier transform methodS can be used only for func-
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tionsflp) which are well behaved at bothp=O andp~oo. In 
contrast, the validity of Eq. (2.11) depends only on Eq. 
(2.9), the condition atp=O, and thus the present method 
applies to a wider class off unctions than the Fourier trans
form method. In particular, Eq. (2.11) can be used to find 
divergence relations for some functions whose Fourier trans
forms do not exist. 

Also, our present method is quite useful for application 
to a function whose Fourier transform exists but is a very 
cumbersome mathematical expression. For example, the 
Fourier transform offtp)=pe-p'IQ' can be expressed aszo 

f<k)= (2 a
4 

[2+(ka)(2-k ZaZ)! (~)ij1 (ka)2j] , 
\j -; 8 j=O (2J+ 1)1 

which involves an infinite sum. Therefore, it is not trivial to 
obtain a simple closed form expression for FI (p ) by using the 
Fourier transform equation (2.12). However, by using Eq. 
(2.11 ), we easily find that 

Flp) = - +(~ r3a( 1-( l+~:)e-p'/Q} 
There are many applications of these single-divergence 

relations. For example, Eq. (2. 3a) represents for N = 3 a 
one-body potential generated from an integral of a two-body 
potential over a finite volume. The two-body potential is usu
ally either a Coulomb potential ( 1/ p) or some type of nucle
ar interaction, e.g., Yukawa (e-p1a/p) or Gaussian (e-p'la') 
functions. Such potentials are used to calculate microscopic 
Strutinsky shell corrections for use in studies of fission or 
heavy-ion reactions. 1.2 If.f\P) satisfies the divergence relation 
(2.2), then the one-body potential (2.3a) can be converted 
into a surface integral of the form (Z.3b). These integrals can 
easily be evaluated numerically, especially for axially-sym
metric shapes. Z 

Now consider a one-body potential calculated from a 
"diffuse-surface" integral of the form 

(2.14 ) 

where the integration is over all space. The density function 
r(rz} is ofthe form l.l2-15 

r(r2)=rO L g( Irz-rJI )O",(rJ)dJrJ 

=ro Lg(lrz-rJ1 )dJrJ, (2.15 ) 

where ro is a normalization constant5 and the step function 

O(r,)= 0 for rJ outside of V {
I for rJ within V } 

is the "sharp-surface" density used in most liquid-drop
model calculations. The scalar function g(p) is normalized 
by5 

L g(P)d3p= 1, 

so that 

fco F(r2)dJr z=Fo fco O",(rJ)dJrJ=rov. 
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In Eq. (2.15) we have folded a functiong with a step func
tion 0 having a finite surface of arbitrary shape. The diffuse
ness functiong is usually taken to be either a Yukawa or a 
Gaussian. It can be shown that5 

(2.16 ) 

where 

y(P)= L d 3p'.f{lp-p'l )g(p') 

(2.17 ) 

andg{k) is the Fourier transform of g(P). The integrand 
of Eq. (2.16) is usually a more complicated function of p 
than the original energy density f Notice that Eq. (2.16) is a 
finite volume integral to which Gauss' theorem is directly 
applicable. [In contrast, if the diffuse density distribution is 
generated from a Fermi function, II then the one-body poten
tial, Eq. (2.14), remains an infinite integral, which cannot be 
easily handled.] Equation (2.16) is especially easy to convert 
to a surface integral using Eqs. (2.2) and (2.11 ). 

If we set r l (or r z ) to zero in Eq. (1.2), then the single
divergence relation specializes to the evaluation of an inte
gral of a one-body function.f{r). Suppose that we have an 
integral of the form5.lz.1J 

1= L .f{r)F(r )dJr, (2.18 ) 

where r(r) is the diffuse density defined by convolution in 
Eq. (2.15). There are two cases of special interest. 

(i) If the Fourier transform of.f{r) exists, it can easily be 
shown that 

I=t J(r)dJr, 

where 

J(r) = 41T Fa foo k sin(kr)/(k)g(k) dk. 
r Jo 

(2.19 ) 

(2.20) 

(ii) For the calculation of radial moments of a nuclear 
density,l.lz.IJ one uses 

.f{r)=r2m, m = 1,2,3, .. ·. (2.20 

For this type of function, it can be shown5.lz that Eq. (2.18) 
transforms to 

(2.22) 

where the b/s are constants. Gauss' theorem can be applied 
to both Eqs. (2.19) and (2.22) since all integrals are over the 
finite volume V. The single-divergence relations Eqs. (2.2) 
and (2.10 can be used to convert Eqs. (2.19) and (2.22) to 
surface integrals. However, Eq. (2.12) is not applicable to 
Eq. (2.22) since the Fourier transforms of the r2j functions 
do not exist. 
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B. The double divergence relation 
For n=2, Eq. (2.0 reduces to 

N a a 
flp)=- I --lPiPjFip)] (2.23a) 

ij=1 OPi OPj 

or from Eq. ( 1.2 ) 

n) ~ J J F ( )] ( 2.23b ) J\p =.!-- -(J ). -(J )[PiPj 2 P , 
IJ= I r l I r2 J 

where (rl)i is the ith Cartesian component of fl' Consider 
now a double volume integral 

1= ( dNrl ( dNr2flp), (2.24a) 
JVl JV2 

where the N-dimensional volumes VI and V2 are finite. By 
using Eq. (2.23b) and applying Gauss' theorem twice, we 
have 

(2.24b) 

wherep is pip. The double volume integral converges iff{ p ) 
is finite except possibly at the coordinate singularity p = 0, 
wheref{p ) satisfies Eq. (2.4 ). Consider V2 to be a small N
dimensional hypersphere of radius a, centered at a point fl 
contained in VI' The volume integral over V2 vanishes as 
a-o, so the surface integral over S2 must vanish also. But the 
surface integral over S2 in this special case is 

aN + 1F2(a) ( p(p·dS2), Js, 
so we find that 

or 

limpN+IFip)=O. 
p->O 

(2.25 ) 

By comparison ofEqs. (2.2) and (2.23a), we see that 

\l p'[PipFip)] =p!'lp), (2.26a) 

p dFlp) +(N+ I)Fip)=FI(P), 
dp 

(2.26b) 

or from Eq. (2.7) 

~ [pN+IF2(p)]=pNFlp)=- (P dp'(P')N-Iflp'). 
dp Jo 

(2.26c) 

The solution ofEq. (2.26c) which satisfies the boundary 
condition (2.25) is 

(2.27a) 

=~ dp" dp'(P')N-Iflp'), L'P LP" 
pN+I 0 0 

(2.27b) 

or, by interchange of order of integration, 
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F2(P)=_I- (P dp' (P')N flp,) __ l 
pN+I Jo pN 

x f: dp'(P')N-lJ(p') (2.28a) 

(2.28b) 

Note that Eqs. (2.26b), (2.27a), and (2.28b) are recur
sionrelationsbetweenFI(p)andF2(p). Equations (2.27a) and 
(2.28b) are useful for generating F2(P) from FI(P), On the 
other hand, Eq. (2.26b) is not particularly helpful as a recur
sion relation since we need to know Fip) in order to con
struct the lower-order FI(P). 

We now present some results and applications for 
N=3. Equation (2.28a) becomes 

F2(P)=~ (P dp' (P'):ftp')-~ (P dp' (P')2flp'). (2.29) 
p 3 Jo p4 Jo 

By substituting Eq. (1.3) into Eq. (2.29), we obtain 

F
2
(P)= {2 ~ (00 dk fl..k) 

'\j -; p4 Jo k2 

x [-2+2 cos(kp)+kp sin(kp)], (2.30) 

which is the Fourier transform expression derived in Ref. 5 for 
N = 3. In Appendix B of Ref. 5, theN = 3 "surface" functions 
F2(P) are presented for each of the followingflp) functions: 
lip, lIp2, e-p1alp, e-p/a,pe-pla, ande-p'la'. It is much easi
er to calculate F 2(P) from Eq. (2.29) than from Eq. (2.30). 
From Eq. (2.25) for N=3 and Eq. (2.30) it can be shown 
that Eq. (2.13a) is satisfied. By examining the behavior of 
the integrand ofEq. (2.30) at k=O,s we find that Eq. 
(2.13b) must also be satisfied. Thus, just as in the previous 
subsection, the validity ofEq. (2.30) depends on spatial con
ditions onflp) atp=O and asp-oo whereas Eq. (2.29) 
depends only on Eq. (2.25) [orequivalentIyon Eq. (2.9)],a 
condition at p = O. Thus, Eq. (2.29) applies to a wider class 
off unctions than Eq. (2.30). 

Also, Eq. (2.29) can be useful for finding a divergence 
expression for a function whose Fourier transform exists but 
is much too complicated to be easily handled by Eq. (2.30). 
For example, forflp)=pe-p'la', we easily find from Eq. 
(2.29) that 

FiP)=~(!!..-)-4a[_!!..- _ ~!!..-e-p'la' 
2 a a 2 a 

For N = 3, Eq. (2.24a) is the Coulomb or nuclear ener
gy of the system ifflp) is the appropriate energy density. 
Such energies are the macroscopic energies used in static and 
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dynamical calculations of fission and heavy-ion reactions. 1-1 
Also, Eq. (2.24a) has the form of the Coulomb and nuclear 
interaction forces used in recent dynamical studies of fission 10 
to determine scission configurations at which the neck of the 
nucleus ruptures. Ifflp) satisfies the divergence relation 
(2.23b) for N = 3/·4.5.l0 then the sixfold volume integral in 
Eq. (2.24a) can be converted into the simpler fourfold sur
face integral in Eq. (2.24b). For axially symmetric nuclear 
shapes, the surface integrals further simplify to three-dimen
sional integrals which can be evaluated by Gaussian
Legendre quadrature.4 

Now consider Coulomb and nuclear energies calculat
ed from a convoluted "diffuse surface" density distribu
tion,5.l4.1' with 

1= L L flp)r(r1)F(rJ d 3r1 d 3r2, (2.31) 

where the integrations are over all space and r( r ) is given by 
Eq. (2.15). It can be shown' that Eq. (2.31) can be reex
pressed as 

I=I6 r d3rl r d3r2 w(lr1-r21), (2.32) 
JVI JV2 

where 

w(P)= L d3p'y(lp+p'l)g(p') 

= (21T)312 L d3kflk) [g(k)Peik.p, (2.33 ) 

andy(p) is given by Eq. (2.17). The integrand ofEq. (2.32) 
is generally a more complicated function thanflp). Equation 
(2.32) is of the form ofEq. (2.24a) so that we can directly 
apply Gauss' theorem to both terms.' In contrast, the ener
gies calculated using a "diffuse surface" density generated 
from a Fermi function ll involve infinite integrals, which are 
difficult to handle and cannot be converted to simpler sur
face integrals. 

C. The divergence relation of arbitrary 
order, n 

A generalization of the previously described divergence 
relations to third or higher order may be of interest for the 
evaluation of many-body interaction energies in nuclei or 
other leptodermous1 systems. Many-body forces usually will 
depend on several variables, but it may be possible to reex
press or approximate the energy density so that certain terms 
depend on only the magnitude p of a single linear combina
tion of the coordinate vectors, 

(2.34) 

For example, in a three-body system there might be terms 
depending only on the magnitude of one of the Jacobi vectors 

m (3r{3 +m yry 
Pa=ra - , 

m/3+m y 

(aPr) = (123), (231), or (312). (2.35) 
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Given the energy density or other scalar function,flp), we 
wish to simplify the calculation of the n-fold volume integral 
in N dimensions 

(2.36) 

for arbitrary finite volumes VI,.", V". Since 
N a" L [Pi,"·Pi.F(P)] 

i, .... ,i.= I a(r1)i .. ··a(r,,)i. 

it follows that 

1= -U.].I Ca TI 1 .. ··1. (dS1.p)···(dS".p)p"F(p) 

(2.38) 

provided that Eq. (2.1) is satisfied and that the surface inte
gral converges. (For the single and double surface integrals 
discussed earlier we had Cl = 1 = - C2') Assume that Vn is an 
infinitesimal sphere centered at 

(
n-1 ) 

- a~1 cara ICn· 

Then the convergence of the single volume integral over Vn 
requiresflp) to satisfy Eq. (2.4) and the convergence ofthe 
single surface integral over S" requires a boundary condition 
of Fn namely 

limpn+N-1Fn(p)=O. 
~ 

(2.39 ) 

Equation (2.1) implies that F n+ I is related to Fn by 

(2.40a) 

or 

~ [pN+nFn+I(P)]=pn+N-IFn(p), l<n<K-1. (2.4Oc) 
dp 

The solution which satisfies Eq. (2.39) is 

Fn+ M)= p-N-n f: (p')N+n-IFn(p') dp'. (2.41) 

Iteration of Eq. (2.41) gives 

Fn+I(p)=p-N-n f dpl f' dp2··· 

X f k

-
' 
dpk(Pk)N+n-kFn+l_k(Pk)' 

k= 1,2, ... ,n, (2.42) 

wherepj now refers to an integration variable rather than the 
component ofa vector. Substitution ofEq. (2.7) into (2.42) 
with k = n then yields 
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(2.43) 

An alternative expression in terms of a single integral 
over f can be obtained as follows. Interchange of the order of 
integrations in Eq. (2.42) for k=2 gives 

pN+n F n+I(P)= f: dp'(p' )N+n-2 F n-I(P' )(p-p'), 
o (2.44) 

or, by use of Eq. ( 2.41 ) with n-n - 1, 

pN+n [Fn+l(p)-Fn(p)] 

= - s: dp' p' (p' )N+n- 2 F n-I(P'). 

By alternating substitutions from Eq. (2.41) and inter
changes of orders of double integration, one finds 

pN+n [Fn+I(P)-jt d~ i)! Fn-j(P)] 

- dp' (p')m+I.(p')N+n-m-2Fn_m_ I(p'), ( )m+1 LOP 
(m+ I)! 0 

m=0,1, ... ,n-2. (2.45) 

Substitution of Eq. ( 2.7) into Eq. ( 2.45 ) with m =n - 2 
gives 

N+n [F (p)_ n~2 (-Y F .(p)] 
p n+1 /~o (j+ I)! n-J 

= (- )n (P dp'(p')n-I (P'dpll(pIl)N-IfipIl) 
(n-I)! Jo Jo 

= (- )n r dpl(P")N-1 flpll)[pn_(p,,)n] 
(n-I)! Jo n 

or 

+ - p-N-n dp'(p')N+n-lflp'),n=I,2,. ... ()n-I L'P 
n! 0 

(2.46) 

For n = I this is just Eq. (2.28b). Thus, one can calculate 
Fn+ I for successively larger values of n by single 
integrations. 

This leads also to a third form of the solution for Fn+ I, 
as a linear combination of single integrals over f We shall 
show by induction that for order n 

F(P)=_I_i (-y J.. 
n pN-I j=1 (n-J)!(j-l)! pi 

X r dp' (P'Y+N-2 flp'). (2.47) 
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From Eqs. (2.7) and (2.28a), we see that Eq. (2.47) is valid 
for n= 1 and n=2. We will now show that Eq. (2.47), if 
valid for order n, is also valid for order n + 1. Substituting 
Eq. (2.47) into Eq. (2.41), we find that 

Fn+l(p)=p-(n+N) i (-~ (P (p')n-jdp' 
j=1 (n-J)!(J-l)! Jo 

(P' 
X Jo dp" (p"y+N-2 flp"), 

which can be transformed to 

F (P)- -(n+N) ~ (-y 
n+1 -p j~ (n-J)!(j-l)! 

X (P dp" (p"y+N-2 flp") (P (p')n-j dp'. 
Jo Jp • 

Explicitly performing the second integral, we obtain 

Fn+I(P)=p-(n+N) 

(2.48 ) 

X i (-Y (P dp" (p"y+N-2 flp") 
j=1 (n-.J)!(j-I)! Jo 

X 1 [pn-HI_(p")n-HI], 
(n-j+ 1) 

which can be rewritten as 

F (P)- -(n+N) ~ (-Y 
n+1 -p ~ (-'+1)1('-1)1 J=I n J . J . 

X {pn-H I f: dp' (P'Y+N- 2 flp') 

-f: dp' (p')n+N-I flp')}, (2.49) 

The sum multiplying the last term is easily evaluted: 

i (-y 
j=1 (n-j+ I)!(j-l)! 

(_)n 
--, 

n! 

and Eq. (2.49) becomes 

I n (-Y I 
Fn+I(p)= N=I .L ( -'+ 1)'( '-1)1 pl' P J=I n J . J . 

X f: dp' (P'Y+N-2 flp') 

__ 1_ (- )n (P dp' (p')n+N-I flp') 
p(n+N) n! Jo 
I n+1 (-y 1 

= pN-1 j~ (n-j+ I)!(j- 1)! pi 

X J: dp' (P'Y+N-2 flp'). 

(2.50) 

Comparing Eqs. (2.47) and (2.50) we see that the desired 
relation is valid for order n + I if it is valid for order n. There
fore, by induction, Eq. (2.47) is true in general. An alterna
tive proof by induction is obtained by substituting Eq. (2.47) 
into Eq. (2.46) and interchanging the order of summations. 

Equations (2.40), (2.41), (2.42), and (2.46) are recur
sion relations, all of which can be used to check for algebraic 
errors in constructing F functions of adjacent orders. How-
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ever, Eqs. (2.40) are not very useful recursion relations since 
one needs to know Fn+ 1(P) in order to construct Fn(P). On 
the other hand, Eqs. (2.41), (2.42), and (2.46) are helpful 
since they allow one to generate Fn+I(p) from integrals or 
sums involving the lower-order F functions. 

III. MUL TIPOLE EXPANSIONS 
The generalized Slater2l expansion of an arbitrary, sca

lar, two-body functionflirl-r21) into its multipole compo
nents is 

ftp)= L G~rhr2)Y*lm(rl)Ylm(1~2)' (3.1) 
1m 

where Ylm(r2) is a spherical harmonic22 and p, r l, and r 2 are 
the three-dimensional vectors defined in Eq. ( 1.2). From the 
addition theorem22 

L Y* 1m (rl)Ylm (r2) = (21+ 1) PI(COS(}l2), (3.2) 
m 4ff 

where PI(cos(}l2) is a Legendre polynomial and ()l2 is the 
angle between the two directions rl and r2, we rewrite Eq. 
(3.1) as 

1 
f(p)= - L (2/+ l)G~rhr2)P~coS(}l2)' (3.3) 

4ff I 

so that. from the orthonormality relation for the Legendre 
functions, 

G~rhr2)=2ff L~I P~COS()12)ftp)d(cos()l2)' (3.4) 

GI is known analytically for the Newtonian or Coulomb po
tential p-l (which is the generating function of the Legendre 
polynomials), for the Gaussian and Yukawa functions (by 
using the series expansions of the P/S17 ), and for a few addi
tional functions of interest. 16 Sinceftp) can in general be a 
very complicated function of cos()l2, it is not always easy to 
evaluate Eq. (3.4). Therefore, it is desirable to derive an
other formula for evaluating G~rhr2) for an arbitrary two
body functionf(p). 

The multipole expansion of the Yukawa function is well 
known. 16.l7 If the range a of the Yukawa is made purely 
imaginary, then one obtains the addition theorems for h&l) 16 
andjo 23 

ikp 
_e_ =ikh&1 )(kp) 
P 

and 

= 4ffik "2) I ( k r < )h ~ I l( k r > ) Y* 1m Ud Y 1m U2 ), 
1m 

sinkp -k' (k ) -- - 10 P 
P 

( 3.5 ) 

=4ffk Lj~kr < )Hkr» Y*/m(rl)Y/m (r2), (3.6) 
1m 

where 

hP)(x)=j~x)+in~x), (3.7) 

in whichjl' nl' and hP) are the spherical Bessel, Neumann, 
and Hankel functions24 of order I, and where r> and r < are 
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the greater and lesser, respectively, of rl and r2' Substituting 
Eq. (3.5) or (3.6) into Eq. (1.3) and comparing with Eq. 
(3.1), we find that 

Glrhr2)=4v' 2ff i oo 

k2jl(krl)jtCkr2)flk) dk, (3.8) 

or, expressed in terms of ordinary Bessel functions24 

(2ff)3/2 
G~rhr2)= ( )112 

rlr2 

X fX> kJI+ I/ikrl)Jl+ 1I2(kr2)ftk) dk. (3.9) 

Equations (3.8) and (3.9) are general equations for any 
functionftp) whose Fourier transformftk) exists. 

We now impose the special condition 

ft-k)=ftk), (3.10) 

which applies to most functions of physical interest. S From 
the relation24 

H -x)=( - )1~x), (3.11 ) 

Eq. (3.8) becomes 

G~rl,r2)=2v' 2ff 1"°00 k 2h(krl)jl(kr2)ftk) dk. (3.12) 

If we want to use contourintegration to evaluate Eq. (3.12), 
there are convergence problems associated with the expo
nential behavior of the jl function as Jkf--+ 00. This difficulty 
can be removed by a simple transformation. We note the 
symmetry24 

n~ -x)=( - )1+ln~x). (3.13) 

From Eqs. (3.7), (3.10), (3.11), and (3.13), Eq. (3.12) can 
be reexpressed as 

Glrhr2) = 2Y-:;; Loooo qhp)(kr >)jl(kr <)ftk) dk, 

(3.14 ) 

which we want to evaluate by contour integration in the up
per half of the complex k plane. 

For Eq. (3.14) we now show that there are no problems 
associated with the behavior of the Bessel functions either at 
k=O or as Jkf--+oo. First, we have24 

qhp)(krl)jl(kr2) - k. (3.15a) 
k-+O 

Then, if Eq. (2.13b) is satisfied and if we further allow only 
integer powers of k for the leading terms offtk) as k-D, the 
worst allowed singularity is for the case 

( 3.15b) 

From Eqs. (3.15), it is clear that the most singular behavior 
leads to a simple pole at k=O for the integral in Eq. (3.14). 
However, the contribution from such a singularity is the 
(principal-value) residue for a pole situated on the con
tour.2S If we write k as a complex variable 

k=kR+ik] (k];;oO) 
=Ik~i.p, o <l/J<ff, (3.16) 
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then it can be shown that for large k] 24 

hp>(kr > DAkr <)_e-k ,(,>-,<) _ O. (3.17a) 
k,.oo 

Assume that Eq. (2.13a) generalizes to 

lim j(k)=O, O<t/J<1T. (3.17b) 
Ikl-oo 

From Eqs. (3.17) it is clear that the integrand in Eq. (3.14) 
approaches zero as Il4- 00. Thus, this integral may be evalu
ated by contour integration in the upper half of the complex 
k plane. We emphasize that not all functions of physical 
interest obeying Eq. (3.10) satisfy the restriction (3.17b). 
For example, the Gaussian function 

flp) =e-p'/a' 

can be Fourier transformed to obtain 

j(k)= (a3/2v2)e-a'k'/4, 

which does not satisfy Eq. (3.17b). Thus, for the Gaussian 
function one cannot close the contour with an infinite semi
circle, but one can use Eq. (3.8) or (3.9) to find GArl>r2). 

We have used Eqs. (3.8), (3.9), and (3.14) to evaluate 
the multipole radial functions GArb r2) for various standard 
two-body functions. For the Coulomb and Gaussian func
tions we used Eq. (3.9), with the definite integrals evaluated 
from Refs. 26 and 27; the results agree with the multipole 
expansions found in standard texts. 16 From Eq. (3.14) we 
then used complex contour integration to find GArb r2) for 
the two-body functions: e-p / a and pe-P/ a; these results do 
not appear in the literature. However, the multipole expan
sions for e-p/a and pe-p/a can also be obtained from the 
Yukawa expression l6

•
17 by differentiating with respect to a-I. 

Finally, we obtain the multipole expansion for 
flp)=p-2. From Eq. (3.9) and Ref. 28, we find that 

4(1+ 1>1T(/!)2 r< 
G'rlr2)= --

t\ , (2/+ I)! ~;+2) 

XF[ 1'/+ 1;1+3/2{:: f], (3.18 ) 

where Fla,b;c;d] is the Gaussian hypergeometric function. 29 
This expansion forj(p )=p-2 appears to be new, and the 
GA rb r2 ) functions are considerably more complicated than 
the functions obtained forj(p )=p-I.16 For small values of I, 
the G[ in Eq. ( 3.18 ) simplify to logarithmic functions,29 e.g., 

r« )_ 21T I [1+(rJ r»] 
Vo rb r2 --- n , 

r <r > I -(r <Ir » 
(3.19a) 
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The following results concerning isometries of space-times which are asymptotically empty and flat at 
null infinity are established: (i) The isometry group is necessarily a subgroup of the Poincare group; (ii) if 
the asymptotic Weyl curvature is nonzero--more precisely, in the standard notation, if K.bcdn d does not 
vanish identically on .I-the space-time cannot admit. more than two Killing fields unless the metric is 
Schwarzschildean in a neighborhood of.J; if it does admit two Killing fields, they necessarily commute; 
one (and only one) of them is a translation; the radiation field as well as the Bondi news vanishes 
everywhere on.J; and, finally, if the translational Killing field is timelike in a neighborhood of f. the 
other Killing field is necessarily rotational. Several implications of these results are pointed out. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to present an essentially 

exhaustive analysis of isometries admitted by space-times 
which are asymptotically flat at null infinity. 

Because asymptotically flat space-times resemble, in an 
appropriate sense, Minkowski space and because they repre
sent isolated bodies in general relativity, one expects, from 
one's intuition derived from the geometrical properties of 
Minkowski space and from permissible symmetries of is 01 at
ed bodies in Newtonian theory, that asymptotic flatness 
would severely constrain the possible isometries in such 
space-times. For example, one expects that the isometry 
group of any asymptotically flat space-time must be a sub
group of the Poincare group; that an asymptotically flat 
space-time cannot admit more than one translational Kill
ing field unless it is flat; that, in the framework of general 
relativity, an isolated system cannot be axisymmetric about 
two different axes unless it is spherically symmetric; that an 
(asymptotically flat) radiating solution cannot admit more 
than one Killing field; that if an asymptotically flat station
ary space-time admits an additional Killing field, it is neces
sarily a rotational Killing field; etc. The expectation that 
such statements are true is so strong that their validity is 
often assumed in the analysis of isolated systems in general 
relativity.l Indeed, ifit should tum out that a notion of as
ymptotic flatness fails to guarantee the validity of such state
ments, one would seriously consider the possibility of modi
fying the definition. 

Why, then, have such statements remained unproven? 
Perhaps the main reason is that one does not a priorily know 
the precise degree of asymptotic flatness required for their 
validity. Does the space-time have to be asymptotically flat 
both in null and in spacelike directions? Which of these state
ments are likely to be true if it is asymptotically flat in one 
regime but not the other? To what extend does the validity of 
these statements depend on the details of the definition of 
asymptotic flatness? Is the null boundary, f, of the 
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b)Present address: Departements de Physique et Mathematique, Universite 
de Clermont-Fd, 63170 Aubiere, France. 
c) Present address: Physics Department, Montana State University, Boze
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space-time required to be topologically §2 X R, or, can one 
have a few generators (of f) "missing?" Are the statements 
true if one has "only a piece of f," or, must the generators of 
f be complete? 

In this paper, we shall analyze these and related issues. 

The basic ideas underlying the present investigation are 
the following. Killing fields on the physical space-time ad
mit natural extensions as conformal Killing fields on the 
conformally completed space-time. Moreover, the rigidity 
associated with conformal Killing fields permits one to in
vestigate their structure in terms of their properties in the 
neighborhood of a single point. Hence, we will be able to 
analyze the structure of Killing fields in the physical 
space-time by examining the behavior of the corresponding 
conformal Killing fields on the null boundary f. This ex
amination will lead us to the result that the isometry group of 
an asymptotically flat space-time is necessarily a subgroup 
of the Poincare group. If, furthermore, the asymptotic Weyl 
curvature does not falloff "too rapidly" -i.e., if, for exam
ple, the Bondi mass associated with some cross section of f 
is nonzero-one obtains additional constraints on the per
missible isometries. (One might intuitively think of these 
constraints as follows: If a space-time is asymptotically fiat 
but nonflat, it cannot admit Killing fields whose integral 
curves originate in the "interior" of the space-time and then 
go out "to infinity." A requirement such as the non vanishing 
of Bondi mass ensures that the space-time is nonflat.) 

Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries: The definition of 
asymptotic flatness, used in the rest of the paper, is given and 
the notions of conformal Killing transport and conformal 
Killing data are recalled. In Sec. 3 it is shown that if an 
asymptotically flat space-time admits a Killing field whose 
restriction to f is (the generator of) a BMS supertransla
tion, the Bondi-news function-and hence also the radiation 
field-must vanish everywhere on 'y, and the restriction of 
the Killing field to.Y is necessarily a BMS translation. The 
second of these results implies, in turn, that the isometry 
group of any asymptotically flat space-time is a subgroup of 
the Poincare group. In Sec. 4, a mild restriction is made on 
the class of space-times being considered: It is assumed that 
the asymptotic Weyl curvature does not fall off "too rapid
ly." (More precisely, it is assumed that the field K abcd n d 

-or, equivalently, at least one of I{/~, I{/~, I{/~, and I{/~ 
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-does not vanish identically on oF.) It is then shown that a 
space-time satisfying this condition cannot admit more than 
two Killing fields unless the space-time metric is that of 
Schwarzschild's at least in a neighborhood of oF. Further
more, if such a space-time does admit two Killing fields, it is 
shown that they commute and one (and only one) of them is 
a translation. Some implications of these results are dis
cussed in Sec. 5. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Asymptotic flatness 

'" Consider a smooth (that is Coo ) manifold M (without 
boundary) equ,Wped with a smooth metric gab of signature 
(- + + +). (M,gab) represents a possible space-time in 
general relativity. 

"'-
Definition 1: ( M ,g ab) will be said to be asymptotically 

flat at null infinity if there exists a smooth manifold M with 
boundary oF (=aM) equipped with a smooth (nondegener-

'" ate) metric gab together with a diffeomorphism 1[/ from M 
onto (M-f) satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) there exists a smootbJunction [J on M such that 
1[/ .(g ab) = 1[/ .([J2) gab on M, [J=O, and Va[J*O on oF; 

(ii) t~re exists a neighborhood JV of oF in M such that 
in JVnl[/(M) , gab satisfies the vacuum Einstein's equation; 
and 

(iii) If [J is so chosen that va Va !1j y=O [where V is 
the derivative operator on (M,g ab) 1, the vector field n a 

: = gab Vb [J is complete on oF and the space Y of orbits of 
n al y is diffeomorphic to §2 (where the differential structure 
on Y is the one induced by that on f). 

Throughout this paper we shall restrict ourselves to 
space-times satisfying the conditions of this definition. Con
ditions (i) and (ii) are the familiar ones while (iii) ensures that 
oF is topologically §2 X R and that its generators are com
plete. An asymptotically weakly simple space-time (in the 
sense ofPenrose2

) satisfies this definition provided the gener
ators of oF are complete while an asymptotically 
Minkowskian space-time (in the sense of Geroch3

) satisfies 
the definition provided it is asymptotically empty. [It was 
recently realized4 that even in an asymptotically simple 
space-time, the generators need not be complete. Hence the 
condition (iii) has been introduced explicitly in the above 
definition. The restriction to asymptotically empty space
times, on the other hand, has been made only for simplicity; 
we do expect that the present analysis will not be substantial
ly altered if condition (ii) were weakened to allow, for exam
ple, zero rest mass fields near oF.] Note that, in the above 
d~finition, no restriction is made on null geodesics in 
(M,gab); in this sense, the notion of asymptotic flatness used 
in this paper is substantially weaker than that expressed in 
the definition of asymptotic simplicity. Finally, we do not 
require the existence of both oF + and oF -; it suffices that at 
least one of them exists. 

Since most of the standard results about null infinity do 
not refer to the condition on null geodesics in the definition 
of asymptotic simplicity, they continue to be valid for 
space-times satisfying our definition. [Note that, although 
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in the asymptotically simple case the result that oF is topo
logically §2 X R depends on this condition, it now follows 
directly from condition (iii).] In particular, we have the fol
lowing. The vector field na is null on oF; oF is a null3-surface. 
The Weyl tensor C abed of (M,gab) vanishes on oF and fur
thermore the tensor field K abed = [J-! C abed is smooth on oF. 
Finally, given a space-time which satisfies the first two con
ditions of the definition, one can always choose a conformal 
factor [J satisfying VaVa[Jly=O and the two conditions. 
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that such a choice has 
been made for [J. Using condition (ii), it is easy to check that, 
with this choice, the following equations hold: 

Va '\h[JlF =Va n blF=O, 
lim[J-! nan a =0, 
--+.F 

S abn blF=kn alF, 

(1) 

whereS ab =R ab -~Rg ab' Rab being the Ricci tensor,s and 

where k is a scalar field. We shall use Eq. ( 1 ) several times in 
Secs. 3 and 4. Next, given a conformal factor [J which satis
fiesVa Va [JI y = ° , [J' = w[J also satisfies ( the conditions in 
Definition 1 and) V,a V' a[J'1 y = ° if and only if w is a 
smooth, nowhere vanishing function on M with.if nW =0 
on f. This rescaling represents the restricted conformal 
freedom available. If [J' =w[J, then n'a =w-!n a on oF. Since 
.if n W = 0, na is complete if and only if n'a is complete. Thus, 
condition ( iii) is satisfied by a conformal factor [J with 
Va Vanl y=O ifand only ifit is satisfied by all such confor
mal factors. Finally, the tensor field S ab cd IF: = h ab n c n d IF 
on f, where h ob is the pullback to oF of the metric g ab on 
M, is conformally invariant; it is a part of the universal struc
ture of oF. Using this fact and the Schmidt-Walker-Som
mers6 characterization ofthe BMS group, it follows that the 
group of asymptotic symmetries of the class of space-times 
being considered is the BMS group. This fact will be used 
crucially in Sec. 2. 

B. Conformal Killing fields on (MOsJ 
Let sa denote a conformal Killing field on (M,gab) , i.e., 

a vector field satisfying .if $ab = 2ipgab' Set Fab = V [as bland 
ka = Va¢J· Then, it is straightforward to show that given any 
curve in M, with tangent vector {;'I, one has 

t a Va 5 b = t a F ab + ¢J t b' 

taVaF be =!;a R mabe5 m +2k rtt e l' 

(2) 

taVa k b = -!t a5 mVm S ab 
-¢JS ab!;a -S"" (aF b l""t a 

where, as before, S ab =R ab -+Rg ab . These equations en-

able one to "transport" the quadruplet ( 5 a ,Fub, ¢J, ka ) 
from a given point of the curve to any other point. Hence, it 
follows that the quadruplet, (5 a , F ab ' ¢J, k a )p, evaluated 
at any point p olM suffices to characterize the conformal 
Killing field 50 completely: If the quadruplet vanishes at p, 
50 must vanish everywhere on M.7 The quadruplet will 
therefore be referred to as the conformal Killing data of 50 
at p, relative to g ab • 
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3. GENERAL ASYMPTOTICALLY FLAT 
SPACE-TIMES 

'" Fix a space-time (M,g ab) which is asymptotically 
flat at null infinity in the sense of definition 1. Denote by 
( M ,g ab) a conformal completion and by of the boundary 
of M. (As remarked in Sec. 2, we assume that the conformal 
factor fl satisfies \7a\7afll,;r=O.) The purpose of this sec-

'" tion is to show that the isometry group of ( M ,g ab) is a 
subgroup of the Poincare group. However, to obtain this 
resul~ first we need to prove several facts about Killing fields 
on (M,g ab)' 

Let ~ denote a Killing field on ( M ,g ab) . Then, we 
have the following: 

'" ~ 
Lemma 1.1: ta admits a smooth extension sa to M ( on 

M,s a =s a ). S a is a conformal Killing field on M whose 
restriction to of is a generator of the BMS group. 8 

Our purpose now is to show that the mapping defined 
'" by Lemma 1.1 from the isometry group of( M,g ab) into the 

BMS group is one to one and that the image of the isometry 
group under this mapping is always contained in a Poincare 
subgroup of the BMS group. 

Recall, first, that since sa is a conformal Killing field on 
( M ,g ab ), it is completely characterized by its data at any 
point on M. In particular, one can examine the data at a 
point of of. It turns out that since sa is not only a conformal 

/'. 

Killing field on (M,gab) but also a Killing field on (M,g ab)' 
this data is constrained: 

Lemma 1.2: The conformal Killing data of sa at any 
point of of is tangential to of. That is, San a I ,;r = 0 , 
F abn bL,r=O, and k an al,;r=O where, as before, 

F ab =\7[aS b l' k a =!( \7a \7bS b )=0, and n a =\7afl. 

Proof Since 2" tg ab =0, '" 
2" sg ab =2{fl-1 2" sfl)g ab =2cpg ab everywhere on M, 
where cp = 1 \7 a sa. Since bothgab and sa are smooth on M, it 
follows that cp is smooth on M. Hence, on f, 
2" sfl=s mn m must vanish. Next consider k a =\7acp. On 
M, flk a = ( \7 an b)5 b + n b F ab . Since k a is smooth on of, 
and sincefl is so chosen that \7an bl,;r=O [Eq. (1)], we have 
F abn blF=O. Finally, consider n aka' On 1\1, 
naka=fl- I

{ na\7anb)5b=Hsa\7ay+fl-1y( sana)]' 
where r=fl- I nan a . Recall, however, from Eq. (1) that on 
of, y=O, and hence \7aY is proportional to na' Consequent
ly,nakaly=O. D 

Remarks: (i) Note that the notion of conformal Killing 
data is itself not conformally invariant: In defining Fab, cp and 
ka we have used a derivative operator and hence a preferred 
metric in the conformal class of metrics available. Therefore, 
the statement that the conformal Killing data of sa (at a 
point of f) are tangential to of is true only in certain con
formal frames. In particular, if the conformal factor were 
chosen such that \7a\7 flL,r:;i:O, this statement need not have 
been true. 

( ii ) Consider the vector space Vp of data 
( S a ,F ab ,cp, k a )p , at any point p on f, satisfying 
sa n a~ =0, F abn blp =0, and k an alp =0. Vp is precisely 
ten dimensional. This reflects the fact that the maximum 
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number of ( independent) Killing fields that ( M ,g ab ) can 
admit is ten. 

Using the result of Lemma (1.2) and the conformal 
Killing transport equations (Sec. 2 B), it is easy to show the 
following: 

Lemma 1.3: Consider the restriction saL,r of sa tof. If 
s~ vanishes in an open set within of, Sa must vanish every
where. Hence, in particular, the mapping of Lemma 1.1 from 
the space of Killing fields into the space of generators of the 
BMS group is one to one. 

Consider, next, the case when S a L,r is the generator of a 
supertranslation. Then, saL,r=an a, where 2" na=O. 
( That is, a is a pullback to f of a smooth scalar field on the 
space Y of generators. ) Hence, 
F abL,r=\7[aS b lL,r=n [b D a laL,r where D aaL,r is the pull
back to of of the gradient of a on Y. Next, since 
2"ns aL,r=( n b\7bS a -Sb\7bn a)L,r 

=n b\7bs aL,r=cpn,,;r, and 2"n{ an a )L,r=0, it follows 
that cpl,;r=O. Consequently, k aL,r=,B n aL,r for some scalar 
field,B. Using these facts, we can now establish the following 
result. 

Lemma 1.49
: Let s~ be the generator of a BMS super

translation. Then it is necessarily the generator of a BMS 
translation. Furthermore, na is a repeated principal null di
rection of the asymptotic conformal curvature tensor K abed, 
Kabednane a: n~d' and the Bondi-news function vanishes ev
erywhere on f. 

Proof First we shall show that if sa L,r is the generator 
of a BMS supertranslation, the radiation field must vanish 
on of, i.e., that K abedn an e h b m h d n =0 on f, where, as 
before, flK abed is the Weyl tensor on (M ,g ab ) and hab the 
pullback to f of the metric gab on M. (That is, h ab is the 
intrinsic, degenerate metric on of. Indices are raised and 
lowered using g ab') From Eq. (2) of the conformal Killing 
transport and the facts that the third piece cp of the conformal 
Killing data of sa vanishes on f and the fourth piece equals 
,Bn a ' it follows that, on of, ham h b n S r\7rS mn =0. Since, 

on M, \7[rS m In = -\7pC rmn P ,we have, on of, 
\7 [r S m In = -K rmnpn p. Hence, on of, 
ham h b n S r(K rmnpn p -4\7 mS rn )=0 . Finally, using 
\7a n b =0 andS abn b =kn a onf [Eq. (1)] andsa =an a 
on of, we have aK abed nan e h b m h d n = ° on of. Since by 
Lemma 1.3, a cannot vanish in any open set within f and 
since all fields under consideration are smooth, we have 
K abed n an e h b mh d n =0 on of (or, equivalently, in the 
Newman-Penrose1o notation, IJI~=O everywhere on f). 
This implies that na is a principal null direction of K abed; 
K abed nan e = V (b n d) for some vector field Va on of with 
Van aL,r=O. From now on we set K ab =K ambpn m n p . 

Next, we show that Va must be proportional to na on of 
(or, equivalently, IJI~ also vanishes onf). Note, first, that it 
follows from Bianchi identities on (M ,g ab) that 
\7 [aK be lde =0 on M. Next, since S a is a conformal Killing 
field on (M ,g ab)' 2" sC abed = 2" sfl -I K abed =0 on M. 
Hence, 2" sK abed = cpK abed' However, since S a IF is a su
pertranslation, cpl,;r = ° . Thus, 2" sK abed =0 on f and con-
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sequently n m V mK abed also vanishes on J. Using this fact 
and the equation V [mK ab led =0 on M, it follows that 
Kab=gnanb +n (aDbfl ,wheregisafunctiononJ,j.ton 
Y and D bj.t, the pullback of the gradient of j.t on Y. Next, 
using V[n!( ab]cd =0 on M, and n PVpK abed =0 onJ, it 
follows that h ab VaK be = 0 on f. Substituting 
gn an b + n (aD b fl for Kab it follows that j.t is constant on 
Y. HenceD a f.l=0 andK ab =gn an b onf. 

Next, we shall show that the Bondi-news function van-
ishes on f. Set P ab = ham h b n S mn . Using the relation be
tween the Riemann tensors of (M,gab) on J and (Y,hab), it 
follows that h ab P ab = 2f!i( , where 2f!i( is the scalar curvatuve 
of (Y,h ab) . Next, using the fact that 
h m h n n ,'\] S =0 on f, it follows that the covariant a c V r mn 
tensor field P ab on J is the pullback to J of a tensor field 
on Y which we also denote by P ab . Since 
V[aSble=-KabcpnP onfandsince 
K abcdn an e =gn bn d , one can show that D [aP b lc =0 on 
Y, where D is now the derivative operator on ( Y,h ab) . Let 
us now assume that we have a Bondi conformal frame. That 
is, let hab on Y be of constant scalar curvature. Then, since 
D [a P b lc = 0 and since h ab P ab = 2 f!i( on Y, it follows that 
P ab =1 2 f!i(h ab . Hence the Bondi-news function vanishes 
everywhere on J. (In Newman-Penrose notation, we have 
the following. Since 1Ji~ =0 , Bondi news is constant. 
P ab <X h ab implies that the constant is zero: R abm am b =0 
onJ.) 

Finally, we show that sal f is the generator of transla
tions. Fix a Bondi conformal frame. ( So, P ab = 1 2 f!i( h ab' ) 
Consider the conformal Killing transport equation for the 
second piece, Fab, of the conformal Killing data of sa [Eq. 
(2)]. Using the fact that Fab =n [bDala andka=/3na on 
f, one obtains, on Y, DaD ba =Ah ab , for some scalar field 
A. Thus, a is a scalar field whose gradient is a conformal 
Killing field on ( Y ,h ab ) where h ab is of constant curva
ture. (Thusa is a linear combination ofl=Oandl= 1 spheri
cal harmonics. ) Hence saLr = an aLr is the generator of a 
BMS translation. 0 

We are now ready to prove the main result ofthis 
section: 

Theorem 19: The isometry group of any asymptotically 
flat space-time is a subgroup of the Poincare group. 

.A 

Proof Let G denote the isometry group of ( M,g ab ) . 
Then, by Lemma 1.1, there exists a canonical mapping i from 
G into the BMS group B. By Lemma 1.3, i is an imbedding. 
Denote by N, the ( maximal) subgroup ofG which is sent by 
i into the supertranslation subgroup S ofB; i( N ) C S. Since i 
is an imbedding and since S is a normal subgroup ofB, N is a 
normal subgroup ofG. Consider GIN. Since BIS is isomor
phic to the Lorentz group L, it is clear that GIN is a sub
group ofL. Also, since B is the semidirect product ofS with 
L, G is a semidirect product of N and GIN. Finally, since 
GIN is a subgroup of L and since, by Lemma 1.4, i( N ) is a 
subgroup of the four-dimensional group T of translations, G 
is a subgroup of the semidirect product of T with L; i.e., of 
the Poincare group. 0 
4. CONSTRAINTS ON ISOMETRIES IMPOSED 
BY THE ASYMPTOTIC CURVATURE 

We now restrict ourselves to asymptotically flat space-
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-times for which K abedn d does not vanish identically on J. 
( The restriction, in the Newman-Penrose1o notation is that 
at least one of 1Ji~ , ~ , 1Ji~ , and 1Ji~ must fail to be identi
cally zero. ) The motivation behind this condition is that we 
now wish to focus on space-times which are asymptotically 
flat but whose curvature does not fall off so rapidly as to 
make them physically uninteresting as models of isolated 
systems. The condition K abedn dLr:;;60 is very mild; indeed, if 
it fails to hold, the Bondi mass associated with every cross 
section of J must, in particular, vanish. 

We shall first show that the nonvanishing of asymptotic 
curvature imposes severe restrictions on possible isometries 
in the physical space-time. Fix a point p of J at which 
K abcdn d fails to vanish. Since K abedn d is smooth on f, 
there exists a neighborhood Np (in f) of p such that 
K abedn d is nonzero in Np. We can now show the following 
result. 

Lemma 2.1: There exists a curvature scalar/on J and 
a Roint p' in N p such that, given any Killing field ta on 
(M,gab)' inNp ' smVmf= -6¢/ ,with/~.*O, where 
r/J = t( V mSm ) is the third piece of the conformal Killing 
data of Sa (with respect to gab ). ( Thus, at p', the confor
mal Killing data of sa are constrained. ) 

Proof We shall repeatedly use the following facts: 
.!/sKabed=r/JKabed onJ, .!/sna=-r/Jna onfand 
.!/ sg ab = 2r/J g ab on M. Consider the scalar K abKab . ( Recall 
that K ab =K ambpn m nP. ) It is easy to check that 
.!/ s< K abKab ) = - 6¢K abKab on J. Hence, if K abKab is 
nonzero at some point p' in Np' we can set/= K abKab. Let us 
now consider the case when K abKab vanishes everywhere in 
N p' Then it follows that h m a h n c K abcdn b n d must also vanish 
everywhere in N p' ( In the Newman-Penrose1o notation, 
K abKab = 21 cpo J2. ) Hence, in Np' K ab =n (aV b) for some vec
tor field v b with Van a = O. Again, it is easy to check that 
.!/ 5 ( v a va) = - 6r/J v a Va' Hence if the function v a V a is 
nonzero at any point p' in N p' we can setf= va Va' (In the 
Newman-Penrose notation, va V a is proportional to llJi~12 .) 
We next consider the case when v a va =0 in Np. Then there 
exists a scalar field gin Np such that va =gn a and 
K ab =gn an b' Again .!/ sg2= _6¢g2. Hence, if g does not 
vanish identically in N p' we can choose/=g2. If g=O in N p' 
then K ab = 0 in N p • We can then consider the scalar 
K abed K abep n d n p which satisfies the desired equation. If 
this scalar also vanishes everywhere in N p' 

K abed n d K abmp n p = jn en m for some scalar field j which 
can server as the required/unless it vanishes everywhere in 
N p' Proceeding in this manner, it is easy to check that a 
curvature scalar satisfying the conditions of the lemma must 
exist if K abedn d is not identically zero on f. (In the 
Newman-Penrose notation, we can set/=\ cpo J2 unless it 
vanishes everywhere in Np • Ifit does, 1Ji~ is gauge invariant 
and we can set/=\IJi~\2 and so on.) 

Since the curvature scalar of Lemma 2.1 is nonzero at 
p', it is nonzero in some neighborhood Np' of p'. In this neigh
borhood, r/J= _~(Smv mlogf). (Note that/can always be 

6 

chosen to be positive.) Hence, given any vector va with van a 
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=0 in N p" 

6v a k a~.=6v aVat/J~. 
= [-vatmVa Vmlogf 

-vaFa mVmlogf 
+~(tmVm 10gf)vnVnlogf]p" 

Thus, given any Killing field fa in (:M,g ab) , the first two 
pieces, ta~., F ab~' of the conformal Killing data (w.r.t.gab) 
at p', of its extension t a to M already determine the third 
piece t/Jlp' completely, and the fourtIwieceK al . up to a mul
tiple of n a ~.: for Killing fields on (M ,g ab) , the conformal 
Killing data at p' is further constrained by the presence off 
Hence, we now have a stronger version of Lemma 1.2: There 
is a natural imbedding of the vector space underlying the Lie 
algebra .!t' G of the isometry group G of ( :M,g ab ) into the 
seven-dimensional vector space Vp' of quadruplets 

(r,Fab,t/J,k a )p' atp' satisfyingtana~'=O, naFab~'=O, 

kana~.=o ,( Fab +Fba )~.=O, and t/Jl p'= -¥mV mlogflp' 

and 
6v a k a~' = - vat m V m Va logf ~. 

_va F':Vmlogflp' 
++(tmVmlogf)vrVrlogf Ip" 

This fact, together with the result that if t"Lr is the generator 
ofa BMS supertranslation, its data is necessarily of the form 
(ta=ana, Fab=n[lPa)a, t/J=O, ka=f3na)' leads one to the 
following consequence of the assumption Kabe,//d=l=O on f: 

Lemma 2.2: In the terminology of Theorem 1, the di
mension of the group GIN cannot exceed three. 

Next, we establish another direct consequence of the 
assumption that Kabc,//d does not vanish everywhere on f: 

Lemma 2.3: The dimension of the group N cannot ex
ceed one ( i.e., there exists at most one Killing field whose 
restriction to f is a generator of a BMS supertranslation ). 

"'-
Proof It suffices to show that (M,gab) does not admit 

two independent Killing fields ta and t,a such that restric
tions of t a and S'a to f are generators of BMS translations. 
Let us assume it does. Let talF=an a and S'alF=a'n a. 
Then, by Lemma 1.3, a and a' as well as a -a' cannot vanish 
in an open neighborhood, within f, of a point on f. Also, 
.!t' sK abed and .!t' sK abed must both vanish on f. Using the 
fact that Van b vanishes on f, one can now easily show that 
K abedn d must vanish everywhere on f. This contradicts the 
assumption. D 

As a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we 
have 

Theorem 2: If K abcdn d does not vanish identically on 
f, the dimension of the isometry group G ofthe given (phys-

"'-
ical) space-time (M,g ab) cannot exceed four. Further-
more, the dimension of the (normal) subgroup N ofG (whose 
action on f yields BMS supertranslations), cannot exceed 
one and that of GIN cannot exceed three. 

The rest of this section is devoted to the discussion of 
various possibilities. 
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Consider, first, the case when G is four-dimensional. 
Then, G contains one translation. Hence, the curvature sca
larJ(ofLemma2.1) now satisfiesn aVa J=O onf. That is, 
Jis now a pullback to f of a function on Y which we also 
denote by f Consider, now, the Lie algebra .!t' GIN' This is of 
dimension three. Next, there exists a natural imbedding of 
.!t' GIN into the six-dimensional Lie algebra of conformal 
Killing fields on (Y,h ab) (i.e., into the Lie algebra .!t'L of 
the Lorentz group L). Furthermore, every conformal Kill
ing field sa on ( Y,h ab) , induced by this imbedding satisfies 
.!t'sh ab = 2t/Jh ab where t/J = - ~(t m D m logf). It is easy to 

check from the definition ofJ(Lemma 2.1) that, under a 
conformal rescaling h ab ---+h' ab =w2h ab I---+J ' =w-'f and 
hence D m logf---+D' mlogf' = D m logf-6D mlogw. Hence 
by a suitable conformal transformation, we can always make 
ifJ vanish. II (Recall, from Sec. 2.1 that the restricted confor
mal freedom isg ab---+g'ab =w2g ab with w nonzero, smooth 
on M and satisfying .!t' n w IF = 0 ; WI.F can be the pullback of 
an arbitrary, nonzero, smooth function on Y.) Let us now 
assume that we have chosen such a conformal frame. Then, 
since .!t' 5 h ab = - +( t m D m logf)h ab on y, each of the 

three conformal Killing fields on ( Y,h ab) is, in fact, a 
Killing field on (Y,h ab)' Since three independent Killing 
fields cannot all be proportional everywhere on Y, their 
integral manifold is all of Y. Hence, the scalar curvature 2 §l 

of h ab is constant on Y. (That is, our chosen conformal 
frame has turned out to be a Bondi frame.) Consequently, 
.!t' GIN is isomorphic with the Lie algebra of the rotation 
group and .!t' G is isomorphic with the Lie algebra of Killing 
fields in the Schwarzschild space-time. 12 Recall, however)... 
that there exists a neighborhood ff ofM such that in ff nM, 
the metric gab satisfies Einstein's equation. Therefore, by 
Birkhoffs13 theorem, we have, under our assumption on 

K'abcdn d, 
Lemma 3.1: IfG is four dim~sional, gab is isometric to 

the Schwarzschild metric in ffnM. 

Next, consider the case when G is three dimensional. 
Using arguments similar to those which led us to Lemma 
3.1, it is easy to show that N is necessarily zero dimensional. 
Thus GIN is of dimension three ( G = GIN ). Recall, howev
er, that.!t' GIN is necessarily a sub-Lie algebra of the Lorentz 
Lie algebra .!t'L- Furthermore, every three-dimensional sub
Lie algebra of .!t'L except .!t'so( 3 ), itself admits a two-di
mensional sub-Lie algebra. Using this fact one can show that 
.!t' G must be isomorphic to .!t'SO( 3 ), and hence, by 
Birkhoffs theorem, gab is isometric with the Schwarzschild 
metric in a neighborhood of f. ( Let us suppose that .!t' G is 
not isomorphic to .!t'SO( 3 ). Consider a two-dimensional sub
Lie algebra of .!t' G' Fix, on f, an orbit of the action of this 
sub-Lie algebra, passing through a point at which the curva
ture scalar Jfails to vanish. This orbit is a 2-spherel4 cross 
section of f. By repeating the argument which led us to 
Lemma 3.1, we can choose a Bondi conformal frame in 
which the generators of the two-dimensional subalgebra 
tum out to be Killing fields on the 2-sphere cross section. 
This contradicts the assumption that the two fields are 
closed under commutation since the metric on the cross sec
tion is of constant curvature. ) 
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Thus one hasls
: 

Lemma 3.2: If Kabcdnd does not vanish identically on 
J, and ifG is of dimension three, the spac~time metric gab 

is Schwarzschildean in the intersection of M with a neigh
borhood of J in M. 

Next, consider the case when the dimension ofG is two. 
Then by an argument similar to the one used for Lemma 3.1, 
it follows that GIN cannot be two dimensional. Since by 
Theorem 2, N cannot be two dimensional, it follows that 
each of N and GIN must be of dimension one. Denote the 

/'. . 
two Killing fields on ( M,g ab ) by Sa and S' a (sa bemg the 
generator ofN ). Since N is necessarily a normal subgroup of 
G (Theorem 1 ), we must have [s,r ]0 =ASa on M, for 
some constant A. Since saL,- is the generator of a BMS trans

lation, we have, saL,-=anaL,-, and 'VaS bL,-=n [bD alaL,-. 
Hence,onJ, [s,r ]a=~'ana_l(rmDma)na=Aana. 
Since G contains one translation, the curvature scalar / is a 
pullback to J of a function/ on Y, which satisfies 
r m D ".f = - &fJ'f on J. The last two equations give 
rm D m (alj) = - 6A( alj) . If A:#O, since alj is smooth on 
Y and since Y is compact, this would imply alj=O on Y 
Consider a Bondi frame. Since a has zeros only in a set of 
measure zero (as a linear combination of 1=0 and 1= 1 
spherical harmonics) and since/does not vanish anywhere 
in some open set of Y ( the projection of Np ' into Y ), we 
have a contradiction. Therefore, the constant A should van
ish. Thus, one has, 

/'. 

Lemma 3.3 16
: If (M,g ab ) admits exactly two Killing 

fields, and if K abcdn d does not vanish everywhere on J, one 
( and only one) of the Killing fields is a translation and the 
two Killing fields must commute everywhere. 

/'. 

Finally, let us suppose that (M,g ab) does admit exact-
ly two Killing fields and that th~translation Killing field ga 
is timelike in the intersection ofM with a neighborhood of J 
in M. Then, on J, Sa =an a with a nowhere vanishing. 
Since, under a conformal rescaling 
g ab-+g'ab =m2g ab' a-.a' =m a, there exists a unique con
formal frame such that a= 1, i.e., Sa =n a on J. Further
more, as is well known, this is a Bondi frame. Since the two 
fieldssa andr a commute, we have [s ,r ]a =~' n a =O;~' 
must vanish in this Bondi frame. Thus, the projection of r a 

on Y is a rotational Killing field; GIN is isomorphic with 
SO(2). Hence one has: 

Lemma 3.4: If a stationary asymptotically flat 
space-time ( IM,g ab ) with the property that K abcdn d does 
not vanish identically on J admits another Killing field, it is 
either Schwarzschildean in a neighborhood of J, or GIN is 
isomorphic with SO( 2 ). 

Collecting the results of 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, one 
obtains: 

Theorem 3: Let K abcdn d not vanish on J identically. 
Then the dimension of the isometry group G of ( 1M ,g ab ) 
cannot exceed two unless it is Schwarzschildean in the inter-

/'. 

section of M with a neighborhood of J in M. If G is of 
dimension two, it is Abelian, N is one-dimensional and the 
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Bondi news vanishes identically on J. Furthermore,17 if the 
/'. 

generator of N is timelike in the intersection of M with a 
neighborhood of J, GIN is isomorphic with SO( 2 ). 

5. DISCUSSION 
A. Assumptions 

Throughout this analysis, we have assumed that the 
given space-time satisfies the following three asymptotic 
conditions: (i) generators of J are complete; (ii) Y is 
diffeomorphic to S2; and, (iii) the physical metricgaAsatisfies 
Einstein's vacuum equation in the intersection of M with a 
neighborhood of fin M. How sensitive is the dependence of 
our results on these assumptions? The first two assumptions 
were introduced to ensure that the group of asymptotic sym
metries is the BMS group. Thus, for example, without the 
first assumption, one cannot even formulate an universally 
applicable and unambiguous notion of supertranslations. 
Thus, essentially every result of this paper depends on the 
validity of these two assumptions. (A notable exception is 
the first part analysis of the constraints imposed by the pres
ence of asymptotic Weyl curvature on isometries. Thus, us
ing the notion of conformal Killing data, even in the absence 
of these two assumptions, one can show that, in the confor
mal frame in which f is divergence-free, the data must be 
tangential to f (Lemma 1.2), and that the presence of as
ymptotic curvature leads to the determination of the third 
piece, and the fourth piece up to a multiple of na. Thus, we 
can still show that the space-time cannot admit more than 
seven Killing fields. The subsequent analysis, however, does 
not go through since it refers to the BMS supertranslations.) 
The assumption about the vacuum Einstein equation, on the 
other hand, has not played such a crucial role in our analysis: 
In essence, it is used only to guarantee the existence oflimits 
to f of fields such as K abed' Hence, our analysis will pre
sumably continue to be valid without any major modifica
tion if the vacuum Einstein equation is replaced by the 
Einstein-Maxwell equation or if the matter sources are as
sumed to fall off aster than a suitable power of n. 

B. Corollaries 

Several of the "intuitively obvious" results about sym
metries of isolated systems in general relativity follow as im
mediate corollaries of Theorems 2 and 3 of Sec. 4. Let us 

/'. 

consider some examples. Fix a space-time (M,gab) which is 
asymptotically flat and whose asymptotic curvature 
K abedn d does not vanish identically on f. Then ( IM,g ab ) 

cannot be stationary in two distinct ways, i.e., with respect to 
two distinct Killing fields. ( This result is of relevance to 
quantum field theory in curved space-times, in the analysis 
of the uniqueness of the vacuum ~ate in asymptotically flat, 
nonflat space-times. ) Next, if ( M,g ab ) is to represent an 
isolated system emitting gravitational radiation, then it can 
admit at most one Killing field. Finally, suppose that the 

/'. 

matter sources are confined to a world tube. Then ( M,g ab ) 

cannot be axisymmetric about two distinct axes unless gab is 
isometric to the Schwarzschild metric, outside the world 
tube. 
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C. Applications to the analysis of exact 
solutions 

There exist several methods of generating new solutions 
of Einstein's vacuum equation with one or more Killing 
fields. It is often the case that, although using these tech
niques one can obtain new solutions with relative ease, one 
cannot associate a simple physical interpretation with these 
solutions. A major obstacle in this respect is that it is usually 
rather difficult to determine whether or not a given solution 
is asymptotically fiat. Results obtained in this paper might 
prove to be especially useful in this regard. For example, if a 
vacuum solution admits more than two Killing fields, and if 
it is not isometric with the Schwarzschild solution, one 
might regard it as unsuitable for representing isolated sys
tems in general relativity: Either its asymptotic curvature 
falls off too rapidly making its mass vanish identically on any 
cross section of f, or it is not asymptotically fiat. Similarly, 
if a (stationary) space-time admits exactly two Killing fields 
which fail to commute, it is again unsuitable for representing 
isolated bodies. Finally, a space-time admitting more than 
one Killing field cannot represent an isolated system emit
ting gravitational radiation. 18 

Note finally that the notion of asymptotic flatness at 
null infinity was initially introduced in order to describe 
gravitational radiation in general relativity and not for the 
express purpose of making an analysis of the isometries that 
such space-times can admit. The fact that this definition 
enables an essentially complete analysis of the isometries and 
that it furthermore leads us to the results about symmetries 
of isolated systems which are intuitively expected to hold, 
provides a strong independent support in favor of this 
definition. 

Note added in proof (1) In the proof of Lemma 1.4, we 
have often used the tensor field h "b with this index struc
ture. An implicit choice of a Bondi frame has been made in 
"raising the index of the pullback hab to f of gab·" 

( 2 ) If one is interested only in the Lie algebra of Killing 
fields-rather than the structure of isometry groups-one 
can drop the assumption on completeness of the generators 
of f. In this case, all results continue to be valid in their 
"infinitesimal form." 

( 3 ) For a nonvacuum, asymptotically flat space-time, 
the situation may be summarized as follows. If the stress 
energy Tab falls off to order four in the sense of Geroch, l 

most of the analysis goes through. (This falloff ensures that 
K abed is CZ on f and that one can impose Van b IF = 0.) In 
this case, Theorems 1 and 2 are still valid. It also follows that 
if a space-time admits four Killing fields, the radiation field 
must vanish on f. However, we do not have access to Birk
hoirs theorem. As a consequence, one cannot rule out the 
possibility that, in a neighborhood of infinity, the space-time 
admits exactly three Killing fields. Indeed, an explicit exam
ple of such a space-time is provided by the Vaidya solution: 
In this case the stress energy does fall off to order four, the 
space-time admits precisely three Killing fields, and, al
though there is no gravitational radiation, the Bondi news 
fails to vanish on f! For space-times with precisely two 
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Killing fields, on the other hand, previous results ( Lemma 
3.3) continue to be valid. 

We are grateful to Richard Hansen for pointing out the 
need for the clarification contained in ( 1 ) and to Jeffrey 
Winicour for discussions which led to ( 2 ) and ( 3 ). 
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Geometry of the roots of matrices with Onsager-Casimir 
symmetry 
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The condition under which a matrix with Onsager-Casimir symmetry describing the coupling between m 
variables that are even (odd) under time reversal and I variable that is odd (even) has a pair of complex 
eigenvalues are analyzed, both graphically as well as algebraically. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of the maximum number of complex ei
genvalues of matrices with Onsager-Casimir symmetry has 
been studied by Lekkerkerker and Laidlaw,I.2 McLennan/ 
and Grmela and Iscoe.4 Using the Onsager-Casimir symme
try relations it has been shown that the maximum number of 
complex roots of a hydrodynamic matrix describing the cou
pling between n variables that are even under time reversal 
and m variables that are odd is 2n or 2m, whichever is small
er. In addition Lekkerkerker and Van 00st5 have shown that 
in the dissipation-free limit there are 2n or 2m (whichever is 
smaller) purely imaginary roots and In-ml roots that are zero. 

Further in the purely dissipative limit the hydrodynam
ic matrix is Hermitian and has only real roots. Knowing the 
limit situations (dissipation-free limit and purely dissipative 
limit) there remains the problem to determine the threshold 
conditions at which a pair of complex roots changes into real 
roots. In this paper we treat this problem for the simplest 
case, i.e., that of m even (odd) variables coupled to I odd 
(even) variable. In Sec. II we present a graphical analysis of 
this problem and in Sec. III we give an algebraic treatment. 

II. GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS 

The analysis presented in this section is closely related 
to the graphical determination of the changes of the eigen
values caused by adding a single state to the Hamiltonian 
matrix in quantum mechanics. 6 It can be shown I that the 

~-~-~---

hydrodynamic matrix describing the coupling of m variables 
that are even (odd) under time reversal and 1 variable that is 
odd (even) without loss of generality can be written in the 
form 

al 0---- --------0 b l 

0 a2------------O b 2 
I I "'... I I 

I I 
, , 

M= I 
, 

I 
I 

, , , 
I , , , , 

I 
, 

"- I I 
0 O-----------':.a'm 8m 

-b l • -b 2 • - - - - - -- -- -b m • C 

(1) 

where ai, a2· .. am and c are real and if we assume the system to 
be stable they are in addition positive. The eigenvalue 
equation 

MV="tV 
can be written as 

m 

(2) 

(3) 

- L b;Vj+(c-"t) V m+l=O. (4) 
j=l 

Substituting the values of Vj that follow from (3) in (4) 
gives the equation 

~-. 

j. 
=------........ ~ j 

I".. 

I I 
I 

II 
I 

i I 
I 
I 
I 

. I 

.. ~, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~ ' I • I 
.. I " ....... ~, 

i '" I ".. 

: ~ 
'L ~ : 
-~ ~--~.~-L 

FIG. I Graphical determination of values of c for which M has complex eigenvalues. In this example a, = 2, a, = 32, a, = 65, a. = 100,1 b, 1= I, 1 b,l = 3,1 b, 1 = 2, 
1 b.I=4. One obtains c"'= -.51, c(2) = 3.46, 'c'l)=25.70, c'4l=37.65, c"'= 60. 87,c(6) =68.79 c"'=92.28, c'''= 108.24. 
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( 

FIG. 2. Gersgorin's disks for the example treated in Sec. II (See caption Fig. I). 

m ~ .12 

L _1_= (C -/1) 
j=iA-aj 

(5) 

which is equivalent to the characteristic equation 

1..1. I-MI =0. 

In Fig. 1 the heavy curves represent the function 

g(A)=I~ 
j=i A-a j 

for the example noted and the light lines represent the lines 
J(A)=c-A for values of c such thatJ(A) is tangent tog(A).1t 
is clear that for values of c situated in the union of open 
intervals]c(2k-i), C(2k)[ (k=1,. .. ,4), J(A)intersectsg(A) 
only three times [or in the general case (m -1) times]. Thus 
for values of c situated in these intervals there are (m - 1) real 
roots and two complex roots whereas for all other c values 
there are (m + 1) real roots. 

III. ALGEBRAIC ANALYSIS 

In addition to a graphical analysis of the problem it is 
worthwhile to have an algebraic method at one's disposal to 
determine the values of the parameters for which the matrix 
M given by (1) has two complex eigenvalues. Using 
Gersgorin's theorem7 it is possible to write down sufficient 
(but not necessary) conditions for which M has no complex 
eigenvalues. From the graphical analysis presented in the 
previous section it follows that the union of the m 

I 
I , 

~rrr ~ar 

i 
I 
I 

cPT 

I 
I 

~T 

I 
I 

~: 

Gersgorin's disk 

Iz-ajl<lbjl (j=1,2, ... , m) contains at least m-

1 real eigenvalues if the Gersgorin disk 

m 

Iz-cl<L Ibjl 
j=i 

has no points in common with this union. Of the remaining 
two roots one is located in the isolated Gersgorin disk 

Iz-cl<Ilbjl 
j=i 

and the other in the union of the remaining disks. This means 
that these roots are real since complex roots would appear in 
the same Gersgorin disk. Thus a sufficient condition for the 
absence of complex eigenvalues is 

m 

Ic-ajl>lbjl+L Ibjl, j=l, ... ,m. (6) 
j=1 

This condition is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the same example as 
was treated in Sec. II. 

Since the characteristic polynomial of M is real and has 
at most two complex roots it appears logical to try to estab
lish an extension of the relation .a =A ? - 4A '2 < 0 which 
indicates that the real second degree polynomialp2(A) =..1. 2 

+ A' IA + A' 2 has complex eigenvalues. Indeed it is possible to 
obtain such a generalization using determinant sequences.8 

, 
I 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~. 

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of the behavior of <:1 (5.5) for the example of Sec. II. The values of e'k) for k = 1 •... 8 are the same as in Fig. 1. 
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Consider the nth degree polynomial 

j(A) = (A )-i dp n(A) 
Pn dA 

=An+AI An-I+···+A n , 

A"I A"z A" n 0 
1 A'I A 'n-I A' 
o A"I A" 
I I I 
I I I 

" 

I 

'{ 
! 

4) 

(7) 
I 

n 
n 

FIG. 4. Graphical determination 
of the values of e for which a hy
drodynamic matrix with a two
fold degenerate root has complex 
eigenvalues. In this example 
a,=a,=a,=4, a.=40, Ib,l= I, 
I b, 1= I b,I=2, I b.I=3. One ob
tains c' "= -2.23, c'''=9.73, 
c' 3J = 34.27, and el4l =46.23. 

where P n (A) is the characteristic polynomial of M. Let the 
coefficients ofj(A) be written in the formA k=A 'k+iA N k 
where A 'k and A "k are real. Let A(n,k) (k = 1,···,n) denote 
the maxtrix formed from the first (2k -1) elements in the 
first (2k - 1) rows of the matrix. 

0 
0 
0 
I (8) 

I I 1 
0----- 0 

A'I - - - - - - - - - - A'n 
AI/I A"z --- A"n 

Further let J1(n,k) denote the determinant of the matrix 
A(n,k). It is possible to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem I: Let P n (A ) be a real polynomial with at most 
two complex roots. Then P n (A ) has (n -I) distinct roots iff 
J1 (n,n)=···=J1 (n,n-l+ 1)=0 andJ1 (n,n-I)=#O. Further 
two of these are complex iff sign J1 (n,n -I) = sign 
( - 1) n -I + I . (The proof of this theorem is given in the 
Appendix.) 

Let us apply Theorem I to the example analyzed in Sec. 
II. The behavior of J1 (5,5) is schematically illustrated in Fig. 
3. As a further illustration of the application of Theorem I, 
we consider a hydrodynamic matrix with a twofold degener-

" " 

'ate root. In Fig. 4 we first give a graphical analysis of such a 
case. For e values situated in the open intervals ]e( I ), c( Z) [ and 
] e( 3), e( 4) [ there are complex eigenvalues. 

The determinant J1 (5,5) for the example considered is 
zero for all real e and the behavior of J1 (5,4) is schematically 
illustrated in Fig. 5. 

We hope that the simple examples treated here suffi
ciently demonstrate the usefulness of theorem I. An exten
sion of theorem I to deal with the general case of n variables 
that are even under time reversal coupled to m variables that 
are odd would be desirable but so far we have not been able to 
find such an extension. 

" / " / , / " ".-----....... / , /"', / 
'\ ,/' " / 

'/' \ / ----------t .... - .... ...-1 f, Ir 
I ----- I .... .,/ I 
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I : 
I I 

~ I 

I 

~4) 

FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of 
the behavior of.:1 (5,4) for the ex
ample given in Fig. 4. The values 
of e'l), e"', e'" are the same as in 
Fig. 4. 
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APPENDIX 

Let the real polynomial 
P n(A )=,.1 n +A '1,.1 n-I ••• + A'n be written in the form 

P n(A)= IT (A -a Jm, (Al) 
i=1 

where the roots are ordered such that the first) roots have 
multiplicity higher than one. 

Lemma 1: If P n (A ) has n - 1 different roots then 
.d (n,n)=.d (n,n -I)=··.=.d (n,n -s+ 1)=0. 

Proof Consider the real functions rand K of the integer 
i j for);;d 

~ i, [h . . (m k 2 + i k - i k I) t 
rU)= L ···I l1a~'-I'-1 -. . - j'io 

i
j 

__ 1=0 io=O k=1 lk-1k_1 

(n-io)A'i
o 

where A 'io=O for io>n and A '0= 1. 

After some algebra we find that 

P n(A) 

and 

Further one can show that for any k>O 

r(r+k + 1) 

and 

d(m j -2) 

(mj-2)! dA (mj-2) 

X (A k. P n (A ) ) I 
rr{::I(A-a Jm,-I A=a

j 

K(r+k) 

From the last two relations it is clear that 

r(r+k + 1)=0, for k,>O, 

K(r+k)=O, for k>O. 

(A2) 

(A.3) 

If P n (A) has n -s different roots, we use relation (A.2) and 
(A.3) to construct a linear combination of the columns of 
the matrices A(n,n),.··, A(n,n-s+ 1), which is zero. 

Lemma 2: Let a i be a root of P n (A ) with multiplicity 
m i and let.d (n - g,n - g) denote the determinant associated 
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with the polynomial 

P n(A )/(,.1 -a i~' for g<.m i 
then 

.d (n,n -g+ 1) 

( 
1 d (g) 1)2 =-g ---(Pn(A» ·.d(n-g,n-g).(A.4) 

g! dA (g) h a, 

Proof Let Sand T be 2(n - g + 1) - 1 dimensional up
per triangular square matrices 

-a i 

o 
1_ 

0------------- 0 
-a i 0- - - - - - - - -0 
g., -a 0- - - - - --0 

.... ............ l................. I 
..... .......... I 

--- I 
, I 

, I 
"::'a i 

and T=(t h.k) with t h.k =0 if h > k. 

For h <.k 

_(g-h +k) k-h 
t n,k - k _ h ·a i ' 

and 

l<.k<.2n-2g 

o 
1 

(AS) 

( 
2n-g-h ) t = ·a2n-2g+1-h ifk=2n-2g+1 

n,k 2n-2g+ I-h I' . 
(A6) 

The matrix S·A(n,n -g+ 1). T has the form 

[ 
I 1 A(n-g,n-g) I 0 

S·A(n,n-g+l).T= -------- -+_. , 
X ~ B 

where 0 is a (2n-2g-I)X2 dimensional zeroblock 

1 d (g) P n (A ) I 
g! dA (g) A = a , 

o 

B= 

x 
g d (g) P n (A ) I 
g! dA (g) h a, 

Taking into account that det(S) =det(T) = 1 it follows that 

det(S·A(n,n-g+ l).T) 

=.d (n,n-g+ 1)=.1 (n-g,n-g)·detB 

( 
1 d (g)p (A) I )2 =_g_ n . .1 (n-g,n-g) 
g! dA (g) A =a, 

which was to be proved. o 
Lemma 3: If P n (A) has n -s different roots and we 

denote by A(n - m k ,n - m k) the matrix of the polynomial 

[P n(A }A:A-a k) ]m k' 
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where a k is a m k - fold degenerate root of P n (A. ) then, 

.:i (n,n -s) 

= -m k.:i (n-m k,n-s-l) 

( 
d ( Pn(A.) )1 )2 

X dA. "'=1(..1 -a;)m,-I A=a •. 

Proof The proof follows the same lines as that of 
Lemma 2. We introduce the matrices Sn -s and Tn -s formed 
from the last 2(n -s)-1 elements from the last 2(n -s)-1 
rows of Sand T as defined by (AS) and (A6). 

Then 

S .A( _ ).T =(A(n-m k,n-s-l) 
n-s n,n s n-s X 

where C consists of the last two elements of the first 
2(n-s)-3 rows of A(n-m k,n-s). 

~), 

From Lemma 1 it follows that .:i(n -m k,n-s) =0. 
Using the structure of the matrices A(n,k ) for 1 <k<n, this 
relation implies that there exists linear combinations of the 
columns ofSn_sA(n,n -s) Tn- s which transform C into a 
zeroblock. Let B' be the result of this transformation applied 
to B, then 

det(B')=-mk(~( Pn(A.) )1 )2. 
dA. "'=1(..1 -a;)m,-I A=a. 

which leads to the relation that we had to prove. 0 
Lemma 4: If P n (A. ) has n -s different roots and 

A(n -s,n -s) denotes the matrices associated to the 
polynomial 

then 

r 

.:i (n,n -s)= II m ; . .:i (n -s,n -s). 
;=1 

(A7) 

Proof: Consider first the case that P n (A. ) has one degen
erate root a 1 with multiplicity m 1 and thus s=ml-l. Using 
Lemma 2 and the relation 

P n (A.) 1 

(A. -aY A=a, 

=~ d(k)p n(A.) 1 

k! dA. k A=a,' 

for O<k<m i> where m; is the multiplicity of the root a; of 
P n(A.), we obtain (A7) for s=ml-l. Let us now assume 
that (A7) is valid for any polynomial with at mostj-l de
generate roots 

This implies that 

.:i (n -ml,n-s-l)=mz···m r.:i (n-s-l,n-s-l), 
(A8) 

where.:i (n -ml>n -s-l) is the determinant associated with 
the polynomial 

Pn(A.)/(A. -a;)m, 
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and.:i (n -s-l,n -s-l) is associated with 

P n(A. )/(..1 _al)m, "1=2 (A. -a ;)m,-I. 

Then 

.:i (n,n -s) 

=-m{~ ("I=I(~~~~)m'-I)IA=aY 
. .:i (n-ml,n-s-l) (Lemma 3) 

= -m{d~ ("I=I(~ ~~);)m'-I) IA =aY 

·mz .. ·m r.:i (n -s-l,n -s-l) 

r 

= II m;.:i (n-s,n-s) (Lemma 2). 
;=1 

(A9) 

o 

Proof of Theorem I: We first prove the theorem for the 
case that I=Oby induction on n, the degree of the polynomi
al P n (A. ). For n = 2, the proof is trivial since 
.:i(2,2)=AI'z-4Az'. Let us assume that the theorem is valid 
for any real (n -1)th degree polynomial with a maximum of 
two complex roots. From Lemma 1 it follows that 

.:i(n,n)=_(dpn(A.) 1 )2 .:i(n-l,n-l), (AlO) 
dA. A =X 

where x is any root of P n (A. ) and .:i (n - 1 ,n - 1) the determi
nant associated top n(A. )/(..1 -x). From (A7) it follows that 
.:i (n,n)=I= ° iff 

dp n(A.) 1 

dA. A =X 

=1=0 

and.:i (n - 1 ,n -1 )=1=0, which is equivalent to say that P n (A. ) 
has n different roots. 

If moreover we assumed that x is real (which is always 
possible for n;;;'3) it follows from (A7) that.:i (n,n) and 
.:i (n - 1 ,n - 1) have opposite signs, and since P n has complex 
roots iffp n(A. )/(..1 -x) has complex rqots, the theorem is 
proved for 1 =0. 

We now consider the case that 1 =1=0. 

Let us first assume that P n (A. ) has (n -I) distinct roots. 
From Lemma 1 it follows then that 

.:i (n,n) = ... .:i (n,n -I + 1) = 0. Further the (n -l)th de
gree polynomial 

P n (A. )/ll (A. - a ;) m , - 1 

;=1 

has (n -I) distinct roots and thus statisfies the conditions of 
the first part of the proof. This means that.:i (n -I ,n -I )=1=0 
and sign.:i (n -I ,n -/)=sign (_1)n-1 + 1 iff 

Pn(A.Yll(A. -a;)m,-I 
;=1 

has complex roots. Using Lemma 4 the above means that 
.:i (n,n -/)=I=Oandsign.:i (n,n -l)=sign( _1)n-1 + liffp n(A.) 
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has complex roots. Finally we still have to show that if 
..:1 (n,n)=···..:1 (n,n-I + 1)=0 and..:1 (n,n-/)+<> thatp n(li) 
has (n-/) distinct roots. Indeed if the number of distinct roots 
of p n (-i) is different from (n -I), this leads immediately to 
contradictions. 0 

IH.N.W. Lekkerkerker and W.G. Laidlaw, Phys. Rev. A 5,1604 (\972). 
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Fibre bundle analysis of topological charges in 
spontaneously broken gauge theories 
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We study the topological properties of spontaneously broken gauge theories in the context of fibre bundle 
theory. In particular. we discuss the conditions under which the topological charges of gauge and Higgs 
fields are the same. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the present paper is to study topological 
properties of spontaneously broken gauge theories, 
giving an explicit geometrical description in terms of 
connections and cross sections in a principal and as
sociated fibre bundles. 

As it was noted by POpOV,l this approach not only 
enables one to" calculate" but renders calculations more 
transparent. 

In Sec. II we study the simple case of an Abelian 
Higgs theory in d = 2 (Euclidean) dimensions and show 
how the geometrical interpretation leads naturally to 
the identification of the topological charges of both 
gauge fields and Higgs field. 

The discussion of the general case is done in Sec. 
III: for a compact Lie group G, conditions under which 
a single K -uple of integers labels the topological 
charges of gauge and Higgs fields are obtained. These 
conditions, already obtained by Wo02 for the case d = 4 
(Euclidean) dimenSions, using rather different techni
ques, arises in a transparent manner in the context of 
the fibre bundle theory. Several examples are discus
sed at the end of this section. 

II. THE ABELIAN CASE 

We will consider in this section the Abelian Higgs 
model: an Abelian gauge field A" coupled to a complex 
scalar field ¢, with dynamics determined by the La
grangian density 

L = - iF"v?'v + (a" + iA,,)¢* ((1" - iA,,)¢ -U(¢), (2.1) 

where 

(2.2) 

and 

(2.3) 

This Lagrangian density is invariant under the local 

alLaboratoire associe au Centre National de Ia Recherche 
Scientifique. Postal address: Bat. 211, Universite de Paris 
XI, 91405 Orsay, France. 

b) Financially supported by CONICET, Argentina. 

gauge transformations generated by the group G =U(l); 
we are interested in the case 112 ~. 0, that is, when the 
symmetry is spontaneously broken. It was noted by 
Nielsen and Olesen3 that this model allows for vortex 
solutions-static, cylindrically symmetric field con
figurations of finite energy per unit length. The 
Nielsen-Olesen solution depends only on two variables. 
Then, the vortex field can be considered as a pseudo
particle configuration (with finite action) in the 
Euclidean version of the two-dimensional theory. If 
the action is to be finite, then, at Euclidean infinity 
(that is, on the sphere S~) 

)~lllF"v = 0, 

lim (a" - iA,,)¢ = 0, 
r-~ 

H.wLI(¢) = 0, 

where y2 =xi + x~. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

These conditions can be interpreted geometrically 
in terms of the theory of fibre bundles. To this end, we 
consider S~ as the base space of a principal fibre bun
dle P(S~, U (1)) with structure group U (1). If we call 
] the associated vector bundle with fibre U:-the group 
U(l) acts on the left on er by usual multiplication-then 
the scalar field ¢ can be considered as a global cross 
section on] 4. 

Because ¢ * ° on S~ [from Eq. (2.3) and condition 
(2.6) 1 ] is trivial and so is P. 

The one form A" d>..-iL defines a connection on P. We 
can then consider on] the covariant derivative D in
duced by the connection [its explicit expression is 
(a" -iA,,)). 

Let y be a given curve in S~ from X o to x. If 
(x 0, g) E P Xo and (x 0, v) E] Xo [J xo(P xo) is the fibre of 
] (P) over x 0], we will call (x, TyJ[) E P x the parallel 
displacement of (x 0, g) along Y, given by the connection 
A" dx", and (x, 1\1') E] x the parallel displacement of 
(x, v) along Y given by Dc Since D is induced by the 
connection, 

and 

Lemma: for any curve y' in S~ from Xo to x, T;J[ 
= Tyg'f/ gEU(l) and f;v=Tyv'f/ VEer. 

(2.7) 
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Proof: From Eq. (2.5), ¢(x) = Ty¢(xo); then for any 
gELJ(1) 

(2.8) 

But Eq. (2.5) also implies that ¢(x) = f;¢(xo). Hence, 
¢(x) = (T;g) ¢(xo)/g. Since ¢(xo) * 0, it follows Tyg= l;g. 
Now, from (2.7) it is evident that 1'y l) = 1';1'. That is, 
the parallel displacement from x 0 to x is independent 
of the particular choice of } in S~, 

Hence, if we fix a point Xu c=: S~, the given connection 
A", d.\J1. can be identified with a well-defined mapping 

A:S~-U(I), 

A(x) = Ty(I), 
(2.9) 

where I is the identity of U(I) and r is any curve from 
Xo to x in S~. We note that the explicit form of A(x) 
reads 

..4 (x) = exp(i (A/.Ldx"). , xo 
Taking g=I in Eq. (2.7), we have 

(2.10) 

Now, condition (2.6) shows that ¢ defines a mapping 
¢:S~-Sl. Because LJ(l)=Sl, A can be also considered 
as a mappingA:S~-Sl. Then, relation (2.10) implies 
that cp and A belong to the Same class in fI(S') =Z. 
Hence, the same integer chavacterizes tOj)ologicalZ:v 
the gauge field A", (lnd the scalar field cp. 

This integer, the topological charge" Ii" is related 
to the quantization of the magnetic flux of the vortex. 
In terms of the gauge field Ii" it is given by the expres
sion 

11=-2
1 f lA"d.\J1. 1T s~ 

that, according to Stokes theorem, can be written as 

n = ~1T f JR2 F"vdx'" /\ dx". 

Our derivation of the topological equivalence between 
Higgs and gauge fields can be understood intuitively 
as follows: The principal fibre bundle P can be visual
ized as a torus (A) (see Fig. 1). Then the topological 
charge, associated with the gauge field counts the num-

~
'/fJ 

\ " 

~/ t ~ 
{d: .. ' 

Ci 
FIG. 1. We represent at the bottom the base space s!o of the 
principal fiber bundle P (torus A). Taking on each fibre C of 
the vector bundle] the circles I Z 1= ao. we obtain another 
torus (B). 
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ber of times that the curve}' joining the points (x,A(x)) 
in P winds around the torus. On the other hand, we can 
take on each fibre <C of the vector bundle] the circle 
I z 1= (lo(ao= (J-l2/2Xl' /2), that is, all the possible values 
of (jJ on S~. We thus obtain another torus (B) and we can 
take on it the curve T joining the points (x, ¢(x)). The 
topological charge associated with the Higgs field cor
responds to the number of times the curve T winds 
around this torus. Relation (2. 10) states the equality 
between both numbers. 

III. HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL CASES 

In this section, we consider the general case of a 
spontaneously broken gauge theory in a Euclidean d
dimensional space (r/ 2). Let G be a compact Lie 
group and 

(3.1) 

a Yang-Mills Lagrangian density for G. The field ¢ 
transforms in accordance with an N-dimensional unitary 
irreducible representation of G, and the fields A" 
= (A.}, ... , A~) assume values in the algebra of the 
Lie Group G. F"" = 0" Av - OVAl' - i[A" , Av], D" is the 
covariant derivative, and LJ(dJ) is a G-invariant function 
which has a minimum (this minimum is assumed to be 
equal to zero). As in the Abelian case, finiteness of 
the action imposes the following conditions on .su~-l: 

J~111.z;~V co 0, 

lim DI" dJ == 0, 
r-~ 

limU(q'»",,0, 
r-~ 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where 12 :cc xi + ... + xJ, This situation corresponds to 
the following geometrical description: a flat connection 
A",rl.\'-' [condition (3.2)] on a principal fibre bundle 
P(S~-\ G) with base manifold st~-l and structure group 
C. 

Since S--d~-l is simply connected (d > 2) and the connec
tion is flat, then it follows that P is trivial and also that 
the parallel displacement along a curve}' in .su:1 from 
Xu to x, induced by the connection is independent of the 
particular choice of the curve y. (These results follow 
from the general theory of flat connections, see, for 
example, Ref. 4). 

As we did in Sec. II, let us fix a point Xo E S~l. The 
connection Au(h"" determines a well defined mapping 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where 1 is the identity of G and (x, TyI)C. P x is the 
parallel displacement of (xu'!) E P XQ along any curve Y 
in st.,-l from Xo to x. 

Let] be the associated bundle with fibre K, where 
K is a vector space-tensor space-according to the 
choice of q). (The group G acts on the left on K in the 
usual way). 

Let us call D the covariant derivative induced on] 
by the connection given on p. From Eq. (3.3) the Higgs 
field ¢ can be considered as a global crosS section of 
the bundle J with 
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(3.7) 

where (x, Ty¢(xo)) EJ x is the parallel displacement of 
(xo, ¢(xo)) EJxo along any curve Y from Xo to x, induced 
by D. 

Now Eq. (3.7) implies that 

(3.8) 

Let us call ao E K a fixed element of K satisfying (j (a o) 
=0 on st.,-I. Because (j(¢) is G-invariant, gao also 
satisfies condition (3. 4) for every g E G. We will assume 
that all the zeros of (j on st .. -1 are of this form. 5 Hence, 
the set of zeros of (j can be identified with the left 
coset space G/H where H={hE G/hao=ao}, the isotropy 
group of ao, is called the unbroken group. Then ¢ can 
be regarded as a mapping ¢ == st .. -1_ G /H. 

From this and relation (3.8) tEe mapping ¢ can be 
identified with the mapping Pr· A where Pr is the pro
jection 

Pr: G-G/H. 

The element of IId_1(G) represented by ¢ is then 
Pr * [A] where 

Pr *: IId_1(G)- lla_l(G/H) (3.9) 

is the mapping induced by the projection Pr and [A] is 
the class of A in lla_l(G). 

Now, IId_l(G) is an Abelian group, then [A] is re
presented by a k-uple of integers (nl> •.• ,nk ) (the signs 
and ordering depending on the choice of the generators; 
note that if IId_l(G) is not free, some of these integers 
ni are elements of Zp). Then, the equivalence between 
topological charges of Higgs and gauge fields can be 
characterized in the following way: One can choose the 
generators of IId_l(G/H) ill order to have the class of ¢ 
represented by the same k-uple (nl' ... ,nk ) if and only 
if Pr* is an isomorphism. 

We wish to stress at this point that the interpretation 
of Yang-Mills fields in terms of connection in the 
principal fibre bundle and the Higgs field as a global 
cross section in the associated fibre bundle leads 
naturally to a condition for the equivalence between 
Higgs fields and gauge fields topological charges. [in 
the Abelian case (with d = 2) studied in Sec. II, H ={1}, 
and the precedent discussion was not necessary.] From 
the exact sequence of homotopy 
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it can be deduced that Pn is an isomorphism if 

IId_1(H) =0, (3. lOa) 

II
d

_
2
(H) = O. (3. lOb) 

For the case d == 4, Eq. (3. lOb) is always verified since 
H is compact (H is closed in G), and Eq. (3. lOa) re
duces to the condition derived by Woo2

: II 3(H) = O. This 
is the case when the gauge group is broken (i) entirely, 
(ii) down to a subgroup of Abelian factors. Then, the 
topological charges of the gauge and Higgs fields are 
the same. 

We consider lastly the example of the group G = SO(3) 
and a scalar field forming an isovector tfJ, with the 
usual potential (j (¢) = ~A( I ¢ 12 - 1)2, that is, the Gerogi
Glashow model without fermions. The group G can be 
identified in this case with p 3 (the three-dimensional 
projective space) and H =U(l). 

If d=3, then II2 (G)=0. On the other hand, the Higgs 
field topological charge is characterized by II2(G/H) = Z. 
What happens in this example is that, although condition 
(3. lOa) is satisfied, (3. lOb) is not, since II1(H)=Z. 
Then, our analysis does not apply. If d=4, then II3(G) 
=Z, and II 3(G/H)=Z, that is, a single integer labels the 
Higgs field topological charge. Note that A : S! _ p3 
while ¢:S'!,-G/H=S2. 
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Solutions to canonical mechanical equations are considered as functionals of a source function (T, which 
parametrizes the source. The coefficients of the functional Taylor series expansions in (T for the solutions 
are constructed from an infinite sequence of time ordered Poisson brackets, which in turn can be 
expressed in terms of the derivatives of the solution to the homogeneous equation with respect to its initial 
canonical momenta. Thus the functional Taylor series expansion is formally defined once the initial value 
problem for the possibly nonlinear homogeneous equation has been solved. A time ordered exponential 
operator acting on the homogeneous solution, which may be viewed as a "response" extension of the Lie 
series operation, simply represents the series expansion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For linear mechanical systems described by second 
order equations of motion a system's retarded Green's 
function is intimately connected with the solution to the 
initial value problem. 1 The Green's function and its de
rivative specify the coordinates of the system in terms 
of the coordinates and velocities of the system at some 
previous time. In fact, in the linear case the retarded 
Green's function may be viewed as the functional deriva
tive defining the variation produced in a generalized co
ordinate due to a change in the initial generalized mo
mentum. Here the generalization of this point of view 
to integrable~ nonlinear systems is considered. 

The generalization is rather straight forward if based 
upon the notion of Poisson brackets. The "PB" approach 
also has the advantage of a more obvious quantum ana
log. and in fact one can recognize a correspondence to 
the functional techniques employed in quantum field 
theory. Thus the dynamical arguments of the Poisson 
brackets considered here belong to different times. The 
causal requirement that a variation in the canonical 
variables at one instant must only affect the system 
variables at a future time leads to the interpretation of 
the fundamental Poisson bracket as a tensor Green's 
function defining the first order response of the system 
to a change in its environment. The definition of the PB 
then leads to the connection with the initial value 
problem. 

The next section presents the Poisson bracket prop
erties needed to formally construct the functional pow
er series expansion for the inhomogeneous solution to a 
nonlinear equation of motion. The series is developed 
for the case of one degree of freedom and shown to be 
equivalent to a time ordered exponential operator acting 
on the homogeneous solution, where the operation is 
defined if the "initial value problem" for the possibly 
nonlinear homogeneous solution has been solved. Sec
tion IV is concerned with the relationship between the 
derived functional power series expansion and the se
ries obtained by iterating nonlinear "Volterra" or 
"Born" type integral equations. Section V considers the 
situation where more than one source term is present 

alHese(\rch supported in pm'! by the Center of Applied Mathe
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and relates the formalism to the Lie series method. 3 

The latter sheds light upon the existence of the function
al power series expansion. In the following section the 
one-dimensional analysis is generalized to a formalism 
applicable to the case where an arbitrary number of 
degrees of freedom, possibly an infinite number, are 
present. Finally two examples are briefly discussed. 
The Mathieu equation is used to illustrate the" renor
malization" technique allowed by the response theory, 
and the solution to the nonlinear Kepler orbit equation is 
used to construct an example of a first Green's function 
approximate resulting from the initial value approach. 

II. THE TIME ORDERED POISSON BRACKET 

Let I and g denote two dynamical variables, functions 
of the canonical variables q. and P. (K = 1" 0', n). Time 
is treated only as a parameter. The Poisson bracket is 
defined in the usual way by 

It gl-~ (!.L og _ og ~) , -. aq. cp. oq. ap. . (1) 

Since the time development of a system can be viewed 
as a canonical transformation under which (1) is invari
ant,4 the differentiation in (1) can be viewed as defined 
in terms of some initial canonical variables q. (t') and 
P.(t'), where t' < L The functions of I and g can be con
sidered to be defined by canonical variables at later, 
possibly different, times and the PB can be evaluated in 
principle if the solution to the equations of motion are 
known. The canonical variables at any time are assumed 
to be known functions of the canonical variables at any 
previous time. This notion will be emphasized with the 
notation 

where 

Ii =/jUi , q'i'PSi )' gj =gj(tj , q'j'P' j ) 

q. =q.(li)' jJ. =P.(ti)' 
i i 

(2) 

The PB vanishes for t. > t i , t j as a consequence of the 
causality requirement, a variation in the canonical vari
ables at a particular instant can only affect the canoni
cal variables in the future, 
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The two PB's playing a fundamental role in the dis
cussion below are 

and 

l
-~' tj?tj, 

[P •. ,q8.lj = OP8j 
• J 

0, tj<tj" 

(3) 

(4) 

Here we will assume that we have a general Hamiltonian 
system, so that P and q satisfy the equations 

~- [ ] ~--[H ] dt - - H, P., dt - , q. , 

and will assume that these equations can be placed in 
the form 

o/ft =~ a. 8(q)P8 + b.(q), (5) 

% + f.(q,P) =a(t)S .(q,P), (6) 

where a(t) is some function which vanishes if t is less 
than the time to' In the following it will be assumed that 
a.8 , b. ,f., and S. are holomorphic functions of the ca
nonical variables in the region of phase space in which 
the functional response series is developed. 

In the following it will be useful to note some PB iden-
tities needed belowc First, 

~[ ]-[~ ] dt q.,q8
j 

j - dt ,q8j j' 

~[p ] - ['.!!!..r. ] dt .,q8 j j- dt ,q8j r 

Secondly one has the Jacobi identity 

[[j,g], h) + [[g, It ],f] + [[h ,f),g] = 0, 

and finally 

[j,gh] =g[j,h] + [j,g]h, 

(jg,h] = f[g ,h] + (j, h]g. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

It is not difficult to see that these identities apply equal
ly well to PB's of the type (2L 

It is helpful to note that (3) and (4) together define a 
type of retarded tensor Green's function. It is evident 
from (4) that the fundamental PB (3) has a discontinuity 
in its first derivative as t j - tj which holds for all can
onical systems. 

III. NONLINEAR RESPONSE IN ONE DIMENSION 

With the equations of motion (5) and (6) the canonical 
variables may be viewed as functionals of the source 
function a(t). The inhomogeneous solutions to (5) and (6) 
will be formally constructed from the homogeneous solu
tions for q(t) andp(t) (assumed known) by expanding 
q(t, a) and p(t, a) in functional Taylor series about q(t) 
and p(t). Thus we look for the expansion coefficients in 
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(10) 

+ 000 + _ q a 'O'a dt "'dt + '0' 1 f 15" 
n! l5a 1 .. 'l5a" 1 "1 " 

and 

(11) 

where 

l5"q _ l5"q(t, a) I 
l5a1"ol5a" -l5a1

ooo l5a" a=o' 

I5"P l5"p(t, a) I 
l5a 0' 'l5a - l5a 0' °l5a 

1 n 1 n a=O· 

and where for the sake of simpliCity the indices on q and 
p have been suppressed, that is, we first analyze the 
one-dimensional system. 

Direct functional differentiation of (5) leads to 

d I5q(t) oa(q) I5q(t) a(q)l5p(t) 3b I5q(t) 
---------+ +---
dt l5a(t') - 'ilq l5a(t') l5a(t') aq l5a(t') 

while differentiation of (6) leads to 

~ I5p(t) + of I5q(t) + of I5p(t) 
dt l5a(t') oq l5a(t') ap l5a(t') 

{
as I5q(t) as 

=15(t-t')S(q,p)+a(t) 3q l5a(t') + ap 

Now we demonstrate formally that 

I5q(t) 
l5a(t

1
) = - [q(t),q(t1)]lS 1> 

I5p(t) 
l5a(t

1
) = - [P(t),q(t1)]lS l' 

From (7) and (5) and (6) one finds that 

d 
dt[q,q1]1 = [a(q)p,qJ1 + [b(q),q1]1> 

I5p(t) } 
l5a(t') • 

d 
dt [p, q1)1 = -[j(q ,P ),q 1]1 + a(t)[S (q ,p) ,q1]1' 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Now from the definition of the PB (2), for any function 
h(q,p) 

[h( ) ) =-ah(q,p)=_(oh~+ah ap ) 
q ,P ,q1 1 ap1 aq ap1 ap OP1 

or 

With this one finds that [q,ql]H and [P,q1)1 satisfy 
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Thus (14) and (15) satisfy (12) and (13) when t> 1', and 
therefore the functional derivatives are defined up to a 
numerical factor. This factor is fixed by noting that the 
first order variation in p must be given by 

15/)(1) = - j t U),(hl1a15 1ri/ 1, 
to 

a consequence of (4) and Leibnitz' rule for differentia
tion of an integral. Thus [q, q 11u and [p, q 1L must both 
be multiplied by -5 (q,p)ll leading to (14) and (15). 

The higher order functional derivatives in (10) and 
(11) can be expressed in terms of more general Poisson 
brackets. Thus, for example, (14) leads to 

~ - [~l [0uJ - ~ () l5a
2

15a
1 
-- l5a

z
,q1yS 1- Q'l5a

2 
15 1 [q,qd1Baz 16 

for 12 <{, Now the causality requirement implies that 

(17) 

which in turn suggests 

(18) 

This proposition is consistent with (16). If t> 11 > {2, 

the subscript 1 on the PE in (16) can be replaced by 2; 
then, using (14) and the fact that 

~ (lS! [ 1 5 ~[p 1 s ~a=--O-rJUrJ222-0p llq222, 
v 2 c'q! t, 1 

or 

which follows from the chain rule, one finds that 

~ B2~ =[[Q,(h12S2,q112S1 + [q,[qu(j212S2]2S1 
ua2 va1 

+ [rJ ,(j1J1 [5ll q2J2 S 2' 

The first two terms can be simplified using (9). One 
obtains 

~ Ba Ba = {[[q ,Q2J2,(j1L + [q, [rJllrJ2J2]2}SlS 2 
2 1 

+{[q, q2M52, qlJ2 + [qll(j2Mq,52lz}51 

+ [q ,(j1lrlSUQ2J25 20 

(19) 

Now adding and subtracting (18) with the subscript 1 on 
the inner PE replaced by 2, which is possible since 
t2 < 11 , one finally obtains 

Ij2Q 
Ba

2
Ba

1 
= {[[Q ,q 2L, q 1]2 + [q , [Q 1l q 2J21- [[Q , q1J2' q2]2}SlS2 

+llq, Q2J2[ S2Q, q J2 + [q 19 q2Mq ,S2J2}S1 
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+ Hq ,(j1J2[SllQ2J2 - [Q,(j1M S 1,q2J2}S2 

+ [[q ,(j11t"llCf2]2S 2' 

The third term in curly brackets obviously vanishes 
while the first vanishes as a consequence of the Jacobi 
identity 0 That the second term in curly brackets van
ishes follows from the definition (2), use of the chain 
rule, and (3) and (4). Thus the proposition (18) is cor
rect, since the subscript 2 on the inner PE in the last 
term can be replaced by 1. 

Note that (17) and (18) can be summarized by 

(20) 

where T is a time ordering operator. In the same way 
one can show 

B2p • 
~15 = T[[P,(j1J1S11(j2]2S2' (21) uaz a1 

One, of course, can also directly verify that (20) and 
(21) satisfy the same equations as those for the second 
functional derivatives of (12) and (13). 

In general for equations of the form (5) and (6) one 
finds" 

(22) 

This expression defines the coefficients for the function
al Taylor series expansion relating (j (L, a) and p(t ,a) to 
the homhgeneous solution q and p. One obtains the re
sults 

"" (_1)n t 
(j(L a) =0--T J ril "dl a 0' a 

, M:::O III t 1 n 1 n 
o 

(23) 

One can also easily show along the same lines worked 
out above that for an arbitrary dynamical quantity 

~ ( l)n . t 
j«(j,p,L,a)=6 -=-r- T J rill o. 'dl nG1 ' 0' an 

noQ Il. to 

These expressions have obvious quantum analogs in 
quantum response theory. 

(24) 

From the classical point of view a much more simple 
and convenient form is obtained from (2), which implies 

Thus (20) can be written 
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Note that here q must be first expressed in terms of 
"initial coordinates" III and P1 so that the first differen
tiation can be carried out, and then the resulting func
tion of q1 and P1 must be expressed as a function of fh. 
and P2 so that the second differentiation can be carried 
ouL Then one finds that (24) can be written as 

I t a 
q(t, a) =]'"1 exp dz a(z)S(q(z),Ji-z» -;---( )q(t). 

t 'P z o 

(25) 

Thus the inhomogeneous solution is expressed as the 
result of a simple time ordered exponential operator 
acting on the homogeneous solution and has meaning if 
the original homogeneous solution can be expressed in 
terms of initial canonical variables, The existence of 
such solutions is discussed in Sec. V. 

In a similar way one can show for an arbitrary dynam
ical variable f(q ,p, tl that 

f(q,P, t, a) = T"l exp Itdz a(z)S(q(z),p(z» apC(d(q ,p, t). 
o 

(26) 

Thus the initial value problem plays a fundamental role 
in classical response theory. 

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE BORN SERIES 

Let (5) and (6) be equivalent to the equation 

d2q dq 
rn dt2 + dad! + foq = a(t)S(q). (27) 

This equation can be converted into the integral equation 
,t 

q (t, a) = J G(t, t l)a(tJS(q(tu a»dt1 + q(t) (28) 

to 

where the Green's function satisfies 

If this equation is iterated about the homogeneous solu
tion, then one arrives at a nonlinear "Born" series. 
Note that iteration is equivalent to expanding the function 
S(q(t, a» for each t in a power series expansion in 

6q(t, a) =q(t, a) -q(t) 

and then replac ing q (t, a) in 6q (t, a) with the integral 
equation and expanding S(q(t,a» again, ad inf. To third 
order in art) one obtains 

1t1 
X [ dt a S G ]2 + ... 

2 2 2 12 • 
to 

(29) 

On the other hand (25) can be expressed in the form 
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Now the solution of a linear differential equation must 
be a linear function of its initial conditions. This means 
that all partial derivatives of q (t) with respect to initial 
momenta vanish if of higher order than first. As a re
sult one finds that 

where in deriving the above use has been made of the 
chain rule 

Identifying now 

G -~ 
ij - flP/ 

one finds 

Since in the last term on the rhs above one can write 
t1 t2 

I I dt2dt3 a fJ2S:rS2G12G13 
to to 

I
t1 t3 

+ dt3G13S3a 3f dt2a2S2G12} 

to to 
t 

=HJ dt2a2S2G12)2, 
to 

it should be evident that to third order (25) agrees with 
(29). Since the general proof that (25) gives the "non-
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linear source" Born series for (27) is straightforward 
but tedious, we omit the complete proof for the sake of 
brevity. In the case of a linear homogeneous differential 
equation, one expects that the Born series obtained by 
iterating (28) is equivalent to the functional power series 
expression (25), or conversely (25) is equivalent to the 
Born series. For more general situations, where the 
homogeneous solution to (27) is that to a nonlinear dif
ferential equation, the function power series expansion 
goes beyond the Born series, since it is generally then 
not possible to write (28), that is, the Green's function 
G is unknown. 

V. THE MULTIPLE SOURCE EXPANSION AND 
THE LIE SERIES 

It is convenient also to be able to consider equations 
of motion having the form 

((2 dq 
m df q + d(q) dt + f(q) =a(t)5(q) + T(t)T(q). (30) 

Using the techniques of Sec. II one determines readily 
that 

while 

and 

In the latter case one should note that a change in the 
time ordering implies a change in the location of the 
functions as well as their arguments. For example, 

One obtains 

q(t ,eJ, T)= llexpU t dz (a (z)5(q(z» + T(Z )T(q(z» 

x ()p~z)1 q~t). 
(31) 

This form is useful when it proves necessary to renor
malize one of the parameters of the homogeneous equa
tion, an application which will be illustrated below, 

A more general case arises when the canonical equa
tions of motion have the form 

~~K -~a"aPll + b.(q)=a(t)Q.(q,p), 

?t. + f.(q ,p) =a(t)5.(q ,p). 

(32) 

It is not difficult to demonstrate that the response is 
given by 
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and 

The time ordered exponential response operation (26) 
now becomes 

f(q ,p,t,cr) = T"lexp{{tdtl al(t1 ) (51 a!l +Ql a!l)} 
(33) 

x f(q ,p, 0, 

where it is again assumed that the IVP for the homo
geneous solution has been solved, that is, j(q,p,t) is 
expressed in terms of the "initial values" q and p of the 
homogeneous solution. 

The present form of the response is closely related to 
the Lie-series transformation. 3 Given a system of dif
ferential equations of the form 

dZ. (). 1 dt = 8 j Z , 1 = , ... ,n, 

with the initial conditions Zj(O)=zl' the solutions Zj(t) 
are constructed from the initial values Zj via the Lie
series transformation 

where 

a 
D="0 8j -

il
-· 

j Zj 

(34) 

Thus we see that the response (33) is constructed from 
the Lie-series operators Bj il/az j belonging to the 
source alone. The inhomogeneous Lie-series operators, 
acting on the homogeneous solution, generate the 
Green's function approximates for the functional power 
series expansion of the inhomogeneous solution. 

The Lie theory insures that if the Bi(z) in (34) are 
holomorphic functions over a closed bounded region of 
the space of the initial values Zi' then the Lie series 
(34) is absolutely and uniformly convergent and repre
sents a holomorphic function in the n + 1 variables Zj' I 
for I t I ~ T.3 Thus the requirement that the nonderivative 
terms in (5) and (6) [or more generally (32) 1 are holo
morphic functions insures both the existence of a solu
tion to the IVP for the homogeneous solution and the ex
istence of the terms in the functional power series, rep
resented by (23) or (26), up to the time L The conver
gence of the functional response series is, however, a 
question which at present must be resolved separately 
for each situation, 

VI. MORE THAN ONE DEGREE OF FREEDOM 

The generalization of (25) and (26) [or (23) and (24)] 
to systems having more than one degree of freedom is 
quite straightforward. Starting with the fundamental 
PB's (3) and (4) one finds with (5) and (6) that (14) and 
(15) become 
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(35) 

where again we use the notion introduced in (2). The 
functional derivatives of arbitrary order are given by 

fJnq. = (_1)n 6 T[[ 00 '[P.,qB )nSB , '" ]2 
fJanoofJal B

1 
... B

n 
n n 

(36) 

XSB2 , qBJ1SB l • 

Then with the use of (3) and (4) it is not difficult to show 
that 

Similarly one finds that for any dynamical variable 

f(q ,p, t ,a) = T-1 exp{jt liz a (z)S(q(z ) ,P(Z»B ap:(z )} 

° (38) 
xf(q ,p, t). 

It should be pOinted out that the case where the can
onical variables are not real is also provided for by (37) 
and (38) and (35) and (36). However, one must consider 
then that the indices K and /3 include in their range the 
indices for the complex conjugate variables. That is, 
if there are n canonical coordinates q and q*, then K, 

/3 = 1, ... ,2n and then (37) can be applied directly. 

The transformations (37) and (38) lead easily to those 
for systems having an infinite number of degrees of 
freedom. The sum over the discrete index K becomes an 
integral over spatial coordinates. For the sake of sim
plicity we consider a real scalar field, whose Hamil
tonian is given by 

H = f d3x{i1T2(X,XO) + (Vc,o(X,XO»2 

+m2cp2-a(x) V(x,c,o)}, 

which leads to the equation of motion 

g"va!vc,o+m2c,o=aS(x,c,o), S(x,c,o)=av. 
ac,o 

Here the generalizations of (3) and (4) become 

[rfl( 0) ( 0)] _ {)c,o(x,~) 
"'x,x ,c,oy,Y yO--fJ1T(y,yO) , 

[a ( xO) (0)] C>1T(x, XO) 
oc,ox, ,c,oy,y "o=-fJ1T(y,yO)' 

Finally (37) becomes 

c,o(x ,a) = T-1 exp {f dy a (y )S(y, c,o(y» fJ1T%)} c,o(x) , 

1T(x,a) = T-1 exp {(dYO(Y)S(Y,c,o(y» fJ1T~) 1T(x), 
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(39) 

where the integration here is over the four-dimensional 
volume contained between the two constant time sur
faces at xO and yO. 

VII. TWO EXAMPLES 

It was stated in Sec. V that the multiple source ex
pansion can be useful in situations where it is necessary 
to "renormalize" coefficients appearing in the homo
geneous equation. The Mathieu equation 

!:!l dt2 + aq = 2b cos2tq (40) 

is a useful example (albeit a linear one) for illustrating 
this process. 

Let the desired solutions to (40) be those of period 
mf. The homogeneous solution to (40), defined in terms 
of the initial canonical variables, is given by 

q(t) =q(z)cos,f(i(t - z) + (P(z)/-Ia)sin,f(i (t - z), 

fa =n1T. 

Direct application of (25) leads to the well-known sec
ular difficulties. Terms appear, for example, in the 
resultant series proportional to tmcosnrrt and tmsinn1Tt. 
However, this difficulty can be removed by choOSing 

a (t) = e(t - to)2bcos2t, S(q)} = q 

r(t) = - e(t - to) fJ
4

, T(q) 

(41) 

carrying out the expansion (14), and then choosing the 
expansion coefficients in 

(42) 
na1 

in such a way that the secular terms are removed. That 
is, fJa is chosen so that the solution has a certain peri
odic property. One is essentially taking into account the 
fact that the eigenvalue a is a functional of the source. 
This procedure has been found to lead to the standard 
solutions to the Mathieu equation of period nrr, as well 
as to the correct eigenvalues 

e=a+ fJa. 6 

Thus besides providing for the situation where the 
source terms involve factors which are distinct func
tions of q and time, the double source expansion (31) 
permits in this case a solution of the "scalar" problem. 

Note that according to the present example the fre
quencies of the fourier series expansions of the inhomo
geneous solutions to (40) are predetermined by the fre
quencies of the homogeneous solution and the potential. 
This is in contrast to more historical nonlinear pertur
bative approaches, a detailed review of which is given 
in Giacaglia. 7 One might also contrast this technique 
with a recently developed anharmonic apprOXimation 
method. 8 It is hoped that the present renormalization 
procedure can be extended to anharmonic systems. 

The complex periodiC Mathieu function solutions to 
(40) can be constructed in a similar way using the two
dimensional formalism. The complex solutions are as
sociated with the Hamiltonian 

pp* 
H =-;n + w2qq* - 2bqq*cos2t. 
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The appropriate solution to the initial value problem for 
the homogeneous equation is given by 

q(tl= Hq{t'} + p* (t'}/imw }eiw<t-t') + Hq(t') - p*(t')/imw( 

x e-iW<t-t'), 

and this is to be used in (37), where here one sums over 
the momenta p(z) and p*(z). It is interesting to note that 
the Floquet solutions to (40), 

F(t) = eiwtG(z), G(z ±7T) = G(z), 

for w * nIT are derived from (41) using (37) suitably mod
ified as a double source expansion and choosing the 
initial q(to) and pUo) and the coefficients in (42) such that 
w remains unchanged by the modified form of (37). 

The construction of the first order Greens function 
approximate [the PB on the right-hand side of (14)) for 
a nonlinear system is conveniently illustrated with the 
well-known Kepler problem. The Lagrangian for the 
Kepler problem has the form 

L = ~m(r2 + y2e2) - a/y. 

The conserved angular momentum 

l=mie 
and the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion combine to 
lead to the nonlinear orbit equation 

cfr 2 (dr\ 2 am 
(ffi'l - r dB) - r - T r = 0, (43) 

The latter is easily transformed to the canonical form 
of (5) and (6) through the use of the "Hamiltonian" 

l-I _m-0 2 l2 a 
-VP +2mr +:y. (44) 

"Hamiltonians" equations of motion become 

dp omr 2 l2 a 
dB = - ---ys- P + m ~ + ? ' 
dr m-0 
dB=TP, 

which are equivalent to (43), The initial value form of 
the solution is easily discerned from the orbit equation 
given in standard textbooks on mechanics9 

r(B - Bo, ro, Po) = l/ [- ~a + (~+ /1'~a) cos( B - Bo) 

_ m~02 posin(B _ Bo)J ' (45) 

The Green's function approximate defining the first or
der response of (43), 

or 
G(B - Bo;ro, Po) = opo' 

is readily calculated, One finds 
2 

G(B- Bo),ro,po)=m? y2(B- Bo;ro,po)sin(B- Bo)' 

From thlS result and (45) it is a straightforward matter 
to construct higher order terms in the functional power 
series expansion, Application of these results will be 
discussed elsewhere, 

VIII. DISCUSSION 
The response of mechanical systems has been studied 

by viewing the solution to an inhomogeneous equation of 
motion as a functional of a source function". The ex
pansion coefficients in the functional Taylor series in a 
were then identified with certain time ordered Poisson 
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brackets, which in turn could be evaluated if the initial 
value problem for the homogeneous system could be 
solved, Actually at this point one must be careful, since 
the PB's (20)- (22) are to be evaluated technically be
fore the limit a - 0 is taken, while in writing down (37) 
and (38) one has impliCitly taken the limit a - 0 before 
evaluating the PB, Thus the application of this initial 
value approach to mechanical response depends present
lyon the analytical behavior of the complete solution as 
a - 0, that is, on the ability to differentiate the solution 
with respect to its initial canonical momenta after the 
limlt a - 0, However, one expects the class of integrablE 
solutions to which this approach should be applicable to 
be quite large, 

Since the coefficients in the functional Taylor series 
expansions (10) and (11) in a can be viewed as Green's 
functions approximates, 10 it is clear that the solution to 
the initial value problem can lead to these Green's 
function approximates even when the homogeneous me
chanical equations are non-linear in the dependent vari
ables, The promise of obtaining Green's function ap
proximates for integrable2 nonlinear systems should 
lend considerable interest to this initial value approach, 
Also) while the development here has been purely clas
sical, the connection between the initial value problem 
and the Poisson brackets outlined above should have ap
plications to the quantum response of nonlinear systems, 
and in fact to the quantization of nonlinear systems in 
generaL Up to the operator ordering problem one should 
be able to study how the correspondence between Pois
son brackets and quantum commutators occurs, Appli
cations of the above techniques to nonlinear oscillatory 
systems having exact closed form solutions, 11,12 and to 
systems involving collective coordinates, 11 are current
ly under investigation. 

lJ.D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics (Wiley, New York, 
1962), Chap. 6, p. 186. 

2There are several distinct uses of the word integrable in 
the literature (for detailed discussion see Ref. 7 below). 
Here integrable means that the solution to the equation of 
motion should be a locally halomorphic function of the initial 
conditions. 

3W• Grobner, Die Lie-Reihen und ihre Auwendungen (Veb 
Dcutscher Vcrlag der Wissenschaften, 1967), Zwerter 
Kapitel. 

4H. Goldstein, Classical Alechanics (Addison-Wesley, Read
ing Mass. ) Chap. 8, p. 259. 

5This result is more Simply obtained via the causal require
ments as used above and the requirement that the rpsult 
should not be affected by the order of the functional 
differentiation. 

8M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, Handbook of Mathematical 
Functions, AMS 55 (National Bureau of Standards, Washing
ton, D. C., 1964), and references therein. 

7G. E. O. Giacaglia, Perturbative Nlethods in Non-linear 
Systems, Appl. Math. Sci. 8 (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 
1972). 

BC. R. Eminhizer, R. H. G. Helleman, and E. W. Montroll, 
J. Math. Phys. 17, 212 (1976). 

9L.D. Landau and E. Lifshitz, Mechanics (Addison-Wesley, 
Reading, Mass., 1960), Chap. III. 

loThe term Green's function approximate refers here to 

onq/op!'" on' 
11M. Lakshmanan, Lett. Nuovo Cimento 8, 743 (1973). 
12p. M. Mathews and M. Lakshmanan, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 79, 

171 (1973). 
13R. Jackiw, Rev. Mod. Phys. 49, 681 (1977). 
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Recently the solution of the linear potential problem for any value of the orbital quantum number I was 
given via a new class of combinatorics functions. This paper deals with the eigenvalue problem and 
presents a further reduction of the energy eigenvalue equation leading to a general method for obtaining 
numerical results. Originally the eigenvalue equation was obtained by requiring the vanishing of an infinite 
order polynomial, H/(t)= ~:~o2(l +1)Krn(l)t rn - 1

, that should reduce to the Airy function, Ai(-t), in 
the case I = O. The expansion coefficients Krn (I) were in turn given as the limit for infinitely large integer 
k values of some other coefficients K (~)(l). These latter coefficients were given explicitly in terms of 
combinatorics functions, (T/(k,p), that individually diverge in the limit as k goes to infinity. No real 
attempt was made to show that Ho(t) =Ai( - t), to calculate the limit as k-'>oo, or even prove the 
cancellation of infinities. This work has three objectives: (i) Show the complete equivalence between the 
combinatorics function solution and the Airy function at I = 0; (ii) Obtain a closed form expression for 
the expansion coefficients 2(1 + I)Kp(l) by relating them in a very simple manner to the finite part 1;,(1) 
of (T/(k,p) in the limit as k-'>oo; (iii) Calculate a few lower order coefficients 1;,(1) and obtain some 
numerical results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

While the Coulomb and harmonic potential problems 
are exactly solvable, the linear potential problem has 
so far escaped a solution in terms of the tabulated 
special functions, since no transformation on the asso
ciated radial Schrodinger equation is possible to bring 
it into the hypergeometric form. The only other alter
native was to start from the radial equation whose series 
solution leads to a three-term recursion relation with 
nonconstant coefficients. This motivated the develop
ment of a general formalism solving linear homogene
ous recursion relations, t extended later by the author 
to include the solutions of the inhomogeneous equations. 2 

The major breakthrough in obtaining the solutions of 
linear finite-difference equations was to relate this 
problem to the partitions of an interval into parts of 
restricted lengths. t New classes of combinatorics 
functions were then introduced and called combinatorics 
functions of the first and second kind that are repre
sentations of partitions of an interval into parts. Com
binatorics are "constrained" when the corresponding 
partitions have their first part constrained to be greater 
than some given length, and "unconstrained" or 
"special" when no constraint at all is present 

A solution of the linear potential was consequently ob
tained in terms of the above mentioned combinatorics 
functions. 3 In particular, the eigenvalue equation was 
derived by relating the boundary condition on the wave
function at the origin to its boundary condition at 
infinity. 

The binary system of reduced mass /1 and total mass 
M is interacting through a central linear potential 

V(r) = Vo + Kr, (1. 1) 

Upon introducing dimensionless energy and distance 
parameters, t and x, 

(1. 2) 

the regular solution of the radial Schrodinger equation 
can then be expanded as 

(1. 3) 
m 

The expansion coefficients satisfy the recursion relation 

(1.4a) 

with the initial conditions imposed by the regularity of 
the wavefunction at the origin being 

b_m=O for m > O. 

The immediate consequence of Eq. (1. 4b) is 

2(1 + 1)bt (l, t)/( - t) = b_ t = 0 

(1. 4b) 

(1. 5) 

Since the solution of the radial equation for l = 0 was 
known to be given by the Airy function Ai(x - t) leading 
to the energy eigenvalue equation4 

Ai(- t) = 0, for l = 0, (1. 6) 

the author realized that Eq. (1. 6) could be consistently 
derived directly from Eq. (1. 5) where l is set to be 
zero. 5 This lead him to believe that the eigenvalue 
equation is essentially given by Eq. (1. 5) for all values 
of the orbital quantum number l. 

The crucial steps behind the derivation of an expres
sion for b1 as a function of land t are the following3 : 

(0 Add to Eq. (1. 5) the boundary condition at infinity 
expressed as 

lI/(x,t) - Ai(x-t) foranyl. (1. 7a) 

(ii) The comparison between the series expansion for 
u/(x, I), Eq. (1. 3), and the series for the Airy function 

~ 

Ai(x - t) =I" an (x - t)n (1. 7b) 
n=O 

leads to the asymptotic result 

_~ i (1V+l+i+1)! 
bN(l, t) N-~ ~7-} - t) i! (N +l + 1)! aN•hi .!> (1. 7c) 

where the an are the well known Airy expansion coeffi
cients. 3,6 

(iii) Equation (1. 7c) provides an explicit expression 
for b N(l, t) in the limit as N becomes infinitely large. 
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Thus the problem of obtaining b1 as an explicit function 
of I and t is solved if one is able to relate b1 to higher 
order coefficients bN(I, t) then take the limit as N goes 
to infinity. This is essentially what is meant by relating 
the boundary condition at the origin to the boundary 
condition at infinity. 

(iv) In order to relate b1 to higher order coefficients 
what was needed is the inversion of the recursion rela
tion, Eq. (1. 4a). A straightforward generalization of the 
work done in Ref. 1 enabled Antippa1 to obtain the solu
tion of inverted homogeneous recursion relations. The 
combinatorics of Ref. 1 are based on the ordering of 
the parts in a partition from the lower end to the upper 
end of the corresponding interval. The combinatorics 
that emerged in the solution of the inverted recursion 
relations were called "conjugate," because they are 
associated with partitions whose ordering have been 
reversed. 8,9 

For the details of the calculations leading to the actual 
eigenvalue equation we refer the reader to Ref. 3. This 
equation, (1. 5), turns out to be equivalent to the van
ishing of an infinite order polynomial in the energy 
parameter t, as postulated in Ref. 5. This is also in 
agreement with the limiting case 1=0, Eq. (1. 6), since 
the Airy function Ai( - t) has an infinite series repre
sentation. The major result of Ref. 3 is essentially the 
eigenvalue equation obtained as3 

~ 

HI (t) =L 2(1 + l)Kn(Z)t"-l = 0, (1. 8) 
n=O 

where the expansion coefficients Kn(Z), as may be 
guessed from step (iii) mentioned above, are given as 
the limit for infinitely large integer k values of coeffi
cients K~k) (I), 3,10 

(1. 9) 

expressed in terms of conjugate combinatorics functions. 
A major step was done in Ref. 3 by performing a reduc
tion of these conjugate combinatorics functions. This 
was possible after introducing new quantities, a I (n, p), 
defined as l1 

I i 

a,(n,p)=i Il f[~y,(ik,k,P)]' p=1,2,"', 
11=112=1 ip=1 k=1 

(1. lOa) 

with 

r(i + {p + 1- k)/3)r(i + (p + 21 + 2 - k)/3) 
rei + {p + 2 - k)/3)r(i + (p + 2Z + 3 - k)!3) 

(1. lOb) 

and the normalization condition 

(1. 10c) 

This lead to a rather simplified version of 10"kl (1), 
namely 

K3~k1j (3Z' + j) 

= (1- 0IOOjO - 0it 0 j2 - 012 0 i1)(1- 20 i2 0j2 ) 

(_1)1 rm (-Orao 
x 32(1+j-!lf3r(t)32(r+I' lr(2Z' + (2j + 5)/3) 
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t {( - OQ33r+3Q+lr(k + r- q + I' + 1 + (i + j)/3) 
XQ=o (3r-3q+i)lr(k+l'+(j+5)!3) 

.3 r(k+i)r(k+21'+(2j+6)/3) 
-(r-q+z/) r(k+Z'+ (j+4)/3)r(k+Z' + (j+6)/3) 

+ (r- q + i/3)[r- q + (i-1)/3] 

r(k + 2)r(k + 2Z' + (2j + 7)/3) 
x r(k + l' + G + 6)!3)r(k + I' + (j + 7)!3) 

xa3/ '+j(k- q,3q +2)]} 

for i,j=O, 1,2, and r,Z' =0, 1, ... ,00. (1. 11) 

Also in Ref. 3, we have been able to calculate a closed 
form expression for Ko(Z), and a few higher order 
coefficients for 1=0. As a matter of fact, beyond re
marking the property3 

n 
al(n,p) =LYI(i, 1,p)al(i,p -1), (1.12) 

1:1 

the authors of Ref. 3 were only able to show how closed 
form expressions for ao(n,p) could be obtained by com
bining Eq. (1. 12) and the relation12 

t r(j+a) 
j=t r(j + b) 

1 [r(n+a+1) 
a-b+1 r(n+b) 

_ r(a + 0] 
r(b) . 

(1. 13) 

Obviously, the limit as k - 00 of Eq. (1. 11) can be 
calculated only after evaluating the combinatorics func
tions al(n,p). In Sec. II we give a complete study of the 
case Z =0, based on a direct evaluation of ao(n,p) for 
any p. We then show in Sec. III the cancellation of in
finities for arbitrary values of Z. In Sec. IV we derive 
a closed form expression for the expansion coefficient 
2(1 + l)Kp(Z). Finally, Secs. V and VI, and Appendixes 
A and B deal with the practical problem of obtaining 
numerical results. 

II. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM FOR [=0 

As mentioned earlier the heart of the problem is the 
explicit evaluation of the combinatorics functions a I (n, pl. 
In the case Z = 0, it is possible to reduce the p summa
tions of a product of p terms, as evidenced in Eq. 
(1. lOa), to one single summation. This we are able to 
do due to a simplification occuring at Z = 0, namely, 

r(i + (p + 1 - k)/3) 
I(i + (p + 3 - k)/3) . 

(2.1) 

A major step in this work is to provide an expression 
for ao(n,p) making explicit its n-dependence so crucial 
for dealing effectively with the eigenvalue equation 
(1. 11). The actual proof and details of the derivation 
are available elsewhereo 13 The result is13

,14 
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The large nbehavior of ao(n,p) can then be easily com
puted to be 

3P nP/ 3 

ao(n,p):~P! ' 
(2.3) 

which obviously is a divergent quantity except for p = O. 
As will be shown in the next section, this behavior con
tinues to hold for 1 * O. 

A. Closed from expression for K n (0) 

We are now in a position to evaluate the coefficients 
K(~)(O) and deduce closed form expressions for the 
expansion coefficients Kn(O). In Eq. (1. 11) we set l' 
= j = 0, then multiply and divide the right hand side of 
this equation by the same quantity (3r + i) !. Using the r
function triplication formula for the factor (3r + i)! ap
pearing in the denominator and Eq. (2.2), one finds 

2K~~ll (0) 

_ (_l)r(l_ l>;o)r(~)ao 
-32r"2(.-1l 73r(r + (i+ 1)/3)r(r + (i+ 2)/3) 

r 3~2 
XL L (- l)·+J r(k - q + r + (i + 3)/3)r(1 + j/3) 

.=0 j=O r(r+(i+3)/3)r(k-q+l+j/3) 

X h+l (3r+¥q)_ (3r+i) (3q +l\ 
k+l-q+j/3 3q Aj 3q+1 j) 

(2.4) 

U sing the property on the binomial coefficient 

G) =0 for j>n, (2.5) 

one can extend the summation over j in Eq. (2.4) up to 
j = 3r + i, thus making it easy to exchange the order of 
the summations over q and j. The result is 

X3r+i (-01r(1 + j/3) r. . 
L r( + (" + 3)/3) L T.(j) 
1=0 r 1 .=0 

(2.6a) 

with T. (j) easily identified to be 

T (j)=(-1).r(h- q +r+(i+3)/3>[ h+1 
• r(k - q + 1 + j/3) k + 1 - q + j/3 

x (':: ?(':) _ (::: :)(,qj + , 

+ G:: ~)(,q; + ? ] (2.6bJ 
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In the special case where r = 0 and i = 0, the double 
summation, over j and q, in Eq. (2.6a) contains one 
single term identically equal to one. Excluding this case 
for the time being, it is then possible to single out the 
contribution coming from j = 3r + i and write 

3r-i (_l)Jr(l + j/3):t T (j) = (_1)3r+ii: T (3r +i) 
J=O r(r + (i + 3 )/3) .=0 • .=0 • 

3f-l (- l)Jr(l + j/3) r . 

+ ~r+ (i+ 3)/3) L T.(j). 
j.O ~ \ .=0 

(2.7) 

Setting j = 3r + i in Eq. (2.6b), it is easy to show that 

T.(3r+i)= (-l)y+i o•r • 

Combining Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), one finds 

3{.!.i (-1)Jr(1+j/3) r . 

;;0 r(r+ (i+3)/3) E T.(j) 

_ :r+i-l (_ l)Jr(l + j/3) ..r- . 
-1 E r(r+(i+3)/3)f;oT.(7). 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

So far Eq. (2.9) is meaningful for both r*- 0 and i *- O. 
After a long and tedious checking, it is possible to show 
that 

r 

LT.(j)=O for 0-'Sj-'S3r+i-1. 
.=0 

(2.10) 

Among other things, the proof is based on a binomial 
property that will be used in Sec. III, namely 

t (_o.(n) (~) =0 forO-'Sj-'Sn-i. (2.11) 
.=0 \q J 

Ar more aPir;;:i~)te(V3e:)Sion of the above property is 

L (- 1)· . 
• =0 3q J 

_ (3r + i\(3
q

.+ 1) + (3r + i\(sq.+ 2\l 
3q + 1) J 3q + 2)\ 7 )J = 0 

for i=O, 1,2 and 0-'Sj-'S3r+i-1 (2.12) 

Finally, combining Eqs. (2.6), (2.9), and (2.10), one 
obtains 

32r
+
2ti -!>! 3r(r + (i + 1)/3)r(r + (i+ 2)/3) 

for r ~ 0 and i = 0,1,2. (2.13) 

This not only shows the explicit Iz independence of the 
coefficients K(~) (0) (as claimed in Ref. 3) but also gives 
a direct relationship to the Airy expansion coefficient3, 6, 

an_I> namely 

2K(~) (0) = 2Kn(0) = (- on-Ian_I> n ~ 0, 

with the initial condition 

a_I =0. 

B. The function H 0 (t) 

(2. 14a) 

(2. 14b) 

According to Eq. (2.31), the eigenvalue equation, Eq. 
(1. 8), for 1 = 0 becomes 
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~ ~ 

Ho (t) =L, 2Kn(0)t"-1 =L an_l (- on-l 
n=O n=O 

~ 

= ~ an( - t)n = O. 
n=O 

(2. 15) 

Thus, according to Eqs. (1. 6) and (1. 7b), this com
pletes the proof that 

(2.16) 

It also shows the complete equivalence for l = 0 between 
the solution of the linear potential problem in terms of 
the combinatorics functions in one hand, and the conven
tional solution in terms of the tabulated special functions 
on the other hand. While the known special functions 
provide a solution for l = 0, no solution in terms of them 
is available for l '* O. The new special function that has 
to be studied is H1(t), and we now proceed into a sys
tematic study of this function for l'* O. As will become 
apparent, three separate cases arise naturally, l = 3l', 
l=3l'+I, andl=3l'+2, wherel'=O,I, •.• , 00. 

III. CANCELLATION OF INFINITIES: THE GENERAL 
CASE 

In Sec. II we were able to show the k independence of 

toUc expansion, Eq. (3.3). One finds 

the coefficients K(~) (Z) for l = 0, thus trivially solving 
the problem of cancellation of infinities. In general, 
K(~)(l) are k-dependent, and a first step toward a practi
cal evaluation of these coefficients in the limit as !? - 00 

is to show the cancellation of their leading parts. The 
discussion for l = 0 will be our guide. 

Letfp(Z) be the finite part of rJ1(n,p) in the limit as 
n - 00. In particular, we have 

(3.1) 

and, for l = 0, 

fp(O) = (- l)P(3P /p I )r(1 + p/3). (3.2) 

The above result follows from Eq. (2.2). It can also be 
shown that the leading terms in the asymptotic expan
sion of rJ I (n, p) are13 

2 3P-i 
rJ1(n,p) ~ L --,-, t/Z)n(P-il/ 3 + U(nP/ 3-1). (3.3) 

n- 00 j=O (p - J) , 

Equation (3.3) holds for p;o O. 

We now go back to the general expression of K(~l(Z) as 
given by Eq. (1. 11), where k is assumed to be very 
large, so that the rJ's can be replaced by their asymp-

(kl ( , ') (1 6 6 6 6 )(1 6 6 ) (-I)j+rr('~)ao 
K3r+i 3l +J = - iO }O- il j2- 6i2 6J1 -2 i2 j2 r 1i +2<i+il/3·r(±)r(2l' + (2j+5)/3)(3r+i)I 

xi (-oq ~ r(I?+!)r(l?+2l' + (2j+5)/3)r(F<+1'-q+Z' +1 + (i+j)/3) [t (31'+1) (3
q

) IflrP/3+U(!rl~ 
q=O ( r(k + l' + (j + 3)/3)r(l? + l' + (j + 4)/3)r(!? + l' + (j + 5)/3) p=o 3q p P P ~ 

r(!<+~)r (1<+ 2l' + (2j + 6)/3)r(k + r - q + l' + 1 + (1 + j)/3) Ii (31' + i\ (3
q 

+ 1) p' f k q-(P-ll/ 3 + U(!,0-2;:30 
- r(l<+ l' + (j + 4)/3)[0<+ l' (i + 5)/3)r(l? + l' + (j + 6)/3) h=o 3q + 1) P , P' 'J 

, ( , ,/)[2 (31'+i)(3
q

+2) J\ +r(l?+2)r(!<+2l +(2j+7)/3)r1?+r-q+l +1+(1+,) 3 L pIfko-(P-21/3+U(lrl/3) 
r(l?+l'+(j+5)/3)r(l?+Z'+ (j+ 6)/3)r(!<+l' + (i+7)/3) P=O 3q+2 qP 

, 

.(3.4) 

U Sing the known asymptotic relationG 

r(z + a) ~ za-b [1 + (a - b)(a + b - 1) + U(Z_2)] , (3.5) 
r(z + b) z- 00 2z 

keeping the leading terms and exchanging the p and q summations in Eq. (3.4), we see the appearance of the 

combination: ,r 1(31' + i) (3 q) (31' + i) (3 q + 1) (3r + 1) (3 q + 2) ~ 
pI! (Z)k'+('-Pl/3"'6 (- 1)0 - + (3.6) 

p 0=0 3q P 3q + 1 P 3q + 2 P , 

which vanishes identically according to property (2.12). This gives a direct proof of the cancellation of the leading 
divergent terms. A more elaborate study of this problem can be done and would involve lower order terms in the 
asymptotic expansions (3.3) and (3.5). Nevertheless, the procedure would still be the same. 

IV. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM FOR ALL VALUES OF I 

The discussion of Sec. III is incomplete in many respects. Unfortunately, we do not have a more elegant proof to 
show that the limit as k goes to infinity of K(~l (l) exists. Leaving aside this mathematical refinement, one is con
fident that the limit as k - 00 of Eq. (1. 11) can be taken by collecting the finite parts of its right-hand side. In order 
to minimize the number of steps leading to the final answer, we find it convenient to once again write Eq. (1. 11) in 
a different manner, using the discussions of Secs. II and III as a guide. We multiply and divide the right-hand side 
of Eq. (1. 11) by the same factor (3r + i) I, and replace the factor (3r + il I in the denominator by its equivalent ex
pression using the r function triplication formula. Then we put in evidence the three binomials 
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(
3r+i) 

3q , (
3r+i) 
3q + 1 ' and (

3r+i) 

3q +2 ' 

so that the resulting expression is 

T r(k +i)r(k+ 2l' + (2j + 5)/3)r(k +r+l' + 1 + (i +j)/3) 

1 (3r+i) 

XE r(k + I' + (j + 3)/3)r(k + I' + (j + 4/3)r(k + I' + (j + 5)/3) 3q 

r(k +~)(lz + 2l' + (2j + 6)/3)r(k + l' - q + l' + 1 + (i + j)/3) 
r(lz + I' + (j + 4)/ 3)r(k + l' + (j + 5)/3)r(k + l' + (j + 6)/3) 

(
31'+i\ (-1)q(3q+1)! 

x 3q+1) 33q+1 a31 ,+}(k-q,3q+1) 

ru, + 2)r(lz + 21' + (2j + 7)/3)r(;, + l' - q + l' + 1 + (i + j)/3) (31' + i\ (- 1)q(3q + 2)! (l 3 + 2) 
Xr(Jz+l'+ (;+5)/3)r(k+l'+(j+6)/3)r(Jz+I'+ (j+7)/3) 3q+2} 33q+2 a31 '+1 ?-q, q 

forl=3l'+j, l', 1'=0,1,2,3, •.. , co, i, j=0,1,2. (4.1) 

The next step is to take the limit as k goes to infinity in Eq. (4.1) by collecting the finite part of its right-hand 
side. Recalling that /p 0) is the finite part of the combinatorics function a I (n, p) in the limit as n becomes infinitely 
large, one easily finds 

32T+2If+2( ,+}-1>/3 r«(21 + 2)/3)r(1' + (i + 1)/3)r l' + (i + 2)/3)r(1' + (i + 3 )/3) (4.2) 

A special case of the above general formula is, of course, the case 1 = ° (or l' =j = 0). According to Eq. (3.2), we 
have 

(4.3) 

Thus, combining Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), we recover the results of Sec. II, namely, the one stated in Eq. (2.13) and 
leading to Eq. (2.15). 

Finally, combining Eqs. (1. 8) and (4.2), we have at hand an explicit expression for the special function H1(t) 

H (l) -;-. (1- 6 10 6;0 - 6;t6{2 - 6a 6jj )(1- 26;2 6j2){ - 1);+1 rm .t:
p
(l)tp-l (4.4) 

1 . -~o 3Zr+ZII+2(t+J-lli3r«21 + 2)/3)rm 

for!=3l'+j, p=31'+i, r,I'=O,l, •.. ,co, i,j=0,1,2. 

There is no numerical difficulty in evaluating the zeroes of Hz (I) giving the energy eigenvalues, provided we are 
able to calculatefp(Z). The very obscure connection between the energy eigenvalues and the combinatorics functions 
as first made in Ref. 3 has been neatly simplified, and the second obj ective of this paper has been reached. 

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The aim of this section is to show that energy eigen
values can be calculated by combining Eqs. (1. 8) and 
(4.2). This is done by deriving the explicit n dependence 
of the combinatorics functions az(n,p) for each p, thus 
leading to the evaluation of the finite part /p (Z). For the 
time being we do not have a general formula showing 
the explicit p and I dependence of/p(t). Nevertheless, 
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we developed a method based on a very simple residue 
technique to evaluate /p (ll for each value of j) and for 1 
belonging to the series of values 31' and 31' + 2. This 
has been worked out in detail in Ref. 13. Here we will 
simply state the following facts 

(0 The recursion relation, Eq. (1. 12), satisfied by 
the a's involves yz(i, 1,j)) which, in turn, is given in 
general by Eq. (1. lOb) as the ratio of four r functions. 
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(ii) Finite series whose general term is the ratio of 
more than two r functions are not known to have closed 
form expressions. Thus, the only formula available to 
us so far is Eq. (1. 13). 

(iii) The expression of y z (i, 1, p) can be reduced into 
a form that involves two r functions only for l = 3l' and 
l = 3l' + 2. 

To illustrate the method, we will just sketch out the 
developments for l = 3l'. In this case, we have 

Y3z,(i,1,p) 

_ ~ (- 1)0(2l')! 
-q=o q! (2l' - q)! 

r(q +t) 
rt 

r(i + p/3) 
(5. 1) 

r{i + q + (p + 2)/3) . 

The i-dependent term in Eq. (5.1) involves the ratio of 
two functions, and the sum rule (1. 13) is again at work. 
In this manner we have been able to separate out the 
divergent part of a3Z ,(n,p) for various values of p, thus 
isolating the contribution/p (3l'). Once again, the inter
ested reader will find all the computational details in 
Ref. 13. Some of the simplest closed form expressions 
are (l = 3)13 

/0(3) = 1, 

/1(3)=- (58/45)r(h 

/z(3) = (738/175)rm - (32/75)[r(-m2
• 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

(5.2c) 

It is interesting to compare the new special function 
H 3(t) for example with the Airy function HoU), Eq. 
(2.16), by looking at their respective series expansions, 

( 
[ 

1/3 r@ [3 ] ( 3) 
Ho t)=ao 1+3 r(t) 1- 6 +'" , 5. 

( [
29 r m 3 ] (5 4) H3 t)=ao 75+0.1956xrmt-0.00691 + ..... 

If one terminates the series (5.3) to the first three 
terms and calculates the roots of Ho(t), one finds only 
one real root 

1=2.56, (5.5) 

which is in good agreement with the first zero of Ai( - t), 
(2.34). We thus expect the same to happen for Eq. (5.4). 
Cutting the series (5.4) to the first three terms, then 
calculating the roots of H 3(t), one also finds one real 
root 

1 =5.55. (5.6) 

Again this is in good agreement with the result that can 
be obtained by solving the Schrodinger equation numeri
cally, namely, l = 5.05. 15 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The energy eigenvalue problem associated with the 

linear potential is related to the study of a new special 
function, Hz (t), that has been shown explicitly to reduce 
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to the Airy function Ai( - t) for 1=0. The very obscure 
relationship between H z(t) and the combinatorics func
tion a z(n,p) has been clarified allowing the development 
of a systematic method for a direct numerical study of 
this function. The result as stated by Eq. (4.2) would 
not have been obtained without a careful study of the 
case 1=0 done in Sec. II and the analysis of Sec. III 
dealing with the cancellation of infinities. 

A lot more is needed to complete the study of Hz (I). 
Although we have been able to calculate a few lower 
order coefficients fp(l), we have been unsuccessful in 
deriving a general expression for these coefficients 
making explicit their dependence on p and 1. Neverthe
less, this paper has the merit of showing for the first 
time how combinatorics functions can be used con
structively in problems of immediate concern where 
other analytical methods have failed. 
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